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SEE LIVE STREAM  -
 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35 //// https:/
/www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski //// https://w
ww.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska //// https://w

ww.facebook.com/maya.portal.92 
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 // 7// 15 // 21 // 31/// Apr 1 // 07 // 15 // 
21 // 31 / May /07 /15 / 21 / 31// June // 
July // Aug // Sept // Oct // Nov // Dec // 

// / 2014 pdf // /2014 doc // // TORONTO 
STREETNEWS/ // / http://www.slideshare.net/DanaH

orochowski/jrgeniuscom-project-34826278 /// 

http://jrgenius.ca/- Made in 
cANADa! http://uramerica.ca/ 

Uploads from SuperLuminous1 

 

http://serenityglobal.net/05212014.htm 

MOONday 05 19 2014 - SOLUNA69 - 
CENTRAL SUN + MILKY WAY 
= HEAVENLY ISRAEL  -
 http://cyberclass.net/shararose555.htm 

CENTRAL SUN- SOL aligned with 
our LUNA - DNA activation  = all strands/ 
HEAVEN coming to EARTH  /// BRIDE 
of CHRIST - DNA - full SOUL into the 

BODY // we get our GRAIL GIFTS  back once we LOSE the NET -
 DNA holds the LITE. YOU WILL REMEMBER who YOU ARE... GET in the 
SUN and GROUND yourself into MOTHER EARTH - nothing else matters 
right now.. 

BLACK MAJICK = MIDDLE 
EARTH - MILITARY - ASTRAL 
ARCHONS // HAARP - SKY 
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SPIRALS - WORMHOLES  - they are KEEPING US in LOW 
FREQUENCY deliberately, making us believe that ALIENS  are entering our 
solar 
system. https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101855173205290.2411.100001424
227951&type=3 

GALACTIC - AEONS ALIGNMENT - no MONEY NEEDED - 
CHRISTOS + SOPHIA = AEONS ( SOL - LUNA ) ( BLUE APPLES) - 

CHILDREN of the LITE  

- there is no RETIREMENT- to RETIRE 
is to DIE... keep learning, keep 
teaching, keep BEING UUU. Quetzalcoatl 
the FEATHERED SERPENT - We are also 
to do the thing which Jesus is unpopular for, 
which got him crucified; namely, putting 
the money changers out of the world 
temple. Our sun revolves 
around Alcyone, a greater sun. Alcyone 
revolves around Sirius, and Sirius revolves 
around the Great Central Sun. Surely 

the Logos of the GCS is multi-layered. For instance, we have a asteroid belt 
which is the remnants of a lost planet between Mars and Jupiter. In a similar 
fashion GCS has a belt of suns just outside it's main center helios. / The New 
Jerusalem - (Revelation 21:1-5), coming in to orbit the planet, descending “as a 
bride adorned for her husband,” ushering in “a new 
heaven and a new earth” by infusing all life with 
the uplifting truth of God’s Holy Spirit and 
creating a world abundantly rich in all things for 
all people to share. The arrival here of the New 
Jerusalem causes the planet’s aura to flash into 
higher consciousness, ushering in a utopian space 
age 
paradise.https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?
set=a.10154187273000556&type=3 

ROSEof SHARON = 117 - HOLY 
SPERM THAT GOLDEN FORCE PRODUCED BY SUNWISE 
UPRIGHT  IN COPIOUS QUANTITIES ^ THAT HOLY CARRIER 
OF THE WISHES AND COMMANDS OF SUNWISE UPRIGHT 
^ 118 // *IN TUNE * "IN HARMONY"! FOLLOWING "THE WAY " #72 HELPS ONE TO GET "IN 
TUNE"! "I AM THE WAY & THE TRUTH & THE LIFE, NO ONE COMES TO THE FATHER, 
EXCEPT THROUGH ME"! John 14:6 // 118 UNCHAINED BY THE DOGMATIC STRICTURES OF 
THE LAWS OF MEN ^ FINALLY FREED OF THE BURDEN OF PAST SINS AND WEAKNESS 
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AND VITALIZED WITH THE POWER OF GOD AND THE MAMA MATRIX  ^ FEEL THE 
GROOVE AND GO WITH THE FLOW AS THE TRUTH ACTIVATES YOUR HIGHER 
WILL  AND AS THE HIGHER WILL OF 118 WILL MANIFEST AND CONQUER ALL ^ SO MOTE IT 
BE IN 2008 AND 
BEYOND http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq ///https://www.youtube.com/user/
ModernSewing/videos 

  

Cleansing of the Akashia = As the planet’s aura, our 
collective computer mind bank, gives up its hell, so to 
speak, then there will only be positive soul force in our 
space. The world will be only of joy and spiritual truth. 
Over a million people at a time will visit Spirit God’s 
great city, the New Jerusalem, when it comes into orbit 
about our planet, inspiring everyone to get their 
consciousness into ultimate-unlimited mind clairvoyance 
(Revelation 21:1-5 and St. Matthew 24:30-31). We are not 
to wait for this colossal event to happen. It will happen 

automatically when the vibrations are high enough to deliver the most souls. 
When it comes, then all things are finalized. http://www.ministergabriel.net/eg-
study-the-new-jerusalem/ // The New Jerusalem - The ‘Woman Giving Birth to 
a New World Child’ -
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154233688605556 // Seeking 
DREAM INTERPRETATION 
Hopi https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M5qHc0bp1
Zc // Revenge of the 
Redheads https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ky9Ox9
kKmLg - // Rh Negative Blood 
Demandshttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AalKbp
8-qcQ // Holy Grail 
Bloodline https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AalKbp
8-qcQ /// Canada's Internet censorshiplaw kicks in 
on Canada 
Day http://www.topix.com/holidays/canada-
day/2014/05/canadas-internet-censorship-law-kicks-
in-on-canada-day // central sun -
https://www.google.ca/search?q=central+sun&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=3R15U5nhEsKfqAbs_o
HIDg&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=624 // maurice 
cotterellhttps://www.google.ca/search?q=maurice+cotterell&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=3Ax5U_n
AFdWXqAbSpoGADA&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAg&biw=1366&bih=624 // 
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ALL LAWS are ILLEGAL - PACK your BAGGY EYES  - why do you 
FOCUS on VENUS and SATURN... there is somuch 
of you to BECOME - GET rid of the BLOODY dog 
gods- 

GREYS, NAZI, SWISS BANK BEASTS - Don't Buy 
anything with a Barcode on it // STAY AWAY 
from BLACK / WHITE SPELLS  from thePIT of 
HELL  // SHIT in MY BACK YARD... FRY EM UP... 
FRI- END  // UGLY HYBRIDS run your MIND 
CONtrol MEDIA LIES  andYOU BUY IT  - WAGE 

SLAVE - SINNER 999 // I am just searching thru the links for truth- all this 
shit is VELON VATICAN INFESTED withLIES  / -VAMPIRE BLOOD 
QUEEN TREEETEEE  -
 https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101907763200031.2434.100001424227951&t
ype=3 // MURDERER -ILLUMINATREEE -
 https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101852383205569.2410.100001424227951&ty
pe=3 /// TREEEMIRROR SOUL 
STOREYL https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101892026534938.2427.10000142
4227951&type=3 // https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.102452006478940.2786.10

0001424227951&type=3 - 

WHOLE SOUL INTEGRATION  into 
the BODY - CERN trying to slow down 
the Frequencies of the BODY. ASHTAR 
COMMAND- GALACTIC 
FEDERATION  - made up 
by ANNUNAKI - to take us OFF 
PLANET  and EAT US // 35 min - sky 
events to MAKE US BELIEVE  they are 
here to SAVE US // Bases 8:-Chris 
Thomas Velon ET Threat to Humanity 
Part Two - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-
RSwTihJQ0&list=PLAEWXcfwOPWUx4mdYAK10TP5JFW6wGP8a&index
=2 

   

Jrgenius.com project from Dana Horochowski 
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URANUS URANTIA  - True 
Christianity was practiced 
by Adam, Noah, 
Enoch and Melchizedek. // 
The Babylonian mystery 
religions are a cheap Satanic 
counterfeit of True Christianity 
// Heavenly 
Isis + Osiris = Sophia + 
Christos vs Earthly Abomination 
Isis + Osiris (Samael + Lilith) 

/http://7thfire.biz/12212012.htm 

http://www.slideshare.net/DanaHorochowski/jrgeniuscom
-project-34826278 

Yeshua / Jesus what was he like? - - Jesus 
was anything but the mild-mannered, soft-spoken, 
almost wimpy character the exoteric church has 
described to us. He had charisma, personality, he was 
human with emotions like anger, frustration, grief. 
Yeshua, a variant of Joshua, is the Hebrew name for 
Jesus, and is the true way his name was spoken. "Jesus" is the warped English 
pronunciation of the Greek word "Iesous." And "Jesus Christ," is a Greek 
phrase, coined by Paul. "Yeshua haMoshiach." Pronounced Ye-SHU-ah ha 
Mah-SHEE-ock. It means Yeshua the Messiah, or the literal translation: 

Yeshua the Anointed One. 

Jesus/Yeshua was a rebel 
sage. He came into the 
stuffy, 
legalistic, misogynist 
Judaism like a whirlwind. 
His teachings flew in the 
face of just about 
everything 
the monotheistic male 
dominated religion of his 
people was teaching at the 
time. Judaism was 
controlled by the Temple 
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in Jerusalem, whereas Jesus and his band were from Galilee, a northern 
province that had been forcibly converted to Judaism a hundred years before 
Yeshua's birth. The northern Galileans still had some of their pre-Jewish 
practices and were easily recognized by their accents. Remember how the 
distraught Peter is recognized after Jesus' arrest by his northern accent, 
"your speech betrays you!" says the High Priest's servant woman. Because 
they weren't considered "true" Jews, we read in the New Testament the 
Jerusalemites saying things like, "can anything good come out of Galilee?" So 
Yeshua would have grown up with a less strict attitude toward Jewish law 
and most certainly would have known the Greek language which for 
centuries has been debated. He was exposed to other pagan religions and 
philosophies because evidence now shows that he lived within walking distance 
of a very sophisticated Greco-Roman city-center, and several merchant 
fishing towns. 

Yeshua was a rebel sage, a Master of secret teachings in the ancient 
mystery school tradition. 

In the New Testament he repeatedly tells his students, "these things I tell you 
in private, are not for the masses, they would hear but not understand." He 
alludes to a hidden core of knowledge, a secret underlying current running deep 
below the surface of mainstream religion. You get the sense that the churches 
and ceremonies we attend 
today, the prayers and spell-
songs we sing only touch the 
very tip of the iceberg. 
TheChurch of the Way is 
the inner core of teachings 
dispensed by the Esoteric 
Mystery School. Church 
of Yeshua and Mary 
Magdalene, co-saviors who 
came as God andGoddess to straighten us out again. God and Goddess 
occasionally take the flesh, whenever things go too far astray. Krishna, the 
Christ-like god of India says in the Gita (India's Bible written around 1500BC), 
"In every age I come back." He/She comes back whenever things get too 
rough here on earth. 

The Church of the Way - Eklisia ton Tropon - In Greek. Yeshua's true 
teachings are very hard to discover when reading the New Testament. 
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It sometimes seems like Paul founded Christianity, almost 
making it up as he went along. But Yeshua did found a 
Mystery School and Church of the Way. He had students, 
they had rituals , he taught them techniques, 
prayers and rites. It was probably less like a religion, a 
church, than a way of life. And what would it be called, if not 
the Church of the Way? It is interesting to note, that 
the Chinese Tao also means The Way, and is areligion of 
balance with its famous black and white yin-yang 

symbol. Perhaps it's time for another of their visits? In honoring the Sacred 
Repast (Meal) and furthering your own kinship with theDivine Family: God 
the Father, God the Mother, God the Sacred Son and the Bride of Christ, 
the Holy Daughter, practice the purist form of original Christianity , 
the Initiation of Water & Anointing and the weekly sharing of the Sacred 
Repast (Meal). Long before Jesus, and even before the Jewish people, the 
book of Genesis mentions the very first priest, Melchizedek, usingbread and 
wine in his 
rituals. http://www.northernway.org/god.html // http://theaeoneye.wordpress.co
m/category/gnosis/ // https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154235110
450556 //https://www.facebook.com/groups/3654615149/ /// http://www.eyeofs
iloam.com/ // https://www.facebook.com/groups/Church.ot.Universe/ // http://ww
w.scribd.com/doc/223699846/Free-the-Sex-Slaves-From-the-Jesuit-Draco-Sirius-Lizard-Monkey-Venus-
Penis-Buggering-Money-Hand 

The sage is considered synonymous with that of a god. Diotima is saying 
that fools are unconscious of their lack of wisdom, even though they think 
they are wise and are full of hubris (i.e. delusional). On the other 
hand, philosophers are acutely aware of their lack of wisdom and are 
constantly searching after her like desert nomads thirsting after clean water. 
The philosopher is the intermediate stage between sages and fools. Like the 
philosophers, daimons were also considered to be intermediate beings, and 
have a share of divinity although their divine nature is conjoined with a soul 

and a body, capable of perceiving pleasure and pain. 

For Diotima, the daimon acts as an intermediary between 
gods and men, existing in an intermediate state or nature. 
This is like Hermes, the messenger of the gods, or Thoth. 
This is the Christ of the Hermetic tradition essentially. 
Diotima was from Mantineia in the Peloponnese not far 
from Corinth where Paul was said to evangelize. It was 
apparently an ancient argument among the Greeks whether 
to pray to Gods or to an intercessor. The savior figure of 
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Jesus Christ as a supernatural, docetic and otherworldly being could also be 
considered a daimonic 
beinghttp://theaeoneye.wordpress.com/2014/02/// http://www.stoa.org/diotima/ 

- Isis and Osiris - consequently, the daimons, like humans, are moved by 
appetite, and are capable of both good and evil. In one sense, daimons bridge 
the gulf or distance between the earthly and the heavenly. In another, daimons 
were also considered to be responsible for the incarnation of souls into the 
enslavement into flesh, matter and Fate. The Corpus Hermeticum explicitly 
states that daimons are responsible for humanity’s enslavement in the cycles 
of birth, life and death under the authority of fate. Fate to a Gnostic, however, 
did not exist and was illusory like matter. The more Orthodox minded 
Christians however, were obsessed 
with Fate and the Apocalypse or theEnd 
Times. Virtually everyone, pagan, 
Jewish, Christian or Gnostic, believed in 
the existence of these beings and in their 
function as mediators, whether he called 
them daemons or angels oraions or 
simply ‘spirits’” http://www.teemingbrain.com/2007/03/19/the-greeks-and-
their-
daimones/ /// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDTzcFgUiz4&list=PLKMR
Z_RVqZtbDXmqFRaCky2tZRv2d8Q0w 

Prophecies of the Virgin Mary 
 

 

SUNday 05 18 2014 - AGAPE AMOR WAY 
- OJIBWE - CATHARS - ESSENES -
 ojibweway555 - http://7thfire.biz/ojibweway555.htm 

NOT ... PINDAR PENIS BABALON 
WHORE 
WORSHIP - 
Every 
morning when 
the United 
States 

President wakes up he can look out the 
window and see the Masonic obelisk and be 
reminded of who controls America. If the 
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President has any training in the Mystery religion of ancient Egypt, he will also 
know what body part is symbolically erected in the Washington Memo. The 
Obelisk is a representation of a human penis, because sun worship, worship of 
regeneration (sex) and worship of the sun god Satan were all tied together. 
Masons helped with the moving of the obelisk, and its dedication when it 
arrived in New York City . Large obelisks have been erected by Masons inNew 
York , Washington D.C., Paris, the Vatican, and London. (If my memory 
serves me correct Berlin received one too at one time.) 

The Grand Orient Freemasonry has been linked to other orders of 
Freemasonry that are also called Rosicrucians. Pope John XXIII joined a 
Rosicrucian group that had links to European Freemasonry when he was in 
Turkey. While the secret Grand Orient 
Freemasonry was very strong in Turkey  in 
spite of its small numbers, the regular 
American Freemasonry granted a 
dispensation for a Masonic Lodge to operate 
in Smyrna, Turkey in May, 1863 but the 
charters were withdrawn on Aug. 27, 
1880. However, it is interesting that of all the 
Turkish cities, Smyrna was definitely the best 
place for Freemasonry to gain recruits. Men 
like Achmed Pasha and many of the other 
Pasha family have been leaders within Freemasonry and the Illuminati. 
Achmed Pasha was a Satanist and had a large harem. Mehmet Talaat Pasha 
(1872-1921) was a Freemason and part of the Turkish revolution of 1908. He 
was the leader of the Young Turks, which was a joint project of the Sufis and 
the Frankist Satanists. 

(The type of Satanism led by the Frank 
family has had connections to Turkey for 
hundreds of years.) Mehmet Talaat Pasha 
was the Grand Master of the Grand Orient 
of Turkey. He was held the political 
position in Turkey of grand vizier of 
Turkey (1917-18). Another Turkish Pasha 
was part of the Turkish royalty running 
Egypt when Egypt was part of 
the Ottoman Empire. His name was 
Khedive Ismail Pasha and he was Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Egypt. 
It was this Turk, Khedive Ismail Pasha, who gave the famous Obelisk to the 
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United States. This Obelisk was called Cleopatra’s Needle and was originally 
erected in the city of the sun, Heliopolis, about 1500 
B.C. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154236559655556 /// http:/
/www.asiafinest.com/forum/index.php?showtopic=135607&st=40 /// Paul 
David Hewson - Bono - U2 - Serial Child Killer - Pedophile - http://paul-
david-hewson-u2-bono.blogspot.ca/ // McConnell claims the SDS’ “nationwide 
revolutionary network to bomb and to kill” was never dismantled and Barry 
'Candyman' Soetoro and his wife Michelle Obama (nee Robinson) were 
hired to complete the takeover of the U.S. government through entrapped SDS 
oath takers and top officials. 
// https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154238644740556 
/http://www.abeldanger.net/2013/01/1305-marine-links-sds-obama-
partial.html // http://politicalvelcraft.org/2010/12/02/un-promotes-child-sex-
slave-market-for-pedophiles/barack-obama-pedophile-
2/ // http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=223066&page=4 /// http://www.bibliote
capleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_obama18.htm /// 

STAY AWAY  from the COOP 
COMMUNITIES https://www.facebo

ok.com/photo.php?fbid=10154220766305556 // 
Ritual Abuse, MKUltra & 

Gangstalking: Evil Goals of the 
Illuminati - // The 13 Illuminati 

Bloodlines by Fritz Springmeier & 
Cisco 

Wheeler.http://2013timetowakeup.word
press.com/ /// The Illuminati Formula 

Used to Create a Total Mind Controlled 
Slave by Fritz Springmeier & Cisco Wheeler. http://fritz-

springmeier.dbs2000ad.com/ /// Satanic Ritual 
Abuse: http://mysticalmusingsandpolitics.blogspot.ca/ //http://yoy50.wordpress.

com/2011/07/25/ritual-child-abuse-and-mk-ultra-or-mind-control-is-it-
real////Ritual Abuse, MKUltra & Gangstalking (Full 

Length) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nADjwkOn5w / // Satanism and 
the CIA: International Trafficking in 

Childrenhttps://www.youtube.com/pl
aylist?list=PL42eF8d4l9tqAyF-

z8QlZmkCeVXsgi5Jh //https://www.youtu

be.com/user/2012timetowakeup // Connecting 
the Dots - 

slavesandbutterflies.blogspot.com -
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http://slavesandbutterflies.blogspot.nl/ // 

 

ESSENES CATHARS 555ESSENES CATHARS 555 

LION ZION  

MARKHAM NEW YORK REGION OTTAWA KINAKWII  

 

http://serenityglobal.net/05152014.htm 

05 15 2014 - 5/6/7 = 11-7 = 9 - COLONies, 
CUNTrees, COCKus NO MORE - cockusnomore -
 http://jrgenius.ca/cockusnomore.htm 

ALL BANKRUPT = POWERLESS LIZARD 
LOUNGE CHAIRS  !!  

$$$ -FOLLOW the AMON RA TRAIL 666 to 
the ALIEN BLOOD SUCKING SLAVE 
MASTERShttps://www.facebook.com/dana.horocho
wski/posts/10154227185615556 

GROSS INCESTUOUS INBREEDING- FEMA TIME LIZARD KINGS  -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_
nADjwkOn5w 

FREEMAN FLY - 
INSECTILIAN  = GREASY NWO 
LIZARD 
FREEMASON = WORSHIPs 
SATAN - Freeman family and 
the Rothschild family have members 
who are also in the "seed of Satan" 
13th bloodline - Disney's World 
/ . http://www.whale.to/b/sp/merovingian.html // https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=mXp8GynLbXc // /https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-F93BMqWCJs 
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TIMOTHY WATSON BURNS  - SILLY CHRISTIAN  -
 GOYIM  MEAT  for the ASKENAZI JEWS. STILL in BED  with 
the ENEMY I SEE ... I TOLD YOU GEORGE FREUD is EXTREMELY 
DANGEROUS ??? FRI- END - you will get your ASS COOKED for sure 
with this 
friend. https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/1015422693668055
6 // http://shakesaspear.com/ /// The History of The Peace 
train https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AhYLHI0KoOw // https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=NaVegMtdKZ4 /// https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154227049525556 

One World Religion Will Be Protestant Mary's 
Rosary and Scapular will  protect remnant 

Catholics. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0Rb6ZKQ8Po //https://www.facebook.com/dana.horo
chowski/posts/10154227440280556 

 

05 13 2014 -5/4/7 = 5-11 = 7 - PACK YOUR 
BAGGY EYES = Canada Does Not 
Exist baggyrichbitch -
 http://serenityglobal.net/baggyrichbitch.htm 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/223699846/Free-the-Sex-Slaves-From-the-
Jesuit-Draco-Sirius-Lizard-Monkey-Venus-Penis-Buggering-Money-

Handlers // http://serenitystreetnews.com/2014URaMERICa.pdf 

– “Canada” is only a paper corporation much like 
Canadian Tire” - or other forms of legal fiction (ens legis) or paper entity 
created byunscrupulous men and women to rule, plunder, exploit and 
to dominate other people. British law is nothing but a trip wire, designed to 
keep human beings poor. Their legal system is designed to keep us in our 
“proper place” – the total slavery of everyone; their version of the maxim 
“equal justice for all,” which in reality is equal injustice to all. They treat 
every slave the same. But the slave cannot rise above his master. None of their 
laws were made by the people and for the people. Their “law” is a broken 
record that testifies against the powers that be, statutes that warns the people 
not to tamper with their corrupt order 
of things, all designed to make the 
rich richer  and the poor more poorer, 
to put everyone in jail if we decide to 
disagree with their “order of things”, 
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like “practicing law without a license which is total bullshit. 

-The justice system, consisting of judges and lawyers who have turned the 
justice system into a monopolistic “just us”  system for those who are 
“licensed” by the system to operate and profit from it. This is basically a 
license to steal, a license to do anything that would otherwise be illegal 
within their corporate paper world.  The rest of the people who are not 
members of these exclusive societies are forced to pay dearly for the use of 
their legal system. Those who refuse or could not afford to pay for the services 
provided by the system are completely shut out from the “just us” system. In 
other words, in their paper based system, if you have the paper, you are now 
licensed to do whatever the paperwork you hold says you can do. But that will 
not work for me. Unless you can produce, the paper that I signed that says you 
can do to me what I would otherwise not allow anyone to do, please get thee 
behind me Satan. 

The world of fiction . - There is no such thing as 
“Canada”.  Such has been tacitly admitted by its own 
“Justice Department”by their own failure to produce 
any cogent evidence that “Canada” and its so-called 
government are in lawful possession of any lawful 
authority to exist as a nation. This fact has been 
admitted by its own “Governor Generals” that the 
Government of Canada is de facto, meaning, it exists 
in fact only but it does not exist lawfully. This is a 

well known fact that is well-supported by history. The brief history of 
“Canada” speaks for itself about the plunder, fraud, deception, genocide, 
slavery, mass murder, ethnic cleansing, germ warfare and all forms of 
crimes against humanity. They are all criminals. What is a natural thing for 
criminals to do? Commit crimes of course, such is what they have done to me. 
“Canada” is an illegal colony of Great Britain, a dominion, meaning a 
possession, whose owner is a 
foreign power. It really doesn’t 
matter what this foreign power 
now calls “Canada” these days, 
the undeniable truth remains that 
“Canada” is a colony, owned and 
operated unlawfully, in total 
violation of the United Nations 
Convention and International 
Law. Merely because the powers 
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that be no longer use the words “dominion” or “colony” can hide the truth that 
“Canada” is a British colony. Neither does it alter the fact that “Canada” 
is stolen property. The British  came into North America (Turtle Island) and 
saw the vast area that yearned to be populated and “governed”. They found the 
solution to their own British problem, that of over-population, too many 
people living and competing with each other in one tiny area called the 
British Isles. So they dumped all their vassals, serfs and slaves over here and 
changed the name of the place to “Canada” and made it a “dominion” or 
“colony” in violation of all existing international law. Under color of law, 
which was based only on paper, they created a paper colony. They stole the 
nation from under those whose rights are antecedent of any paper law that they 
created unlawfully to legalize their heinous crimes. Simply repainting a stolen 
car does not exonerate the thief who stole the car. Neither does it alter the fact 
that the car had been stolen from the real owner. This is called “coloring the 
law”. The British legal system operates within “Canada” under the same 
colored law. And as this says So shall it be - John-Ruiz: 
Dempseyhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8xAMw6ZyEc /// http://westcoa
stnativenews.com/canada-does-not-exist-the-paper-government/ 

  

NO TAXPAYER DOLLARS ARE EVER USED  to pay for anything used by 
Treaty people for over 150 years. 

The Indian Trust Fund  is valued in the trillions of 
dollars and earns an annual interest rate of over 35 
billion dollars . In fact, the Supreme Court of 
Canada ruled the government to turn the trusts over 
to trustees selected by Treaty People. The government 
refuses to act on that ruling. The racism we suffer has no 
foundation: except that it's hate propaganda: 
deliberately delivered to 
those the system 
of tyranny controls, 

information, especially of abiased or 
misleading nature, used to promote or 
publicize a particular political cause or point of 
view. Some do not even know why they hate, it 
is used to take over our lands and lied about 
our title to it, fact of the matter is: we still hold 
title rightful as it has been revealed. It will go 
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public pretty soon to all that doubt. So the next time anyone goes and looks at 
any Native differently, consider who that difference it reflects on. Now: there 
should be no more hate preaching about my tax dollar this or my tax dollar 
that. Corp. Canada lied and supposedly their lease is up either way, NO 
consultation from the Queen is fraud to begin with. The Vatican: it didn't 
happen. Also to those Natives that grasp and harness "the doctrine of discover 
to stuff their pockets," get a real job, quit living off as blood suckers from our 
own mothers womb. (Alec 
Oombash) https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154189439970556 ///
 http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2014/05/it-has-begun-yellowstone-
earthquake-evacuation-has-started-fissures-forming-reported-on-local-radio-
2948972.html 

MAYDAY 2014  

 

SUNday 05 11 2014 - FREE the SEX SLAVES from the JESUIT DRACO 
SIRIUS LIZARD MONKEY VENUS PENIS BUGGERING MONEY 
HANDLERS  freelizardskins555 -
http://serenityglobal.net/freelizardskins555.htm 

MY HERO - Russia Issues International ARREST 
WARRANT For ROTHSCHILD & 
SOROS! - - PUTIN IS A 
PEACEMAKER  WHO TREATS ALL 
NATIONS WITH EQUAL 
RESPECT.http://www.tomatobubble.co
m/putin_anti_communist.html // https://w
ww.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154
196907165556 // https://www.facebook.c
om/photo.php?fbid=10154196854945556
 // 

- Secrets of the Fed - God bless 
President Putin, who is putting the fear of 
God into the New World Order - In the 
wake of Crimea's independence 
referendum, Hillary Clinton says Russian 
President Putin is a "new Hitler." 
Zbigniew Brezezinski,former National 
Security Advisor agrees, calling Putin not 
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just another Hitler, but also a thug, a menace, a Mafia gangster, and 
aMussolini. The Western mainstream media echoes this childish name-
calling. Why is the whole Western foreign policy establishment so afraid of 
Putin? Because Putin is standing up against Western aggression – not only 
in Ukraine, but also inSyria and Iran . http://www.secretsofthefed.com/russia-
issues-international-arrest-warrant-rothschild-
soros/ ///https://andelino.wordpress.com/tag/christian-values/ /// Insane 
warmongers like Obama and John McCain don't want you to know howAssad 
protects Christians in Syria. http://thefederalist-
gary.blogspot.ca/2014/04/syrias-assad-pays-easter-visit-to.html /// 

- Quite simply Putin is a devout Christian who has put Christianity in prime 
position within Russia. Their laws are Christian laws, their customs are 
Christian customs, and Christian tradition defines Russian law and justice. The 
anti-British, anti-Christian, wealth obsessed 
elites and Establishmentapparatchiks that rule us, hate Christianity and 
Christians. But most of all they hate Russian Putin because he is a tough, 
strong, God-fearing Christian - and because he stopped a gaggle of Zionist 
oligarchs from looting Russia. Communism - an alien ideology imposed on 
the Russian by brutal force and with money from Wall Street banks- has 
been totally vanquished and thrown out of Russia. Communism today only 
survives in theEU and the USA. Out ruling elite hate and fear Putin because 
he puts Christ first,  second and third. They have spent 50 years destroying 
Christian values in our countries. If our leaders are to destroy Christianity for 
ever they have to annihilate Russia and Putin now before Russia becomes too 
strong. https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/10154196891940556 // 

 
Ongoing Western attempts to 
destabilize these and other 
countries are just the most recent 
examples of a decades-old pattern 
of aggression. The long-term 
goal: Total destruction of 
traditional nations and values, 
and the creation of a New World 

Order global dictatorship. Putin's reference to Satanism was a pointed 
rebuke to the New World Order elites, who – though they push militant 
secularism on the societies they are trying to undermine – are closet Satanists. 
Anyone who doubts this should run the name "Lt. Col. 
Michael Aquino"  through a search engine. Aquino, an 
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avowed Satanist and credibly-accused mass child abuser, was rewarded for his 
crimes against children with an appointment as Chief of Psychological 
Warfare for the US military . Putin is stopping New World Order "creative 
destruction" in Syria and Ukraine. He is part of a growing coalition opposing 
the NWO – not just religious traditionalists, but also progressive anti-
globalization forces, including Hugo Chavez inspired anti-imperialists in 
Latin America.  We are facing an epic struggle between those who espouse 
sacred values such as justice and decency versus those who wish to destroy all 
values. http://www.presstv.com/detail/2014/03/19/355259/putin-puts-fear-of-
god-in-nwo/ // 

Nazi Collaborators German Jews 

    

RUSSELL BRAND - MIND 
CONTROLLED HANDLER -
 KATY PERRY  vs Katherine 
Elizabeth Hudson - COME 
HOME SISTER - PANDORA 
PRISM PRISON - SOLD her 

SOUL to be a MIND CONTROLLED SEX SLAVE  for the LIZARDS  -
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10154205349985556 

NIGERIAN TERRORIST GIRL STEALING HOAX  and 
the EXPLOSIONs on TV are VATICAN  funded - ALWAYS LYING $$$ - 
HAIL HITLER - into HELL -
 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/315211205295853 

  

ZIONIST NAZI SWISS BANK 
WHORE ROTHCHILD LAZY 
MAGGOT WHITE TRASH SKANK 
SLUT SLOTH NSA operative - Julie 
Hall - Margi Bingley  -
 https://www.facebook.com/margi.bingl
ey - Lives in Perth, Western Australia 

// ROCKEFELLER LOSER  - Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness Stone -
https://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslyness.gozaimasustone/ 
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HOLLYWOOD NIMROD  - FRAUDS - MARK ANTHONY STANDLEY  - 
UFOs should be SHOT DOWN - JEWry - SHOW BUSINESS 
666 fromHOLLYWOOD -
 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/315211205295853 

ATLANTIAN NEPHILIM GEN 6.6- FAKE BOB MARLEY  MONKEY 
LIZARD EARTH PARTY UFO INVASION AREA 51 SEWER RATS -
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154095233075005 

  

- other NAZI agents V.c. RC Hurley, Hak Asigi, Judy Wisdom, Julie Young, 
Moises Dulnuan, Julian Faccini, Diane Rawson Kitzman, Lyubov Baklashev, 
Dirk von Borstel, Cheryl Zeck-Forbes, 
Vee Tee, António Borges, Kevin Hills, 
Cathy Marie Hoflehner-Haliman, 
Stephen Dickerson, Halina Kruk, Chris 
Szabo, Zeki Mudun, Arkan Kamarada, 
Tomasz Letkiewicz, Elaine Bass, Craig 
Ringness, ZG Prijatelj, Roh Bro, Eddie 
Boo, Rajesh Padnakad, Cory Camilleri, 
Tiretheos Chiron, Zoran Sunjic, Vania 
Armstrong, Tracey Varley Mitchell, Nuno Gralheira, Brian Concannon, Ben 
Musico, Thelma Annes de Araujo, Carmen Climent, David Retana, Paul 
Moebus, Capable Cate, Gordana Janice, Jacquie Perrie, Evan Luke, Faye 
Charlston, Amandha Dawn Vollmer, Brooks Agnew, Carol Harrison, Cosimo 
Bonasia, Dale Bulley, Derrel W. Sims, Grant Barlow, Gregor Moore, Jairon 
Guerrero Cuesta, Jason Ford, Julie Hall, Max Igan, Natasha Leigh, Sadie Wu, 
Stewart Swerdlow, William J. Schleich, Susie Queue, Mario R. Williams, Vicki 
Green, Wendy Hewitt, Susan Laverty, Tracey Moon Dredge, Joanne Argiriadis, 
Lizon Loisel, Mark Aldridge, Stephen Reed, Mike Batley, Stefan Gray, Paul 
Fielding, Grant Tory, Julie Crory Telgenhoff, Bozena Leszczyk-Zarzecka, 
Lydia White Calf, Sunny Day, Farrah AS, Marijan Sonofjozo, David 
Brassington, Patrick Durward, Michael Murphy, Marcin Jaskulski, Hanneke 
Thesame, Adam Of-The Young-Family, Janet Olson, Robyn Christine, Craig 
Wilson, Katrencik Tomas, Thelord Benyfits, Sue Morgan, Bazra Parsons, Kelly 
Tice, Engin Kaya, Kristine Conlan, Ron David, Jan Bahen-lewington, Mary 
Woody, Philip Sovaga Sanktuloj, Tash Leith, Emily Faircloth, Peg Solomon, 

Johnny Ehlers, Peter Ruwette, 
Stephen Jackson, Surendar G. Rao, 
Vanessa Jane, Lesley Harris, Leigh 
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Skelsey, Musa Kirkpinar, Lee Savage, Dianne Kirton Gardner, Brett Gunn, 
Ricardo Lemos, Callegari Sandro, Jonathan Clarke, Dylan Efford, Lissa Mires, 
Regina Kaniewski, Steve Walker, Nina Alice, Nelson Simas, Sharon Gibbins, 
Rogério Correia, Haisan Wang, Anthony N Di Wood, Sharon Forbes, Pinto 
Nineoneone, Curteous IronLion Peggasus, Kelvin Shields, Seffron Holroyd, 
Angels Eon, Howard Nema, Craig Ardern, Markus Rosenberg, Patricia House, 
Gavin Rider, Toby Hall, Linda Sante, Muñeka de Anis, Sedat Gödek, Karen 
Elliott, Ángel Contreras De Haro, Bruce Wham, Julia Rees, Johnny Pike, Lisa 
Romo Hill, Xiomara Hayes, Fredrick Bear, Geoff Pitt, Dennis Hill, Corren 
Garavanta, Nathan Meloni, Vicki C Tuton, 

 

EARTH PARTY  - HEAVEN NORTH of HWY 
7- 144, 000 = Zeus, Apollo, and Artemis- 
Lighters -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85qYVJFLo_4
&list=PLGlfoA9v-xOaw-
DwBfukQUvArCwmxuX7J&index=6 

Dana Elizabeth Christine Horochowski = 391 -
 *THE MOMENT of TRUTH for - THE WORLD *JESUS IS 

COMING IN A FLAMING FIRE! / THESWORD of ZION - TRUTH > A GRAVE CONCERN for - 
THE CRITICAL MASS  *Rev 20:5-8 / ABACK ALL GARGOYLE MONSTERS OF RA HOOR KHUIT 
*ABK AL GMOR / BEWARE ARMAGEDDON  - OF - THE CROW *WARNS! "CORVUS COR 
ONE" (THE CROW OF Sacred MannA Ministeries, "WHITE BRILLIANCE"! / CAST YOUR BURDENS 
UPON THE - CHRIST *I AM THE WAY & THE TRUTH & THE LIFE John 14:6 // CHOOSE THE 
DOVE - NOT THE SERPENT * / COME INTO OUR -- PASSIONATE PEACE * / COME TO US - 
BEFORE - IT IS TOO LATE *THAT INCLUDES YOU - 
ROBIN! /COWARDS WILL NOT -- INHERIT THE 
KINGDOM  * * Rev 20:8 / 2Thess 1 :6-9 Rev 11:18 19:11-21 
Daniel 2:44 "THY KINGDOM COME "! Matt 5:5 Isa 61:1-
11 65:17- 25, 2:1-4 / Rev 11:18 19:11-21, Daniel 2;44. Matt 
24:14, 2thess 1;6-9. / Master Manipulater of the Naeq wake up 
, or be trapped by the numbers // MY BIG MOUTH - 
FLAMETH - LIKE - A GIANT  * ITS A CASE OF : "THE 
GIANT AND THE WORMS"! (GRAVEWORMS THAT IS)! 
/ Satan trapped Manna Ministries wake up! / Suddenly the 
destroyer is coming ! / THE - SANGAREAL - TRUTH - 
FLOWS IN MY VEINS  * /GODS KINGDOM ON 
EARTH  * "A NEW BEGINNING " on SOLID GROUND ! Mat 6:9,10 Daniel 2:36-45 Isa 2:1-4 35:1-10 
61:1-11 65:17-27 Rev 21:3-27 ^^^^ BE THERE! Mat 5;5 PsaLM 37:9,10 Refer to #60 for MORE 
INSIGHT // THE FOUNTAIN -- THAT NEVER -- RUNS DRY * // THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT - 
THE EARTH  * MATT 5:5. Psalm 36:9-11 // THE NUMEROLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE * of #391 is: 
// THIS IS WHERE - THE NIGHTMARE - ENDS *FOR SOME ! THE SECOND COMING OF 
CHRIST!!! // WE ARE LISTENING FOR - YOUR PRAYERS * // WHEN THE LIGHT IS GONE -- 
COME TO ME *ITS VERY DARK WHERE YOU ARE! // YAHWEH CAN BRING YOU BACK FROM 
- THE DEAD *HE IS ALL POWERFUL https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154205679025556 
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RED INDIAN DAWN 555 MAY 2014 

   

 

COALITION into SERENITY GLOBAL 
COOPERATIVE  + SIOUX OTTAWA KANATA 
KINAKWII  - http://en.gravatar.com/danahorochowski 

Dana Elizabeth Horochowski, B.Sc., B.Ed., RNCP, RMMS 
teacher, and owner of Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc. 
Educated at the University of Western Ontario, Lakehead 
University, and continuous education in Nutrition, Holistic 
Health and Healing. Born February 12, 1965 to immigrant 
Polish parents and grew up in Sault Ste Marie Ontario. 

Taught Math, Science and Vocal Music for the York Catholic District School 
Board from 1989 to 2003. Built her own 
education system in 1995 and continues to 
advocate her revolution in holistic education. 

Presently single without family commitments, 
Dana spends time networking with others who 
desire a solution to the problems that currently 
face us. She speaks out for an independent Canada. She believes that 
the education system should not be suppressed and indoctrinated as it 
currently is. Ideally, she hopes that Canadians would encourage independent 
thinking, an integral media, community cooperation and trade, 
environmental responsibility, the eradication of poverty and addictions, world 
peace and an accountable, honest government for the people. With a 
background in Biology and Ecology, Dana consistently researches alternative 
energies, organic foods, holistic health and healing, preservation of the 
environment and the prevention of global 
warming. 

She believes in the Restoration of 
Jurisdiction for First Nations  and has 
worked closely with them as a teacher and in 
community involvement. Having spent time 
in rural communities, Dana has seen the 
growing extinction of our farming 
communities, small 
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towns and manufacturing industries due to Free Trade. Her focus is to help 
solve the problems of our under employed, re-educate and re-train 
people and create new economies and micro-industries that promote an 
independent healthy Canada; one that can help show the rest of the world 

how to live in SERENITY and 
prosperity. http://cyberclass.net/ 

Global Problems - Since 1998, Dana has 
been investigating the source of our global 
problems and trying to bring these concerns to 
the attention of the education system, the 
government, media, religious leaders, 
concerned parents, students and other 
citizens. By truly understanding where the 
problem lies and by accepting that there is a 
problem, only then can we make significant 

changes towards remedying the situation. Currently our bureaucracy fails to 
tell us the truth about what is really going on. 

Dana opposes the North American Union, NAFTA and the globalization 
agenda. She has been educating others about these dangerous issues through 
her website. She works closely with Toronto Street News (a unsuppressed 
newspaper, sold by the underemployed) which is posted on her website, 
currently. The plan is to expand and diversify Canada Street News for national 
distribution, supported by small businesses, the Canadian voice and the 
integrity of its content. http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS 
all/ // http://www.torontostreetnews.net/ 

Global Solutions - Dana is currently setting up a Serenity Network ( 
7thfire.biz) with bartering and trading for those who are concerned about 
globalization and the control of our economies. It will be community currency 
compatible and be globally accessible to other small businesses, entrepreneurs 

and communities. Jr. Genius 
Educational Services 
Inc. http://jrgenius.ca, 

In 1995, frustrated with indoctrination 
system (our public education system) 
and its failure to produce independent 
thinkers who were whole minded, 
healthy and balanced, Dana recreated a 
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logical academic curriculum and developed Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs . Her vision was to build education around the individual, and 
empower them to share their knowledge. Students (of all ages) learn to live 
holistically with nature and others, implementing organic gardening and food 
prep, practicing optimal health and healing and learning alternative science 
technologies. Students learn how to build and market their own small 
businesses and integrate into a community network 

Geared from ages 2 to 102, instructors quickly teach students the basic Math 
and Language skills and apply the Study to Succeed Method. Once an 
individual has acquired these fundamental skills, they can continue to explore 
what they desire to learn without suppression. In this “I see, I do, I teach” 
system, everyone has an opportunity to learn and teach their craft. Designed to 
cater to all income levels, education becomes a community commitment and 
learning occurs, not just in the classroom. With all ages involved, the elderly 
and the young gain confidence, security and a sense of self worth. 

This revolution in education is economical, highly effective, empowering 
and Earth Friendly. CURRICULUM - http://8thfire.biz/programs for 

recordings/ 

Government, Monetary and Judicial 
Systems - Dana is aware of the flaws in 
our current government, judicial and 
monetary systems. Complete openness 

and absence of secrecy, full accountability, accessibility, and 
representation are essential to the integrity of the 
system. Canada must be free from the chains of British, American and 
corporate influence. As LEADER for the SERENITY PARTY , Dana is 
committed to the policies that it upholds and believes that immediate 
ACTION is the solution to our current national situation. To make the 
SERENITY PARTY an official GLOBAL PARTY . Meegwetch Namaste 
Contact Dana at: Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc. Dana Horochowski // 
TORONTO CENTRE Toronto, Ont. 416-419-9023; jrgenius@yahoo.com, 

http://7thfire.biz, http://8thfir
e.biz, http://jrgenius.ca, 

- Made in cANADa! Join us 
in a New Paradigm of 
Universal Oneness, Serenity 
and Prosperity for All. We 
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are a Network of People with Integrity and OPEN hearts, READY to create a 
BETTER WORLD for seven generations to come. Rainbow Angels / Children 
of the Feather - ONE BIG JOB onebigjob -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/onebigjob.htm /// Help Us Create a New Ending! 
- Hi there from Peggy & David! We’re a couple of Americans who went on a 
very, very extensive fact finding mission to figure out why the world is so 
screwed up and to see if there was something we could do to change 
things.http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm // http://www.lawfulbank.com
/ /// http://www.scribd.com/doc/190807919/Dana-HOROCHOWSKI-resume-
Jan2014 //http://www.linkedin.com/pub/dana-
horochowski/b/837/61b /// https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-
INTERnationAL-Schools/261130010582710 

April 2014 

 OTTAWA T PARTY VAMPIRE BBQ  

 

 

MONEY day 05 08 2014 - THE FED is 
DEAD - GET OVER IT  deadfedfemaled -
 http://jrgenius.ca/deadfedfemaled.htm 

ROB FORD coming BACK .. enjoying 
the 12 STEP DANCE of LIFE in a rehab 
in CANADA, in an ONT detox. (not 
CHICAGO now) COOL! LETS see if we 
can SURPRISE HIM with a GREEN 

EARTH PARTY 555- I 
have VOLUNTEERS onSTANDBY https://www.facebook.com/dana.horocho
wski/posts/10154198725180556 

ALL LIES  from 
the BEGINNING  of FATHER TIME - 
JACK THE HOAXER 
1888 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fe
rOw8BF8aQ 

- 5.1 mag EARTHQUAKE in IDAHO and 
Northern CALIFORNIA erased off the 
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map http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ //https://www.facebook.com/dana.horocho
wski/posts/10154198599600556 // 

  

'Russia - The Hope Of The World' -
Edgar Cayce - in the 1930s - indicated the 'sins' of the 
key nations: America - has forgotten "in God we trust" 
/ England - conceit of the Zionist London 
Banksters / France - lust / China - isolationism / India 
- internalization of knowledge / Italy - 
dissensions. Communism or Bolshevism -- no! -
 freedom! Thateach man will live for his fellow 

man. The principle has been born there. It will take years for it to be 
crystallized; yet out of Russia comes again the hope of the world." Russia is 
the only obstacle and the Bush/Cheney/Zionist cabal is unarguably attempting 
to force Russia into a war with the phony Bush protect-Europe-from-Iran 
'missile shield' in Eastern Europe deployment efforts. Russia is now saying it 
will respond 'militarily' to such a 
deployment.http://www.rense.com/general82/hope.htm 
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Putin, Euro Zone Crisis, the Prophecy of Edgar Cayce - My Oracle 
continues to view Putin in a far more positive lightthan those of us 

programmed with Western, or 
American mind-sets would like. 
Putin believes he can be a 
new Peter the Great, a modern 
Czar of all the Russias that can 
and will modernize his 
nation, not for a six-year term 
but in two six-year terms. Putin 
will recreate himself since his 
last eight years as Russian 
President before legal constraints 
forced him to step back for a 

single term of Medvedev in the Kremlin. Now, the native of St. Petersburg is 
back in Czar Peter’s saddle. Putin from 2012 through 2024 will attempt 
to build a bridge from Russia’s totalitarian-sympathetic government 
model to a full-fledged Russian Republic. Notice I did not say 

“democracy”. https://www.hogueprophecy.com/2012
/05/putin-euro-zone-crisis-the-prophecy-of-edgar-
cayce/ // 

-Edgar Cayce predicted the growth of political 
power in China. and the cradle of Christianity as 
applied in the lives of men”. No Third World War -
 rather natural cataclysms. “New York, 
Connecticut and many territories of United 
States. Los Angeles and San Francisco will be 
among those that will be destroyed. The waters of 
the Great Lakes will flow into the Gulf of 

Mexico.”  Climatic and seismic cataclysms are toshake the whole planet and, 
consequently, change it greatly, Cayce predicted. But Russia will suffer least of 
all. It will lead the reviving civilization with the centre in Western 
Siberia.http://english.pravda.ru/society/anomal/18-01-2008/103496-edgar_cayce-0/ 

Essenes - "The entity then was a student of the Essenes, the new light, the new 
teacher, the activity in Palestine grew into womanhood there as one - in 
the household of the counselor of those that traded with the peoples in that 
land; a refuge or hospital for those that might become the teachers, 
the ministers, for the activities of the Essenes of which the Master was 
a member during the sojourn in Palestine."With the advent of the Roman 
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rule, the activities of such people became much more important; for there was 
the necessity of keeping a balance with both the Jew, the Greek and the 
Roman; http://www.edgarcayce.org/are/ancient_mysteries.aspx?id=2071 

2014 Edgar Cayce's Seven Future Prophecies Predictions to Come -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsHZmtyHh6U /// Top 10 Predictions 
From Edgar Cayce http://listverse.com/2012/01/06/top-10-predictions-from-
edgar-cayce/ // http://www.alamongordo.com/tag/edgar-cayce/ /// Edgar Cayce: 
The Future of Humanity will rest with 
Russia http://josephpedepoetry.blogsp
ot.ca/2014/02/edgar-cayce-future-of-
humanity-
will.html // http://politicalvelcraft.org/
2014/03/27/beware-of-obama-
beware-of-the-ides-of-
march/ ///https://www.facebook.com/
dana.horochowski/posts/1015419961
3970556 // http://theorthodoxchurch.i
nfo/blog/news/2014/04/vladimir-
putin-the-beloved-son-of-orthodox-christianity-elected-as-the-most-powerful-
world-leader-of-2013/ //http://barracudabrigade.blogspot.ca/2014/01/putins-
christian-beliefs-family-
values.html // http://americanholocaustcoming.blogspot.ca/2014/03/is-vladimir-
putin-christian.html // http://en.paperblog.com/google-putin-orthodox-christian-
823219/ /// 

OTTAWA T PARTY VAMPIRE BBQ  

Prophecies of the Virgin Mary 
 

http://jrgenius.ca/05072014.htm 

MARdi 05 06 2014 - 567 = 18= 9 EVE - CHIP  the LIZARDS  (they OWE BLOOD 
DEBT) not the SLAVES lizards&chips -
 http://serenityglobal.net/lizards&chips.htm 

EARTHQUAKES, FIRE, 
MUCH DEATH, 
DESTRUCTION . WE will R
E- ORGANIZE the 
WORLD  from NEW YORK 
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REGION. COMMON LAW  - GLOBAL  - NEW JERUSALEM - 
CATHARS - ESSENES were the PEOPLE of the WAY= OJIBWE - LAST 
I was told- 2 trains going out ofTORONTO  after the 
disaster.https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/101541911741055
56 // 

-GONE - FIRST Amendment Minorities. America is done, and we will be 
clearly under martial law, as soon as the situation allows them to do so. The 
constitution has just been breached. We have lost our first amendment right-
 Dictatorship of Obama. We have given him total sovereignty over, not just 
ourlives, but our minds. . https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqD04S_Sxb0 // 

The U.S. debt is more than $17 trillion. China is the largest foreign owner of 
U.S. debt. However, the biggest single owner of national debt is the Social 
Security Trust Fund, aka your retirement 
money. http://useconomy.about.com/od/monetarypolicy/f/Who-Owns-US-
National-Debt.htm // Queen Elizabeth Reptilian Overlord -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OeT_z5I47a4 

Canadastreetnews BLACK POPE   

 

Quetzalcoatl the FEATHERED 
SERPENT - White Feather of the Hopi -
 Pahana or "Lost White Brother"  - many thousands 
of years ago, Quetzalcoatl-Kukulkan taught 
in America to many native tribes. "Awanyu", Pahana 
left for the east at a time when the Hopi entered the 
Fourth World and began their migrations. However, 
the Hopi say that he will return again; and at his 

coming thewicked will be destroyed, and a new age of peace will be ushered 
in. 

He will not be like the white men we know now, who are cruel and greedy. / 
"'These are the Signs that great 
destruction is coming.The world shall 
rock to and fro. The white man will 
battle against other people in other 
lands -- with those who possessed the 
first light of wisdom [Israel?]. There 
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will be many columns of smoke and fire [Atomic Bomb] Only those which 
come will cause disease and a great dying. Many of my people, understanding 
the prophecies, shall be safe. Those who stay and live in the places of my 
people also shall be safe. Then there will be much to rebuild. And soon -- very 
soon afterward -- Pahana will return. He shall bring with him the dawn of the 
Fifth World. He shall plant the seeds of his wisdom in their hearts. Even now 
the seeds are being planted. These shall smooth the way to the Emergence into 
the Fifth World.http://loveforlife.com.au/content/07/11/19/nine-signs-white-
feather-hopi-indian-ancient-bear-clan-hopi-prophecy-lost-white-bro // 
Both Serpent Mound in modern-dayOhio, and the Pyramid of Kukulcan in 
modern-day Mexico, represent clear and unambiguous evidence that there once 
lived a teacher-god called Quetzalcotal-Kukulkan in those regions, whose 
symbol was a"feathered 
serpent" / https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101
54187273000556&type=3 // http://www.cropcircleconnector.com/anasazi/time
2007k.html //http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hopi_mythology 

 
"Shekinah" - The Blue Ray Beings ultra sensitive 
empathic soul group that came from many different 
ascended planets and light realms to enlighten the genetic 
code of humanity and raise the God consciousness. 
Shekinah is the lost aspect of the sacred Divine Feminine of 
Creation that is the embodiment of God, the ascension 
process. As a Blue Ray Being, you came to transform the 
damaged, mutated DNA of humanity, and set the stage for 
the other rays to come. You were not recognized for 

your unique divine light and had to recognize 
yourselves. http://www.shekinaspeaks.com/Blue_Ray.html //https://www.faceb
ook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154189535370556 

EAGLE ( ZEUS FIREKEEPER) + CONDOR - Native American Shamanism 
Medcine Wheel - http://www.whitewolfcenter.com/the-eagle-and-condor-
prophecy.html // The Reunion of the Condor and Eagle is Dynamically 
Unfolding - http://theshiftnetwork.com/blog/2013-
11-27/reunion-condor-and-eagle-dynamically-
unfolding /// The Prophecy of the Reunion of the 
Condor and Eagle is Continuing to Unfold , As 
Promised - http://www.fwii.net/profiles/blogs/the-
prophecy-of-the-reunion-of // Condor/Eagle - 
Sacredness of Union Of Polarities -
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 http://www.unionofpolarities.com/33.html // The Nine Signs Of White Feather 
- A Hopi Indian Of The Ancient Bear Clan + Hopi 
Prophecy http://loveforlife.com.au/content/07/11/19/nine-signs-white-feather-
hopi-indian-ancient-bear-clan-hopi-prophecy-lost-white-bro  
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%
20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ // 

church of transfiguration 
cathedral town -
 https://www.google.ca/#q=ch
urch+of+transfiguration+cathe
dral+town+Markham+Ontario 
// Google -
https://www.google.ca/#q=HIlton+Mijovick /// http://7thfi

re.biz/hiltonhorusmoloch.htm // http://kinakwii.org/ / 
/// https://www.google.ca/search?q=church+of+transfiguration+cathedral+town
&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=Ms1nU5fIIM-
lyATAnIKoAQ&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=624#q=church+of+t
ransfiguration+cathedral+town+Markham&tbm=isch Hilton Mijovick 

'serenades' Ash 
Silva https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bY4rW
3Jz-
9g /// http://serenitystreetnews.com/shivagermainl
iars.htm ///  
NORDIK Institute - Algoma University's 
Community-based Research Institute -
 http://www.nordikinstitute.com/ /// Manuel 
Rozental -
https://www.google.ca/search?q=Manuel+Rozent
al&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=btVnU-

XYNMWSyAS3nYDgCg&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=624 ///  
Manuel Rozental, What Role for Canada in the Americas? - 090325 -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rj-Yon9DFLw /// Manuel Rozental habla 
sobre la devastación en América Latina -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_w8g76JdPI /// 

 

MAYDAY 2014   
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CHRIST 555 QABALLAH ( LIFE ) vs SATAN 666 QLIPPOTH ( DEATH 
) - https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154184940295556 

VATICAN VAMPIRES INC. - GIVE THEM NO 
MERCY  https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochows
ki/media_set?set=a.10154184788440556&type=1 

Pineal Gland and SATANIC MIND CONTROL - 
WITCHCRAFT= REBELLION - in GODS EYES. 
ITS SATANS ATTEMPT OF COUNTERFEIT 
HEALING. FOCUS ON THE CROSS AND 
STAMP ON THE SERPENTS 
HEAD  = KUNDALINI SPIRIT , PYTHON SPIRIT - WITCHCRAFT 
SPIRIT - PHARMAKIA / PHARMACY (GREEK) YOGA? EASTERN 
RELIGIONS? THIRD EYE ACTIVATION? BUDDHISM, TM 
!!! ! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLksC459rc4 // https://www.facebook.
com/dana.horochowski/posts/10154185351925556 

  

ROB FORD has to be RAPTURED on a BENNY HINN UFO 
ASAP to PLANET SEX for a PINEAL VERICHIP IMPLANT p inealplanet 
- http://7thfire.biz/pinealplanet.htm 

I HATE FUCKING LYING 
TERRORISTS- FEMA TIME - Celtic 
Shaman https://www.facebook.com/celtic.s
haman.75// https://www.facebook.com/dan
a.horochowski/posts/10154192104170556 

NESARA SOUL SUCKERS - 
RECYCLERS - OBAMA is UFO 
NESARA NWO - TIRED of your SHIT - ASS ENDED 
MASTERS for the BLACK BOX FED 666 RESERVE -
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/1015418928
5775556 // 

Cousins Cove - JAMZEN - LIZARDS - OSAMA BIN 
LADEN  https://www.facebook.com/cousinscoveja?fref=ts // http://cyberclass.n
et/hellboy666.htm // // Arizona Wilder - Deceived 
No 
More http://www.whale.to/b/wilder1.html /// MORE 
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FREEMASON FUCKHEAD s -Adonai RA 
Elokim https://www.facebook.com/adonai.yhvh.7/friends // they KEEP you in 
HELL.. you are nothing but HUMAN MEAT  to these 
ASSHOLES https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=265334930314479&s
et=gm.1412541489015098&type=1&relevant_count=1 /// EVIL SHIT - raziel -
https://www.google.ca/#q=raziel // Galactic Free Press -
 https://www.facebook.com/Galactic.Free.Press // 

DO YOU REALLY WANT TO TAKE THAT TYPE 
OF TRIP?!  

SATAN AND THE PINEAL GLAND  - {If you belong to a 
religion that tries to get you to OPEN UP YOUR MIND – 
namely, via things like transcendental meditation, etc., it 
might be a good idea to do your own research into just how 
that will affect your precious pineal gland – making you a 
potential radio receiver for SATAN, INC. There is a lot at 
stake here. BEWARE!} The sixth degree of the Masonic 

Order invites the initiate to travel in the path of the Serpent. These little nasties 
as miniaturized robots (smaller than a single 
molecule,) and can be secretly injected into a 
person during a mandatory vaccination program. 
If these vaccinations were secretly laced with 
nanorobots, the future of the entire generation of 
those injected could be successfully monitored 
from some “Global Positioning Satellite,” for 
instance. [This system is already in place.] These tiny transmitters (put secretly 
within the vaccinated cocktail,) have the potential to be linked to antennas of 
the HAARP (High Frequency Active Auroral Research Project), located in 
Alaska. Since HAARP operated using Electromagnetic Low Frequency (ELF) 
waves, it could be so broadcast as a form of psychological warfare against 
ANYONE injected with a nanorobot. The masses would not only have their 
pineal glands receiving the ELF EFFECTS, but would also have robotic 
transmitters helping in this reception. The use of this new science has the 
potential to brainwash ALL THOSE who will not open up their pineal 
glands to Satan sick envisioning of Adolph Hitler, could this be the real 
FINAL SOLUTION  that will bring on the heralding of THE BEAST…where 
it is prophesied in the Book of Revelation, “They (the entire world) will all 
marvel at the Beast.” AND “Who is like unto the beast? AND who is able to 
make war with him?” (Revelation 13:4) “And except those days should be 
shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect’s sake those days 
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shall be shortened.” (Matthew 
24:22).https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154184798390556 // http
s://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10154185351925556 

  

 

FRIAday 05 02 2014 - 5/2/7 - 7/7 = 14 = 5 -FREEDOM 555 - ONTARIO NDP in 
SERENITY - - freedoma555 -
 http://serenityglobal.net/freedoma555.htm 

Shawn Atleo, First Nations National Chief, 
Resigns Amid Education Debate - OTTAWA — 
Shawn Atleo has abruptly resigned as national 
chief of the Assembly of First Nations. Atleo told 
a hastily 

assembled news conference Friday in 
Ottawa that he does not want to be a 
distraction in the ongoing — and 
intensifying — debate over the federal 
government's proposed changes to First 
Nations education. "This work is too 
important, and I'm not prepared to be an 
obstacle to it or a lightning rod distracting from the kids and their potential," 
Atleo said. "I am therefore today resigning as national chief.'' ALL MY FREE 
SPAMMING TIME is CAUSING SOME PROBLEMS in AFN LAND  I SEE -
 http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2014/05/02/shawn-atleo-resigns-first-nations-
chief_n_5255294.html?ref=topbar 

  

NDP is about as COOP (COMMUNITY)  as you can GET - COALITION 
is COMING . NDP does not support the BUSINESS, EDUCATION, 
HEALTHCARE  NAZI VATICAN NWO GENOCIDE .NDP ANDREA 
HORWATH  and TIM CHUDAK  will not SUPPORT the LIBERAL 
BUGGERING NWO BEAST 666 BUDGET 

ANDREA HORWATH = 114 -
 *THE SEED * "OF GODS 
WOMAN, is JESUS the CHRIST 
and HIS ELECT BRIDE, the 
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144,000"! "THE SEED of GODS WOMAN WILL CRUSH SATAN IN THE 
HEAD, DURING THE MILLENIAL REIGN of JESUS CHRIST with HIS 
BRIDE"! / /THE GATE^ *"GO IN THROUGH THE NARROW GATE, BECAUSE BROAD and 
SPACIOUS is THE ROAD LEADING OFF INTO --DESTRUCTION, and MANY ARE THE ONES GOING 
IN THROUGH IT; WHEREAS NARROW IS THE GATE and CRAMPED THE ROAD LEADING OFF ---
- INTO LIFE and FEW are THE ONES ----- FINDING IT! " I AM THE WAY and THE TRUTH and THE 
LIFE, NO ONE COMES TO THE FATHER, EXCEPT THROUGH ME"! John 14:6 3:16 Mat 10:32,33 
1Tim 2:5 John 17;3,4 // THE LOVERS *SACRED SEX! // // THE SEED *THE WORD OF GODS WOMAN, 

GEN 3:15, is JESUS the CHRIST, THE AMEN, and HIS ELECT BRIDE, the 144,000"! (THE RULING 
HEAVENLY CLASS in THE KINGDOM of GOD ON EARTH). // THE WORD** SWORD * 
"THEOCRACY"! /TWILIGHT^ * OF "THE MILLENIAL DAWN"! ( OUR FATHER, WHO ART IN 
HEAVEN, HALLOWED BE THY NAME, THY KINGDOM COME, THY WILL BE DONE ON EARTH AS 
IT IS , IN HEAVEN. Mat 6:9-10). THE ESTABLISHMENT OF GODS' KINGDOM ON EARTH WILL 
BRING TRUE PEACE & SECURITY / ! John 3:16** 00 --- 
NO LIMIT *Refer to # 60 # 214 # 75 " # 886 #1305 #1609 # 
1780 # 2141 and Gen 3;15 for DEEP 
INSIGHT http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?sy
stem=naeq // https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1015
4179814300556/https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski
/posts/10154179587640556 / Ontario election called for June 
12 as Kathleen Wynne’s Liberals lose support of 
NDP http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/05/02/ontario-
election-to-be-called-as-ndp-leader-andrea-horwath-says-she-
can-no-longer-support-liberals/ // Tories and the NDP are the 
same, Wynne says http://www.sunnewsnetwork.ca/sunnews/politics/archives/2011/09/20110925-
090009.html //http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2012/05/05/cohn_dalton_mcguinty_tim_hudak_andrea
_horwath_take_turns_playing_nice.html // // http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/05/03/horwath-warns-
wont-support-ontario-budget-unless-changes-over-accountability/ \ 

SERENITYGLOBAL.NET - ROB FORD REHAB in CHICAGO- (not a 
good place to be during the SHIFT). 

EVERYONE needs a 30 day - 12 step 
RECOVERY program - to CLEAN 
UP THEIR AURA http://12step.org/ 

FREE US - KINAKWII NATION -
 OTTAWA INDIAN ISLE  - - POW 

WOW WOW - 
RAIN BOWWARRIOR 
STYLE  powwowwow2014 -
 http://canadastreetnews.biz/powwowwow2014.htm 

SIOUX PROPHESY - the Indians 
will regain their spirit and gather 
people of all 
nations, colors and beliefs to join 
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together in the fight to save the Earth: The Rainbow Warriors. The sun 
rose on a magical new day...Over the whole earth they came, The people of 
every colour, Sister, Brother, Father, Mother, Traveling over many a land. 
People of the Rainbow, Children of the Way, with a fresh glow. Finding their 
way Star within... More and more joined, a song for the soul... A new way to 
live, A new way to see, It happened this way... And a new song, It came from 
within . If you can find the Star, Within  then you will find... What is... What 
was... And what will be... you see. It happened this way... from within , The 

people of the Way - The Rainbow 
Tribe...http://www.manataka.org/page235.html 

WORMWOOD - PLANET X- the 
DESTRO

YER - LIZARD INVADERS - - Planet X 
is closer and much more visible! ZetaTalk 
pointed to Nibiru in 1995. NASA mentions 
Nancy Lieder as a DRACO PARASITIC 
THREAT  - when the BIG ONE HITS and 
theCITIES GO DOWN, the GREYS will 
come out of the GROUND to EAT 
HUMANS  http://zetatalk.com/ /// 

Ontario - overall benefits from the pole shift in that it will arrive at a 
warmer climate, will have ocean access from the Hudson Bay and what will 
become the St. Lawrence Bay, and will be a land bridge supporting 
travel between the lands to what is now 
the west and east.http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx198.htm // http://zetatalk.c
om/menusafe.htm // 

 
 

THORsday 05 01 2014 - MAYDAY MAYDAY  - NWO on the WAY -
 http://canadastreetnews.biz/maydaynwovsn
ewage.htm 

JESUIT ZIONIST PLOY = ROB FORD 
REHAB ?? ROB FORD is a NWO 

THREAT!!  
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CU at the SERENITY STEP 13 COOP 

BE HOLYHEALTHY my 
DEAR, U HAVE NOTHING to FEAR.  

GOOD TIME  to MOVE 
to TORONTO for the EARTH 

PARTY  -  LET ME HELP  -
 jrgenius@yahoo.com - 416 419 

9023 

GET OUT of OUR EDUCATION SYSTEM - 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs
%20JESUITS/ 

LOOK at all the FACEBOOK PAGES opened just to ATTACK ROB 
FORD -F*KERS DELETED my 

POST https://www.facebook.com/robfordmustgositin/posts/698909973484394 
///https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154176853505556 /// https://w

ww.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10154176163480556 

QABALLAH - TREE OF LIFE  

   

 

VATICAN - BIGGEST 
DRUG DEALER -

 https://plus.google.com/111146761124378861026/posts 

PEDOPHILE RAPING 
BUGGERING BABY 

EATERS RULE WORLD 
GOVERNMENTS . 
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VATICAN WHORE BANKS 
own the MEDIA  

PENIS PEDOPHILE PROTRUDING 
POKER PRIEST PIGs of PLUTO ! 

CRAZY WORLD - 
ESPECIALLY at the TOP of 

the FOOD CHAIN.  

ALERT - TORONTO - to be ATTACKED by ROMA 
LIZARD INC - New World Order, Vatican-Jesuits, largest 

pentagram of evil. One Evil: The Vatican Holocaust - "New World Order" 
and the "Illuminati" -- a secret band of mostly men who "control" the 
world. http://one-evil.org/content/acts_vatican_holocaust_part_4.html 
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- Rob Ford saga dominated U.S. headlines in 
November http://blogs.windsorstar.com/2013/12/04/rob-ford-saga-dominated-
u-s-headlines-in-november/ 
// /https://plus.google.com/111146761124378861026/posts // The Jesuit 
Vatican New World 

Orderhttp://vaticannewworld
order.blogspot.ca/2012/02/ro
man-catholic-knight-of-
malta-newt.html ///// New 
World Economic Order | 
Vatican Calls For Radical 
Economic Reform Of 
World’s Financial 
Systemshttp://4closurefraud.o
rg/2011/10/24/new-world-
economic-order-vatican-
calls-for-radical-economic-

reform-of-worlds-financial-systems/ /// A Sheep No More : ALL THINGS 
NEW WORLD ORDER (NWO) http://a-sheep-no-
more.blogspot.ca/2013/10/all-things-new-world-order-nwo.html /// Why Darth 
Vader Gargoyle on National Cathedral Washington DC 
?http://2012patriot.wordpress.com/2012/03/13/why-darth-vader-gargoyle-on-
national-cathedral-washington-dc/  

// THE TRUE COLORS OF THE NWO'S 
THREE SISTER CITY STATES OF THE 
VATICAN http://www.secretsofthefed.com/new
-world-order-vatican-calls-for-central-world-
bank-to-be-set-up-across-the-globe/ // Jesuit 
Vatican Controls 
NWO Leaders 
For WW3 4th 
Reich 

Agendahttp://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/201
4/04/jesuit-vatican-controls-nwo-leaders-for-
ww3-4th-reich-agenda-video-2940448.html // 
NEW WORLD ORDER: Vatican Calls For 
“CENTRAL WORLD 
BANK” http://www.theglobalistreport.com/vati
can-world-government-new-world-order/ // George Weigel, John Allen to Visit 
UD, Lecture on Second Vatican Council // The Jesuit Vatican New World 
Orderhttp://vaticannewworldorder.blogspot.ca/2012/06/crown-temple-by-rule-
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of-mystery-babylon.html /// http://www.theglobalistreport.com/vatican-world-
government-new-world-order/ // New World Order BARACK OBAMA 
VATICAN 
666 http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1072577/pg1 // 
Vatican NWO - 
Google+ https://www.google.ca/search?q=vatican+nwo&source=lnms&tbm=is
ch&sa=X&ei=3adiU9b8E8ufyATp2oHoCg&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&biw=136
6&bih=600 

Earth is Flat 

BLUE MOON  

    
EMF ELF WARFARE CERN HAARP 

  
 

  

FATHER 
TIME 

HATES 
MOTHER 

NATURE - markanthonynimrod666 -

http://jrgenius.ca/markanthonynimrod666.htm 

Uploads from SuperLuminous1 - SEE LIVE STREAM  - 
http://jrgenius.ca/- Made in cANADa! http://uramerica.ca/   // 
 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35 //// https://www.facebook.com/d
ana.horochowski //// https://www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska //// ht
tps://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92 CURRICULUM /   
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http://cyberclass.net/04312014.htm 

MARDI WARday 04 29 2014 - 4/11/7 - 13 = 4 - CHRONUS- FATHER 
TIME- DANGEROUS, CARNIVOROUS, DECEPTIVE, 
DEADLY, DELUSIONAL DISEASE HOLLYWOOD 
HARLOT HORNY HORUS LUCIFER SATAN 
NIMROD BAAL ABBADON APOLLYON - DEVILS 
DUNGEON = DISNEY VAMPIRE BLOOD MOON 
MAGGOT MAGDALENES-  not real HEBREWS... NAZI 

SUCCUBUS MONEY 
WHOREShttps://www.facebook.com/dana.horochows
ki/posts/10154162071975556 

- Mark Anthony Standley is about to FUCK 
UP the WHOLE ASCENSION  of the WORLD  and 
PUT usBACK INTO HELL AGAIN . 

SEMIRAMIS  and NIMROD killed all the FERTILITY GODDESSES  and 
set up PATRIARCHY with LILITH  worship- IHS - ISIS HORUS SET-
 SUCCUBUS - HECATE - 666 BLACK CARBON CUBE- WAGE SLAVE 
of SIN - BLACK BOX BITCHES  will SOUL SCALP YOU into HELL. 

NIMRODs MOTHER  was his 
WIFE.. pathetic LOSER can't get a 
GIRL 

BAAL - BROTHERHOOD of 
DEATH  - PENIS 

WORSHIPPERS- PEDOPHILES -
NIMROD/  BAALs GARDEN is 

a DRY, DEAD DESERT. You are 
a BLACK BOX SLAVE 

. http://www.whale.to/b/baal_h.html 

SATAN and LILITH 
KILLED the MOTHER GODDESS -
 MARK the BEAST BAAL NIMROD is 
the PROBLEM REACTION 
SOLUTION - 666. 
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BABY KILLERS , LAZY ASS PARASITES in the UNITED BLOODY 
KINGDOM of LILITH and LEVAN  

- ATTEMPTED MURDER - NWO GENOCIDE AHEAD - BURN the 
FLAG of SIN  - SWISS BANK 
TERRORISTS attacking SOCHI 
GAMES in RUSSIAhttp://
cyberclass.net/hellboy666.h
tm // https://www.google.ca
/#q=Mark+Anthony+Standl
ey // http://jrgenius.ca/mark
anthony/ // https://www.fac
ebook.com/profile.php?id=
618577287&fref=ts ///https:
//myspace.com/knighttimeti

ger/ // ttps://www.google.ca/search?q=BAAL&so
urce=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=zNBdU5SGOqWzyAG2xoCQCQ&ved=0C
AYQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=659 

Baal 'false god' - HATES CHRISTIANS -  

Great Architect of the Universe is revealed as JAH-BUL-ON  -BUL = 
Baal, the ancientCanaanite fertility god associated with 'licentious rites of 

imitative magic', with whom 
Jahweh competed for the 

allegiance of the Israelites in 
the Old Testament. But more 

recently, within a hundred 
years of the creation of the 

Freemason's God, the 
sixteenth-century 

demonologist John Weir identified Baal as 
a devil. This grotesque manifestation of evil had 

the body of a spider and three heads - those of a man, a toad and a cat. 
FALSE LIGHT t of the secretive and deceptive nature of Freemasonry: his 

voice was raucous, and he taught hisfollowers guile, cunning and the ability 
to become invisible. JAH-BUL-ON - holocaust ashuman sacrifice, usually 

by bloodletting, then fire. Service to Baal or Moloch, as defined by the 
countless historical records. 
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SATAN / LUCIFER JESUS is a SNAKE in the 
GARDEN of EDEN - the KILLER of the TREE 
of LIFE  Your GOD-UNITED KING DOM  ??? 

- Queen Semiramis erected 
a 130-foot obelisk in 
Babylon and it was 
associated with sun worship 
and represented the phallus 
of the sun god Baal or 

Nimrod. 'Baal's shaft' ancient pagan symbol of 
Wotan, the god of storms. Hitler would learn that most 
of his heroes of history were also "practicing 
homosexuals" Jabulon, sir, is a very strange god. 
White people worship this god, and these are people whom many have blamed 
for all the things that have happened on this Earth, namely, the Freemason 
people. Jabulon is the leader of the Chitauli. He is the Old One. And one of his 
names, in the African language, sir, is Umbaba-Samahongo-'the lord king, 
the great father of the terrible eyes'. This god is waiting for the day when 
the surface of the Earth will be cleared of human beings so that he, and his 
children, the Chitauli, can come out and enjoy 
the heat of the Sun. He is the chief of the Chitauli. 
And, like Satan, he lives in a house underground 
where great fires are always lighted, to keep him 
warm. After the great war they fought with God, they 
became cold in their blood and they cannot stand 
freezing weather, which is why they require human 
blood, and also they require fire always to be kept 
working where they are. CREDO MUTWA On Alien 
Abduction & 
Reptilians http://www.whale.to/b/mutwa.html 

  

A Canaanite thing, a reptile thing , a Dark Gods thing, than 
anything else. A Nephilim thing. CBSWORK "Logically, 
the name should be spelled Yah-Baal-On, but...over the 
years the spelling has been 'corrupted' by Freemasonry until 
it reached its current form."----Tex Marrs (Codex Magica 
p54). http://www.whale.to/b/knight.html // /// // 
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Idle No More - Bullet Proof - I am going outside ... getting a life - this SHIT 
is a WASTE of my TIME and FOCUS - CUT off the TORONTO TSX. I 
am not staying on this BLACK BOX ...... get rid of this shit... it is a MANs 
job to protect his sacred seed. -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Jj397EYl_Y  

- NOTHING like VATICAN VOODOO  to flood NEW BRUNSWICK  - 
Magnitude 3.3 ml - Depth 10 km UTC Time 14:52:59 April 28th, 2014 UTC - 
Location New Brunswick, Canada, Eastern North 
America http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ 

 

The plan of the Jesuits is to support 
the Illuminazi and Zionist factions in 

their hunger for war, hoping to 
suck Putin into a direct 

conflict. Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, a Jesuit belonging to 
a black nobility family originating 

from Brzezany, Ukraine, is the mastermind behind the Ukraine 
conflict.https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154162596655556 ///htt
p://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-
bin/forum.cgi?read=301100 

 
The Black Nobility  (Italian: "nobiltà nera" or 
"aristocrazia nera") are Roman aristocratic 
families who sided with the Papacy under 
Pope Pius IX after the Savoy family-led army 
of the Kingdom of Italy entered Rome on 
September 20, 1870, overthrew the Pope and 
the Papal States, and took over the Quirinal 
Palace, and any nobles subsequently ennobled 
by the Pope prior to the 1929 Lateran 
Treaty.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Nobility 

  

Putin, instead, will just stand his ground, protecting 
Russian citizens inside Ukraine in full compliance with 
Russian-Ukrainian agreements: http://rt.com/news/russian-
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vehicles-crimea-comply-agreements-
227/ //http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/03/01/western-media-hyping-
russain-moves-to-protect-black-sea-fleet/ ///Ukrainian forces in Crimea have 
surrendered without a single shot being 
fired :http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/03/02/rt-ukrainian-troops-dispatched-
in-crimea-switch-to-regions-side-
sources/ ///http://inserbia.info/news/2014/03/ukrainian-warships-leave-
sevastopol/ /// 

And peace in Crimea is in a process of being 
restored:http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/03/02/rt
-five-top-military-security-commanders-take-oath-
to-crimea/ /// The mild earthquake in Crimea 
yesterday was a natural event as the released 
energetic tension has caused a slight movement of 
the tectonic plates, and was NOT caused by 
HAARP: http://www.emsc-
csem.org/Earthquake/earthquake.php?id=362664 /// 
The Cabal will no longer be allowed to interfere with 
internal affairs of sovereign countries as the Eastern 
Alliance is finally making its 
move: http://chucherias2012.blogspot.com/2014/02/russia-considers-
unacceptable-
foreign.html?spref=tw /// http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/patrick-
goodenough/russia-seeks-access-bases-eight-countries-its-ships-and-
bombers /// There is something else going on on the deeper levels behind the 
scenes and most likely I will be able to report about that in my next detailed 
planetary situation update, hopefully one week or so from now, when certain 
sensitive inte l gets declassified and certain operations of the Light forces 
completed. Sadly, in Ukraine the 
situation is not resolved yet and 
many people are fleeing the 
country: http://rt.com/news/ukrainia
ns-leave-russia-border-452/ // Also, 
there is a real possibility of a 
military conflict escalating in the 
central part of Ukraine. The plan of 
the Cabal is to engage Ukrainian 
and Russian troops into conflict in 
ethnically mixed areas in central 
Ukraine and then call in a NATO invasion: http://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-
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conflict/2014/03/ukraine-mobilizes-troops-after-putins-declaration-of-war-
leaves-obama-dazed-and-confused-video-2450716.html/// 

Prophecies of the Virgin Mary 
 

PUTIN will KILL THEM - FATIMA is 
MOHAMMAD s daughter 

WATER - AQUARIUS /// not SOLAR LEO - 
HEAVENLY ISRAEL  - CENTRAL SUN ( 

SOL) + MILKY WAY ( LUNA) + ALL 
STARS in UNIVERSE. Kinakwii – A 

Confederacy of Nations - I have my team - 
rebuildhttp://kinakwii.org 

URGENT - GOD THE MOTHER, GOD THE 
DAUGHTER : St Mary  and St Anne depicts the 
eternal Image ofMother and Daughter God. The 

Daughter is called upon by the name Inanna (meaning Queen of Heaven), 
Daughter in theLalitha Trinity  is normally called Bala or Bala Sundari. 

Names of the Beloved as Mother and Daughter, and the word "Raya", which 
means "Lady"  (in the sense that "Lord" is used in English) and also means 
"Sun" , signifying Dea as the True and Only Light. http://www.mother-

god.com/lalitha-mp3.html 

AMMA: The Great Mother , The Waters of NU - Cosmic Womb, Cosmic 
Melanin! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwVosrn5Fdc // - DARK 
MATTER PARADIGM http://www.darkmatterparadigm.blogspot.com/ /// A 
Chapel of Our Mother God - http://www.mother-
god.com/ // The Good News of God the Mother - 
Part 
1/3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDfq4bHy
bTA /// Danu mother goddess -
https://www.google.ca/search?q=Danu+mother+goddess&source=ln
ms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=HcZdU-
vcDIrlyAGPuYD4Bw&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=65

9 /// Ammu -
 https://www.google.ca/search?q=Ammu&source=lnms&tbm=isch&
sa=X&ei=58xdU6TrBKqqyAHOy4C4BQ&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&

biw=1366&bih=659 /// Presents of God' -
 http://www.remnantofgod.org/ ///https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1
0154164712575556 
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APRIL FOOLS 2014 
 

END of CHRONUS father TIME 

 
Jrgenius.Com Project from Jrgenius International Schools 

/ 

OTTAWA T PARTY VAMPIRE BBQ   

 

VATICAN PEDOPHILE BANKSTERS, UFO, GIZA, 
NWO, NAZI, NIMROD, DICKHEAD, DOG GOD of 
BABALON  baalballssuckpopes -

 http://jrgenius.ca/baalballssuckpopes.htm 

SATURNday 04 26 2014 - 4/8/7 = 19 = 10 = 
ATEN ATON = FALSE ONE - NIMROD, 
DICKHEAD, DOG GOD, BABALON, 666 -  

- http://www.scribd.com/doc/220474939/04-
2014-Email-Sent-Everything-is-a-Lie 

THULE NAZI FOOL SOCIETY = 
ANTICHRIST from TURKEY  - FLAG REVERSED after the BLOOD 
BATH  forSIN and ISHTAR  - LEVAN ( moon ) + LILITH  (sun)- The flag of 
Turkey is a red flag including a full moon with a star moving centrally in front 
of the sun with reference to the meeting of the 
Turkic solar deity Gün Ana (Mother Sun) and 
the moon god Ay Ata (Father Moon) brought by 
the space god Khan Erklig. The event technically 
constitutes a solar eclipse when the moon partially 
occults the sun at times of 
syzygy.http://www.scribd.com/doc/220459649/Turkey
-Ishtar-Isis-Ashtar-Cummand-Ufo-Antichrist-
666 // http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Turkey // https://www.facebook.co
m/photo.php?fbid=10154150041635556 
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CANADA goes FREE in SERENITY 
FIRST  - Do you take WAMPUM  or TIME 
CURRENCY as discussed in 2007 ? Become 
a Kinakwii Aboriginal Healer  - Natural Health 
Educationhttp://kinakwii.org/articles/become-a-
kinakwii-aboriginal-
healer/ /// https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbi

d=268389703332428 

The Symbolic Marriage of Adam and Eve - Inanna became.Venus as the 
morning and evening star - eight spoked icon that represented the winged disk, 
a star, the sun and the rosette, Din.Gir that hovered above the Tree of 
Life  linked bothInanna (Eve) and Utu (Adam). Adam became represented by 
the sun god and Eve by the rosette. The five-
pointed stardates from about 1844. Eventually 
these two symbols of the sun and 
rosette became a star with a central 
hub. Inanna was the offspring of 
Nanna, themoon god and Ningal his wife). 
Inanna and Utu are brother  and sister - 
actually twins within the Sumerian pantheon. 
Very surprising considering Utu is the sun 
god while Inanna is the Mother Earth Goddess. In The Courtship of Inanna 
and Dumuzi, Utu becomes Inanna's older brother. The link between Inanna and 
Utu is well 
established.http://firstlegend.info/themarriageofadamandeve.html // https://ww
w.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154150041635556 

April 2014   

 

EVERYTHING IS A LIE - liarlyerlyre -
 http://uramerica.ca/liarlyerlyre.htm 
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Everything is a Lie, Exopolitics, Patriarchy, POPE, 
PEDOPHILES, AMMON RA, MONEY TREE, 
SIN, 666, DEATH, RECYCLE, SAMAEL, 
LILITH, QLIPPOTH 
http://www.scribd.com/
doc/220099469/Everythi
ng-is-a-
Lie // http://8thfire.biz/E
VERYTHING IS A 
LIE.pdf // 

- Ultimately, the education system can be blamed 
for feeding us propaganda and forcing us to 
regurgitate it so we can “fit in” with the rest of 
society. Our public school systems are set up to get 
the students primed for economic slavery without ever offering courses that 
allow to students to think creatively or freely. If you trace the company’s 
who print ourchildren’s textbooks, you’ll find a Zionist agenda behind them 
all. For example, George W. Bush’s grandfather, Prescott Bush, was arrested 
for funding both sides of World War II, yet we never learned this in school. 
Why? Because had we learned this, NEITHER Bush would have been elected 
president for having a traitor in their lineage. And surely, Christopher 
Columbus didn’t “discover” America. Granted some things that we learn in 
school are the truth, such as math, music and some science but our TRUE 
history has been kept from us for reasons of subservience, 
control and conformity . In all forms of education, there are still perpetual 
references to “fossil fuels” including at the college level. How ridiculous is 
this? Oil is abiotic, which means it replenishes itself, yet we are draining the 
planet of a lubricant that serves no other interests other than economic. For 
example, in the late 1980's, Stanley Meyer invented a car that could go from 
coast to coast in the United States on 21 gallons of water. He was offered $1 
billion from the automobile industry for his invention but turned it down 
because he wanted this idea to go to the people. Shortly afterwards, he 
was poisoned to death and the invention has been hidden from us ever since, 
yet our children are not learning about inventors such as Meyer in school, 
nor are they being encouraged to develop alternate fuel 
sources. http://themindunleashed.org/2014/03/everything-ever-taught-
lie.html ///CURRICULUM 
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- I realized that wars—from the U.S. Civil War 
to the World Wars, Korea, Vietnam, and now 
the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan—were not 
caused by what the historians claimed. History 
was pure fiction—and not very good fiction at 
that. The plots made little sense. And I could 
see that the official version of government and 
politics in which we the citizens are assured 
that our votes really count and that legislators 

and executives are in 
charge is ridiculously 
insulting to anyone with brains. Clearly, someone—
or something—behind the scenes is pulling their 
chains and directing their 
activities. http://www.texemarrs.com/122010/they.ht
m 

Everything Is A Lie: The Deliberate Intent To 
Deceive People Is At An All Time High  - From 

pollution to politics, theera of deception and duplicity has reached new heights 
and hijacked almost every form of media in the world. In the last frontiers for 
truth such as the internet, disinformation operations are in full swing to 
discredit and destroy any semblance of authentic and factual information 
available to the public. http://www.infowars.com/everything-is-a-lie-the-
deliberate-intent-to-deceive-people-is-at-an-all-time-
high/ /// http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/
DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ ///http://www.serenitystree
tnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%
20VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/ 

  

 

- The Moon is a Hologram 100% Proof Pt 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xgx9mak
xAKY  // Earth is 
Flat!https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_q6n
WzXulA //- GREAT deception, LaRouche Pac 

is a part TOO...giving the elution of a Nation, Science, Music 
and Intell ect!!! This is part of the great deception upon Humanity, to believe in 
the programmed 'education' of the Jesuit Vatican run EVERYTHING . From 
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lady gaga, to excepting ALL sex's and cults, to excepting pedophilia in holland 
at clubs that like to do it with animals.... NOAH's TIME of Saturn. Truth of 
the real scriptures to an Upside Down Version ....aka aCorporation of IS 
REAL. Zionist fake jews- They do not have the DNA 
of REAL hebrews OR the sanctity of 
theTALMUD. ....the Muslims are being USED and 
they too, will bring about these FAKE revelations of 
the BONEheads, coneheads that run THIS ....most won't 
understand HIS story, so I hope YOU think with 
your HEART  and not your mind.....then pray to your 
maker https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92/posts/267063600131705 // 

 

GEN 6. 6 = 666 - OUT of EDEN - And it came to 
pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the 
earth, and daughters were born unto them, That the sons 
of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; 
and they took them wives of all which they chose. And 
the LORD said, My spirit shall not always strive with 
man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be an 
hundred and twenty 
years.https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154137222545556&

set=a.145299870555.234240.537275555&type=1 

CHEM TRAILS DISPERSED BY SATANS 
VATICAN AS MASS EXTINCTION EVENT - 
Satanic illuminati Vatican, Angels on the Ark, skull 
and bones 322 on dollar bill, chem trail deaths, 
fluoride in the drinking water, depleted uranium 
bullets, Fukushima radiation, vaccinations for 
children, Gulf oil disaster,effects of chem trails -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbppuylko94 

Putin slams Cameron: - During a press conference ahead of the G8 summit 
Vladimir Putin offers a scathing put down in response to David Camerons vain 
attempt to portray the Syrian "rebels" as fighting for secularism and democracy. 
Putin slams Cameron: Do you want to supply arms to people who eat their 
enemies organs?http://youtu.be/dFJ0fdvKlQQ // // Putin had to lecture 
President Obama at the G-20 on some of the 
failed https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CF5uq7MaeEA ///http://www.reddit.
com/r/ukipparty /// https://www.google.ca/search?q=sirens&source=lnms&tbm
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=isch&sa=X&ei=uKxVU5DoC8WXyATP8ICQCA&sqi=2&ved=0CAYQ_AU
oAQ&biw=1366&bih=659 

The Difference Between Putin and Obama. - You Got to See This!! -- 
CONTROLLED WESTERN MEDIA has been waging a savage campaign 
against Vladimir Putin for the last 8 years??? WAIT TIL YOU  HEAR 
THIS!! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjqJ3cDzReA 

Earth is Flat   

 
JEWpeter Petrus Romanus 

 

  

GONE FISHING  in 5D SERENITY- DO NOT DISTURB - U CAUSED E- 
NUFF DAMAGE  already - you will scare the FISH and the BIRDS away. -
http://cyberclass.net/cuatthebeachbabe.htm 

Sirens 

- Greek mythology sirens 
were not mermaids but 

actually bird-
women. Hence the 

association 
with beautiful 

singing. Their song 
would lure sailors to their 

island and keep them there until they starved to death. The most famous sirens 
are from the Odyssey. The lure of the mermaid is often the allure of sex. Some 

are coldly beautiful, or cruel, or ugly, but most are sexy. This is a hold over 
from their days as fertility goddesses. Ancient people knew that sex was a 

powerful force that populated the world. This was personified as 
female because only women can bring forth living beings from their own 

bodies. At first glance, these stories may seem to show the gods at their most 
foolish but look a little deeper. Remember that the 

gods were themselves victims of their own 
powers. Aphrodite and Venus were famous for 
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their romantic mis-adventures. // http://www.beautiful-mermaid-
art.com/sirens.html //https://americangallery.wordpress.com/2013/08/13/ /// 

  

CATHARS  - CAPE BRETON MURDER 
RITUALS . HIDING the SECRET  of the TRUE GRAIL 

LINE  that ended up in MONTREAL . NOT ROMAN or EGYPTIAN at 
ALL !!! https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154128648565556&set

=a.145299870555.234240.5
37275555&type=1 

Mother Earth,  as North 
and South America, holding 
a bear in one hand and an 
oak leaf in the other. Port 
Real may be connected to 
the French Mont 
Real, meaning the King’s 
Mount, with the first 
Montreal being thecrusader 
fortress built by the first king of Jerusalem, Baldwin 
(1100-1118 AD). Port Real then is the King’s 

Port, connected to Baldwin through the word Real, and is later linked through 
the Templars to the Cathar castle of Montrealin the Languedoc region of 
France. It shows up even later in grail history as being the hiding place of the 
Grail family in early Montreal, Canada. If Port Real is connected to the “king” 
in the fashion outlined above, then we’ve found the entry port for refugee grail-
folk, and it’s 
in Acadia.http://www.thelibraryofhope.com/basketstories2.htm 

CANADA  will have to create a NEW OJIBWE 
STYLE GOVERNMENT  after the LIZARD 
QUEEN and the PEDO BLACK POPE 
FLOOD  all the cites and destroy them with fire 
from their GAS LINES ... prepare to RISE from 
the ASHES and KICK ASS - Kinakwii is a 
modern Sovereign, Indigenous, Aboriginal 
Nation patterned on the heritage, roots, values and 
beliefs of the Indigenous Aboriginal peoples of 
Turtle Island (North America) as they existed prior 
to the 1500s. It’s a Nation that will become a 
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confederacy of Nations. In our heritage, the land and family life is important. 
For 1000's of years before the arrival of the British and Europeans the 
Indigenous Aboriginal people of Turtle Island lived in relative harmony with 
the land and with each other. They viewed finding their relationship with the 
Great Spirit as their life’s mission. They viewed themselves as part of Mother 
Earth, not as Her owners. They viewed themselves as responsible to learn from 
their ancestors, and to preserve the sanctity of Mother Earth for seven 
generations of their children. http://kinakwii.org/ 

13 STEP is your 
COMMUNITY COOP  -
 HUMILITY - ORDER of the 
DAY  - “If we are painstaking 
about this phase of our 
development, we will be 
amazed before we are half way 
through. We are going to know 
a new freedom and a new 
happiness. We will not regret 

the past nor wish to shut the door on it. We will comprehend the word serenity 
and we will know peace. No matter how far down the scale we have gone, we 
will see how our experience can benefit others. That 
feeling of uselessness and self-pity will disappear. 
We will lose interest in selfish things and gain 
interest in our fellows. Self-seeking will slip away. 
Our whole attitude and outlook upon life will 
change. Fear of people and of economic insecurity 
will leave us. We will intuitively know how to 
handle situations which used to baffle us. We will 
suddenly realize that God is doing for us what we 
could not do for ourselves.Are these extravagant promises? We think not. They 
are being fulfilled among us — sometimes quickly, sometimes slowly. They 
will always materialize if we work for 
them.” http://www.12steps.org/12stephelp/promises.htm 

Haile Selassie I Lives - WHEN the MIND DISAPPEARS... GOD 
APPEARS - ONCE you OPEN UP your HEART... nothing is IMPOSSIBLE / 
the MIND is evil. MIND TRUMPETS its OWN GLORY / if you INVOKE 
HIM in your MEDITATIONS... HE WILL COME / DIVINE SOUL POWER / 
according to REALITY... you can NEVER DIE / you are not this CASE of 
FLESH and BONE... you are IMMORTAL CONSCIOUSNESS -the INNER 
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CORE is always the SAME - the BODIES change-
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRERpy9y818 

Join us in a New Paradigm of Universal Oneness, 
Serenity and Prosperity for All. We are a Network of 
People with Integrity and 
OPEN hearts, READY to 
create a BETTER WORLD 
for seven generations to 
come. Rainbow Angels / 
Children of 

the Featherhttp://kinakwii.org  - Brigette DePape for 
URAMERICA 
INChttps://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92/media_set?set=a.27302
3859514588.100004842003032&type=3 // Tsunami and East Coast 
Destruction https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92/media_set?set=a.10153707437230556.100004842
003032&type=3 /// Putin VS Jews Of The New World Order -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.271371756346465.537275555&type=3 // 
THULE NAZI BLACK SUN 
FOOL SOCIETY BURNS- THE 
END -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.h
orochowski/media_set?set=a.25105
5315063648.537275555&type=3 //
WILLIAM ARTHUR 
PENDRAGON -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.h
orochowski/media_set?set=a.27222
3452927962.537275555&type=3 ///// Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness Stone & Mark Anthony 666 -
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153441796635556.537275555&type=3 //
/ INFINITY WHITE MOON LUNA TIME 
555 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153436432975556.537275555&type
=3 Elsipogtog: The Realities of Abuse- Lesley Belleau -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153404516655556.1073741838.537275
555&type=3 //BLACK SUN 666 ALLAH - SATAN 
SUCKS https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153888246550556.537275555&
type=3 // RO RA-MEN 
PICShttps://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153874319115556.537275555&typ
e=3 /// New YORK YORK REGION OTTAWA KANATA KINAKWII 7thfire .biz -
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153874340240556.537275555&type=3 //
/ SLUT MAHON DRACO DREAM selling you SATAN KUMRA ICE CREAM -
https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92/media_set?set=a.289326744550966.100004842003032&type=3 

BLOOD MOON APRIL 2014] 
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HAPPY EArth DAY  - WAGE SLAVES  on 3d 
TERRA  http://7thfire.biz/kingdingdongdickhead.htm 

VATICAN MEDIA - SNAKE BULLSHIT  - found in 
drain of TORONTO WOMAN  = prepare for a FREAK 
SHOW 
(ENKI - EA- SNAKE  in GARDEN of EDEN) - 
your BUGGERING BAAL BABALONIAN 
VATICAN KING DING A LING  is ON HIS 
WAY ... 666 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/101

54140347560556 

SHERRY SHRINER = JEHOVAH 
WITNESS CULT of 

JAHBULON https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154137141980556 

  

SNAKE + STAR - ASHTAR CUM mand = CUM ON HER ? - U 
COMMONER - HORNY GOD DOG from the FAKE MOON  

Final Secrets - Saturn and Lilith in the Garden of 
Hollow Earth  

- Greek and 
Hebrew Creation Stories 
share a common Heritage 
in 
the Egyptian and Lemuri
an. Adam was Atum , not 
the first man, but the first 
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god, the child of Father Sky and Mother Earth (Uranus and Gaia) Uranus or 
Ouranos is a personification of heaven. Really Ouranos is Ouroboros, or 
Uroboros (both words have a U and O spelling) The serpent God, same as the 7 
headed serpent of Lemuria, the God who creates the world in 7 days.Lemuria 
Creation Story http://www.sacred-texts.com/atl/ssm/ssm07.htm 

Gospel of Thomas 85 Jesus said, "Adam came from great power and great 
wealth, but he was not worthy of you. For had he been worthy, he would not 

have tasted death." Adam was probably a king. It is 
assumed in Genesis other people existed, as there 
arewives in the land of Nod for Cain to 
wed. Reptillians may have been the earliest race. In 
that case it makes sense why the Lemurians and 
other ancients worship the dragon, the serpent, etc. 
At the time of Adam, part of his temptation to 
become god, was to become the image of 

God. This lead to the Tetragrammaton, 
YHWH,  and the KabAllah . All of these are 
symbols that are supposed to describe the 
universe and look like God, in the image of 
man. Moses did away with all engraven images. 
Always remember that the blessed of the Bible 
sing the songs of Moses and the 
Lamb. http://www.domainofman.com/book/cha
p-
1.html // http://www.ourhollowearth.com/TheLi
vingEarth.htm /// http://www.echoesofenoch.com/a_hollow_earth.htm ///http://
www.quintessentialpublications.com/tracyrtwyman/?p=3581 // 

Adam had 3 sons: Seth, Cain, and Abel (killed) // Saturn had 3 sons: Zeus, 
Poseidon, and Hades (lord of the dead) / 

In another myth, Rhea (Eve) could 
only save one of Saturn's 
children,Zeus, by giving Saturn a 
rock. This is obviously not literally 
true or else Poseidon and Hades 
would've never become prominent 
gods in Greek Mythology. Zeus 

was Seth, and escaped, but later on, Zeus was 
Jesus, and did not escape. He was put down on the 
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cross, and the Eucharist causes Saturn to finally eat him, when Jesus was 
supposed to overthrow Satan. Jesus was tempted in the wilderness, offered the 
world if he would worship Satan. Despite his refusing, the empire of 
Christianity was formed anyway, and was a plague upon the Earth, forcing 
everyone to convert or die with the sword. Saturn may return as the archetype 
of the Primordial king . In Naruto Shippuden there is a reference to him in the 
character of Madara, who wants to put the 

world into an endless 
illusion. -Adam and the 
Patriarches 
were Egyptian - Gets 
into the forgotten 
books of Eden, Adam 
and Eve, etc. The rest 
of the video is 
about Hollow Earth, 
Inner Earth , etc. UFO, Aliens, Flying Saucers, at the 
north pole. Seems Cain and Abel were Anu and Alal , 

maybe. Hollow Earth articles: Saturn Alchemy, Child Sacrifice to Moloch, 
Philosophers Stone https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6bEo1Simzo 

Uploads from Kirt Richard 

SATURN LILITH IHS  

   

chatzefratz .Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars 

 

 

http://8thfire.biz/04212014.htm 

04 20 2014 = 13 - EASTER 
ESTHER WHITE BUNNY 
SUNday bunnyfunnysunnyday - 
http://8thfire.biz/bunnyfunnysun
nyday.htm 

NUMEROLOGY 
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BLACK MAJICK ALL OVER the ZIONIST MEDIA 
as usual  

PRINCE WILLIAM ARTHUR PENDRAGON  
and the ANTI POPE FRANCIS  celebrating the 
WRONG ISHTAR ISIS - HECATE  goddess 
SCREECH OWL today... prepare for a BLOOD 
BATH from LILITH LEVAN and MOLOCH - aka 
IHS aka ISIS HORUS SET. KEEP an EYE on the 
NEWS BULLSHIT BLACK SPELLS  today from 
the PIT OF HELL ... aka CBC CTV ABC NBC 
BBC CNN FOX etc 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/101541309

38520556 //  

  

BULLSHIT ALERT  - 13th 
body recovered - EVEREST 
AVALANCHE - PREPARE 
for NOAHs FLOOD of the 
MILLENIUM. NEW 
BRUNSWICK  ICE JAMS 35 

km apart... KOREAN FERRY RITUAL ? (CORE-a) 
FAIRY  - only 3 bodies today brought ashore - 32 
BODIES recovered?? DID those 300 children really DIE? 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10154124561320556 ///  

- 3 MAJOR EARTHQUAKES in CALGARY over 5 mag removed from the map - 
OCCULT BLOOD RITUAL - ACAPULCO, Mexico  — A powerful magnitude-7.2 
earthquake shook central and southern Mexico on Friday, sending panicked people into 
the streets, where broken windows and debris fell, but there were no early reports of 
major damage or casualties.http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ // 
https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92/posts/266345566870175 
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Reptilian Hybrid Humans Own Earth - It is well known the Vatican makes 
claim on the entire earth. It's a one world government already. The NWO is the 

Internet itself that tracks your every move physically & emotionally. Unite 
peacefully for your survival if not love for each other. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OC6xbSiPlAA&list=UUWluZm_5H_3-kWQvkKC7q9A 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

LOTS of RITUALS  with 5 numerology... CALGARY HOAX MURDERS ... all meant 
to HEX CANADA .. FEAR FEAR FEAR . 
NO ONE DIED in CALGARY .. THE MEDIA 
LIED  

- Kaitin Perras = 175 - 
THE BLUE QUEEN 
WINS the GAME - 
BYE BYE / 
FACEBOOK 
COPYRIGHT yet no 
FACEBOOK PROFILE for KAITLIN PERRAS? ? / *THE 
AWFUL TRUTH * - A DRIVING - FORCE IS 
POSITIVE! AND THE WORD - FLAMED *AS A GIANT 
TO THE PAGAN, AND AS A FOUL  
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154125371500556&set=a.145299870555.234240.53727555
5&type=1 /// https://www.google.ca/#q=Kaitin+Perras&start=30 

the FINISHER for SATAN  - HOAX ? Matthew de Grood 
= 176 - - POLICE STATE of the LIZARD in LONDON 
666 = BOOK of MATTHEW - GOOD BOOK DO GOOD 
- GOSPEL 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154124627250556&set=a.
145299870555.234240.537275555&type=1 

CATHARS  - CAPE BRETON MURDER RITUALS . 
HIDING the SECRET  of the TRUE GRAIL LINE  that 

ended up in MONTREAL . NOT ROMAN or 
EGYPTIAN at ALL !!! 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154128648565556&set=a.145299870555.
234240.537275555&type=1     

 

04 16 2015 PRINCE WILLIAM owns ISLAM and the VERICHIP you IDI OTS 
http://8thfire.biz/markanthony666.htm 
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April Showers bring May FLOWERS 555 
- CONservative ZIONIST POPE PUPPET JASON KENNEY keeping CANADIANS 
JOBLESS... preventing us from accessing FARM PROGRAMS ... we have plenty of 

VOLUNTEER STUDENT HOURS  in 
highschool to do the JOB USURY FREE... the 
PUPPET is in a PANIC TODAY ... I hope ROB 
FORD BLOWS your HEAD OFF 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/me
dia_set?set=a.10154110439960556&type=1 

Canada, in July of this year is going to 
restructure their government along the 
lines of common-law in order to take back 

their nation  and prosecute the outlaws http://www.rense.com/general96/next.html  

PUTIN is KEEPING UKRAINE  out of BLOODY NATO... CANADA is getting out 
NEXT ... NATO NAZI VATICAN BLOODY SLAVERY  = 
INDIANS  will 
CLEAN it up ... 
http://kinakwii.org/ 
https://www.google.c
a/search?q=flooding+
ontario&source=lnms
&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei
=YMZMU8W1Gu_w
yAH4xYCwBA&ved
=0CAgQ_AUoAw&b
iw=1366&bih=643/  

DANA- AN - tuatha de DANA-AN -- AN= ONE  - the ONE 
// PEGGY KANE calls him the ONE // when the NET is GONE... we will be ONE - 
Indian DNA  links to 6 'founding mothers' - Mormon Racism, page 1 
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread341479/pg1 /// DNA 
http://www.bookofmormonlands.com/bomlands_006.htm /// Connections between Native 
Americans and the lost tribes of Israel https://storify.com/prairieprincess/connections-
between-native-americans-and-the-lost // Hitler’s Inspiration and Guide: The Native 
American Holocaust - 
http://www.jewishjournal.com/sacredintentions/item/hitlers_inspiration_and_guide_the_n
ative_american_holocaust /// 10 Lost Tribes of Israel 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_t9hLZPoAE // The Terra Papers - Robert 
Morningsky - The Real Star Wars 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUmL0PBG
L38 // 
https://www.google.ca/#q=OJIBWE+lost+tribe+is
rael /// tribe of DAN DNA  - 
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http://www.bookofmormonlands.com/bomlands_006.htm ///  

THE ANCIENT RELIGIOUS BELIEFS OF THE CHEROKEE PEOPLE  The name 
for Cherokee People is "A ni yun wi yah", which in English means "The Principle 
People" or akin to "The People of God." https://storify.com/prairieprincess/connections-
between-native-americans-and-the-lost  

In the 8th century BCE, the Assyrians dispersed the 
Kingdom of Israel, giving life and legend to the Lost 
Tribes. 
http://www.myjewishlearning.com/history/Modern_His
tory/1700-
1914/America_at_the_Turn_of_the_Century/Regional_
Judaism/Peddlers_and_Frontier_Judaism/Native_Ameri

cans_and_Jews.shtml //  

Dream-Catchers of the Seventh Fire http://www.real-dream-
catchers.com/Native_American_origins/Myth_of_the_Lost_Tribes_of_Israel.ht
m // http://www.myjewishlearning.com/history/Modern_History/1700-
1914/America_at_the_Turn_of_the_Century/Regional_Judaism/Peddlers_and_F
rontier_Judaism/Native_Americans_and_Jews.shtml // The Blackfeet - One 
of Ten Lost Tribes? 
http://lazerbrody.typepad.com/lazer_beams/2013/08/the-blackfeet-one-of-ten-
lost-tribes.html // Cherokees = lost tribe of Israel? 

http://newspaperrock.bluecorncomics.com/2011/01/cherokees-lost-tribe-of-israel.html // 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20
VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/prophecythreecd.pdf 

The Truth Will Set US Free (NOT Them) -Truth, Justice, Beauty, Goodness, Evil, 
Metaphysics, Philosophy, Paradigm, Worldview, Epistemology, Antivalence, Ambiguity, 
War, Enmity, Lies, Deception, Demiurge, Saklas, Ethics, Aesthetics, Axiology, Divine 
Mother, The Father, The Son, Immortality, Reality, Falsehood, Final Judgement, Lies, 
Eschatology, Zoroaster, Essence, Existence, Illuminati, Demons, Alchemy, Taoism, 
Buddhism, Manicheism, Gnosticism, Zoroastrianism 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UObV3mZwA_w //// 
https://www.youtube.com/user/wenaolong  

 

ENKI - ABZU - LUCIFER  - created mankind... but not the PRIME CREATOR -  
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread197741/pg210  
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WAR GODS fallen angels - TRIANGLE- SIN BAAL + Ishtar of Assyria. - LILITH - 
fallen angels from SIRIUS - RA-PED the TRIBE of BENJAMIN  and produced the 
NEPHILIM GIANTS- Their history is one of kings and slaves, wars and conquests, 
bloody victories and sudden defeat. They took their common language and their arts 
from Sumeria, but modified them later into an almost undistinguishable similarity 
to the language and arts of Babylonia. However, unlike 
Babylon, from beginning to end they were a race of warriors, 
more crueler and more brutal that any other race before, 

http://www.allempires.c
om/empires/assyria/assy
ria1.htm 

UGLY SOB isn't HE - 
ARROGANT 

SHITBAG ... you can 
HAVE HIM - LOOKS 
like this PEDOPHILE 

MURDERER  - 
https://www.facebook.c

om/photo.php?fbid=264989127005819&set=a.1592655609115
10.1073741828.100004842003032 // Lord Ray-el / Ra-el" EXPOSED! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqXJoZ505QI /// http://ra-el.org/ ///  

KEVIN ANNETT LIZARD LOON  - https://www.google.ca/#q=Kevin+Annett+Fraud 
///  

MURDERERS - RA- PISTS - THIEVES - VAMPIRE S 
https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92/posts/1467941880103992 /// 

https://plus.google.com/117
973664656968209025/posts 
///  

Lord Rayel = 82 FRAUD - 
ANTICHRIST - 
HUNGRY AS AN 
ARCHWAY THROUGH 
WHICH THE TROOPS 

HAVE PASSED I STAND IN RUINS BEHIND YOU / PRIESTESS - GIMEL^ * 
THE THIRD LETTER OF THE HEBREW ALPHABET! IN TAROT IT IS USUALLY 
APPLIED TO "THE EMPRESS"! MEANING: MOVEMENT TO GIVE IN THE MOST 
PROFOUND WAYS! REPRESENTS STABILITY, SACRED WORK, and LOVING 
KINDNESS! MAKING CLEAR DIVINE REWARD and PUNISHMENT  / THE O 
X REFER TO #29 OX AND # 128 WE ARE THE O X! / 
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq ///  
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PRINCE WILLIAM owns ISLAM and the VERICHIP you IDIO TS - 
https://www.google.ca/search?q=islam+prince+william&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X
&ei=W8ZNU_X9JoKsyATHy4KABQ&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=600 

Abraxas, promoting the second coming of Messiah in form of Lucifer/Jesus being the 
same deity (in other words, she's covertly promoting ENKI ), she is rebutting the "myth" 
about the "Fall of Lucifer"  and his Dark Angels. http://wespenre.com/3/paper05-alpha-
draconians-and-the-creation-of-the-starhuman.htm 

The prelude to the Epic of Enuma Elish 
mentions in the first tablet, the beginning of 
the first generation when the earth didn't exist 
and was nameless. The universe was 
represented by the male element , Apso (god 
of fresh waters), the female element Tiamat 
(goddess of salty waters) and Mammo (god of 
clouds) which moved between them (notice 
here the exact similarity in day one of Genesis 
1:1-2). // Then in the sixth generation, god 

Mardukh (Ashur for the Assyrians of Nineveh) who creates “Lallu” (human) to serve 
the gods so that they may rest in the seventh generation (exactly as when God created a 
human on the sixth day, and rested on the seventh, Genesis 2:2-3). 
http://www.bethsuryoyo.com/currentevents/AGNisan6752/NisanEnglish.html // 
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101892026534938.2427.1000
01424227951&type=3 ////  

WAR TIME... you FIRST ... ME LAST ...and I WIN http://kinakwii.org // 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154112819455556&set=a.145299870555.

234240.537275555  

Makalesi Explains the world behinds the mirrors and the elemental Kingdoms that 
existed prior to our current Earth Kingdom. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

0gpWx2f_hI /// 
https://www.facebook.com/maya.p
ortal.92/posts/264731300364935 ///  

Time and the planets are the 
instruments that control the 
matrix . Understanding how time 
functions is the key to breaking the 
blocks that currently exist in your 
life 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCxGkhHfksU  

ERIDANUS... and a tiny world known to us as EARTH. 
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_63.htm // Biblical Evidence 
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for Catholicism: Adam and Eve of Genesis http://socrates58.blogspot.ca/2013/11/fr-
robert-barrons-denial-that-adam-and.html ///  

The Black Hole Sun Reptilian Human Slaves Unite peacefully for your survival if not 
love for each other. We're In this shit together. Spill your blood over your intent to 
worship all & to be ushering in heaven on earth now. Publish to your channel. Be a 
founding mother/father of heaven on earth. Either this or eat your children by destroying 
their future with your banker banked wars. I worship you. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUWluZm_5H_3-kWQvkKC7q9A&v=8tWWb6-
fKpI 

 

I GUESS YEW DID n't 
HEAR WHAT I 
SAID? usuryfreemebaby2014 - 
http://cyberclass.net/usuryfreemebaby2014.
htm 

LET the SONS of MAN GO 
USURY FREE already - humanplan 

- http://7thfire.biz/humanplan.htm  

WHAT  are we waiting for??? 7thfire.biz - 2 ROW WAMPUM WORLD - 
http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

Ishtar Ashtar Pleiadian Middle Earth Bullies - 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/187656705/Ishtar-Ashtar-Pleiadian-Middle-Earth-Bullies 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/215559588/Accountability-in-Politics-and-Police-in-Canada-From-2003-to-
June-26-2010-HolyHealthy-Com-1 

5d, AQUARIUS, 2014, RED ROAD, RITE ROAD, 555, 7thfire biz 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFMm5ZUcFXk&list=PL9jWmeweBEoUSPCEMglCUSNgOHuHJTs

MQ 

 

- MARDUK - 
AMON RA  

created religion to 
CONTROL US... 
reengineered us... 
GREYS keep the 
GAME GOING...  
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PARADISE is the WAY of the ESSENES, CATHARS. PEOPLE of the WAY - 

ADAM  and EVE are the PARENTS of HUMANITY  -not JESUS and MARY 
MAGDALENE in a UFO . PETRUS ROMANUS - Joseph of Arimathea - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQaeRHQ7Y4c 

The Marriage of Adam and Eve -EVE is the MOTHER of HUMANS . ADAM is the 
FATHER of HUMANS - KEEP it SIMPLE- back to the GARDEN of LIFE . We are all 

GODS CHILDREN, and the LAND was stolen from them by the CROWN- the 
ILLEGAL BANKSTERS in LONDON, NEW YORK and ROME. 

http://firstlegend.info/themarriageofadamandeve.html 

  

http://7thfire.biz, http://8thfire.biz, http://jrgenius.ca, 

- Made in cANADa! Join us in a 
New Paradigm of Universal 
Oneness, Serenity and Prosperity 
for All. We are a Network of 
People with Integrity and OPEN 
hearts, READY to create a 
BETTER WORLD for seven 

generations to come. Rainbow Angels / Children of the Feather - ONE BIG JOB 
onebigjob - http://serenitystreetnews.com/onebigjob.htm /// Help Us Create a New 
Ending! - Hi there from Peggy & David! We’re a couple of Americans who went on a 
very, very extensive fact finding mission to figure out why the world is so screwed up 
and to see if there was something we could do to change things. 
http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm // http://www.lawfulbank.com/ /// 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/190807919/Dana-HOROCHOWSKI-resume-Jan2014 // 
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/dana-horochowski/b/837/61b /// 
https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-INTERnationAL-Schools/261130010582710 

 

FRIAday 03 28 2014 = - 

FREE US - 

KINAKWII 
NATION - 
OTTAWA INDIAN 
ISLE  

- POW WOW WOW - RAINBOW WARRIOR 
STYLE  powwowwow2014 - http://canadastreetnews.biz/powwowwow2014.htm 

PROOF OF FRAUD - ALL NASA -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAfxgsaN1B8 
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- AMERICAN INDIAN ANCIENT PROPHESY  - A day will come when the animals, 
winged ones and those who swim will begin to disappear. The eagle, bear, wolf and 
buffalo will be scarce because people will become greedy and will not love each other. 
The sky will become black +` 

and the trees and plants will die. The beautiful rainbow will 
disappear because people will not remember to keep the 
Mother Earth sacred and will destroy its beauty. Children 
of the Rainbow Warriors will come before all destroyed 
and they will love the trees and the animals. They will 
love and respect each other and they will help people to 

live in peace with all creation. The rainbow in the sky will return as a sign of the 
Creator's grace. http://www.manataka.org/page235.html 

SIOUX PROPHESY - the Indians will 
regain their spirit and gather people of all 
nations, colors and beliefs to join together 
in the fight to save the Earth: The 
Rainbow Warriors.  The sun rose on a 
magical new day...Over the whole earth 

they came, The people of every colour, Sister, Brother, Father, Mother, Traveling over 
many a land. People of the Rainbow, Children of the Way, with a fresh glow. Finding 
their way Star within... More and more joined, a song for the soul... A new way to live, A 
new way to see, It happened this way... And a new song, It came from within. If you 
can find the Star, Within  then you will find... What is... What was... And what will be... 
you see. It happened this way... from within , The people of the Way - The Rainbow 
Tribe...http://www.manataka.org/page235.html 

 

NEW PARADIGM TIME SUNSHINE  = Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs - http://7thfire.biz/newparadimetimesunshine.htm /// 
RAINBOW ROUNDUP is DEFINITELY TORONTO - KINAKWII 
NATION  -http://www.scribd.com/doc/201346378/RAINBOW-
ROUNDUP-is-DEFINITELY-TORONTO-KINAKWII-NATION  

SOLUNA SONGS of AGAPE AMOR  oxoxox x 144, 000 
iamthevoice -- http://7thfire.biz/iamthevoice.htm /// 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/RAINBOW%20WARRIOR%20inDIAN%20CRYSTAL%20INDIGO%20S
TARSEED%20SUNS%20MOONS%20STARS%20FAE%20FEATHER%20FAIRIES.pdf /// 
CHILDREN of the RAINBOW at SCARBOROUGH FAIR. KANATA REPUBLIC. 
SATAN BURNS - THE END.http://jrgenius.ca 
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http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20
VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/prophecycd.pdf /// 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dt
erra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/prophecyonecd.

pdf /// 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dt
erra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/prophecythreec

d.pdf  

CATHARS = Book of LOVE  

 
 

Dana Horochowski - The War Scroll - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2HJ-Vo7cT0 

 

RISING SUNS 555  

 

chatzefratz .Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars  

 

RAINBOW WARRIORS urAMERICA.ca  

 

  

BLOODY MOONDAY - 04 14 
2014 - ZIONIST CANADIAN 
DISINFO MEDIA has GONE 
as MADD as a HOLLYWOOD 
WHORE today - CBC CTV - 
SHAME on UUU 
bloodymoonday - 
http://7thfire.biz/bloodymoond

ay.htm 

TRUST your HEART  not your HEAD  - HOLLYWOOD 
JESUS is the BABALONIAN FAKE r  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/217998569/Allah-is-a-Mecca-Black-Buggering-Box-of-Baalam 
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MIND CONTROL RFID is 3D SLAVERY  - use TELEPATHY  - not sWORDs- N- A 
- ME - NAME  is the ENEMY   

- JESUS was not INVENTED  in 0 AD?? 1 AD?? - no BABALONIAN ENGISH  
during that TIME (CHRONUS) 

5 senses LOCK you in 3d - OPERA HEALS the SOLUNA 69 - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nPCKtrlTnI // 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SA01olEDVac 

FLAHERTY - RC RITUAL DEATH by NWO MIND CONTROL WEAP ONRY - 
BLOOD MOON  04 15 2014 - 4/6/7 = 17 = 8 infinity BLOOD SACRIFICE // // 
MEMORIAL for FLAHERTY on WEDNESDAY ( MERCREDI - MERCURY - 
MONEY  ) 

ALLAH  is a BLACK BOX METEORITE // 
MECCA ROCK of SOUL SUCKING 
STUPIDITY !!! U R a WAGE SLAVE  of 
SIN 666!!! http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/ /// 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20C
RAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20
JESUITS/ 

3 newest religions 
WARSHIP the 
BLACK BOX $$$ 

- BLOODY ROMAN JUDEO  - CHRISTIANITY , 
ASHENAZI  JEWS, ISLAM  - (ALL owned by BLACK/ 
WHITE - MASONIC DRAGON false CROWN of 
ENGLAND )  

IHS- ISIS- HORUS -SET - NAZIs CONTROL GIZA INTELLIGENCE  

- ( J is USED to HOOK YOU) ( ANGLES - ANGELS- fallen? ) - NAZI BLACK SUN 
SUCKERS - MINE  the MIND  -  

  

MUST HEAR:  ELECTRONIC 
MIND CONTROL WAVES  
COMING INTO YOUR HOMES;  

DHS BLACK BOXES  - 
INSTALLED IN ELECTRIC 
COMPANIES THAT EMIT WAVES 
THAT RIDE ON CURRENTS OF 
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ELECTRICITY ENTERING YOUR HOME. IF YOU CAN'T UNDERSTAND HOW 
YOU'RE FEELING THESE DAYS, IT MAY VERY WELL BE BECAUSE THE 
FEELINGS ARE BEING EXTERNALLY INDUCED. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ae48fqLzdtg&feature=share  

THE LILLY WAVE  - Electrical Stimulation of the BraIn - PREVENTS you from 
BUILDING MIND CONTROL DEFENCE - Electric current passed through the brain 
can cause at least two distinct types of injury: thermal and electrolytic. The previous 
wave forms used in neurophysiology and in neurosurgery injured the neurons when 
unidirectional current passed through the brain. Dr. Lilly developed a new electrical 
wave form to balance the current, first in one direction and then, after a brief interval, 
in the other. The ions moving in the neurons would first be pushed one way and then 
quickly the other way, stimulating the neurons and leaving the ions in their former 
positions within the neurons. This new wave form was called a balanced bidirectional 
pulse pair, or the Lilly Wave. . http://67.55.50.201/lilly/lillywave.html 

 
EMF ELF WARFARE CERN HAARP  

  

 

THORSday 04 10 2014 - END of TIME ... the 
END of CHRONUS .. father time.. it is POW 
WOW WOW  time - so ENJOY FEMA CAMP  
assholes. http://8thfire.biz/floodalertnewsoo.htm 

FLOOD WARNING  for LOWER SAULT STE 
MARIE. .. that article in SAULT this WEEK  
talking about potential FLOODING  from FORT 
CREEK DAMN ...and that a GOVERNMENT 
OFFICIAL (Conservative?? LIberal?? ) is 
going to inspect the DAMN  this SPRING... 

BLACK SPELLS  on WHITE LIGHT ... that is how the FREEMASONS BEND 
TIME ...  

CERN - HAARP !!!! It is impossible to control the 
weather ??? - Conservation authority confident in 
flood controls - Worst-case scenario features a fast 
melt and rain . The dam at Fort Creek forms part of 
Sault Ste. Marie Region Conservation Authority’s 
flood control measures; it’s scheduled this spring 
for government-regulated inspection. Once the 
break-up starts any watercourse will become 
dangerous, the authority warns. Ali Pearson/Sault 
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This Weekhttp://www.saultthisweek.com/2014/04/01/conservation-authority-confident-
in-flood-controls 

ZETAs are the PROBLEM - beware - 
Troubled Times: Zeta Advice on Locations -
http://zetatalk.com/info/tinfo242.htm /// 
https://www.google.ca/maps/place/Fort+Creek+
Conservation+Area/@46.541126,-
84.342348,15z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x0:0x1f91ac
55eb963a07 

SIOUX OTTAWA KANATA KINAKWII - 
be 50 feet above the lake level and 10 miles from shore for lake sloshing, and if you 
are not on rock then to add more elevation or milage for safety as soil can melt. As we 

mentioned when detailing changes for the Great Lakes, the area of Wisconsin and upper 
Michigan will be splitting open, which is the trend in place already. Sault Saint Marie is 
positioned where Lake Superior drains, and this of course is where a widening split can 
be expected. There can also be local tearing, as we have described for Wisconsin, which 

will be ripped down along the Green Bay 
peninsula. Stretch areas have silent quakes, as 

these crevasses just open up with little 
warning, as occurred recently on the Michigan 

peninsula. If anything, Lake Superior will 
ultimately be lower, due to the locks being 

broken, though the torrential rains 
following the pole shift will create 

temporary flooding everywhere. The rise in 
sea level elevation to 675 feet will of course not affect the lands around the Great Lakes, 
which are at a higher elevation. Thus, except for local sloshing and the tearing that can be 

expected from a widening Seaway, your area will have a relatively uneventful pole 
shift experience. http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx038.htm 

  

  

REV12. DREAM/Vision. April showers bring May 
flowers. Wednesday, April 2nd, 2014 @ 16:27 - My 
child, the conversion, Promised by my Father, will begin 
this month and will spread across the world by the 
Power of the Holy Spirit. Souls will be spared and great 
Mercy will be shown by my Son, to the most hardened 
sinners. Many people, who have no belief in God and 
live their lives as if there is no Eternal Life, will be the 
first people my Father desires to be shown the Light of 
the Truth. These people are very much loved and their 
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lack of belief will be replaced by a love and a longing for reconciliation with Christ, Who 
was forsaken by them. The souls of those who have committed terrible sin and who are 
infested by the influence of the devil will be next. They will be given great Graces and 
my Son's Mercy will pierce their hearts, so suddenly, that their conversion will be instant. 
So unexpected will this Miracle be, that when they begin to spread the news of the 
Gospels, many will sit up and listen to them. It will be because of the conversion of the 
most afflicted, that many more souls can and will be saved. It will then be up to all those 
who already follow the Truth, as to whether or not they desire to remain loyal to my Son 
and to His Teachings. It will be these souls who will suffer the most, for they are of God 
and because of this, every effort will be made by the evil one to torment them with doubts 
about the Truth. These are the souls who will be drawn away from my Son and the ones 
the evil one covets the most. For the protection of the faith of Christians everywhere, 
please recite this Crusade Prayer: Crusade Prayer (144) To protect the Christian Faith. O 
Mother of Salvation, please intercede on behalf of the souls of 
Christians all over the world. Please help them to preserve their 
faith and to remain loyal to the Teachings of Christ. Pray that 
they will have the strength of mind and spirit to uphold their 
faith at all times. Intercede, dear Mother, on their behalf, to 
open their eyes to the Truth and to give them the Grace to 
discern any false doctrine, presented to them in the Name of 
your Son. Help them to remain true and loyal servants of God 
and to renounce evil and lies, even if they have to suffer pain 
and ridicule because of this. O Mother of Salvation, protect all 
your children and pray that every Christian will follow the path 
of the Lord, until his dying breath. Amen. Children, CHRIST 
loves everyone. He will always fight to protect you from harm 
and He will intervene in the most extraordinary ways to protect 
you from every evil, in the days of darkness, which you will 
have to endure in His Name. Trust in me, your beloved Mother, as I will intercede on 
your behalf to bring you closer to my Son during the trials ahead. Thank you for 
responding to this Call from Heaven. Your beloved Mother - Mother of Salvation -
Mother of God https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jJamS-91EI 

Exposing666 - FEMA FREE DUMB MASONS INSTEAD 

  

 

BLAME Harper - FLOODS  are due to FRACKING 
EARTHQUAKES . http://serenitystreetnews.com/06312013.htm 
//  
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U get WHAT U PRAY FOR! PURITY and TRUTH. (NARROW GATE 555)  or 
LILITH and LUST (WIDE ROAD 666).  http://www.8thfire.biz/gonegardening.htm 

Separation of WHEAT and TARES has begun! NO FENCE SITTING . narrow555 
http://7thfire.biz/narrow555.htm 

Manuel Rozental, What Role for Canada in the Americas? - 090325 -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rj-Yon9DFLw  

KING CITY NWO BANK to TANK  7thfire.biz - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG_pSHnHCok&list=PLGlfoA9v-
xOaVxyNXMu8zwsHCO2gvadmw&index=11 

8 (MOON) infinity of AGAPE AMOR  - SUNNY TIMES, HEAVEN is NORTH of 7, 
See U at the NEW YORK YORK REGION, OTTAWA KANATA KI NAKWII 
NATION http://7thfire.biz/agapeamor888.htm  

Prophecies of the Virgin Mary 

 

http://uramerica.ca/04072014.htm 

MOONday - 04 07 2014 AFTER 
TORONTO is DESTROYED 
by EARTHQUAKE, FIRE and 
FLOOD, then we can form a 
NEW GOVERNMENT - 3 fires 
before we shift firewatershift -
 http://jrgenius.ca/firewatershift.htm 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/216641576/Coalition-Into-Serenity-
Global-Cooperative-Sioux-Ottawa-Kanata-Kinakwii 

ILLUMINATI GRAND DELUSION -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101540762275
90556.537275555&type=3 // 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%
20HOROCHOWSKI %20vs%20JESUITS/ 
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THULE NAZI FOOL  -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.hor
ochowski/media_set?set=a.29780661
0369646.537275555&type=3 // 

Brigette DePape for 
URAMERICA INC -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/me
dia_set?set=a.273023859514588.537275555&typ
e=3 // 

- Canada, in July of this year is going to restructure their government along the 
lines of common-law in order to take back their nation and prosecute the 
outlaws http://www.rense.com/general96/next.html 

-CONSERVATIVES picking on EVE ADAMS?? JEFF KNOLL is a 
TROLL. .. can't stop blinking 
his LYING EYES . GET RID Of 
HARPER and the PEDO 
BOYS. http://www.chch.com/tories-
probing-mp-halton-riding-allegations/ 

CONCUSSIONS are EASILY 
DONE thru EMF . SOVEREIGN 
POWERFUL RIDING ... HARPER is 
THREATENED by her POWER and 
INFLUENCE... so she has to 

GO. http://www.globalresearch.ca/electromagnetic-fields-emf-extremely-low-
frequencies-elf-and-radio-frequencies-rf-what-are-the-
health-impacts/5335801 

EVE ADAMS = 94 - FERVID* * EXHIBITING 
DEEP SINCERE EMOTION, MARKED BY - 
IMPASSIONED INTENSITY  or FEVERISH 
URGENCY! "FRESH FEVER FROM THE SKIES "! 
// Population: 136,470 (2006 census; an increase of 19.9% since 2001). The 
riding is bordered by Dixie Road, Highway 401, Eglinton Avenue East and 
Etobicoke Creek in the east and Mississauga Road, Highway 401 and Terry 
Fox Way in the west. It stretches from Burnhamthorpe Road East, Central 
Parkway East and Highway 403 in the south to Steeles Avenue and the 
northern limit of Mississauga in the north. According to the 2006 census, 57 
per cent of the residents are immigrants.The main employers 
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are manufacturing, retail trade, trade and service 
sectors,including automotive and aviation technology, and transportation, 
storage and business services. Average family income is 
$91,869. http://eveadams.ca/our-
riding/ ///http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq- 

RISING SUNS 555 

 

COALITION into SERENITY GLOBAL 
COOPERATIVE  + SIOUX OTTAWA KANATA 
KINAKWII  - http://en.gravatar.com/danahorochowski 

Dana Elizabeth 
Horochowski, B.Sc., 
B.Ed., RNCP, RMMS 
teacher, and owner of Jr. 
Genius Educational 
Services Inc. Educated 

at the University of Western Ontario, Lakehead University, and continuous 
education in Nutrition, Holistic Health and Healing. Born February 12, 1965 to 
immigrant Polish parents and grew up in Sault Ste Marie Ontario. Taught Math, 
Science and Vocal Music for the York Catholic District School Board from 
1989 to 2003. Built her own education system in 1995 and continues to 
advocate her revolution in holistic education. 

Presently single without family commitments, Dana spends time networking 
with others who desire a solution to the problems that currently face us. She 
speaks out for anindependent Canada. She believes that the education system 
should not be suppressed and indoctrinated as it currently is. Ideally, she 
hopes that Canadians would encourage independent thinking, an integral 
media, community cooperation and trade, environmental responsibility, the 
eradication of poverty and addictions, world peace and an accountable, honest 
government for the people. With a background in Biology and Ecology, Dana 
consistently researches alternative energies, organic foods, holistic health and 
healing, preservation of the environment and 
the prevention of global warming. 

She believes in the Restoration of 
Jurisdiction for First Nations  and has 
worked closely with them as a teacher and in 
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community involvement. Having spent time in rural communities, Dana has 
seen the growing extinction of our farming communities, small 
towns and manufacturing industries due to Free Trade. Her focus is to help 
solve the problems of our under employed, re-educate and re-train 
people and create new economies and micro-industries that promote an 
independent healthy Canada; one that can help show the rest of the world 

how to live in SERENITY and 
prosperity. http://cyberclass.net/ 

Global Problems - Since 1998, Dana has 
been investigating the source of our global 
problems and trying to bring these concerns to 
the attention of theeducation system, the 
government, media, religious leaders, 
concerned parents, students and other 
citizens. By truly understanding where the 
problem lies and by accepting that there is a 
problem, only then can we make significant 

changes towards remedying the situation. Currently our bureaucracy fails to 
tell us the truth about what is really going on. 

Dana opposes the North American Union, NAFTA and the globalization 
agenda. She has been educating others about these dangerous issues through 
her website. She works closely with Toronto Street News (a unsuppressed 
newspaper, sold by the underemployed) which is posted on her website, 
currently. The plan is to expand and diversify Canada Street News for national 
distribution, supported by small businesses, the Canadian voice and the 
integrity of its content.http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS 
all/ // http://www.torontostreetnews.net/ 

Global Solutions - Dana is currently setting up a Serenity Network ( 
7thfire.biz) with bartering and trading for those who are concerned about 
globalization and the control of our economies. It will be community currency 
compatible and be globally accessible to other small businesses, entrepreneurs 

and communities. Jr. Genius 
Educational Services 
Inc. http://jrgenius.ca, 

In 1995, frustrated with indoctrination 
system (our public education system) 
and its failure to produce independent 
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thinkers who were whole minded, healthy and balanced, Dana recreated a 
logical academic curriculum and developed Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs . Her vision was to build education around the individual, and 
empower them to share their knowledge. Students (of all ages) learn to live 
holistically with nature and others, implementing organic gardening and food 
prep, practicing optimal health and healing and learning alternative science 
technologies. Students learn how to build and market their own small 
businesses and integrate into a community network 

Geared from ages 2 to 102, instructors quickly teach students the basic Math 
and Language skills and apply the Study to Succeed Method. Once an 
individual has acquired these fundamental skills, they can continue to explore 
what they desire to learn without suppression. In this “I see, I do, I teach” 
system, everyone has an opportunity to learn and teach their craft. Designed to 
cater to all income levels, education becomes a community commitment and 
learning occurs, not just in the classroom. With all ages involved, the elderly 
and the young gain confidence, security and a sense of self worth. 

This revolution in education is economical, highly effective, empowering 
and Earth Friendly. CURRICULUM - http://8thfire.biz/programs for 
recordings/ 

Government, Monetary and Judicial 
Systems - Dana is aware of the flaws in 
our current government, judicial and 
monetary systems. Complete openness 

and absence of secrecy, full accountability, accessibility, and 
representation are essential to the integrity of the 
system. Canada must be free from the chains of British, American and 
corporate influence. As LEADER for the SERENITY PARTY , Dana is 
committed to the policies that it upholds and believes that immediate 
ACTION is the solution to our current national situation. To make the 
SERENITY PARTY an official GLOBAL PARTY . Meegwetch Namaste 
Contact Dana at: Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc. Dana Horochowski // 
TORONTO CENTRE Toronto, Ont. 416-419-9023; jrgenius@yahoo.com, 

http://7thfire.biz, http://8thfire.biz, http://jrgenius.ca, 

- Made in cANADa! Join us 
in a New Paradigm of 
Universal Oneness, Serenity 
and Prosperity for All. We 
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are a Network of People with Integrity and OPEN hearts, READY to create a 
BETTER WORLD for seven generations to come. Rainbow Angels / Children 
of the Feather - ONE BIG JOB onebigjob -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/onebigjob.htm /// Help Us Create a New Ending! 
- Hi there from Peggy & David! We’re a couple of Americans who went on a 
very, very extensive fact finding mission to figure out why the world is so 
screwed up and to see if there was something we could do to change 
things. http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm // http://www.lawfulbank.co
m/ ///http://www.scribd.com/doc/190807919/Dana-HOROCHOWSKI-resume-
Jan2014 // http://www.linkedin.com/pub/dana-
horochowski/b/837/61b ///https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-
INTERnationAL-Schools/261130010582710 

 

FRIAday 03 28 2014 = -

 FREE US -

 KINAKWII 
NATION -
 OTTAWA 
INDIAN ISLE  

- POW WOW WOW - RAINBOW WARRIOR STYLE  powwowwow2014 -
 http://canadastreetnews.biz/powwowwow2014.htm 

PROOF OF FRAUD - ALL NASA -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAfxgsaN1B8 

- AMERICAN INDIAN ANCIENT PROPHESY  - A day will come when the 
animals, winged ones and those who swim will begin to disappear. The eagle, 
bear, wolf and buffalo will be scarce because people will become greedy and 
will not love each other. The sky will become black +` 

and the trees and plants will die. The beautiful rainbow will disappear because 
people will not remember to keep the Mother Earth sacred and will destroy its 
beauty. Children of the Rainbow Warriors will come before all 
destroyedand they will love the trees and the animals. They will love and 
respect each other and they will help people to live in peace with all 
creation. The rainbow in the sky will return as a sign of the Creator's 
grace.http://www.manataka.org/page235.html 
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SIOUX PROPHESY - the Indians 
will regain their spirit and gather 
people of all 
nations, colors and beliefs to join 
together in the fight to save the 
Earth:  The Rainbow Warriors. The sun rose on a magical new 

day...Over the whole earth they came, The people of every colour, Sister, 
Brother, Father, Mother, Traveling over many a land. People of the 
Rainbow, Children of the Way, with a fresh glow. Finding their way Star 
within... More and more joined, a song for the soul... A new way to live, A 
new way to see, It happened this way... And a new song, It came from 
within . If you can find the Star, Within  then you will find... What is... What 
was... And what will be... you see. It happened this way... from within , The 
people of the Way - The Rainbow 
Tribe...http://www.manataka.org/page235.html 

 

Join us in a New Paradigm of Universal Oneness, Serenity and Prosperity 
for All. We are a Network of People with Integrity and OPEN hearts, 
READY to create a BETTER WORLD for seven generations to come. 

Rainbow Angels / Children of the Feather http://kinakwii.org  

BLACK SUN 666 ALLAH - SATAN 
SUCKS https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153888246550556.53727555

5&type=3 // 

RO RA-MEN 
PICS https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101538
74319115556.537275555&type=3 /// 

New YORK YORK REGION OTTAWA KANATA 
KINAKWII 7thfire.biz -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101538743402
40556.537275555&type=3 /// 
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THULE NAZI BLACK SUN FOOL SOCIETY BURNS- THE END -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.251055315063648.537275555&type=3 // 

WILLIAM ARTHUR PENDRAGON  -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.272223452927962.537275555&type=3 /// 

Putin VS Jews Of The New World Order -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski
/media_set?set=a.271371756346465.53727555

5&type=3 // 

Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness 
Stone & Mark Anthony 666 -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski
/media_set?set=a.10153441796635556.537275
555&type=3 /// 

INFINITY WHITE MOON 
LUNA TIME 
555 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horocho
wski/media_set?set=a.10153436432975556.53
7275555&type=3 

Elsipogtog: The Realities of 
Abuse- Lesley Belleau -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101534045166
55556.1073741838.537275555&type=3 

   
 

FRIAday 04 04 2014 FREE us FROM LYING 
MEDIA, MONEY MASTERS, UFO ALIEN 
GARGOYLE GODS, DIRTY POLITICIANS and 
NAZI DOCTORS  freedslavechipking -
http://8thfire.biz/freedslavechipking.htm 

WEATHER WARS 
are ENGINEERED  - Orgone Experiences & 
Observations & Working with Orgonite- 5:30 min -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wy_opWZtEqA 
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How They'll Convince you to Worship Aliens (2013) -A new study released 
from scientific researchers say we ALL have "alien" DNA. Is this yet another 
piece to the puzzle of the coming alien deception? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCSI0Vg-
0jg /// http://www.riggedreality.com 
 

“Ring of Fire,” an area around the Pacific Ocean where 90% of the earth’s 
Earthquakes occur. In simple terms, the ring is where huge plates of the earth 
are colliding against each other. http://talk.onevietnam.org/ring-of-fire-
earthquake-danger-in-vietnam-near-china/ 

Putin, Zuma discuss Ukraine crisis - In solidarity with Moscow, South 
Africa, along with India 
and China had abstained 
from the UN vote 
deeming the Russian 
annexation of Crimea 
“illegal”. “South Africa 
is of the view that the 
escalation of hostile 
language, the imposition 
of sanctions and 
counter-sanctions, the 
use of threat of force 
and violent actions do not contribute to the peaceful resolution of the situation 
and the economic stability of Ukraine and the region,” warned the South 
African Foreign Ministry in a statement last week. The South African President 
has accepted Putin’s invitation to visit Russia this year. The two are also 
scheduled to meet during the upcoming 6th BRICS Summit in the Brazilian 
city of Fortaleza in July. http://thebricspost.com/putin-zuma-discuss-ukraine-
crisis/#.Uz8gSFc8dB5 

 

JESUS is not an ALIEN… stay off that shit…they track 
your MIND  -
 https://www.facebook.com/stt.Shine // https://www.youtub
e.com/watch?v=pTMYwOwgvbE#t=21 
SOLAR FLARES (+) // LUNA EARTH (-) MAGNETIC 
= CLEAN UP CREW - At Yellowstone National Park in 
Wyoming, there is a mass animal exodus underway. Miles 
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of buffalo can be seen running frantically from the Northwest end of the park. 
They are even running down roads. Elk are also evacuating at an astounding 
rate. Smaller animals such as rabbits and squirrels are also fleeing Yellowstone. 

SHOULD WE LET HOLLYWOOD have their AREA 51 FAKE JESUS 
LANDING ALREADY ?? so we can YOU TUBE  them on SURVIVOR 
FEMA FREAKS for WAMPUM BBQ 
??? http://jesusiscomingnow2014.blogspot.mx/
2014/04/are-yellowstone-bison-warning-us-
of.html 

Credo Mutwa - Visions Of The Future -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTMYwO
wgvbE#t=21 - CREDO MUTWA says that 
you get a great BUZZ off eating DRACO 
LIZARDS... CUT OFF the POISON HEAD 
though - they TASTE like LOBSTER TAILS with HEMP OI L ... that 
RAISES THEIR VIBRATION - WORLDS SCARIEST ALIEN AND UFO 
PHOTOS https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-0iOfYF6o0 / 
//http://ca.video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=A0LEV7maPT9T0T8AZv
wXFwx.;_ylu=X3oDMTBsa3ZzMnBvBHNlYwNzYwRjb2xvA2JmMQR2dGl

kAw--
?p=credo+mutwa&hspart=ironsour
ce&hsimp=yhs-fullyhosted_003 

You're In The Saturn Moon 
Matrix -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=tqC_FNP7EIs&list=UUWluZm_5
H_3-kWQvkKC7q9A // Fort Hood 
Shooting Hoax Exposed 2014 -

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUSMBCppdeM /// How To Spill Your 
Blood in Magic -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANKjbcpaSG8&list=UU
WluZm_5H_3-kWQvkKC7q9A  
//Semjase - here is the PLEIADIAN 
MIDDLE EARTH SHAPE SHIFTER -
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Semjase/22
4814437529670 
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April Fool’s Ft. Hood Shooting is a HoaxOther HoaxesZionist Terror  

- UPDATED: April Fool’s Ft. Hood Shooting is a Hoax - Without any doubt 
the claim of an actual shooting on the day 
after ‘April Fool’s Day,’ April 2, 2014, is a 
hoax. This claim is strictly a Zionist 
plot and is an absolute lie. It is a kind 
of cover-up for the failed faking of the 
Malaysian Airlines crash. It is a mere act 
of desperation, and in all such acts extreme 
blunders will be made. Obama knows it’s 

a hoax. Is he getting tired of them? Hagel also 
knows it’s a phony. He is fooling no one with this 
canned cell-phone-to-the-ear photo: U.S. 
Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel receives an 
update on the phone on the shooting at Fort Hood 
in Texas, as he was on a tour of the USS 
Anchorage, an amphibious transport dock ship, 
with his counterparts from Southeast Asia on 
Wednesday, April 2, 2014, at Joint Base Pearl 
Harbor-Hickam in Honolulu. 

IMAGE: ALEX WONG, POOL/ASSOCIATED 
PRESS - Of course, it was Rothschild’s AP right 
there to capture this hoax-confirming image. What 
good are all these politicians? They serve no 
other purpose other than acting on behalf of the 
murderous Zionist cabal, mere stooges. The 
shooter is a terminal fake, Ivan Lopez. Virtually all 
of the photos online provided for this individual 
have been heavily corrupted by Photoshop. What 
about the commander in-charge? He surely is in on this and knows it is all a 
scam: It seems that general is gloating in his crime. What reward does he 
receive from the wicked DHS cabal for his participation? There was no 
shooting. No one died. Moreover, no one was injured. Nor did any deranged 
soldier commit suicide on base, at least no as a result of a shooting of fellow 
soldiers. In any event the fact that it is faked is clear by the pre-arranged 
presence of vast media representatives. There were no bloodied corpsesto 
be found at that institution. There were not 20-some-odd service-people killed 
and/or wounded. Here, with their casual demeanor the media moles truly give it 
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away. One of them is smirking at the hoax. The least that can be said is no one 
is in a shock or crisis mode. There is no emphasis on life-saving. Rather, all the 
emphasis is on media representation: http://nodisinfo.com/april-fools-ft-hood-
shooting-hoax/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=april-
fools-ft-hood-shooting-hoax ///http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-
theories/2014/04/they-planned-it-to-take-vets-guns-fort-hood-shooting-hoax-
exposed-2014-2461434.html /// 

 

ESTHER (SONG LUNA ) vs LILITH ( SUCCUBUS) of 
SOLOMON https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92/media_set?set=a.261350570703008&type=1 

Keys to the Song of Solomon, by Lambert 
Dolphin. 

- And God gave 
Solomon wisdom and 
understanding beyond 
measure, and largeness 
of mind like the sand 
on the seashore, so that 
Solomon's wisdom 
surpassed the wisdom of all the people of the east, 

and all the wisdom of Egypt. For he was wiser than all other men and his fame 
was in all the nations round about. He also uttered three thousand proverbs; and 
his songs were a thousand and five. He spoke of trees, from the cedar that is in 
Lebanon to the hyssop that grows out of the wall; he spoke also of beasts, and 
of birds, and of reptiles, and of fish. And men came from all peoples to hear the 
wisdom of Solomon, and from all the kings of the earth, who had heard of his 
wisdom." (1 Kings 4:29-34). Most 
commentators consider the Song of 
Solomon (also known as Canticles) to 
have been written early in his 
life. Solomon's early godly years were 
followed by a severe spiritual decline. 
Towards the end of his life, Solomon 
apparently returned to close fellowship 
with God. Thus the book of Ecclesiastes 
seems to have been written to record the 
Solomon's conclusion that all aspects of 
life make sense only when God is at the 
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center of all we undertake. (The Things that Don't Work: Ecclesiastes, by Ray 
C. Stedman, http://raystedman.org/eccles/) 
The Book of Kings says that Solomon wrote 1005 songs. Only this one 
survives. Of the 3000 proverbs attributed to 
himhttp://lavistachurchofchrist.org/LVstudies/SongOfSolomon/SongOfSolomo
n.htm 

Foreign Gods - People blamed much of 
this social upheaval on the power and 
influence of Solomon's foreign 
wives, among whom Naamah was 
prominent. We suspect she was never a 
committed worshipper of Yahweh, and 
that she probably supported and took 
part in worship of foreign deities from 
Ammon. This would have caused 
resentment among the priests of 
Yahweh, who were extremely powerful. 

She and the other wives were blamed for Solomon's religious laxity. He not 
only tolerated worship of the foreign deities favoured by his wives, but took 
part in it. People felt this had resulted in loss of Yahweh's protection and 
division within the kingdom which wouldultimately bring ruin for Israel and 
Judah. 

Women like Naamah were blamed. 'King Solomon, however, 
loved many foreign women besides Pharaoh's daughter—
Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, Sidonians and Hittites. 
They were from nations about which the LORD had told the 
Israelites, "You must not intermarry with them, because 
they will surely turn your hearts after their gods." 
Nevertheless, Solomon held fast to them in love. He had seven 
hundred wives of royal birthand three hundred concubines, 
and his wives led him astray. As Solomon grew old, his wives turned his heart 
after other gods, and his heart was not fully devoted to the LORD his God, as 
the heart of David his father had been. He followed Ashtoreth the goddess of 
the Sidonians, and Molech the detestable god of the Ammonites. 
So Solomon did evil in the eyes of the LORD; he did not follow the LORD 
completely, as David his father had done. On a hill east of Jerusalem, Solomon 
built a high place for Chemosh the detestable god of Moab, and for Molech the 
detestable god of the Ammonites. He did the same for all his foreign wives, 
who burned incense and offered sacrifices to their gods.' 1 Kings 11:1-
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8http://www.womeninthebible.net/Naamah_wife_of_Solomon.htm /// http://ge
nzoman.deviantart.com/art/Naamah-141648997 

 

04 02 2014 - WHY is it STILL 
COLD in CANADA??? 
CERN /// HAARP -
 haarpharpercern666 -
http://uramerica.ca/haarpharpercern666.htm 

 

We could make it an EDEN... but 
the POWERS that CONtrol 

the MONEY SYSTEM  want 
to KILL US instead !! 

CBC / CTV pushing MEASLES VACCINATIONS again.... GIVE THEM 
DOUBLE PUS in their BODIES... DON'T LISTEN to the ZIONIST MEDIA 

MAGGOTS !!! 

APRIL FOOLS 2014 

   

 

APRIL FOOL 04 01 2014 -

 BLOOD QUEENs of 
LOCUSTS, NAZI 
SKANKS and 
BABALON 
WHORES... BE 

GONEbegonemarsmaneater - http://uramerica.ca/begonemarsmaneater.htm 

GET OUT of medUSA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ugCIjzHptA 

they will HATE the WHORE and BURN HER IN THE STREET S -
 https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101852383205569.2410.100001424227951&ty

pe=3\ 
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LILITH KILLED the WHITE QUEEN - ASHKE NAZI 
JEWS - CHILDREN of LILITH/ LEVAN = 

VAMPIRES  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9I41OyacHxc 

BABALON CHRISTIANITY is BLOOD 
SACRIFICE... time to GET LOST 

or be FEMA MEAT   
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_
set?set=a.101892026534938.2427.100001424227

951&type=3 

ALEX JONES town BOYZ  are SUCH 
LIARS for LILITH  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2YSd9zinQs /// 

BLOODY RED QUEEN TREATY = TREE of DEATH - QLIPPOTH  --
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101907763200031.2434.100001424227951&ty

pe=3 

  

LILITH KILLED the WHITE QUEEN  

Dana Horochowski- I can understand a bit of 
RUSSIAN... very much like POLISH .. 

aPOLLOish -SCARLET BEAST + 
WHITE QUEEN land= UNITED -

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3E1aZlADRQU 

medUSA is nothing but a HARLOT who KILLS 
the CHILDREN of EVE and CONSUMES their 

FLESH 
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set

=a.101855173205290.2411.1000
01424227951&type=3 

they will HATE the WHORE 
and BURN HER IN THE 
STREETS -
 https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/m
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edia_set?set=a.101852383205569.2410.100001424227951&type=3\ 

medUSA WARSHIPS the WHORE of BABALON - the RED QUEEN -
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=101909013199906&set=a.101907763200031.2434.100001424

227951 // LILITH is your WHORE - 
medUSA https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=101909039866570&set=a.101907763200031.243
4.100001424227951 
 

chatzefratz .Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars 

 

Empty people. Puppet people. 
Cardboard cutouts. Drones. 
Organic Portals. Background 
characters. Why do these terms 
even exist? Because out of necessity 

they had to be invented by those who independently 
noticed the same puzzling phenomenon, one for which there is no official 
name: some people seem to be missing something very important inside. While 
they are not necessarily any less intelligent, successful, or physically healthy as 
anyone else, they nevertheless show no indication of having any higher 
components to their consciousness. http://montalk.net/matrix/157/spiritless-
humans 

LINKS  for the QUEEN of SKANKs and BABALON WHORES -
 http://www.show.pp.ua/video/ZkhPYjZfODJsQWM=.html /// http://www.phil
osophicalanthropology.net/2011/11/archons-exorcising-hidden-
controllers.html // http://goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/warmongering/lau
ra-eisenhower-unity-consciousness-collapse-militaryindustrial-complex/ ///U.S. 
black programs of the CIA work together with malevolent, manipulative 
aliens ( since the fifties). The Black Kabal is said to place their New World 
Religion in a final, staged Armageddon and fake Second Coming of Jesus 
Christ  around 2012 with the help of extraterrestrial 

technology (large holographic projections 
over the skies, UFOs flying around) and 
a fabricated/alien/genetically engineered 
Messiah that covers all known big religions. 
This scenario goes under the name of Projekt 
Blue Beam. -
 http://chaukeedaar.wordpress.com/2011/02/1
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0/new-age-religions-please-be-careful-and-intuitive/ 

THORSday 01 09 2014 - YOU HAVE a LOT to HIDE - LAURA 
EISENHOOR- TRAITOR to the HUMAN RACE and MOTHER EARTH 
- BURN BITCH eisenhoor666 -
 http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoor666.htm 

YOU CAN'T STOP ME- Laura Magdalene 
Eisenhower - and they will HATE the WHORE and 
BURN HER in the STREETS- the 
END http://7thfire.biz/slutbagmahon.htm 

OPERATION EISENHOOR- 
ACTUALLY - I wanted you to 
LEAVE in 2010- WHY the 
DELAY? eisenhoorpeeblerpoop -
 http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoorpeeblerpoop.htm 

LAURA EISENHOOR - NAZI STRIKES AGAIN  -
 LAURA MAGGOT EISENHOOR & PEEBLER 
JESUS rewrite HISTORY  to FAKE  a UFO MEAT 

LOCKER RAPTURE toMars/ Moon / Middle Earth - I am EXPOSING 
your LYING ASS in REAL TIME- these FREAKS have FALLEN off 
the QLIPPOTH  EVEN - STUPID NAZI SUCCUBUS SKANKs 
are GOING DOWN. GET OFF the FOWL FECES FEDERAL RESERVE 

FENCE 

YOU CAN'T STOP ME  - - Inbox Laura Magdalene 
Eisenhower 
<laura.m.eisenhower@gmail.c
om>Jan 7 (2 days ago) to 
jrgenius  
You pathetic low life Reptilian 
Cunt. You have nothing better to 
do than to smear and bash those 

that are doing all they can to make this world a 
better place. You assume and find judgements that stem from your own internal 
issues, which is the real problem here, but you take it out on others who 
actually are doing real work to create positive change in the universe. What the 
hell is your deal, seriously?? You are astoundingly full of yourself, and no, you 
are not serving humanity or the planet or the galaxy, you are energetic pollution 
and yes, you are part of the problem and sickness of our World and you know 
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it, so you take it out on others and hide behind your arrogance and ignorance 
and total lack of intuition. You are insane for that alone and should be ashamed 
of yourself. To turn people away from those that do good is a sad sad existence 
- thanks for contributing to the demise of humanity. Keep supporting instead 
those who are destroying the World or your own sick Draco Reptoid Ego - 
Bravo bitch, bravo!!! 

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower <laurameisenhower@gmail.com> Jan 8 (1 
day ago) to Genius - HERSTORY?! LOL!!! You have NO story, Lizard Lips, 

just a DRACO implanted Lizard Brain white trash fantasy!! 
Please slither back to your hole and stop making libelous 
claims against me and my family even though it's unlikely that 
anyone actually reads that steaming pile of shit that you call a 
web site (when it's actually working, that is). How fucking 
typical! You obviously have no CLUE what kind of POWERS 
I possess and -- guess what? There is some seriously heavy 
KARMA coming your way, fucktard. YOU CAN COUNT ON 

IT. I'm going off-planet soon for the Mars Mission and I don't need to be 
constantly bombarded by your negative energy and projectile vaginal vomiting. 
So stick a sock in it and STFU. 

Me To Laura Magdalene 
Eisenhower - - HA HA HA HA 
HA HA - you fucking FRAUD  -
 WHERE are 
your FOLLOWERS you NAZI 
TRAITOR? SOFIA CHRIST - 
my ASS you 

are!http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/201
1/01/laura-eisenhower-consciousness-sofiachrist-will-collapse-nazi-weapons-
derrumbar%C3%A1n-armas-nazis-.html 

BEAST NESARA AGENDA 
ALERT  http://www.sedonacreativelife.com/02events.htmlhttp://www.thirdp
haseofmoon.net/august-17th-2013-thirdphaseofmoon-interviews-ufo-celebs-at-
contact-in-the-
desert/ /// http://cosmicgaia2012.com/testimonials.html ///http://contactinthedes
ert.net/lectures/lauraeisenhower/ / / / Mike Bara, Laura Eisenhower, Michael 
Perlin and Mark “Dr. DREAM” 
Peeblerhttp://www.sedonacreativelife.com/pre1546.html // http://acutereality.ne
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t/2011/11/28/alien-technology-used-to-depopulate-earth-says-eisenhowers-
descendent-haarp/ /// 

 

I GUESS YEW 
DIDn't HEAR 
WHAT I 
SAID? usuryfreemebaby2014 -
 http://cyberclass.net/usuryfreemebab
y2014.htm 

LET the SONS of MAN 
GO USURY FREE already - humanplan -
 http://7thfire.biz/humanplan.htm 

WHAT  are we waiting for??? 7thfire.biz - 2 ROW WAMPUM WORLD -
 http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

Ishtar Ashtar Pleiadian Middle Earth Bullies -
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/187656705/Ishtar-Ashtar-Pleiadian-Middle-Earth-
Bullies 

Dana Horochowski - The War Scroll - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2HJ-Vo7cT0 

 

http://uramerica.ca/03312014.htm 

SATURNday 03 29 2014 FEMA 
TIME  MOTHER FUCKERS -
 U must be BORN AGAIN  -
http://7thfire.biz/vrill
killbbqqueen.htm 

Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, Obama, Harper, Baird, EU, NATO, FEMA, 
Crimea, Victor Fletcher - http://www.scribd.com/doc/215122732/Vladimir-
Vladimirovich-Putin-Obama-Harper-Baird-EU-NATO-FEMA-Crimea-
Victor-Fletcher 

Victor Fletcher Terrific. As you know there were NO 
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Russian tanks, no Soldiers that invaded Crimea. Total 
fucking lies by Harper and Baird. EU & NATO  are trying to 

get into Ukraine -- not Putin. What fucking lies 
Obama, Harper, Baird 
tell!  https://www.facebook.com/victor.fletcher.395 / http://www.torontostreetnews.net/ /// http://

www.henrymakow.com/street_news_editor_targeted_by.html  //// http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSN
EWS all/ 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/Warning.pdf  

HAARP=HARPER HITLER HELL  

   

Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin = 357  - 

I am the richest person not only in 
Europe, but also in the world! I 
collect emotions! And I am rich because 
the people of Russia have twice 
entrusted me with the leadership of such 
a great country as Russia. I consider this 
to be my biggest 
fortune. ///https://www.facebook.com/putinarainbo

w /// https://www.facebook.com/groups/2204721941/ /// https://www.facebook.com/PutinJudo /// https
://www.facebook.com/pages/Putin-Vladimir/27275371642 

- AH - HIDDEN GRIMOIRES ARE - TO ARISE * "AFOUL STA IN OF STORM UPON THE 
SKY"! Read #352 for INSIGHT // BLESSED ARE THE EYES THAT - SEE * // // CORVUS COR 
ONE 111 - HAS DIVINE INSIGHT *"WHITE BRILLIANCE - T HE CROW of Sacred MannA 
Ministeries"! // IN THE - DEEPEST DARK - THE LORD -  CALLS * // LISTEN TO - THE 
NUMBERS - S P E A K *TAKE THE MAGIKAL MYSTERY TOUR- ---------------SURF "THE 
NAEQ"! / Rise Up, And Take The Power Back EE // // TAKE THE MAGIKAL MYSTERY TOUR 
*HERE, IN THE NAEQ! /// TAKING YOU DEEPER & FARTHER  - ON 
*Sacred MannA Ministeries IS! // // THE MILLENIAL REIGN OF 
CHRIST * HE IS THE "CROWNED & CONQUORING CHILD OF 
GOD"! Rev 20:4,11 19:11-21 // THE SINNER WAVES REPROOF - 
ASIDE *FOOLS FOOLS FOOLS FOOLS FOOLS FOOLS. /// THE 
WORK OF -- THE CHILD OF -- THE GARDEN *AHHHHH /// T O 
LOVE YOU WITH THE - SWEETEST *GOD , YAHWEH WILL!!!! !! 
HE'LL PUT YOUR HEART IN MOTION! REAL EMOTION !!! HE RE 
FOR YOU ALWAYS & FOREVER! Psalm 91:1-16 John 17:3.4 1 Tim 2:4,5 
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/// Your own spirit will negate youhttp://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

 

Susan Starborn - - 3/22, 10:08pm Susan Starborn Fuck U 
TRAMP!! UR A FUCKING NO BODY & HE'S A 

LEGEND! U NASTY BITCH! I HOPE THE HIGH 
ORDER TOURTURS & SACRIFICES U. UR SOUL 
WILL BE RECYCLED WHEN U DIE ANYWAYS 

TRAMP https://www.facebook.com/susan.starborn 
 
 

Black Pope readings  

http://uramerica.ca/03312014.htm 

FRIAday 03 28 2014 = - FREE US - KINAKWII NATION - OTTAWA INDIAN 
ISLE  

- POW WOW WOW - 
RAIN BOW WARRIOR 
STYLE  powwowwow2014 -
 http://canadastreetnews.biz/powwowwow2014.htm 

PROOF OF FRAUD - ALL NASA -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAfxgsaN1B8 

- AMERICAN INDIAN ANCIENT 
PROPHESY - A day will come when 
the animals, winged ones and those 
who swim will begin to disappear. The 
eagle, bear, wolf and buffalo will be scarce because people will become greedy 

and will not love each other. The sky will become black 
+` 

and the trees and plants will die. The beautiful rainbow 
will disappear because people will not remember to keep 
the Mother Earth sacred and will destroy its 
beauty. Children 
of the Rainbow 
Warriors will 

come before all destroyed and they will 
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love the trees and the animals. They will love and respect each other and they 
will help people to live in peace with all creation. The rainbow in the sky will 

return as a sign of the Creator's 
grace. http://www.manataka.org/page235.html 

SIOUX PROPHESY - the Indians will regain their 
spirit and gather people of all 
nations, colors and beliefs to join 
together in the fight to save the 
Earth:  The Rainbow 

Warriors.  The sun rose on a magical new 
day...Over the whole earth they came, The people 
of every colour, Sister, Brother, Father, Mother, 
Traveling over many a land. People of the Rainbow, Children of the 
Way, with a fresh glow. Finding their way Star within... More and more joined, 
a song for the soul... A new way to live, A new way to see, It happened this 
way... And a new song, It came from within. If you can find the Star, 
Within  then you will find... What is... What was... And what will be... you see. 
It happened this way... from within , The people of the Way - The Rainbow 
Tribe...http://www.manataka.org/page235.html 

 
 

Join us in a New Paradigm of Universal Oneness, Serenity 
and Prosperity for All. We are a 
Network of People with Integrity and 
OPEN hearts, READY to create a 
BETTER WORLD for seven 
generations to come. Rainbow Angels / 
Children of the 
Feather http://kinakwii.org  

ONE BIG JOB onebigjob -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/onebigjob.htm // http://www.lawfulbank.com/ // 

Help Us Create a New Ending! - 
.http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm 

DANA ELIZABETH CHRISTINE HOROCHOWSKI - 468 
Northern Ave E - Sault Ste Marie , Ontario , P6B 4J1 - 416-
419-9023 (voicemail) - mailto: jrgenius@yahoo.com -
 http://7thfire.biz/ // http://www.scribd.com/doc/190807919/D

ana-HOROCHOWSKI-resume-Jan2014 // http://www.linkedin.com/pub/dana-
horochowski/b/837/61b //https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-
INTERnationAL-Schools/261130010582710 
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/192910542/2014-UrAmerica-7thfire-biz-
KINAKWII-NATION-555  /// http://serenitystreetnews.com/ - Made in 
cANADa! http://cyberclass.net/ 

RAINBOW WARRIORS urAMERICA.ca  

  
 

CATHARS = Book of LOVE  

 

UKRAINE - DOUBLE CROSSers - VAMPIRE 
VELON CROSS - footstool is on TOP - UPSIDE 
DOWN CROSS - SATANIC 

-- Rothchild / Rockefeller Walk-
ins https://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslynes

s.gozaimasustone //  
Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness 
Stone = Southern Cross University 
- Stanley North - Brother / Karie 
Rothschild Sister // Eliahi Priest 
Brother // Duke Mehal Rockefeller 
Brother // Siies Matsiies Daughter 

da13thSUN would be a son of the 
SERPENT https://www.youtube.com/user/da13

thsun 

The Joachim and Boaz Computer 
-
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZaKE
F_E0P0&index=5&list=PLoR9HT69eEhYT
6rNvWNIDb861DmBXF4c3 

http://www.cruzdecaravaca.com/en/tienda-
a/VELONCCVASOROJOADHESIVOCRUZ/ficha/CARAVACA-VELON-
TRADITIONAL-CROSS.html 
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Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin = 357  - AH 
- HIDDEN GRIMOIRES ARE - TO ARISE * 
"AFOUL STAIN OF STORM UPON THE SKY" ! 
Read #352 for INSIGHT // BLESSED ARE THE EYES 

THAT - SEE *  // // CORVUS COR ONE 111 - 
HAS DIVINE INSIGHT *"WHITE 
BRILLIANCE - THE CROW of Sacred 
MannA Ministeries"! // IN THE - DEEPEST DARK - 
THE LORD - CALLS * // LISTEN TO - THE 

NUMBERS - S P E A K *TAKE THE MAGIKAL MYSTERY TOUR----------------SURF "THE NAEQ"! 

/ Rise Up, And Take The Power Back EE // // TAKE THE MAGIKAL MYSTERY TOUR 
*HERE, IN THE NAEQ! /// TAKING YOU DEEPER & FARTHER - ON *Sacred MannA Ministeries IS! 

// // THE MILLENIAL REIGN OF CHRIST * HE IS THE "CROWNED & 
CONQUORING CHILD OF GOD "! Rev 20:4,11 19:11-21 // THE SINNER 
WAVES REPROOF - ASIDE *FOOLS FOOLS FOOLS FOOLS FOOLS 
FOOLS. /// THE WORK OF -- THE CHILD OF -- THE GARDEN  *AHHHHH /// TO LOVE 
YOU WITH THE - SWEETEST *GOD , YAHWEH WILL!!!!!! HE 'LL 
PUT YOUR HEART IN MOTION! REAL EMOTION !!! HERE FOR  
YOU ALWAYS & FOREVER ! Psalm 91:1-16 John 17:3.4 1 Tim 2:4,5 /// Your own 
spirit will negate you http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

 

THORsday 03 27 2014 - VELON VATICAN VAMPIRE BBQ - HIRING - 
BOUNTY HUNTERS WANTED - 1 HORUS = 10 pts - OTTAWA T 
PARTY  http://uramerica.ca/velongrillvrill.htm 

SOUL SCALPED SHIT BAGs related to PROJECT 
CAMELOT - VELON VAMPIRES. - BBQ TIME  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/214800115/Nesara-2014-Beast-666-Invasion-LAURA-EISENHOWER 

GET RID of 
this ALIEN 

SHIT  

ALIEN 
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SHAPESHIFTERS CANNIBALS UFOS 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horoc
howski/media_set?set=a.10154041519
530556.1073741893.537275555&type

=3&uploaded=162 

  

NESARA 
BEAST 666 - 
INVASION is LONG 

OVERDUE... why don't you 
just DIE ALREADY... your 

TIME is UP 
ASSHOLES http://nesara.insigh
ts2.org/ // http://nesara.insights2.

org/2007.html 

- I have been on Saeed David 
Farman's LIZARD 
TAIL  since 2003... FEMA 
TIME you TRAITOR 
INCUBUS VRILL 
VAMPIREFREAK  & COMPANY 

// https://www.facebook.com/ALIENEVENT // http://newhumanitymovement.c
om/ // https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10203176699604067&set=a.3405523102584.165385.

1405082995&type=1&theater /// LINKS  for the QUEEN of SKANKs and BABALON 
WHORES -
http://www.show.pp.ua/video/ZkhPYjZfODJsQWM=.html /// http://www.philosophicalanthropology.net/2
011/11/archons-exorcising-hidden-
controllers.html // http://goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/warmongering/laura-eisenhower-unity-
consciousness-collapse-militaryindustrial-complex/ /// 

U.S. black programs of the CIA work together with malevolent, 
manipulative aliens ( since the fifties). The Black Kabal is said to place 

their New World Religion in a final, staged Armageddon and fake 
Second Coming of Jesus Christ around 2012 with the help 
of extraterrestrial technology (large holographic projections over the skies, 
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UFOs flying around) and afabricated/alien/genetically 
engineered Messiah that covers all known big religions. This 

scenario goes under the name of Projekt Blue 
Beam. -
 http://chaukeedaar.wordpress.com/2011/02/10/n
ew-age-religions-please-
be-careful-and-intuitive/ 

- Healer Chris Thomas 
is unique in his data 
about a VELON 

ET presence on earth, and has detailed their history in 
his recent books. He details the true Human Plan, 
and Humanity's vital role in the universe,and the 
involvement with many other ETs over many years. 
The latest, Project for Human Extinction , details how the Elite and 
Illuminiati were taken over by a small number of Annunaki  and Hathor 
Velon ETsabout 300 years ago. He discusses this and other matters, in this the 
1st of 2 detailed hour long interviews. His comments are highly controversial, 
as he slams many Channelors as being specifically "conned" by these Velon 

ETs. Highly controversial, and unique data. He was 
severely weaked some years ago, when he woke up with 
a hypodermic injection of lethal poison, which he 
managed to fight against, so he could write his books, and 
discuss with us on this very rare 
intervew. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Zf7scVDQ1g - see 27 

min - proof our EARTH is NOT a 
SPHERE // https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m-RSwTihJQ0 /// 

April 11, 2013 - Chris Thomas - Hour - Akashic Record of 
Earth, Mankind & Alien Race s - - Chris talks about the 13 races in the 
universe which include non-physical, semi-physical and physical form entities. 
We’ll also discuss the soul origin of these entities. Chris then explains how 
Earth is a unique, physical manifestation. He’ll discuss Earth’s beginning and 
the early human prototypes. We end the hour on beneficial technology given to 
humanity from non-human races. In 
the second hour, Chris expands on 
beings called Velons and their 
relationship to Earth. He’ll also talk 
about UFO activity. Chris explains 
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how the "blues," and the greys are attempting to develop a physical body 
form . Then, Chris shares his thoughts on what it would take for humankind to 
experience a global, vast shift in consciousness. Later, we discuss the current 
economic system and Agenda 21. Chris shares information revealing different 
numbers on the world’s population. The second hour ends on wi-fi and harmful 
body effects. He concludes with good 
advice. http://rediceradio.net/radio/2013/RIR-130411-christhomas-
hr1.mp3 ///http://www.redicecreations.com/radio/2013/04/RIR-130411.php /// 

Chris Thomas - Planet Earth - The Universe's Experiment - The Annunaki 
Plan? Or The Human Plan?http://www.thespiritguides.co.uk/article_chris_thomas__-
_planet_earth_-_the_universes_experiment_-
_the_annunaki_plan_or_the_human_plan_6752.aspx / http://www.velondesigns.com/#!galleries/cfvg /http:/
/hwcdn.libsyn.com/p/8/f/0/8f00ab6e72c5838b/ChrisThomas.mp3?c_id=2872854&expiration=1395794737
&hwt=ff480070947ca368da197b764b7afa1d /// http://www.exohuman.com/wordpress/2011/07/the-velon-
et-threat-to-humanity/ 

 

FALSE FLAGs 

   

SUCCUBUS INCUBUS SOULSUCKERS 

 

 

 

MOONDAY 03 24 2014 - HOW to CLEAR the EVIL 
SPIRITS sent by LAURA EISENHOWER or 
other GALACTIC GARGOYLES from 
EXOPOLITICS  - http://7thfire.biz/operationfemagrill.htm 

PT 2 - INSTITUTIONAL CORRUPTION AND 
FRAUD. by Barbara Engrave 
http://7thfire.biz/BarbaraEphgravefile2.htm 

UNCLE BEARHEART  - I receive on occasion messages 
from people who are real victims of malevolent dead and 
or have been spiritually devastated by working with 

rituals found in certain "evil necromancy"  grimores and other highly questionable 
sources. Is it because these grimores or other materials are legit? Fuck no, its because 
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they where hoodwinked into opening themselves up to selfish greedy entities and or 
did shitty things to the dead and angered the spirits of the deceased they where fucking 
with. In these cases I have prepared Helios Oil. Its remarkable ward against the dead, and 
restores vitality to the psychic centers devoured and 
chewed on by the hungry dead. 

Necromancy is NOT evil...not unless your intentions 
are ill, and/or the departed spirit(s) you are seeking to 
contact are willing to commit evil acts. Nor is 
necromancy seeking to conjure forth so-called "demons" 
either, as Necromancy is about consulting with that which 
HAS lived and has now died. This means that NONE of 
Goetic Spirits which are often stupidly classified as 
"demons", can be reached using Necromancy has they 
have never once lived, and thus never died. Also, all 
else generally classified as demonic did not ever "live" either. The vast majority of true 
Necromancy is quite beautiful and healing. Necromancy is found in Ancestor Veneration, 
the purification, and elevation of your Mighty Dead, and communication with the 
departed through honest mediumship and linked with the Solar planetary realm, "as they 
have brought light to you to light your darkness, so to shall you offer  light to them". 
You discover just how eternal and infinite you really are, and the amount of love your 
own bloodline family as well as other spirits of the departed have for you. It is the 
forefront of religion as it confirms the existence of an afterlife and that your actions in 
life DO matter...even you "think" they don't. An uncomfortable thought for some I'd 

venture, but for most of you... that should 
be a great comfort.  

From a Qaballistic stand point 
Necromancy is best expressed through 
9=Moon (astral realm), 
6=Sun(universal crossroads of Noon 
and Midnight) , and 
11=Plu

to(Underworld) . Both 9 and 
11 are dark realms which only reflect (the astral world) 
or absorb (The underworld) of the universal provider 
of the physical life force (Sun). As you are the God or 
Goddess in the circle, you stand the sun/center of your 
magical universe in micro-cosom. Offering your time, 
attention, and force of personality into the 
underworld/pluto/the dead brings them light and life 
force and act as a medium. The offering of candle light 
and food offerings prayed over and blessed by you for 
the dead is yet a further offering of light, and life 
energy by which elevates them and allows them to better assist you. As such many are 
very surprised to learn just how many necromantically talented spirits and other entities 
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gather in the planetary sphere of the Sun-Sol. Now, just because you are not contacting 
this spirits via necromancy, doesn't mean they cannot teach you about and aid in your 
work within Necromancy..... 

Its crazy when you realize that 
Christianity is a giant necromantic 
cult ripped off from the setting and 
rising sun cults of Helios and even 
Apollo. That being said, I would be 
lying if I where to suggest that great 
evil and/or harm could not be 
accomplished through Necromancy. 
There are evil deceased spirits, 
confused, desperate, and broken, 
just as there are those kinds of living people. The dead, because of their extremely close 
proximity of the physical realm, and as such the malevolent/hungry dead are popular 
choices for sorcerers/magicians to send against their enemies, or to people of their 
client's targeting. 

Helios Cleansing - If you are feeling as though you might have 
come into contact with malevolent dead; you are feeling ill a 
lot, sapped of energy, nightmares of being eaten or buried, 
a steady decrease in finances , difficulty concentrating, 
swear words and threats of rape or other violence 
whispered in your ears, a sudden on set of insomnia, this 
simple cleansing can do wonders in ridding the hungry dead 
from your sphere of influence/energy body and or clearing 
away psychic sludge. This is different from the Apollo 
Cleansing, as the focus is slightly different as this is to cleanse 

you from the energies of evil dead and such influences. - Take an orange and on it 
scratch the planetary symbol of the sun (a big circle with a point in the middle) into the 
skin of the orange in a bowl or pitcher of cold fresh water, now bruise and tear a few 
basil leaves, and submerge the orange with a pinch of salt. Place the pitcher or bowl 
with the basil and orange in direct sun light for at least an hour, ask Helios to bless and 
empower with his solar strength of purification. Take the orange out of the water and 
starting from your head wash your body with the orange over every inch of your body 
like it was a bar of soap down to your feet. Place the orange on the floor and now take a 
mouthful of the basil water. Swish and spit out the water on the floor (or in a sink.... 
you can do this near a sink). Now bow your head just a bit and pour some of the water so 
that it runs down the top of your head and down toward your forehead. Take the 
orange and place a small dab of honey on it and push 6 pennies into the skin of the 
orange. Take the orange and water outside. Bury the orange in a small hole and pour the 
water over it. Thank Helios for cleansing you and tell him that the honey and pennies 
are payment for his work. You should have a strong sense of "clean"  after you perform 
this act. http://grandorderofdracoslayers.blogspot.ca/2014/03/necromancy-frucissiere-oil-
helios.html 
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Empty people. Puppet people. 
Cardboard cutouts. Drones. Organic 
Portals. Background characters. Why do 
these terms even exist? Because out of 
necessity they had to be invented by those 
who independently noticed the same 
puzzling phenomenon, one for which there is no official name: some 

people seem to be missing something very important inside. While they are not 
necessarily any less intelligent, successful, or physically healthy as anyone else, they 
nevertheless show no indication of having any higher components to their consciousness. 
http://montalk.net/matrix/157/spiritless-humans 

LINKS  for the QUEEN of SKANKs and BABALON WHORES - 
http://www.show.pp.ua/video/ZkhPYjZfODJsQWM=.html /// 
http://www.philosophicalanthropology.net/2011/11/archons-exorcising-hidden-
controllers.html // http://goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/warmongering/laura-
eisenhower-unity-consciousness-collapse-militaryindustrial-complex/ ///U.S. black 
programs of the CIA work together with malevolent, manipulative aliens ( since the 
fifties). The Black Kabal is said to place their New World Religion in a final, staged 
Armageddon and fake Second Coming of Jesus Christ around 2012 with the help of 
extraterrestrial technology (large holographic projections over the skies, UFOs 
flying around) and a fabricated/alien/genetically engineered Messiah that covers all 
known big religions. This scenario goes under the name of Projekt Blue Beam. - 
http://chaukeedaar.wordpress.com/2011/02/10/new-age-religions-please-be-careful-and-
intuitive/ 

NESARA LIZARD INVASION 666  

   

 

KISS YOUR LIVES GOODBYE YOU IDIOTS - http://www.scribd.com/doc/213824477/March-21-2014-
Emailed-Out 

SATURNDAY 03 22 2014- 

EXOPOLITI
CS / 
EISENHOWE
R / 
GALACTIC 
FEDERATIO
N 
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GARGOYLE S - FEMA CAMPED FIRST !  femagargoylegrill - 
http://8thfire.biz/femagargoylegrill.htm  

YOU have been warned repeatedly for over 10 years 
now. YOU CONTINUE to 
MURDER, CHEAT, RAPE, 
STEAL, DESTROY the 
EARTH. ENJOY YOUR 
DEMISE.  

GOOD RIDDANCE! BLOW 
UP the NAZI MOON bases! 

Occupy the Astral 

  

 

I GUESS YEW DID n't HEAR WHAT I SAID ? 
usuryfreemebaby2014 - http://cyberclass.net/usuryfreemebaby2014.htm 

THORSday 01 09 2014 - YOU HAVE a LOT to HIDE - LAURA EISENHOOR - 
TRAITOR to the HUMAN RACE and MOTHER EARTH - BURN BITCH 

eisenhoor666 - 
http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoor666.
htm  

YOU CAN'T 
STOP ME- 

Laura 
Magdalene 
Eisenhower 

and they will HATE the WHORE and 
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BURN HER in the STREETS- the END 
http://7thfire.biz/slutbagmahon.htm 

OPERATION EISENHOOR- ACTUALLY - I wanted 
you to LEAVE in 2010- WHY the DELAY? 
eisenhoorpeeblerpoop - http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoorpeeblerpoop.htm 

LAURA EISENHOOR -  
NAZI STRIKES AGAIN  

LAURA MAGGOT 
EISENHOOR & 

PEEBLER JESUS 
rewrite HISTORY  to 
FAKE  a UFO MEAT 

LOCKER RAPTURE to 
Mars/ Moon / Middle 

Earth  

- I am EXPOSING your LYING ASS in REAL TIME- these FREAKS have 

FALLEN off the  QLIPPOTH  EVEN  

- STUPID NAZI SUCCUBUS SKANKs are GOING DOWN. 
GET OFF the FOWL FECES FEDERAL RESERVE FENCE  

BEAST NESARA AGENDA ALERT  

http://www.sedonacreativelife.com/02events.htmlhttp://www.thirdphase
ofmoon.net/august-17th-2013-thirdphaseofmoon-interviews-ufo-

celebs-at-contact-in-the-desert/ /// 
http://cosmicgaia2012.com/testimonials.html /// 

http://contactinthedesert.net/lectures/lauraeisenhower/ / / / Mike Bara, Laura Eisenhower, 
Michael Perlin and Mark “Dr. DREAM” Peebler 

http://www.sedonacreativelife.com/pre1546.html // http://acutereality.net/2011/11/28/alien-
technology-used-to-depopulate-earth-says-eisenhowers-descendent-haarp/ ///  

YOU CAN'T STOP ME   
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- Inbox Laura Magdalene Eisenhower 
<laura.m.eisenhower@gmail.com>Jan 7 (2 days ago) 
to jrgenius  
You pathetic low life Reptilian Cunt. You have 
nothing better to do than to smear and bash those that 
are doing all they can to make this world a better 
place. You assume and find judgements that stem 
from your own internal issues, which is the real 

problem here, but you take it out on others 
who actually are doing real work to create 
positive change in the universe. What the 
hell is your deal, seriously?? You are 
astoundingly full of yourself, and no, you 
are not serving humanity or the planet or the 
galaxy, you are energetic pollution and yes, 
you are part of the problem and sickness of 
our World and you know it, so you take it 
out on others and hide behind your 
arrogance and ignorance and total lack of 
intuition. You are insane for that alone and 
should be ashamed of yourself. To turn 
people away from those that do good is a 
sad sad existence - thanks for contributing to 
the demise of humanity. Keep supporting 
instead those who are destroying the World or your own sick Draco Reptoid Ego - Bravo 
bitch, bravo!!! 

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower <laurameisenhower@gmail.com> Jan 8 (1 day ago) to 
Genius  

HERSTORY?! LOL!!! You have NO story, 
Lizard Lips, just a DRACO implanted Lizard 
Brain white trash fantasy!! Please slither back to 
your hole and stop making libelous claims 
against me and my family even though it's 
unlikely that anyone actually reads that steaming 
pile of shit that you call a web site (when it's 
actually working, that is). How fucking typical! 

You obviously have no CLUE what kind of POWERS I possess and -- guess what? There 
is some seriously heavy KARMA coming your way, fucktard. YOU CAN COUNT ON 
IT. I'm going off-planet soon for the Mars Mission and I don't need to be constantly 
bombarded by your negative energy and projectile vaginal vomiting. So stick a sock in it 
and STFU. 

Me To Laura Magdalene Eisenhower - - HA HA HA HA HA HA - you fucking 
FRAUD - WHERE are your FOLLOWERS you NAZI TRAITOR? SOFIA CHRIST 
- my ASS you are!http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/2011/01/laura-eisenhower-
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consciousness-sofiachrist-will-collapse-nazi-weapons-derrumbar%C3%A1n-armas-nazis-
.html 

children of the light war scroll  

LUCIFER SUCKS LITE  

Black Pope readings 

   

HAARP=HARPER HITLER HELL 

  

 

http://uramerica.ca/03212014.htm 

KISS YOUR LIVES GOODBYE YOU IDIOTS  - 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/213824477/March-21-2014-Emailed-Out 

03 21 2014 FREE US FROM SOUL SCALPED HOLLYWOOD DISNEY 
NAZI SOUL SUCKERS - http://7thfire.biz/hollywoodsoulsucker.htm 

BIG TROUBLE - NWO 
DECEPTION - 
https://www.facebook.com/apollo.returns  

U.S. black programs of the CIA work together 
with malevolent, manipulative aliens ( since the 
fifties). The Black Kabal is said to place their 
New World Religion in a final, staged 

Armageddon and fake Second Coming of Jesus Christ around 2012 with the help of 
extraterrestrial technology (large holographic projections over the skies, UFOs 
flying around) and a fabricated/alien/genetically engineered Messiah that covers all 
known big religions. This scenario goes under the name of Projekt Blue Beam. - 
http://chaukeedaar.wordpress.com/2011/02/10/new-age-religions-please-be-careful-and-
intuitive/ 

MOTHER of ALL FALSE FLAGS - SOON - Malaysian Airline a 'Sandy 
Hookish' Hoax? http://www.tomatobubble.com/id511.html /// 
https://www.google.ca/#q=mother+of+all+false+flags&tbm=vid 
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ROTHCHILDS / ROCKEFELLERS are playing UNCLE 
BEARHEART BULLSHIT NOW for NESARA alien 
INVASION  - 

https://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslyness.gozaimasustone 

NO LOVE... just FUCK = LION LOINS  
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3mxq2wfq3ebqgm0/rec_soundana121_05_Nov_201
2_00_36_07.wmv 

THESE FREAKS =Anunnaki Lord https://www.facebook.com/alain.ford.33 /// Apollo 
Returns https://www.facebook.com/apollo.returns - Tuesday 9:49pm Apollo Returns to 
Dana Horochowski - I am an admirer of Yours for many years. I just realised you are in 
one of my Light Groups when I try to post the Andromedans message and yours as well, 
Sirians and Arcturians for Ascension - Apollo 

CANNIBAALS in GIZA EGYPT ~ Mystical, 
Magical, Multidimensional, the Enlightening Group 
you all loved, it was hacked by the dark side and 
now we start it again, invite 40 of our light friends 
and let the Journey begins! 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/74003982937408
7/?fref=ts 

REPTILIAN EYES - HYPNOTIC TRACE- 
BEWARE - LOOK AT THE LINES OF LIGHT 
INSIDE THE PUPIL  
https://www.facebook.com/tugce.caglayan.7 /// 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=452569
6953295&set=a.1517034578616.65191.1617033288

&type=1&theater 

CANNIBALS on UFOS - STAY AWAY 
from THEM - URGENT : Bed of Thorns, UFO 
Death Hotels , Black Eyed Kids (Audio) - GALACTIC 
FEDERATION of LIGHT - people taken to a planet and starved 
to death and tortured... have to eat human flesh to survive. 
YESHUA wants the disobedient to wake up from their slumber 

ALIENS are not your BROTHERS http://serenitystreetnews.com/URGENT- Bed of 
Thorns, UFO Death Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) - electsister777 (2).mp3 /// 
http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-death-hotels-
black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

asian baby eaters - Google Search - 
https://www.google.ca/search?q=asian+baby+eaters&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei
=9GkaU5XwH8eGyAH0yICYAw&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1093&bih=534 
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BOTTOMS UP TIME - KATY PERRY - ALIEN REPTILIAN 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KjzPNHaywxI&list=UUWluZm_5H_3-

kWQvkKC7q9A#t=30 

 

NESARA LIZARD INVASION 666  

   

 

TERRORISM 3-11 NEW YORK  - delayed but not 
FORGOTTEN - http://7thfire.biz/babyeaters666.htm 

- 20 cars - ONTARIO HIGHWAY pileup ... best you stay home and convert your car 
and your house to alternative energies... bankrupt  the OPP, INSURANCE 
COMPANIES , HOSPITALS and CERN already  

RITUAL MURDER as USUAL  - Magnitude 5.0 mb Depth 15 km UTC Time 17:02:25 
March 12th, 2014 UTC Location North Atlantic Ocean, Atlantic Ocean 
http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/  

BUTCHER the BUTCHERs and BURN the 
BURNERs - I AM FREE in SERENITY 
555 ... BYE BYE LOSERS 
freemefromarchons - 
http://7thfire.biz/freemefromarchons.htm  

ALL MEDIA, BOOKS, MUSIC, SCHOOLS, GOVERNMENTS, 
INSTITUTIONS are CORRUPTED. TIME for a CLEANSE 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20
AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/  

  

Exposing666 - FEMA FREE DUMB MASONS INSTEAD 

 

THORsday 03 20 2014 - Mark 
Anthony Standley - the 
LIGHT BRINGER is 
LUCIFER in 
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MANCHESTER- the FOUNDATION STONE- SATAN  yaldabaothlionlying - 
http://jrgenius.ca/yaldabaothlionlying.htm 

DIE ALREADY  - THULE NAZI FOOL - WHO 
wants to GO TO FEMA with these FREAKS!? - 

https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.297806610369646&type=1  

HORUS- ANTICHRIST- SATAN JE666 - GOD VIRUS 
- YALDABOATH DEMIURGE 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=297812210369086&
set=a.297806610369646&type=1&theater  

ENKI  - the SNAKE who raped EVE - the FALLEN 
PRINCE of BABALON  - Los Angeles, California - 

Hometown - http://serenitystreetnews.com/Mark AnthonyStandley.pdf /// 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/212795181/Mark-Anthony-Standley-LIGHT-

BRINGER-LUCIFER-MANCHESTER-SATAN 

LUCIFER SUCKS LITE  

THULE NAZI ALERT - 9 EDEN 
EARTH ( ascending) vs 666 THULE 
DESCENDING in to the 3d ABYSS. 

tinytoolfool - http://7thfire.biz/tinytoolfool.htm 

P.S. GFL quote "we now have divine 
authorization to use FORCEFUL means, 

but will TRY to avoid hurting the 
Innocent" Does that sound like God the 

Creator?! no its a LIE!  
Galactic Federation of Light Listen Closely! - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAm4Dvo-
4m4&feature=share /// THE OL' SWITCHEROO / FLIP OF THE SCRIPT = CAIN? -  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UU-HerEomyVk20kUCI-9fS4w&v=AsEjsBZPCFg /// 
STRANGE ROTHSCHILD OCCULT PARTY IMAGES EXPOSED, 

ILLUMINATI  (Infowars) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGNwNnPDegM /// 2013 - ALL 
ANTICHRIST SIGNS  LEAD TO PRINCE WILL-IAM ?! (TRUTHLIVES) - 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=618577287 //  

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=618577287 / http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/ / 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X51DEDhqdas&feature=share // 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150593840997288 // 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150451935947288&set=pb.618577287 /// 
http://www.urantiabook.org/downloads.htm ///  
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FED NATO NAZIs RAPE MURDER BABIES - 
https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.296801137136860.10000420

9281255&type=3 
 

BLOOD SUCKING VAMPIRES -
The Thule Society (Der Thule-

Gesellschaft) was founded August 17, 
1918, by Rudolf Von Sebottendorff. He had 

been schooled in Occultism, Magick, 
Islamic Mysticism, Alchemy, 

Rosicrucianism and much else, in Turkey , 
where he had also been initiated into Freemasonry. - WHAT IS VRILOLOGY? ? -

Vrilology is the practice of harnessing the Life Force that we share with the Gods, which 
we call, Vril, through the practice of Seither and Galdor sciences. Vrilology is the lost 

science that was given to our most 
ancient ancestors by the Gods, so that 
they could master the world they lived 
within, and transform themselves into a 
race of God-men, about 9,000 years ago. 

http://thule-society.org/Vril.html // 
http://thule-society.org/ /// http://thule-

society.org/Vril.html 

ILLUMINATREEE - WHORE LILITH - LAS VEGAS  NEVADA  
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101852383205569.2410.100001424227951&ty

pe=3 /// 
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101859986538142.2414.100001424227951&ty

pe=3 

DANGER - https://www.facebook.com/TheRedQueen579  

Mark Anthony - Hi Dana, I accepted the virtual 
life line today? I had no choice? Virgin media 

cut me off again last night, had to go to the 
local web cafe to transfer the blessing and pay 
the beastly bill. I still haven't recovered from 

our last great adventure in the matrix witch you 
funded unconditionally! Just got my broadband 
wagon back on the rowed home this eve! NoTe 

THankh's Too sTeVe McQueEN oF HearTs! The cHange of HearT yielded Fifty Two 
Squid viA PoPeYe witch was JusT enuff respect to keep me on the magic 

roundaboutkast! I have got to attend a speeding course early doors so can't race up 
Jacob's ladder!$! That cost me around $147 Canadian Dollars  last week which is rather 
an odd figure as I once lived at 147 Oregon Way. I have got exactly 18 Pence available 
on my £1000 overdraft with Santander. Yes, I swear it, 18pence. I was originally with 

Alliance and Leicester, a Liverpool Building Society that employed The The Liver Birds, 
and lively local lasses. But that's all gone down the Mersey Tunnel! And Virgin sold out 
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to a call center in Indianapolis! I don't know what the futures holds for me! I have had 
enuff respect for all my support to the cause! From where I am standing! You are all 

confused and I am the only one who can see the bigger picture! But it's so crazy, no one 
wooled believe me! And I am not sTicking my Iron lions head on a virgin train ticket to 
Waterloo for Thirty Peachess of Silversicalgory DeeTales! May be Isle return the favor 

when I get back on my feet! Thanks, Sparky Mark, The Knight Time Tiger! Shame about 
myself, they couldn't handle my page design, it was the best, wasn't it wonderful. I put so 

much thought into that, so much self reflection, to truly discover the great I am. Know 
one knows what I truly hold the secret key to the puzzle. I am The Temple Dana? I am, I 
am, I AM? PEACE! OX Mark Anthony 3/4, 6:21pm - I meant Myspace? Not myself! I 

don't speak gibberish or mince my words! I just like poetry in motion! 

Uploads from Kirt Richard 

   

 

MERCREDI 03 19 2014 -
Enter through the narrow 
gate. For wide is the gate 
and broad is the road that 
leads to destruction, and 
many enter through it 
wideroad666 - 
http://7thfire.biz/wideroad666.htm 

667 - AWAKE O NORTH WIND  and COME IN O SOUTH 
WIND  - BREATHE UPON MY GARDEN *READ #280 for INSIGHT. CONVERTING - THE 
HIDDEN - INTO INTELLIGIBLE - FORMMMM *MMMMYSTIIIIII IIIIIIICALLLLLLLL - ITS OK TO 
BE -- A CREEP -- CREEPING PROGRESS -- GOD DOES ACCEPT * "GOD DOES NOT 
DESIRE ANY TO BE DESTROYED (CREEP) BUT DESIRES ALL TO ATTAIN 
TO REPENTANCE" ! 2Peter 3:9 "COME ON CREEP"! "COME ON> "! WHEN PHI 
BECOMES -- DIVIDED BY SIX ____THE WORLD WILL HAVE - - ITS FIX * 

"EQUALS: 0.2696723. NOTE THE NUMBER , REFER TO # 2 # 696 # 72 and #3 (FATHER-
MOTHER-SON) YOUR LIFE SHOULD BE A JOURNEY TO ATTAIN  - 
SPIRITUAL VICTORY  *MATT 5:5 http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 
// http://biblehub.com/matthew/7-13.htm  

INSTITUTIONAL CORRUPTION AND FRAUD.  by Barbara Engrave 
http://7thfire.biz/BarbaraEphgravefile.htm 

children of the light war scroll  
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Luke13v22-35:- Narrow is the 
Gate found by the grace of our 
Father to His Vineyard where the 
True Vine Christ Jesus is Planted 
by our Father. Solitary sensible 
twice-born people find this Gate 
and present themselves to the 
Kiln of Holy Spirit  for baking 
their Faith Hard or sealed to 
serve God only. Please print these 
pages to understand Baani:- 
http://www.nijjhar.webspace.virginmedia.com/threen.pdf // 
http://www.nijjhar.webspace.virginmedia.com/five.jpg // 
http://www.nijjhar.webspace.virginmedia.com/trinityn.jpg 
/// 
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/rajinder.nijjhar/harihar.htm 

/// http://www.nijjhar.webspace.virginmedia.com/nutshell.jpg  

 
The Narrow Door - 22 He went on his way through towns and villages, Preaching and 
not teaching, a corruption by the Messianic Jews, and journeying toward Jerusalem. 23 
And someone, once-born, said to him, "Lord, will those who are saved be few?" And 
he said to them, 24 "Strive to enter through the narrow door or become solitary, the 
division that Jesus came to create. For many, I tell you, will seek to enter and will not be 
able to find this Narrow Gate for the solitary sensible twice-born of spirit people. 25 
When once the master of the house has risen and shut the door, and you begin to stand 
outside and to knock at the door, saying, 'Lord, open to us,' Now, Lords have Slaves and 
they do what their Lord tells them to do as the Disciples of the Rabbis do, but in Jesus, 
we do not have Lords that bind you but our Father, Who Lives with us, 

Emmanuel, and we are His Sons living with Him and no more alienated as in 
Lord Yahweh of the Rabbis, then he will answer you, 'I do not know where you come 
from.' Because Lords are Anti-Christs in Jesus. 26 Then you will begin to say, 'We ate 
and drank in your presence, and you taught. Letters or Scriptures are taught by the 
Rabbis or their new form Pope and his stooges – Matt12v43-45. and not Gospel, 
which is preached like a Sower, in our streets.' 27 But he will say, 'I tell you, I do not 
know where you come from. Sons of Anti-Christs are not known by our loving and 
merciful Father. Depart from me, all you workers of evil!' Remember Jesus told the 
Jews that your father is the devil and so were these Disciples of the Messianic Jews of 
letters. 28 In that place there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth, as during the Hell 
of the sectarian riots when you see Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and all the prophets in 
the Royal Kingdom of God but you yourselves cast out for your father is the Devil. 29 
And people will come from east and west, and from north and south, and recline at table 
in the Royal Kingdom of God. 30 And behold, some are last who will be first, and 
some are first who will be last." What applies to flesh, the first are first served; the 
opposite applies to the spirit, the last are served first for they were lost and returned 
back.  
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Lament over Jerusalem - 31 At that 
very hour some Pharisees came and said 
to him, "Get away from here, for Herod 
wants to kill you." 32 And he said to 
them, "Go and tell that fox, 'Behold, I 
cast out demons and perform cures 
today and tomorrow, and the third day I 
finish my course. 33 Nevertheless, I 
must go on my way today and tomorrow 
and the day following, for it cannot be 
that a prophet should perish away from 
Jerusalem.' 34 O Jerusalem, 

Jerusalem, the city that kills the prophets and stones those who are sent to it! How 
often would I have gathered your children together as a hen gathers her brood 
under her wings, and you would not! 35 Behold, your house is forsaken. And I tell 
you, you will not see me until you say, 'Blessed is he who comes in the name of our 
Father and not the Lord Yahweh!'" 
In Jesus, we have been moved from the brick-built Synagogues made by human 
hands for the Rabbi, a Priest of Moses or teacher of the natural moral laws, to the 
Temple of God made by Nature where the Christ, our Royal Priest greater than John, 
the Baptist, Prophet Elijah, called Innerman is sitting in our heart that leads our life to 
Salvation through Preaching Gospel of Supernatural Father. Thus, with Christ in 
our hearts, we are solitarily capable of entering the Narrow Gate of the Vineyard of our 
Father where the True Vine Christ Jesus is Planted by our Father. The Narrow Gate is 
found by the grace of our Father and one in a thousand finds it. In Jesus, we have 
Fellowship of Royal Priests and those who employ Hireling Dog-Collared Priests in 
their Churches, they are Anti-Christs annulling the Sacrifice of Jesus as the Lamb 
of God. Technical help 
needed.http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/163004/Luke13v2235_Narrow_is_the_
Gate_found_by_the_grace_of_our_Father_to_His_Vineyard_where_the_True_Vine_Chri
st_Jesus/#ixzz2wFlN8QJp //  

Black Pope readings 

   

 

HAARP=HARPER HITLER HELL 

   

MOONgod day 03 17 2014 - NATO, NAZI, 
Murderers, NWO, 666, VATICAN, 
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GENOCIDE, ISLAM, Abdul Alhazred, Annunaki, Sirius, 
Orion, Invasion, Black Iron Kisses - http://7thfire.biz/vampirebbq2014.htm 

FED NATO NAZIs RAPE MURDER BABIES  
https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/me

dia_set?set=a.296801137136860&type=3  

NATO, NAZI, Murderers, NWO, 666, 
VATICAN, GENOCIDE, ISLAM, 
Abdul Alhazred, Annunaki, Sirius, 
Orion, Invasion, THULE, THELEMA, 
Rothchild, Rockefeller, GIZA, 
BLACK SUN, DISNEY, DEATH 
STAR, FEDERAL RESERVE, 
HORUS, IHS, ISIS, HORUS, SET, 
ASHTAR COMMAND, UFOs, FAKE 
ALIEN INVASION, MOON, MARS, MIDDLE EARTH, GREYS, REPTILIANS 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/212658968/black-iron-kisses-death-to-thule  

 
Antipope Francis personally ordered Ukrainian coup to kill EU exit / $15 

billion Russian deal - EXCELLENT  

http://presscore.ca/ 

Posted by Paul W Kincaid Heinous Crimes, 
World news Wednesday, March 5th, 2014 - 
Catholic enslaved EU antipope Francis shakes 
hands with José Manuel Barroso president of 
the Catholic Church imposed European 
Commission as ousted Vatican money 
laundering Secretary of State Cardinal Tarcisio 
Bertone looks on. In December of last year 
Russian President Vladimir Putin announced 
that Moscow agreed to buy $15 billion worth 
of 
Ukr

ainian government debt and allow for a 33% 
gas discount in the price Ukrainians pay for 
Russian natural gas. This posed a very serious 
threat to the Catholic Church International 
Monetary Fund (IMF). The people of Ukraine 
would no longer be enslaved by interest 
bearing debt owed to the Pope via loans from 
the Catholic Church IMF. The Ukrainian 
people would have more money in their 
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pockets with the Russian $15 billion debt purchase and 33% gas discount. As of January 
1, 2014 Ukraine started buying Russian gas for $268 instead of $400 per 1,000 cubic 
meters.  

The Russian government agreed to buy $15 billion in Ukrainian debt  by investing in 
Ukrainian bonds using money from Russia’s Welfare Fund. “For the purpose of 
supporting the Ukrainian budget the Russian government has made a decision to invest 
part of the National Welfare Fund, to the tune of $15 billion, in Ukrainian government 
securities,” Russian President Vladimir Putin said. Ukraine “is our fully-fledged strategic 
partner beyond any doubt,” Putin said at the meeting, where the two presidents signed 14 
separate agreements on space, engineering, defense and trade. 

The Russian deal between Russia and Ukrainian 
President Viktor Yanukovich was very good for 
Ukraine and its people. The financial deal was very 
bad for the Catholic Church IMF so the Catholic 
Church ordered members of its military orders in 
Kiev Ukraine to honor their oaths and take to the 
streets and shed blood for the Catholic Church. The 
orders to wage war against Ukraine and overthrow 
elected President Viktor Yanukovich came directly 
from antipope Francis. http://presscore.ca/antipope-
francis-personally-ordered-ukrainian-coup-to-kill-eu-
exit-and-15-billion-russian-deal.html 

 

The Pope officially became a king in 1929, after the Lateran Treaty had 
been signed between the Roman Catholic Church and Mussolini’s fascist 
Italian government.  

The treaty was signed by Benito Mussolini on 
behalf of King Victor Emmanuel III and by 
Cardinal Secretary of State Pietro Gasparri for 
Pope Pius XI. The Lateran Treaty and the 
Concordat unilaterally established the 
independent State of the Vatican City on 
February 11, 1929 and granted Roman 
Catholicism special status in Italy. Vatican City 
was unilaterally made an ecclesiastical or 
sacerdotal-monarchical state, ruled by the 
bishop of Rome – the Pope. The Lateran Treaty 

is a very significant historical event because it not only marked the beginning of the 
Catholic Church Third Reich (Third Holy Roman Empire) it marked the beginning of 
Bible End Times prophecy. Revelation 17:10, 11. “And there are seven kings: five are 
fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come; and when he cometh, he must continue a 
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short space. And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, 
and goeth into perdition”. 

Pope Pius XI, who was the supreme leader of the 
Roman Catholic Church when the Lateran Treaty 
was signed, became Vatican City’s first king. 
Since 1929 every new Pope takes the title of 
absolute monarchy of The Vatican City. The Pope 
exercises principal legislative, executive, and 
judicial power over the State of Vatican City, 
which is a rare case of an assumed (self-imposed) 
monarchy. Since its establishment in 1929, until 
2013, the Vatican has had seven kings. Pope Pius 
XI was the 1st, Pope John Paul II was the 6th 
King (a.k.a. the Sovereign or the Crown) of 
Vatican City from 16 October 1978 until his death 
over 26 years later on 2 April 2005 and Pope 
Benedict XVI (German born Joseph Alois 
Ratzinger) was the 7th king. According to Bible End Times prophesy, Antipope Francis 
is the 8th and last king of Vatican City. How does Francis fulfill the 8th king Bible 
prophecy? Francis “is the eighth, and is of the seven” because his reign as king of 
Vatican City is the result of Benedict (the 7th king) resigning, not dying. Today there are 
two living kings of Vatican City, reigning at the same time. http://presscore.ca/pope-benedict-

xvi-and-antipope-francis-fulfill-bible-end-
times-prophecy.html 

Picture: the millionaire French 
philosopher and Israeli lobbyist 
Bernard Henri Levy and French 

president Nicolas Sarkozy. I'm sure 
that they are both happy with the 

humanitarian aid they are promoting 
in Libya, and we also have to thank 
US and the other allies. Good job! 

This is democracy being implanted in 
Libya and all the other countries invaded, oops, that received NATO's humanitarian aid. 
http://hellaheaven-ana.blogspot.ca/2012/02/nato-rape-libyan-journalist-and-cut-her.html 
//Hella Heaven: NATO rape Libyan journalist and cut her breast - [+18 Warning] Libya: 

rats rape a reporter and cut her breast - ratti stuprano e tagliano il seno 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLCEPJlpils&bpctr=1394927908  
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The Rape of Serbia http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/11/02/the-rape-of-serbia/ // 
NATO’s Genocidal Rape of Libya - http://www.veteranstoday.com/2011/08/30/natos-
genocidal-rape-of-libya/ // Continuing NATO atrocities on Libyan civilians gave naked 
aggression a new name. /// TLAXCALA: Going Rogue: NATO War Crimes in Libya 
http://www.tlaxcala-
int.org/article.asp?reference=5035 /// Viagra and 
condoms and Susan Rice 
http://comradevader.wordpress.com/2011/04/29/viagr
a-and-condoms-and-susan-rice/ /// Rape in Libya 
raised a NATO war to the level of a Holy Crusade 
http://libyasos.blogspot.ca/2011/08/rape-in-libya-
raise-nato-war-to-level.html /// GOING ROGUE: 
NATO War Crimes in Libya 

http://www.thepeoplesvoice.org/TPV3/Voices.php/2
011/06/11/going-rogue-nato-war-crimes-in-libya /// 
NATO models Syria plot after Hitler’s rape of 
Czechoslovakia - Another World Is Possible 
http://www.a-w-i-p.com/index.php/2013/01/03/nato-models-
syria-plot-after //  
Oops. Add two rapes to the feat of Staff Sgt. Bales, 
death squad of one (Aghans say 1/16th) 
http://notmytribe.com/2012/oops-add-two-rapes-to-
the-feat-of-staff-sgt-bales-death-squad-of-one-

aghans-say-116th-behind-panjwaii-massacre-831800.html /// Up To 20 US Troops 
Behind Kandahar Bloodbath/Rape – http://veracityvoice.com/?p=14166 //  
Speaking Truth To Sheep // BEHEADING OF INNOCENT LIBYANS CONTINUE 
(WARNING EXPLICIT IMAGE) 
http://libyaagainstsuperpowermedia.org/2012/04/11/beheading-of-innocent-libyans-
continue-warning-explicit-image/ /// NATO admits killing civilians in Afghan strike 
http://www.cnn.com/2012/09/16/world/asia/afghanistan-civilian-casualties//// The Jews 
Behind NATO’s Rape Of Libya | Real Jew News http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=652 
/// NATO’s War and the Phony “Rebel Uprising” - Mass graves of Libyans 
http://libyasos.blogspot.ca/2011/09/battle-for-libya-natos-war-and-phony.html/// The rape 
of Serbia: NATO/Terrorist ethnic cleansing campaign imminent? 
http://www.moscowtopnews.com/?area=postView&id=2344 ///  

NATO RAPE - Google Search 
https://www.google.ca/search?q=NATO+RAPE&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=tb
MkU5G7A4SNygG3k4HACg&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=667 

Trafficking of Children  

  

http://uramerica.ca/03152014.htm 
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SATURNday 03 15 2014 - BRONFMAN LIBERAL 
TRUDEAU - LIKE ZOMBIES - LIBERALS are 
NWO PEDOPHILE FUNDED as well... SAME 
SHIT DIFFERENT DRESS -bronflibtrunwo - 
http://canadastreetnews.biz/bronflibtrunwo.htm 

George Soros’ Giant Globalist Footprint in 
Ukraine’s 
Turmoil - 

"It is not mere coincidence that George Soros and 
other globalists are invoking the Marshall Plan 
and Cold War rhetoric today, and citing Putin’s 
revived Soviet-style militarism, to sell their latest 
EU-IMF convergence gambit. It has worked for 
them many times in the past. So, for weeks we 
have been treated to the incredibly odd spectacle 
of George Soros, Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, 
John Kerry, Ivo Daalder, et al, and the denizens of 
the New York Times, the Washington Post, CNN, and PBS vying for the honor of 
claiming Joe McCarthy’s mantle. http://www.thenewamerican.com/world-
news/europe/item/17843-george-soros-s-giant-globalist-footprint-in-ukraine-s-turmoil 

PAUL MARTIN, George Soros, MICHAEL IGNATIEFF, BOB R AE, NATO, 
NAZI, VATICAN, PAWNS, BRONFMAN, TRUDEAU, ZOMBIES, L IBERALS, 
NWO, PEDOPHILE, CARTELs, VATICAN FUNDED, ZIONIST, D RUG 
DEALERS, VACCINE, JESUITS, GENOCIDE, ELITE, SAME SH IT 
DIFFERENT DRESS, TORONTO STREETNEWS 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/BRONFMAN LIBERAL TRUDEAU.pdf // 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/212506775/BRONFMAN-LIBERAL-TRUDEAU-ZOMBIES-LIBERALS-
NWO-PEDOPHILE-FUNDED-ZIONIST-DRUG-DEALERS-VACCINE-JESUITS-GENOCIDE-ELITE-
SAME-SHIT-DIFFER 

Jr. Genius - Mar 12 (2 days ago) - to springeagle100, tom, johnturmel, Jeremy- its not 
JUSTIN TRUDEAU --- it is the HANDLERS that are CORRUPT... PAUL MARTIN, 
MICHAEL IGNATIEFF, BOB RAE, etc... the JESUITS are a MILITANT  group - 
NATO NAZI VATICAN PAWNS... time for a CLEANSE, run for MAYOR and print 
your own I OWE YOUs already... LIBERALS don't listen... I left them in the dust in 

2003. DANA 
 
victor fletcher - Mar 13 (1 day 
ago) to Genius - Justin was 
whisked away to Israel by a 
billionaire Bronfman family 
member to be indoctrinated with 
by their mind control . Bronfman 
said: "We got Trudeau to say "we" 

referring to himself and Israel when discussing future 
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political plans. Bronfman is the brains and money behind the fund-raising going on for 
Justin today. http://www.torontostreetnews.net/ // TORONTO STREETNEWS/ 

Liberal’s new chief fundraiser part of Bronfman family who exploited tax loophole - 
http://bcblue.wordpress.com/2013/08/28/liberals-new-chief-fundraiser-part-of-bronfman-
family-who-exploited-tax-loophole/ /// Liberal leader Justin Trudeau, right, chats with 
Stephen Bronfman, the party’s chief fundraiser, at a barn party in St. Peters Bay, P.E.I. on 
Wednesday, Aug. 28, 2013. THE CANADIAN PRESS/Andrew Vaughan 
http://www.ipolitics.ca/2013/08/29/pq-miffed-at-trudeau-over-segregation-comparison-2/ 
/// Harper has never been to Israel: Bronfman - 
http://www.ipolitics.ca/2013/08/28/harper-has-never-been-to-israel-bronfman/ 

Black Pope readings 

 

Uploads from Kirt Richard 

 

-Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars of Octogon 

 

Real Demons In The Flesh Inescapable 

FRIAday 03 14 2014 - CEOS, PRESIDENTS, sovereign 
HUMANS can ISSUE their OWN CURRENCY/ 

BONDS 
makeyourowndoe - 
http://canadastreetn
ews.biz/makeyouro
wndoe.htm 

MAYORS all over 
North America 

met in 
WASHINGTON 

DC for a 
MEETING. - MAYORS are PRESIDENTS of 

CORPORATIONS called CITIES. 

CORPORATION to CORPORATION - FREE MARKET  without the FEDERAL 
NATO NAZI RESERVE of ROMA BLOOD INC ubus SUCCubus INFESTATION 
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http://www.usmayors.org/ /// http://www.steindemocrats.org/date/news/ /// 
http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/01/14/rob-fords-request-for-one-on-one-meeting-with-

kathleen-wynne-over-storm-cleanup-rejected-by-premier/ 

THORsday 03 13 2014 - INSTITUTIONAL CORRUPTION AND FRAUD.  by Barbara 
Engrave http://7thfire.biz/BarbaraEphgravefile.htm 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/212364709/Cern-666-Illuminati-Ufo-NESARA  

DANGEROUS DANA jrgenius.ca PLAYlist 

 

MERCREDI - 03 12 2014 TERRORISM 3-11 NEW 
YORK  - delayed but not FORGOTTEN - 
http://7thfire.biz/babyeaters666.htm 

- 20 cars - ONTARIO HIGHWAY pileup ... best you stay home 
and convert your car and your house to alternative energies... 
bankrupt the OPP, INSURANCE COMPANIES, HOSPITALS 
and CERN already  

RITUAL MURDER as USUAL  - Magnitude 5.0 mb Depth 15 km UTC Time 17:02:25 
March 12th, 2014 UTC Location North Atlantic Ocean, Atlantic Ocean 
http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/  

BUTCHER the BUTCHERs and BURN the 
BURNERs - I AM FREE in SERENITY 
555 ... BYE BYE LOSERS 
freemefromarchons - 
http://7thfire.biz/freemefromarchons.htm  

ALL MEDIA, BOOKS, MUSIC, SCHOOLS, GOVERNMENTS, 
INSTITUTIONS are CORRUPTED. TIME for a CLEANSE 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20
AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/  
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THESE FREAKS =Anunnaki Lord 
https://www.facebook.com/alain.ford.33 /// Apollo Returns 

https://www.facebook.com/apollo.returns - Tuesday 9:49pm Apollo 
Returns to Dana Horochowski - I am an admirer of Yours for many 
years. I just realised you are in one of 

my Light Groups when I try to post the 
Andromedans message and yours as 

well, Sirians and Arcturians for 
Ascension - Apollo 

CANNIBAALS in GIZA EGYPT ~ Mystical, Magical, 
Multidimensional, the Enlightening Group you all loved, 
it was hacked by the dark side and now we start it again, 
invite 40 of our light friends and let the Journey begins! 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/740039829374087/?fr

ef=ts 

REPTILIAN EYES - HYPNOTIC 
TRACE- BEWARE - LOOK AT THE LINES OF LIGHT 
INSIDE THE PUPIL  https://www.facebook.com/tugce.caglayan.7 
/// 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=4525696953295&set=a.1

517034578616.65191.1617033288&type=1
&theater 

CANNIBALS on UFOS - 
STAY AWAY from THEM - 
URGENT : Bed of Thorns, UFO Death Hotels, Black 
Eyed Kids (Audio) - GALACTIC FEDERATION of LIGHT - 
people taken to a planet and starved to death and tortured... have to eat human flesh to 
survive. YESHUA wants the disobedient to wake up from their slumber 
ALIENS are not your BROTHERS http://serenitystreetnews.com/URGENT- Bed of 
Thorns, UFO Death Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) - electsister777 (2).mp3 /// 
http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-death-hotels-
black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

asian baby eaters - Google Search - 
https://www.google.ca/search?q=asian+baby+eaters&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei
=9GkaU5XwH8eGyAH0yICYAw&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1093&bih=534 

BOTTOMS UP TIME - KATY PERRY - ALIEN REPTILIAN 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KjzPNHaywxI&list=UUWluZm_5H_3-

kWQvkKC7q9A#t=30 
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MOUNT SINAI NEW YORK RITUAL EXPLOSION 
11:40 AM 23 PATIENTS injured - blah blah blah  

MEDIA MAGGOTS FUNDED BY 
THE NAZI MEDICAL CARTEL  ( 
VACCINE COMMERCIALs, GMO, 

POISON PUSHERS) - doctors look like 
a HAPPY BUNCH of ZIONISTS-12 

people still missing, 2 people killed, now one woman killed??? 6 
released??? not sure anymore, some patients children ... MURDERERS 

MURDERERS MURDERERS MURDERERS MURDERERS MURDERERS 
MURDERERS MURDERERS MURDERERS MURDERERS MURDERERS 
MURDERERS MURDERERS MURDERERS MURDERERS MURDERERS 

MURDERERS MURDERERS  
. 

Alicia Ibanez Franco - Mount Sinai is where they had the 
morgue full of bodies from 2001-09-11. But no one knows that. 
Except you all now. Bad mojo at that hospital. Where was the 

explosion? Morgue? 
Dana Horochowski -We have one too 

in TORONTO- MOUNT SINAI baby 
eaters and circumcision foreskin 
sucking freaks. Maybe it has something connected to the 

earthquake in the BERMUDA triangle at around the same time. I 
can't see this post on my other account... they have blocked all 

conversations prior to UFO invasion.  

MOUNT SINAI MURDER RITUAL = ZIONist NAZI TERRORIST JESUIT 
BABY EATING MAMMON MAGGOTS from MARS. ALL for their  VAMPIRE 
MOTHER - TONYA KANE / LILITH 
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101892026534938.2427.1000
01424227951&type=3 

RIDDLE OF A SPHINX ~ http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5c5H5uNIeg // 
MIRROR MIRROR ~ROCK MAN = ROCKET MAN prt24 - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLAEWXcfwOPWVVs-kzzr3QCYcJts-
Z9n0Y&v=tUuWS5fMH3g // Common Sense Renewed - Robert Christian (alias) - 
Description: NWO & Population Control A MUST READ! 
http://z4.invisionfree.com/The_Great_Deception/ar/t7031.htm // http://wolna-
polska.pl/wiadomosci/judeosatanista-bergoglio-oczekuje-swojego-moshiacha-2014-02 
//JACK THE HOAXER 1888 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FerOw8BF8aQ /// 

http://seductionofchristianity.com/2014/02/06/the-real-secret-of-freemasonry-and-the-
new-age-revealed/ /// http://videos.videopress.com/7FtjF6Sw/michael-hoggard-the-
mother-of-all-secrets_dvd.mp4 //  
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Harlem Explosion Causes Collapse Of Two Buildings, At 
Least Two People Dead - The buildings, which collapsed 
around 9:30 a.m., were located at 1644 and 1646 Park 
Avenue, between 116th and 117th streets. New York City 
Mayor Bill de Blasio said at a press conference that 18 
injuries have been reported so far. LATEST UPDATES The 
New York City Fire Department is currently battling a 5-
alarm fire, de Blasio said. He confirmed that the explosion 
was caused by a gas leak. "The way the building imploded 

after the explosion, it must have happened on 
the bottom floor," Carmen Vargas-Rosa, an 
employee at the Spanish Christian Church 
located in one of the buildings that collapsed, 
told The Huffington Post. "The only thing I 
can see doing that much damage is a gas 
explosion." She said that she smelled gas in 
the area of the buildings last night. In a 
statement to the New York Daily News, Con 
Edison confirmed that neighbors called in to 
complain about the smell of gas just 18 
minutes before the explosion. Vargas-Rosa said she hadn't heard from many of the 
tenants who lived in the apartments above the church. She said at least 14 tenants and 
their children lived in the buildings. "We could feel the boom," neighbor Gus Cortez, 36, 
told HuffPost. "We ran outside and we could see that the buildings had fallen. There was 
a lot of fire. People were scared." Metro-North trains have been suspended in and out of 
Grand Central Terminal due to debris from the explosion blocking the tracks. - 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/12/harlem-explosion_n_4948494.html /// 
https://www.google.ca/search?q=mount+sinai+explosion&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=
X&ei=MdMgU66_H-bbyQGB44DoAQ&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=624 /// 
http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/3-tourists-driver-killed-in-blast-in-egypt-s-sinai-
1.2539307 

 

RED BLUE - 
ILLUMINATI 
COLOURS - 
Boeing 777 
MALASIA 
AIRLINES 239  

people vanished? Rapture to the dark side of the 
moon? JESUIT OWNED - The situation has occurred before, on a Helios Airways flight 
in 2005, and would have resulted in the plane continuing on autopilot for up to 3,000 
miles before its fuel ran out over the middle of the Indian Ocean?? 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/malaysia/10692459/Malaysia-Airlines-
checking-whether-Boeing-777-had-been-surveyed-for-potentially-dangerous-cracks.html 
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ILLUMINATI EXPOSED  

 

MARdi 03 11 2014 - VATICAN 
VAMPIRE VELON will DIE 
- EAT their OWN POISONS 

and do not BUY - buybyesoulsuckers666 - 
http://8thfire.biz/buybyesoulsuckers666.htm 

Satan Kumra- Gudni Gudnason - Iceland // Laura Eisenhoor Exopolitic False Lite 
Worker Demons - http://www.scribd.com/doc/211752341/Laura-Eisenhoor-Exopolitic-
False-Lite-Worker-Demons 

meanwhile... nothing but HOCKEY BULLSHIT on CTV, CBC - SOLUNA69 ritual - 
6.9 earthquake felt across Northern California, 
southern Oregon you are about to GO INTO the 
OCEAN and then NESARA UFO BEAST BRIBE is 
NEXT https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFTPnu81jp8 

VATICAN, VAMPIRE, VELON, NIMROD, 
BABALON, GIZA, BLOOD SACRIFICE, AMON 
RA, MOON GOD, ALLAH, RELIGIONS, LILITH, 
LEVAN, MOLECH, Freemasonry, IHS, ISIS, 
HORUS, SET 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/211494904/VATICAN-VAMPIRE-
VELON-NIMROD-BABALON-GIZA-BLOOD-SACRIFICE-
AMON-RA-MOON-GOD-ALLAH-RELIGIONS-LILITH-LEVAN-MOLEC H-Freemasonry-IHS-ISIS // 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/VATICAN VAMPIRE VELON will DIE - EAT their 
OWN POISONS and do not BUY.pdf 

NESARA LIZARD INVASION 666  

 

Dana Horochowski - Your Opinion on This 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/211483632/Dana-Horochowski-Your-Opinion-on-This // 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/211530165/2014-Ur-America-St-Germain-1000-pts-of-lite-
St-Peter-Jewpeter  
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Woes to Scribes and Pharisees - 32"Fill up, then, the measure of the guilt of your 
fathers. 33"You serpents, you brood of vipers, how will you escape the sentence of hell? 
34"Therefore, behold, I am sending you prophets and wise men and scribes; some of 
them you will kill and crucify, and some of them you will scourge in your synagogues, 
and persecute from city to city// Isaiah 20:6 - In that day the people who live on this coast 
will say, 'See what has happened to those we relied on, those we fled to for help and 
deliverance from the king of Assyria! How then can we escape?'" //Matthew 3:7 - But 
when he saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducees coming to where he was baptizing, he 
said to them: "You brood of vipers! Who warned you to flee from the coming wrath? // 

Matthew 5:22 - But I tell you that anyone who is angry with 
a brother or sister will be subject to judgment. Again, 
anyone who says to a brother or sister, 'Raca,' is answerable 
to the court. And anyone who says, 'You fool!' will be in 
danger of the fire of hell. // Matthew 12:34 - You brood of 
vipers, how can you who are evil say anything good? For 
the mouth speaks what the heart is full of. // Matthew 23:32 
- Go ahead, then, and complete what your ancestors started! 
// Luke 3:7 - John said to the crowds coming out to be 
baptized by him, "You brood of vipers! Who warned you to 
flee from the coming wrath? Matthew 23:33 "You snakes! 
You brood of vipers! How will you escape being 

condemned to hell? http://biblehub.com/matthew/23-33.htm ///  

  

 
1000 points of lite - Thousand Islands 
Scenario - Earth Changes - (Excerpt 
from The Sanctus Germanus 
Prophecies, Vol 2) - The incoming 
energies projected onto the planet from 2012 
onward will cause ever more profound 
changes on earth's surface, changes that will 
defy current science and logic. Whole 
continents will drift either in the same 

direction of the current tectonic plates, or certain landmasses will sink, as was the case 
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with Atlantis, and some submerged land masses will rise from out of the oceans. When 
all is settled, the configuration of land and sea expected for the New Golden Age will be 
large islands up to the size of New Zealand or Japan, interspersed by smaller water 
bodies. This will contrast with our present geographical configuration of large expanses 
of oceans and landmasses. No continental powers will exist. A world of a thousand 
islands will operate as a world without artificial boundaries . Water will serve as the 
delimitation of communities and the primary medium of communication between the 
islands, and sea transport in all forms will re-develop. 
http://www.sanctusgermanus.net/english/messages/Earth%20Changes.htm 

Michael Jackson is featured several times on this site as he shared the same dream for 
Humanity as LoveCry does: Get abuse in all forms stopped! Face ourselves right, wrong 
or indifferent! And Most of All:nHeal the World and Humanity! - See more at: 
http://lovecry-2008.tripod.com/theydontreallycareaboutus/ 

HILTON PETER MIJOVICK & CHERYL ANN MENEZES - ( where is my NEW 
PARADIGM? STILL WAITING since 2007) shivagermainliars - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/shivagermainliars.htm 

ST GERMAIN - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28ND4qz8J6o&feature=share ///  

 

   

NO HOPE for WOMEN anywhere. NO WOMAN / NO LIFE = 
Tugçe Çaglayan was a spy from Istanbul Turkey... I think they have her 
GAGGED... she is gone ... she tried to get me on SKYPE... they must be 
able to MIND CONTROL US from 
there.https://www.facebook.com/tugce.caglayan.7?fref=ts 

About Hagia Sophia - The Church of the Holy Wisdom, known as 
Hagia Sophia in Greek, Sancta Sophia in 
Latin, and Ayasofya or Aya Sofya in Turkish, 
is a former Byzantine church and former 
Ottoman mosque in Istanbul. Now a museum, 
Hagia Sophia is universally acknowledged as 
one of the great buildings of the world. Hagia 
Sophia is the one of the most visited museums 
and most prominent monuments in the world 
in terms of art and the history of architecture. 
It has also been called “the eighth wonder of 
the world” by East Roman Philon as far back 
as the 6th century. The current Hagia Sophia 
is the third construction, done in a different 
architectural style, even though it occupies the same location as the previous two. The 
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original building was constructed by the most important architects of the period (527-
565), Anthemios (Tralles) and Isidoros (Miletus), under the order of Emperor Justinianos. 
It is mentioned in the resources that during its construction period, the two prominent 
architects each had 100 architects working under them, who in turn had 100 workers each 
working under them. The construction of the Hagia Sophia began on February 23, 532. It 
was completed before long, approximately within 5 years and 10 months. It was then 
opened to divine service with a great ceremony on December 27, 537. It was used as a 
church for 916 years but, following the conquest of Istanbul by Fatih Sultan Mehmed, the 
Hagia Sophia was converted into mosque. Afterwards, it was used as a mosque for 482 
years. Under the order of Atatürk and the decision of the Council of Ministers, Hagia 
Sophia was converted into a museum in 1935. 
http://www.canuckabroad.com/places/place/hagia-sophia/ 

PUTIN vs NATO NWO medUSA  

 

The Real Secret of Freemasonry and the New Age Revealed -The Mother of all 
Secrets - This is an amazing presentation by Michael Hoggard which reveals the deepest 
secrets of the Mystery Religions such as Freemasonry, the Kabbalah, Rosicrucianism, 
Theosophy and the New Age. Michael has really done his homework and displays an in-

depth understanding of the subject of the 
occult and the Mystery Religions spoken 
of in the Bible. All Mystery Religions 
disguise themselves as secret societies to 
hide their dark occult teachings and hidden 
agendas. This outstanding presentation 
reveals Satan’s real agenda on the earth. 
Satan really does come as an angel of light 
and seeks to deceive the nations of the 
world to worship him and not the one true 

God Jehovah. (Revelation 12:9). Essential viewing for all Christians but be warned that 
this information is only suitable for those who really seek to know the truth of God’s 
Word. http://serenitystreetnews.com/Dana Horochowski - your opinion on this.pdf // 

 

MOONday 03 10 2014 - YOU REAP what you SOW - MAMMON 
MAGGOTS are MEATLOCKER MEALS for MARS - sowreaper666 - 
http://8thfire.biz/sowreaper666.htm 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/211323155/You-Reap-What-
You-Sow-03-10-2014 

Friday, October 11, 2013 Consecration of 
"the World" this Weekend  
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Pope Francis consecrated the world to the Immaculate Heart of Mary. Of course, 
there are no plans to mention Russia specifically, and the bishops of the world have not 
been asked to participate. It looks as if our current pontiff will be continuing in the 
trajectory set by previous pontiffs of performing generic world consecrations that do 
not fulfill Our Lady's request at Fatima . This is a profoundly disappointing 
development, especially since with Francis' current popularity, such a consecration of 
Russia specifically, and in union with the bishops, would most likely be well received by 
the faithful and the hierarchy, the former of whom have expressed on more than one 
occasion their willingness to participate in a consecration of Russia when and if the Holy 
Father should wish to do it. 

  

And what is the point of a consecration of "the world"? To consecrate something means 
to set it apart, dedicated to the service of God. Now, "the world" is really everything. 

How can you set apart everything? What is it being set 
apart from? Perhaps I am 
being a little simplistic here, 
and I will willingly receive 
correction on this point, but 
to consecrate the whole 
world seems like playing a 
game where everybody wins. 
And if everybody wins, then 
nobody does; if everything is 
consecrated, is anything consecrated? And if the entire 

planet is to be consecrated, why the necessity of repeating this consecration again and 
again over the past sixty years? Each subsequent consecration suggests and imperfection 
in the previous one; unless we take the position that consecrations periodically need to be 
renewed. Who knows.  

The consistent failure of the last several popes to 
consecrate Russia to the Immaculate Heart is one of the 
most disappointing aspects of modern Catholicism, and it 
does not look like it is going to happen anytime soon, 
although our Lady did state that it would finally happen, 
but "late."  I am not one of those people who attributes every 
single ill in the world and the Church to the failure of the 
popes to consecrate Russia, but the way things are going, it is 
very difficult to not see a correlation between the darkness 
the Church suffers through and the ongoing failure to make 
the consecration. On a positive note, I do know through several reliable sources that Fr. 
Gruner is in the Vatican this week, and that allegedly he will be meeting with Pope 
Francis prior to the consecration. It is known that Pope Francis, as Cardinal Bergoglio, 
had written to Fr. Gruner in the past. I do not know the nature of their meeting this week, 
but I pray it will be fruitful. These are very strange times, my friends. 
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http://unamsanctamcatholicam.blogspot.ca/2013/10/consecration-of-world-this-
weekend.html // http://www.ncregister.com/daily-news/pope-francis-to-consecrate-the-
world-to-marys-immaculate-heart/ ///  

RUSSIA to HEART of MARY  
https://www.google.ca/#q=russia+to+heart+of+mary&tbm=vid // 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=290327161117591&set=a.10473
9059676403.12385.100004209281255 / FOREIGN ARMIES are 
already on AMERICAN SOIL  - 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10153934586075556 // 

RUSSIAN ORTHODOX 
CHURCHES do not 
WARSHIP PINDAR the 
DRAGON LORD  either - 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbi

d=10153934674915556&set=a.145299870555.234240.537275555 /// 

Fake Asteroid Impact Coming Soon! - The meteor 
strike in Russia is just a taste of what is coming, but it will not be what 
you think it is. They have the means to "fake" a meteor strike, using 
HAARP and Project Bluebeam technology. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCVyi3sidFE /// How 7 popes 
failed to consecrate Russia to the Immaculate Heart of 
Mary!! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXj-atEETUY // PAPAL CONSECRATIONS TO 
THE IMMACULATE HEART  - https://www.ewtn.com/library/papaldoc/consecra.htm // Our 
Lady of Fatima - Plus: Her Promise of Protection with Her Protective Shield - 
http://www.shrineofsaintjude.net/home1341.html /// Priestly Vocation Born from the Immaculate 
Heart of Mary - http://medleyminute.blogspot.ca/2011/07/priestly-vocation-born-from-
immaculate_03.html // CRUSADERS OF THE IMMACULATE HEART  - For The 
Restoration Of The Church And The Triumph Of The Immaculate Heart 
http://op54rosary.ning.com/photo/consecrate-russia-to-the-immaculate-heart-of-mary  

russia to heart of mary - 
https://www.google.ca/search?q=russia+to+heart+of+mary&tbm=isch&source=lnms&sa=X&ei=9W0aU7q

oOoOgyAGTpYHYAQ&ved=0CAkQ_AUoAw&biw=1093&bih=500&dpr=1.25 

Uploads from SuperLuminous1  

Black Pope readings 

  
 

ASIAN BABY EATING 
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Baby Eating Legally All Over The News 

  
 

HAARP=HARPER HITLER HELL 

 

http://cyberclass.net/03072014.htm 

FRIAday 03 07 2014 - FREE 
us from NATO, UN, UFOs, CIA, 
VATICAN BANKS, BOMBS , 
and BUGGERING BILDERBERG 
BEASTS ofBAAL  belialbitches -
 http://7thfire.biz/belialbitches.htm 

ALL MEDIA, BOOKS, MUSIC, 
SCHOOLS, GOVERNMENTS, 
INSTITUTIONS are 
CORRUPTED. TIME for a 

CLEANSE 

- EXORCISE the VATICAN  from its PEDOPHILE PIGGY 
BANKS and FREE HUMANITY in SERENITY 555. I would FEMA the 
WHOLE CANADIAN PUPPET NATO NAZI LYING GOVERNMENT  

White Nationalist Delusions About Russia - http://www.counter-
currents.com/2014/03/white-nationalist-delusions-about-russia 

(catholic) URGENT!! PASS IT ON!!FALSE pope francis DENIES 
CHRIST!!FREEMASONRY he'll unite 
religionshttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkQ91iVLqtY#t=17 

Merchants of War The Black Pope's Military Industri al Complex - The 
Rise of WW3 and The Vatican NWO  
The CFR controlled arms trade. Make no 
Mistake Eisenhower was a 33rd degree 
Freemason and a War Criminal 
himself responsible for the death of 
Millions of Germans who were in refugee 
camps not giving them aid in ww2. Just as 
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Winston Churchill , Franklin D Rooseveld , Josef Stalin and Harry Truman , all 
33rd degree masons and War Criminals , half of them were involved in the 
creation of the State Israel and The United Nations. Its The Archbischop of NY 
Timothy Dolan in control of The Military Industrial Complex together with 
The High Jesuits from Georgetown and Fordham University in control of High 
level Freemasonry , CFR , Carlyle Group , NSA , Military Intelligence and The 
Knight of Malta CIA. The Vietnam War was Cardinal Francis Spellman his 
war and was called Spelly's war. Its alway's the people who carry out these 
events through propaganda and TV mindcontrol and rewritten History books 
,or forced to make a living , this is the consequence of a corrupt money system , 
Law and all powerful multinationals gotten rich from War , colonization and 
stealing recources. WW2 was never solved. USA is used by The Anti Christian 
Vatican over the back of all Americans giving USA a bad name all around the 
world which will contribute to trigger ww3 , how do you think Muslims are 
looking at USA and Britain ? Right... USA is controlled by The Jesuit 
controlled Vatican and Jesuit Controlled British 

crown. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sM
WgJk1Ehd4 

Common Sense Renewed - Robert Christian 
(alias) - Description: NWO & Population 
Control A MUST 
READ!http://z4.invisionfree.com/The_Great_
Deception/ar/t7031.htm // http://wolna-
polska.pl/wiadomosci/judeosatanista-
bergoglio-oczekuje-swojego-moshiacha-2014-
02 

JACK THE HOAXER 1888 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FerOw8BF8aQ 

The Vatican has caused much division between nations, and churches over the 
centuries, with one purpose 
in mind: to cause the world to 
become so weary of 
“division” that the only 
logical solution will seem (by 
many people) is to join the 
Anti-Messiah (Antichrist) in 
his “One World” Church, 
government and economy. 
And so the term in Latin, 
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“Solve Coagula” is the motto and strategy that is being used by high-ranking 
occultists within the Global Elite to drive the entire world into confusion & 
chaos. This is what is meant by the phrase “order out of choas,” in which they 
believe that they can propel their New World Order agenda into action by first 
being the originators of all the chaos in the world. When people get tired of 
moral decay, wars, humanly engineered “natural disasters,” blood shed, a 
declining economy, starvation, inflation, and an increase in crime, the world 
will then be ripe for the counterfeit “second coming” of Messiah. Then the 
Jesuits in the Vatican, aka “Illuminati” will be able to seize full control of the 
hearts and minds of those who bow down to worship the 
Beast.http://doubleportioninheritance.blogspot.ca/2011/06/copyright-double-
portion-inheritance_26.html 

The Rothschilds and their agents, such as the Rockefellers, have been 
engineering America and its foreign policy almost since its inception. They and 
their Skull and Bones Wall Street partners staged and funded both sides in 
WWII, and out of that hellish nightmare was born their infant global 
government, the United Nations, and their tool of tyranny, the CIA. The father 
of the CIA, “Wild Bill” Donovan, was a Knight of Malta. In order to be a 
director of the CIA you must be a crusading Knight of Malta and it doesn’t hurt 
if you are a member of Skull and Bones either. In order to reach the highest 
levels in the Pentagon establishment, you must be an illuminated Freemason 
and/or a Knight of one order or another.http://www.illuminati-
news.com/2007/1014.html 

Catholic Confidential | Deplorable Jesuit Secrets 
Revealed! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8YUN1GcV-k // The Jesuit 
controlled Vatican , Their Swiss banks and Nazi gold -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IYae4NZqB4 // Angels and Demons, part 
of the grand conspiracy 
theory?http://observers.france24.com/content/20090507-angels-demons-film-
conspiracy-dan-brown-illuminati // http://abceblog.com/vatican-corruption-
mafia-pedophelia-scandal/ // http://occult-secret-
societies.blogspot.ca/2010_09_01_archive.html // https://www.google.ca/search?q=vatica
n+illuminati&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=5F8ZU-
XwO8GRqgHpi4CwAw&sqi=2&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1093&bih=534 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=294103550739952&set=a.1047390
59676403.12385.100004209281255 
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MERCREDI 03 05 2014 ROB 
FORD NATION  + PUTIN 
FREE MARKETS  = 
HERBYs + DAISYs 
EARTH PARTY 

TIME http://cyberclass.net/soluna69timesunshine.htm 

GET OFF the FENCE- CHOOSE SOLUNA 69 - 555 ( GLOBAL COOP ) 
or FEMA 666 ( verichip) http://7thfire.biz/timetounite555.htm 

JAMZEN is OSAMA BIN LADEN  -ALL related to LILITH/ LUCIFER and 
the LIZARD QUEEN 2 min https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXCGXhtgv-

A 
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https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=thisisnotananymous&sm=1 ( 
AMEN NIBIRU - DEATH STAR) 

Putin is the 
PRINCE of 
PERSIA -
 http://cyberclass.net/03012014.h
tm 

Russia continues to 
oppose further 
expansion, seeing it as 

inconsistent with understandings between Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and 
US President George H. W. Bush that allowed for a peaceful German 
reunification. NATO's expansion efforts are often seen by Moscow leaders 
as a continuation of a Cold War attempt tosurround and isolate Russia. 
After the 2010 election in Ukraine, pro-Russian President Viktor 
Yanukovych declared his administration would not be pursuing NATO 
membership. Ukraine is one of eight countries in Eastern Europe with an 
Individual Partnership Action Plan. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO 

TIME to SEPARATE the WHEAT from 
the TARES. http://cyberclass.net/soluna69timesunshine.htm 

BYE BYE BABALON 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/210124576/Putin-Prince-of-Purging-the-Plague666 

NAZIs are KILLING our BEAUTY QUEENS!  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/209904537/Dana-Horochowski02282014 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/2014URaMERICa.pdf 
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NATO- GET 
YOUR 

PEDOPHILE 
MURDERING 
PERVERTED 

DRACO 
COCKUS DICKs off theTELL LIE VISIONS and OUT 

of ALL  CUNTREES. 
NAZI MEDIA has invaded my MIND with their  CTV CBC 

BULLSHIT  and ZIONIST HITLER PROPAGANDA  

  

SEE LIVE STREAM  -
 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35 //// https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski //// https://ww

w.facebook.com/danus
ia.horochowska ////http
s://www.facebook.com

/maya.portal.92 

MURDERING 
JESUIT 

COWARDS in 
the VATICAN 
LOOKING the 

OTHER WAY as they INVADE/ RAPE SOVEREIGN NATIONS AGAIN! 

BURN BASTARDS. YOUR TIME is UP ! 

  

 

BE NOT DECEIVED  

 

-Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars of Octogon 
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Exposing666 - FEMA FREE DUMB MASONS INSTEAD  

 

http://cyberclass.net/03152014.htm 

VATICAN VAMPIRE 
VELON will DIE - EAT their 
OWN POISONS and do not 
BUY - buybyesoulsuckers666 -

http://8thfire.biz/buybyesoulsuckers666.htm 

Dana Horochowski - Your Opinion on 
This http://www.scribd.com/doc/211483632/Dana-Horochowski-Your-
Opinion-on-This // VATICAN, VAMPIRE, VELON, NIMROD, 
BABALON, GIZA, BLOOD SACRIFICE, AMON RA, MOON GOD, 
ALLAH, RELIGIONS, LILITH, LEVAN, MOLECH, Freemasonr y, IHS, 
ISIS, HORUS, SEThttp://www.scribd.com/doc/211494904/VATICAN-VAMPIRE-VELON-
NIMROD-BABALON-GIZA-BLOOD-SACRIFICE-AMON-RA-MOON-GOD-ALLAH-RELIGIONS-
LILITH-LEVAN-MOLECH-Freemasonry-IHS-

ISIS //http://serenitystreetnews.com/VATICAN VAMPIRE VELON will DIE - 
EAT their OWN POISONS and do not BUY.pdf 

  

YOU REAP 
what you 
SOW - 
MAMMON 
MAGGOTS 
are 
MEATLOCK

ER MEALS for MARS - sowreaper666 -http://8thfire.biz/sowreaper666.htm 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/211323155/You-Reap-What-You-Sow-03-10-2014 

I GUESS YEW DID n't HEAR WHAT I SAID ? pt 2 -
 http://cyberclass.net/usuryfreeme2014.htm 
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http://cyberclass.net/03072014.htm 

FREE us from NATO, UN, 
UFOs, CIA, VATICAN 
BANKS, BOMBS, 
and BUGGERING 
BILDERBERG 
BEASTS of BAAL  belialbitch
es -

 http://7thfire.biz/belialbitches.htm 

asian baby eaters - Google Search -
 https://www.google.ca/search?q=asian+baby+eaters&source=lnms&tbm=isch
&sa=X&ei=9GkaU5XwH8eGyAH0yICYAw&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=10
93&bih=534 

ALL MEDIA, BOOKS, MUSIC, SCHOOLS, GOVERNMENTS, 
INSTITUTIONS are CORRUPTED.  TIME for a CLEANSE  

ROB FORD NATION + PUTIN FREE MARKETS = 
HERBYs + DAISYs EARTH PARTY 
TIME http://7thfire.biz/timetounite555.htm 

- GET OFF the FENCE- CHOOSE SOLUNA 69 - 555 ( GLOBAL COOP ) 
or FEMA 666 ( verichip) http://7thfire.biz/timetounite555.htm 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/210124576/
Putin-Prince-of-Purging-the-Plague666 

Putin is the PRINCE of 
PERSIA 

TIME to SEPARATE the 
WHEAT from the TARES. 

BYE BYE 
BABALON. NATO- GET 
YOUR PEDOPHILE MURDERING PERVERTED 

DRACO COCKUS DICKs offthe TELL LIE 
VISIONS and OUT of ALL CUNTREES. NAZI MEDIA has invaded my 

MIND with their CTV CBC BULLSHIT and ZIONIST HITLER 
PROPAGANDAhttp://serenitystreetnews.com/2014URaMERICa.pdf 
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Russia continues to oppose further expansion, seeing it as inconsistent with 
understandings between Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and US President 

George H. W. Bush that allowed for a peaceful German reunification. NATO's 
expansion efforts are often seen by Moscow leaders as a continuation of a 
Cold War attempt to surround and isolate Russia. After the 2010 election 

in Ukraine, pro-Russian President Viktor Yanukovych declared his 
administration would not be pursuing NATO membership. Ukraine is one 

of eight countries in Eastern Europe with an Individual Partnership Action 
Plan. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO 

NAZIs are KILLING our BEAUTY QUEENS!  -
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/209904537/Dana-Horochowski02282014 

JAMZEN is OSAMA BIN LADEN  - 2 
min https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rXCGXhtgv-

A // https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=thisisnotananymous&sm=
1 

 

 

NEW PARADIGM TIME SUNSHINE  = Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs - http://7thfire.biz/newparadimetimesunshine.htm 

RAINBOW ROUNDUP is DEFINITELY TORONTO - KINAKWII 
NATION  -http://www.scribd.com/doc/201346378/RAINBOW-ROUNDUP-is-
DEFINITELY-TORONTO-KINAKWII-NATION  

SOLUNA SONGS of AGAPE AMOR  oxoxox x 144, 
000 iamthevoice -- http://7thfire.biz/iamthevoice.htm 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/RAINBOW%20WARRIOR%20inDIAN%20CRYSTAL%20INDIGO%20S
TARSEED%20SUNS%20MOONS%20STARS%20FAE%20FEATHER%20FAIRIES.pdf 

CHILDREN of the RAINBOW at SCARBOROUGH FAIR. KANATA 
REPUBLIC. SATAN BURNS - THE END.http://jrgenius.ca/ 

  

 

http://cyberclass.net/02282014.htm 
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THORsday 02 27 2014 NATO's PEDOPHILE MURDERING MAGGOTS 
INVADED UKRAINE. NWO STRIKES AGAIN!!  . gotuyeshua -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/gotuyeshua.htm 

OMG where is ZEUS 
when you NEED HIM!! -
 http://www.vancouverite.com/2009/
04/24/aga-khan-pained-by-clash-of-
ignorance-lauds-new-approach-by-
obama/ 

FEAR FEAR 
FEAR - EXOPOLITICS DRACO  THREATENING 

OUR KINAKWII NATION  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/209651956/Loretta-Saunders-missing-
blue-toyota-celica-Victoria-Henneberry-Blake-Leggette-Essex-

Halifax-Loretta-Saunders 

TAMWORTH MURDERS and LORETTA 
SAUNDERS - RITUAL MURDERs against 
OUR EARTH PARTY - VERY OBVIOUS 
DISNEYLAND THEME - BLUE RED -

ILLUMINATI COLOURS  - 

I am pretty sure Rob Ford is being targetted by 
the JESUITS/COPS/ ELITE too... knows too much about KING COP 
BILLY BLAIR - Chief announces boost to police presence all summer -
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2012/07/26/chief_announces_boost_to_police_presence_all_summer.htm
l /// http://www.citynews.ca/2013/12/30/year-end-interview-with-toronto-police-chief-bill-
blair/ /// http://www.torontosun.com/2014/02/24/oiprd-probing-doug-fords-complaint-against-chief-bill-
blair 

SAME SHIT THEME to MURDER 
CHILDREN of the LITE.  

Loretta Saunders Missing Montreal Quebec to Harrow Ontario (Essex – 
Windsor) Blue Toyota Celica HCP 543 did you see 
it feb 13 – 20, 
2014 http://victoriastaffordapsychicinvestigation.wo
rdpress.com/2014/02/23/loretta-saunders-missing-
montreal-quebec-to-harrow-ontario-essex-windsor-
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blue-toyota-celica-hcp-543-did-you-see-it-feb-13-20-2014/ 

Loretta Saunders Missing: Family Fears the Worst About Pregnant Canadian 
Teenhttp://www.christianpost.com/news/loretta-saunders-missing-family-fears-
the-worst-about-pregnant-canadian-teen-115003/ /// Halifax police headed to 
Windsor to pick up pair arrested in missing person case -
 http://blogs.windsorstar.com/2014/02/20/halifax-police-headed-to-windsor-to-
pick-up-pair-arrested-in-missing-person-case/ // Family asks for help in search 
for Loretta Saunders - http://atlantic.ctvnews.ca/family-asks-for-help-in-search-
for-loretta-saunders-1.1697459#ixzz2uY9FLF8o // Loretta Saunders slaying 
should open Canada's eyes: native group -
 http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-scotia/loretta-saunders-slaying-should-
open-canada-s-eyes-native-group-1.2553267 // Suspect in Saunders case 
brought to Halifax court - http://thechronicleherald.ca/metro/1189588-suspect-
in-saunders-case-brought-to-halifax-court /// Loretta Saunders, the girl with a 
big heart - http://www.thetelegram.com/Community/2014-02-24/article-
3626483/Loretta-Saunders,-the-girl-with-a-big-heart/1 // http://aptn.ca/news/ /// 

Loretta Saunders homicide sparks call by 
native group for public 
inquiry http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/nova-
scotia/loretta-saunders-homicide-sparks-call-
by-native-group-for-public-inquiry-
1.2552572 /// Family asks for help in search 

for Loretta Saunders, missing for over a 
week http://www.princegeorgecitizen.com/news/national/family-asks-for-help-
in-search-for-loretta-saunders-missing-for-over-a-week-
1.862797#sthash.2TAtYoE4.dpuf /// Loretta Saunders vigil draws hundreds 
Blake Leggette charged with possession of stolen goods after roommate 
disappear CBC News Posted: 
Feb 25, 2014 1:56 PM AT 
Last Updated: Feb 26, 2014 
10:55 
AM http://www.cbc.ca/news/
canada/nova-scotia/loretta-
saunders-vigil-draws-
hundreds-1.2550412 /// 
‘She’s the strongest person I 
know’: Sister of missing 
Loretta Saunders pleads for 
public help -
 http://metronews.ca/news/hal
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ifax/949515/shes-the-strongest-person-i-know-sister-of-missing-woman-
loretta-saunders-pleads-for-public-help/ /// CHRONUS 
NEWS http://thechronicleherald.ca/metro/1188771-family-asks-for-help-in-
search-for-loretta-saunders /// HEROD 
SCREWS http://thechronicleherald.ca/metro/1189668-loretta-saunders-family-
stays-strong-we-are-going-to-find-her ///  
https://www.google.ca/search?q=Loretta+Saunders&rlz=1C1RNPN_enCA560CA560&espv=210&es_sm=
93&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=CYEPU6LwMInkyAHfs4Ag&ved=0CAkQ_AUoAQ // 2014, 
2014 2000 Blue Toyota Celica Newfoundland and Labrador License Plate HCP 543 drove from halifax 
Nova Scotia to Harrow ON (ESSEX by Windsor), 25 missing woman's car Loretta Saunders Halifax 
canada found windsor ontario canada, 28, @CBCNS Loretta Saunders is a #SMU student studying missing 
and murdered women. Now SHE's missing. CBCNS at 7 Veooz 360, and Blake Leggette, Essex, Halifax, 
Loretta Saunders missing feb 13, Loretta Saunders Missing Montreal Quebec to Harrow Ontario (Essex - 
Windsor) Blue Toyota Celica HCP 543 did you see it feb 13 – 20, NS to Harrow, ON - Google Maps (1) 
montreal to essex on (windsor) Loretta Saunders missing blue toyota celica henneberry leggette charged, 
Victoria Henneberry 

DANGEROUS DANA jrgenius.ca PLAYlist 

  
 

ELITE AGA KHAN in OTTAWA spewing NWO ALLAH LAW  -
 https://www.google.ca/search?q=aga+khan&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=PWsPU4OiPMWkyAHG

soC4DQ&sqi=2&ved
=0CAgQ_AUoAg&b
iw=1366&bih=639 

AGA KHAN = 
41 - *AYE *EVER, 
ALWAYS, 
CONTINUALLY! 
IHVH YAHWEH - 
JEHOVAH GOD! 
HE HAS NO 
BEGINNING & NO END! *IHVH * "IHVH ALHIM"! Refer to # 

769 DEUT 10;17 "GOD of GODS and LORD of LORDS"! Deut 10:17 Psalm 91;1-16 "..........BECAUSE 
YOU CAME TO KNOW MY NAME"! "YAHWEH WILL BECOME, ALL  THINGS TO ALL, IN THE 
VERY, VERY NEAR FUTURE"! 1Cor 15:2-28 Rev 21;22-27^^^^ Daniel 2:44 / / AWFUL* *GHOULS!! 
// BULL* *FULL OF. // GHOUL * PERSON WHO ENJOYS THE "MACABRE"! ONE WHO DWELLS 
ON THE MORBID, GRUESOME SUCH AS DEATH! ALEISTER CROWLEY & THELEMA, CLASSIC 
EXAMPLES! "GHOULISH MONSTERS"! // GHOUL* *ALEISTER CROWLEY & FOLLOWERS! 
ABKALGMORYXRPSTOVAL CODE CRACKED! READ #776 #44 #51 #201 for INSIGHTTT 
// HADES* *GREEK WORD FOR THE COMMON "GRAVE" BUT TRANSLATED AS "HELL" IN 
MOST BIBLES! THE HEBREW WORD "SHEOL" IS ALSO TRANSLATED "HELL" "HELL" is 
DERIVED FROM THE HEBREW WORD "GEHENNA", IT was the GARBAGE DUMP OUTSIDE the 
CITY where OFTEN DEAD BODIES were PLACED TO BURN IN THE DESTRUCTIVE FIRES THAT 
WERE CONSTANTLY GOING! THE DEAD are NOT IN A FIERY PLACE OF TORMENT, 
WHETHER GOOD or BAD! THEY are NOT CONSCIOUS of ANYTHING, AWAITING a 
RESURRECTION by JESUS THE CHRIST! Ecc 9:1-5 Eze 18:4. Isa 26:14,19. Psalm 146:3,4 37:9-11. 
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JOHN 5:25-30*** Matt 25:46, 10:28 5:5. // HER* * "THE MYSTI CAL WHITE CROW, WHITE 
BRILLIANCE/THE EMPRESS, WHOS NUMBER IS, ONE and FOUR & FOUR and ONE"! Refer to # 
56 "ISIS" for UNDERSTANDING"! // IHVH* *ONE OF The "TETRAGRAMMATON" CHOICES FOR 
GODS NAME IN HEBREW! (IHVH - YHWH - YHVH)! // LUCK* *LIVING UNDER CONSCIOUS 
KNOWLEDGE WITH WISDOM & FACTS! // WHOLE* *YOU CAN BE! SEEK YAHWEH & THE 
CHRIST! Psalm 91:1-6 JOHN 17:3,4 1Tim 2:5 

 

HAARP=HARPER HITLER HELL 

 
 

 

Are You Dead? - Makalesi explains in this 

video how humanity is a state of 
sleep(ignorance and blindness). 
Different cultures have spoken about this- the sleep 
is not permanent though. Like the 

newly resurrected osiris which was 
known as horus rose up to fight death.- So 
must we become born again and resurrect 
ourselves..http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_I53pq2o2qs&list=
UUEbdbveqh3vdCd2Zduq3AMA 

GOTU ( apparently what MASONs call YESHUA at higher 
levels) 

GOTU = 59 - - *GRAVE *THE DEAD ARE CONSCIOUS OF 
NOTHING AT ALL, AWAITING A RESURRECTION by JESUS The CHRIST FROM THEIR 
GRAVES! Ecc 9:1-5. PSALM 37:9-11. 146:3,4 Isa 26:14,19. Job14:31. Eze 18:4. JOHN 5:25-30, Matt 
25:46, 10:28 

ONLY THE 144,000 ELECT "BRIDE of 
CHRIST" GO TO HEAVEN UPON DEATH , 
TO RULE with CHRIST OVER THE EARTH 
FOR ONE THOUSAND YEARS! Rev 7:3,4. 14:1 
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20:4,5 // A HOLI DAY * THE LAW* *AS ABOVE, SO SHALL BE BELOW // REWARD^ * "THE 
MEEK SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH"!  (IT PAYS TO MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE 
and SELF CONTROL) Mat 5:5 Psalm 37:9,10 Isa GRAVE* *THE COMMON ABODE of the DEAD! IN 
THE BIBLE IT is TRANSLATED AS "HELL" from The HEBREW WORD "GEHENNA". THE 
HEBREW WORD "SHEOL" & THE GREEK WORD "HADES" BOTH ARE TRANSLATED WITH 
THE WORD "HELL" which is not a FIERY PLACE of TORMENT but RATHER, JUST THE COMMON 
GRAVE! THE HELLFIRE DOCTRINE IS A SCARE TACTIC USED TO MANIPUL ATE & 
CONTROL .. THERE IS A "LAKE OF FIRE" which is the SECOND DEATH but it is NEITHER a 
FIERY PLACE of ETERNAL TORMENT! HAZMAT // HOLEM THE HEBREW WORD FOR THE 
VOWEL "O"! Refer to #60 "THE O" for MORE INSIGHTTT // KNOW - YHWH 8(IHVH - YHVH). 
YAHWEH - JEHOVAH ALMIGHTY GOD! // CHOKMAH^ * PATH FROM "CHOKMAH TO BINAH, 

PATH FOURTEEN! (THE EMPRESS) Refer to #172 "THE EMPRESS # 197 "PATH 
FOURTEEN" # 121 "BINAH-----CHOKMAH " #561 #364 369 #387 $449 #462 #468 $572 #590 #720 
and #72 "THE WAY for INSIGHTTT http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

LIFE = 68 - *JESUS *LIFE! A CURE* * "JESUS"! "I AM THE WAY & 
THE TRUTH & THE LIFE, NO ONE COMES TO THE 

FATHER, EXCEPT THROUGH ME"! 
John 14:6 3:16 1Tim 2:5 Rev 21:3.4 Daniel 
2:44 "THY KINGDOM COME, THY 
WILL BE DONE ON EARTH, AS IT IS IN 
HEAVEN"! (AS ABOVE, BELOW ALSO) 
Mat 6:9,10 Rfer to # 60 #60 for MORE 

INSIGHTTThttp://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

Feb 2014 pt 2 

 

Bob Marley: Prophecies and Messages 7thfire.biz by Dana Horochowski 

 

NAZIs on MY COMPUTER -dump the SHIT SOUL SUCKING PRODUCTS they sELL you with your 
SIN # 

02 26 2014 - GET out of medUSA EGYPT!!! BABALON is 
ABOUT to BURN!! !! burnbabalon666 -

http://serenitystreetnews.com/burnbabalon666.htm 

 
GOD HELP AMERICA - the NUMBERS on this  - LOOKS LIKE a FAKE 
HAARP ATTACK COMING - 6 pm, ENLIL spiral - lord of COMMAND 
Published on Feb 26, 2014 Both Models put the Arrival time at 6 pm 
Eastern. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-j0iW7biPE  
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Solar and Quake Links http://www.BPEarthWatch.Com/ ( APOSTATE 
CHRISTIANS FUCKING WITH YOU ALL ) 

2008-2012 Pre NEW PARADIGM -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101521699318
70556.916036.537275555&type=1 

only the TOP SANGARIANS can JUMP BODIES... the rest of the draco need 
to be implanted via MICROCHIP - TASER // SOULS are trapped in 
CRYSTALS, DRAGONS, other tokens and placed on the shelves of HIGH 
FREE MASONS 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/ALL%20VIDEOS
%20Illuminatreee%20LILITH%20sangrailian/ 

ARE you STUPID - LOOK at my NOTES 

DAMN IT... and you wonder WHY I AM SWEARING SO FUCKING MUCH 
NOW.. move it before they SUCK YOU ALL to the DARK SIDE of the 
MOON - LILITH is in VEGAS - EXOPOLITICS, HOLLYWOOD, GREYS, 
PROJECT CAMELOT, SWISS BANKS, NAZIs, AREA 51, EISENHOWER, 
PROJECT BLUEBEAM, ASHTAR COMMAND, VERICHIP, SERCO, 
PRINCE WILLIAM, PINDAR, MORMONS, NESARA, AMON RA, BLACK 
SUN, VATICAN, UFOs - they will try to KILL US all before CHANGE 
HAPPENS... I have been spamming the PLANET since JACK LAYTON was 
running for Prime Minister and then was MURDERED... I still 
SPAM https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/1015393631590055
6 //https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35 //// https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski //// https://

www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska //// https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92 // http://www.scr
ibd.com/doc/209044369/emailed-FEB-24-2014-uramerica-ca-NWO-WARNING-NAZI-THULE-666-
FEDERAL-RESERVE-Illuminati-Vatican-Vampires // http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/ 

I GUESS YEW DID n't HEAR WHAT I SAID ? pt 2 -
 http://cyberclass.net/usuryfreeme2014.htm 

WHO WROTE THESE?? RUSSIA? or ROCKEFELLER???  -

 https://www.google.ca/search?q=Georgia+Guidestones&source=lnms&tbm=i
sch&sa=X&ei=k1MNU9L1IKyayQHN4YGYDw&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&bi
w=1366&bih=667 
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RUSSIA to 
HEART of 
MARY  https://w
ww.google.ca/#q=r
ussia+to+heart+of+
mary&tbm=vid 

https://www.facebo
ok.com/photo.php?f
bid=290327161117
591&set=a.1047390
59676403.12385.10
0004209281255 

FOREIGN ARMIES are already on AMERICAN SOIL  -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10153934586075556 

RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCHES do not WARSHIP PINDAR the 
DRAGON LORD  either -
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153934674915556&set=a.145299870555.234240.53727555
5 

Fake Asteroid Impact Coming Soon! - The meteor strike in Russia is just a taste of what is 
coming, but it will not be what you think it is. They have the means to "fake" a meteor strike, using 
HAARP and Project Bluebeam technology. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCVyi3sidFE 

How 7 popes failed to consecrate Russia to the Immaculate Heart of 
Mary!! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXj-atEETUY 

PAPAL CONSECRATIONS TO THE IMMACULATE HEART  -
 https://www.ewtn.com/library/papaldoc/consecra.htm 

 

RUSH to RUSSIA - by Dana Horochowski 

 

MARdi 02 25 2014 HYBRID LIZARD MONKEYS and DRAGON DUNG 
DOG-GOD DROPPINGS for us USELESS GOYIM -
 http://7thfire.biz/GozaimasuHisRoyalslyness.htm 
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COLD BLOODED REPTILIAN 
VAMPIRE NAZI GREY 
FALLEN ANGEL NEPHILIM 
PARASITES- VERY 
DANGEROUS MAN 
Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/208951246/COLD
-BLOODED-REPTILIAN-Laura-Eisenhower-
Exopolitics-VAMPIRE-NAZI 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/209077008/HYBRID-LIZARD-MONKEYS-and-DRAGON-DUNG-DOG-
GOD-DROPPINGS-for-us-USELESS-GOYIM 

- Steven Rockefeller - PROBLEM - CANCER DOWN 
UNDERhttps://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslyness.goza
imasustone/about 

- Family - Stanley North Brother / Karie 
Rothschild Sister / Eliahi Priest Brother / 
Duke Mehal Rockefeller Brother / Siies 
Matsiies Daughter 

YOUR SLAVE MASTERS- 
HUMANITY!!!!!!!!!!!!  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/209044369/emailed-FEB-24-2014-uramerica-ca-NWO-WARNING-NAZI-
THULE-666-FEDERAL-RESERVE-Illuminati-Vatican-Vampires 

Exposing666 - FEMA FREE DUMB MASONS INSTEAD 

 

Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness Stone & Mark Anthony 666 - -
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.1015344179
6635556.537275555&type=3 

SLUT MAHON DRACO DREAM selling you 
SATAN KUMRA ICE CREAM  -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_se
t?set=a.289326744550966.537275555&type=3 
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BLACK SUN 666 ALLAH - SATAN SUCKS -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101538882465
50556.537275555&type=3 

RO RA-MEN PICS -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.hor
ochowski/media_set?set=a.10153874
319115556.537275555&type=3 

UNIX LINUX LITTLE 
PENIS SOCIETY -
 https://www.facebook.com
/dana.horochowski/media_s
et?set=a.280200488796925.
537275555&type= 

WILLIAM ARTHUR 
PENDRAGON -
 https://www.facebook.com
/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.272223452927962.537275555&type=3 

THULE NAZI BLACK SUN FOOL SOCIETY BURNS- THE END -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.251055315063

648.537275555&type=3 

All seeing eye Symbols Reptilians-
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_se
t?set=a.10153398794335556.1073741835.537275555&t
ype=3 

Putin VS Jews Of The New World Order -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_se
t?set=a.271371756346465.537275555&type=3 

BIG BROTHER WATCHERS NEPHILIM GEN 
6.6https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.1015340073
8460556.1073741836.537275555&type=3 

Tsunami and East Coast Destruction -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101537074372
30556.537275555&type=3 
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Mystery Babylon 

 

SUNday 02 23 2014 - LIBERALS FAIL  - 
their GOVERNMENT  is controlled 
by PEDOPHILES and DRUG LORDS. cockuscuntree -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/cockuscuntree.htm 

LUKA ROCCO MAGNOTTA - SON of PAUL 
BERNARDO- SON of BOB RAE??? ( LIBERAL 
CORRUPT COCK US )??? 

NICE SPEECH 
JUSTIN...similar to 
SATANIST 
VATICAN PUPPET 

BARACK OBAMAs ... 

I WILL BE DESTROYING the LIBERALS this WEEKEND- STI LL 
CORRUPT I SEE 

...LOOKS are DECEIVING INDEED - 
HOLLYWOOD - HOPE and HARD WORK - for 
WHO ?? not YOU!!! -
 http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?syst
em=naeq 

SEE LIVE STREAM -
 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35 //// https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski //// https://ww
w.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska //// https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92 

 

HOPE and HARD WORK  - WE TRIED that ALREADY and the 
GOVERNMENT STILL LIES.  // PINE BOX *BASIC & TRADITIONAL BURIAL 
COFFIN! ALL IN THIS STATE (DEAD) WILL HAVE AN "ACCOUNTING" BEFORE CHRIST! 2COR 
5:10 / / PORTENTS *AN OMEN FORESHADOWING A COMING EVENT SUCH AS 
ARMAGEDDON! Acts 2:19 Matt 24th CHAPTER! // THORNBUSHES *THOSE WHO PRODUCE "NO 
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FRUITAGE OF THE SPIRIT"! // ANIMAL* *THE "BIG DOG & SATANIC BEAST", ALEISTER 
CROWLEY- CRAPLEY! THIS IS HIS COMING FATE.....2Cor 5:10 "FOR WE MUST ALL BE MADE 
MANIFEST BEFORE The JUDGEMENT SEAT of The CHRIST, That EACH ONE MAY GET HIS 
AWARD for the THINGS DONE THROUGH THE BODY1 ACCORDING TO The THINGS HE HAS 
PRACTICED, HE HAS PRACTICED, WHETHER IT IS GOOD or VILE! BEWARE ALL THELEMA! // 
ORDER^ * " THE KEY TO BALANCE & HARMONY & EVENTUALLY PERFECTION. YAHWEH 
the ALMIGHTY, CREATO, THE GOD OF ORDER. (IHVH ALHIM # 769). Refer to # 161 "O STANDS 
FOR ORDER" and # 666 "THY LIGHT....." for INSIGHT // ViRCh * HEBREW WORD FOR "MOON"! 
// YOU & I *GRACE! GRACE! GRACE! GRACE! GRACE! GRACE! GRACE! GRACE! /// HIS 
WILL*// HOPE* *YOU HAVE IT RIGHT NOW - REPENT! REPENT! REPENT! //FOUND* *FURY < 
GODS WRATH! 2 Thess 1:6-9, 2thess 1:6-9, 2 Thess 1;6-9, John 17:3,4 John 4:24*** /// FURY 
*YAHWEHS WRATH at HARMAGEDON! (HARM - AGE - DONE)! GET PREPARED NOW! Rev 
19:11-21 /// GRACE* *HIS FURY is GRACE to THE RIGHTEOUS! PSALM 36:9-11, Matt 5;5./// 
CHRONOS (grim reaper) chronometer, chronic,corona, cranium ,crown ,crone gol GOTHA(skull) // 
*CRAPOLA *AS IN ALEISTER CROWLEYS CREDENCE OF "CRAPOLA"!!! BLIOL Wickedness, 
Destruction- Belial /// *HORROR *ARMAGEDDON, TO THE "PAGAN"**/// A SIGN A SIGNIFICANT 
REVEALING OR INDICATION // YELLOW^ * A CLOR OFTEN SYMBOLIZING "COWARDICE"! 
AS IN : "SNAKE"! /// OVER* *IT WILL BE AT "ARMAGEDD ON", JUST AHEAD! Rev 11:18, 19:11-
21 /// DIE* *ONE WILL DIE & ONE WILL LIVE AT THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST, JUST 
AHEAD! Luke 17:26-37 Matt 5:5 Psalm 37:9 DANIEL 
2:44 1Thess 5:2 2Thess 1:6-9 // STOP***** *A DREAM 
That CONCERNS YOU! Read DANIEL 2:29-44 ESP #44. 
/// BINAH^ * # # SEPHIROTH. 1+2+3 = 6. 3X3 =9 
(MYSTIC NUMBERS) REFER TO # 6 & # 9 for 
INSIGHTTT. ESPECIALLY # 69. /// FOUR^ * "THE 
TETRAGRAMMATO of GODS HEBREW NAME: IHVH 
- YHWH -- YHVH are the COMMON RENDITIONS. 
(AIR, FIRE. EARTH & WATER). LEAP^ * "OVER the 
SNAKE, GET CHRIST.. I AM the WAY & THE TRUTH 
& THE LIFE, NO ONE COMES TO THE FATHER, 
EXCEPT THROUGH ME"! " HE WHO DISOWNS ME 
BEFORE MEN, I SHALL DISOWN BEFORE MY 
FATHER...."! Mat 10:32 John 14:6 3:16 17:3,4 1TIM 2:5 
1COR 11:1-4 /// MAN NAW * "MANNA verses MAN 
NAW"! (AS IN : TO CHEW ON) Refer to # 187 "MANNNA verses MAN NAW" #51 "MANNA" and # 
155 "MYSTICAL MANNA" for 

INSIGHT http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

 

SLUT BAG MAHON and MR DREAM selling you SWEET SATAN  
KUMRA ICE CREAM  eisenhoorpeeblercrackers -
 http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoorpeeblercrackers.htm 

THEY ARE THE REPTILIANS / THEY 
are the GREYS/// THEY are the NAZIs  / 

They are theVAMPIRES  
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Dis - Info Wars- Vatican Banks Control All Sides by Dana Horochowski - -
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/208000737/Dis-Info-Wars-Vatican-Banks-Control-All-Sides 

YOU HAVE a LOT to HIDE - LAURA 
EISENHOOR- TRAITOR to the 
HUMAN RACE and MOTHER 
EARTH - BURN BITCH  eisenhoor666 -
http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoor666.htm  

SATAN KUMRA- GUDNI 
GUDNASON -

 ICELAND  https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=289225867894
387&set=a.289214244562216.1073741910.100004209281255&type=3&theater 

don't BUY their DNA ACTIVATION  - LAURA EISENHOOR 
EXOPOLITIC FALSE LITE WORKER DEMONS  - 

5 min - speaking on SUGAR inside all of our FOODS to bring Sugar 
Demons to our bodies. Stay away from White Sugar & Sweet Talking 
Demonic People sweet talking you just tokill your 
soul. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Vk_I5DepDY&list=UUOKg0i8q5ZBLbMIIMiFLUXQ // http:/
/cosmicgaia2012.com/ / http://www.mmscanadianhq.com/ // http://exopolitics.org/tag/dwight-d-
eisenhower/ /// 

SEE LIVE STREAM -
 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35 //// https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski //// https://ww

w.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska //// https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92 

LIGHTWORKERS* *THE ONE TOUCHING YOU - IS THE MYSTI 
CAL CROW - WHITE BRILLIANCE OF "THE WHITE 

BRILLIANCE! - send pdfs of ALL INVOLVED with 
EXOPOLITICS  //NAZI EISENHOWER and PEEBLER DREAM 

JESUS to jrgenius@yahoo.com 
Start making GOOD USE of YOUR TIME in the NEW PARADIGM -

 http://uramerica.ca/ 

Sugar Inside Everything to Attract Sugar Demons to you 

   

 

YOU CAN'T STOP ME  - http://7thfire.biz/slutbagmahon.htm 
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- Inbox Laura Magdalene 
Eisenhower <laura.m.eisenhower@gmail.com>
Jan 7 (2 days ago) to jrgenius  
You pathetic low life Reptilian Cunt. You have 
nothing better to do than to smear and bash 
those that are doing all they can to make this 
world a better place. You assume and find 
judgements that stem from your own internal 
issues, which is the real 
problem here, but you 

take it out on others who actually are doing real work to 
create positive change in the universe. What the hell is 
your deal, seriously?? You are astoundingly full of 
yourself, and no, you are not serving humanity or the 
planet or the galaxy, you are energetic pollution and 
yes, you are part of the problem and sickness of our 
World and you know it, so you take it out on others and 
hide behind your arrogance and ignorance and total lack 
of intuition. You are insane for that alone and should be ashamed of yourself. 
To turn people away from those that do good is a sad sad existence - thanks for 
contributing to the demise of humanity. Keep supporting instead those who are 
destroying the World or your own sick Draco Reptoid Ego - Bravo bitch, 
bravo!!! 

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower <laurameisenhower@gmail.com> Jan 8 (1 day 
ago) to Genius  
HERSTORY?! LOL!!! You have NO story, Lizard Lips, just a DRACO 
implanted Lizard Brain white trash fantasy!! Please slither back to your hole 
and stop making libelous claims against me and my family even though it's 
unlikely that anyone actually reads that steaming pile of shit that you call a web 
site (when it's actually working, that is). How fucking typical! You obviously 
have no CLUE what kind of POWERS I possess and -- guess what? There is 
some seriously heavy KARMA coming your way, fucktard. YOU CAN 
COUNT ON IT. I'm going off-planet soon for the Mars Mission and I don't 
need to be constantly bombarded by your negative energy and projectile 
vaginal vomiting. So stick a sock in it and STFU. 

Me To Laura Magdalene Eisenhower - - HA HA HA HA HA HA - you 
fucking FRAUD - WHERE are your FOLLOWERS you NAZI 

TRAITOR? SOFIA CHRIST - my ASS you 
are!http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/2011/01/laura-eisenhower-
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consciousness-sofiachrist-will-collapse-nazi-weapons-derrumbar%C3%A1n-
armas-nazis-.html 

-Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars of Octogon 

 

http://cyberclass.net/02212014.htm 

FRIAday 02 21 2014 - FREE US FROM the VATICAN BANKS, 
BOMBS, BIMBOS, BUGGERING BASTARDS and BAT 
SHIT CRAZY BATTLEAXES  vaticanbatshitcrazybitch -
 http://7thfire.biz/vaticanbatshitcrazybitch.htm 

Ukraine already Balkanized as western region taken over 
by NATO’s Nazi merceneries - Editor’s Note…The brutal struggle between 
NATO and Russia over Ukraine is rampaging these very moments, and it’s 
becoming increasingly clear that Putin was caught off guard due to the Sochi 
games which keep his hands tied for the time being. It seems like Putin 
miscalculated the boomerang effect of 
his earlier buy-out of Ukraine out of the 
EU’s clutches with an offer to provide 
it with a 40% cheaper supply of 
gas in return to remaining part of the 
Russian sphere of influence. 
This blatant bribery only managed to 
galvanize the NATO funded 
opposition, most of which is 
comprised of clueless dupes who 
wrongly believe the Eurocratic Troika has something good in store for 
them – a tragic mistake indeed. The actively violent core of the opposition, 
however , is an entirely different beast. While Russia and world attention 
were focused on the terror threat on the Sochi games, NATO was quietly 
preparing to set loose its army of thugs and mercenaries on Ukraine, in the 
form of the Svoboda neo-Nazi party which enjoys an extensive support base 
in the country’s western districts. Since Obama, in his usual mode of operation 

during early phases of globalist color 
revolutions , has already warned the 
Ukrainian government “not to cross red 
lines” (anyone having a Libya \ Syria 
flashback ? ) , the smart thing to do would 
be to take a look at those “red lines” as 
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seen vividly on this map of Russian gas pipeline routes to European 
markets. Most of the pipes go precisely through the aforementioned western 
districts. The NATO-Nazi apparatus will try to cut off those routes, 
thereby suffocating Russia \ Gazprom economically (exploiting Russia’s 
dependence on Gas exports for much of its economy). 

It seems like NATO conducts a scissors maneuver aiming at the Caucasus, 
which is energy rich and extremely important Geo-strategically. Thus 
western Ukraine would be a steeping stone towards the entirety of that 
country incl. much of the Black Sea,which itself partakes in the pipeline 
strategy. Iran  may be a party to the NATO maneuver.Turkey definitely is. In 
a previous post we’ve reported that Russian officials have warned they would 
intervene militarily in the crisis to stabilize their former cold war ally should 
things get out of hand. In this case Russian troops are likely to get entangled in 
a prolonged guerrilla quagmire in the Ukraine, according to Brzezinski’s tried 
and proven strategy tested previously in Afghanistan and Chechnya. One 
devious tactic used by NATO mercenaries in such situations is to deploy roof 
top snipers with orders toshoot at both the police and the demonstrators, in 
order to increase the 
chaos and mayhem. 
This double whammy 
false flag was indeed 
reported in Kiev in the 
recent 24 hours. It was 
also used in the early 
phase of the Syrian civil 
war. 

It remains to be seen if 
NATO troops themselves 
will be deployed in 
Ukraine, thereby 
maximizing the risk of a 
third world war , 
possibly deteriorating to 
nuclear fire exchanges in 
Europe. It depends on the 
level of despair in which the west is found currently because of its financial 
meltdown and desire to maintain a unipolar world order by wrecking 
potential competitors (Putin and co.). http://osnetdaily.com/2014/02/ukraine-
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already-balkanized-as-western-region-taken-over-by-natos-nazi-
merceneries/ /// 

/Ohryzko Confirms Ukraine 
Determined To Join NATO -
tp://news.kievukraine.info/2007/12
/ohryzko-confirms-ukraine-
determined-to.html /// Ukraine-
NATO's New Europe 
Problem http://www.spacedaily.co
m/news/oped-05y.htm // Ukraine 
Halts Eastward Expansion of 

NATO -
http://www.truthdig.com/report/item/ukraine_halts_eastward_expansion_of_nat
o_20131127///A Majority of Ukrainians Oppose NATO Membership for the 
Ukrainehttp://02varvara.wordpress.com/2008/02/18/a-majority-of-ukrainians-
opposes-nato-membership-for-the-ukraine/ //// NATO divided over Ukraine, 
Georgia membership bids -
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Europe/2008/0328/p01s01-woeu.html /// 
Nato Cartoons and 
Comics http://www.cartoonstock.com/directory/n/nato.asp /// 

The Re-Emergent Russian Bloc - 1) The Visegrad 4: Eastern Europe as a 
Major Player 2) The Re-Emergent Russian Bloc 3) Baltic Solidarity to an 
Emerging Russia 4) The EU Periphery: "Core" EU's Albatross 
5) The Atlantics: A Return to Arms-Length Continental 
Management http://foggofwar.blogspot.ca/2011/06/re-emergent-russian-
bloc.html 

Ukraine target of EU/NATO subversion -
 http://blagaroon.blogspot.ca/2013/12/ukraine-target-of-eunato-subversion.html 

  

 

  

THORsday 02 20 2014 STICK with WHAT they 
DON'T WANT you to KNOW ... ASHTAR 
COMMAND is run 
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by LEVAN  and LILITH ashtarblackholewhore -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/ashtarblackholewhore.htm 

A Summary of "Terra Papers - The Hidden History of Planet 
Earth" http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_20a.htm ///https://www.facebook.c
om/dana.horochowski/posts/10153914172465556 //// 

TRANSLATE 
this http://grandorderofdracoslayers.blogspot.ca/ /// https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10
153914333155556 
Bear Heart is a Ceremonial Magician & Wiccan High Priest practicing for 20+ years. Bear Heart is the 
sole inheritor of a magickal hunter's lodge and martial tradition called the Grand Order of Draco Slayers 
(G.O.O.D.S). Bear Heart holds the titles of King and Red Knight in G.O.O.D.S and looks to share this 
tradition and help others as and when he 
can.https://www.blogger.com/profile/18100582304476960931 / // GrandOrderOfDracoSlayers Astral 
Projection Manifestation part 1. -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXd_uLcw24Q&list=PLB98B61A08842EEB5 /// Occupy the 
Astral!!! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NpiEyxqravs /// Q&A The Crosses and the Tree -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWJCmwvqp44&list=PLC3192B6ACD459919 // 

 
Uncle Bear Heart :) by sugarseas 

Grand Order Of Draco Slayers by untangable1 

 

MARdi 02 18 2014 - 2/9/7 - 18 -9 - DIS - INFO WARS- VATICAN BANKS 
CONTROL ALL SIDES  of the AMON RA PROPAGANDA  nibiruforuuu -
 http://uramerica.ca/nibiruforuuu.htm 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/207880438/Dis-Info-Wars-Vatican-Banks-Control-All-
Sides-of-the-Amon-Ra-Propaganda // http://serenitystreetnews.com/DIS - 

INFO WARS- VATICAN BANKS 
CONTROL ALL SIDES.pdf 

ETHIOPIAN PLANE CRASH 
HOAX ?? -It is all African 
spirituality just whitened up and twisted 
so that Edomite races can claim to be 
Gods chosen. If you were to research you 
would investigate the rich and 
powerful Roman PISO 

family. http://www.scribd.com/doc/207798787/Sherry-Shriner-Still-Crawling-
Around-i-See 
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French fighter jets accompanied hijacked Ethiopian plane into Geneva when 
co-pilot threatened to crash because Swiss air-force ONLY WORKS OFFICE 
HOURS ? http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2561898/French-fighter-
jets-accompanied-hijacked-
Ethiopian-plane-Geneva-pilot-
threatened-crash-Swiss-air-
force-ONLY-WORKS-OFFICE-
HOURS.html //A look at plane 
hijackings by 
Ethiopians http://kdwn.com/201
4/02/18/a-look-at-plane-
hijackings-by-ethiopians/ // / 
NTSB says intern responsible for 
fake flight crew names of 
crashed Asiana plane -http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/trending/ntsb-
says-intern-responsible-for-fake-flight-crew-names-of-crashed-asiana-
plane // Alleged plane crash in Lagos, a hoax – NAMA -
 http://www.vanguardngr.com/2013/06/alleged-plane-crash-in-lagos-a-hoax-
nama/ 

RFID chip  that contains biometric data about the carrier has been moved to the 
inside of the passport cover, where it won't be 
visible. http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2010-08/25/new-uk-passports-
unveiled 

Is this Obama's 'WORLD GOVERNMENT' 
Passport? http://truthfiles.net/?p=2596 // http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Armenia
n_Genocide /// http://www.fansshare.com/gallery/photos/11953304/rwanda-
burundi-rel/ ///http://exclaim.ca/Reviews/Film/social_genocide-
fernando_e_solanas // https://www.tamilsagainstgenocide.org/ // 

  

 

  

SHERRY SHRINER - DIVINE SCROLL 
KEEPER works for the VATICAN BLACK 
POOP - DULCE BASE DISTRACTIONS -
 Adherents of the white supremicist theology 
known as Two-Seedline of false christian Identity 
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hold that white people are descendants of Adam and are hence the chosen 
people of God. The Jewish people are said to be descendants of Cain and thus 
of Satan; This belief was developed by David Icke, Wesley A. Swift, Conrad 
Gaard and William Potter Gale among others "false prophets", all are 
masonry. http://torahcodes-mn.blogspot.ca/2012/04/sherry-shriner-and-his-
esoteric-
agenda.html //https://www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska/posts/2668874
00147106 

Ancient Egyptians called Sirius the 'Dog Star', after their god Anubis, whose 
head in pictograms resembled that of a doglike animal: http://torahcodes-
mn.blogspot.ca/2011/10/allah-moon-god-and-god-of-freemasonry.html 
 

Dana Horochowski - Feb 2014 

 

 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20J

ESUITS/ / 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/ 

Agape Amor Feb 2014  

 

  

MOONday 02 17 

2014 WHAT 
HAPPENED to the 
ANTICHRIST??  allahsu
cksmoonrocks -
http://jrgenius.ca/allahsucksmoo

nrocks.htm 

SANTOS- SAALM- SATAN - NWO - NESARA - VATICAN - 
VAMPIRES - THULE FOOL - BLACK NAZI SUN - 666  santossaalm -
http://7thfire.biz/santosaalm.htm 

Part of their plan is a massive reduction in the planets population to bring the 
numbers down to a level they can control and then impose 
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a slave society. SAALM call this the FINAL 
SOLUTION . http://www.thelivingmoon.com/49ufo_files/03files2/Alien_EnLil_Fake.html 

 

http://cyberclass.net/02282014.htm 

NATO's PEDOPHILE MURDERING MAGGOTS INVADED UKRAINE.  
NWO STRIKES AGAIN!!  . gotuyeshua - http://serenitystreetnews.com/gotuyeshua.htm 

OMG where is ZEUS when you NEED 
HIM!! - http://www.vancouverite.com/2009/04/24/aga-khan-
pained-by-clash-of-ignorance-
lauds-new-approach-by-obama/ 

FEAR FEAR 
FEAR -

 EXOPOLITICS 
DRACO THREATENING OUR 

KINAKWII NATION  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/209651956/Loretta-Saunders-missing-blue-toyota-celica-Victoria-Henneberry-
Blake-Leggette-Essex-Halifax-Loretta-Saunders 

TAMWORTH MURDERS and LORETTA SAUNDERS - RITUAL 
MURDERs against OUR EARTH PARTY - VERY OBVIOUS 
DISNEYLAND THEME - BLUE RED -ILLUMINATI COLOURS  - I am 
pretty sure Rob Ford is being targetted by the JESUITS/COPS/ ELITE too... 
knows too much about KING COP BILLY BLAIR  

SAME SHIT THEME to MURDER 
CHILDREN of the LITE.  

GET out of medUSA EGYPT!!! 
BABALON is ABOUT to 
BURN!! !! burnbabalon666 -

 http://serenitystreetnews.com/burnbabalon666.htm 
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ARE you STUPID - LOOK at my NOTES 

DAMN IT... and you wonder WHY I AM SWEARING SO FUCKING MUCH 
NOW.. move it before they SUCK YOU ALL to the DARK SIDE of the 

MOON - LILITH is in VEGAS - EXOPOLITICS, 
HOLLYWOOD, GREYS, PROJECT CAMELOT, 
SWISS BANKS, NAZIs, AREA 51, EISENHOWER, 
PROJECT BLUEBEAM, ASHTAR COMMAND, 
VERICHIP, SERCO, PRINCE WILLIAM, PINDAR, 
MORMONS, NESARA, AMON RA, BLACK SUN, 
VATICAN, UFOs - they will try to KILL US all before 

CHANGE HAPPENS... I have been spamming the PLANET since JACK 
LAYTON was running for Prime Minister and then was MURDERED... I still 
SPAM https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/1015393631590055
6 // https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35 ////https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski //// https:/

/www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska //// https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92 // http://www.sc
ribd.com/doc/209044369/emailed-FEB-24-2014-uramerica-ca-NWO-WARNING-NAZI-THULE-666-
FEDERAL-RESERVE-Illuminati-Vatican-Vampires // http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/ 

HYBRID LIZARD MONKEYS and DRAGON DUNG DOG-GOD 
DROPPINGS for us USELESS GOYIM -
 http://7thfire.biz/GozaimasuHisRoyalslyness.htm 

COLD 
BLOODED REPTILIAN VAMPIRE NAZI GREY FALLEN ANGEL 
NEPHILIM PARASITES - VERY DANGEROUS MAN Gozaimasu 
HisRoyalslyness -- Steven Rockefeller - PROBLEM - CANCER DOWN 
UNDER https://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslyness.gozaimasustone/about 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/209044369/emailed-FEB-24-2014-uramerica-ca-NWO-WARNING-NAZI-
THULE-666-FEDERAL-RESERVE-Illuminati-Vatican-Vampires 
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/209077008/HYBRID-LIZARD-MONKEYS-and-DRAGON-DUNG-DOG-
GOD-DROPPINGS-for-us-USELESS-GOYIM 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/208951246/COLD-BLOODED-REPTILIAN-Laura-Eisenhower-Exopolitics-
VAMPIRE-NAZI 

LUKA ROCCO MAGNOTTA - SON of PAUL BERNARDO- SON of 
BOB RAE??? ( LIBERAL CORRUPT COCK US )??? LIBERALS FAIL  - their 
GOVERMENT is controlled by PEDOPHILES and DRUG 
LORDS. cockuscuntree - http://serenitystreetnews.com/cockuscuntree.htm 

LIGHTWORKERS* *THE ONE TOUCHING YOU - IS THE MYSTI CAL CROW - WHITE 
BRILLIANCE OF "THE WHITE BRILLIANCE! - send pdfs of ALL INVOLVED with 
EXOPOLITICS  // NAZI EISENHOWER and PEEBLER DREAM JESUSto jrgenius@yahoo.com -
 Start making GOOD USE of YOUR TIME in the NEW PARADIGM - http://uramerica.ca/ 

SLUT BAG MAHON and MR 
DREAM selling you SWEET SATAN 
KUMRA ICE 
CREAM  eisenhoorpeeblercrackers -
http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoorpeeblercrac
kers.htm 

don't BUY their DNA ACTIVATION  - LAURA 
EISENHOOR EXOPOLITIC FALSE LITE WORKER DEMONS  -
 SATAN KUMRA- GUDNI GUDNASON -
 ICELAND  https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=289225867894387&se
t=a.289214244562216.1073741910.100004209281255&type=3&theater 

YOU HAVE a LOT to HIDE - LAURA EISENHOOR - TRAITOR to the 
HUMAN RACE and MOTHER EARTH - BURN BITCH eisenhoor666 -
http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoor666.htm /// YOU CAN'T STOP ME  -
 http://7thfire.biz/slutbagmahon.htm 

 
 

http://cyberclass.net/02212014.htm 

FREE US FROM the VATICAN BANKS, BOMBS, BIMBOS, 
BUGGERING BASTARDS and BAT SHIT CRAZY 
BATTLEAXES  vaticanbatshitcrazybitch -http://7thfire.biz/vaticanbatshitcrazybitch.htm 
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STICK with WHAT they DON'T WANT you to KNOW ... ASHTAR 
COMMAND is run by LEVAN  and LILITH  ashtarblackholewhore -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/ashtarblackholewhore.htm 

DIS - INFO WARS- VATICAN BANKS CONTROL 
ALL SIDES  of the AMON RA 
PROPAGANDA nibiruforuuu -
 http://uramerica.ca/nibiruforuuu.htm 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/207880438/Dis-Info-Wars-Vatican-
Banks-Control-All-Sides-of-the-Amon-Ra-
Propaganda // http://serenitystreetnews.com/DIS - INFO 
WARS- VATICAN BANKS CONTROL ALL 

SIDES.pdf 

WHAT HAPPENED to the 
ANTICHRIST??  allahsucksmoonrocks -
 http://jrgenius.ca/allahsucksmoonrocks.htm 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/207344957/2014-
DRACO-WACKO-VAMPIRE-BBQ-UrAmerica 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/207477126/What-
Happened-to-the-Antichrist 

SANTOS- SAALM- SATAN - NWO - NESARA - VATICAN - 
VAMPIRES - THULE FOOL - BLACK NAZI SUN - 666  santossaalm -
http://7thfire.biz/santosaalm.htm 

Part of their plan is a massive reduction in the planets population to bring the 
numbers down to a level they can control and then impose a slave 
society. SAALM call this the FINAL SOLUTION  

POPE FRANCIS MEDIA  ignores MEXICAN 
EARTHQUAKES as HAARPY HARPER pushes NWO BLOOD BATH 
BLACK OIL BANK BUGGERING BARGOONS from the GARGOYLE  
GOONS poophaarpsmexico - http://uramerica.ca/poophaarpsmexico.htm 

I"LL BE SPAMMING  until you SUCK the LAST DROP of BLACK 

GOLD and BLOW UP to the DARK SIDE of the MOON- Embassy of 
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the Federal Republic of Germany - 
Kuwait  islamprincewilliam - http://uramerica.ca/islamprincewilliam.htm 

HAARP - DEEP FREEZES AMERICA  into DEFICIT, 
DESTRUCTION and DEVALUATION  compliments 
of JESUIT VATICAN BANK of 
BLOOD ) getmeagun666 -http://7thfire.biz/getmeagun666.htm 

HARPER takes (mind) CONTROL of FIRST 
NATIONS EDUCATION bloodtribeharper -
 http://7thfire.biz/bloodtribeharper.htm 

$ 2 BILLION  funding increase from the GOVERNMENT als = BAD IDEA . 
Enjoy your DUMBING DOWN MICROCHIP . GET OFF the LIZARD 
GRAVY TRAIN - this is yourDEATH DIPLOMA. TAKE BACK your 
POWER. 

NEW PARADIGM TIME SUNSHINE  = Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs -
 http://7thfire.biz/newparadimetimesunshine.htm 

Made in cANADa! = CHILDREN of the 
SOLUNA LITE 69 - newparadimetime -

 http://8thfire.biz/newparadimetime.htm 

SUN SUNNY SOL SOUL 

day BABY  = 4 this DAY  is 4 the childre
n of the LITE to UNITE  -= romanomen -

http://7thfire.biz/romanomen.htm 

MOON LOONIE inSANE aCORNIE SONG - 
LUNA 
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TUNA  4 YEW U YOU lunatuna - http://7thfire.biz/lunatuna.htm 

IRATE PI- RATE - HIS WOMAN -- CALLED - THE SCARLET 
WOMAN * "ALL POWER IS GIVEN. THEY SHALLGATHER MY 
CHILDREN INTO THEIR FOLD: THEY SHALL BRING THE GLOR Y 
of the STARS INTO THE HEARTS of MEN"  iratepirate  --
 http://7thfire.biz/iratepirate.htm 

True Christianity was practiced by Adam, Noah, Enoch and Melchizedek. 
// The Babylonian mystery religions are a cheap Satanic counterfeit of True 
Christianity  //Heavenly Isis + Osiris= Sophia+ Christos vs Earthly 
Abomination Isis + Osiris ( Samael + Lilith) // http://7thfire.biz/moontime.htm 

SERENITY GLOBAL is COMING from 
TORONTO... BOTTOMS UP as PLANNED - 
BOB MARLEY 
STYLE http://7thfire.biz/danceyourpants.htm 

Kinakwii – A Confederacy of Nations - School of 
Natural Healing 
kinakwii.org http://kinakwii.org/school/ 

HOME  http://kinakwii.org/ - nothing like a GOOD 
CONFESSION on TV  for THERAPEE--- we all 
need a 13 STEP MEETING of the HEARTS. 

Fire (Anger) Magick to burn away the Illusions of 
Power Illuminati are child 
molesters https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feA-3Q3NORA 

EDEN COLLECTIVE EVOLUTION  HOMESTEAD sCOOLs BARTER 
TRADE COOP ALLTHINGS COMMON 5D SERENITY 5dserenity -
 http://7thfire.biz/5dserenity.htm 

FREE ENERGY EBOOKS -
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20
CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20
VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/ 

http://cyberclass.net/HARPER takes (mind) 
CONTROL of FIRST NATIONS 
EDUCATION.pdf // http://cyberclass.net/HARPER 
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takes (mind) CONTROL of FIRST NATIONS EDUCATION.doc 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20J

ESUITS/ / 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/ 

 

http://cyberclass.net/02152014.htm 

FREE US FROM the JESUIT 
PEDOPHILE SATANISTS  -
 saturnsucks666 -
 http://8thfire.biz/saturnsucks666.htm 

HAARP - DEEP FREEZES 
AMERICA  into DEFICIT, 
DESTRUCTION and DEVALUATION  
compliments of JESUIT VATICAN 
BANK of BLOOD )getmeagun666 -
 http://7thfire.biz/getmeagun666.htm 

JESUIT POPE FRANCIS LOOKS 
LIKE the BLACK POPE in NEW 
YORK  - jesuitsdidit -

 http://uramerica.ca/jesuitsdidit.htm 

JEWpeter - ROCK of ST PETER - UNIVERSAL 
CHURCH - EAGLE CONDOR REUNION TIME 
SUNSHINE islamprincewilliam -
 http://uramerica.ca/islamprincewilliam.htm 

CHOICE  = UPSTREAM or DOWNSTREAM - solunatuna69time -
 http://uramerica.ca/solunatuna69time.htm 

HARPER takes (mind) CONTROL of FIRST NATIONS 
EDUCATION bloodtribeharper - http://7thfire.biz/bloodtribeharper.htm 

WE ARENT KIDDING- WE ARE GIVING YOU an ULTIMATUM 
REPENT for ARMAGEDDON IS ON YOUR HEELS  timetoshine -
http://uramerica.ca/timetoshine.htm 
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NEW PARADIGM TIME SUNSHINE  = Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs - http://7thfire.biz/newparadimetimesunshine.htm 

RAINBOW ROUNDUP is DEFINITELY TORONTO - KINAKWII 
NATION  -http://www.scribd.com/doc/201346378/RAINBOW-ROUNDUP-is-
DEFINITELY-TORONTO-KINAKWII-NATION  

SOLUNA SONGS of AGAPE AMOR  oxoxox x 144, 
000 iamthevoice -- http://7thfire.biz/iamthevoice.htm 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/RAINBOW%20WARRIOR%20inDIAN%20CRYSTAL%20INDIGO%20S
TARSEED%20SUNS%20MOONS%20STARS%20FAE%20FEATHER%20FAIRIES.pdf 

CHILDREN of the RAINBOW at SCARBOROUGH FAIR. KANATA 
REPUBLIC. SATAN BURNS - THE END.http://jrgenius.ca/ 

 

index // 1 // 2 // 3 // 4 // 5 // 6 // 7 // 8 // 9 // 10 // 11 // 12 // 13 // 14 // 15 // 16 // 
17 // 18 // 19 // 20 // 21 // 22 // 23 // 24 // 25 // 26 // 27 // 28 // 29 // 

Made in cANADa! 

HERSTORY 2014 -/ CURRICULUM / Janus 
1 // 7 // 15 // 21 /// 31 / Feb 1 / 7 // 15 // 21 / 28 / Mar // Apr // May // June // Jul

y // Aug // Sept // Oct // Nov // Dec // 2014, UrAmerica, 7thfire.biz, KINAKWII NATION, 
555 byDanusia Horochowska /// 2014 pdf // /2014 doc // // TORONTO STREETNEWS/ /// HARPER takes 
(mind) CONTROL of FIRST NATIONS EDUCATION pdf // HARPER takes (mind) CONTROL of FIRST 

NATIONS EDUCATION doc /// Feb 2014 Emails - JESUitS BLACK 
POPE http://www.scribd.com/doc/207075394/Feb-13-2014-Emails-JESUitS-BLACK-POPE 

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/ 

 

2014 DRACO WACKO VAMPIRE BBQ UrAmerica by Dana Horochowski 

 

http://7thfire.biz/01072013.htm //// /// LIVE 
STREAM https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski 

MOON day 12 31 2012 http://7thfire.biz/12312012.htm 
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1- NEW PARADIGM  Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs newparadimetime - http://8thfire.biz/newparadimetime.htm 

2- OLEE H20 FREEE lessons HERE JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs oleeh20scool -- http://8thfire.biz/oleeh20scool.htm 

3 - TEACHER SUPPORT JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs teachersupport - http://8thfire.biz/teachersupport.htm 

4 EDEN and Orgone Qi Masters by DANA 
Horochowski orgonemasters -- http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm 

5- Prophecy of the 8th Fire JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs 8thfirescool --
 http://8thfire.biz/8thfirescool.htm 

6- Christ Consciousness = Amor not 
ROMA amorvsroma -- http://8thfire.biz/amorvsroma.htm 

7-EDEN PROJECT FREEE lessons HERE JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs edenproject2013 --
 http://8thfire.biz/edenproject2013.htm 

8- relationships and eMOTIONs FREEE lessons HERE JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs relationemotion ---
 http://8thfire.biz/relationemotion.htm 

9 PHILO Sophia Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc philosophia --
 http://8thfire.biz/philosophia.htm  

10 Bizwhizzes Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc bizwhizzes -
 http://8thfire.biz/bizwhizzes.htm 

11 DaisyDairy Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc daisydairy -
- http://8thfire.biz/daisydairy.htm 

12 DAISYdishes Jr. Genius Educational Services 

Inc daisydishes --- http://8thfire.biz/daisydishes.htm 

13 Daisy Delivery Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc daisydelivery --
 http://8thfire.biz/daisydelivery.htm 
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14 DAISY Doggies Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc daisydoggies --
 http://8thfire.biz/daisydoggies.htm 

15 FREE FREE ENERGY Jr. Genius Educational Services 
Inc freefreeenergy -- http://8thfire.biz/freefreeenergy.htm 

16 - GardenGurus Jr. Genius Educational Services 
Inc http://8thfire.biz/gardengurus.htm 

17 GardenGurus Jr. Genius Educational Services 
Inc gardenguru2 - http://8thfire.biz/gardenguru2.htm 

18 Survival Seekers jrgenius interNATIONal 

sCOOLs survivalseekers -- http://8thfire.biz/survivalseekers.htm 

19 WAMPUMway Jr. Genius Educational Services 
Inc wampumway -- http://8thfire.biz/wampumway.htm 

20 POOPpartners- Project CLEAN UP YOUR MESS -
 pooppartners -- http://8thfire.biz/pooppartners.htm 

21 private tutoring  JRgenius interNATIONal sCOOLs privatetutoring  ---
 http://8thfire.biz/privatetutoring.htm 

22 insCOOL FREE LESSONS Jr. Genius Educational Services 
Inc insCOOL --- http://8thfire.biz/insCOOL.htm 

23 HOMEsCOOL TORI NATION 555 
CANservatives INTERnationAL 
SCHOOLS homescool -- http://8thfire.biz/homescool.htm 

24 GRADEGROWERs Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs gradegrowers -- http://8thfire.biz/gradegrowers.htm 

25 interNATIONal sCOOLs JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs internationalscools -- http://8thfire.biz/internationalscools.htm 

26 CITYLAWCENTRE  vs BLACK MAGIC JUST US 
SYSTEM citylawcentre -- http://8thfire.biz/citylawcentre.htm 
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27 LOVECRY - STREET KIDS CONNECT lovecry --
 http://8thfire.biz/lovecry.htm 

28 - ClaireVoyant Passionate about LOVE, FREEDOM, 
SERENITY and connecting the MIND BODY and 

SOUL clairevoyant --- http://8thfire.biz/clairvoyant.htm 

29 TorontoStreetNews GRASSROOTS 
REVIVAL  7thfire.biz  torontostreetnews -
 http://7thfire.biz/torontostreetnews.htm 

http://holyhealthy69.blogspot.ca/ // http://jrgenius.blogspot.ca/ //// http://5dterra.
wordpress.com //// http://www.torontostreetnews.net/ /// http://lovecry.org/ //// http://66.49.206.24/torontost
reetnews.info/TSNEWS all/ ////http://en.gravatar.com/5dterra //// http://serenityglobal.blogspot.ca/ // 

index // 1 // 2 // 3 // 4 // 5 // 6 // 7 // 8 // 9 // 10 // 11 // 12 // 13 // 14 // 15 // 16 // 
17 // 18 // 19 // 20 // 21 // 22 // 23 // 24 // 25 // 26 // 27 // 28 // 29 // 

Made in cANADa! 

birthpains 2013 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/ 

 

EDEN COLLECTIVE EVOLUTION  HOMESTEAD sCOOLs BARTER 
TRADE COOP ALLTHINGS COMMON 5D SERENITY 5dserenity -
 http://7thfire.biz/5dserenity.htm 

The Two Olive Trees - part 5 -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WYDjfaXIfo&list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtbDXmqFRaCky2tZRv2d8Q0w&feature=player_embe 

BROOD of VIPERS http://7thfire.biz  

   

DANGEROUS DANA pt 2 http://8thfire.biz/dangerousdana2.htm // 
// pt 1 / dangerousdana -
 http://cyberclass.net/dangerousdana.htm 

 

DANGEROUS DANA jrgenius.ca 
PLAYlist  // POLESHIFT 2012 
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7thfire.biz  //// How to Create Perfect Circumstances in Your Life 
EVERYDAY (Abraham Hicks) /// // TIME BANK TIMES UP 1000 pts by 

holyhealthy69 

    

http://7thfire.biz/12212012.htm // 

12 18 2012 IRATE PI- RATE - HIS 
WOMAN -- CALLED - THE 
SCARLET WOMAN * "ALL 
POWER IS GIVEN. THEY 
SHALL GATHER MY 

CHILDREN INTO THEIR FOLD: THEY 
SHALL BRING THE GLORY of the STARS 
INTO THE HEARTS of MEN"  iratepirate  --
 http://7thfire.biz/iratepirate.htm 

  

True Christianity was practiced by Adam, Noah, Enoch and Melchizedek. 
// The Babylonian mystery religions are a cheap Satanic counterfeit of True 
Christianity  // Heavenly Isis + Osiris= Sophia+ Christos vs Earthly 
Abomination Isis + Osiris ( Samael + Lilith) // 

SOLUNA SONGS of AGAPE AMOR  oxoxox x 144, 
000 iamthevoice -- http://7thfire.biz/iamthevoice.htm 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/RAINBOW%20WARRIOR%20inDIAN%20CRYSTAL%20INDIGO%20S
TARSEED%20SUNS%20MOONS%20STARS%20FAE%20FEATHER%20FAIRIES.pdf 

CHILDREN of the RAINBOW at SCARBOROUGH FAIR. KANATA 
REPUBLIC. SATAN BURNS - THE END.http://jrgenius.ca/ 

  

 

MONEYday 02 03 2014 U R AMERICA is BORN - BYE BYE MONEY 
MAGGOT PIE - medUSA is 
BROKEhttp://jrgenius.ca/starseedsnuffed.htm 
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ALL GOVERNMENTS are ILLEGAL- HAVE a NICE 
DAY http://cyberclass.net/haarperburnsgranny.htm 

TIME for the CHILDREN to SHINE - serenitysaves555 -
 http://cyberclass.net/serenitysaves555.htm 

KILLING STARSEEDS  and BIRTHING GARGOYLE AMON RA RAGS 
to RICHES RETARDS 

The U.S. dollar is the dominant 
global reserve currency. All 
markets, including stocks, 
bonds, commodities, and foreign 
exchange are affected by the 
value of the dollar. The value of 
the dollar, in effect, its “price” is 

determined by interest rates. When the Federal Reserve 
manipulates interest rates, it is manipulating, and therefore 
distorting, every 
market http://soundmoneyinstitute.org/tag/janet-yellen/ //// Ms. Yellen was 
sworn in by Fed Gov. Daniel Tarullo, the central bank said in a statement. She 
succeeds Ben Bernanke, whose term ended 
Friday. http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304626804579360630508834434 

Janet Yellen = 163 - THE NARROW GATE GO IN THROUGH IT, 
LEADING TO LIFE ! MATT. 7:13,14 *YAHWEH is GOD of -ALL GODS *READ PSALM 
83:18 in HEBREW PARALLEL! Psalm 91:1-16. // A PURE LANGUAGE *HEBREW! // ALTERED 
FOR - GOOD *ENGENDERED! /// ARMAGEDDON - GLOBAL WAR *"TARGET EARTH"! Rev 
11:18, 19:11-21 DANIEL 2:44 Rev 11:15** 1COR 15:20-28** // FOOLS - SEEK - DEATH * 
GATEWAY TO - YAHWEH* THE MEDIATOR CHRIST JESUS MUST BE "INVOLVED IN ", THE 
PRAYER & CONFESSION! Matt 7:13, 1Tim 2:5, "I AM The WAY & The TRUTH & The LIFE "! John 
14:6* /// GATEWAY to YAHWEH *PRAYER & CONFESSION, "HEART TO 

HEART"! http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

- The Man Vladimir Putin Fears Most - Alexei 
Navalny, the rising star of Russia's opposition, on 
his political strategy and why the latest czar is 
'trapped' by power. http://navalny-en.livejournal.com/ The 
Man Vladimir Putin Fears 
Mosthttp://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424
052970203986604577257321601811092 /// http://w
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ww.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/27/alexei-navalny-sochi-
olympics_n_4670442.html // http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tag/alexei-
navalny /// Alexei Navalny - Putin's Top Critic Takes On The Sochi Olympics -
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tag/alexei-navalny// Prominent Putin Critic 
Served With New Theft Charges -
 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/29/alexei-navalny-theft-
charges_n_4174269.html // Moscow Opposition Candidate Contests Election 
Results - http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/12/alexei-navalny-contests-
election-
results_n_3913226.html / http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/09/moscow-
mayoral-race-navalny-supporters_n_3895405.html /Pussy Riot Member 
Sounds Off On Russian Olympic Boycott -
 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tag/alexei-
navalny // http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/09/moscow-mayoral-race-
sergei-sobyanin_n_3891484.html 

 
 

Philip Seymour Hoffman Dead: Actor Dies At 46 In New York Apartment -
 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/02/philip-seymour-hoffman-dead-
dies_n_4713623.html?ref=topbar 

Philip Seymour Hoffman = 289 - 
*DIVINE EXTRAPOLATION  * "THE 
NAEQ, A TOOL of DIVINE EXTRAPOLATION"! 
Refer to # 467 for INSIGHTTT // ONWARD TO -- 

THE TRIPLE SIX 666 * REFER TO # 666 "HE 
WILL BRING TO NOTHING " ! (THE 

REAL POSITIVE ASPECT of # 666) 
//BIG+BEAUTIFUL+BLESSED * // CROWNED and 
ENTHRONED KING *JESUS THE CHRIST! "KING OF 
KINGS & LORD OF LORDS"! Rev 19:16 ISA 9:6 Luke 
2:10,11 // DIVINE EXTRAPOLATION^ * "THE MYSTICAL 
WORD of THE MYSTI CAL WHITE CROW, WHITE 
BRILLIANCE @ YOUR CIRVUS"! (CORVUS COR ONE 
111, CARRION - DRINK OF - THE SWEET WINE 

*SYMBOLICAL! //  HIS POWER - HAS COME - 
UNTO -ME MANNA or MAN NAW -- ITS UP -- TO 
YOU * "MAN NAW" ( AS IN: CHEWED ON) Refer to # 51 
"MANNA" # 54 "MAN NAW" # 187 "MANNA verses MAN 
NAW' and # 155 "MYSTICAL MANNA" for INSIGHT / 
MUST TEACH - CAN YOU HEAR ME * // ONWARD TO -

 THE TRIPLE SIX *READ # 666 IT DOES 
"NOT ONLY APPLY TO THE ANTICHRIST"! // PAGANS PLAY 
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WITH - A SMOKING GUN * REVELATION FOUR ONE ONE *READ IT! READ IT! 
READ IT! THE BIRTH OF THE SON OF GOD* *WAS NOT DEC 25th. THIS DATE IS OF "PAGAN" 
ORIGIN! THE SHEPHERDS WERE TENDING THEIR FLOCKS OUT IN THE FIELDS AT THE TIME 
OF CHRISTS BIRTH. (INDICATING IT WAS NOT WINTER BUT MORE LIKE LATE SEPTEMBER- 

EARLY OCTOBER). THE HOUR FOR THE WORLD HAS COME *"THE ROOTING OUT 
OF THE WEEDS"! THE MYSTICAL CROW  - WOC - THEM *WOKE THEM! 
"WOC" WOKE THEM "WOC" WOKE THEM "WOC" WOKE THEM! THE GREAT DECEPTION 
CHECKMATE / WE ARE IN THE WORLDS - FINAL HOUR *41.6666 YEARS! A THOUSAND 
YEARS IS AS A DAY TO GOD (YAHWEH)! 2Peter 3:8 DO THE MATH! // WORKING WITH -- THE 
CIPHER * THE MYSTI CAL CROW IS! (THE PROPHET)! Refer to #444 323 #466 #776 #826 #716 
#1181 #1776 #1076 for 

INSIGHTTT http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

ZIONIST MURDERER David Bar Katz?? DID he KILL Phili p Seymour 
Hoffman http://www.broadwayworld.com/article/Photo-Coverage-
ATMOSPHERE-OF-MEMORY-
Celebrates-Opening-Night-20111031 

ARROGANT ASSHOLE DAVID BAR 
KATZ - I sense this DEVIL KILLED a 
very GOOD 
MAN http://www.filmmagic.com/photos/Playwright-
David-Bar-Katz-and-Adam-Schlesinger-attend-The-
Atmosphere/130980897 

DAVID BAR KATZ = 121  *THE 
NARROW WAY *THE CHRISTIAN 
PATH, COMMONLY CALLED "THE 
WAY" #72 // A POTENT * " OF A 
HERALDIC CROSS with FLAT BARS, LIKE the TOP OF A CRUTCH, 
ACROSS the ENDS of THE ARMS. ( T ) # 2 HAVING or EXERTING 
GREAT FORCE , AUTHORITY OR INFLUENCE, POWERFUL & 
PERSUASIVE IN INFLUENCING THOUGH and OPINION. (THE 
CRUCIFIXION of JESUS the CHRIST for THE SINS of MANKING, ON 
THE CROSS ( T )"! John 3:16 // ACTIVATE * ALICE -- AT LAST "ALICE" 

= 64 SEALED HEIR! ONE OF THE 
144,000 "BRIDE OF CHRIST"! REJOICE* 
*ON YAHWEHS -- LIBERTY 
MOUNTAIN! / WATCHTOWERS*^ *THE 
NARROW WAY! THE NARROW WAY! 
THE NARROW WAY! // SUDDEN 
SWOOP* *ARMAGEDDDON! Rev 11:18, 
19:11-21 Daniel 2:44 Malachi 4:1-3 Rev 
11:15* 1Cor15:20-27** // i TREASURE* 
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*THE POSITIVE ASPECT of NUMBER 121 // TRUE ARYAN 118 ^ 
SUNWISE UPRIGHT ^ THE GOLDEN RACE ^ THE HIGHER MAN // 
BABALON shall BURN with the ZIONIST FEDERAL RESERVE- FINALLY 
for LIBERTY /PECKING > > > * "THELEMIC LAW OUT, OUT, OUT< is 
THE MYSTI CAL WHITE CROW > > WHITE BRILLIANCE, CORVUS 
COR ONE 111, CARRION. Refer to # 162 "I FLAP MY 
WINGS"!/ http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

MANIFEST your REALITY in REAL TIME 
SUNSHINE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7OEGbdoxZz4&list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtYjU0ch

z5lbCLWGg9M8Jntz&index=1 

VORPAL SWORD BELONGS TO ONLY THE SELECT 144,000 
"BRIDE OF CHRIST" ! // TORAH TORAH TORAH **** // VAV IS - 
THE STAR * "VAV" IS THE SIXTH LETTER OF THE HEBREW 
ALPHABET & REPRESENTS THE ONLY BEGOTTEN SON IN 
THE TETRAGRAMMATON"! (IHVH -YHVH- YHWH)  

Let's Unite To End The 
Fed http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Em9vxmOeCg&list=PLKMRZ_RVq

ZtYjU0chz5lbCLWGg9M8Jntz&index=1 
Michael Jackson - Black Or 

White http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2AitTPI5U0&list=PLF920E8EC4F
915536 

 

Quakers (or Friends, as they refer to themselves) are 
members of a family of religious movements collectively 

known as the Religious Society of Friends. 
The central unifying doctrine of these 
movements is the priesthood of all believers, 
a doctrine derived from a verse in the New 
Testament, 1 Peter 2:9. Most (but not all) 
Friends view themselves as members of a 
Christian denomination. They include those with evangelical, 

holiness, liberal, and traditional conservative Quaker understandings of 
Christianity. https://www.facebook.com/pages/Quaker/108601719171146?nr# 
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Platon Leonidovich Lebedev (Russian:; born 29 November 1956) is a former 
CEO of Group Menatep, due to be released from Russian prison on 24th 
January 2014, and is best known as a close ass<iframe width="560" 
height="315" 
src="//www.youtube.com/embed/videoseries?list=PLs7xXNY1c1Y7TS4h10g0
sxC0kqpsj3Iwv" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>ociate of Mikhail 
Khodorkovsky. https://www.facebook.com/pages/Platon-Lebedev/133754409998399?nr# 

Nabeel Ahmed Abdulrasool Rajab (Arabic: born on 1 September 1964) is a 
Bahraini human rights activist and opposition leader. He is president of the 
Bahrain Centre for Human Rights (BCHR). He is also a prominent international 
human rights activist. He is a member of the Advisory Committee of Human 
Rights Watch's Middle East Division, Deputy Secretary General for the 
International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH), former chairman of 
CARAM Asia, member of the Advisory Board of the Bahrain Rehabilitation 
and Anti-Violence Organization (BRAVO), and president of Gulf Center for 
Human Rights (GCHR). https://www.facebook.com/pages/Nabeel-Rajab/204020436308530?nr# 

Cherish SERENITY 555 

 
 

Magnitude 5.7 mb - Depth 15 km - UTC Time 03:09:24 February 3rd, 2014 
UTC - Location Northwestern Balkan Region, Western Mediterranean 
Area http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ 

 

Tommy Usuryfree Kennedy and John KING of the PAUPERS TURMEL  

SATURNDAY 02 01 2014 SPARE me the 
CROCODILE PEDOPHILE NAZI 
TEARS - HARPER attends 
ARSON MEMORIAL  while JOE 
OLIVER PUSHES DIRTY 
BLACK GOLD and ILLEGAL 

ISRAEL - haarperburnsgranny -
 http://cyberclass.net/haarperburnsgranny.htm 

MEDIA NEWS OWNED  by 
the MURDERERS who FILM 
their OWN 
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CRIMES  to HUMANITY and FUND your GOVERNMENT alS 
to MANAGE GOYIM SHEEPLE MEAT 
(YOU) 

-What time did the 52 UNIT SENIORS HOME 
BURN to the GROUND in L'ISLE VERTE 
QUEBECon 01 23 2014 - 1/5/7 =13? ( GREEN 
MAN RITUAL MURDER ) 'It just breaks the 
heart of everybody': Harper mourns L'Isle-Verte 
victims http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/it-just-
breaks-the-heart-of-everybody-harper-mourns-l-
isle-verte-victims-1.1665984 

JOE OLIVER  - NAZI NWO 
INTERESTS in ILLEGAL STATE of ISRAEL  and KEYSTONE BLACK 

SUN PIPE LINE to STUPIDITY  

Harper's approach - What is emerging is a consensus among pipeline 
supporters and detractors alike that the Harper government's take-no-prisoners 
approach to promoting energy extraction has built a cage of its own. 
McLaughlin is among those who note that Canada hasn't provided Obama 
much of an incentive, let alone political cover, to 
act. http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/keystone-xl-supporters-detractors-clash-
over-u-s-pipeline-report-
1.2519704 /// https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150764238605180
&set=a.469899480179.279723.707035179 

ROD FORDs Jail attack lawsuit - Still, a ticket for jaywalking would seem to 
be the least of Ford's troubles. Earlier this week an ex-boyfriend of Ford's sister 

filed a lawsuit claiming the mayor conspired to 
have him attacked in jail to prevent his illicit 
behaviours from becoming publicly 
known. http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/rob-ford-
reportedly-ticketed-for-jaywalking-in-b-c-
1.2519676 

5th Column, Fifth Switzerland, Siener v Rensburg, Boer Wars, Swiss 
Mercenaries, VOC & Nelson Mandela - Published on Jan 28, 2014 - 
SWITZERLAND HAS A 500 YEARS MERCENARY TRADITION AND 
THEIR OCTOGON 5TH COLUMN OF THE NAZI 
TEMPLARS IS VERY REAL; WE FIND 
OURSELVES IN THE YEAR 81 OF THE 
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THOUSAND YEAR REICH, WHICH IS THE SAME AS THE NEW 
WORLD 
ORDER https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vd8zNKAkAQ&list=UUz84cLA1kFgUwbiFm3J4fvQ&i
ndex=1 

 
Murder and assault on White (Boer) people. (Gruesome) (193 photos) -
 https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.116299738396580.16515.116298
045063416&type=1 /// http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Farm-
murderers-leave-chilling-note-20101203  
 

Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars of Octogon 

 

- FREE US from the NAZI SWISS BANK 
BARNYARD BEASTS of the ABYSS, 
DARK  SIDE of theMOON / MARS - 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/197438050/Laura-Bradshaw-
Mahon-Eisenhower-Nwo-Banksters 

Anything more than a single story in height 
can be assumed to crash down and trap 

those beneath. Bridges will drop, roadways heave, dams and water 
reservoirs break, and gas and water mains snap and spew their contents. 
Fires break out, rescue vehicles cannot move about, and whether this is for 
a magnitude 5-7 or a magnitude 8-9, the effects are the same. Cities are not 
safe 
locations!http://zetatalk.com/info/tinfo24
2.htm 

 

Harper heckled as PM warns of ‘new 
strain’ of anti-Semitism in historic Israeli 
parliament speech -
 http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/01/20
/stephen-harper-heckled-during-historic-
speech-to-israeli-legislature/ -
 YIPPEEEEEEEEEEEE 
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Stephen Harper and the Disastrous Decline of the Harper Regime -
 http://montrealsimon.blogspot.ca/2013_12_01_archive.html / / A1 Leads: 
‘Left-wing kooks’, ombudsman’s overstatement, Pedophile to be 
freed http://blogs.canoe.ca/davidakin/main-page/a1-leads-left-wing-kooks-
ombudsmans-overstatement-pedophile-to-be-
freed/ //http://montrealsimon.blogspot.ca/2013_12_01_archive.html 

Stephen Harper has a soft spot for Pedophiles -
 http://keswickpinhead.deviantart.com/journal/Stephen-Harper-has-a-soft-spot-
for-Pedophiles-260044443 

THE OCCULT TRUTH ABOUT EMOTIONS  -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e79moBeC7xs 

Revelation 17:16 - And the ten horns 
which thou sawest upon the beast, 
these shall hate the whore, and shall 
make her desolate and naked, and 
shall eat her flesh, and burn her with 
fire.  

 

Weather Warfare: Beware the US Military’s 
Experiments with Climatic Warfare!  
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This is real people. The U S is 
planning to destroy a large region of 
the World with HAARP.  It will appear to be 
aComet perhaps. Many believe it will 
be Region 3. It is now almost certainly 
verified that it was the U S Haarp that 
caused the destruction of 
Japan by tsunami. They will strike again 
soon. What is causing the worst weather in 
centuries. Haarp. What is the reason animals 
birds and fish are seen lying dead, all over 

the world. Haarp. Why are the waters turning red. Haarp. Why did 
the towers fall on 911, why did Japan have it's reactors collapse and 
the nuclear waste leak into our 
ocean. Haarp. Why isn't the 
government helping to fix it 
instead of just waiting until the 
environment is gone. Is 
it because they are causing it all 
on purpose. Are they literally 

trying to kill us? 
yes. And this is 
why Obama care was put into place. It will deny health care to the older ones 
and less fortunate, they will just die off. Maybe even destroy the healthcare 
system altogether. Please watch this video and share with someone.Published 
on Jan 17, 2014 Thanks U S Haarp about to 
DESTROY Millions - It May appear to be 
a COMET -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PToCOw
vacq8 

  

YOU HAVE a LOT to HIDE - LAURA 
EISENHOOR- TRAITOR to the HUMAN 
RACE and MOTHER EARTH - BURN 
BITCH  eisenhoor666 -
 http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoor666.htm 
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SERENITY GLOBAL is COMING from TORONTO... BOTTOMS U P as 
PLANNED - BOB MARLEY STYLE http://7thfire.biz/danceyourpants.htm 

- 1000 pts GLOBAL COOP - penny stocks for 1000 COOPS - EACH 
MEMBER - http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

YESTERDAYS WHITE MAN is BLUE - YESTERDAYS RED MAN is 
WHITE - MAMMON MAGGOT MEDIA BOUGHT OUT SOLD OUT 
WHORES for BABALON... BE GONE  - I AM ASHAMED of you  -

http://cyberclass.net/IAMASHAMEDofy
ou.pdf /// -
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horocho
wski/posts/10153780840660556 ////http://
www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAM
NOTES/TRINITY%20%20MARA%20%20ZOMBIE/ /

//http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HE
RSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/CROWLE
Y/ /// 

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO Death 
Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) -

 GALACTIC FEDERATION of LIGHT  - people taken to a planet and 
starved to death and tortured... have to eat human flesh to survive. YESHUA 
wants the disobedient to wake up from their slumber. ALIENS  are not 
your BROTHERS http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-death-
hotels-black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

DNA CHANGING 
EVENTS http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=C41YnV6U7xA//http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3Lbv8i8nQoI 

Top 10 Likeliest Future “Mega 
Disasters” - http://terrific-

top10.com/tag/west-coast-tsunami/ 

Mega Tsunami could wipe out East Coast of 
the United States http://www.interestingeverything.com/2011/12/09/mega-
tsunami-could-wipe-out-east-coast-of-the-united-states/ 

Tsunami and East Coast Destruction -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101537074050
10556.1073741845.537275555&type=1 // / https://www.google.ca/search?q=harper+puppet
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&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=Fm_dUpqiOcjqqAHjxoHIBw&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&b
ih=601 /// http://britishcolumbiachemtrailalert.wordpress.com/2011/03/10/why-is-stephen-harper-still-so-
popular-by-jack-etkin/ /// http://www.sott.net/article/227547-Psychopathology-in-Canadian-Politics-
Stephen-Harpers-Ruthless-Drive-for-Power /// http://www.sott.net/article/260786-Are-people-losing-faith-
in-the-world-banking-system /// 

 

FREE US FROM the REPTILIAN SHAPE SHIFTING BEASTS from the 
ABYSS freeamianow555 -http://cyberclass.net/freeamianow555.htm 

You worship the Black Time Cube of 
Saturn = Satan in Latin = Little Zeus = Jesus in 
Latin. The NWO is the Internet that tracks your every 
keystroke & location you go to physically & 
emotionally. Spying on you through your black cube 
smart phones, computer devices, electronics, 
appliances & even your clothing now. Nike = ring of 
saturn satan in latin= little Zeus = Jesus = the black 
hole sun= black cube. Everyone takes their energy 
from the one true sun & gives it to the black hole sun 
24/7 via the "cubes 

your biofield energy flows through". 
You're doing it right now. You're a soul 
w/a body not a body w/a soul. this is not 
your first carbon 666 meat pack or last & 
you're in the afterlife right now. Nobody 
needs to save you. Its that you need to unite 
peacefully out of worship of each other & 
a common cause of survival. "You do not 
fight for freedom you unite for it". I 
worship you. I actually spilled my blood on it & published video of it to my 
chan. Turns out to be the way out of the matrix prison you are held captive 
in. Nobody can escape earth. You must rise like cream above the nets cast 
around earth = raising your frequency above the nets ability to capture you. 
You can chose to spill your 
blood (pin prick a finger & 
spiral tiny bit of blood reverse 
of the swastika, reverse of the 
clouds at N pole of Saturn). 

"Spiral your blood Clockwise 
over your intent to worship 
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all & exclude none". "That You intend on Saving the universe out of your 
worship of those inside & out of it by becoming & teaching everyone how to 
become a super human inter dimensional being through sun gazing" (see 
HRM protocol ). I am informing you (not asking you) as a sun gazer "you 
become super human inter dimensional" & able to free up the cosmic destiny 
from the black cube. Everyone is cube to cube worship & fails to worship 
each other at very least- thats in addition to your black cube worship. You do 
not plan on throwing away your black cubes of satan seen in all religions. 
Mecca = kabala black cube & a Jesus cross = 2-D unfolded black cube & 
Jewish men placeblack cube on arm & head. Every game & toy your kids 
touch is lego cubes, Mario cubes, Minecraft cubes, all gaming cubes, Cartoon 
net & every other station boasts the cubes +symbols of Saturn = satan cubes, 
ring & eye. You & Everyone you know uses the Internet = NWO that tracks 
you & makes you slave to satan absolutely; your biofield energy goes to the 

black hole sun 24/7. You speak black 
Magik spells over use of telepathy. 
You know its black Magik - simply 
reversing the speech of anyone auto-
exposes lies/truth. Truth is built directly 
into your black magick speech -just 
reverse speech to expose lies. See the 
published vids of your president saying 
"yes we can" = "thank you satan". So if 
you are going to worship satan or your 
god = dog in reverse then you should be 

intent on worshiping everyone else also. Dog points to the Dog Star 
Sirius the location our slave masters hale from. Spill your blood over your 
Intent & publish video of it to the NWO =internet -Your youtube chan. You 
don't fight for freedom you simply unite out 
of worship of each other & a common cause 
of survival. You breath Satans chem trail air 
with smart dust nano particulates; You 
drink Satans fluoridated bottled water-
bathe in it. You're indoctrinated 
/Satan educated. You're fed all in reverse of 
truth by satan. You eat Satans poison foods 
& all of it poison. You should be a sun gazer 
non vampire. You chose Vampire virus over 
sun gazing to non eating super human(see 
HRM protocol) You're a black Magick Witch casting black Magick spells over 
use of telepathy. Reduced your brain to 10% capacity. You have god / Dog 
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virus placing the power of creation outside of you. Gold fever virus. Time 
space virus. Time and space do not exist. Relativity is a fraud look it 
up. You're satan 
vaccinated. http://www.youtube.com/user/SuperLuminous1/videos // 

How to do Sungazing : HRM Method of Sun Gazing - Protocol and 
Tips http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-
SDwGODRnc /// http://sungazing.com/index.php?p=1_5_How-to-Sungaze 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=20kcK6U7Iuc&list=PLAEWXcfwOPWUUkh3cxme1ADdAERRTQiQ
J&index=1 /// Secret Service Agent Outs Obama as Radical “GOVERNMENT” Jihadist; Not 
Muslim -http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2014/01/secret-service-agent-outs-obama-as-radical-
government-jihadist-not-muslim-2881416.html ///http://conmedisys.com/reptilian_1.html // Must See Proof 
of Reptilian Shape Shifters http://alien-ufo-
research.com/researchdiscussion/viewtopic.php?t
=3125 /// BUSH THE REPTILIAN 
SHAPESHIFTER!http://www.magickriver.org/2
008/07/bush-reptilian-shapeshifter.html // 
Shapeshifting (teeth 
morphing) http://www.whale.to/c/shapeshifting_
teeth.html /// Nephilim Bloodlines Revealed? 
Draconian/Merovingian Dragon 
Bloodlines http://letsrollforums.com/nephilim-
demonic-bloodlines-reptilian-
t19787p13.html?s=84fb289ecc416d861692f638b
e7ba545&amp; //http://palaeos.com/vertebrates/amniota/reptiles.html /// http://wantsun.blogspot.ca/2011/0
7/demonic-reptilian-humanoids.html /// http://www.alienufotruth.com/reptilian-on-wright-stuff-in-the-
uk////http://finalequinox.com/viewtopic.php?f=3&t=6376&sid=ce39acec9101184edd6cdf22eab2abcb /// 
Bill Clinton, Pope, Bush, Kerry 
Shapeshifter/Cloneshttp://www.thebeatlesneverexisted.com/ctrn/viewtopic.php?p=220 /// Body morphing 
(Glitch in the 
Matrix) http://www.whale.to/b/shapeshifting_i.html /// http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t
=104433 // Antichrist Dajjal will be a Reptilian Shapeshifter -
 http://unpluggedmatrix.blogspot.ca/2010/04/antichrist-dajjal-will-be-reptilian.html /// Pope Francis Meets 
With President Of European Commission Over 
Economyhttps://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums /// http://conmedisys.com/nazi_13.html 
/// Jews in Nazi Germany who collaborated and helped Hitler and his Nazi party carry out thier hellish 
designs.http://conmedisys.com/play/kX1hvGT-Oj0/Nazi_Collaborators_German_Jews.html // America 

Embraces Nazi Ideology - Documentary Video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbD6O-JO-SE /// Lost 
Tapes- Reptilianhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WTal3Wyahg // 

  

 

BYE BYE BANKERS  - http://cyberclass.net/nsaswissbankbitches666.htm 
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World’s military and intelligence 
community has finally figured 
out that“Islamic fundamentalist 
terror ” is run by Zionists and not 
Muslims. The crypto-Jewish Saudi 
regime is also now under severe attack 
for its role in financing mayhem and 
murder. All male descendants of 
the Original Saudi King  will 
be targeted for assassination if they do not cease and desist immediately, 
according to several different secret societies, including the Green dragon. In 

any case, Zionist attempts to start World War 3 are failing 
on all fronts. Zionists are no longer supported by the vast majority of 
Europeans and Americans, including the Jews. Instead people are waking up to 

their plans to create a one 
world “New World Order” 
totalitarian dictatorship. For 
example, a recent poll shows 
that the majority of French, 
Germans, Brits, Italians and 
Spanish do not trust the EU or 
should I say the 

EUSSR. http://www.frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/vast-majority-of-brits-germans-and-french-
no-longer-trust-the-eu/ 

- clear attempts to terrorize the American people into accepting totalitarian rule 
are failing. A recent opinion poll carried out after the Boston fake bombing 
psy-ops show that instead of increasing American’s willingness to “give up 
freedom for security” it did the 
opposite. http://www.wnd.com/2013/04/americans-fear-government-more-
than-terror/ 

- Zionists are beginning to lose control of their magic money printing 
machines known as the Federal Reserve Board and the European Central 

Bank. The various bombs going off around the 
world are (Czechoslovakia, Iraq, Syria etc.) are 
best seen as the death throes of the dying 
Zionist terror machine and are part of a failing 
campaign to maintain control through fear. It 
is they who should be afraid because they are 
going down and going down hard. It is time to 
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end the financial war and cut off Zionist terrorist financing. The people of 
the world want peace. http://www.truthcontrol.com/forum/benjamin-fulford-desperate-sabbatean-
mafia-tries-bribe-putin-offers-world-power-
gnostic /// http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=479 // http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=432 /// http://www.dail
ymail.co.uk/news/article-1253509/Vladimir-Putin-blasts-Russias-richest-men-failing-invest-
country.html /// http://formerwhitehat.wordpress.com/category/rothschild-
banking/page/3/ ////http://www.spiegel.de/politik/ausland/berlusconi-und-putin-macho-freunde-
beunruhigen-washington-a-728608.html /// http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=205 /// 

 
Vladimir Putin, Freemason - The world’s Intelligence agencies are infiltrated 
and controlled by “Royal Arch” Freemasons who owe their loyalty not to the 
State but to Illuminati (Masonic) bankers, posing as the “Crown” or 
“Monarchy.” Most agents are tortured, i.e. trauma brainwashed and mind 

controlled using trigger words from texts like 
“Alice in Wonderland.” MI-5 Chief Manningham-
Buller told recruits they serve “the ‘real’ 
communism, …the ‘Guardianship’ by those who 
were ‘born to rule’. They were the self-elected 
custodians of British society who could decide what 
was in their people’s best interests.” “This 
tarantula-like Masonic 

organization …has been strangling the world since the last 
days of the British Empire. Those within British Intelligence 
who were not Royal Arch Freemasons, had no real idea of 
what was going on at all. If they did manage to catch a 
‘Russian spy’ within their midst, it was because the Royal 
Arch Freemasons had deemed this person expendable and 
had then fed him or her to the fishes. Think Burgess, 
Maclean etc and you will get the picture. [Anthony] Blunt 
escaped such censorship and hounding. He was a ‘master’ of 
Royal Arch Freemasonry.” + 

”Vladimir Putin has a long 
history as a Royal Arch 
Freemason. He is “a puppet – 
always has been. You only have 
to look into his vacuous eyes to 
see that. – how much ECT does 
it take to run a Puppet-President? 
Quite a bit, I would imagine.” 
He also was a cross dresser & 
boy toy to current MI-6 Director 
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John Scarlett.” +”Putin was chosen as a DNA sperm donor within this Royal 
‘zygote’ project and had then been ordered by the Masonic body to copulate 
with various British female agents, whilst in Berlin. The zygotes were then 
‘collected’ and the young woman involved, was subsequently murdered. 
Stephen Daldry [the film Director] had organized various victims to be sent to 
Berlin for exactly this purpose. He has also boasted of listening to them 
(bugged rooms) being murdered, during this period. Cameras were also placed 
in the TV sets for the Royal Arch Freemasons to view afterward – in essence, 
‘snuff movies’. By 1993, the Royal Arch Freemasons had no further use for Mr 
Putin in terms of information or DNA and therefore, he was expendable – 
Royal Arch Freemason or not.” +”Putin’s mother was Jewish but converted to 
Russian Orthodoxy. In Poland, he decided to go back to his roots and because 
his mother was Jewish he didn’t have to go through a full conversion. There is 
some difference among the posters about whether Putin broke from the 
Illuminati and deprogrammed himself when he was betrayed by MI-
6. http://montalvoreport.com/content/vladimir-putin-freemason 

Russia’s President Vladimir Putin has spoken at length with RT about the 
world’s burning issues, including war-torn Syria, Iran, US surveillance and 
terrorism. He exclusively answered questions from RT journalists while paying 
a visit to the 
channel. http://img.rt.com/files/news/1f/64/10/00/putin.mp4?event=download 

 

8 INFINITY -
 http://jrgenius.ca/holywoo

d777.htm 

MADONNA 
as POPE- 
BYE BYE 
VATICAN 

VAMPIRES  

Kinakwii – A Confederacy of Nations - School of 
Natural Healing kinakwii.org http://kinakwii.org/school/ 
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HOME  http://kinakwii.org/ - nothing like a GOOD 
CONFESSION on TV  for THERAPEE--- we all need a 13 STEP 
MEETING of the HEARTS.  

Banks don’t lend money http://www.ubuntuparty.org.za/ -
 (BLACKBERRY stocks should be a GOOD BUY... can't find us on a 
BLACK BERRY -that is why they HATE the STOCK SO 
MUCH)https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/101537981329455
56 

https://www.google.ca/search?q=madonna+and+child&source=lnms&tbm=isc
h&sa=X&ei=K5zeUtuzBqS6yAGu7oGYCg&sqi=2&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&b

iw=1366&bih=601 

Exposing666 - Jan 2014  

 

ALL GOVERNMENTS are ILLEGAL- HAVE a NICE 
DAY = serenitysaves555 - http://cyberclass.net/serenitysaves555.htm 

SUNday 02 02 2014 - 2/2/7 = 11 = "THE BLESSINGS of 
GODSKINGDOM ON EARTH ARE NUMEROUS 
and ETERNAL: LOVE, JOY, PEACE, HEALTH, 
VITALITY, ABUNDANT FOOD, CLOTHING, 
SHELTER, EDUCATION, UNION with 
RESURRECTED LOVED ONES, ETERNAL 
YOUTH, BEAUTY, NO WAR, NO DEATH, NO 
DISEASE, NO MURDER, NO LIAR, NO THIEF, 
ONE TRUTH IN HARMONY 
ETERNALLY! thoreagleturtletime -

 http://jrgenius.ca/thoreagleturtletime.htm 

Yeshua Ha-Mashiach = 144 -
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.ph
p?system=naeq /// THE GROOM IS , "JESUS 
THE CHRIST"! THIS NUMBER REFLECTS 
"DIVINE TRUTH" AS IT TRULY IS IN 
FACT! //**** KING OF KINGS  *Rev 19:16 
& LORD OF LORDS! // * H0LY // 
ALTRUISTIC Concerned With TRUE 
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GOODWILL!  // ALTRUISTIC* *UNSELFISH REGARD FOR OR 
DEVOTION TO - THE WELLFARE OF OTHERS ! JESUS THE CHRIST, 
THE PRIME EXAMPLE! // AS FOR -- ALL THE LIARS * (THE 
CHRONIC DECEPTIVE MANIPULATORS) "........but as for 
the COWARDS and THOSE WITHOUT FAITH  and THOSE, WHO ARE 
DISGUSTING IN THEIR FILTH, and 
MURDERS ( sacrifice cattle. little and big, after a 

child. Liber Al Vel Legis 3:12) 
and FORNICATORS (DO AS 
THOU WILT, UNDER THE 
STARS) and THOSE 
PRACTICING 
SPIRITISM  and IDOLATERS ( 
YAHWEH IS GOD of GODS & 
LORD of LORDS Deut 10:17) 
"ALL THE LIARS", THEIR 
PORTION WILL BE IN THE 
LAKE THAT BURNS WITH 

FIRE and SULPHUR. THIS MEANS THE SECOND DEATH" ! (CUT 
OFF, ANNIHILATED, COMPLETELY DESTROYED ) 
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Psalm 37:9-11, 18-20, 34, 38. "THE HELLFIRE DOCTRINE, THAT 
TEACHES ONE IS AWARE and IN A FIRERY PLACE OF TORMENT  ---
 144 MARRIAGE OF "THE LAMB"! /// CROWSKI --- CRYSTAL  * 
"SYMBOLICAL, REFER TO # 72, // DEAL WITH THIS *2Thess 1:6-9 // *IF 
YOU CONTINUE TO SERVE PAGANISM, YOU WILL HAVE "HAD 
IT" AT ARMAGEDDON ! DEATH IS THE 
ENEMY! GET IT!  1COR 15:26. "HAD IT & 
KNEW IT (KNU IT). // HEAR THE ECHO 
*HAD IT O & KNEW IT // I AM - THE - ONE 
* IN THE FLESH * KING of KINGS^ * 
"THE ONE & ONLY, JESUS THE CHRIST 
of YAHWEH, ALMIGHTY GOD"! Rev 
19:11-21 // OPEN PORTAL**** *BEWARE 
THE "SECOND COMING OF 
CHRIST"! 2THESS 1:6-9 2 THESS 1:6-9 

2THESS 1:6-9 2 THESS 1:6-9 2THESS 
1:6-9 BEWARE! BEWARE! 
// REMAINING *BE LEFT OVER IN 
"THE EARTH", "REJOICE" !! Matt 5:5 
/// SWEET - GRACE *#144 # "! Rev 14:1 
20:4 // THE KINGDOM**** 
*HEAVENLY JERUSALEM! / // THE 
KINGDOM^ * "EXTENDS ALSO TO 
EARTH  and TRANSFORMS IT BACK, 
INTO PARADISE with MANKIND 
PERFECTED"! Refer to THE VORPAL 

SWORD BELONGS TO ONLY THE SELECT 144,000 "BRIDE OF 
CHRIST" ! // TORAH TORAH TORAH **** // VAV IS - THE STAR * 
"VAV" IS THE SIXTH LETTER OF THE HEBREW ALPHABET & 
REPRESENTS THE ONLY BEGOTTEN SON IN THE 
, TETRAGRAMMATON"! (IHVH -YHVH- YHWH ) Venusian Crow 
* WHITE WATER FEMININE -
 http://loveforhispeople.blogspot.ca/2013/06/lion-of-judah-beautiful-collection-
of.html /// http://www.messianic-torah-truth-seeker.org/Fundamental/Ha-
Moshiach/hamashiach.html /// http://www.beythel.net/the_end_times.htm /// htt
p://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2013/05/the-enemy-spreads-three-types-of-
nets-over-the-world-2448612.html /// http://endtimeprophecy2012-
2013.blogspot.ca/2013/09/expression-of-gratitude.html 

Interview with an Ex-Vampire 
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Fire (Anger) Magick to burn away the Illusions of Power Illuminati are child 
molesters https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feA-3Q3NORA 

HOW to PROTECT YOURSELF and KICK ASTRAL ASS! ! 40 - LBRP 
part 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxQfCbl6oTA /// 41 - LBRP part 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7az6m31aM9o /// https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=xBP8v-3RM0A /// http://www.eso-
garden.com/specials/modern_magick.pdf // http://dmkraig.net/  
Cultivating the Magickal 
personality https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMN6GzFNyR8 // Cultivation 
of the SOLAR personality Hercules Leo Christ energy part 
1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUTJzUFzxcE // 
Cultivation of the SOLAR personality Hercules Leo Christ energy part 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1hUpJY2-qQ///  
Christ VS Anti-Christ! Lets get it 
on! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Is_kophYgYw // A spell is 
cast https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4yqmYKcwCI 

 
SOLUNA 69 time 

 

NESARA, Marduk Ra Lucifer, Reptilian, Dracos, Nordic Blondes -
 http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAEWXcfwOPWX0i2bWTjjwc6CJQ
3YkssuY 

 

TIME for the CHILDREN 
to SHINE 

CHINESE YEAR of the HORSE - 
WHITE HORSE of APOLLO - 
What's the white horse going to 
bring this year ? WHITE - PURE 
LITE  

Russia shares land borders with the 
following countries (counter-clockwise from northwest to southeast): Norway, 
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Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Belarus, Ukraine, Georgia, 
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, China, Mongolia, and North Korea. It is also close to 
the United States and Japan across relatively small stretches of water (the 
Bering Strait and La Pérouse Strait, respectively). Russia or, also officially 
known as the Russian Federation, is a country situated in northern Eurasia. It is 
a federal semi-presidential republic, 
comprising 83 federal 
subjects. Capital: Moscow / President: 
Vladimir Putin // Population: 143.5 
million (2012) World Bank /// 
Government: Federal republic, Semi-
presidential system, Constitutional 
republic // Official language: Russian 
Language https://www.google.ca/#q=ru
ssia ///https://www.facebook.com/photo
.php?fbid=10153838271370556&set=a.145299870555.234240.537275555 

MINIMUM WAGE GLOBALLY to CHANGE to 10 pts/ hour / horus due 
to EXTREME UNFAIR MAMMON distribution and POVERTY 
CORRECTION - ALREADY CASHLESS 
and DEBT FREE -
 http://www.businessinsider.com/a-look-at-
minimum-wages-around-the-world-2013-8 

ESTHER BUNNY - LION / BEAR  -
 FAIR y TRADE  - Bible Prophecy Hidden in 
Russian Olympic Logos -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY5yZoA
KTOw 

Russian Political scientists: Relations between Russia and the Baltic states will 
only improve with a change of generations http://www.lithuaniatribune.com/13392/russian-
political-scientists-relations-between-russia-and-the-baltic-states-will-only-improve-with-a-change-of-
generations-201213392/ 

Russia is rich in natural 
resources (namely oil and gas), it has 
a young population and a huge labor 
force. Foreign currency reserves are strong 
and Russia has little public debt 
outstanding. And yet among the important 
emerging market nations of the world, 
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Russia is one of the hardest for foreign investors to navigate. The country has a 
low track record with respect to transparency and governance, and corruption is 
known to be endemic. The tax regime is still relatively murky, and provisions 
for the protection of property rights are very low. “Russia’s accession to the 
WTO cements its position in international trade and is a hallmark of a market 
economy, but there’s still lots to be done, not least honoring the rule of law, 
applying it and enforcing it,” de Korp said. How Russia will step up to the 
plate is yet to be seen, but like all nations that are part of the WTO, it must 
commit to long-lasting economic changes that go hand-in-hand with both 
legal and institutional changes, he 
added. http://www.thinkadvisor.com/2013/01/17/russias-wto-entry-spells-
opportunity-for-overseas 

Russia tends to resemble 
Canada more so than the United 
States in terms of climate. This means 
that the agricultural growing 
season tends to be short, limiting the 
types of crops that can be grown. Most 
of the land consists of vast plains: 
steppe to the south, taiga in the center; 
tundra to the north. This vast Eurasian 
plain, stretching from the Pacific Coast 
all the way into Central Europe, is 
broken only by the Ural Mountains in 

the middle--mountains that because of their low height have never really been a 
barrier to travel or invasion. There are mountain ranges along the southern 
border of Russia. Although Russia possesses a very long coastline--mostly 
along the north--it's overall 
climate is primarily "continental" 
because most of its large land 
mass is away from the moderating 
influence of the sea. The generally 
long, cold winters of the 
continental climate have affected 
where the people have settled, 
what they can grow, and what they 
can build. Since Russia is very 
large, communication has always been a problem, and something that very 
much contributed to the long process of creating a centralized state. Most rivers 
flow north and south and thus are problematic for east-west communication 
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purposes, which is the way that the country is generally oriented. Technically, 
Russia is no longer a "land-locked" country with ports on the Baltic, Arctic and 
Black Seas, but it took the country a long time, and a lot of efforts, to acquire 
those harbors. Russia is a country very much endowed with rich natural 
resources, such as coal, iron, oil, natural gas, gold, minerals. All of that helped 
to make the Soviet Union an industrial 
power. http://www.blueplanetbiomes.org/world_biomes.htm 

THOR - JUPITER - RUSSIAN- 2008 Barter Trade Coop Toronto 
http://jrgenius.ca https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152182948475
556&set=a.10152182884545556.917895.537275555 
The Strongman Archtype Samson Holder of the 
Dream p1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgWVATfzhC4 ///http://cybercl
ass.net/saulbeglie666.htm ///https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=23835
1876315120&set=a.104739059676403.12385.100004209281255&type=1 /// 

  

 

  

- SOLIDARNOSC - SERENITY 
GLOBAL http://7thfire.biz/moonrockr
oll666.htm 

WE are ONE HUMAN FAMILY  - 
there is no hierarchy - (The marriage 
of Adam and Eve) -
 http://www.sacred-
texts.com/isl/pro/adam13.htm // 

The Sun and the Rosette - The Symbolic Marriage of Adam and Eve -
http://firstlegend.info/themarriageofadamandeve.html /// http://nszzppsolidarno
sc.hpu.pl/news.php?rowstart=99 // 

Bloody foreigners. Untold Battle of Britain. (polskie 
napisy) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptijNcDanV
w 
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I GUESS YEW DID n't HEAR WHAT I 
SAID? usuryfreemebaby2
014 -
http://cyberclass.net/usuryf
reemebaby2014.htm 

RAINBOW ROUNDUP 
is DEFINITELY 
TORONTO - 

KINAKWII NATION  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/201346378/RAINBOW-ROUNDUP-is-
DEFINITELY-TORONTO-KINAKWII-NATION  

  

STAY the HELL AWAY from these SHAPE SHIFTING 
CARTOON LOONS -

 http://www.ashtarontheroad.info/index.html 

FREE ENERGY EBOOKS 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%
20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/eb

ooks/ 

HOMELAND SECURITY is COMING for 
YOU DEVILS - GET OFF INDIAN LAND - 
GET OFF THE PLANET  -
 http://7thfire.biz/moonrockroll666.htm 

"The Church is the people of God, pastors 
and people put together. The church is the 

totality of God's 
people." http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

John The Engineer, Great Canadian Gambler, TajProfessor, Anti-poverty 
engineer, Bank-fighter Extraordinaire, Robin Hood, Atlas Shrugged Not, 
Spartacus at Babylon Turmel. I want no cops in gambling, sex, or drugs or 
rock & roll, I want no usury on loans. Pay cash or Time. No 
dole. http://johnturmel.com/ 
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Turmel Champions Alternative Currency As Banking Fix -
 http://usuryfree.blogspot.ca/2013/04/turmel-champions-alternative-currency.html 

John Turmel The 'Engineer' calls Health Canada's cannabis policy 
'genocide' http://www.cannabisculture.com/articles/2392.html //http://www.cbc.ca/canada/g20streetlev
el/2010/06/sit-in-protest-at-king-and-bay.html /// 

Index of videos with decriptions at http://johnturmel.com/kotp.htm /// Turmel 
blog http://yahoogroups.com/group/turmel /// Background : How banks create 
money http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WefdeNLup3M /// Shift B Inflation 
from Turmel's Miracle Equation exposes Big Lie of 
Economics http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqlthpY94cQ /// Advanced 
bank mathhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy4DyDc3jIM ///  
Debt Money 
Good http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOJIRuEksU
Q /// How Argentina beat the 
bankers http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQqEuEO
3Xt8 /// Argentina pays off debt 2 years early; Chavez 
sees http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rePup1nVTw
 /// Abolitionist Party of Canada 
Programs http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8BxOx
t2oiQ //http://www.youtube.com/user/kingofthepauper
s/ 

  

Uploads from kingofthepaupers by kingofthepaupers 

  
 

Turmel: Pauper Party Occupy Toronto on Usury-Free Day at Conspiracy 
Culture Nov 13 

 

Uploads from chatzefratz .Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars 

 

BLU CHILDREN are HERE- THE BLU-RAY BABIES -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_9e8XHFnPs // Madonna - True 
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Blue http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P51LunEV3Sk // Culture Club - 
Karma Chameleonhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmcA9LIIXWw 

- the PEDOPHILES are afraid of the POWERFUL WOMEN - WE ARE 
GOING to CUT your PEEPERS off you SHIT BAGS  

they are AFRAID of 
HOLLYWOOD  moving 
to HOLYWOOD  and outting 
the HANDLERS  

JEWpeter is PERFECT for the JOB... look 
at all the BLASPHEMY, 
BACKSTABBING  and LIES they 
haveSPEWED for THOUSANDS of 

YEARS... 

BYE BYE- time to FRY... your SLAVES are coming for your ASSets - ALL 
SEEING EYE of ODIN . WHERE is PATCH EYES when you NEED 
HIM  Hilton Mijovick 'serenades' Ash Silva at La Maquette Restaurant with 
Monlight 
Sonata... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bY4rW3Jz- 

CREDO MUTWA  talks about the FUTURE of 
RADICAL FEMALE PRIESTESSES  ready to 
take AMOR to ROMA  - OLYMPIA 555 . Credo 
Mutwa - Visions Of The 
Futurehttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTMYwOwg
vbE 

ROBERT MORNINGSKY INTERVIEW VERY DEEP 

   

 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/192910542/2014-
UrAmerica-7thfire-biz-KINAKWII-NATION-
555 /// http://uramerica.ca/ - Made in 
cANADa! http://cyberclass.net/ 

Join us in a New Paradigm of Universal 
Oneness, Serenity and Prosperity for All. We 
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are a Network of People with Integrity and OPEN hearts, READY to 
create a BETTER WORLD for seven generations to come. Rainbow 

Angels / Children of the Feather 

ONE BIG JOB onebigjob -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/onebigj
ob.htm // http://www.lawfulbank.com/
 // Help Us Create a New Ending! - 
. http://onebigjob.com/obj/introductio
n.htm 

DANA ELIZABETH CHRISTINE 
HOROCHOWSKI - 468 Northern 
Ave E - Sault Ste Marie , Ontario , 
P6B 4J1 - 416-419-9023 (voicemail) -

 mailto: jrgenius@yahoo.com -
 http://7thfire.biz/ //http://www.scribd.com/doc/190807919/Dana-
HOROCHOWSKI-resume-Jan2014 // http://www.linkedin.com/pub/dana-
horochowski/b/837/61b // https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-
INTERnationAL-Schools/261130010582710 

 

Psychic Abuse is: 

Judging yourself or another. 
Resenting yourself or another. 
Holding love back for any reason from yourself or 
another. 
Wishing harm on yourself or another. 
Being Jealous of yourself or another. 
Gossip, Guilt Trips, 
Threats, Seduction, 
Mocking and Manipul

ation also come 
Under the Psychic Abuse Flag! 
These actions do great harm to ourselves, each 
other and the Universe. 

ROCK  of JEWpeter/ ZEUS is 
the UNIVERSAL CHURCH saulbeglie666 -
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 http://cyberclass.net/saulbeglie666.htm 

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, 
TARA ) Amor (the reverse of Roma). amor555 - http://7thfire.biz/amor555.htm 

  

 

SOLUTION  

RITE REICH - ORGONE 
BIOENERGY HEALING  -
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochow
ski/media_set?set=a.275868655896775.53
7275555&t
ype=3 

EDEN and Orgone Qi Masters -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/
media_set?set=a.275705762579731.537275555
&type=3 

Faraday Cage -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/
media_set?set=a.10153774753745556.537275555&type=3 

  

 

http://cyberclass.net/01312014.ht
m 

Justin Bieber arrives at 
Toronto police station - Police 
source says pop star to face 
charge stemming from assault 
involving Toronto limousine 
driver http://www.cbc.ca/news/c
anada/toronto/justin-bieber-
arrives-at-toronto-police-station-
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1.2515636 ///http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/01/29/justin-bieber-to-be-
booked-in-toronto-over-alleged-assault-on-limo-driver/ 

ENJOY the RIDE in 
the LONDON LIZARD  VATICANVAMPIRE  ILLEGAL MARITIME 

LAW courts of BABALON.  

GIVE them all a FEMA 
SHAKE n BAKE with 

BITCOIN BABE.  

JUPITER is waiting to unlock 
the GATES of HEAVEN north 

of HIGHWAY 7  

Julian Fantino apologizes to 
vets as Mulcair joins call for 

minister’s firing after 
‘unacceptable 

meeting’http://news.nationalpos
t.com/2014/01/28/veterans-
group-calls-julian-fantinos-

resignation-or-firing-after-tory-minister-fails-to-meet-over-closures/ 

 

BEAR HEART HELLO  

    

Shape of Thing to Come Jrgenius 2014 

  

 

  

HERSTORY 2014 
/ /Jan / Feb // Mar // Apr // May // June // July // Aug // Sept // Oct // Nov // D
ec // 2014, UrAmerica, 7thfire.biz, KINAKWII NATION, 555 by Danusia Horochowska /// 2014 pdf // 
/2014 doc // / 
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HERSTORY 2013 / Dec 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 / NOV 7// 15 // 21 // 31 // OCT 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 // 
/ SEPT 07 / 15 / 21/ 31 /// /August // July // JUNO // /// May // April / / TORONTO 

STREETNEWS/ ///usuryfreenetwork //// dana.horochowski // JrGenius-INTERnationAL-
Schools/ / // /videos/ /// AUDIO VIDEO/ ... NEW PLANet EARTH sCOOL / NATO 

VIDEO // /// pdf // doc // Problem-Reaction-Soulution-Uramerica // 

 

2012 HERSTORY //doc /// pdf// // DEC 1 // 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 // / Nov 7 / / 15 // 21/. 30 // / October 
7 // 15 // 21 // 31 // SEPTEMBER 7 / 15 / 21 // 30 /// /AUGUST // JULY / / JUNO / / MAYDAY // 

/ APRIL FOOLS // MARCH 2012 // AQUARIUS 2012 // JANUS 2012 / WAMPUM, REAL PENNIES 
ACCEPTED. / COOP TRADE BARTER /// usuryfreeusall // / 2012 MANUAL / pt 2 / CONTACT 

DANA // 416 419 9023 // HUMAN HELP //TorontoStreetNews // SERENITY-GLOBAL-Barter-Trade-
COOP- /// NEWSLETTER // LIVE STREAM // / http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius // //DEACTIVATE 

ARCHONS // Canada's Dirty Secret //FRENCH HWK // 

 

 

I WILL CRUSH YOU LIKE A GNAT  -
 ONE BIG JOB onebigjob -

 http://serenitystreetnews.com/onebigjob.htm // http://
www.lawfulbank.com/ // Help Us Create a New 

Ending! - 
.http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm // DANA 
ELIZABETH CHRISTINE HOROCHOWSKI - 468 
Northern Ave E - Sault Ste Marie , Ontario , P6B 4J1 

- 416-419-9023 (voicemail) - mailto: 
jrgenius@yahoo.com -

http://7thfire.biz/ // http://www.scribd.com/doc/190807919/Dana-
HOROCHOWSKI-resume-Jan2014 // http://www.linkedin.com/pub/dana-

horochowski/b/837/61b // https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-
INTERnationAL-Schools/261130010582710 

- As a result the People's Parliaments renamed themselves Supreme Soviets of 
the respective SSRs. Thus the process of legitimizing the occupation was 

complete.[4] Even after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Russia officially 
maintains that all three Baltic states voluntarily joined the 

Union.[8] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People's_Parliament //http://www.thegu
ardian.com/politics/2013/nov/12/join-us-create-peoples-parliament 

The FIRST step in becoming a Magician and Warrior of Humanity  is 
to overcome your deepest levels of Reptilian programming... this step is 

often the hardest, find your courage... and do it! - Undoing Reptilian 
programming ANY religion that says your unworthy comes from a forked 
tongue - 
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***READ THIS*** Bear Heart  is NO longer 
bound by ANY oaths of secrecy and will now 
present the entire process of the High Magickal 
Art of Humanity , to embrace your highest 
self, become aware of your link to divinity  and 
stand as a source of true and revealing light 
re-claiming the astral space around the earth 
as the domain of Humanity and driving off 
the Reptilian influences and stomping 
out of existence the Illuminati and shutting 

down the fear powered matrix of Illusion to keep you docile, 
afraid and unaware. The first step to that is to begin to see the Reptilian 
programming in your own life and begin to untangle yourself from the many 
thousands of snaky snares that keep you down, depressed, feeling unworthy 
and inadequate. When you feel like this, your fear and shame POWERS the 
Illusion matrix  and keeps you from feeling like you could possibly do 
anything to change it. Humans are transmittersand transceivers; we send out 
your deepest desires to the astral world and then receive it back as our 
reality . The Reptilians have used the major 
religions to teach you that you are worthless, 
unclean, flawed and weak... and guess what you 
transmit and then receive.... You build your own 
prison and personal hell... It's time to say NO to 
these tools of evil and stop giving them your 
time and devotion. If your belief system says you 
are weak, you need anoutside savior and not to 
question authority, you're worshiping a 
SNAKE and all that dogma coming at you is 
from a forked tongue! Tags: illuminati, reptilian, nwo, jesus, christ, magick, 
magic, religion, freedom, humanity, high art, anunaki, planet x, niburu, dragon 
slayer http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMuyyo6G4dc&list=PLAEWXcfwOPWUUkh3cxme1ADdAE
RRTQiQJ 

BEAR BARE FACTS 2014 

  
 

I CAN'T WAIT till BABALON BURNS  
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http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/TRINITY%20%20MARA%20%20Z

OMBIE/ /// http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/
CROWLEY/ /// 

SHILLER SHITBAGS  

 

  

FRIAday 01 31 2013 - FREE ME from OCCUPY WALLSTREET, LIZARD LONDON, VAMPIRE 
VATICAN and ALEX JONES INFO WARS nsanastyshitasshole -
 http://cyberclass.net/nsanastyshitasshole.htm 

NSA = NASTY SMELLY ASS - WHERE is the 
REST of the WHINING?? - I can't see it... he BLOCKED me ... the CRY 
BABY - https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153832247865556 

 

Mercredi 01 29 2014 - NSA = nsanastyshitasshole -

 http://cyberclass.net/nsanastyshitasshole.htm 

WHERE have all the REAL MEN 
GONE???? nsaswissbankbitches666 -
 http://cyberclass.net/nsaswissbankbitches666.htm 

 

UNIX LINUX 
LITTLE 
PENIS 

SOCIETY  

WHERE is the REST of the 
WHINING?? - I can't see it... he 
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BLOCKED me ... the CRY BABY-
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153832247865556 

WHY WOULD I TRUST a CENTRAL BANK with TRUTH ??? -
 HACKERS with LITTLE PENISES like JOHN LATRELLE in N ORA 
SWEDEN - who get caught SLANDERING my CHARACTER are 
GUILLOTINE BOUND - D https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=241776752660390 

HURRAY for HOLLYWOOD ... I see BITCOIN cleaning up these 
HANDLERS in a JIFFY  - Russia’s top financial regulator is warning citizens 
against using virtual currencies, as they could be tied to gangs into money 
laundering and terrorist financing. The Central Bank warning follows bans by 
China and Europe on “dubious” cryptocurrencies. The Russian Central Bank 
(CBR) issued a statement late Monday warning that virtual currencies, or 

“money surrogates” are 
illegal under Article 27 
of the Federal Law “On 
the Central Bank of the 
Russian Federation”. 
Bitcoin is an 
independent currency, 
not regulated by a 
government, and 
therefore “carries a 

high risk in devaluation”. Due to the anonymous nature of virtual currencies, 
the bank warns Russians, either knowingly or not, “may become involved, 
including unintentionally, in illegal activity such as the legalization 
(laundering) of criminal gains and financing terrorism,” the statement 
said. http://rt.com/business/bitcoin-warning-russia-bank-280/#_=_ 

 

VENUS PENIS and 
the VAGINAS go to FEMA 

FREE DUMB 
CLEAN UP 

CAMP 
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CUCKOO  - yippeeyahoo777 -http://jrgenius.ca/yippeeyahoo777.htm 

BYE BYE VENUS PENIS and the 
VAGINAS  

HACKERS with LITTLE PENISES like JOHN LATRELLE in N ORA 
SWEDEN - who get caught SLANDERING my CHARACTER are 

GUILLOTINE BOUND  - D 

HURRAY for HOLLYWOOD ... I see BITCOIN  cleaning up 
these HANDLERS in a JIFFY  

https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.280200488796925
&type=3 // https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=239142049590527&set
=p.239142049590527 /// https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=60069422
9977726 //https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153817803000556&s

et=a.280200488796925&type=3&theater 

   

Janie Tina Holmes - Miss dana horror story 
producer, am I the star in the next film?? SHOULD I 

CALL THE CATHOLIC BOARD WHERE MY 
CHILDREN ATTEND SCHOOL AND SHOW 

THEM THE PSYCHO YOU REALLY ARE WITH 
ALL THESE CRAZY CRAZY 

CLAIMS YOU ARE 
MAKING.. NOT GOOD FOR 

A CAREER CATHOLIC 
TEACHER TO ACT INSANE NOW NOW DEARY... 

AND, THE THOUGH OF YOUR ACCUSATIONS 
WHEN I AM IN FACT AN ACTIVIST IS BEYOND 
DISTURBING AND QUESTIONABLE ON IF YOU 
SHOULD BE ALLOWED NEAR ANY CHILDREN 
HMMMMMMMM I WONDER, ARE THERE PAST COMPLAINTS ON 

YOU.. WILL FIND OUT, AND WHEN E DO, HAVE FUN. Joaquin 
Berastegui Ausina, Maria Jose, Patricia Sheppard, Marcel Miller, Alexandre 

Nannar Bouvier, Wake UP Bulgaria, Raghu Dalal, Jean Daniel 
Valquiria Duarte Matta, Raghu Roxx, Poppy Faith Love, Sasha Chadwick, 
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Sanyam Singh Kharbanda, Matea Mystique Nyx Zelenika, Vida Cropas 
Marchildon 

Angele Dei, Ruben Vasquez, Matea Mystique Nyx Zelenika, Poppy Faith 
Love, Jean Daniel, Jimmy van Drunen, Valquiria Duarte Matta, Francine 

Daiglehttps://www.facebook.com/tina.smithevans 

BLAME  LILITH  and the LIZARD  in LONDON - WE are OCCUPIED by 

DEMONS and Janie Tina 
Holmes https://www.facebook.com/tina.smith
evans?fref=ts //https://www.facebook.com/agape.
amor.35/posts/279233822226925 //https://www.f
acebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums /// htt
p://www.thewatcherfiles.com/ // http://serenitystr
eetnews.com/Janie Tina Holmes.pdf 

Mark Clifford  posted to?Dana E Horochowski - 
London, United Kingdom why is it with anger -
 U R a LIZARD LICKER I SEE - too bad you 

are FEMA BOUND MOTHER FUCKING 
PARASITEShttps://www.facebook.com/mark.clifford.319 /// http://www.scrib
d.com/doc/201331243/Lizard-Licker-Mark-Clifford-LONDON-KING-DUMB-
of-DIJJAL 
 

- 01 22 2014 - Aktivistka 
Troha - Well... I will be 
short.... U have a lots of 
profiles, just wanna say to u.... 
Dont mess with people u dont know.... And if u have 

some problem with Anonymous, thats youre problem! I have now write to you 
in good intencion... Next time i will not write! Be in 
peace!https://www.facebook.com/natalija.troha/posts/594827353915354 /// http
s://www.facebook.com/search/web/?q=Natalija+Aktivistka+Troha&form=FBF
EMA&sid=0.3632139077399201&source=ta // https://www.facebook.com/pag

es/Anonymous-
Slovenia/274377152595076 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/201299876
/Bye-Bye-Venus-Penis-and-the-

Vaginas /// 
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YOU are a COWARD Unix Linux... picking 
on WOMEN ... go BEAT UP JULIAN ASSANGE  the NORWAY 

SHOOTER... you STUPID 
LOSER https://www.facebook.com/1unix /// http://serenitystreetnews.com/UN

IXLINUX.pdf  
 

Anonymous & Anonymiss UK -
 https://www.facebook.com/pages/Anonymous-Anonymiss-

UK/482056071842029?ref=stream 
 

NOT - the BRAIN doesn't COMPREHEND 
NOT... STUPID - ANONYMOUS ARE 
TERRORISTS - ANONYMOUS are 
CRIMINALS  - 

MARdi - 01 21 2014 - 1/3/7 - 11 what time did 
the PICKERING WATER TREATMENT 

PLANT blow up? 

Occupy the Astral 

 

FULL OF SHIT YOU ASSHOLES - 
SOME PEOPLE JUST GOTTA BURN 

IN HELL- cause they AIN'T 
HUMAN https://www.facebook.com/dana.h
orochowski/posts/1015

3762579305556 

SCAMALOTTERS 
have no PASSION- SMELLY BORING UGLY BUG 

EYED BEASTS - nothing but PARASITIC 
MAMMON MAGGOT MEDIA MOSQUITOES for 

the GREYS and REPTILIANS from MIDDLE 
EARTH/ Dark side of the MOON/ MARS ( Friends 
with DALLAS GOLD BUG ED CHIARINI, Steve 

Rockefeller, Stanely North, Wade Booth, John 
Latrelle, Michelle Santos, and the Whole NWO 
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AGENDA. ) Stay away from THOSE VAMPIRE WHOREs. ALL 
ROTHCHILD ROCKEFELLER WHORES for the MICROCHIP.  

  

UNIX LINUX is GOING DOWN  

- you LITTLE PENIS PENCIL PIG  from SWINE 
LAND - BANKSTER BARNYARD 
BAGGOTS of BAALAM  

- Janie Tina Holmes, Betina Ladymyzteria Leliévre, Freddy W Cook, Andrew 
Chevski, Poppy Flower Faith, Senthil Gnana Sekaran, Sherry Gyotoku, 
Alcolonel Ayham, Angele Dei, Henri van der Wijk, Sylvia Osterreicher, Terra 
Denise Shamblin, Brooke Alexandra Johnson, Martica Leonard, Claudia 
Kwisthout-Dandl, Stefania Candy 
Nagle, Joaquin Berastegui Ausina, 
Handan Aydin, Debbie Verhagen, 
Mike Robinson, Mahruaii Wralte, 
Cath Bebz Natunga, Jovelyn Masiglat 
Ramos, Angela Pauline Suniga Cruz, 
Hasitha Doll, John Price, Guido da 
Firenze, Kim Guignard, Natalija 
Aktivistka Troha, Nofawkx Alan, 
Serena Sinclair, Judith Robson, 
Sandra Maria Guarani Kaiowá, Cindy 
Barry, Corrado Manuel Cherubelli, Amine À Ton Avis, Scotty Stumper, Filetti 
Sergio, Dick Wayne, Brooke Alexandra Johnson, Popravak Laptopa Rijeka, 

Betina Ladymyzteria Leliévre, Pascal Martins, Chris Tina, 
Weronika Švejdova, Gary Sturges, Pat McFarley, Marisa 
Montserrat, Angga Ervan Elvian, Whize Whan, Denise 
Stark, Jon Eid, Richard Keith Fitts, Patricia Sheppard, 
Hak Krs, Sultan Mirza, Matthew Huyck, Connie Owens, 
Bullet Proof, Muhd Izzuddinz, VJ Sharma Mounam, Dale 
Fahey, Vojta Skrinsky Hacktivist, Dhony Caleb Clish, Ali 

Ali, Èdmond Machado Fawkes, John Mitnick, Christina Frye Alexander, 
Marina Daniela Vegas von Gersdorff, Pedro Dourado Nunes, William Franklin, 
Xenas Axel, Tr?n Lê B?o Tr?ng, Joaquin Berastegui Ausina, Denise Soucy, 

Debbie Verhagen, Juliana Gutz Kasem, Matea Mystique 
Nyx Zelenika, Stephanie Masseron, Sun Seven, Shariq 
Qamar, Maurizio Veller, Stargazer Ofthe Seventh 
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Dimension, Edivanio Lopes, Lars Andreasson, Andreas Gronla, Stefania Candy 
Nagle, Arturtsik Arturtsik, Miriam Hocke, Christina Samuelsson, Trinity D 
MacGregor, Francesca Bertini, Aimee R Blair, Ronda Deanne Black, Halina 
Kruk, Senthil Gnana Sekaran, Handan Aydin,Janet Jyoti, Joshua Steiner, 
Apyllon Beherit, Via Martia, Denita Abazi. Poppy Flower Faith, Missing 
Court, Denise Ordogne, David Danilo Buitrago, Erik Herrera, Francisco Orarte, 
Tipsy Mia, Martica Leonard, Cherokee Skye Heart, Abdul Ghani Abdullah, 
Jonas AnonPirate, Freddy W Cook, Valquiria Duarte Matta, Angela Delsol, 
Janie Tina Holmes, Ana Cris Lopes 

Conversation started Friday Unix Linux 
1/10, 11:30am - Been following you for a year. As I 
know we never spoke you and I read your conversation 
with a certain dirty heart. I found your posts interesting 
and I understand if people think you lost it, because you 
are very right on the spot, which I admire. All I have to 
say is my heart is a human loving heart. Ask anyone. I 
would appreciate if you take down the personal info you added about me and 
let this dirty heart stand alone with leaking personal information, which in law 
means jail-time and which within certain resistance mean death penalty. The 
one who leak personal info will never ever be trustworthy again within the 
movement, hackers, Anons, militia. You are more then right about a certain 
dirty heart, it is by the extreme possessed. Take care now 
.......https://www.facebook.com/1unix?fref=ts&ref=br_tf  

 

Dana Horochowski - not my dept-
 ASK RAPHAEL  if she will let you 
defend INNOCENCE or DIE at the 
hands of EISENHOORS DEATH 
CAMPS. You need to CHANGE the 
ENDING... what is posted is 

posted. BE a MAN ... an 
HONEST ONE - tried and TRUE... 
CHANGE. YOUR GUYS can easily 

destroy the SYSTEM from WITHIN... where are your 
BAALS?https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.235853553252710.537275
555&type=3 
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12 Steps to 
Serenity http://12step.org/ /// http://7thfire.biz/soosuesatansucks.htm ///https
://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10153762579305556 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=626311904082625&set=pb.100001114644449.-
2207520000.1390325692.&type=3&theater /// https://www.facebook.com/sherry.gyotoku /// https://www.f

acebook.com/1unix?fref=ts&ref=br_tf 

 

MAIDEN KID PEDOPHILE  I SEE. AGENTS for the ABYSS- BYE BYE -
 EAT SHIT WINSTON with JAMZEN  - 

QUITE the PEDOPHILLIC SEXUAL 
PIC on JAMZENs PAGE... a bit 
too UNHOLY for ST 
PAUL  aka THEODORE JAMZEN -
 APOLLYON - 

My name is Osama Bin Laden, They say 
I am dead bin laden. they say i am at the 

bottom of the sea. I am in Jamaica!Osama Bin Laden in jamaica! yes its 
true!  come and find me! 
HA! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqGtyujnBBA&list=FLKuMmIfFUd
NHf6vwYJ5Lj-A 

Winston Smith - STUPID 
IDIOT - SHILL  with 
a CAPITAL 
SHIT for NUMBERS and 
TRUTH http://www.scribd.
com/doc/201995970/Winston-Smith-Pedophile 

Winston Smith True Pedophile Minister -
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/201998403/Winston-Smith-True-Pedophile-

Minister 

 
CROWLEY CREEP 

- BUSTED... I am 
calling the SHERRIFF 

to have 
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you CASTRATED  - you are such LOSERs- all of you FUCKTARDS - 
(Worked at Ministry of Truth, Went to The Airstrip One, Born on April 13, 

1946 ) NUMBERS- stupid spells - MINISTER of TRUTH my ASS you are. 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100002208679087 /// 
// https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/279272345556406 //http://c
yberclass.net/hellboy666.htm // http://www.youtube.com/user/ThisIsNotAnony
mous2 /// http://www.youtube.com/user/ThisIsNotAnonymous4 ///http://www.y
outube.com/user/jamzenjamaica/about // http://www.youtube.com/user/jamzen 

// http://www.youtube.com/user/ThisIsNotAnonymous 

  

 

  

-I SAID - FUCK the 
ALIENS Carol 
Harrison - you are a 
TRAITOR to 
HUMANITY and 
PLANET EARTH -
http://cyberclass.net/handlerhorne
yhags666.htm 

Alien Shapeshifters Own Earth -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/2014URaMERICa.pdf 

- Free Santos 
Bonacci http://followingworldchange.wordpress.com/2014/01/23/free-santos-
bonacci/ - LOOK- you should call the COPS... they are DOING their JOBS 
finally . YOU PISSED off the SHERRIFF- GOOD- there is still hope for 
AMERICA - call your ELECTED SHERRIFF  - he has more POWER 
THAN your POLITICIANS  = (‘Sheriff’s Office of Victoria’, private 
corporation probably owned by some rich pedophiles in Toorak! ) -
 OCTOGON OWNED GNOSTIC WARRIOR SHILL for the LIZARD 
BANKS of SWISS SMELLY CHEESE I 
SEE http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vHddDxcAgA#t=14 
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WakeUpToTheNWO21 - BEST NEWS I HAVE HEARD ALL DAY !!! 
Maybe now he will start researching things that actually matter and that are 
actually going on TODAY - rather than teaching herds of sheep about 
ANCIENT CRAP that is of NO IMPORTANCE in today's society !!! Santos is 
a good start, but what about all the other NEW AGE frauds - like Frank 
O'Collins, Project Camelot, David Wilcock, Ben Fulford and the rest of the 
liars club?THROW ALL "NEW AGE" CULT LEADERS IN PRISON 
!!!? http://www.youtube.com/user/WakeUpToTheNWO2 

Simon Magus reincarnated? Santos Bonacci (aka Bonacci Sanctos Dei? lol 
"the holy God Bonacci" 
rofl) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYKbtkug8qU 

SATAN BONEHEAD ARRESTED  

 

SUNDAY 01 19 2014 - FREE US from the NAZI SWISS BANK 
BARNYARD BEASTS of the ABYSS, 
DARK  SIDE of the MOON / MARS -
 moonrockroll666 -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/moonrockro
ll666.htm 

“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a 
day. Teach a man to fish and you feed 
him for a lifetime.” America represent a 
small portion of the 

world consumers but is consuming over 80% of the 
worlds resources at a rate of 30% more then what the 
earth can produce. If there is not a major change in the 
way we do things we are leaving a disaster for future 
generations to 
face. http://divinekinship.org/the_starter_kit //http://www.
friendlyaquaponics.com/free-diy-stuff/free-diy-
systems/ /// http://myarmswideopen.org/causes/my-world-
my-garden.html 

- What is Aquaponics? "Fish and plants growing together in a natural 
relationship feeding each other." MAWO Cause - My World, My 
Gardenhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMyiKAYUDdA /// LETS GO... my cats hate eating out of 
CANS... bring on the SASHIMI - Discount Hydroponics -http://www.discount-hydro.com/ 
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The Vatican came under blistering criticism from a 
U.N. committee Thursday for its handling of the global 
priest sex abuse scandal, facing its most intense public 
grilling ever over allegations that it protected pedophile 
priests at the expense of their 
victims.http://www.mail.com/int/news/europe/2577890-
vatican-under-sharp-criticism-sex-abuse.html#.1258-
stage-hero1-2 

KEVIN ANNETT is a DANGEROUS NAZI SELLOUT  - Kevin 
Annett VATICAN EXOPOLITICS 666 NESARA BEAST - CUT O FF 
BABALON // http://www.hiddenfromhistory.org/  /// http://7thfire.biz/kevi
nannettnesarabeast.htm 

- I do not trust the SOURCE HOWEVER- EXOPOLITICS -
 http://abundanthope.net/pages/Political
_Information_43/CANADA-IS-
FAMOUS---FOR-CHILD-SEXUAL-
ABUSE.shtml /// https://www.facebook
.com/dana.horochowski/posts/1015378
9196795556 

why is this site no longer 
available? WOLVES among 
you // MADE IN JAPAN  like 
the MYSTERY SCHOOL of THULE  

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO Death Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) -
 GALACTIC FEDERATION of LIGHT  - people taken to a planet and 
starved to death and tortured... have to eat human flesh to survive. YESHUA 
wants the disobedient to wake up from their slumber. ALIENS  are not 
your BROTHERS http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-death-
hotels-black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/TRINITY%20%20MARA%20%20Z

OMBIE/ /// http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/
CROWLEY/ /// 
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11: 19 am EASTERn TIME - OBAMA 
BEAST giving NSA NWO REFORMS. Take that 

SHIT DOWN already 

NAZI BLACK SUN SATANISTS- ( 
EISENHOWER/ EXOPOLITICS/ ALIEN / UFO 
psyops INC - messing with my websites - crashing 
TRUTH to try and PUSH their LUCIFER 
ANTICHRIST MOON GODdog AGENDA. I will 

be spamming your ASSets all the way to the BANK of AMOR.  

they are BLOCKING this VIDEO as INAPPROPRIATE NOW. ..I have 
reposted 3 times -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLZl1xK7kwArFnQwXGrqcy2IzE1ZcW9PZn&v=m-50hq5sG50 

8 FREE US Virgin Great Creator Mother Mari with the Book of Love (Mari, 
TARA ) Amor (the reverse of Roma). amor555 -
 http://7thfire.biz/amor555.htm 

YESTERDAYS WHITE MAN is BLUE  -
 YESTERDAYS RED MAN is WHITE -
 MAMMON MAGGOT MEDIA BOUGHT OUT 
SOLD OUT WHORES for BABALON... BE 
GONE - I AM ASHAMED of you  -
 http://cyberclass.net/IAMASHAMEDofyou.pdf /// -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/1
0153780840660556 //// 

YOU HAVE a LOT to HIDE - LAURA EISENHOOR- TRAITOR t o the 
HUMAN RACE and MOTHER EARTH - BURN BITCH  eisenhoor666 -

 http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoor666.htm 

YOU CAN'T STOP ME- Laura Magdalene Eisenhower -
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/197438050/Laura-Bradshaw-Mahon-Eisenhower-

Nwo-Banksters 

Revelation 17:16 - And the ten horns which thou sawest upon 
the beast, these shall hate the whore, and shall make her 
desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh, and burn 
her with fire.  
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— Revelation 13:4 - The Beast 
System - "And they worshipped 
the dragon which gave power unto 
the beast: and they worshipped the 
beast..." 

Great Whore That Sits Upon 
Many Waters -
 http://wrightworld.net/greatwhoreup
onmanywaters.htm ///http://www.adishakti.org/book_of_revelation/revelation_
17.15-18.htm /// http://www.revelation-
today.com/scarlet4.htm ///http://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Revelation-17-
16/ /// http://www.jesus-is-
savior.com/False%20Religions/Illuminati/beast_system.htm 

NAZI PLANS  

 

  

I GUESS YEW DID n't HEAR WHAT I 
SAID? usuryfreemebaby2014 - http://cyberclass.net/usuryfreemebaby2014.htm 

YOU HAVE a LOT to HIDE - LAURA EISENHOOR - TRAITOR to the 
HUMAN RACE and MOTHER EARTH - BURN BITCH eisenhoor666 -

 http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoor
666.htm 

YOU CAN'T 
STOP ME-

 Laura 
Magdalene 
Eisenhower 
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and they will HATE the WHORE and 
BURN HER in the STREETS- the 

ENDhttp://7thfire.biz/slutbagmahon.htm 

OPERATION EISENHOOR- 
ACTUALLY - I wanted you to LEAVE in 2010- WHY 
the DELAY? eisenhoorpeeblerpoop - http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoorpeeblerpoop.htm 

LAURA EISENHOOR - NAZI STRIKES AGAIN  

LAURA MAGGOT EISENHOOR & PEEBLER 
JESUS rewrite HISTORY  to FAKE  a UFO MEAT LOCKER 

RAPTURE to Mars/ 
Moon / Middle Earth  

- I am EXPOSING 
your LYING 

ASS in REAL TIME- 
these FREAKS have 

FALLEN off 

the QLIPPOTH  EVEN 

- STUPID NAZI SUCCUBUS SKANKs are GOING 
DOWN. GET OFF the FOWL FECES FEDERAL 
RESERVE FENCE 

BEAST NESARA AGENDA 
ALERT http://www.sedonacreativelife.com/02events.htmlhttp://w

ww.thirdphaseofmoon.net/august-17th-2013-thirdphaseofmoon-interviews-ufo-
celebs-at-contact-in-the-

desert/ /// http://cosmicgaia2012.com/testimonials.html ///http://contactinthedes
ert.net/lectures/lauraeisenhower/ / / / Mike Bara, Laura Eisenhower, Michael 

Perlin and Mark “Dr. DREAM” 
Peebler http://www.sedonacreativelife.com/pre1546.html //http://acutereality.net/2011/

11/28/alien-technology-used-to-depopulate-earth-says-eisenhowers-descendent-haarp/ ///  

YOU CAN'T STOP ME  
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- Inbox Laura Magdalene 
Eisenhower <laura.m.eisenhower
@gmail.com>Jan 7 (2 days ago) 
to jrgenius  
You pathetic low life Reptilian 
Cunt. You have nothing better to 
do than to smear and bash those 
that are doing all they can to make 
this world a better place. You 
assume and find judgements that 
stem from your own internal 
issues, which is the real problem 
here, but you take it out on others 
who actually are doing real work 
to create positive change in the 
universe. What the hell is your 
deal, seriously?? You are 
astoundingly full of yourself, and no, you are not serving humanity or the 
planet or the galaxy, you are energetic pollution and yes, you are part of the 
problem and sickness of our World and you know it, so you take it out on 
others and hide behind your arrogance and ignorance and total lack of intuition. 
You are insane for that alone and should be ashamed of yourself. To turn 
people away from those that do good is a sad sad existence - thanks for 
contributing to the demise of humanity. Keep supporting instead those who are 
destroying the World or your own sick 
Draco Reptoid Ego - Bravo bitch, bravo!!! 

Laura 
Magdalene 
Eisenhower 
<laurameis
enhower@
gmail.com> Jan 8 (1 day ago) to Genius  
HERSTORY?! LOL!!! You have NO story, 
Lizard Lips, just a DRACO implanted Lizard 
Brain white trash fantasy!! Please slither back to 

your hole and stop making libelous claims against me and my family even 
though it's unlikely that anyone actually reads that steaming pile of shit that you 
call a web site (when it's actually working, that is). How fucking typical! You 
obviously have no CLUE what kind of POWERS I possess and -- guess what? 
There is some seriously heavy KARMA coming your way, fucktard. YOU 
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CAN COUNT ON IT. I'm going off-planet soon for the Mars Mission and I 
don't need to be constantly bombarded by your negative energy and projectile 
vaginal vomiting. So stick a sock in it and STFU. 

Me To Laura Magdalene Eisenhower - - HA HA HA HA HA HA - you 
fucking FRAUD - WHERE are your FOLLOWERS you NAZI TRAITOR? 
SOFIA CHRIST - my ASS you 
are!http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/2011/01/laura-eisenhower-
consciousness-sofiachrist-will-collapse-nazi-weapons-derrumbar%C3%A1n-
armas-nazis-.html 

 

ENJOY your ARMAGGEDDON FEMA FREEDUMB - 
you SKANK MURDERING NAZI 
WHORE  

Did Eisenhower Loot the Nazi 
Gold & Treasures for his Bankster 
Handlers? ttp://chasvoice.blogspot.ca/2011/11/di
d-eisenhower-loot-nazi-gold-
treasures.html /// Eisenhower Death Camp -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7VpLDLZY

eY /// Eisenhower's Holocaust - His Slaughter Of 1.7 Million 
Germanshttp://www.rense.com/general46/germ.htm /// U.S. Army & the 
Holocaust https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Holocaust/usarmy_hol
o.html //// World War II: Holocaust, The Extermination of Europ ean 
Jews http://www.eisenhower.archives.gov/research/online_documents/holocau
st.html ///http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/surrender_nazi_germany.htm /// 
General Eisenhower's Message - D-Day - June 6, 1944 - 
the United States Army -http://www.army.mil/d-
day/message.html /// http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/ta
g/walter-schellengberg/ //// 

An ethical person - like a politician, banker or lawyer - may 
know right from wrong, but unlike a politician, a moral 
person lives it. A Confederate soldier who obviously didn't 
own any slaves,when asked by a group of Yankee soldiers 
why he was fighting, the Rebel replied, "I'm fighting because you're down 
here." Do you think an Iraqi, Afghani, Syrian, Libyan, Pakistani, etc. would 
answer similarly today? Homeland is always homeland 
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FREE ME FROM the NAZI SMELLY LILITH LOCUST LYING 
WHORES of BABALON  -
 http://cyberclass.net/smellysuccub
us666.htm 

DIE SHIT BAG - FAKE 
LAURA  MAGGOT 
EISENHOOR SWISS 
BANK BARNYARD 
BEAST 666 Published on Dec 18, 
2013 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7VL

K9xfkJA&list=UUz84cLA1kFgUwbiFm3J4fvQ /// https://www.google.ca/#q=Laura+Eise
nhower - F.B.I. DIRECTOR J EDGAR HOOVER (HUBER) 
WAS SWISS AND HAD KENNEDY ASSASSINATED, US PRESIDENT 
HERBERT HOOVER (HUBER) WAS SWISS AND HAD THE FED ROB 
THE PEOPLE`S SAVINGS BY THE SWISS B.I.S. IN 1929 AND US 

PRESIDENT 5 STAR GENERAL DWIGHT D 
EISENHOWER (EISENHAUER) WAS SWISS AND 
REFUSED TO BOMB THE SIMPLE TARGETS 
OF CONCENTRATION CAMP RAILROADS AND 
JUST EXECUTED THE SWISS OCTOGON NAZI 
TEMPLAR AGENDA ON THE ALLIED SIDE 
LETTING THE SWISS NAZI TEMPLARS GET 
AWAY WITH THE NAZI GOLD AND SHIP THE 
NAZIS OUT TO ARGENTINA OVER THE SWISS 

NAZI RATLINE.  OCTOGON ALSO DID 911 AND IS THE REAL ENEMY 
WITHIN. IT HAS TAKEN EXACTLY 50 YEARS FROM KENNEDYS̀ 
ASSASSINATION 1963-2013 FOR THE TRUTH TO PREVAIL. TIME FOR 
JUSTICE TO STRIKE 
BACK.http://www.show.pp.ua/video/RlcyalFjSWRrZHM=.html /// http://www.michaeltellinger.com/co
nference.php /// http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHdBXkILHIE /// http://www.ufocasebook.com/2011/ik
ewasaware.html ///http://www.michaeltellinger.com/conference.php /// 

IMPOSTER NAZI Queen speaks of hope for the future in Christmas 
message http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/queens-speech-
queen-speaks-hope-6445823 
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/193741146/LONDONLIZARD-KINGDUMB-Dec-
31-2013-Email-Out 

 

Hitler vs Steiner: The Split of Thule - Thule Society whose 
driving force was 
Rudolf von 
Sebottendorff. He 
had been 
schooled 
in occultism, 
Islamic 
mysticism, 
alchemy, 
Rosicrucianism a
nd much else, inTurkey , where he had also been initiated 
into Freemasonry. Thule served as the recruiting and political action front of 
the German Order. Sebottendorff bought a failing Munich newspaper, the 
Beobachter which he renamed the Volkische Beobachter and it became the 
official newspaper of 
the NSDAPhttp://www.gnosticliberationfront.com/Karl%20Haushofer%20Geo
-Politics%20and%20the%20Occult%20Third%20Reich.htm 

Opposing symbols of the Exoteric and Esoteric Thule Societies: In 1918, the 
Germanenorden, Theosophists, and a number of diverse Philosophical and 
Anthroposophical groups coalesced in Germany under the front name of 
the Thule Society. Within a few years, this movement had split into two 
opposing factions. The Exoteric faction aligned itself with Adolf Hitler  and 

his brown-shirt SA Nazi The Esoteric faction aligned 
itself with Rudolf Steiner and the Goetheanum. "Legend 
tells, that two Suns, two wholesome in change-rule 
UR and SUN, alike to the hourglass which turned upside 
down ever gives one of these the victory / The meaning of 
the divine errant wandering way / dross star in fire's sphere 
became in fire-tongue revealed to the Earth-I-course of the 
race of Paradise / godwilling leaders lead to the weal 
through their care in universal course, what is visible and 

soon hidden, whencethey led the imagination of mankind / polar in change-
play, from UR to SUN in sacrifical service of waxing and waning, in holy 
fire Santur is ambiguously spent in sparks, but turns victorious to blessing". --
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Karl Maria Wiligut (trans. Werner von Bülow) 
"The Sunship777" channel adds that the Alchemical Black Sun is sublime 

and therefore inner. 

The Nazi Black 
Sun was used 
for nefarious 
purposes and not to be 
confused with the Black Sun (Sol Niger) in 
totality. The 'white sun' has also been used for 
nefariouis purposes under the name of the sun 

god. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iu54pPHiCxc //http://www.thefamousp
eople.com/profiles/rudolf-steiner-272.php // Nazism and The New Age, Hitler 
and the Occulthttp://black.greyfalcon.us/newage.html /// Antichrist | Hitler's 
Quest: Atlantis and the Holy Grail - The Gateway to Atlantis crosses not only 
space, but time. http://www.angelfire.com/alt2/antichrist/hitler.html // 
MASTER NUMBER 555 http://www.whale.to/b/5_h.html /// The Nazi Roots 
of The House of 
Windsor http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_blackno
bil09.htm // PLANNED PARENTHOOD, MILITARY ARM OF THE NEW 

AGE - Planned parenthood, inspired by the 
pseudo-scientific theory of eugenics, is among 
sects the most dangerous one of this century: 
New-Age, which is not new at all since we 
have already seen its works in Europe between 
1933 and 
1945. http://www.trdd.org/EUGBR_5E.HTM 

LOST SHEEP FLEET 7thfire.biz  

   

 

Eastern Front: Nazi Germany’s War of Annihilation and the Forgotten 
Slavic Holocaust - Over 3 million Soviet Prisoners of War(POWs), 13 
million Soviet soldiers and a total of approximately 30 million Soviet citizens 
in all were killed between the years 1941-1945. Although the core of this essay 
refers to atrocities committed against the Soviet Union, analysis is provided 
concerning the Nazi policies towards Slavic peoples in general, including 
those from Poland. This essay has been written to provide its readers with 
a greater understanding as to why and how these innocents were 
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murdered and what were the causes behind Nazi barbarism. The following 
historical question needs an answer: Why was the war on the Eastern Front a 
war of annihilation? By 1941, the Nazi elite were bent upon launching 
Germanic imperial expansion into Eastern Europe. Their world view was 

based on a racist utopian ideology. With control over a massive 
and highly disciplined military force , 
Operation Barbarossa resulted in the disaster 
known as the Eastern Front. The Nazi world-
view acted as the primary catalyst for the war 
of 
annihilation. http://believeinreason.com/easter
n-front-nazi-germanys-war-of-annihilation-and-
the-forgotten-slavic-holocaust/ 

The soldiers on the front lines were repeatedly 
told that they were fighting “a decisive battle 
between the totalitarian,  racially defined 
Weltanschauung and the aspirations of Jewish 
World-democracy.” Troops were consistently 
told that the Jews are a ‘vermin’ people who, 
despite all death and destruction, continued to conduct business and profited off 
the deaths of Aryans. Frontline soldiers faced barrages 
of propagandistic material such as the ones discussed above and regularly 
underwent a mental process that dehumanized theperceived racially 
inferior Slavs and Jews. 

  

Central to the Nazi Weltanschauung was anti-
Bolshevism. Propaganda and a clearly constructed 
war environment explicitly 
targeted Jews and Communists. Russians and 
other Soviet Slavs were viewed by the Nazis as 
“Jewish-Bolshevik Untermenschen” and Asiatic 
Mongoloid hordes. Due to the Bolshevik rule in 
Soviet Russia, the USSR was viewed by the Nazis as 
not only the “centre of world Communism, but also 

as the repository of international Jewry.” The Nazi hatred towards Jews is 
a well documented historical fact; however, the historical significance of the 
Nazis viewing Soviet Russia as a bastion of international Jewry exacerbated 
existing anti-Semitic hatred which also merged with the Nazi 
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ideology’s opposition toCommunism. Therefore, the Slavic peoples of the 
USSR were viewed by the Nazi leadership with ever greater hatred due to the 
Slavic link with Bolshevism and 
Jewry. https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/1015374648878555
6 

GET OFF the FOWL 
FECES FEDERAL 
RESERVE FENCE 
/ STUPID NAZI 
SUCCUBUS SKANKs 
are GOING DOWN/ 
BEAST NESARA 
AGENDA ALERT // I 
GUESS YEW DIDn't 
HEAR WHAT I SAID? 
usuryfreemebaby2014 - http://cyberclass.net/usuryfreemebaby2014.htm 

 

  

- DIVINE SCROLLKEEPER - SHERRY SHRINER  - ALLAH  and 
the SHEMA SHIT LOAD  of DOG GODS from SHEOL -
 http://cyberclass.net/shitshrinerkroll.htm 

SHERRY SHRINER- ASHTAR COMMAND- GREAT ARTICLE - how 
is FALLUJAH IRAQ?? ALLAH  is looking for the UFO... you left him 
at TIM HORTONS- Afghanistan ... after your LAST MEAT LOCKER 

RAPTURE to MIDDLE EARTH - America The Babylon By 
Sherry 
Shrinerhttp://www.thewatcherfiles.co
m/america.htm 

SHERRY SHRINER the KROLL 
KEEPER - Commander at 
The Galactic Federation Of Light - 
Past: Alien Resistance Movement 

[A.R.M] - Studied athttp://www.thewatcherfiles.com/ - 
Past: andromeda council - Lives in Dulce, New Mexico 
- From Fallujah, Iraq - Basic Information - Gender Male 
Interested In Women Relationship Status Single Languages Enochian and 
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English - Religious Views - Violet FireTo purge the Galaxy of Draco Orion 
Empire Reptilian control. / Political Views Committee 12 To Save the Earth / 
Grandfather Commander X / Contact Information Mobile Phones +1 876-843-
1128 Screen Name divine(Google Talk) 
Websitehttp://www.andromedacouncil.com / 
Facebook http://facebook.com/scrollkeeper /// http://www.scribd.com/doc/1935
24455/Divine-Scrollkeeper-SHERRY-SHRINER-is-ASHTAR-COMMAND 

SHERRY SHRINER is AL- CIA - DA - RADICAL ISLAM  funded by 
the LONDON LIZARD - IRAQ - NAZI TERRORIST - Divine Scrollkeeper 
- Commander at The Galactic Federation Of Light, Alien Resistance Movement 
[A.R.M], thewatchersfiles.com, andromeda council, Dulce, New Mexico, 
Fallujah, 
Iraq https://www.facebook.com/scrollkeeper?fref=ts //.http://sherryshriner.com/
 //http://www.sherryshriner.com/websites.htm 

  

Laura Pleiadian -Work and Education Pleiadian Delegate Halifax, Nova 
Scotia // Places Lived Halifax, Nova Scotia Relationship Status Single 
Religious Views As above, so below Contact 
Information http://facebook.com/laurapleiadian555 -
 http://pleiadiandelegate.com/· 

??? I am Hildegard, I am the Queen of Light; the Divine 
Feminine. - The Mantle Was given to me by Lord 

Melchizedek on Atlantis. I began my 
second Contract which was a process and 
a New Merge with all of my Existences. 
They all Walke Into me. This includes 
existences on many levels, all levels. 
Hildegard was simply One of them. At 
the Cosmic level the incorporation of 
The Queen of Light into this form on earth Began. As 
Above so Below. ( STUPID NAME for a SKANK SELL 

OUT WHORE of BABALON )  

 

Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  - 
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Prophecy 2014 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjpO9htZwMI 

 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/TRINITY%20%20MARA%20%20Z

OMBIE/ /// http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/
CROWLEY/ /// 

Uploads from 1oftheonez's channel - http://www.youtube.com/user/1oftheonez/videos 

Occupy the Astral 

  

 

SATURNday 01 18 2014 - HOLY CANADIAN 
GOOD FRUIT about to TOOT  the SERENITY 
SHARES without TARES goodfruitsalute555 -
http://7thfire.biz/goodfruitsalute555.htm 

ST PETER - the BIBAAL is built on the ROCK of 
JUPITER - NIBIRU - get a LIFE over there!!!- this 
GUY is a REPETATIVE IDIOT ... DEBUNKED as 
DISINFO https://www.youtube.com/user/Obama2012OprahSECRET/v

ideos 

NO GOD HAS DELIVERED US FROM THE 
PHARAOHS YET  AND NO DIVINE SAVIOUR OR 
CELESTIC ENTITY WILL DO THAT FOR 
US;MOSES LIED  IN EXODUS 
14;13 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_9bdnG05gY&list=UUz84cL
A1kFgUwbiFm3J4fvQ 

ADOLF HITLER DIED 73 YEARS OLD IN 
ARGENTINA  ON FEBRUARY 13TH 1962 AT 3PM, 
WHERE HIS PALS FROM SWITZERLAND ARE IN POWER, WHO HAD 
FINANCED HIM AND ORGANISED THE NAZI RATLINE 
EXFILTRATION TO NUEVA HELVECIA AND COLONIA 
SUIZA. THE WORLDWIDE SWISS NAZI CONNECTION - OCTOGON 
RULES THE 
WORLD http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OCefxgaFlg&list=UUz84cLA1kFgUwbiFm3J4fvQ 

Uploads from chatzefratz .Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars 
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HAARP HARPER instead 

 

THORsday 01 16 2014 - IT HAS BEGUN - 
GOVERNMENT WARNING - PUERTO 
RICO - REGION 3  tsunamitimes2014 --
http://cyberclass.net/tsunamitimes2014.htm 

The Government is warning, be prepared for 
anything. Those in region 3 and Puerto Rico need 
to take every precaution. The government will use 
any even as a means to take control. please be 
aware. Martial Law will soon arrive. Everyone 
who lives in Coastal Low Lying Areas, please 
leave now or be prepared. A Big event may strike 

at any moment. Do not live in Huge cities, do not live in low lying coastal 
regions. Please take warning friends. / // Magnitude 6.5 mwp Depth 28 km 
UTC Time 04:01:04 January 13th, 2014 UTC Location Puerto Rico Region, 
Caribbean Loop http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ //// - Published on Jan 13, 2014 
-
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUQ
ha_32GWM 

KEEP an EYE on this ONE>>> I am 
pretty sure it is TRINITY MARION 

BABALON ARMAGEDDON 
INC  https://www.facebook.com/thescarl

etwoman?fref=ts 

DNA CHANGING 
EVENTS http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C41YnV6U7xA // http://www.yo
utube.com/watch?v=3Lbv8i8nQoI 

Top 10 Likeliest Future “Mega Disasters” - http://terrific-
top10.com/tag/west-coast-tsunami/ 
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Mega Tsunami could wipe out East Coast of the United 
States http://www.interestingeverything.com/2011/12/09/mega-tsunami-could-
wipe-out-east-coast-of-the-united-states/ 

  

 

  

SOLUTION  

RITE REICH - ORGONE 
BIOENERGY HEALING  -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horocho
wski/media_set?set=a.275868655896775.5
37275555&type=3 

EDEN and Orgone Qi 
Masters -

 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set
=a.275705762579731.537275555&type=3 

Faraday Cage -
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set
=a.10153774753745556.537275555&type=3 

  

 

SOLIDARNOSC - SERENITY 
GLOBAL http://nszzppsolidarnosc.hpu.pl/news.php?ro
wstart=99 // 

WE are ONE HUMAN FAMILY  - there is no 
hierarchy - (The marriage of Adam and Eve) -
 http://www.sacred-texts.com/isl/pro/adam13.htm 
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The Sun and the Rosette - The Symbolic Marriage of Adam and Eve -

 http://firstlegend.info/themarriageofadamandeve.html 

Bloody foreigners. Untold Battle of Britain. (polskie 
napisy) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptijNcDanVw 

Flag of the Eurasian Union - White/Yellow: Union of European and Asian 
families of humanity, Peace and Prosperity respectively. Red/Blue: Center 
stripe represents "Liberty" upon which the state is built, surrounded by "Valor", 
which protects the state and it's foundations. Star: 7 points represent seven 
nations unified (Muscova, Uralistan, Siberia, Belarus, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, 
Caucasus). Faces outward to indicate constant advance of the Eurasian 
culture.http://zifker.deviantart.com/art/Flag-of-the-Eurasian-Union-

263633109 /// http://www.abovetopsecre
t.com/forum/thread542848/pg1 /// 

The Royal Standard: The Flag bears 
the official state flag, the double St. 
George cross, a leftover from 
the crusades (red representing 
England and the Plantagenet rule, white 
the French and Capet rule), laid over 

adeep blue background. Embossed upon the flag is the Royal arms as such: 
the Central shield quartered, the first bearing the 3 crowned lions passant 
gardant (for England); the second bearing the coat of arms of the Capet-
Flanders dynasty (quartered itself; the first bearing the coat of Baldwin IX, 
the gold crosses of the Latin empire with black lion on a golden half cross, 
the second and fourth, the 3 fleur de lis of the 
Capet house (France), and the third the 
Jerusalem cross on red field (Jeruselam)): the 
third bearing lion rampant within a double 
tressure (for Scotland); and the fourth quartered 
as the second (the first and thrid bearing the 
badges of the kingdoms of Ireland (Harp for 
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Leinster and Eagle with a armored arm carrying a sword for Connacht), whilst 
the second and fourth bear the badge of the Lord of Ireland (the current king of 
the Plantagenet and Capet-Flanders dynasty ), three golden crowns on a light 
blue field). Surrounding this shield is a ermine coated blue, locked garter 
(showing unity between the nations, borne on the shield), held up by two 
supporters: the red dragon of Cadwaladr, symbolsing both Wales and the Celtic 
heritage of the nations, and the mythical Yale, collared by a golden crown with 
chain, moving down and connecting to motto compartment, bearing (in gold on 
blue) the motto: DIEU ET MON DROIT ("God and my right"), whilst the 
Union Crown, a stylized French based jeweled crown (with a red cap and 
pearled arches, topped by a blue crossed orb bearing the fleur de lis) surmounts 
atop the 
garter.http://www.alternatehistory.com/
discussion/showthread.php?p=5037680
 // http://www.skgrm.pl/ // http://www.s
olidarnosc.radom.net/ /// http://www.po
lishgreatness.com/solidarnoscphotogall
ery.html //http://younxt.wordpress.com/
tag/solidarnosc/ // http://en.numista.co
m/catalogue/pieces8426.html /// http://
www.123rf.com/photo_6896332_pozna
n-poland--october-23-2009--around-3-000-polish-solidarnosc-workers-from-h-
cegielski-heavy-
indus.html /// http://www.wszechnica.solidarnosc.org.pl/?page_id=2599 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/193732651/Fake-Laura-Maggot-Eisenhoor-Swiss-
Bank-Barnyard-Beast-666 

 

http://cyberclass.net/01152014.htm 

 
STOCKS in CANADA to increase in VALUE - due to 
WEAKER CANADIAN DOLLAR- good time to GO 
FOR THE SILVER MAPLE oxoxox 100% SHARES 

JAN 2014 EDEN 
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/1929105
42/2014-UrAmerica-7thfire-biz-
KINAKWII-NATION-
555 /// http://serenitystreetnews.com
/ - Made in 
cANADa! http://cyberclass.net/ 

Join us in a New Paradigm of 
Universal Oneness, Serenity and 

Prosperity for All. We are a Network of People with Integrity and OPEN 
hearts, READY to create a BETTER WORLD for seven generations to 

come. Rainbow Angels / Children of the Feather 

ONE BIG JOB onebigjob -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/onebigjob.htm // http://www.lawfulbank.com/ // 
Help Us Create a New Ending! - . http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm 

DANA ELIZABETH CHRISTINE 
HOROCHOWSKI - 468 Northern Ave E - Sault 
Ste Marie , Ontario , P6B 4J1 - 416-419-9023 
(voicemail) - mailto: jrgenius@yahoo.com -
 http://7thfire.biz/ // http://www.scribd.com/doc/1
90807919/Dana-HOROCHOWSKI-resume-
Jan2014 // http://www.linkedin.com/pub/dana-
horochowski/b/837/61b // https://www.facebook.
com/pages/JrGenius-INTERnationAL-
Schools/261130010582710 

 

Psychic Abuse is: 

Judging yourself or another. 
Resenting yourself or another. 
Holding love back for any reason from yourself or 
another. 
Wishing harm on 
yourself or another. 
Being Jealous of 
yourself or another. 
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Gossip, Guilt Trips, Threats, Seduction, Mocking and Manipulation also 
come 
Under the Psychic Abuse Flag! 
These actions do great harm to ourselves, each other and the Universe. 

  

 
 

 

the SEXIEST thing you can PUT ALL OVER YOUR BODY and EAT  

TOO....YUM YUM YUM  

80 Uses for Coconut Oil · Food grade should always be used. Type to 
use: · deodorized coconut oil can be used for 
anything. It does not have a coconutty smell of 
taste. ·Virgin coconut oil tastes coconutty and can 
be used for anything as well and it is completely 
nutritious . Coconut Oil Is: · Anti-inflammatory 
// Antimicrobial // Antifungal // Antiviral /// ·  
Improves nutrient absorption 
Daily Dosage: Here is a chart outlining the 
recommended daily dosage of virgin coconut oil 
for persons over the age of 12. Coconut oil may be 

consumed by children under 12 but it is advisable to check with a healthcare  
General information about Coconut Oil -
 http://www.eternaldelight.co.nz/2012/01/80-uses-for-coconut-oil/ 
Personal Hygiene/Body 1. Moisturizer – simply scoop some out of the jar 
and apply all over your body, including neck and face. // 2. Eye cream– apply 
under the eyes to reduce puffiness, bags, and wrinkles. Use on the lids in the 
evening. // 3. Preshave – coconut oil will prep skin for the pending damage 
caused by shaving. // 4. Aftershave – coconut oil will help heal your skin after 
shaving without clogging pores. // 5. Deodorant – coconut oil alone can be 
used as a deodorant, but even more effective in combination with 
cornstarch/arrowroot powder and baking soda! /// 
6. Hair Conditioner/Deep Treatment – use as a 
leave in hair conditioner by applying a teaspoon 
of coconut oil to your ends and then running your 
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fingers through your hair to distribute the rest! For a deeper treatment, rub in a 
tablespoon of coconut oil onto your dry scalp and gently work through to the 
ends. Put a shower cap on to prevent transfer onto bed linens and leave on 
overnight. // 7. Hair Gel/Defrizzer – rub a little between your palms and either 
scrunch into hair (for curly hair) or finger comb in through from scalp to ends 
(for wavy/straight hair). /// 8. Toothpaste – there are numerous recipes out 
there but I just mix coconut oil and baking soda and dab a little of the mix on 
my toothbrush. // 9. Make up remover – use a cotton swab and a dab of 
coconut oil and you would be amazed at how well it works! // 10. Chapstick – 
just rub a little into lips and it not only acts as a softening agent but it also has 
an SPF of about 4 so you get a little protection! /// 11. Massage Oil – pretty 
simple; grab some and rub! /// 12. Lubricant  – it is an all natural, perfectly safe 
personal lubricant. Not compatible with latex! // 13. Sunscreen // 14. Stretch 
Mark Cream  – coconut oil is great at nourishing damaged skin. It may not be 
the magic stretch mark cure but it will help. /// 15. Nipple Cream – works 
great to nourish cracked, sore, or dry nipples. Apply to a cotton ball and leave 

on your nipples between feedings. /// 
16. Diaper salve – very comforting on a 
rashy bum with no harsh chemicals. 
Also safe for cloth diapers. // 17.Cradle 
cap – having issues with dry skin on 
your baby’s scalp? Coconut oil will not 
only nourish your baby’s skin, it also 
helps eliminate cradle cap. Just rub a 
teaspoon onto scalp daily. // 18. Body 
scrub – mix coconut oil and sugar 
together and rub all over! Rinse off and 
your skin will be super soft! You can 
add in essential oils if you would like a 

specific smell. // 19. Healing – when applied on scrapes and cuts, coconut oil 
forms a thin, chemical layer which protects the wound from outside dust, 
bacteria and virus. Coconut oil speeds up the healing process of bruises by 
repairing damaged tissues. Plus, it smells a heck-of-a-lot better than anything 
from the pharmacy. /// 20. Bug Bites – when applied directly to a bug bite, 
coconut oil can stop the itching and burning sensation as well as hasten the 
healing process. // 21. Skin problems – coconut oil relieves skin problems such 
as psoriasis, dermatitis, and eczema. /// 22. Swimmers Ear – mix garlic oil and 
coconut oil and put a few drops in affected ear for about 10 minutes. Do this 2-
3 times a day and it usually works within one or two days. 
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General Health and Wellness - 23. Stress Relief – relieve mental fatigue by 
applying coconut oil to the head in a circular, massaging motion. The natural 
aroma of coconuts is extremely soothing thus helping to lower your stress level. 
// 24. Digestion – the saturated fats in coconut oil have anti-bacterial properties 
that help control, 
parasites, and fungi that 
cause indigestion and 
other digestion related 
problems such as irritable 
bowel syndrome. The fat 
in coconut oil also aids in 
the absorption of 
vitamins, minerals and 
amino acids, making you 
healthier all around. /// 
25. Fitness – coconut oil 
has been proven to 
stimulate your 
metabolism, improve 
thyroid function, and 
escalate energy levels, all 
of which help decrease 
your unwanted fat, while 
increasing muscle. /// 
26. Nose bleeds – coconut 
oil can prevent nose 
bleeding that is caused by 
sensitivity to weather such as extreme hotness and extreme coldness. This 
condition happens when the nasal passages become dry because of cold or dry 
air resulting to burns and cracks in the mucus membranes so bleeding happens. 
To prevent this just put coconut oil in you nostrils. Coat your finger with 
coconut oil and then lie down and coat your finger inside your nose. Doing this 
will strengthen and protect the capillaries in the nasal passages. A Vitamin C 
supplement will also help prevent nose bleeding. /// 27. For breastfeeding 
moms, consuming 3 ½ tablespoons of coconut oil daily will enrich your milk 
supply. /// 28. Helps with weight loss & controlling cravings. 
29. Helps keep blood sugar levels stable and/or helps with cravings in those 
with diabetes. 

Health Problems (that coconut oil is known for aiding, relieving, or even 
curing when taken internally) // 30. Eczema – in addition to taking it internally, 
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many have success applying it externally, some don’t // 31. Skin problems /// 
32. Toenail fungus // 33. Hot flashes/// 34. Bleeding hemorrhoids (can also 
be applied externally twice a day) /// 35. HIV  // 36. Head lice // 37. 
Improvements in menstruation regarding pain/cramps and heavy blood flow // 
38. Migraines (with regular use) // 39. Mononucleosis // 40. Parasites /// 
41. Thrush /// 42. Relieve gallbladder pain // 43. Has helped some people 
improve symptoms of an underactive thyroid gland, results have shown 
subsequent thyroid blood tests becoming normal // 44. Energy boost /// 
45. Flaky, dry skin  /// 46. May relieve acid reflux and indigestion when taken 
with each meal /// 47. Adrenal fatigue 48. Alzheimers /// 49. H. pylori /// 
50. Candida albicans /// 51. Asthma,even in children // 52. Autism /// 
53. Cholesterol – improves HDL (‘good’ cholesterol) to LDL (‘bad’ 
cholesterol) ratio in people with high cholesterol // 54. Chronic fatigue /// 55. 

Circulation/feeling cold all the time // 
56. Stronger immune system // 
57. Mental Clarity  // 58. Depression // 
59. Helps with inflammation in Crohns 
/// Health Problems (that coconut oil 
is known for aiding, relieving, or even 
curing when applied topically) // 

60. Athletes foot // 61. Back pain/sore muscles // 62. Canker sores // 
63. Acne /// 64. Cellulite /// 65. Herpes (applied topically and taken internally) 
/// 66. Genital warts (through topical application over 6 weeks, and coconut oil 
enemas twice a day depending on the location of the warts) .. 67. Circumcision 
healing – although I am personally against circumcision, I have read that 
coconut oil is a really great healer for this. 

Cooking - 68. Use 1 cup to 1 cup ratio when replacing other oils/butter in 
recipes with coconut oil. // 69. Replacement for butter/lard/Crisco/PAM in 
it’s solid form – greasing pans, pie crusts, etc. 
70. Replacement for various oils in liquid form – baking, cooking, sautéing, 
etc. /// 71. Nutritional supplement – melt and add to smoothies. /// Other Uses - 
72. Insect repellent – mix coconut oil with peppermint oil extract and rub it 
all over exposed skin. Keeps insects off better than anything with Deet! 
Tons safer too. // 73. Great for dogs and cats for general wellness. Just add a 
teaspoon to their water bowl daily. 
74. Goo Gone – just mix equal parts coconut oil and baking soda into a paste. 
Apply to the “sticky” area and let it set for a minute. Then scrub off with an old 
toothbrush or the scrubby side of a sponge. 
75. Chewing Gum in Hair Remover – just rub some coconut oil over the 
stuck chewing gum, leave in for about 30 minutes, then roll the gum between 
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your fingertip. Voila! It’s out! /// 76. Polish Furniture – coconut oil with a little 
bit of lemon juice to polish wood furniture. However, I recommend you test it 
first on a very small, unobtrusive part of your furniture to make sure it works 
the way you’d like. /// 77. Polishing Bronze – all you have to do is rub a little 
oil into a cotton towel and then wipe down the statue. It cleans and helps 
deepen the color of your bronze. /// 78. Seasoning animal hide drums /// 79. 
Seasoning cookware /// 80. Moisturizing and cleaning leather products /// 

 

NANCY WILSON - CBC news pushing poisonous FLU SHOTS on 
propaganda TV... you may be SHOT... you know that the FLU SHOT is PURE 
GENOCIDE.... RIP http://cyberclass.net/nancywilsonrip.htm 

SUNday 01 12 2014 - YOU HAVE a 
LOT to HIDE - LAURA EISENHOOR - 
TRAITOR to the HUMAN RACE and 
MOTHER EARTH - BURN 
BITCH eisenhoor666 -
 http://cyberclass.net/eisenhoor666.htm 

ANOTHER WHORE of BABALON  Shelly Hadley Wynn -
 https://www.facebook.com/makemelikeu 

why do these BABALON BITCHES BOTHER ME  all the 
TIME?? https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/274734126010228 

is this REALLY a WOMAN ?? EDUCATED? FROM 
TEXAS?? https://www.facebook.com/makemelikeu?fref=t 
Shelly Hadley Wynn - tink ur blond thinks I am a lady named 
Laura..................its OK she is a BLONDE. Tink she has sum anger issues. 
Nope its the strange fruit that got stuck in her butt that makes her mean a 
cwanky. But well send her some more happy pills and she will quit. Were 
hoping she will find a real life outside of failing at cyberbulling cuz everyone is 
just tinking she is a weird yoke...i mean Yoke. He he 
Shelly Hadley Wynn - Joke - he say u mad cow dizeasz & to feel bad 4 u. what 
u say? Oh no 1 readah ur pagez and youah mad??? Ohh dear i cannah not fix 
stupid. sorry , Conversation started Wednesday 
Shelly Hadley Wynn . 1/8, 1:51am -PING Again HATE SPEECH tiff tiff. 
 
the rest of the STORY... http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/ - if they had as much 
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MAMMON as you... black texas tea TWITS... they would be looking at 
ORGANIC RECIPES too... so F*ck you... 
you SKANKS from the SOUTH are just SELLOUTS for the NWO... let's see 
the DIVINE FEMININE in you already... nothing HOLY HERE... just LUST, 
MATERIALISM and SELF GRATIFICATION... go buy another JACK 
RABBIT DILDO while you are at VICTORIA SECRET xxx .... the BIGGEST 
TURNOFF is a LYING LION who chases smelly SKANKS with his prickly 
dick on the 
SIDEhttps://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=247070912109883&set=a.10
4739059676403.12385.100004209281255&type=3&theater 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/197178290/You-Have-a-Lot-to-Hide-Laura-
Eisenhoor-Traitor-to-the-Human-Race-and-Mother-Earth-Burn-Bitch 

 
 

Try our VAMPIRE BBQ in CANADA featuring the LONDONLIZARD 
KINGDUMB on a stick - 5 wampum - http://7thfire.biz/londonlizardbbq.htm 

SAM- SON - JEWpeter - Great Pirate - NIBIRU - IBIRU - JEWS - HEBREWS 
= PETRUS ROMANUS will deal with you http://7thfire.biz/samsun666.htm 

SONS of LITE- (FAE - EARTH MOTHERs / GOLDEN SUN ) = EAGLE + 
CONDOR - REUNION - lets DANCE http://7thfire.biz/moontime.htm 

BURN BABALON - the YOKE/ JOKE is on YOU YOU YOU stupidslutbag -
 http://cyberclass.net/stupidslutbag.htm 

WILLIAM ARTHUR PENDRAGON - OWNS ISLAM, the VERICHIP, and 
SERCO SHARES in FEMA - UNITED KINGDOM/ VATICAN / NAZI 
TEMPLARS - Mark of the BEAST SOURCE - ANTICHRIST from HERE.. 
NAZI PRINCE WILLIAM ARTHUR PENDRAGON - the 
BEAST http://cyberclass.net/thulerapingtool666.htm 

 

01 08 2014 - ROCK  of JEWpeter/ ZEUS is 
the UNIVERSAL CHURCH saulbeglie666 -
 http://cyberclass.net/saulbeglie666.htm 
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ARE POPE FRANCIS / VLADIMIR PUTIN allowing the VATICAN 
BANKsters to KILL INNOCENT PEOPLE with a NWO WEATHER 
WEAPON?? 

CERN - SILENT NAZI GENOCIDE WEAPON  

YES- CERN666 is creating this deadly DEEP FREEZE 

FAKE RAPTURE PLAN - PROJECT BLUE BEAM FAKE JESUS LIE  

Weather Warfare: Beware the US 
Military’s Experiments with 

Climatic Warfare!  

  

Numerology - "666" - “And he causeth all, both 
small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to 
receive a mark in their right hand, or in their 
foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the 
name of the beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that 
hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of 
a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six." -Revelation 

13:16-18. One of the most well-known mystical 
numbers is the biblical 666 mark of the beast. The 
beast causeth all to receive a mark without which they 
may not buy or sell. Currently thousands of people 
in America and Britain have voluntarily embedded 
Veri-Chip microchips inside their 
bodies. These microchips contain their medical, 
financial, and other records and are satellite 
traceable anywhere in the world. At this point being 

chipped is optional, and we can buy/sell with or without one, but in the near 
future, the Brotherhood international bankers plan to implement their 
world cashless society. Just a few years ago people scoffed at such an idea. 
Now it is commonplace, thousands are being chipped, and laws are gradually 
being implemented for mandatory chipping of pets, prisoners and Alzheimer’s 
patients.Micro chipping or tattooing is actually the final stage in "the 
Beast’s" plan. Many other steps 
toward this financial control-grid 
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have already been taken and bare the 666 
mark.http://www.atlanteanconspiracy.com/2009/02/numerology-666-part-
1.html /// https://plus.google.com/photos/104479227632893041577/albums/521
0934624965552657?banner=pwa 

  
YESHUA is not SHIVA / HORUS / APOLLO - you stupid 
EXOPOLITICIANs - Connections to "Lord Shiva" should be made while 
we're considering Eastern symbolism, who is perhaps another alias for Horus 
and Apollo. This god wears the Bindi, has a trident for a weapon and is often 

pictured with pine cone style hair (pineal gland) and 
kundalini 
serpent. http://theopenscroll.blogspot.ca/2010/12/part-
4-see-its-i-of-horus-eye-c-light.html 

- As this planet earth witnesses the last 
battles for world domination between the global 
forces of the Occidental West and the Oriental 
East, the battles for global supremacy will become 
uncloaked as exotic weapon 
systems are revealed with their full destructive 
powers. Here we witness volcanic 

explosions and earthquakes in “diverse places” that may have been caused 
by “quark sprees” of subatomicparticles emitted through the earth at 
speeds greater than light, “tensor transformation” experiments 
that destabilized our earth’s orbits,and 
made military ships not only disappear 
but were moved through time and space in 
a twinkling of an eye. 
The Beast : Polar blast, Turmoil in the 
Middle East as Obama pushes End 
Game to Peace (Jan 05, 2014) -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEkVD
lcXXUQ /// http://www.terrapapers.com/?p=33666 //
/ http://socioecohistory.wordpress.com/2013/11/11/weath
er-warfare-beware-the-us-militarys-experiments-with-
climatic-

warfare/ // http://en.ria.ru/world/20091010/156416575.ht

ml // http://www.biblesearchers.com/prophecy/daniel/go
gumogog3.shtml ///http://newjerusalemcoming.wordpress.

com/2013/10/12/cernsupercomputerdelhi/ ///http://giza
deathstar.com/2011/07/cerns-politically-
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correct-blackout-on-cosmic-rays-and-
weather/ ///http://www.biblesearchers.com/prophecy/daniel/gogumogog3.shtml
 /// http://www.cheniere.org/correspondence/120610.htm ///http://gdrobych.ho
me.cern.ch/gdrobych/essays%5CEs4nonprolif.htm /// 

 

Bitter Past: Pope Francis and 
Argentina's Dirty War  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WqM3WeR
l7Z4 

The Vatican installs a Nazi 
pope war criminal to 

succeed Nazi pope Ratzinger. Nazi theme continues in 
the Vatican in the hiring of Nazi-haven Argentina resident former 
cardinal now pope Francis.Vatican did sign a Concordat with Hitler. 
German Nazi aims were not anti-Catholic, but rather Hitler welcomed Catholic 
presence, gave them a position of honor. The Vatican patted Hitler on the back, 
and Hitler patted Vatican on the back. A marriage of state and religion made in 
hell. 2013 is probably the year hell breaks loose in 
the Middle East. Israel is fairly much like putty in 
the hands of the Vatican. USA co-opted to be the 
Vatican’s muscle. USA is totally controlled by 

enemies of freedom. The evil 
secret society Skull and Bones 
is in league with the Vatican, 
and batting for the Vatican is 
Skull and Bones man, USA 
Secretary of State John Kerry 
who, without any legal basis in domestic or international 
law, demands Syria’s President steps down from power. 

  

Vatican Denies Pope Francis Was Involved in 
Argentine Priest 
Kidnappings http://abcnews.go.com/International/vatican-denies-
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pope-francis-involved-argentine-priest-kidnappings/story?id=18739027 /// Pope commemorates 
Nazi's Kristallnacht attack on Jewish 'big 
brothers'http://uk.reuters.com/article/2013/11/10/uk-pope-jews-idUKBRE9A907O20131110 // /// 
Argentina was a haven for fleeing Nazis during and after World War 
II.http://commonsenseconspiracy.com/2013/03/could-pope-francis-i-be-a-nazi-
war-criminal-that-fled-to-argentina/ //// Perhaps the most damning thing that 
can be said about POPE FRANCIS is that he survived, and flourished, 
occupying a prominent position in the Argentine church at a time when its 
leaders worked hand in glove with one of the most brutal dictatorships of the 
20th century. http://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2013/03/pope-francis-past-enough-damn-him // 

War Criminal Pope Francis - The evil Jesuit Pope Francis is guilty of war 
crimes in Argentina. Jesuits do take an oath to further the temporal power of 
the papacy by whatever means necessary. Employees of the Catholic 
church were among those who were kidnapped and murdered in those darks 
days of Argentina when the government, with assistance and direction 
fromRoman Catholic hierarchy, begin kidnapping and murdering innocent 
civilians. Jesuits will treat Catholics as enemies too if they get out of line. If 
the Vatican wanted to try to win over China, they could have appointed an 
Asian cardinal. Vatican still has not convinced China to establish diplomatic 
relations with them. The Vatican is shut out of China. The Catholic 
churches that are in China are state run, the state appoints the priests, not 
the Vatican and money collected by the churches is not shared with the 
Vatican. http://beforeitsnews.com/spirit/2013/10/war-criminal-pope-francis-
2481926.html ///http://www.theguardian.com/world/2009/oct/11/french-cern-
physicist-admits-al-qaida-
links ///http://www.thestar.com/news/world/pope/2013/03/14/pope_francis_election_stirs_up_argentine_
dirty_war_allegations_supports_call_it_unfair.html /// http://www.ndtv.com/article/world/papal-election-
stirs-argentina-s-dirty-war-past-342363 /// 

  

Argentina’s Dirty War: ‘The Official Story -

 http://lee.todhunter.us/blog/?p=119 /// Jorge 
Mario Bergoglio was head of 
the Jesuit Order in 
Argentina during much of that 
nation's darkest episode, the so-
called Dirty War in the 1970s and 
early '80s. That's when 
the military government, fearful 

of a communist uprising, arrested and 
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murdered tens of thousands of people suspected of leftist sympathies. The 
Catholic Church has been criticized for its silence during the Dirty War, and 
Bergoglio in particular for some specific actions. http://pri.org/stories/2013-03-
14/pope-francis-and-argentinas-dirty-
war ///http://www.iiipublishing.com/religion/catholic/argentina.html /// 
Catholicism and 
Fascism http://www.iiipublishing.com/blog/2006/12/blog_12_12_2006.html /// 
TheDirty War  (Spanish: Guerra Sucia) (part of Operation Condor) was a 
period of state terrorism in Argentina against political dissidents, with military 
and security forces conducting urban and rural guerrilla warfare against left-
wing guerrillas, political dissidents, and anyone believed to be associated with 
socialism.[1][2][3] Victims of the violence included an estimated 15,000 to 
30,000 left-wing activists and militants, including trade unionists, students, 
journalists, Marxists, Peronist guerrillas[4] and alleged 
sympathizers http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirty_War /// 

http://www.nieman.harvard.edu/reports/article/100380/When-Death-Seems-
Inevitable.aspx /// http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/argentina/090616/dirty-
war-bones /// http://smokeandstir.org/2011/08/29/class-conflict-economic-
stagnation-and-the-road-to-argentinas-dirty-war/ //// gender and sexual violence 
as crimes against humanity and torture in the context of Argentina’s Dirty 
War http://justiceinconflict.org/2012/05/25/justice-for-sexual-violence-and-gender-crimes-in-
argentina/ /// http://pulsemedia.org/2010/06/04/argentine-cause-for-celebration-goes-beyond-revolutionary-
bicentennial-as-dirty-war-hearings-

continue/ /// https://www.google.ca/search?q=Cern++weather+weapon&rlz=1C1R
NPN_enCA560CA560&oq=Cern++weather+weapon&aqs=chrome..69i57.843
6j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-
8 /// http://books.google.ca/books?id=G7t260XD8AYC&pg=PA174&lpg=PA1
74&dq=Cern++weather+weapon&source=bl&ots=bem2AzsSuP&sig=QNk3K
5tFfkNZjpGJWCdsKPd7Bnk&hl=en&sa=X&ei=TUnMUruNE6qa2AWC0oHI
Dg&ved=0CDYQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=Cern%20%20weather%20weapon
&f=fals 

 

  

- SAUL of TARSUS was not an 
APOSTLE... he was a CHRISTIAN 
KILLER CONVERT  -
 APOLLYON - ST PAUL  is the 
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false prophet bringing in ENKI- LUCIFER- the SERPENT  

- PAUL SAUL BEG LEE LIE  - we 
need SCIENCE to SAVE the WORLD  .... not HOLLYWOOD JESUS 
JUNK - Ariel Sharon Near Death As Rabbi 
Kaduri Prophecy Unfolds! - Uploaded by Paul 
Begley - what kind of FLAG does BAG HEAD 
have behind him??? The 108 Year Old Rabbi 
Kaduri prophesied that at Sharon's death Jesus 
Christ Will Come 

Shortlyhttp://www.paulbegleyprophecy.com also http://www.timesofisrael.com
 also http://www.alamongordo.com 

- we need SCIENCE to SAVE the WORLD .... not HOLLYWOOD JESUS 
JUNK  via FOX NEWS -
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%
20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/ 

THE BLOOD LIBEL OF JAMZEN JAMAICA by FREEMASON GOVT  
& BAPHOMET - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zv4yt_OzHYo 

JAMZEN  says he is ST PAUL - bringing 
in ENKI now - thE cOdE brEAkEr ExOrcIsIng 
hIddEn cOntrOllers // 

thisisnotanonymous = 230 -*THE HIGHEST TRUTH * 

// A CROWLEY LIE - THELEMA *AND "THE 
JOYS OF HIS LOVE" IS LEADING THEM - 
TO DEATH!  TO DEATH! TO DEATH! Read # 201 //  
AGGRESSIVE ENERGY THAT FORCE THAT PROPELS AND 
STRENGTHENS SUNWISE UPRIGHT IN EVERY WAY // 
BEHOLD - I COMETH AS - A STAR * STAR "TETRAHEDRON"! 
THE HEXAGRAM! (STAR OF DAVID). /// BOOK OF ETERNITY* 

*"THE BOOK OF LIFE "! Rev 3:5, 20:15 //COWARDS 
BREAK THEIR WORD * / // GLOBAL 
PERFECTION *A TRUE REALITY THAT 
WILL BEGIN WITH THE "MILLENIAL 

REIGN OF CHRIST < ON EARTH"! REV 20:4 Daniel 2:44 1Cor 15:20-28** // HIS PEOPLE 
CALL ON - HIM *Psalm 91:1-16 /// KNOW YOUR CREATOR - YAHWEH *"THE HIGHEST TRUTH" 
! Psalm 83:16-18. // MARK OF - THE WILD BEAST * WHAT IS IT????? REFER TO # 283 for THE 
ANSWER! /// NIGHTSIDE OF EDEN *&THE SINISTER, "FALLEN & DARKSIDE" of LIVING! "THE 
LEFTHAND PATH, LEADING TO FAILURE, DEMISE, DESSOLUTION & DEATH! THE RESULT 
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OF FOLLOWING THE ORIGINAL "LIE of DECEPTION" by SATAN IN THE GARDEN! PAGANS 
PREFER the "NIGHTSIDE OF EDEN", because they ADVOCATE the CONSEQUENCES of "THE 
FALL" which is "SIN & DEATH"! FOR 
THEM , the BLACKNESS OF DEATH is a 
SURE THING at ARMAGEDDON! YOU 
WILL HAVE ' HADIT --  HAD IT" & 
"KNEW IT - - KNU IT" at 
ARMAGEDDON ! Rev 11:18, 19:11-21, 
Daniel 2:44, Matt 24:14, Rev 11:15** 1Cor 
15:20-27** /// POWERFUL+POTENT * /// 
SULPHUR+MERCURY+SALT 

SYMBOLICAL! /// THE DAUGHTER 
of ZION *THE PURE 
HEARTED!  Matt 5:8 ELECT, 
144,000 "BRIDE of CHRIST! Rev 7:3,4 14;1, 20:4**** /// THE GREAT PYRAMID* *Rev 
19;19 YOU DECIDE! /// THE MYSTI CAL CROW - KNOWS  * /// // TOTAL INSPIRATION * THE 
GEMATRIA FLOWER "CHRYSANTHEMUM" IN THE NAEQ! #414 // YOU ARE - IN - THE 
NET *THE MYSTICAL NET THAT IS############ HERE IN THE NAEQ! JESUS IS STILL 

FISHING ! http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

http://cyberclass.net/hellboy666.htm /// http://www.youtube.com/user/ThisIsNo
tAnonymous // https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/101537191
53405556 ////http://www.youtube.com/user/ThisIsNotAnonymous /// https://w
ww.facebook.com/cousinscoveja?fref=ts? /// https://www.facebook.com/ThisIs
NotAnonymousJA /// https://www.google.ca/search?q=St+Paul&source=lnms
&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=_SnMUsO0CYWT2QW89IDgCg&ved=0CAcQ_AUo
AQ&biw=1366&bih=601 /// https://www.google.ca/search?q=Jamzen&source
=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=2CrMUsTOFqqX2QWw2oE4&ved=0CAcQ_AU
oAQ&biw=1366&bih=601 

 
 

MOONday 01 06 2014 - ROYAL 
THULE THELEMA FOOL 
SOCIETY - NAZI BLACK SUN 
LILITH LIZARD 

LICKERS  thulerapingtool666 -
http://cyberclass.net/thulerapingtool666.htm 

POPE FRANCIS and VLADIMIR PUTIN  - 
DESTROY the BELLIAL BEASTS of BAAL  - I 

AM TESTING your FAITH ...  I AM WATCHING U - 
(dana) 
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- CUT THESE PEDOPHILES OFF- BIS - Bank of International 
Settlements 

NOTHING HOLY in 
ALEISTER 
CROWLEY THULE 
MURDERING SHEOL 
SOCIETY  

MURDERED LADY 
DIANA  

SWISS BANK = RADICAL ISLAM- APOSTATE 
CHRISTIAN- MOSSAD- BLOODY VAMPIRES  are 

the PROBLEM  

THULE NAZI BLACK 
SUN FOOL SOCIETY 
BURNS- THE END (36 

photos) DIE ASSHOLES -
https://www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska/media_set?set=a.2510553150

63648&type=1 

WILLIAM ARTHUR PENDRAGON - OWNS ISLAM, the VERICHIP , 
and SERCO SHARES in FEMA - 

UNITED KINGDOM/ VATICAN / NAZI 
TEMPLARS -  Mark of the BEAST SOURCE - 
ANTICHRIST from HERE.. NAZI PRINCE 

WILLIAM ARTHUR PENDRAGON - the BEAST  

https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.2722234529
27962.100004209281255&type=3 

TOP NAZI THULE 
FOOL  https://www.facebook.com/jarlvidar.berge /// 
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/jarl-
vidar/27/142/3b9 ///http://www.lolking.net/summoner
/eune/24632513 // ///http://thule-
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society.org/777.html ///http://perdurabo10.tripod.com/themindofjamesdonahue/
id358.html /// The Thule 
Society =http://www.whale.to/b/thule_society_h.html /// Thule Society - Thule 
- Crystalinks-
 http://www.crystalinks.com/thule.html //http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.c
om/hardtruth/thulesociety.htm /// http://thule-
society.org/ ///http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_thule0
5.htm 

THE ILLUMINATI - PETER LEVENDA AND THE MAGICKAL ROOTS 
OF NAZISM  - The Thule Gesellschaft was a front for a whole web of secret 
societies which hadsimilar racist and anti-Semitic occultist roots. Among the 
members of these groups were influential people. The initiative for the creation 
of the NAZIs came from Baron vonSebbotendorf, head of the Bavarian 
branch of the Germanen Order. Thule Gessellschaft Sebottendorf bought the 
newspaper Völkischer Beobachter --which later became the official Nazi Party 
journal . Dietrich Eckart, for many years Hitler's mentor, provided the money 
for the purchase. Sebetendorf was 
aFreemason. http://freemasonrywatch.org/P2.html#L13 // http://battleofearth.
wordpress.com/2009/05/09/dna-and-the-divine-names/ 

- SANGRAILIANs VAMPIRES - CONTACT - (Deutsch)- 
jarl_vidar@thule-society.org // (English) secretary@thule-society.org // 
Official USA Website http://www.thule-society.org/// 

HANGING AROUND SATANIST PEDOPHILE MURDERING NAZI 
SCUM BAG VAMPIRES is hazardous to 

your SOUL and may result 
in PERMANANTDECAPITATION  and VAMPIRE 

BBQing ( usury free in SERENITY555) 

YOU DIE SOON MOTHERFUCKERS ... KALI 
MAA CLEAN UP -
 http://cyberclass.net/ThulefoolJarlVadar.pdf /// Jarl 
Vidar -  Europe Nordic & East - Summoners - League 
of 
Legends http://www.lolking.net/summoner/eune/24632
513 //http://www.linkedin.com/in/jarlvidar /// Supriem 
Rockefeller - Messiah 
or AntiChrist?  http://servicetoone.wordpress.com/category/02-chapter-ii/ /// 
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Supriem David Rockefeller Wes Penre ( 
ILLUMINATI 
SCUM) http://supriemrockefeller.wordpress.com/category/05-chapter-v-
part-1/ // 

TRINITY MARIONs list of ILLUMINATI SOUL 
SUCKERS for the NWO PHOENIX RISING 
NESARA UFO CANNIBAAL FAKE RAPTURE to 
MIDDLE EARTH - too BAD you are all 

ACCOUNTABLE- BYE BYE  - Sanatron Sol, Tribu Azul, Siriamp Paez, 
Violeta Zelaya, Monica Zaslavsky Ruppi, Saul Arias Zotedo, Yo Soy, Omkara 
Meditaciones, Alexandra Ortega, Almirash Ros-ra DE Sirio, J-Ven Hn, Nidia 

Ruth Agudelo Olaya, Wait Luz, Octubre Sanchez, 
Red StarRay Ma-at, Chamuel Eleua Weor, Tibisay 
Arias, Daniel Papi Frias, Tomy Yamamoto 
Vazquez, Atleya Orión, Loly Centurion, En Gel 
Wurz, Cozcacuauhtzin Xochiquetzal, Anash de 
Telos, Valentina Tina, Ufo Ovni Costa Rica, Katia 
De Zuleta, Gabriel YO Soy, Inma Infante Quintero, 
Richarte La Otra Conciencia, La Otra Verdad, Iris 
Lila Orellano, Ramon Thomassiny, Tot Rá, 
Graciela Om Shanti, Virginia Ocampo Taborga, 

Zsonatano Toth Isis, Wanda Ramirez Ramirez, Silvina Wonder, Templario 
Berzerg, Skill Xenon, Maria Victoria Vilchez, Xime Silva Donoso, Tito 
Villada, Scarlet Womyn, Mariah Mayuyis Yo, Flor Dorada, Oia Baru Fuerza 
Suprema, Eli White Flame Love, Laura Pleiadian.  
Jhodi Smit is linked somehow to them - Super Soldier Talk with James Rink 
and Jhodi Smit - August 21, 
2011 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0i0DXh7ukCI ///http://www.scribd.co
m/jhodis //  
JAMZEN  is 
too https://www.facebook.com/cousinscoveja?fref=ts /// https://www.facebook.
com/thescarletwoman?fref=ts /// https://www.facebook.com/thescarletwoman/f
riends?ref=br_tf //https://www.facebook.com/jorgesol33 // https://www.facebo
ok.com/photo.php?fbid=776387459041805 

The original Priesthood was founded by Marduk 
Ra in ancient times, Marduk  being of 
the Merovingian/Frankish Bloodline, the 
“Bloodline of the Holy Grail”, which goes back to the 
time before the Sumerian era. Marduk Ra was not a 
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benevolent being, and he committed a lot of crimes. The crimesMarduk 
committed were on a high spiritual 
level. http://servicetoone.wordpress.com/category/02-chapter-ii/ 

Although Himmler admired the ceremonial nature of Catholicism and modeled 
the S.S. partially on the Order of the Jesuits, he had been driven crazy 
andproclaimed himself the Anti-Christ after becoming involved with one 
"Frater H", who was actually a spy sent by Naval Intelligence to infiltrate 
the O.T.O. That spy’s name was L. Ron Hubbard! // 

FREEMASON - Mayor Rob Crack-ford -
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1405645089682687
&set=exp.1405631873017342.unitary&type=1&theater //Michae
l Jackson Knew That The Illuminati Was After Him -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFU8HSXNOsM /// 

ILLUMINATI THULE THELEMA NAZI MURDERERS  

   

 

The 2010 Polish Air Force Tu-154 
crash occurred on 10 April 2010 when a Polish 
Air Force craft crashed near the city of 

Smolensk, Russia, killing all 96 people on 
board. These included president Lech 
Kaczynski and his 
wife Maria,  former president Ryszard Kaczorowski, the chief of the Polish 
General Staff and other senior Polish military officers, the president of the 
National Bank of Poland, Poland's deputy foreign minister, Polish 
government officials, 18 members of the Polish parliament, senior members of 
the Polish clergy, and relatives of victims of the Katyn massacre. They were 
en route from Warsaw to attend an event marking the 70th anniversary of the 
massacre; the site is approximately 19 kilometres (12 mi) west of Smolensk. 
en route from Warsaw to attend an event marking the 70th anniversary of the 
massacre; the site is approximately 19 kilometres (12 mi) west of Smolensk. 

Ruling on Katyn Killings Highlights Russia-Poland Rift - LONDON — In 
the long-simmering and emotional debate over a notorious mass killing during 

World War II, the European Court of Human Rights ruled Monday 
that Russia had failed to comply with its obligations to adequately 
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investigate the massacre of more than 20,000 Polish prisoners of war by the 
Soviet secret police in 1940. The court also ruled that there had been no 
violation of the convention’s provision prohibiting inhuman or degrading 
treatment as it relates to the suffering of families of “disappeared” people. That 
part of the ruling overturned a lower court’s ruling in 2012, which found that 
that provision had been violated in the cases of 10 of the 15 Polish family 
members. In its ruling, the Grand Chamber said Russia had not offered a 
“substantive analysis” for keeping the decision to close its investigation 
classified. “The court was unable to accept that the submission of a copy of the 
September 2004 decision could have affected Russia’s national security,” the 
ruling said. Nikita V. Petrov, a historian for the Memorial human rights group, 
which has sought to declassify the decision, called the ruling a “light 
reprimand” that would do nothing to further the 
investigation. “It’s like telling a criminal, ‘You 
haven’t behaved yourself very well,’ ” he 
said. “But it does not say that a crime is still 
taking place, because the government is hiding 
information about past criminal activities like the 
Katyn case.” The massacre has continued to 
haunt Russian-Polish relations. In April 2010, 
a plane carrying the Polish president and 95 
other members of Poland’s political and 
military elite to a commemoration of the massacre crashed over Smolensk, 

killing everyone on board. The crash led to 
mutual recriminations over an event intended to 
help heal the wound. In November 2010, the 
Russian Parliament approved a statement 
holding Stalin and other Soviet leaders 
responsible for the Katyn killings. Despite 
protests from Communist Parliament 

members, the State Duma acknowledged that archival material “not only 
unveils the scale of his horrific tragedy but also provides evidence that the 
Katyn crime was committed on direct orders from Stalin and other Soviet 
leaders.” Putin's words had helped the healing process. "Both Russia and 
Poland realise it is time to stop the confrontations," she added. Moscow and 
Warsaw have clashed in the past decade over Poland's admission to the EU 
and Nato, and over US plans for missile defence sites in eastern Europe. 
Kremlin now felt it had to engage with Warsaw as a major economic power 
in the region. A change to pro-Russian leadership in Ukraine and the prospect 
of Russia joining the US missile defence shield also helped. "On a human level, 
Poles were also very touched by so many Russians coming to our embassy in 
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Moscow to show sympathy after the Smolensk disaster," he 
added. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/nov/26/russian-parliament-
guilt-katyn-
massacre // http://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/nov/26/russian-
parliament-guilt-katyn-
massacre // http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Polish_Air_Force_Tu-
154_crash /// http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-11845315 /// 

LOST SHEEP FLEET 7thfire.biz  

   

 

Our children and their children are our 
future days. If we do not comprehend and 
realize our potential ability to support all 
life forever we are cosmicly 
bankrupt. Man must be able to dare to 
think truthfully and to act accordingly 
without fear of losing his franchise to live. 
Theuse of mind fellowships will permit 
humans comprehensively to expand and 

accelerate scientific exploration and experimental prototype development. 
For every 100,OOO employed in research and development, or just plain 
thinking,  one probably will make a breakthrough that will more than pay for 
the other 99,999 fellowships. Thus, production will no longer be impeded by 
humans trying to do what machines can do better. 

Fishing provides an excellent opportunity to think 
clearly; to review one's life; to recall one's earlier 
frustrated  and abandoned longings and curiosities. 
What we want everybody to do is to think 
clearly. Counseled by our bankers, our politicians 
say we can't afford the warring and the great society, 
too. And because of the mythical concept that the 
wealth which is disbursed is coming from some magically-secret private 
source, no free and healthy individual wants that "hand out" from the other 
man, whoever he may be. Nor does the individual wish to be on the publicly 
degrading "dole" line.http://classes.dma.ucla.edu/Winter09/9-1/_pdf/3-fuller_operating-manual.pdf 

Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars of Octogon 
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SATURNday 01 04 2014 TORONTO ICE QUAKES, H1N1 BIO 
GENOCIDE, VIRAL VAMPIRE ZOMBIE 
ZOO living near YOU - zombieholocaust -
 http://cyberclass.net/zombieholocaust.htm 

ROB FORD, DEADLY FLU SHOTs, 
BLACK PLAGUE, BLACK OUTS, 

ASTEROIDS, TSUNAMIs, and FROZEN 
ZEN HoLOCUST LIZARDS  

49% of CANADIANS have been 
VERICHIPPED VACCINATED with the 

H1N1 DEADLY VIRUS FLU SHOT ... 
STUPID STUPID STUPID MOVE  

HAPPY NEW YEAR- NWO  MURDERING MAMMON MAGGOT s 
are FEMA  bound - - enjoy 

your KARMA! https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/271703689646
605 

ROB FORD is an ARROGANT DEAD 
MAN  // HARPER -STAY IN YOUR BUNKER- 

DOWN UNDER -
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/health-and-

fitness/health/albertas-h1n1-outbreak-leads-to-
rush-in-flu-vaccinations/article16182497/ 

  

PARTY TIME - CANADA's WONDERLAND- 
I TOLD YOU SO- STUPID - GLOBAL CLASS 

ACTION LAWSUIT -
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs

%20JESUITS/ 
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- 1000 pts GLOBAL COOP - penny stocks for 1000 
COOPS - EACH MEMBER  - http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

PLANET SEX is PLANNING on having lots of ORGIES... sounds like 
DROP DEAD FUN -spread that VIRAL DNA ... keep that shit away from 

EDEN... OLEE H20 FREEE lessons HERE JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs http://7thfire.biz/oleeh2o.htm 

PRINCE CHUCKIE, EISENHOOR, EXOPOLITICS  and the SWISS 
BANKster BAAL am BOYS own SHARES inOBAMANATION  sCARE 

666 

-Novartis will receive from the US HHS [Health and Human Services] $346-
million  for antigen and $348.8-million for adjuvant. They also have orders 
from 30 other countries. Baxter has 
orders from five countries for 80-
million doses, but has not received 
FDA approval. GlaxoSmithKline has 
received $250-million to supply the US 
with various "pandemic 
products.http://www.rense.com/general86/dngers
.htm 
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The following is an incomplete (but 
significant) list of vaccine ingredients: 
GlaxoSmithKline Plc based in London 
Vaccine Ingredients: Aluminum It has 
been linked to Gulf War Syndrome that has 
caused tremendous permanent damage to 

thousands of military.(7) Aluminum is a known cause of cognitive 
dysfunction. /// Daronrix: Glaxo's H5N1 bird flu  vaccine. Disodium 
phosphate: a white powder, water-soluble salt. It is used as an anti-caking 
additive in powdered products. This inorganic chemical is also used as a 
fungicide and microbiocide. // Formaldehyde: a known carcinogen and 
reproductive or developmental toxicant. //Octoxynol 10: can alter metabolic 
activity, damage membranes, and cause a rapid decline in cell 
function.///Polysorbate 80: Also known as Tween 80. It is used as an 
emulsifier in cosmetics, and is one of the ingredients in Gardasil, the cervical 
cancer vaccine that is being mandated/promoted for 
teen-age girls. This ingredient is known to cause 

infertility, grand mal 
convulsions, spontaneous 
abortions, and life-
threatening anaphylactic 
shock. So far, 28 Gardasil 
deaths have been 
reported.// Sodium 
Chloride: Refined salt, 
sodium chloride, is chemically treated and contains 
many other hidden chemicals that destroy natural 
salt's healing abilities. // Squalene: injected with 
squalene triggered "chronic, immune-mediated 
joint-specific inflammation," i.e., rheumatoid 
arthritis. How will this affect people who already 

have an immune inflammation, or will it cause untold new cases (lupus, chronic 
fatigue)? Squalene is being added to all new vaccines. It is linked to the 
thousands of military who have contracted "Gulf War Syndrome" and have 
suffered irreparable auto-immune damage, including lupis, multiple sclerosis, 
fibromyalgia, and rheumatoid arthritis. /// Thimersol: (MERCURY).  Put in all 
multiple doses of vaccines. Any amount of mercury is highly toxic. There is no 
safe level. This is has been repeatedly linked to the increasing rates of autism, 
multiple sclerosis, and ADD. 
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Baxter International Based in Chicago. Called "Celvapan" or its common 
name: pandemic influenza vaccine [H5N1] . These extremely dangerous 
vaccines are classified as bioweapons by the US government's own definition. 
These three companies "will conduct their own trials under secret contract with 
Health and Human Services." http://www.rense.com/general86/dngers.htm 

HINI NAZI BLACK SUN GENOCIDE VACCINATION FLU SHOT =  
funded by YOUR WAR TAXES - NOTE: Adverse 
reactions include: headaches, dizziness, vertigo, 
nasopharyngitis, chills, fatigue, malaise, injection 
site pain. Breaking : Baxter Drug Company 
Obtained Patent For Dangerous H1N1 Vaccine 1 
Year BEFORE Swine Flu Pandemic Hoax! -
http://politicalvelcraft.org/2010/04/29/breaking-
baxter-drug-company-obtained-patent-for-
dangerous-h1n1-vaccine-1-year-before-swine-flu-

pandemic-
hoax/ /// Thous
ands of USA Pregnant Women 
Miscarry After the H1N1 Vaccine -
 http://musicians4freedom.com/2010/10/t
housands-of-usa-pregnant-women-
miscarry-after-the-h1n1-
vaccine/ /// ALERT Canadians: Toxic 
Ingredients in the Arepanrix H1N1 
Vaccine Harm Your 

Healthhttp://preventdisease.com/news/09/102609_Alert_Canadians_Arepanrix
_vaccine_analysis.shtml /// Early and Current Fears about Vaccine 
Dangers http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-and-current-fears-about-vaccine-

dangers/14937 //// Vaccine more dangerous than H1N1 flu? -
http://thebovine.wordpress.com/2009/10/29/vaccine-more-dangerous-than-
h1n1-flu/ /// When It Comes to Flu Shots, Give Me the Flu 
Insteadhttp://personalmoneystore.com/moneyblog/h1n1-vaccine-
risks/ /// Natural Influenza Swine Avian H1N1 Flu Protection Treatment -
https://middlepath.com.au/qol/natural_influenza_protection_treatment.php ///htt
p://my.opera.com/SavedNotFried/blog/index.dml/tag/World%20Health%20Org
anisation%20(WHO) ///http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/magazine/issues/f
all09/articles/fall09pg6.html /// http://www.wbur.org/2009/10/13/swine-flu-
4 // http://vaccineresistancemovement.org/ /// 
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Putin VS Jews Of The New World Order-
 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.27137175634

6465.100004209281255&type=3 /// Agartha In The Hollow 
Earth! https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.2700

85693141738.100004209281255&type=3 //// Educate-
Yourself.org:The Freedom of Knowledge; The Power 
of Thought http://educate-yourself.org/ /// Tsunami 
and East Coast Destruction -
 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.10153707437

230556.100004209281255&type=3 /// EDEN and Orgone Qi 
Masters by DANA Horochowski-
 http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm /// https://www.google.ca/#q=BAALam 

RUSSIA WARNS: ASTEROID 
IMPACT in Atlantic Ocean  -
Russian Military Operatives - large 
Asteroid that is being tracked by their 
missle defense systems. This Near 
Earth Object is arriving along with the 
Meteor Debris field expected to 
impact FEMA Region Three. Russia 
Warns that this Large Asteroid will Impact in the Atlantic Ocean. This will be a 
Global Incident. This event will change life on this planet as we know it. Good 
Luck to you and your 
Family. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYsNY0LTUVw ///http://www.raw
story.com/rs/2011/11/18/ex-soviet-states-take-first-step-to-eurasian-
union/ //// http://www.davidicke.com/headlines/56318-ex-soviet-states-take-
first-step-to-eurasian-
union/ /// http://www.lithuaniatribune.com/28904/eurasian-union-plays-by-
russian-rules-threatens-eu-eastern-partnership-vilnius-experts-201328904/ 

  

  

   

 

BURN the FLAG 
of 
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SIN http://cyberclass.net/hellboy666.htm 

WEREWOLVES, FREEMASONS, MILITARY MAGGOTS, MAMMON 
RA, MOLOCH LILITH LEVAN HELL AGENDA  

JAMZEN says he is ST PAUL - bringing in ENKI 
now..https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10153719153405556  
http://www.youtube.com/user/ThisIsNotAnonymous /// thE cOdE brEAkEr ExOrcIsIng hIddEn 
cOntrOllershttps://www.facebook.com/cousinscoveja?fref=ts? 

 
 

SWISS BANK TERRORISTS attacking SOCHI GAMES in RUSSIA and 
blowing up TRAINS in NORTH DAKOTA 
ROCKEFELLER doesn't like this website I 
DO http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqDmRzslZKQ&feature=share&list=UUz84cLA1kFgUwbiFm3J

4fvQ 

 

ATTEMPTED MURDER  - 
Mark Anthony Standley -NWO 
GENOCIDE AHEAD  -
 https://www.google.ca/#q=Mark+Anthony+St

andley /// Mark Anthony -
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=618
577287&fref=ts /// http://jrgenius.ca/markantho

ny/ 

MIRROR MIRROR ~ 23 ENIGMA= A TAIL OF DARK MATTER 
(+playlist) - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLOpkzVagmk&feature=share&list=UU-
HerEomyVk20kUCI-9fS4w 

 

http://7thfire.biz/12312013.htm 

Dec 2013 news - by Dana Horochowski 

   

MARdi 12 31 2013 - SAM- SON - JEWpeter - Great Pirate - NIBIRU - IBIRU - 
JEWS - HEBREWS = PETRUS ROMANUS will deal with 
you http://7thfire.biz/samsun666.htm 

SONS of the SERPENT ( LILITH/ SIN) vs SONS of LITE- (FAE -
 EARTH MOTHERs / GOLDEN SUN  ) 
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OLYMPIANS - JEWpeter = PETRUS 
ROMANUS - as ABOVE... SO BELOW - 

Nibiru is identified as Jupiter: 
HEBREWS 

Jupiter enthroned with Mars and Venus -
 The 5th Dimension Age of Aquarius 

1969 - when JEWpeter aligns 
with MARShttp://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=kjxSCAalsB 

EAGLE + CONDOR - REUNION  

"Nibiru " which is where the anunnaki come from, according to the Sumerian 
translations, which has a 3,600 year orbit around our sun. The term "Planet 

X" refers to the search for another planet beyond Pluto through mainstream 
scientific efforts. The space probes sent out by NASA, mainly Voyager, and 

Pioneer, detected perturbations in the outer planets which suggested that there 
is still another planet, or heavenly body beyond Pluto that is affecting the orbits 

of the outer planets. 
Nibiru is identified as Jupiter: When the 
stars of Enlil have been finished, one big 

star – although its light is dim – divides the 
sky in half and stands there: that is, 

the star of Marduk  (MUL dAMAR.UD), 
Nibiru (né-bé-ru), Jupiter 

(MULSAG.ME.GAR); it keeps changing 
its position and crosses the sky. 

Conversely, Tablets K.6174:9’ and 
K.12769:6’ refer to it as Mercury: "If 

Mercury (MULUDU.IDIM.GU4) divides 
the sky and stands there, [its name] is 

Nibiru."[3] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nibiru_%28Babylonian_astronomy%2
9 // Planet X / Nibiru - What is the 

difference? http://xfacts.com/xnews/index.html /// http://www.bubblews.com/news/1794125-was-
there-a-planet-between-mars-and-jupiter 

 

  HERSTORY 2014 / Dec 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 /// 2014, 
UrAmerica, 7thfire.biz, KINAKWII NATION, 555 by Danusia 
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Horochowska /// 2014 pdf // /2014 doc // //// Dec-31-2013-Email-Out 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/ - Made in cANADa! http://cyberclass.net/  

http://7thfire.biz/12312013.htm 

SATURNday 12 28 2013 - http://7thfire.biz/12282013.htm 

SERENITY GLOBAL  is COMING from TORONTO ... BOTTOMS UP as 
PLANNED  - BOB MARLEY STYLE  http://7thfire.biz/danceyourpants.htm 

- 1000 pts GLOBAL COOP - penny stocks for 1000 COOPS - EACH 
MEMBER  - http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

-  

Tsunami and East Coast Destruction - 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.1
0153707405010556.10737
41845.537275555&type=

1 

DEC 2013 NEWS - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOeizH4rw7k 

   

FRIAday 12 27 2013 - 3/9/6 = 18 = 9 - Try our VAMPIRE BBQ in CANADA 
featuring the LONDONLIZARD  KINGDUMB on a stick - 5 wampum - 
http://7thfire.biz/londonlizardbbq.htm 

DIE SHIT BAG - 
FAKE LAURA 
MAGGOT 
EISENHOOR SWISS 
BANK BARNYARD 
BEAST 666 Published on Dec 18, 

2013 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7VLK9xfkJA&list=UUz84cLA1kFgU
wbiFm3J4fvQ /// https://www.google.ca/#q=Laura+Eisenhower - F.B.I. DIRECTOR J 

EDGAR HOOVER (HUBER) WAS SWISS AND HAD 
KENNEDY ASSASSINATED, US PRESIDENT HERBERT 
HOOVER (HUBER) WAS SWISS AND HAD THE FED ROB 
THE PEOPLE`S SAVINGS BY THE SWISS B.I.S. IN 1929 
AND US PRESIDENT 5 STAR GENERAL DWIGHT D 
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EISENHOWER (EISENHAUER) WAS SWISS AND REFUSED TO BOMB THE 
SIMPLE TARGETS OF CONCENTRATION CAMP RAILROADS AND JUST 
EXECUTED THE SWISS OCTOGON NAZI TEMPLAR AGENDA ON T HE 
ALLIED SIDE LETTING THE SWISS NAZI TEMPLARS GET AWA Y WITH 
THE NAZI GOLD AND SHIP THE NAZIS OUT TO ARGENTINA O VER THE 
SWISS NAZI RATLINE.  OCTOGON ALSO DID 911 AND IS THE REAL ENEMY 
WITHIN. IT HAS TAKEN EXACTLY 50 YEARS FROM KENNEDYS̀ 
ASSASSINATION 1963-2013 FOR THE TRUTH TO PREVAIL. TIME FOR JUSTICE 
TO STRIKE BACK. http://www.show.pp.ua/video/RlcyalFjSWRrZHM=.html /// 
http://www.michaeltellinger.com/conference.php /// http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHdBXkILHIE /// 
http://www.ufocasebook.com/2011/ikewasaware.html /// http://www.michaeltellinger.com/conference.php 
///  

IMPOSTER NAZI Queen speaks of hope for the future in Christmas message 
http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/queens-speech-queen-speaks-
hope-6445823 

Uploads from chatzefratz .Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars  

 

Uploads from 1oftheonez's channel - http://www.youtube.com/user/1oftheonez/videos  

THORsday 12 26 2013 - BOXING DAY with 
KALI MAA  - boxblockbbq555 - 
http://7thfire.biz/boxblockbbq555.htm 

KALI GODDESS - SHERRY SHRINER is afraid 
of CHERYL ANN MENEZES - GOAT of MENDES - HILTON 
PETER MIJOVICK & CHERYL ANN MENEZES- ( where is my 

NEW PARADIGM? STILL WAITING since 2007) - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/shivagermainliars.htm 

Maa Kali – Hindu Goddes, Kali Ma, Kali Mata, Goddess Kali 
» Jai Maa Vaishnavi - - Kali was born from the brow of the 
demon-slayer Durga during one of the battles between the 
divine and anti-divine forces. (Note the similarity between the 
births of Kali and the Greek Goddess Athena, who was born fully 
formed, from the forehead of her father, the God Zeus.) The 
story relates that she was so carried away in battle that she began 
destroying everything in sight. In order to stop her, Lord Shiva 
threw himself at her feet. In her shock, Kali stuck out her tongue in astonishment and 
ended her killing spree. 

Kali represents the freedom that comes from accepting all which 
this dimension of existence offers. Kali is often represented as a 
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Black Goddess, signifying her all-embracing nature, as the color black absorbs all 
colors and dissolves them. Her four arms represent the complete cycle of creation and 
destruction. Her right hands form the mudra of 'fear not'  and confer boons, representing 
her creative aspect, while her left hands symbolize her destructive nature. The 
bloodied sword and severed head represent the 
destruction of ignorance the birth of knowledge. 
http://travelswithpersephone.blogspot.ca/2011/08/godde
sses-in-dirt-kali-death-blood.html // 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=229037213934344&se
t=a.101357703368963.2841.100004842003032&type=1&theater 

Majority Can Be Wrong  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er843DDxmbU&feature=youtu
.be /// 5MIN News Dec.25.2013: Grand Minimum, 
Agenda 21 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABBb4dge-ak 
// Website: ///  

War scroll 6/6 - children of light http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2HJ-Vo7cT0 /// 
War Scroll + Revelation = Understanding 4/6 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WIEFWr
TCKnA 

 
http://www.aryanblood.org/forum/36-1729-1 
// http://flickrhivemind.net/Tags/mahakali/Interesting 
/// http://www.maavaishnavi.com/2010/10/12/maa-
kali-hindu-goddes-kali-ma-kali-mata-goddess-kali/ /// 
https://www.google.ca/search?q=cheryl+ann+menezes
&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=Awy7Ut
uqKaamygGe9YDAAw&ved=0CDUQsAQ&biw=136
6&bih=601 

 
AVALON is NOT BABALON  

   

 

Dec 2013 news - by Dana Horochowski 
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MERCREDI 12 25 2013 MERRY CHRISTMAS - 2 ROW WAMPUM WORLD  -
time to reLEGION  the DANS- the INDIANS  - 
lets DANCE danceyourpants - 
http://7thfire.biz/danceyourpants.htm 

- 
http://7thfire.biz/t
maincybertime.ht
m 

The book of 
Revelation explains that one day Satan and his fallen 
angels will be forcefully evicted from heaven and 
thrown down to earth, where they will be in control for 
only a short time before their judgment comes, "And 
there was war in heaven. Michael and his angels fought 
against the dragon, and the dragon and his angels 
fought back. But he was not strong enough, and they 
lost their place in heaven. The great dragon was hurled 
down--that ancient serpent called the devil, or Satan, 
who leads the whole world astray. He was hurled to the 
earth, and his angels with him." (Revelation 12:7-9) 
The judgment upon the "spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms" is predicted by 
Isaiah the prophet as one of the results of the apocalyptic "Day of the Lord": The Origins 
of Christmas http://100777.com/node/1473 

Two key figures in the origin of Christmas are Nimrod, a great grandson of Noah, and his 
mother and wife, Semiramis, also known as Ishtar Isis. Nimrod , known in Egypt as 

Osiris, was the founder of the first world empire at Babel, later known 
as Babylon (Genesis 10:8- 12; 11:1-9). From ancient sources such as 
the "Epic of Gilgamesh" and records unearthed by archaeologists from 
long-ruined Mesopotamian and Egyptian cities, we can reconstruct 
subsequent events. {The christmas tree is in honor of Nimrod, the 
so called sun god} 
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After Nimrod's death (c. 2167 BC), Semiramis promoted the belief that he was a god. 
She claimed that she saw a full-grown evergreen tree spring out of the roots of a 
dead tree stump, symbolizing the springing forth of new life for Nimrod. On the 
anniversary of his birth, she said, Nimrod would visit the evergreen tree and leave gifts 
under it. His birthday fell on the winter solstice at the end of December. A few years 
later, Semiramis bore a son, Horus or Gilgamesh. She 
declared that she had been visited by the spirit of Nimrod, 
who left her pregnant with the boy. Horus, she maintained, 
was Nimrod reincarnated. With a father, mother, and son 
deified, a deceptive, perverted trinity was formed. 
Semiramis and Horus were worshipped as "Madonna and 
child." As the generations passed, they were worshipped 
under other names in different countries and languages. " The 
original cult of the mother and child, Semiramis and 
Tammuz, became later Isis and Osiris, Venus and Adonis, 

the madonna 
and child in various cultures down to this 
day. Semiramis declared that her son, 
Tammuz, was in actuality the return or 
rebirth of her husband, Nimrod. this is 
where reincarnation was born. And since 
Tammuz was born on the day 
corresponding to December 25, this day 
was highly honored and recognized by 
Nimrod's supporters. Note, therefore, that 
this date (December 25) was observed in 
honor of the birth of Tammuz long 
before Christianity existed, and that it 
was not until many centuries later this 
pagan custom was "Christianized" as 

being the birthday of Christ (or Christmas day).  

"It can be stated they worship another Jesus" Nimrod's followers began to also worship 
Semiramis. And her son Tammuz was worshipped as well. Semiramis was revered by the 
people and was viewed by many as a priestess and goddess. She soon became known as 
"the queen of heaven." Thus began the awful practice of exalting human deities. These 
false beliefs have led up to the many different forms of idolatry  that are still practiced 
by different people today. Yes, it was through the introduction of these satanic evils and 
the many sacrilegious practices of ancient Babylon that witchcraft, priestcraft, 
spiritualism, and other forms of paganism were born. ttp://jahtruth.net/qofhevn.htm //  

Santa (Satan) Claus and the Anti-Christ 
http://nohoax.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=25&catid=1 // 
Beyond the Physical Realm http://beyondthephysicalrealm.com/ 
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SOPHIA, THE WISDOM OF GOD  - Sophia, the personification 
of Holy Wisdom, appears in Proverbs 8 as present and assisting at 
the Creation, and in Proverbs 9:1-6 as a 
hostess who invites everyone to her feast. 
She has been much revered in eastern 
Orthodoxy. Churches and cathedrals, most 
famously Hagia Sophia in Constantinople-
Byzantium-Istanbul, have been dedicated to 

her. More recently, she has been understood as a feminine image 
of God. 

http://7thfire.biz/moontime.htm 

ENTER thru the NARROW GATE 555 uramerica.biz by Dana 
Horochowski  

 

MARdi 12 24 2013 3/6/6 - 9/6 = 15 = 6 - OTTAWA is 
sovereign INDIAN LAND- GOOD 
RIDDANCE you waste of SPACE - 
lizardlosses666 - http://7thfire.biz/lizardlosses666.htm 

GOVERNMENT of CANADA -  off for the 
HOLIDAYS until end of JAN 2014- I hope 

you NEVER RETURN.  

ROB FORD holding TORONTO 
RESIDENTS HOSTAGE 

FAKE APOSTATE CHRISTIAN ASHKENAZI FREEMASON HARPER  the 
WHORE of CANADIAN  

CONservatives - (Canadian PM 
Stephen Harper) 

http://henrymakow.com/stephen_harper_chr
istians_zion.html /// 

http://northerninsights.blogspot.ca/2012/02/blog
-post.html /// 

http://www.waterwarcrimes.com/4/category/pri
me%20minister%20stephen%20harper/1.html 

///  

LILITH  - 
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums 
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bill cooper behold a pale horse - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/videos/audios/bill%20cooper%20hero/bill%20cooper%20b

ehold%20a%20pale%20horse/ 

 

MOONday 12 23 2013 HAARP 
HARPER strikes again- harperhaarpnwo 
- http://7thfire.biz/harperhaarpnwo.htm 

KALI MAA is PISSED  and so is 
JEWpeter - time to reLEGION  the DANS- 
the INDIANS  - 
lets DANCE  

http://7thfire.biz/m
oontime.htm 

TORONTO  — Toronto Mayor Rob Ford says hydro crews 
have restored electricity to 75,000 customers who lost power 
after a weekend ice storm wreaked havoc from southwestern 
Ontario to the Atlantic Coast, but Toronto Hydro says about 
225,000 are still without electricity  in the city. Across Ontario Monday morning, 
350,000 were in the dark in total Hydro officials were advising that it could take until 
Wednesday to get everyone reconnected. http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/12/23/toronto-
weather-hundreds-of-thousands-still-without-power-after-weekend-ice-storm/ /// 
http://www.blogto.com/city/2013/07/what_the_toronto_floods_looked_like_on_instagram/ //// 
http://www.thealbatross.ca/tag/storm /// http://o.canada.com/news/toronto-floods-bring-on-the-calgary-
comparisons/ /// 
http://www.windsorstar.com/news/world/photos+huge+snowstorm+hits+ea
st+coast+canada/7938574/story.html //// 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/57156785@N02/11499652025/ /// 
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/12/23/toronto-weather-hundreds-of-
thousands-still-without-power-after-weekend-ice-storm/ 

HAARP WEATHER WARS - toronto storm 2013 - Google 
Search - 
https://www.google.ca/search?q=toronto+storm+2013&source=lnms&tbm=
isch&sa=X&ei=kmS4UtuXMor72QXRxoDoCg&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&b
iw=1241&bih=566 

SHERRY SHRINER the KROLL KEEPER  - Commander at The Galactic 
Federation Of Light - Past: Alien Resistance Movement [A.R.M] - Studied at 
thewatchersfiles.com - Past: andromeda council - Lives in Dulce, New Mexico - From 
Fallujah, Iraq - Basic Information - Gender Male Interested In Women Relationship 
Status Single Languages Enochian and English - Religious Views - Violet FireTo purge 
the Galaxy of Draco Orion Empire Reptilian control. Political Views Committee 12To 
Save the Earth Contact Information Mobile Phones +1 876-843-1128 Screen Name 
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divine(Google Talk) Website http://www.andromedacouncil.com / Facebook 
http://facebook.com/scrollkeeper /// http://www.scribd.com/doc/193524455/Divine-

Scrollkeeper-SHERRY-SHRINER-is-ASHTAR-COMMAND 

SHERRY SHRINER is ASHTAR COMMAND  -HAHAHA Lives 
in Dulce, New Mexico = why did SHERRY SHRINER remove her 
BABBLE ??? http://www.sherryshriner.com/ /// SAME 
ANDROMEDAN BULLSHITTER  in CARROLLTON OHIO 
here https://www.facebook.com/scrollkeeper?fref=ts /// Divine 
Scrollkeeper = Commander at The Galactic Federation Of Light - 
Studied at thewatchersfiles.com - Lives in Dulce, New Mexico - 

NOTICE: This domain name expired on 25/11/2013 and is pending renewal or deletion. 
Welcome to: thewatchersfiles.com /// 
http://cultsexposed.unitygathering.org/pastorgeorgecook.net.html /// 
http://www.alienresistance.org/ /// http://serenitystreetnews.com/Divine Scrollkeeper.pdf 
///  

KEVIN ANNETT is a DANGEROUS 
NAZI SELLOUT  - why is this site no longer 
available? WOLVES among you // MADE 
IN JAPAN  like the MYSTERY SCHOOL of 
THULE - Kevin Annett VATICAN 
EXOPOLITICS 666 NESARA BEAST  
CUT OFF BABALON // 
http://www.hiddenfromhistory.org/ /// 
http://7thfire.biz/kevinannettnesarabeast.htm 

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO Death Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) - 
GALACTIC FEDERATION of LIGHT  - people taken to a planet and starved to death 
and tortured... have to eat human flesh to survive. YESHUA wants the disobedient to 
wake up from their slumber. ALIENS  are not your BROTHERS 
http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-death-hotels-black-eyed-kids-
audio/ 

I CAN'T WAIT till BABALON BURNS  

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/TRINITY%20%20MARA%20%20Z
OMBIE/ /// 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/CROWLEY/ ///  
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Heavenly Isis + Osiris= Sophia+ Christos vs 
Earthly Abomination Isis + Osiris ( Samael + 

Lilith)   

True Christianity was practiced by Adam, Noah, 
Enoch and Melchizedek. The Babylonian 
mystery religions are a cheap Satanic 
counterfeit of True Christianity -  

Ialdabaoth (Gnostic) (from Shem ilda + baoth) - 
When Ialdabaoth proclaims that he is Father and 
God, and that none is above him, 
Sophia tells him that the first and 
second Anthropos (heavenly 

man) are above him. So Ialdabaoth's sons create a man, Adam, to 
whom Ialdabaoth gives the breath of life, emptying himself of 
creative power. Having rebelled against his mother, his production 
is mindless and has to be endowed with mind by Sophia 
Achamoth -- a reference to the descent of the manasaputras. The 
man, thus informed, aspires away from his producer, who thereupon 
becomes his adversary, produces the three lower kingdoms of 
beings, and imprisons man in a house of clay (flesh). Ialdabaoth also 
makes Eve (Lilith)  to deprive the man of his light powers. Sophia 
sends the serpent or intelligence to make Adam and Eve 
transgress the commands of Ialdabaoth, who casts them from 
Paradise into the world along with the serpent. Child from the egg 
(of Chaos); the spirit of matter, the chief of the lower 'elohim and 
father of the six dark stellar spirits or terrestrial angels, and thus one of the lower group 
of the Qabbalistic Sephiroth, the shadow or reflection on the lower four cosmic 
planes of the arupa or formless higher Sephirothic range. 
http://66.49.206.24/moontime.htm //// 
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums 

 

Dana Horochowski - FREEDOM 555 vs ARMAGEDDON 666 

 

 SUNDAY 12 22 2013 - YOU LOSE - VATICAN ROTHCHILD 
ROCKEFELLER LYING USELESS 
EATERS babalonlosers666 -
http://7thfire.biz/babalonlosers666.htm 
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ENTER THRU the NARROW GATE for WIDE is the ROAD that LEADS to 
the MASONIC VERICHIP 666 -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/2014URaMERICa.pdf /// http://serenitystreetnews.com/2014URaMERICa.do
c 

OUR SOLUTION = RITE ROAD = WAR 
SCROLLS /// ETHIOPIAN BIBLE  /// GOSPEL of PEACE --
 http://cyberclass.net/ 

TSNEWS vol 15 GRASSROOTS -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20tsnews/TSNEWS%20%20vol%201

5%20GRASSROOTS%20Nov%202013/ 

Uploads from 1oftheonez's channel - http://www.youtube.com/user/1oftheonez/videos 

  
 

http://7thfire.biz/12212013.htm 

SATURNday 12 21 2013 - HAPPY MOLOCH 
DAY  to all you LYING SHIT BAG 
SATANISTS byebyebitches -
 http://7thfire.biz/byebyebitches.htm 

- MANDELA DIED JUNE 29 2013 - they plan 
to KILL the HUMAN  this CHRISTMAS with 
the ISON hoax at NEW YORK CITY 911  - 91 

leaders in AFRICA watching the GENOCIDE from their 
underground BUNKERs 

- GOOD NEWS, despite our soldiers DYING by 
VERICHIP  and ELF  - 538 kg of HEROIN seized by CANADAs 
MILITARY  = CTVs answer to the question posed to military 
leaders - what are we going to do about our suicidal 
soldiers?? (NATO military owns the HEROIN BLACK BUDGET ) 
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- IHS - VATICAN TRINITY of BABALON BAALs and illumi naTREES -
 DEC 25 - CHRISTMAS ( birth of their BLACK SUN GOD NIMROD - 

MARDUK RA)  -
 http://www.whale.to/b/moloch_s.htm /// 

THE CHRISTMAS LIE : It's 
Bigger Than You Think - 
"SAINT" NICHOLAS WAS 
NO "SAINT" - HE WAS 
ROME'S ORIGINAL 
"PEDOPHILE PRIEST" a 
wonderful "Saint" who cared 
for "orphans", and brought 
"gifts" to them on the birthday 
of Satan (and "Christ"  seeing they are one and the 

same according to 
"Nicholaitans"). tp://www.freewebs.com/christmaslie/thesaint.htm#525213229 

///http://www.freewebs.com/christmaslie/thesai
nt.htm /// 

Hexagram Baal/Shamash The Six Pointed 
Star - Six-Pointed Star: Its Origin and Usage - 
The first mention of the star was in Amos 5:26 
regarding the trek from Egypt to Canaan. 
Then in 922 B.C., when Solomon married the 
daughter of Pharoah and went into magic 
and witchcraft and built an altar to 
Ashtoroth and Moloch. The book traces the 

six pointed star from Egypt to Solomon, to Arab Magic andWitchcraft, to 
Druid  use. The book traces the star through Freemasonry usage to Mayer 
Amschel Bauer, who, in the 17th century, changed his name to depict the red 
six-pointed star (or shield) which he had hung on his door in Germany, and 
thus began the family of "Red Shield" or Rothschild. The research carried on 
through this family, to their court of arms, to Cabala, to Astrology, to 
Hitler  and his putting a yellow six-pointed star on all Jews during the 
holocaust, to the Zionist symbol, and finally 
to the flag of the State of Israel and beyond. 
Because this symbol is comprised of a six 
within a six within a six (6 points, 6 triangles, 6 
sides of the hexagon in the middle) the research 
also included a look at the 666 prophecies in the 
Book of Daniel etc., regarding the "wilful 
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King" (anti-Christ)  and the "mark of the beast". The Scriptural significance 
of the number seven and a Biblical description of the real Messiah and 
the seven-branched Candlestick (Menorah) which God gave to the children 
of Israel as an everlasting covenant (which is also mentioned in the New 
Testament) is covered. http://www.whale.to/c/graham_b.html 

https://www.facebook.com/maya.portal.92/media_set?set=a.227691634068902.1073741850.10000484200
3032&type=1 

SATURN WARship = Many Jews and Christians 
have been deceived by Jewish Kabbalists who 
would have them believe that the six-pointed 
star is a Jewish symbol. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. It is not a 
Jewish symbol, but 
an occult symbol. The 
six-pointed star is 

a hexagram – a curse mark – no matter what name it 
may have: the Star of David, Solomon’s Seal, 
Double Triangle, Shield of David, etc. When the 
occult practitioner puts a curse on someone, he uses 
the hexagram! http://leavethecult.com/saturn-
worship/ 

Symbols reveal Soul archetypes - Molech was the Canaanite version of 
the Egyptian god Set. The god Set was a homosexual god of evil. He was 
worshipped during ceremonies that involved human sacrifice, 
cannibalism and homosexual orgies. As the god of destruction, he became 
the god of theEgyptian military . In ancient Rome, he was worshipped as 
the god Saturn by the Roman military (often with baptism by blood). Thus 
we see thatSatan (Set, Saturn, Molech etc.) was worshipped by Solomon and 
his wives as he grew old and senile. This involved heterosexual sex orgies, 
homosexual sex orgies (Baal, Set, Satan, Molech), human sacrifice 
(Molech) and even cannibalism (Set, Molech). Our modern high-level 
military leadership appears to have the same values as the 
ancients.http://forum.davidicke.c
om/showthread.php?p=1252558
#post1252558 // The Origin of 
the Secret Government: 
Atlantis, Lucifer and Light 
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Skins http://www.whale.to/c/origin.html 

Moloch was always associated with the Bull God. Why? The Bull God has 
ALWAYS been associated with "Ba'al" . In fact, inHEbrew there are no 
"vowels" so it's really just the same word.."B'l"..means 
BULL! http://memes.org/abraham-amp-oil-god...l-us-quotvquot 

Lucifer the 'light bearer',  the heartless non-human horned God of the 
Satanists/Luciferians, a Shapeshifting Draco (winged) Reptilian from Sirius, 
hence all the Vampire stories (Movies with Shapeshifting) and Gargoyles. 
Satan has been called his dark side.Brother is Hesperus (holding Arrows), 
wife/twin sister: Lilith . http://www.whale.to/b/lucifer.html 

Baal is a Judeo-Christian demon. In the Masonic Royal Arch Degree ritual 
(13th degree in the Scottish Rite) the sacred god of Freemasonry is revealed as 

Jah-Bal-On or Jahbuhlun. BUL 
= Baal, so the world is run by 
BAAL worshipers, as Mass 
Murder Inc proves. Temples to 
BAAL are 
Slaughterhouses/abattoirs/meat 
works, and a side sacrifice are 
the 300 million sacrificed in the 
name of Corporate medical 
'research' known 
as Vivisection. The Reptilian 
entity behind Big Brother, 
aka Eye of Sauron. Allergic to 

Orgonite. Loves DOR and all negative 
emotions. https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums 

One of BAAL's main defences is Atheism, if there is no God then it 
follows there is no Devil, which suits him fine.] Aka: Gaia Baphomet Lucifer 
Moloch The Devil, Satan, Tezcatlipoca, 
Reptilianshttp://www.whale.to/b/baal_h.html /// 

Saturn and Moloch Symbolism – Let’s Stop Worshipping 
“Them” http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2012/07/saturn-and-moloch-
symbolism-lets-stop-worshipping-them-2392741.html /// 

Illuminati symbolism in ‘Monsters University’ film -
 http://illuminatiwatcher.com/illuminati-symbolism-in-monsters-university-
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film/  - plenty of symbolism referring to pyramids, which is an Illuminati 
reference to the Giza Pyramids of Egypt,and also representative of the 

structure of society, which the elites at the top and 
sheeple forming the wide base: // 

Saturn Worship: A Beginner’s Guide - The twin 
towers are seen on the world’s first currency, from 
the Spanish ‘piece of eight’ coin that was 
internationally used to trade goods with silver back 
in the 1700s. The dollar sign is actually just the scroll 
and two pillars found on this first coin, so we can all 
see that the currency trading is more Saturn worship 

(as discussed earlier in this article with the emphasis on 
materialism). http://illuminatiwatcher.com/saturn-worship-a-beginners-guide/ 

new york tsunami -
 https://www.google.ca/search?q=new+york+tsunami&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=BIC0Uo
f0GqSuyQH9sYDYBQ&sqi=2&ved=0CCwQsAQ&biw=1241&bih=605 

Native America before European Colonization -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FItlStGMY4 

The Golden Age was referenced in several 
prominent ancient cultures, similar to how the 
cultures would adopt each other’s gods and 
rename them.The ancient Romans 
worshipped the god Saturnus, who was the 
god of agriculture and time, and his reign was 
known as the time of Golden Age of peace 
and harmony. The Greek god that was the 
same as Saturnus was Cronus, the youngest 

of the Titans. The Carthaginian god Ba’al (or Moloch) was the same god, and 
devoured children (similar to Cronus who ate 
children). http://illuminatiwatcher.com/saturn-worship-a-beginners-guide/ 

FANTASTIC 4(4) ~ RISE OF THE SILVER SURFER-666 - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g-9uYSJdRA&feature=c4-
overview&list=UU-HerEomyVk20kUCI-9fS4w 

 December 2013 
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FRIAday 12 20 2013 3/2/6 - 11 = 2 FREE in SERENITY 555- EAGLE + CONDOR BIRD 
TRIBE HOPI HEAVEN AHEAD for the ANGELS of the RAINB OW 144, 
000 hopiheavenahead - http://7thfire.biz/hopiheavenahead.htm 
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Quetzalcoatl the Man, a Revered King Shaman was 
Jesus Resurrected By Sandra Weaver - Quetzalcoatl the 
man is considered by the Maya to be the incarnation of the 
feathered serpent deity. But to the Mormon religion he is 
Jesus, resurrected in Mesoamerica to spread God’s word. He 
must have been one of the enlightened ones or avatars from the 
Universe. According to stories handed down he came to 
Mesoamerican to educate and free the people from suffering. 
Relative peace, love and prosperity enveloped his people 
during his over 20-year reign. “The myth is also commonly 
pointed to by some within the Mormon faith, which holds that 

Christ visited America shortly after his resurrection.” Book of Mormon, 3 Nephi = The 
history of Feathered Serpent the man. Topiltizin Ce Acatl Quetzalcoatl the man was born 
in the 10th century...centuries after the deity of 
the same name became a part of Mesoamerican 
life. The best estimate suggests Mixcoatl (Cloud 
Serpent) most likely an earlier Toltec king was 
his father. Chimalma appears to be his mother. 
Ce Acatl first proved himself as a capable 
warrior and then a priest to the people of Tollan 
or Tula. The deity Feathered Serpent was 
Kukulcan to the ancient Maya. I want to make 
sure you understand there was a deity, and also 
a human ruler by the name Quetzalcoatl. It 
wasn't unusual for a king/shaman to align himself with a deity as his direct lineage. 
This legitimized his position and gave him more recognition from his people. But, this 
man was different...Quetzalcoatl the man not only laid claim to direct lineage to the 
Feathered Serpent, he LIVED the part of the deity. Topiltizin Ce Acatl Quetzalcoatl the 
man was a legendary exiled Toltec ruler who is believed to have reigned from A.D. 923 
to 947 in the city of Tollan. He stopped all human 
sacrifice, and instead satiated the gods by 
bleeding himself. He offered animal sacrifices 
like snakes and birds in place of humans. Ce 
Acatl Quetzalcoatl also required all his priests 
remain celibate and did not allow intoxication of 
any kind. These rules were not just for his priests, 
he adhered to them as well. Apparently, the original 
400 Mixcohua had succumbed to these what he felt, 
vises. These vises were considered the two major sins...just like the Morman religion. 
He was considered a god walking on earth by his people with the supernatural powers 
of the deity Feather Serpent. Quetzcoatl the man arrived in the Yucatan around A.D. 
987 at the age of 40. Before his departure in A.D. 999 he revitalized the centers of 
Uxmal and Chichen Itza. He also created the city of Mayapan. "Pondering the ancient site 
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of Chichen Itza, the exquisitely proportioned Temple of Kukulkan, and the numerous 
symbolic representations associated with Kukulkan, it occurred to me that Kukulkan- 
Quetzalcoatl who, in A.D. 999, prophesied the arrival of Cortes and the coming of 
Christianity to Mexico , was himself an incarnation of the Christ." The Mayan Factor, 
Jose Arguelles The people immortalized Quetzalcoatl the man and legend has it, he told 
his people he would someday return to them when he left Tulan. He is said to have 
migrated to Tlapallan and that was his last known destination. The people of 
Mesoamerica were instructed to watch for him coming from the East. The East 
represents new beginnings. On April 21, 1519 a Mayan cycle change occurred from 
13 Heavens to 9 Hells. The people knew something ominous was coming because the 
Council Book, the Popol Vuh, showed a dark oppressive time was upon them. It was an 
uneasy day for the Maya who waited with dread to see what would happen. The same 

day Cortez arrived in Mesoamerica. He came 
from the East just as it was prophesied their 
beloved Ce Acatl would return. The people 
thought he was their savior, Quetzalcoatl the man 
returning to them just in time to save them from 
this ominous cycle change. It didn’t take long to 
find out this was not the case. Cortez 
represented the rude 
beginning of 9 Hells 
instead. Quetzalcoatl 
possessed higher 

virtues, who came, as Jesus, to help free his people from the 
bonds of the negative aspects of the ego. Mormon religion 
believes the man Quetzalcoatl was actually Jesus returning 
this time to the American natives. : "The story of the life of the 
Mexican divinity, Quetzalcoatl, closely resembles that of the 
Savior; so closely, indeed, that we can come to no other 
conclusion than that Quetzalcoatl and Christ are the same being. But the history of the 
former has been handed down to us through an impure Lamanitish source, which has 
sadly disfigured and perverted the original incidents and teachings of the Savior's life and 
ministry." Quetzalcoatl was anticipated by the Maya to return again December 21, 2012 ( 
2013) http://www.2012-spiritual-growth-prophecies.com/quetzalcoatl-the-man.html /// 
http://people.tribe.net/karina/blog/1fabacb5-d16c-46af-a373-805dec132be5 ///  

Quetzalcoatl = 143 - *MIGHTIER *A "BELIEVER "! Psalm 91:1-16 John 17:3,4 4:24, 14;6 // *THE 
BIBLE * // WHITE LIGHT * "AS IN : WHITE BRILLIANCE"! // A BELIEVER *#143 "ONE FOR THREE"! 

GET IT! ONE for THREE! // ANCIENT GODS FORCE AND FIRE ... ARCHETYPAL 
ENERGIES PROJECTING THEIR WILL INTO THE SLOWER VIBRATION OF 
MATTER IN ORDER TO EFFECT CHANGE UPON THE LIVES OF HUMAN 
BEINGS // Antichrist . AS FOR -- THE COWARDS - WITHOUT FAITH, 
DISGUSTING IN THEIR FILTH  and 
MURDERS and FORNICATORS and those 
PRACTICING SPIRITISM and 
IDOLATERS and ALL THE LIARS, THEIR 
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PORTION WILL BE IN THE LAKE THAT BURNS WITH FIRE  and SULPHUR. 
THIS MEANS THE SECOND DEATH (FINAL JUDGMENT - CUT OFF, 
ANNIHILATED - DESTROYED ETERNALLY).."THE HELLFIRE D OCTRINE OF 
AWARENESS IN A FIERY PLACE OF TORMENT IS A LIE"! // BIRD FLIGHT UP UP & 
AWAY! /// CHANGE YOUR WAYS *BECOME A "BELIEVER"! // COME TO - ME *JOHN 14:6 // 
DARE TO CHANGE *BECOME A BELIEVER! // DIMENSIONS* * // EJACULATION // ERECTION 
THE STATE OF ETERNAL VIGOR AND POWER THAT SUNWISE UPRIGHT 
EXISTS IN ^ 118 // FOR BECAUSE^ *"BECAUSE IS NOT A PIT and REASON IS NOT A 
LIE"! /// FOR YOUR OWN GOOD*^*^ *"CHANGE YOUR WAYS"! // GOLDEN 
COMPASS THE NAEQ! // I AM - KNEW IT *THE WISE OOOLLLLLLL MYSTI CAL CROW - WHITE 
BRILLIANCE (CORVUS COR ONE 111) /// MIGHTIER* * A BELIEVER IN YAHWEH & THE 

CHRISTOS! // ) CAME TO BE * " O - LIGHT CAME TO 
BE"! // PERFECT* *EVENTUAL CONDITION of THE 
TRUE BELIEVERS! /// REVELATION 4:11 * YOU ARE 
WORTHY , YAHWEH, EVEN OUR GOD, TO RECEIVE 
the GLORY and THE HONOR and THE POWER, 
BECAUSE YOU CREATED ALL THINGS and BECAUSE 
OF YOUR WILL< THEY EXISTED and WERE 
CREATED"! Rev 4:11 Deut 10:17 Hen 1:1,2 Col 1:13-20 
1Cor 15:20-28^^^^ Psalm 91:1-16 // REVELATION* *THE 
BIBLE // SACRED THINGS *THE NUMBER S P E A K S! 
THE NUMBER S P E A K S!! // SHULAMMITE A VERY 
SPECIAL SPIRITUAL PERSON! /// SIXTY FOUR #64. // 
slaughterers savage killers // THE BIBLE *REVELATION! 
WHITE LIGHT! GODS WORD! // THE CROW NO FOOL 

T.M.W.C. // the Starchild // Thelema KILLS * // THIS WILL - HELP *THE BIBLE! // TIPHARETH^ * 
# 6 SEPHIROTH. !+2+3+4+5+6= 21; 6X6 = 36 (MYSTIC NUMBERS). /// TWO - UNITED * / TAKE 
NOTE! / White Light Ain Soph, where one goes when one dies / WHITE LIGHT* *THE BIBLE . / 
WORSHIPPER* *A BELIEVER! 
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 
 

REAL MAN - TRUE MANNA 50 min 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6KvXNghVHI8 

SACRED MANNA MAN 7thfire.biz  

 
 

VICTORIA VICTORY KANATA REPUPLIC http://7thfire.biz  

 
 

Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  
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MERCREDI - MONEY DAY - 12 18 

2013 YOUR MONEY is 
WORTHLESS- YOU 
WILL PAY for all your 
GENOCIDES and LIES - 
ALL of you DEVILS 
stupiddownunder - 
http://7thfire.biz/stupiddownun

der.htm 

DROP DEAD - ALL LIARS - HUGE VIDEO!!  NELSON MANDELA DIED ON 
JUNE 26 2013. SO WHY ARE 91 WORLD LEADERS "REALLY" IN AFRICA ? 

TO WATCH you ALL DIE  as they bring in their AGE of 
HORUS - ANTICHRIST 666 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9pj
wRGk0M8 

Judgement: the Prideful - I shall bring 
down all those who have exalted 
themselves. The prideful will be 
debased. They will come into ruin. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HvtWcaekV

yA&feature=share  

"SAC THE RED"~TRIBES OF NYC~BLOOD/ \ FIRE 
EARTH  -Wow Rev. 9 Locust out of the earth "Blood stays on the blade" Sinai peninsula 
? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mT8d8jWVxSg 

 
 
ENKI THE KING ?? NOT!  Lots of fakers among me 
seeking to lift up this serpent in the wilderness ....just as in 
days of old. 
http://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=Fih2YqXB0sg 
 

- Gozaimasu 
HisRoyalslyness 

Stone, LIZARD 666, Laura Magdalene 
Eisenhower 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
jT3u88AF6M /// 
https://soundcloud.com/hisroyalslyness-
gozaimasu-stone /// 
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https://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslyness.gozaimasustone /// 
http://www.youtube.com/user/MrGozaimasu?feature=watch // 
http://indianinthemachine.wordpress.com/2013/11/25/could-this-black-friday-
megaquake-window-be-related-to-the-big-event-mentioned-in-several-channeled-
messages/ ///  

ROCKEFELLER - ROTHCHILD - LIZARD 
MONKEY = Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness Stone = 309  

  

*YAHWEH IS THE REAL - WEB MASTER##### *LORD OF THE R EAL 
RINGS88 ETERNITY!! // ARMAGEDDON - BREAKING GLOBAL NEWS 
*JUST AHEAD! GET PREPARED!  Rev 11;18, 19:11-21 DANIEL 2:44 // CONCERN 

YOURSELF WITH THIS * // FAITH IN JESUS 
THE CHRIST  *JOHN 17:3,4 14:6 // HE CAME IN - 
THE NAME OF LOVE *JESUS THE CHRIST! 
SAVIOUR & DESTROYER! /// IN A FLAMING 
FIRE -- I SHALL COME *AGAIN ! // 2Thess 1:6-9 
BEWARE! // IS THE LIGHT - DEVOURING - YOU * THE 
"MYSTICAL EXPERIENCES OF THE LIGHT", are HIGHLY 
PENETRATIVE!** // KNOWLEDGE & WISDOM - GIVE 
POWER * /// NUMBER 666 - HAS BEEN - REVEALED * 
"MARK OF THE BEAST"! WHAT IS IT????? REFER TO # 283 
FOR THE ANSWER! /// PURGED BY - THE PROPHET *READ 
# 540 "LET THE GOOD ONES BE PURGED BY THE 
PROPHET! // RA HOOR KHUIT - IS A FALSE GOD 
OF - DEATH * /// She was DRIVING OUT- the 
DEVIL  ! /// some people never learn ...to keep their BIG 

MOUTHS SHUT /// SPIRITUAL INSTRUCTION * /// STEP INTO - THE REAL LIFE *WITH 
"SPIRITUAL INSTRUCTION"! /// THE - ONE FOURTY - CURRENT * /// THE - SHOCK and AWE - 
OF REVELATION * "THIS SHOULD BE A SIGN UNTO THEE & THEE /// Chapel of Abominations // 
THE EMPRESS + THE CHARIOT *"PURGED BY THE PROPHET"!  "LET THE 
GOOD ONES BE PURGED BY THE PROPHET"! (Liber AL Vel Legis 2;5) "THEN 
SHALL THIS KNOWLEDGE GO ARIGHT"! Refer to # 444 #776 #333 #716 for INSIGHT /// The 
manifestation of Nu ! /// THE MESSIAH - WHO IS CALLED - CHRIST  * /// THE MYSTI CAL 
CROW - THE CORVUS *TRUE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE "ONE FOURTY CURRENT"! 
"WHITE BRILLIANCE" ! Refer to # 111 (A VISIONARY). for INSIGHT // NAEQ - A TEST OF 
YOUR - IQ * /// This shall be a sign unto thee ! // Thunder, Perfect Mind gnostic poem // UPRIGHT THE 
INVERTED *^ // WHAT IS - THE MARK OF - THE BEAST * 
#666 Rev 13:11-18 REFER to # 283 for the ANSWER! /// 
WOE TO YOU - PAGANS - WORDS HAVE - 
POWER *AND YAHWEHS WORDS , A L W A 
Y S COME TRUE! ARMAGEDDON!  Rev 11:18, 
19:11-21, Daniel 2:44, Matt 24:14, Rev 11:15** 1Cor 15:20-
27** HE IS COMING AS A THIEF! 1Thess 5;2, Rev 16:15** 
/// YAHWEH IS THE - REAL WEBMASTER 
*CREATOR OF THE "WEB OF LIFE"! /// YOU 
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COME OUT and WE'LL -- COME IN * "COME OUT OF HER, M Y PEOPLE"! * 
"LET THE GOOD ONES BE PURGED BY THE PROPHET"! Refer to #444 #60 and Psalm 91:1-16 John 
3:16 14:6 1Tim 2:5 for INSIGHT http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

December 2013 

 

   

MARdi 12 17 2013 - 3/8/6 - 17 = 8 infinity- REALITY CHECK-  HUMANITY  will 
revive from TORONTO CANADA - YORK REGION SERENITY GLOBAL 555 - 
goodriddance2014 - 
http://7thfire.biz/goodriddance2014.htm 

I'll be LAUGHING right to the 2 row 
wampum bank with BOUNTY  from 
SCALPING  your TINY VIAGRA 
HEADs - http://cyberclass.net/ 
GOOD RIDDANCE  you PEDOPHILE 
SATANISTS 
http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm  

I CAN'T WAIT till BABALON BURNS  
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%
20CRAMNOTES/TRINITY%20%20MARA%20%20ZOMBIE/ /// 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTE
S/CROWLEY/ ///   

TIMES UP ROME!!! 
LUCIS TRUST -
 FREEMASONS warship 
another GOD- the GOD 
of MAMMON - YOU'd 

BETTER  get theHELL  out of 
the CATHOLIC CHURCH  

Mark Anthony STANDLEY - SATAN - JE666 -your BAALs are 
SHOWING PINDAR ...2 BAAL CAIN  - Manchester, United Kingdom 

// Los Angeles, California Hometown 
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http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/ /// https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=6

18577287&fref=ts /// https://myspace.com/knighttimetiger/videos // 

YAHSHUA = 47 SHERRY SHRINERS name for her FALSE BLACK SUN 
NAZI FREEMASON CHRIST - *IT *INITIALS for " INDEPENDENT 
THINKING" APART from The WILL & PURPOSES of the CREATOR , 
YAHWEH (FATHER-MOTHER) , ALMIGHTY GOD! The "IT" in 
"HADIT" ALEISTER CROWLEYS 
GOD!http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/index.php 

TRINITY MARIE MARION, RONNIE ROBBINSON, THULE 
SOCIETY, TERRY STEWARD, FREE MASONS, THELEMA, 
CROWLEY CREEPS, SETH ANNUNAKI, ISHTAR ISIS NWO 
GENOCIDE - in USA 

  

WHO DRINKS  the BLOOD  and EATS the BODY of 
CHRIST? ROME  does. http://ajw.asahi.com/article/0311disaster/analysis/AJ201312060064 

  

GREYS - are in 
CAHOOTS with the 

USA 
GOVERNMENT - 

NIBIRU - MARDUK // 
ISHTAR ISIS fake 
UFO CANNIBALS 

want your SOUL 

JAIL TIME assholes - all brought to JUDGEMENT -
http://www.scribd.com/doc/191639022/One2funk-Steve-Rockefeller-Notes-Skype 
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bill cooper behold a pale horse -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/videos/audios/bill%20cooper%20hero/bill%20co

oper%20behold%20a%2
0pale%20horse/ 

URGENT: Bed of 
Thorns, UFO Death 
Hotels, Black Eyed 
Kids (Audio) -
 GALACTIC 

FEDERATION of LIGHT  - people taken to a 
planet and starved to death and tortured... have to eat human flesh to survive. 
YESHUA wants the disobedient to wake up from their slumber. ALIENS  are 
not your BROTHERS http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-
death-hotels-black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

ENTER thru the NARROW GATE 555 uramerica.biz by Dana 
Horochowski 

 

HOLY GRAIL  escaped to AVALON - 
CANADA  - LUNA LOONIE LAND  of 
the WHITE RABBIT  and EASTER 
BUNNYfunnybunnymoney --
 http://7thfire.biz/funnybunnymoney.htm 

UNIVERSAL CHURCH - CATHOLICs 
ADORE the GOD/ GODDESS/ the SON 
and ALL  the ANGELS andSAINTS too... 

STARS^ * "NOW YE KNOW  that the CHOSEN PRIEST & APOSTLE of 
INFINITE SPACE .........and IN HIS WOMAN, CALLED THE SCARLET 
WOMAN , IS ALL POWER GIVEN. THEY SHALL GATHER MY 
CHILDREN INTO THEIR FOLD;  they 
shall BRING the GLORY of THE 
STARS (YAHWEH & HIS CHRIST) INTO 
THE HEARTS of MEN"! Liber Al Vel Legis 
2:15 "THE MYSTI CAL WHITE CROW IS 
FULFULLING THIS PROPHECY "! 
** COME OUT OF HER OUR PEOPLE, 
THE KINGDOM of GOD SHALL 
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PREVAIL "! Refer to # 60 #60 for DEEP 
INSIGHTTT http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/index.php 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=265338336949807&set=a.1280043
54016540.27907.100004209281255&type=1&theater 

Asherah, known as the "Lady of the Sea" The Hebrew Goddess -
 http://www.northernway.org/hgoddess.html 

Asherah is identified as the wife or consort of the 
Sumerian god Anu and Ugaritic El ,[1] the oldest 
deities of their respective pantheons.[2][3] This role 
gave her a similarly high rank in the Ugaritic 
pantheon.[4] The name Dione, which like 'Elat 
means "Goddess. " "Queen of 
Heaven", http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asherah 

Yahweh as having a consort or female companion. This could be the origin 
of the mysterious Lady Wisdom found in Proverbs and the Apocrypha. (She is 
in some of the Gnostic texts as well.) Wisdom (Hebrew hokma, a feminine 
noun) is personified in Proverbs not only as a woman but as a preexistent 
entity with Yahweh. "The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way," 
says Lady Wisdom, "before his works of old,... and I was daily his delight, 
rejoicing always before him" (Prov. 8:22,30). It was through Wisdom that 
Yahweh "founded the earth" (3:19), she is "a tree of life" to those who lay 
hold of her (3:18), and she offers to reward all who seek her: "I love them 
that love me; and those that seek me early shall find me" 
(8:17). http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/biblianazar/esp_biblianazar_jehovah
02.htm 

God had a wife, Asherah, whom the Book of 
Kings suggests was worshiped alongside Yahweh in his 
temple 
in Israelhttp://news.discovery.com/history/religion/god-
wife-yahweh-asherah-110318.htm 
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MADONNA OF THE EARTH - The Madonna is a manifestation of the ancient 
Mother Goddess. Figures of 
Madonnas from the Neolithic era 
and later connect Mary to a very 
ancient line of Goddesses. The 
story of Mary and her son, who 
was killed and resurrected, mirrors 
the myths of Ishtar and Tammuz, 
Inanna and Dumuzi, Aphrodite 
and Adonis, Cybele and Attis, Isis 
and Osiris, and Demeter and 
Persephone. Mary's name comes 
from "mare", the Latin word for 
the sea. Many of the great Mother Goddesses were born from the sea and 
Mary's title, "Stella Maris", Star of the Sea, originally belonged to 
Isis http://www.goddessmyths.com/Paintings%202001-2002.html 

  

Tiamat - It is thought that female deities are older than male ones in 
Mesopotamia and Tiamat may have begun as part of the cult of Nammu, a 
female principle of a watery creative force, with equally strong connections to 
the underworld, which predates the appearance of Ea-
Enki.[5] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiamat 

REAL MAN - TRUE MANNA 50 
min http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6KvXNghVHI8 

SACRED MANNA MAN 7thfire.biz 

   

 

  

DANA ELIZABETH CHRISTINE HOROCHOWSKI = 391  - 13 - has 
the COVENANT COMMUNITIES  in the LAST DAYS ... the rest 
are SERVICE to 
SELF.http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTE
S/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/  
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*THE MOMENT of TRUTH for - THE WORLD *JESUS IS COMIN G IN 
A FLAMING FIRE!!!!!!!!!! *THE SWORD of ZION ---- TR UTH > 
PIERCING * " GLORY HALLELUJAH ( PRAISE YAHWEH) HIS TRUTH GOES 
MARCHING ON  > http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

A GRAVE CONCERN for - THE 
CRITICAL MASS  *Rev 20:5-8 ABACK 
ALL GARGOYLE MONSTERS OF RA 
HOOR KHUIT *BEWARE 
ARMAGEDDON - THE CROW OF -
 THE CROW *WARNS ! "CORVUS 
COR ONE" (THE CROW OF Sacred 
MannA Ministeries, "WHITE 

BRILLIANCE"! CAST YOUR BURDENS UPON THE 
- CHRIST *I AM THE WAY & THE TRUTH & THE LIFE ............. John 
14:6 CHOOSE THE DOVE - NOT THE SERPENT * COME INTO OUR -- 
PASSIONATE PEACE * COME TO US - BEFORE - IT IS TOO LATE 
*THAT INCLUDES YOU - ROBIN! COWARDS WILL NOT -- INHERIT 
THE KINGDOM  ********* Rev 20:8 FREE SPEACH - REMEMBER ROBIN *STOP 
PREVENTING ENTRIES BY Sacred MannA Ministeries! How remarkable these entries are ! 
INVOCKING THE WHITE BRILLIANCE * "THE REAL INVOCKING"! JESUS IS COMING IN A 
FLAMING FIRE"! GET PREPARED! 2Thess 1 :6-9 Rev 11:18 19:11-21 Daniel 2:44 "THY KINGDOM 
COME"! Matt 5:5 Isa 61:1-11 65:17- 25, 2:1-4 JESUS IS COMING - IN A FLAMING FIRE *BEWARE! 
AT HARMAGEDON (ARMAGEDDON)! Rev 11:18 19:11-21, Daniel 2;44. Matt 24:14, 2thess 1;6-9. 
Master Manipulater of the Naeq wake up , or be trapped by the numbers MY 
BIG MOUTH - FLAMETH - LIKE - A GIANT * ITS A CASE OF : "THE 
GIANT AND THE WORMS"! (GRAVEWORMS THAT IS)! Satan trapped 
Manna Ministries wake up! Suddenly the destroyer is coming ! THE - 
SANGAREAL - TRUTH - FLOWS IN MY VEINS * REFER TO 
DEFINITION "SANGREEA"! the factor infinite and unknown ! THE FORCE 
is WITH - THE RIGHTEOUS ****** THE FOUNDATION --GODS 
KINGDOM ON EARTH * "A NEW BEGINNING" on SOLID GROUND! Mat 
6:9,10 Daniel 2:36-45 Isa 2:1-4 35:1-10 61:1-11 65:17-27 Rev 21:3-27 ^^^^ BE 
THERE! Mat 5;5 PsaLM 37:9,10 Refer to #60 for MORE INSIGHTTT 

THE FOUNTAIN -- THAT NEVER -- RUNS 
DRY * THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT - THE EARTH  * MATT 5:5. Psalm 36:9-
11 THE NUMEROLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE * of #391 is: THIS IS WHERE - THE NIGHTMARE - 
ENDS *FOR SOME! THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST!!! WE ARE LISTENING FOR - YOUR 
PRAYERS * WHEN THE LIGHT IS GONE -- COME TO ME *ITS VERY DARK  WHERE YOU 
ARE! YAHWEH CAN BRING YOU BACK FROM - THE DEAD *HE IS ALLLLLLL 
POWERFULLLLLLL  

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDE
O/ebooks/ 

Dana Horochowski - FREEDOM 555 vs ARMAGEDDON 666 
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ENTER THRU  the NARROW 
GATE  for WIDE  is 
the ROAD that LEADS to 
the MASONIC VERICHIP 666  -
http://7thfire.biz/deadmandela.htm 

 

TSNEWS vol 15 GRASSROOTS -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20tsn

ews/TSNEWS%20%20vol%2015%20GRASSROOTS%20Nov%202013/ 

 RITE ROAD = WAR SCROLLS /// ETHIOPIAN BIBLE  /// GOSPEL of 
PEACE - 

Exposing666 -Dec 2013 news 

 

 

 

MOONday - 12 16 2013 - MAN of SIN 
is MARK ANTHONY STANDLEY  -

 LIARS don't GET BIGGE R 
than SATAN CLAUS - CHRONUS-
 APOLLYON 666 - fathertimetodie -
 http://7thfire.biz/fathertimetodie.htm 

Mark Anthony STANDLEY - 
SATAN - JE666 -your BAALs are 
SHOWING PINDAR ...2 BAAL CAIN  - Manchester, 

United Kingdom // Los Angeles, California 
Hometown http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/ /// https://ww
w.facebook.com/profile.php?id=618577287&fref=ts /// h
ttps://myspace.com/knighttimetiger/videos // 
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SATANIC ESOTERIC NEPHILIM AGENDA  

  

 HERSTORY 2013  

/ Dec 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 / NOV 7// 15 // 21 // 31 // OCT 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 // / SEPT 07 / 15 / 21/ 31 /// 
/August // July // JUNO // /// May // April / / TORONTO 

STREETNEWS/ /// usuryfreenetwork ////dana.horochowski // JrGenius-INTERnationAL-
Schools/ / // /videos/ /// AUDIO VIDEO/ ... NEW PLANet EARTH sCOOL / NATO 

VIDEO // /// pdf // doc // Problem-Reaction-Soulution-Uramerica // 

2012 HERSTORY //doc /// pdf// // 

DEC 1 // 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 // / Nov 7 / / 15 // 21/. 30 // 
/ October 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 // SEPTEMBER 

7 / 15 / 21 // 30 /// /AUGUST // JULY / / JUNO / 
/ MAYDAY // / APRIL FOOLS // MARCH 
2012 // AQUARIUS 2012 // JANUS 2012 / 

WAMPUM, REAL PENNIES ACCEPTED. / COOP 
TRADE BARTER /// usuryfreeusall // / 2012 
MANUAL  / pt 2 / CONTACT DANA // 416 419 9023 
// HUMAN HELP // TorontoStreetNews // SERENITY-
GLOBAL-Barter-Trade-COOP-
 ///NEWSLETTER // LIVE 
STREAM // / http://www.scribd.com/jrgenius // 
//DEACTIVATE ARCHONS // Canada's Dirty 
Secret //FRENCH HWK // PISTIS SOPHIA // 

1000 points= 100 hrs=100 shares 
Community Currency Compatible 
Websites / ORGONE MASTERS / OLEE H2O / TEMPLAR TRU / 8thfire prophecy / EDEN 

project / Bizwhizzes / PhiloSophia / DaisyDairy / DaisyDishes /DasiyDelivery / DaisyDoggies / FreeFreeE
nergy / GardenGurus / HolyHealthy / Moontime / OrganicOriginals / PoopPartners / Science 

Seekers / SerenityGlobal / SurvivalSeekers // WampumWorld / TorontoStreetNews // 

 http://serenitystreetnews.com/ - Made in cANADa! http://cyberclass.net/ 

http://7thfire.biz/12152013.htm  

Dana Horochowski - VAMPIRE BBQ GRIZZLY BEAR BREW 7t hfire.biz  

  SUNday 12 15 2013 - All the CHILDREN of the LITE of AGAPE AMOR. Be 
BLESSED. BE BLISS my BEAUTIES rainbowpowwow - 

http://7thfire.biz/rainbowpowwow.htm 

DEDICATED 
to all the 
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RAINBOW WARRIORS.. victoriavictory  -- http://7thfire.biz/victoriavictory.htm 

TUATHA de DANAANs  

- When they fight, they go armed with lances of blue flame and shields of pure 
white. 

  

ONE BIG JOB onebigjob - 
http://serenitystreetnews.co
m/onebigjob.htm // Help Us 
Create a New Ending! - Hi 
there from Peggy & David! 
We’re a couple of 
Americans who went on a 
very, veryextensive fact 
finding mission to figure out 
why the world is so screwed 
up and to see if there was 

something we could do to change things. http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm /// 
http://www.lawfulbank.com/ 

Join us in a New Paradigm of Universal Oneness, Serenity and Prosperity for All. 
We are a Network of People with Integrity and OPEN hearts, READY to create a 
BETTER WORLD  for seven generations to come. Rainbow Angels / Children of the 
Feather //  

DANA ELIZABETH CHRISTINE HOROCHOWSKI - 468 Northern Ave E Sault 
Ste Marie , Ontario , P6B 4J1 416-419-9023 (voicemail) mailto: jrgenius@yahoo.com 

 LET the SONS of MAN GO USURY FREE already - 
humanplan - http://7thfire.biz/humanplan.htm  

NASA: The End Of Mankind "Leaked Document" 2013 - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eN4XICOyRb8 

Jrgenius.Com Project from Jrgenius International Schools 

  

Star Warriors The Hopis & the Greys - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcJJbk4qPgk&list=PLD5289F95F2BEEC86  
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OBAMA BEAST 666 - with 
EISENHOOR ENERGY  at 

AREA 51 - UNREAL - we need 
JEWpeter to kick these little 
PENISES back to MARS and 

VENUS. 

REASONABLE CAUSE - For 
those of you who do NOTHING 
about this, you may as well go and 
piss on your local war memorial, 
because you are NOT patriots  

...HARPER is a WAR 
CRIMINAL... HIGH 
TREASON... JEWpeter is going 
to have his HEAD on a BBQ 
STICK  soon 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_AQ
MxvqWho#t=22 

 
Wyoming Christians Report Forced Obamacare RFID Chipping - National Report -  

First, they chipped the welfare recipients and government employees who couldn’t 
afford to refuse. Next, they chipped the school children, who didn’t know how to refuse. 
Now, they are chipping Christians who try to refuse. National Report, the only major 
agency refusing Obama’s implicit order to not cover RFID chipping, has been receiving 
reports from small congregations throughout Wyoming that Obamacare officials 
have been entering churches, giving a brief demonstration on the importance of 

RFID chipping, and refusing to let church members leave until 
RFID chips have been implanted in the hands of the members. Thus 
far, we have received reports from 11 congregations throughout rural 
Wyoming. No doubt, more will continue to emerge. An excerpt from 
one such report is included below. It has been edited for publication, 
but its content has not been altered. “We had just finished our 
closing prayer, when we heard the door to the sanctuary open. I 
turned around, and saw 3 men in suits 
standing in the door. One of the men 
walked down the aisle and asked if he 
could say a few words. Being good 
Christians, and assuming his intent was 

pure, we told him he could. He proceeded to tell us that he 
was from the government, and was here to implant us with 
our new RFID chips. He told us the chips were important, 
that they would help heal the weak and sickly. He quoted to us from the scripture. 
Suspecting that he may be an agent of evil, we refused the chips. Our protests were met 
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with force. More men entered the church, and we were systematically forced down and 
chips were inserted into our hands.” http://nationalreport.net/wyoming-christians-
report-forced-obamacare-rfid-chipping/  

bill cooper behold a pale horse 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/videos/audios/bill%20cooper%20hero/bill%20cooper%20b
ehold%20a%20pale%20horse/ 

VICTORIA VICTORY KANATA REPUPLIC  http://7thfire.biz  

 
 

Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  

   

SATURNday 12 14 2013 - REALITY 
CHECK-  HUMANITY  will revive from 

TORONTO CANADA - YORK REGION 
SERENITY GLOBAL 555 - goodriddance2014 - 

http://7thfire.biz/goodriddance2014.htm 

GOVERNMENT of CANADA -  off for 
the HOLIDAYS until end of JAN 2014- I 
hope you NEVER RETURN. OTTAWA 
is sovereign INDIAN LAND- GOOD 
RIDDANCE you waste of SPACE 

FAKE APOSTATE CHRISTIAN ASHKENAZI 
FREEMASON HARPER  the 
WHORE of CANADIAN  
CONservatives - (Canadian PM 
Stephen Harper) 
http://henrymakow.com/stephen_harp
er_christians_zion.html /// 
http://northerninsights.blogspot.ca/2012/
02/blog-post.html /// 
http://www.waterwarcrimes.com/4/categ
ory/prime%20minister%20stephen%20ha
rper/1.html ///  

Exposing666 -Dec 2013 news 
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FRIAday - 12 13 2013 - 3/4/6 =13 - FREE the 
MEEK in SERENITY 555 and GIVE 

BABALON DOUBLE TROUBLE  
babalonbyebye - 

http://7thfire.biz/babalonbyebye.htm 

Genocide Watch Issues Alert: South Africa In 
Early Stages Of White Genocide -  
People living peacefully on their land, Mandela thugs come in and beat the hell out 
of you and give you a few minutes to leave and you're lucky if you don't carry 
someone out dead. No flag of mine will ever be at half staff for Nelson Mandela 
http://patdollard.com/2012/07/genocide-
watch-issues-alert-south-africa-in-early-
stages-of-white-genocide/ 

YOU BETTER  get the 
HELL  out of the 
CATHOLIC CHURCH- 
FREEMASONS warship 
another GOD- the GOD of MAMMON .  

If you are a Catholic involved in some Masonic group… GET OUT NOW.  

Keep in mind that Catholics 
cannot be Masons. Period. 
Masonry and Christianity 
are not compatible. As a matter 
of fact, they are antithetical. The CDF has 
made it clear that Catholics cannot be 
Masons. The 1983 CIC does not 
specifically mention Masons but says that 
membership in organizations that “plot 
against the Church”, is prohibited and 

can be punished with a censure: Can. 1374. A person who joins an association which 
plots against the Church is to be punished with a just penalty; one who promotes or takes 
office in such an association is to be punished with an interdict. 
http://wdtprs.com/blog/2012/08/what-is-going-on-in-brazil-with-masons-and-catholics/ 
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FRAUD FRAUD LAODICEAN CHURCH of HARLOTS  - MICHAEL COREN  
bashing POPE FRANCIS and the CATHOLIC CHURCH  on NAZI TV  tonight.... 
Michael COREN is a FREE MASON NAZI AMON RA SATANIST for the 
APOSTATE BILLY GRAHAM CRACKER CHURCH  of MORONS. I HAVE a 
CHIP for YOU ..... long OVER DUE. MICHAEL COREN  got STEPHEN HARPER 
elected. CATHOLICS  have to CUT off his HEAD  now... deactivate the ARCHONS. 
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/7ch045.htm /// 
Beware Freemason Michael Coren's Reach: 
http://blazingcatfur.blogspot.ca/2012/01/beware-
freemason-michael-corens-reach.html /// Only Morally 
Conservative Radio Host in Toronto Fired With 
no Plans to Replace Conservative Voice 
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2005/nov/

05112503 // APOSTATE SATANIST  
http://life.nationalpost.com/2012/05/04/michael-coren-
interview-why-he-believes-christianity-is-the-most-
abused-faith-on-earth/ /// 
http://www.intmensorg.info/canada.htm 

DOUBLE ASSHOLE - Will the Jews build a temple in Jerusalem before Jesus 
Christ returns?  Does the Bible say that the 
temple must be rebuilt before Christ's second 
coming? Answer: Bible prophecy shows that 
before Christ returns, sacrifices will begin 
again in a holy place (and that a world-
dominating religious authority will stop 
them). Christ prophesied that "the 
'abomination of desolation,' spoken of by 
Daniel the prophet, [would be] standing in the 
holy place" (Matthew 24:15). He was referring 
to Daniel 11:31, which said: "Then they shall 

take away the daily sacrifices, and place there the abomination of desolation." It's 
possible that religious Jews will rebuild the temple. But, surprisingly, offering sacrifices 
doesn't necessarily require the presence of a temple. See, for example, what the Jews did 
under the leadership of Ezra (Ezra 3:1-3). They simply set up an altar and began to offer 
sacrifices on it. The apostle Paul did refer to "the man of sin," an actual person who 
claims to be God in the flesh sitting in the "temple of God" (2 Thessalonians 2:1-4 ) 
http://www.ucg.org/bible-faq/will-jews-build-temple-
jerusalem-jesus-christ-returns?page=2  

So then because thou art lukewarm, and 
neither cold nor hot I will spue thee out of My 
mouth. Because thou sayest, I am rich, and 
increased with goods, and have need of nothing; 
and knowest not that thou art wretched, and 
miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked: 
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/7ch045.htm 
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RITE ROAD = WAR SCROLLS /// ETHIOPIAN BIBLE  /// GOSPEL of 
PEACE  

ENTER thru the NARROW GATE 555 uramerica.biz by Dana 
Horochowski  

 

 
 

 

 

BLACK POPE - The Secret Covenant- Luciferian Blood Oath Pact  
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  Matthew 7:12-14 Christ came to teach us, not only what we are to know and believe, 
but what we are to do; not only toward 
God, but toward men; not only toward 
those of our party and persuasion, but 

toward men in general, all with whom 
we have to do. We must do that to our 

neighbour which we ourselves 
acknowledge to be fit and reasonable. 

We must, in our dealings with men, 
suppose ourselves in the same case and 
circumstances with those we have to do 
with, and act accordingly. There are but 
two ways right and wrong, good and 
evil; the way to heaven and the way to hell; in the one or other of these all are walking: 
there is no middle place hereafter, no middle way now. All the children of men are 

saints or sinners, godly or ungodly. See concerning the way of sin and sinners, that the 
gate is wide, and stands open. You may go in at this gate with all your lusts about you; 
it gives no check to appetites or passions. It is a broad way; there are many paths in it; 
there is choice of sinful ways. There is a 
large company in this way. But what 

profit is there in being willing to go to 
hell with others, because they will not go 
to heaven with us? The way to eternal 
life is narrow. We are not in heaven as 

soon as we are got through the strait gate. 
Self must be denied, the body kept under, 

and corruptions mortified. Daily 
temptations must be resisted; duties 
must be done. We must watch in all 

things, and walk with care; and we must 
go through much tribulation. And yet this way should invite us all; it leads to life: to 
present comfort in the favour of God, which is the life of the soul; to eternal bliss, the 

hope of which at the end of our way, should make all the difficulties of the road easy to 
us. This plain declaration of Christ has been disregarded by many who have taken 

pains to explain it away; but in all ages the real disciple of Christ has been looked on 
as a singular, unfashionable character; and all that have sided with the greater 

number, have gone on in the broad road to destruction. If we would serve God, we 
must be firm in our religion. Can we often hear of the strait gate and the narrow way, 

and how few there are that find it, without being in pain for ourselves, or considering 
whether we are entered on the narrow way, and what progress we are making in it? 

http://biblehub.com/matthew/7-13.htm 
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JEWpeter - THORsday 12 12 2016 - 3/3/6 = 6/6= 12 = 3- 
TRINITY of TROUBLE ahead for medUSA - when 

JEWpeter gets the BANK of AMOR already 
amorjovejewpeter - http://7thfire.biz/amorjovejewpeter.htm 

I AM AFRAID - the BLACK SUN NAZI POPE  in NEW 
YORK  is going to assassinate POPE 

FRANCIS and then we get - PETRUS 
ROMANUS  

HILTON PETER MIJOVICK & 
CHERYL ANN MENEZES-  ( where is my NEW 
PARADIGM? STILL WAITING since 2007) - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/shivagermainliars.htm 

WHAT  are we waiting for??? 7thfire.biz - 2 ROW WAMPUM 
WORLD  - http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

 

I am going with out you... and you go to JAIL as a result (2) - Me- I guess you LIED  
To cagmenezes@hotmail.com, hiltonmijovick@gmail.com, HIlton Mijovick and 1 
More... 

Today at 8:05 AM -I guess you LIED 

VOICE MAIL - JUDGMENT DAY - 
sending to RCMP 
hiltonmijovickcherylmenezes - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/hiltonmijovic
kcherylmenezes.wav 

 
http://66.49.206.24/5dterra/ /// 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/ 

http://www.realjewnews.com/ /// http://brovids.com/ // http://www.brothernathanaelfoundation.org/ /// 
http://www.youtube.com/user/zionget/feed?activity_view=3 

 
The American Dream Is Over by Brother Nathanael 
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MONEY DAY - 
MERCREDI - 12 11 
2013 - 3/11/6 - 11 - 
GIVE BABALON 

DOUBLE 
TROUBLE - 

BABALONLOSERS 
- 

http://7thfire.biz/BAB
ALONLOSERS.htm 

TRINITY MARIE MARION, RONNIE 
ROBBINSON, THULE SOCIETY, 
TERRY STEWARD, FREE MASONS, 
THELEMA, CROWLEY CREEPS, 
SETH ANNUNAKI, ISHTAR ISIS 
NWO GENOCIDE - in USA 

  

  

WHO DRINKS  the BLOOD  and EATS the BODY of CHRIST? 
ROME  does. http://ajw.asahi.com/article/0311disaster/analysis/AJ201312060064 

  

March 11, 2011 = 3 11 2011 = 3/2/4 = 9 - 
VATICAN attack on JAPAN - who 
CONTROLS NATO - the BLACK 
POPE does from NEW YORK . In the 
powerful earthquake off Japan in 2011, 
the size of the destructive tsunami it 
spawned caught scientists by surprise. 
But they soon learned why the waves 

were so large: measurements showed that part of the seafloor along the fault moved as 
much as 50 meters, or 55 yards, to the east, displacing an enormous amount of water. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/10/science/decoding-a-tsunamis-source.html 

  

46664  
IN YOUR FACE  - https://www.facebook.com/pages/46664/116495795065541?ref=br_rs  
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MANDELAs FUNERAL on the DAY of WAR  -  

NWO ZIONISTS -  they are PLANNING a FALSE 
TERRORIST ATTACK-  I can tell by 
the SPIN on the NEWS - 12 10 2013 = 

ATEN ATON = FALSE GOD ATON = 
BLACK SUN - 3/1/6 = 10 and they will 

BLAME SOMEONE for it  

Nelson Mandela = 137 - 12 05 2013 - 
3/5/6 = 3-11 = 5 - 95 = 14 = 5 - 1918 -

2013  

DEAD nELs SON MAN  d'Ela - ABRAHADABRA - POOF * "HAD IT"! // 
ACCOUNTING * // AMERICA AT WAR  * // ASS-AS-IN-NATION * // BIRD 
BALANCE WALKING THE TIGHTROPE // COLUMN BIND *A LONG NARROW 
FORMATION OF SOLDIERS, IN THIS CASE, BOUND BY JESUS CHRIST TO THE 
CREATOR (FATHER-MOTHER) YAHWEH GOD! A VISIONARY IS ALSO 

"COLUMN BOUND" #111 / Dane Is Virgo * DIAMETER  * // 
FALSE CHRISTS *THE U.S. PRESIDENT! // FIND 
BALANCE *LIFT UPWARDS! /// 
LIGHTWORKERS* *THE ONE 
TOUCHING YOU - IS THE MYSTI 
CAL CROW - WHITE BRILLIANCE OF 
"THE WHITE BRILLIANCE! // PINE 
BOX *BASIC & TRADITIONAL 
BURIAL COFFIN! ALL IN THIS 
STATE (DEAD) WILL HAVE AN 

"ACCOUNTING" BEFORE CHRIST ! 2COR 5:10 // 
PORTENTS *AN OMEN FORESHADOWING A COMING 
EVENT SUCH AS ARMAGEDDON! Acts 2:19 Matt 24th 
CHAPTER! http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

 

Jorge Mario Bergoglio = 253 -  

*THE MANIFESTATION *ULTIMATELY, "THE SECOND COMING OF 
CHRIST! 2THESS 1:6-9 (READ #666 for INSIGHT) "THE GREAT 
EQUINOX" ! // A VISIONARY - CORVUS - COR ONE* *WHITE 
BRILLIANCE - THE CROW of Sacred MannA MINISTERIES . 111 111 
111 111 // ALCHEMY - THE EMPRESS * "THE EMPRESS"! 
REPRESENTED HERE IN THE NAEQ by THE MYSTI CAL CROW - 
WHITE BRILLIANCE , CORVUS COR ONE 111, CARRI ON 
>>>>>>>>>>>THE PROPHET! "LET THE GOOD ONES BE PURGED BY 
THE PROPHET"! Liber Al Vel Legis 2:5 Refer to #60 #60 #60 for DEEP 
INSIGHT // ATTAIN - CONCRESENCE *LISTEN TO THE - MYSTI CAL 

CROW! READ # 176 & #282 for INSIGHT /// BUT I AM A WORM and NOT A MAN * // Can you 
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believe this Read #1047 // can you handle the TRUTH ?? // CHANGE YOUR - TRACK RECORD * // 
COMING THROUGH - LOUD & CLEAR * // Crowned 
with strength Kether meets Geburah- GOD vs the 
GEN 6 6 idiots /// EMPRESS+JUDGMENT * // FEEL 
LIGHT IN - YOUR SOUL *WE HAVE THE KEY, TO 
IT ALL // FOOLS HATE - DISCIPLINE * MY SECRET 
CENTRE< AS ALEISTER CROWLEY WOULD SAY! / 
FOUR - COMES BACK -- TO - FOUR * " 4 COMES 
BACK , T O 4"! A DEEP ESOTERIC MEANING"! // 
GROWING IN BRILLIANCE *^ // INTEGRITY FIRST 
* // LOOK - THE CHRIST IS HERE * /// LOVE IS A - 
WONDERFUL THING ///  
MY SECRET CENTRE* * // Now do you feel the HEAT 
? /// THE GOLDEN CANDLESTICK * /// THE GREAT EQUINOX * /// THE RIGHT HAND - OF 
YAHWEH - GOD * /// THE RIGHT HAND - OF YAHWEH - GOD * /// TODAY IS THE DAY TO 
START *CHANGING YOUR LIFE! SEEK YAHWEH & HIS CHRIST BEFORE ARMAGEDDON 
HITS ! "THE BIG BLACKOUT"!  // WE HAVE THE KEY - TO IT 

ALL * // WISHING YOU - WERE - 
HERE *  
You can handle the truth You can handle 

the truth // YOU CANNOT -- ESCAPE US -- 
NOW *WE ARE DRAWING & 
CALLING -- 
YOUYOUYOUYOUYOUYOUYOU /// 
YOU CANT - GET - OVER HIM *JESUS THE CHRIST! 
HES IN CONTROL! "KING OF KINGS & LORD OF 
LORDS! Rev 19:16 
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/1576083/New-
Black-Pope-to-build-bridges-with-East.html /// 
http://warningilluminati.wordpress.com/the-most-powerful-man-
in-the-world-the-black-pope/ /// http://www.illuminati-
news.com/2006/1217a.htm /// http://www.barstoolsports.com/m/nyc/super-
page/no-black-pope-no-mafia-pope-no-hondo-pope-just-some-loser-from-
argentina/ /// http://www.4vf.net/jesuits-to-elect-a-new-black-pope/ /// 
http://www.exposingsatanism.org/Catholic/jesuit2.htm /// 
http://copycateffect.blogspot.ca/2013/03/Pope-Francis.html ///  
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GIVE BABALON DOUBLE TROUBLE  - 
https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.260597630757211.10737418
67.100004209281255&type=1 /// 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HORO
CHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ /// http://www.scribd.com/doc/189456818/Babalon-
BITCHES-Burn-GIVE-HER-DOUBLE-TROUBLE /// kalimaa time to do your time /// 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY 
CRAMNOTES/CROWLEY/NIMROD666BABALON.pdf //// 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/165211152/FAKE-TRUTH-MOVEMENT-EXPOSED-NESARA-
EISENHOWER-EXOPOLITICS-666-HORUS-LUCIFER  Problem, Reaction, Soulution 
Uramerica by Danusia Horochowska //  

Agape Amor - NEW ISRAEL 
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12 10 2013 - MARdi - MARs- GOD of WAR- 
you GET what you PRAY for. WE 
DON'T WANT the ZOMBIES in our 
COVENANT COMMUNITIES. 
PARASITES SUCK! parasitessuck - 
http://7thfire.biz/parasitessuck.htm  

THERE is A REAL ATTEMPT by the 
ALIENS to get you to FORGET about GOD. 
THINK with your HEART and ACTIVATE 
your SOL. These MIND CONTROLLers are 
here to CONFUSE YOU. - 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION URaMERICa.pdf 

GREYS - are in CAHOOTS with the USA GOVERNMENT - NIBIRU - 
MARDUK // ISHTAR ISIS fake UFO 

CANNIBALS want your SOUL  

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO Death Hotels, 
Black Eyed Kids (Audio) - GALACTIC 
FEDERATION of LIGHT  - people taken to a 
planet and starved to death and tortured... have to 
eat human flesh to survive. YESHUA wants the 
disobedient to wake up from their slumber. 
ALIENS  are not your BROTHERS 
http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-
thorns-ufo-death-hotels-black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

DANA ELIZABETH CHRISTINE 
HOROCHOWSKI = 391 - 13 - has the COVENANT COMMUNITIES  in the LAST 
DAYS... the rest are SERVICE to SELF. 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20H
OROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ 

*THE MOMENT of TRUTH for - THE WORLD *JESUS IS COMING IN A 
FLAMING FIRE!!!!!!!!!! *THE SWORD of ZION ---- 
TRUTH > PIERCING * " GLORY HALLELUJAH ( 
PRAISE YAHWEH) HIS TRUTH GOES 
MARCHING ON  >  

A GRAVE CONCERN for - THE CRITICAL MASS  
*Rev 20:5-8 ABACK ALL GARGOYLE MONSTERS 
OF RA HOOR KHUIT * BEWARE ARMAGEDDON - 
THE CROW OF - THE CROW *WARNS ! "CORVUS 
COR ONE" (THE CROW OF Sacred MannA 
Ministeries, "WHITE BRILLIANCE"! CAST YOUR 

BURDENS UPON THE - CHRIST *I AM THE WAY & THE TRUTH  & THE LIFE ............. John 
14:6 CHOOSE THE DOVE - NOT THE SERPENT * COME INTO OUR -- PASSIONATE PEACE * 
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COME TO US - BEFORE - IT IS TOO LATE *THAT INCLUDES YOU - ROBIN! 
COWARDS WILL NOT -- INHERIT THE KINGDOM  ********* Rev 20:8 
FREE SPEACH - REMEMBER ROBIN *STOP PREVENTING ENTRIES BY 
Sacred MannA Ministeries! How remarkable these entries are ! INVOCKING 
THE WHITE BRILLIANCE * "THE REAL INVOCKING"! JESUS IS COMING 
IN A FLAMING FIRE"! GET PREPARED! 2Thess 1 :6-9 Rev 11:18 19:11-21 

Daniel 2:44 "THY KINGDOM COME"! Matt 5:5 Isa 61:1-11 65:17- 25, 2:1-4 JESUS IS COMING - IN A 
FLAMING FIRE *BEWARE! AT HARMAGEDON (ARMAGEDDON)! Rev 11:18 19:11-21, Daniel 
2;44. Matt 24:14, 2thess 1;6-9. Master Manipulater of the Naeq wake up , or be trapped by the numbers 
MY BIG MOUTH - FLAMETH - LIKE - A GIANT * ITS A CASE OF : "THE GIANT AND THE 
WORMS"! (GRAVEWORMS THAT IS)! Satan trapped Manna Ministries wake up! Suddenly the 
destroyer is coming ! THE - SANGAREAL - TRUTH - FLOWS IN MY VEINS * REFER TO 
DEFINITION "SANGREEA"! the factor infinite and unknown ! THE FORCE is WITH - THE 
RIGHTEOUS ****** THE FOUNDATION --GODS KINGDOM ON EARTH * "A NEW BEGINNING" 
on SOLID GROUND! Mat 6:9,10 Daniel 2:36-45 Isa 2:1-4 35:1-10 61:1-11 65:17-27 Rev 21:3-27 ^^^^ 
BE THERE! Mat 5;5 PsaLM 37:9,10 Refer to #60 for MORE INSIGHTTT THE FOUNTAIN -- THAT 
NEVER -- RUNS DRY * THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT - THE EARTH 
* MATT 5:5. Psalm 36:9-11 THE NUMEROLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE * 
of #391 is: THIS IS WHERE - THE NIGHTMARE - ENDS *FOR SOME! 
THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST!!! WE ARE LISTENING FOR - 
YOUR PRAYERS * WHEN THE LIGHT IS GONE -- COME TO ME 
*ITS VERY DARK WHERE YOU ARE! YAHWEH CAN BRING YOU 
BACK FROM - THE DEAD *HE IS ALLLLLLL POWERFULLLLLLL   

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20N
OTES%20AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/  

Dana Horochowski - FREEDOM 555 vs ARMAGEDDON 666 

   

 
 

MOONday 12 09 2013 = ENTER 
THRU  the NARROW GATE  for 
WIDE  is the ROAD that LEADS to 
the MASONIC VERICHIP 666  - 
http://7thfire.biz/deadmandela.htm 

 

 

TSNEWS vol 15 GRASSROOTS - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20tsnews/TSNEWS%20%20vol%20

15%20GRASSROOTS%20Nov%202013/  

  

RITE ROAD = WAR SCROLLS /// ETHIOPIAN BIBLE  /// GOSPEL of PEACE - 
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Brighid - Daughter of the Dagda, 
another aspect of Danu. Goddess 
of Fire, fertility, the hearth, and 
all feminine arts. She is believed to 
originally been honored as a Sun 
goddess. She is also associated with 
healing, physicians, agriculture, 
inspiration, learning, poetry, 
divination, prophecy, smithcraft, 
animal husbandry, occult 
knowledge. Other aspects of her are 
Brigid the Physician and Brigid 

the Smith. She is also the patron of other crafts such as wool-dying, weaving and 
brewing. A goddess of regeneration and abundance, she was greatly beloved as a 
provider of plenty who brought forth the bounties of the natural world for the good of 
the people. She is closely connected with livestock and domesticated animals. In 
Ireland, she is honored by wells and springs. At the shrine at Kildare there was a 
perpetual flame burning for Brigit. She is a great feminine deity to assist in any of these 
aspects. http://www.pagannews.com/cgi-bin/artists.pl 

Anu - Mother Earth, Goddess of Plenty.The flowering fertility goddess. Her priestesses 
comforted and taught the dying. Maiden aspect of the Triple Goddess in Ireland. 
Goddess of fertility, prosperity, comfort and death. She gave birth to The Tuatha De 
Danann - the gods of Ireland. 

http://www.pagannews.com/cgi-
bin/artists.pl 

 

 

Yeshua spoke of fulfilling the 
commandments through showing 

compassion and meeting the needs of 
others. Human trafficking in Israel 

is a terrible crime. 
http://tikkunministries.org/newsletters/xx-jul12b.php 

Tuatha Dé Danann - In Irish-Celtic mythology, the Tuatha Dé Danann ("People of the 
goddess Danu") are the Irish race of gods, founded by the goddess Danu. These gods, 
who originally lived on 'the islands in the west', had perfected the use of magic. They 
traveled on a big cloud to the land that later would be called Ireland and settled there. In 
a just battle, they will fight beside mortals. When they fight, they go armed with lances 
of blue flame and shields of pure white. Important members of the Tuatha Dé are: 
Dagda, Brigid, Nuada, Lugh, Dian Cecht, Ogma, and Lir.  The goddess Danu can also 
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be identified with the Welsh goddess Don. 
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/t/tuatha_de_danann.html 

  

  

  

SUNday 12 08 2013- JEWS = JESUIT 
EUROPEAN WARLOCKS = 
ASHKENAZI TALMUD BLACK 
MAJICIANS of IHS ( ISIS HORUS SET) 
http://7thfire.biz/doubletrouble.htm 

- the EGYPTIAN BLACK SUN  - not MOTHER /FATHER GOD/ CHRIST.  I would 
worry about ALEX JONES - the PROTESTANT KING JAMES BANK BEAST  666 

before I would worry about POPE FRANCIS 

MATERIALISM - FALSE ISRAEL - NAZI 
FREEMASON = NEPHILIM FAKE RA- 
LEGIONS - Talmud Unmasked~ The Names 
of Christians. - JOHN HAGGEE, BILLY 
GRAHAM  and BENNY HINN  WARSHIP 
EGYPTIAN AMON RA  

( MARDUK- RA LEGIONS- with ISHTAR 
ISIS ( LILITH - WHORE of BABALON) = 
OCCUPIED by GOATS of GOETIA)  not 
YESHUA HA MASHIACH - 
http://www.talmudunmasked.com/chapter7.htm 
 

  

AMON RA  - 
PINEAL GLAND  
is not AGAPE 

LOVE from the HEART and SOUL... it is 100 % 
BABALONIAN SLAVERY  - the PROBLEM  is the 
MEDIA  and the PYRAMID FREEMASONS of GIZA - 
middle earth 
https://www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska/media_set?set=a.23
9618386207341.1073741838.100004775444173&type=1  
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GET THIS SHIT  out of GODS HOUSE ALREADY - THE OCCULT: Revival Of 
Evil - Paranormal Occult Documentary http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
9Cna8Umvk4 //  

Adolfo Nicolas Pachon = 171 *THE SHEEPFOLD * *THE STAR -- HAS COME * 
"ROYAL OFFSPRING"! (JESUS THE CHRIST) Numbers 24:17 
Rev 22:16 "THE BRIGHT MORNING STAR"!  

603 - BY BECOMING ONE - YOU WILL BECOME - NONE -  
SUP WITH ME  * "I AM THE WAY & THE TRUTH & THE 
LIFE , NO ONE COMES TO THE FATHER, EXCEPT 
THROUGH ----------ME"!  John 14:6 // CANT YOU SEE THAT 
IT IS - GOD - THAT IS TRYING TO - REACH YOU  * // I AM 
The TRUE VINE and MY FATHER IS - THE CULTIVATOR  
*John 15:1.  

MY ESSENCE HERE PRESENT is POTENT & 
POWERFUL************>>>>>>> *Entry 8/24/03 // 
OVERPOWERINGWHITEBRILLIANCEOVERPOWERI
NGYOU * THE GEMATRIA FLOWER, of DIVINE 
TRUTH, "CHRYSANTHEMUM", GROWING & 
SHINING HERE, IN THE NAEQ! #414 // THE MYSTI 
CAL CROW - CAN BLOW - YOU - FROM HERE - T 
O - KINGDOM COME *  
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=n
aeq  

  

 

Exposing666 - TARES = RA - SET   

 

MARdi - 12 03 2013 - MEGA BLOOD RITUALs this WEEKEND for ZIONIST 
NWO NAZI MEDIA - nwonazimediajews - http://7thfire.biz/nwonazimediajews.htm 
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http://7thfire.biz/12072013.htm 

Agape Amor - NEW ISRAEL 

SATURNday 12 07 2013 -I AM AFRAID - the BLACK 
SUN NAZI POPE in NEW YORK  is going to 
assassinate POPE FRANCIS ..... and then we 
get JEWpeter - PETRUS ROMANUS falsegoddog -
http://7thfire.biz/falsegoddog.htm 

An Explanation of the Traditional Russian Orthodox 
Three-bar Cross - The top bar of the Cross is the title-
board which Pilate ordered to be hung in mockery over 
Christ's head. On this board was inscribed: "Jesus of 

Nazareth, King of the Jews" in Hebrew, Greek and Latin (abbreviated to the 
Greek initials 'INBI ', or the Latin initials 'INRI' in the Western tradition). This 
has been replaced with the Christian inscription: "King of Glory" (Slavonic:), 
placed below the knees of the angels. On the title-board is inscribed the 
initials 'IC XC',  being the first and last letters of Christ's name in Greek 
(Greek: Iisous Khristos; . In addition, just above Christ's arms we see 
the inscription: 'NIKA' , which in Greek means: "He conquers" or "He is 
victorious." [Frequently, especially on the Greek and New Rite Russian 
prosphora seal, we see these last two inscriptions together with the simple two-
barred Cross: 'IC XC NI KA ', meaning: 
"Jesus Christ is victorious" (i.e., over 
death and sin). Note that in the proper 
Orthodox tradition the Saviour does 
not wear a crown of thorns (as in the 
Western tradition), nor is He portrayed 
alive on the Cross, nor in any aspect of 
suffering, but in a state of humble and 
peaceful repose, with inclined head. 
Also note that His feet are nailed with 
two nails.]-http://www.synaxis.info/old-
rite/0_oldbelief/instructional_eng/cross_symbolism.html ///http://billlebovichbl
og.wordpress.com/category/russian-orthodox-church-architecture/ 

   

RED LIST  = HAARP HARPER WHOREDOM  and GLOBAL 
BANKSTERS have to GO DIRECTLY TO FEMA  CAMPS - femafreak-
 http://7thfire.biz/femafreak.htm 
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CHRIST's CHURCH  of AMOR  has been invaded by the FALSE KNIGHT 
TEMPLARS  of the SWISS LIZARD BANKS  - NORDIC MIDDLE 
EARTH GREYS - RA MEN of the FALSE LITE of BAAL ( 
BABALON) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjpO9htZwMI&feature=share
&list=PLAEWXcfwOPWV_cCuZ7NO_-2l2iJy0oR2-&index=1 

false israel - GOAT of MENDES - the DEVIL- 
FREE MASONRY - ENLIL  - - 1:27 hr. JEWpeter 
is ST PETER - the leader of thisJESUIT mess in 
the VATICAN - that is why they are so CLOSE - all 
ARCHONS- self serving money hungry fallen angels 
stuck in matter.Illuminati 4: Brotherhood of the 
Beast -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLVboYaAB6Y 
 
Ishtar Ashtar Pleiadian Middle Earth Bullies -
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/187656705/Ishtar-
Ashtar-Pleiadian-

Middle-Earth-Bullies 

 
TO : 3 BLIND MICE ~ ALL FLESH IS HIS 
PRT 2. Murderers of thousands of people and 
Even Serpent Seed Descendants of the Nefilim 
are Being forgiven .....but not Bible Reading 
Christians who might not be perfect in your self 
righteous view? Wow -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6TU1XZp
-4g 

  

QUEER QUEEN JAMES and ST GERMain 

   Pope Francis Meets Israeli PM Netanyahu -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwXYnLa-X00 

End times will bring greater persecution to Christians, Pope saying that 
faith will be increasingly pushed out of the public square and that persecution 
of Christians is a “prophecy” of what is to 
come. http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/end-times-will-bring-greater-
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persecution-to-christians-pope-says/ 
 
Wall Street vs. Main Street: Pope's words on economy stir 
controversyhttp://www.catholicnews.com/data/stories/cns/1305069.htm // 

Exhortation: the inclusion of the poor in society -
http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/2013/12/03/exhortation:_the_inclusion_of_the_
poor_in_society/en1-
752299 /// http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/pope-francis-use-
intelligence-to-understand-signs-of-the-times/ 

Ukraine: NATO ministers condemn excessive force against protestors - 
(Vatican Radio) The foreign ministers of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization have condemned the use of what they call "excessive force" 

against pro-European protesters in 
Ukraine, amid escalating tensions in 
the former Soviet nation. Speaking 
after talks of the NATO military 
alliance in Brussels, Belgium, U.S. 
Secretary of State John Kerryurged 
Ukraine's leadership to listen to what 
he called "the voices of its people". 
"The powerful expressions of support 
for Europe in cities all across Ukraine 

have really been quite extraordinary," he said. "People of all different 
backgrounds are giving voice to their very 
real and very deep aspirations,"Kerry  added. 
"And we urge the Ukrainian government to 
listen to the voices of its people who want to 
live in freedom and in opportunity and 
prosperity. And we urge all sides to conduct 
themselves peacefully. Violence has no place 
in a modern European state," the secretary 
explained. Waving flags and shouting slogans, 
they condemned the government's decision 
not to sign the European Union Association Agreement. The accord is seen as 
key to Ukraine's European integration, waving flags. Protesters urged the 
Cabinet to resign and call for early elections. Their demonstrations came while 

in the nearby parliament building, the 
opposition failed in their attempt to out the 
government through a no-confidence 
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motion. Speaking during a rowdy parliamentary session, Prime 
Minister Mykola Azarov apologized for the use of police force against 
protesters, in which dozens were injured in recent days. But the government 
leader also defended Ukraine's decision to suspend talks with the EU. “We had 
a strong recession, it was a very important factor that economists understand," 

Azarov said. "We faced it as we could, in very poor conditions, with very 
high natural gas prices. Secondly, we’ve lost out a lot in trade, especially 
with Russia,” he told parliament, amid loud chants of “resign” from opposition 
legislators. The opposition has vowed more protests. Yet, for now, the 
government has made clear it will first listen to the wishes of powerful 
neighbour Russia, which opposes Ukraine's closer ties with the 
EU.http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/2013/12/04/ukraine:_nato_ministers_conde
mn_excessive_force_against_protestors/en1-752634 

The Financial Intelligence 
Unit of the Holy See (AIF) 
on Wednesday, December 
4, signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding with 
its German 
counterpart, the 
"Zentralstelle für 
Verdachtsmeldungen at the 
Bundeskriminalamt" 

(BKA).http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/2013/12/04/vatican_and_germany_
sign_cooperation_document_in_fight_against_money/en1-752655 

  

Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  

   

Exposing666 - TARES = RA - SET 
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FRIAday 12 06 2013 = 3/6/6 = 15 = 6 AVALON  is NOT 
BABALON - GRASSROOTS REVIVAL - goodnewsknows -
http://7thfire.biz/goodnewsknows.htm 

WHAT  are we waiting for??? 
7thfire.biz - 2 ROW 

WAMPUM WORLD -
 http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

 

TSNEWS vol 15 GRASSROOTS -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots
%20tsnews/TSNEWS%20%20vol%2015%20GRASSROOTS%20No

v%202013/ 

RITE ROAD = WAR SCROLLS /// ETHIOPIAN BIBLE  /// GOSPEL of 
PEACE - 

  

Druidic Reformed* University in 
Dublin - 

Druids were not just wise men, peace 
makers, and healers for their folk, they 

were walking 
almanacs, encyclopedias and the cable 

weather, Discovery and PBS channels of 
their day. Druids had to be masters of 

the Earth, Sea and Sky. The giant 
curriculum to master explains why druids always seem to 

be old folks.http://www.amdruids.org/druid.htm 

The name in Gaelic, aes Sídhe, translates as ‘Mound people, While the 
characters of the Greek pantheon can all be traced back to Uranus it is not so 

simple with the Irish. While many of then are in the Tuatha Dé Dána – the 
People of the goddess Dána, whose name suggest both prowess in battle and 

poetry – there are others that precede, succeed or are just outside the 
Tuatha. Christian mythology is dogma; you have to believe 
it or go to Hell. Irish mythology is just good story telling. We 
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hope you enjoy it. Instead of Christian morals druidic mythology is about 
honor, nobility and responsibility to family, tribe and nature. It 

is existential not ecclesiastical, entertainment not dogma and, hopefully, fun 
not formalistic. This Lexicon is not canon, scripture or revelation in any sense. 

For such information on pagan beliefs, practices and such please visit The 
Holy See, Official Site of the Vatican http://www.vatican.va/ 

 
 

The triple fairy Brighit  is the most revered in Irish Druidic 
mythology. Brigit the maiden is 

the fairy of poetry, music and sun 
light . Brigit the mother is the fairy of 

childbirth, peace and the 
hearth. Brigit the crone is the fairy of 

wisdom. healing and the forge. Brigit's 
father is The Dagda, the 

mythological All-father of Ireland . 
They are members of the Tuatha Dé Danann, the Tribe of 

Danu. She was born at the moment of sunrise and rose into the sky with fire 
coming from her head. As a baby she was fed the milk of magical cows from 

the Otherworld. She had an apple orchard in the Otherworld, and her bees 
brought charmed nectar from there. Shamrocks and wild flower sprang up 

where she walks. Brigit married the Fomorian King Bres and had three sons. 
The war in which the Tribe of Danu eventually overcame the Fomorians, a 

tribe of giants, is at the nexus of Irish mythohistory. She sought peace 
between them, without avail. When her son Ruadan was killed in battle her 
grief so moved all that peace came at last. An eternal flame is maintained to 
this day at the Well of Brigit in County Kildare by nineteen maidens. (Okay, 
they are nuns. So we only presume that they are maidens.) On the twentieth 
day Brigit tends the flame herself. The Roman Catholics appropriated the 

beloved Brigit as a saint. http://www.amdruids.org/lexicon.htm // thegarden 
isle of Éire was then called the Garden of 

Eden. http://www.amdruids.org/lexicon.htm /// 
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Lugus: The Many-Gifted 
Lord  http://www.texascoritani.com/articles/l
ugus/ /// http://www.pinterest.com/girlintheat
tic/celtic-inside/ // Lugh (pronounced Lu) 
Long-Arm, the fairy of many talents, is 
a fairy King of light,  the harvest, healing, 
and is the patron fairy of druids . He was 
a High King on Tara . He gave the Irish folk the gift 

of agriculture . The harvest festival, about August 1st, is called 
Lughnasadh for him, and is one of the four great annual Druidic celebrations. 
Lugh's mother was Ethliu, daughter of the evil Formorian King Balor, and 
his father was Cian, a fairy of crafts and magic, from the Tuatha Dé 
Danann, the Tribe of Danu. Luge was a valiant warrior whose sling was the 
Milky Way . In his left hand he wields the magical, bloodthirsty, living spear 
Areadbharand, for which he is known as Lugh Long-Arm. He fought with his 
fearsome war hound Failinis. As a boy Lugh was the hero of the Second Battle 

of Magh Tuireadh where he killed his grandfather Balor and 
brought final victory to the Tribe of Danu. 
Lugh is a fairy of many talents. To gain entrance to the court 
of the High King Nuada he told the doorkeeper that he is 
a wright, a smith, an artist, a champion, a harpist, a hero, a 

poet, a historian, a sorcerer, a cupbearer, and 
a brazier. http://www.amdruids.org/lexicon.htm#The%20Dagda 

  

The Morrigan, the Great Queen, the Phantom Queen and the Monster 
Queen and her sisters Babd and Macha, are a triple Fairy Queen. They are 
mistresses of war, magic and prophesy. The Morrigan's animal form is a crow, 
and thus she appears as the fairy of death in battle. It was by her valor, future 
sight and druid's magic that Tuatha Dé Danann, the Tribe of Danu, defeated the 
Fir Blogs in the first battle of Mag Tuired. That the Celtic war diety is 
female, and not male, says a lot about the deep cultural chasm between bronze 

age Keltic folk and their Greco-Roman, Levantian and 
Egyptian contemporaries. More than with most Irish mythic 
characters, the tales and personas of The Morrighan vary from time to time and 
place to place. As a cattle fairy she reigns over property, 
sovereignty and fertility . But asfairy of death in 
battle she transforms into crows, bansees, and the 
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death eaters of the Harry Potter cycle. http://www.amdruids.org/lexicon.htm 

The God Wars - http://sfipress.com/some-eye-candy-for-fans-of-the-god-wars/ 

CELTIC CROSS OVER - http://lilywight.com/tag/mythology/ 

https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.259547174195590
&type=1 

 

Star Warriors The Hopis & the Greys -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcJJbk4qPgk&list=PLD5289F95F2BEEC86 

   

Uploads from 1oftheonez's channel by 1oftheonez 

  
 

Yeshua spoke of fulfilling the commandments through 
showing compassion and meeting the needs of others. Human trafficking in 
Israel is a terrible crime. http://tikkunministries.org/newsletters/xx-jul12b.php 

Tuatha Dé Danann - In 
Irish-Celtic mythology, the 
Tuatha Dé Danann ("People of 
the goddess Danu") are the 
Irish race of gods, founded by 
the goddess Danu.These 
gods, who originally lived on 
'the islands in the west', had 
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perfected the use of magic. They traveled on a big cloud to the land that later 
would be called Ireland and settled there. In a just battle, they will fight 
beside mortals. When they fight, they go armed with lances of blue flame and 
shields of pure white.Important members of the Tuatha Dé are: Dagda, 
Brigid, Nuada, Lugh, Dian Cecht, Ogma, and Lir.  The goddess Danu can 
also be identified with the Welsh 
goddess Don. http://www.pantheon.org/articles/t/tuatha_de_danann.html 

  

Jrgenius.Com Project from Jrgenius International Schools 

 

 

Dana Horochowski - VAMPIRE BBQ GRIZZLY BEAR BREW 
7thfire.biz  

 

PUTIN  is NOT JEWISH and NEITHER is BROTHER NATHANIEL  -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvmXbFxdaAc 

The Jewish War on Vladimir Putin  -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YH
633ei03_o 

Vladimir Putin  holds first meeting 
with Pope Francis - but pair avoid 
relations between Vatican and 
the Orthodox Church - Putin 
has embraced the Russian 

Orthodox Church as a moral authority, harnessed its influence as a 
source of political support and championed socially conservative values 
since starting a new, six-year term in May 
2012. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/religion/the-pope/10474191/Vladimir-Putin-holds-first-meeting-
with-Pope-Francis.html 
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Pope Francis calls for powers to be stripped from Vatican - Pope Francis 
says "excessive centralisation" complicates the Church, in his first "apostolic 
exhortation", but avoids controversial issues such as women priests and 
abortion. "It is my duty, as the Bishop of Rome, to be open to suggestions 
which can help make the exercise of my ministry more 
faithful to the meaning which Jesus Christ wished to 

give it," the pope wrote. Francis 
said it was time for "a conversion 
of the papacy", adding that 
"excessive centralisation, rather 
than proving helpful, 
complicates the Church's life". In 
the document, Francis stressed the 
importance of the Church's social message and criticised 
the injustices of the global economy – a priority for his 
papacy. "The poorand the poorer peoples are accused of 

violence, yet without equal opportunities the different forms of 
aggression and conflict will find a fertile terrain for growth and eventual ly 
explode," he said. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/religion/the-
pope/10475719/Pope-Francis-calls-for-powers-to-be-stripped-from-
Vatican.html 

- Pope Francis Again Blesses Man With Severe Disfigurement -
 http://www.ucatholic.com/news/pope-francis-again-blesses-man-with-severe-
disfigurement/ 

  

Exposing666 - False Flag AMON RA MEDIA 

   

 

THORSday 12 05 2013 - 3/5/6 = 14 = 5 = VICTOR 
VICTORIOUS - HARPER, HAaRP, FALSE 
ISRAEL, FAKE MAMMON, UFO FREAKS, 
GOETIA, GARGOYLES & GOTHAM CITY - 
GIVE HER DOUBLE 
TROUBLE victorvictorious -

 http://7thfire.biz/victorvictorious.htm 
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WE WILL BE VICTOR ious my DEAR - long OVERDUE EARTH 
PARTY  - I am going 
to TROLL 
HARPERnow... he 
is DONE... 
false ISRAEL is 
DONE, AMON 
RA is DONE. VAMP
IRE BBQed! 

Victor 
Fletcher with Rabbi 
Stern protesting the 
day Netanyahu 
visited 
Toronto and Israelis 
murdered 9 people on a mercy ship for Palestinians. 

 

 

THEY WILL BEND !!!!! http://kinakwii.org // http://www.the8thfire.com/ 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/October%2020
13/ 

http://cyberclass.net/ 

 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/videos/ 

  

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%
20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ 

http://www.ethiopianorthodox.org/english/canonical/books.html /// http://www.essene.com/GospelOfPeace
/ /// http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sitchin/guerradioses/guerradioses02a.htm 

TORONTO STREETNEWS -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20tsnews/ 
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 Dana Horochowski - News November 2013 

 

DANA ELIZABETH CHRISTINE HOROCHOWSKI = 391  - 13 - has 
the COVENANT COMMUNITIES  in the LAST DAYS ... the rest 
are SERVICE to 
SELF.http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTE
S/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/  

*THE MOMENT of TRUTH for - THE WORLD *JESUS IS COMING IN A FLAMING FIRE!!!!!!!!!! 
*THE SWORD of ZION ---- TRUTH > PIERCING * " GLORY HALLELUJAH ( PRAISE YAHWEH) 

HIS TRUTH GOES MARCHING ON  > 

A GRAVE CONCERN for - THE CRITICAL MASS  *Rev 20:5-8 ABACK ALL 
GARGOYLE MONSTERS OF RA HOOR KHUIT * BEWARE ARMAGEDDON 
- THE CROW OF - THE CROW *WARNS ! "CORVUS COR ONE" (THE 
CROW OF Sacred MannA Ministeries, "WHITE BRILLIANCE"! CAST 
YOUR BURDENS UPON THE - CHRIST *I AM 
THE WAY & THE TRUTH & THE LIFE ............. 
John 14:6 CHOOSE THE DOVE - NOT THE 
SERPENT * COME INTO OUR -- PASSIONATE 

PEACE * COME TO US - BEFORE - IT IS TOO LATE *THAT INCLUDES 
YOU - ROBIN! COWARDS WILL NOT -- INHERIT THE 
KINGDOM  ********* Rev 20:8 FREE SPEACH - REMEMBER ROBIN 
*STOP PREVENTING ENTRIES BY Sacred MannA Ministeries! How 
remarkable these entries are ! INVOCKING THE WHITE BRILLIANCE * 
"THE REAL INVOCKING"! JESUS IS COMING IN A FLAMING FIRE"! 
GET PREPARED! 2Thess 1 :6-9 Rev 11:18 19:11-21 Daniel 2:44 "THY 
KINGDOM COME"! Matt 5:5 Isa 61:1-11 65:17- 25, 2:1-4 JESUS IS COMING - IN A FLAMING FIRE 
*BEWARE! AT HARMAGEDON (ARMAGEDDON)! Rev 11:18 19:11-21, Daniel 2;44. Matt 24:14, 
2thess 1;6-9. Master Manipulater of the Naeq wake up , or be trapped by the numbers MY BIG MOUTH - 
FLAMETH - LIKE - A GIANT * ITS A CASE OF : "THE GIANT AND THE WORMS"! 
(GRAVEWORMS THAT IS)! Satan trapped Manna Ministries wake up! Suddenly the destroyer is coming 
! THE - SANGAREAL - TRUTH - FLOWS IN MY VEINS * REFER TO DEFINITION "SANGREEA"! 
the factor infinite and unknown ! THE FORCE is WITH - THE RIGHTEOUS ****** THE 
FOUNDATION --GODS KINGDOM ON EARTH * "A NEW BEGINNING" on SOLID GROUND! Mat 
6:9,10 Daniel 2:36-45 Isa 2:1-4 35:1-10 61:1-11 65:17-27 Rev 21:3-27 ^^^^ BE 
THERE! Mat 5;5 PsaLM 37:9,10 Refer to #60 for MORE INSIGHTTT 
THE FOUNTAIN -- THAT NEVER -- RUNS DRY  * THE MEEK SHALL 
INHERIT - THE EARTH * MATT 5:5. Psalm 36:9-11 THE 
NUMEROLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE * of #391 is: THIS IS WHERE - THE 
NIGHTMARE - ENDS *FOR SOME! THE SECOND COMING OF 
CHRIST!!! WE ARE LISTENING FOR - YOUR PRAYERS * WHEN THE 
LIGHT IS GONE -- COME TO ME *ITS VERY DARK WHERE YO U 
ARE! YAHWEH CAN BRING YOU BACK FROM - THE DEAD *HE IS 
ALLLLLLL POWERFULLLLLLL  

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDE
O/ebooks/ 
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THERE is A REAL ATTEMPT by the ALIENS to get you to  FORGET 
about GOD. THINK with your HEART and ACTIVATE your SOL. These 
MIND CONTROLLers are here to CONFUSE YOU. - 

 

MARdi - 12 03 2013 - MEGA BLOOD RITUALs this WEEKEND for 
ZIONIST NWO NAZI MEDIA - nwonazimediajews -
 http://7thfire.biz/nwonazimediajews.htm 

UKRAINE's 
GODLESS GOYIM DE
MAND EURO 
VERICHIP 
666 vs RUSSIA 555 - 
OCCUPY GOETIA 
NAZI MEDIA  - alive and 
well in theUKRAINE -

 http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/ukraine-riot-police-use-gas-truncheons-on-
protesters-1.2446907 //http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/11/30/us-ukraine-
protest-
idUSBRE9AT01Q20131130 /// http://www.ctvnews.ca/world/estimated-300-
000-stage-ukraine-s-biggest-anti-gov-t-rally-since-orange-revolution-
1.1568934 

Jews Exempt Themselves from Serving in “Stupid Goyim” Wars  - … the 
dumb goyim will fight while we profit, with the aid of our friend in 
Washington. Powerful Jews will be on all Draft Boards, and Jewish physicians 
will protect you from military service. Arrangements are already made to 
exempt you, in case religious exemption cannot be prepared in time. You are 
warned to renounce, abjure, repudiate and deny any of this information if 
questioned by Gentiles, even under oath, as outlined in the Talmud and justified 
for the preservation of our 
race. http://freerangehumans.net/blog/category/zionist-rothschild-agenda/ 

NYC - GENTILES  murdered again - (7+1 car ) COMMUTER TRAIN 
CRASH - ( all new vehicles are CONtrolled remotely now by the NEW 
WORLD ORDER 666 NATO NAZI POLICE  ). medUSA BLOOD 
SACRIFICE  - 7:20 am SUNday - HARLEM - 4 dead // 60 injured 

4 dead, 63 injured after NYC-bound Metro-
North passenger train derails in 
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Bronx http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-bound-metro-north-passenger-train-derails-bronx-
article-1.1533963#ixzz2mG49AwIx 

( LILITH - ISHTAR ISIS  ) Tonya Kane - Harlem High 
School https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/about 

The FDNY said 130 firefighters rushed to the scene where the Hudson 
and Harlem rivers meet.http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/new-york-city-train-
derailment-kills-4-injures-dozens-1.2446921 

HIJACKING - VICTORIA FERRY ( FAIRY) - SWAT TEAM - B OMB 
SQUAD false flag BULLSHIT - Seattle police nab ‘suspicious’ man on 
Victoria Clipper ferry - http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-
columbia/seattle-police-nab-suspicious-
man-on-victoria-clipper-
ferry/article15705752/?cmpid=rss1 

Pagan sexual symbols abound in 
Illuminati art,  architecture and 
monuments, a repulsive situation in a 
country like America, long presumed to 
be a "Christian Nation." The elite delight 
in their ability to deceive the masses, 
who foolishly discount the multitude of graphic evidences that surround them. 
Sex is, of course, a primal urge basic to all humans, and Satan pulls out all 
stops to use this psychological instinct in drawing in and seducing gullible 
initiates of the various secret 
societies. http://www.texemarrs.com/032009/obsessed_w

ith_sex.htm 

Human trafficking  a problem ‘in our 
own backyard’: RCMP -
 http://news.nationalpost.com/2011/08
/14/human-trafficking-a-problem-
%E2%80%98in-our-own-
backyard%E2%80%99-
rcmp/ /// http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/pubs/ccaps-

spcca/pdf/traffick-eng.pdf /// “Clinton-
Illuminati” Covering Up Pedophilia, Human Trafficki ng, Big Pharma 
Crimes; Columbine Whistleblower Drugged and 
Jailed http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2012/10/new-shocking-columbine-evidence-clintons-may-

have-covered-up-important-facts-2479042.html /// Beyoncé Is An Illuminati Puppet–But 
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One Man Knows the Truth http://www.theawl.com/2010/02/beyonce-is-an-
illuminati-puppet-but-one-man-knows-the-truth /// Illuminati Sex Slaves Paint 
Horrifying Picture -
 http://henrymakow.ca/000683.html // http://www.minecraftforum.net/topic/16
92830-former-illuminati-programmer-speaks-about-the-cult/ /// /// The Denver 
Illuminati Zionist Connection - http://beforeitsnews.com/power-
elite/2013/09/the-denver-illuminati-zionist-connection-2443108.html /// 

GodSent Angel - Underground tunnels and Airports funded by the 
Illuminati  

 

MOONday 12 02 2013 HOLY GRAIL  escaped to AVALON - CANADA  -
 LUNA LOONIE LAND  of the WHITE RABBIT  and EASTER 

BUNNY funnybunnymoney --
 http://7thfire.biz/funnybunnymoney.htm 

UNIVERSAL CHURCH - CATHOLICs 
ADORE the GOD/ GODDESS/ the SON 
and ALL  the ANGELS andSAINTS too... 

Tiamat - It is thought that female deities are older than 
male ones in Mesopotamia and Tiamat may have begun 
as part of the cult of Nammu, a female principle of a 

watery creative force, with equally strong 
connections to the underworld, which 
predates the appearance of Ea-
Enki.[5] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tia
mat 

MATERIALISM - FALSE ISRAEL -
 NAZI FREEMASON = NEPHILIM 
FAKE RA- LEGIONS - Talmud 
Unmasked~ The Names of Christians. -
 JOHN HAGGEE, BILLY 

GRAHAM  and BENNY 
HINN  WARSHIP EGYPTIAN AMON RA ( 
MARDUK- RA LEGIONS- with ISHTAR ISIS ( 
LILITH - WHORE of BABALON) = OCCUPIED by 
GOATS of GOETIA)  not YESHUA HA 
MASHIACH -
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 http://www.talmudunmasked.com/chapter7.htm 

CHRIST's CHURCH  of AMOR  has been invaded by the FALSE KNIGHT 
TEMPLARS  of the SWISS LIZARD BANKS  - NORDIC MIDDLE 

EARTH GREYS - RA MEN of the FALSE LITE of BAAL ( 
BABALON) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjpO9htZwMI&feature=share

&list=PLAEWXcfwOPWV_cCuZ7NO_-2l2iJy0oR2-&index=1 

PUTIN  is NOT JEWISH and NEITHER is BROTHER NATHANIEL  -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvm
XbFxdaAc 

The Jewish War on Vladimir Putin  -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YH
633ei03_o 

Vladimir Putin  holds first meeting 
with Pope Francis - but pair avoid 
relations between Vatican and the 

Orthodox Church - Putin has embraced the Russian Orthodox Church as a 
moral authority, harnessed its influence as a source of political support and 
championed socially conservative values since starting a new, six-year term in 
May 2012. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/religion/the-pope/10474191/Vladimir-Putin-holds-first-
meeting-with-Pope-Francis.html 

Pope Francis calls for powers to be stripped from 
Vatican - Pope Francis says "excessive centralisation" 
complicates the Church, in his first "apostolic exhortation", 
but avoids controversial issues such as women priests and 
abortion. "It is my duty, as the 
Bishop of Rome, to be open to 
suggestions which can help make 
the exercise of my ministry more 
faithful to the meaning which 

Jesus Christ wished to give it," the pope wrote. Francis 
said it was time for "a conversion of the papacy", 
adding that "excessive centralisation, rather than 
proving helpful, complicates the Church's life". In 
the document, Francis stressed the importance of the 
Church's social message and criticised the injustices of the global economy – 
a priority for his papacy. "The poor and the poorer peoples are accused of 
violence, yet without equal opportunities the different forms of 
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aggression and conflict will find a fertile terrain for growth and eventual ly 
explode," he said. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/religion/the-
pope/10475719/Pope-Francis-calls-for-powers-to-be-stripped-from-
Vatican.html 

- Pope Francis Again Blesses Man With 
Severe Disfigurement -
 http://www.ucatholic.com/news/pope-
francis-again-blesses-man-with-severe-
disfigurement/ 

RITE ROAD = WAR 
SCROLLS /// ETHIOPIAN 

BIBLE  /// GOSPEL of PEACE -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/videos/ 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%
20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ 

Exposing666 - False Flag AMON RA MEDIA 

 

JEWS = JESUIT EUROPEAN WARLOCKS = ASHKENAZI TALMUD 
BLACK MAJICIANS of IHS ( ISIS HORUS SET) - theEGYPTIAN 
BLACK SUN  - not MOTHER /FATHER 
GOD/ CHRIST. I would worry about ALEX 
JONES - the PROTESTANT KING JAMES 
BANK BEAST  666 before I would worry 
about POPE FRANCIS 

 
AMON RA  - PINEAL GLAND  is not AGAPE 
LOVE from the HEART and SOUL... it is 100 
% BABALONIAN SLAVERY  - 
thePROBLEM  is the MEDIA  and the PYRAMID FREEMASONS of 
GIZA - middle 
earthhttps://www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska/media_set?set=a.239618386207341.1073741838.
100004775444173&type=1 

GET THIS SHIT  out of GODS HOUSE ALREADY - THE OCCULT: 
Revival Of Evil - Paranormal Occult 
Documentaryhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9Cna8Umvk4 // 
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offthahook08 - this FALSE PROPHET of 
the FALSE HORUS - just changed his title 
from OSIRIS DECEPTION to Friday The 
13th 2013: Hobbit 2 & Sandy Hook 
(Ribirth Deception) Desolation = Ruins 
(Isaiah 61 
Goyim)http://ww
w.youtube.com/w
atch?v=mplOJB1
Ghso 

 
Dana Horochowski - UNFORTUNATELY  - 
these KEMITE MOORS  are racist murderers 
too... FAIRIES  are of the EARTH MOTHER 
DANU ... these ( ISIS HORUS SET ) ORION 
SIRIUS INVADERS  put 
theirpyramids and alien seed here. SHAME ON YOU ALL .... just as bad as 
the ROMANS ( RA- MEN) 
offthahook08 -We could never be racist, cut it with the crap you speak, you 
didn't even know how to wash your azz or have good sewage system until we 
came along… Be thankful.. 

Dana Horochowski to +offthahook08 - YOU ALIEN 
PERVERTS  RAPED EVE and impregnated the 
FAIRIES  with your SNAKE SEED. - BYE BYE 
PARASITES.  
PINDAR can go SUCK LILITH on VENUS... get 
the HELL off EARTH .... she is not your TROPHY 
you arrogant 
nephilim!! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mplOJ
B1Ghso 

Dana Horochowski - ALIEN INSECT LIZARD ARMY 666 

  
 

Don't Trust This Face! - A brief overview of the 
extraterrestrial watchers, custodians and 
manipulators of mankind - Aliens. Some appear to 
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be cute and almost cuddly while others strike sheer terror in the hearts of men. 
The major players in the battle for the future of the human race and their hidden 
agendas and tactics are finally exposed. The world is slowly being conditioned 
to accept the presence of alien beings in our reality. Fifty years ago, people 
committed suicide rather than face the possibility that the 
Earth had been visited by aliens from outer space. The radio 
broadcast of "War of the Worlds" revealed the hysteria which 
the general populace would experience if faced with that 
scenario. For that reason, the powers that be have adopted a 
policy of slow desensitization to the alien presence and over 
a fifty year time span have made the face of the alien gray a 
fashion 
accessory. http://www.luciferianliberationfront.org/aliens.htm l 

NOT EGYPTIAN at all  - YESHUA HA MASHIACH  - Google 
Search https://www.google.ca/search?q=YESHUA+HA+MASHIACH&rlz=1C1RNPN_enCA560CA56
0&espv=210&es_sm=93&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=efCYUqK1FMr8oAT1hoKoCA&ved=0CA
kQ_AUoAQ&biw=1241&bih=566 

http://www.the8thfire.com/ 

THEY WILL BEND !!!!! http://kinakwii.org 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/October%202013/ 

http://cyberclass.net/ 

 

  

WHAT  are we waiting 
for??? 7thfire.biz - 2 ROW 
WAMPUM WORLD -
 http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.ht
m 

Ishtar Ashtar Pleiadian 
Middle Earth Bullies  -
 http://www.scribd.com/do
c/187656705/Ishtar-Ashtar-

Pleiadian-Middle-Earth-Bullies 
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AVALON  is NOT BABALON - GRASSROOTS REVIVAL - TORONTO 
STREET NEWS NOVEMBER 2013 

TSNEWS vol 15 GRASSROOTS Nov 2013 -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20tsnews/TSNEWS%20%20vol%2015

%20GRASSROOTS%20Nov%202013/ 

TORONTO STREETNEWS -

 http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20tsnews/ 

http://www.ethiopianorthodox.org/english/canonical/books.html /// http://www.essene.com/GospelOfPeace
/ /// http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sitchin/guerradioses/guerradioses02a.htm 

Dana Horochowski - News November 2013 

 

Star Warriors The Hopis & the Greys -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcJJbk4qPgk&list=PLD5289F95F2BEEC86 

  
 

I am still in EDEN... so HELL  is going to HAPPEN around the 8thfire area.. 
not here.. so behave (BEE HIVE)  yourselves 
you CITY FOLK !!! turmelterraist -
 http://7thfire.biz/turmelterraist.htm 

"The Church is the people of God, pastors 
and people put together. The church is the 

totality of God's 
people." http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

John The Engineer, Great Canadian 
Gambler, TajProfessor, Anti-poverty 

engineer, Bank-fighter Extraordinaire, Robin Hood, Atlas Shrugged Not, 
Spartacus at Babylon Turmel. I want no cops in gambling, sex, or drugs or 
rock & roll, I want no usury on loans. Pay cash or Time. No 
dole.http://johnturmel.com/ 

Turmel Champions Alternative Currency As Banking Fix -
 http://usuryfree.blogspot.ca/2013/04/turmel-champions-alternative-currency.html 
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John Turmel The 'Engineer' calls Health Canada's cannabis policy 
'genocide'http://www.cannabisculture.com/articles/2392.html // http://www.cbc.ca/canada/g20streetlev
el/2010/06/sit-in-protest-at-king-and-bay.html /// 

  

Index of videos with decriptions 
at http://johnturmel.com/kotp.htm /// Turmel 
bloghttp://yahoogroups.com/group/turmel /// 
Background : How banks create 
money http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WefdeNL
up3M /// Shift B Inflation from Turmel's Miracle 
Equation exposes Big Lie of 
Economics http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gqlth

pY94cQ /// Advanced bank 
mathhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy4DyDc3jIM ///  
Debt Money Good http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOJIRuEksUQ /// How 
Argentina beat the 
bankers http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQqEuEO3Xt8 /// Argentina pays 
off debt 2 years early; Chavez 
sees http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5rePup1nVTw /// 
Abolitionist Party of Canada 
Programs http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Q8BxOxt2oiQ //
http://www.youtube.com/user/
kingofthepaupers/ 

  

Uploads from 
kingofthepaupers by kingofthepaupers 

   

 

FRIAday 11 29 2013 - FREE US in SERENITY 555 

with FREE ENERGY not NUCLEAR 
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ANNIALATION freeenergyserenity - http://7thfire.biz/freeenergyserenity.htm 

 

LINK to 
NATO VIDEO 
cause NATO 
COUNTRIES 
are telling me 

there is no 
SOUND on 

theirs 

  

"The Church 
is the people of 
God, pastors 

and people put 
together. The church is the totality of God's 

people." http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

A Celebration of the 9th Annual UsuryFree 
Week: http://usuryfree.blogspot.ca/2013/10/a-celebration-of-9th-annual-
usuryfree.html 

   

http://7thfire.biz/11302013.htm 

chatzefratz .Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars 

   

 

QUEER QUEEN JAMES and ST GERMain 

    

 

Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  
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Jrgenius.Com Project from Jrgenius International Schools 

   

DANA ELIZABETH CHRISTINE HOROCHOWSKI = 391  - 13 - has 
the COVENANT COMMUNITIES  in the LAST DAYS ... the rest 
are SERVICE to 
SELF.http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTE
S/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/  

*THE MOMENT of TRUTH for - THE WORLD *JESUS IS COMING IN A FLAMING FIRE!!!!!!!!!! 
*THE SWORD of ZION ---- TRUTH > PIERCING * " GLORY HALLELUJAH 
( PRAISE YAHWEH) HIS TRUTH GOES MARCHING ON  > 

A GRAVE CONCERN for - THE CRITICAL MASS  *Rev 20:5-8 ABACK ALL 
GARGOYLE MONSTERS OF RA HOOR KHUIT * BEWARE ARMAGEDDON 
- THE CROW OF - THE CROW *WARNS ! "CORVUS 
COR ONE" (THE CROW OF Sacred MannA 
Ministeries, "WHITE BRILLIANCE"! CAST YOUR 
BURDENS UPON THE - CHRIST *I AM THE WAY & 
THE TRUTH & THE LIFE ............. John 14:6 CHOOSE 
THE DOVE - NOT THE SERPENT  * COME INTO 

OUR -- PASSIONATE PEACE * COME TO US - BEFORE - IT IS TOO LATE 
*THAT INCLUDES YOU - ROBIN! COWARDS WILL NOT -- INHERIT 
THE KINGDOM  ********* Rev 20:8 FREE SPEACH - REMEMBER ROBIN 
*STOP PREVENTING ENTRIES BY Sacred MannA Ministeries! How 
remarkable these entries are ! INVOCKING THE WHITE BRILLIANCE * "THE 
REAL INVOCKING"! JESUS IS COMING IN A FLAMING FIRE"! GET 
PREPARED! 2Thess 1 :6-9 Rev 11:18 19:11-21 Daniel 2:44 "THY KINGDOM COME"! Matt 5:5 Isa 
61:1-11 65:17- 25, 2:1-4 JESUS IS COMING - IN A FLAMING FIRE *BEWARE! AT HARMAGEDON 
(ARMAGEDDON)! Rev 11:18 19:11-21, Daniel 2;44. Matt 24:14, 2thess 1;6-9. Master Manipulater of the 
Naeq wake up , or be trapped by the numbers MY BIG MOUTH - FLAMETH - LIKE - A GIANT * ITS A 
CASE OF : "THE GIANT AND THE WORMS"! (GRAVEWORMS THAT IS)! Satan trapped Manna 
Ministries wake up! Suddenly the destroyer is coming ! THE - SANGAREAL - TRUTH - FLOWS IN MY 
VEINS * REFER TO DEFINITION "SANGREEA"! the factor infinite and unknown ! THE FORCE is 
WITH - THE RIGHTEOUS ****** THE FOUNDATION --GODS KINGDOM ON EARTH * "A NEW 
BEGINNING" on SOLID GROUND! Mat 6:9,10 Daniel 2:36-45 Isa 2:1-4 
35:1-10 61:1-11 65:17-27 Rev 21:3-27 ^^^^ BE THERE! Mat 5;5 PsaLM 
37:9,10 Refer to #60 for MORE INSIGHTTT THE FOUNTAIN -- THAT 
NEVER -- RUNS DRY * THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT - THE 
EARTH * MATT 5:5. Psalm 36:9-11 THE NUMEROLOGICAL 
SIGNIFICANCE * of #391 is: THIS IS WHERE - THE NIGHTMARE - 
ENDS *FOR SOME! THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST!!! WE ARE 
LISTENING FOR - YOUR PRAYERS * WHEN THE LIGHT IS GONE 
-- COME TO ME *ITS VERY DARK WHERE YOU ARE! YAHWEH 
CAN BRING YOU BACK FROM - THE DEAD *HE IS ALLLLLLL 
POWERFULLLLLLL  

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDE
O/ebooks/ 
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THERE is A REAL ATTEMPT by the ALIENS to get you to  FORGET 
about GOD. THINK with your HEART and ACTIVATE your SOL. These 
MIND CONTROLLers are here to CONFUSE YOU. - 

  

 

SATURNday 11 30 2013 NOTHING 
HOLY in HOLLYWOOD - just 
HYBRID VELON VAMPIRES who 
want to EAT YOU ALL for 
DINNER sparticus666 -
http://7thfire.biz/sparticus666.htm 

- SPARTICUS - LEADER  of 
the ILLUMINATI VELON 

VAMPIRE - the man behind ROTHCHILD  is Jehoel Caractacus - 666 
birthmark  on his head even.BAD SEED in medUSA. He is NOT CYRUS the 
GREAT - NO WAY in HELL. MONTAUK KID - 
YEShttp://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/montauk/esp_montauk.htm 

Jehoel Caractacus = 179 /// Joel M Kimball  = 149 - SPIRITUAL WAR * 
STILL TIME * TO REPENT O PAGAN, BUT NOT MUCH! Rev 11:18 19:11-
21 2THess 1:6-9 2Cor 5:10 /// THELEMAS - I Q *CREEPING CREEPING 
CREEPING CREEPING CREEPING CREEPING CREEPING /// *THE 
CONQUEROR *#179 JESUS THE CHRIST! "KING of KINGS & LORD of 
LORDS"! Rev 19:16.***** Rev 11:15 . Daniel 2:44 // * "HAD IT "! 
(DEAD/DONE) "ABRAHADABRA"! "ASHES TO ASHES, DUST TO DUST"! 
IS THIS WHAT YOU WANT??? TRY A BETTER SOLUTION THAT IS 
UPLIFTING! "ETERNAL LIFE ON PARADISE EARTH"! Mat 5:5 Daniel 
2:36-45 Isa 35:1-10 61:1-11 65:17-27 Rev 21:3-27 
// http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

/// https://www.facebook.com/
JehoelMK1 /// https://www.fac
ebook.com/jcaractacus // http:/
/www.youtube.com/user/Delta
TauStaff1 / 51 min -
http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=6Zf7scVDQ1g&list=PLK
MRZ_RVqZtbELWyaa6dZw_ZYmDpWsN22&
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noredirect=1 /// https://www.google.ca/search?q=Jehoel+Caractarus&oq=Jehoe
l+Caractarus&aqs=chrome..69i57.136855j0&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8 

  

THE OCCULT INNER EARTH ALIEN AGENDA  -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NX_3wAl5vWg 

Dana Horochowski - FORD or FREEDOM 555 

   
https://www.google.ca/search?q=Jehoel+Caractarus&oq=Jehoel+Caractarus&aqs=chrom

e..69i57.136855j0&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8 

 
 

THORsday 11 28 2013 - PETRUS ROMANUS - 
HILTON PETER MIJOVICK  - told me NESARA was a 
FRAUD. ALL DEMONIC QLIPPOTH TREEE 
CHAOS QUEERS.amonmammonbaal - 

http://7thfire.biz/amonmammon
baal.htm 

JEWpeter- St Germain - 
Joseph of Arimathea - 
TORONTO - WARRIORS  of 
the RAINBOW . not medUSA 
or SWISS BANK EUROPA 
BULL_ LION 
http://www.glastonburyabbey.c

om/arimathea.php?&dx=1&ob=3&rpn=arthur 

- we are not having a UFO INVASION - we are bringing the WHOLE SOUL  into the 
BODY - becoming HOLYHEALTHY  again- ISON - if it knocks out the POWER 
GRID  will knock out the CHIP IMPLANTS . Peggy Kane talks about the ONE coming 
in and destroying the FALSE MATRIX. HUMANITY WINS. .. we do not need 
SHAPE SHIFTING  cartoons from HOLLYWOOD  to save us... CANADA  is going 
INDIAN as it SHOULD BE ... Medicine Wheel REIGNS 

KALI MAA  - GOAT of MENDES - CHERYL ANN MENEZES  - SHIVA the 
DESTROYER of LIES and MAMMON GODS of BAAL  - she is a RECOVERING 
CATHOLIC  too 
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GALACTIC WARS ... THE ARCHON PORTALS 
AND QUARANTINED EARTH ... A SHORT 
PLANETARY HISTORY  - 
http://galacticwars.wordpress.com/2013/05/12/galactic-
wars-the-archon-portals-and-quarantined-earth-a-short-
planetary-history/ 
- There is an area in Eastern Europe, earlier known as 
Czechoslovakia, where a large group of Pleiadains have 
incarnated. The reason for this is because there has been a 
larger group of Archons in that area who had major plans 
to stop the awakening. There are of course connections 
between these Archons and the horrible genocides 

committed in the recent wars in this area.  

NUCLEAR ENERGY  is bringing in these SOUL SUCKERS- 3RD ARCHON 
INVASION  - This invasion occurred strangely enough, indeed amazingly enough in our 
time. This occurred in the year 1996. The dark ones created a portal in Africa in an area 
which includes the countries of Uganda, Rwanda and the Congo. This portal came into 
being by the creation of 12 subterranean nuclear explosions. They teleported huge 
numbers of Reptilians into this area. 
http://galacticwars.wordpress.com/2013/05/12/galactic-wars-the-archon-portals-and-
quarantined-earth-a-short-planetary-history/  

http://keytoann.wordpress.com/2010/06/15/kali-maa/ 

A new direction by Exposing666  

 

 

 

I am going with out you... and you go to JAIL as a result (2) - Me- I guess you LIED  
To cagmenezes@hotmail.com, 
hiltonmijovick@gmail.com, HIlton 
Mijovick and 1 More... 
Today at 8:05 AM -I guess you LIED 

VOICE MAIL - JUDGMENT DAY - 
sending to RCMP 
hiltonmijovickcherylmenezes - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/hiltonmijov

ickcherylmenezes.wav 
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http://66.49.206.24/5dterra/ /// 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/ 

  

 

MOONday 04 08 2013 = 4/8/6 = 18 = 9 EDEN 
EARTH ( ascending) vs 666 THULE DESCENDING 
in to the 3d ABYSS. tinytoolfool - 
http://7thfire.biz/tinytoolfool.htm 

Black Iron Kisses 
https://www.facebook.com/BIPPEE13 /// Abdul 

Alhazred - 
https://www.facebook.com/YidhraDreamWitch 

From: ORUNMILA ORUNMILA <metatron256@gmail.com> To: Jr. Genius 
<jrgenius@yahoo.com> Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2012 10:29:52 PM Subject: Re: 
Contact me 

There is reason to believe that it 
has been left somewhere in the 
state of Michigan. Perhaps the only 
weapon against what is coming our 
way very soon. Using NAEQ 
gematria the name "Dana"=22= 
ARK=X. Please keep this 
communication secret. The only 
advantage that Mr. Prescott has on 
you a type of education that is 
transmitted by certain mystery schools. Much of what is out there in the public eye is 
either b/s or heavily tainted. Key word "misdirection". [Reference: 

http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=n
aeq ] 

Here is a read that is worth your trouble: 
http://classes.dma.ucla.edu/Winter09/9-1/_pdf/3-
fuller_operating-manual.pdf 

FYI "I-75" and 84 degrees west is significant to 
Freemasons. 84 because it is the gematria value of the word 
Enoch in it's original semetic spelling. Curious that these 
mystery cults always discuss the concept of Following the 
White Rabbit and that the Upper Peninsula is shaped as a 
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Rabbit. More over "Acts 2:33 Exalted to the right hand of God" The Lower Peninsula. 
Also note that the biggest Freemasonic temple is in Detroit Michigan. There must be a 
reason for this.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ER9g_L9EQR 

Just an observation Rev. Dr. Ronnie Robinson (Frater A.'.Th.'. Priesthood of Asherah 
S.'.E.'.C.'.) 

  

 

 

MARdi 11 26 2013 - RED LIST  = HAARP HARPER 
WHOREDOM  and GLOBAL BANKSTERS  have to 
GO DIRECTLY TO FEMA  CAMPS - femafreak - 
http://7thfire.biz/femafreak.htm 

Philippines Typhoon WAS NOT MAN MADE  - 
Detailed PROOF!, Dutchsinse’s Wacky World of Oz -
https://www.facebook.com/notes/dutchsinse/philippines-
typhoon-was-not-man-made-detailed-proof-dutchsinses-
wacky-world-of-o/545011275573854 

THIS is the BEST ONE I have seen ON THE UFO 
AGENDA -  
Nephilim: TRUE STORY of Satan, Fallen Angels, 

Giants, Aliens, Hybrids, Elongated Skulls & Nephilim  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zz8_MxcnzY&feature=share&list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtZh8sKg_1RMam
zVR_4ZSU2- 

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO Death 
Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) - 
GALACTIC FEDERATION of 
LIGHT  - people taken to a planet and 
starved to death and tortured... have to 
eat human flesh to survive. YESHUA 
wants the disobedient to wake up from 
their slumber. ALIENS  are not your 
BROTHERS 
http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/
urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-death-hotels-black-
eyed-kids-audio/ 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION URaMERICa.pdf 
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Exposing666 - False Flag AMON RA MEDIA 

  
 

  

MOONday 11 25 2013 FRAUD - Maitreya 
Miranda  -NOT the FEMININE CHRIST  - 
rather - NWO FUNDED SWISS BANK 
BARNYARD BEAST  maitreyamiranda ---
http://7thfire.biz/maitreyamiranda.htm  

AVOID and EXPOSE this FRAUD FALSE 
CHRIST - MANY WILL CUM in HIS NAME, 
but they are all RAVINOUS WOLVES in SHEEPS CLOTHING .  

ILLUMINATI SKANK  - Steve McManus of the Illuminati Network  and host of 
Forbidden America interviews Maitreya 
Miranda*. 
http://mirandalindaweisz.authorsxpress.com/me
dia/ 

https://www.facebook.com/miranda.linda.weisz
?fref=ts /// 
https://www.facebook.com/MaitreyaMiranda?fr
ef=ts /// https://www.facebook.com/AscendedAvalon /// 

http://mirandalindaweisz.authorsxpress.com/ /// 
http://www.youtube.com/user/SpiritDharma 

 

Uploads from chatzefratz .Stop The Criminal Swiss Nazi Templars  
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SUNday 11 24 2013 -LET the SONS of MAN GO USURY FREE already - humanplan 
- http://7thfire.biz/humanplan.htm 

 

SATURNday 11 23 2013 - LAURA BRADSHAW MAHON 
EISENHOWER is a NAZI 
NWO WHORE 
SELLOUT for the NWO 
BANKSTERS. BYE BYE 
SLUT BAGS!!!! - 

http://7thfire.biz/slutbagmahon.htm 

REMEMBER- to my ABUSERS- No one is coming to your AID . YOUR SIN 
NUMBER  is your BLOOD DEBT  that you owe to your bankers. 
ENJOY your VERICHIP  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/186209519/Laura-Bradshaw-Mahon-
Eisenhower-Nwo-Banksters  

China Announces That It Is Going To Stop Stockpiling U.S. 
Dollars 
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/china-announces-that-it-is-going-to-
stop-stockpiling-u-s-dollars 

I LOVE IT - the UKRAINE  just gave the EU the MIDDLE PILLAR FINGER - going 
with RUSSIA for the BARE BEAR BANK of GOOD HUMAN SEED - 
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/europe/2013/11/ukraine-drops-eu-plans-looks-russia-
20131121145417227621.html /// http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-11-21/ukraine-pivots-to-
russia-with-last-minute-freeze-of-eu-deal-plan.html /// http://www.dw.de/russian-threats-block-ukraine-eu-
trade-deal/a-17244844 ///  

- I am going fishing for brown trout in the 8thfire INDIAN ZONE ... stay out of 
http://kinakwii.org/  

--- you killed enough of our wildlife already 
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Qaballa = 46 - *SHIN * THE MYSTI CAL CROW , WIELDS THE POWER 
OF "SHIN"! "TONGUE OF FLAME "! PRECISION HITS! Refer to #553 3635 #539 

3453 #328 #554 for INSIGHTTT  

AIMA ^ *QABBALISTIC TERM for THE FEMININE  
ASPECT of YAHWEH GOD! (THE 

MOTHER SUPERNAL). 

*WORLD WAR * "ARMAGEDDON----
THE WORST ONE YOU WILL EVER 

SEE! "GODS WRATH UNLEASHED"! 
JUST AHEAD ! ABYSŜ  * " and the 

FIFTH ANGEL BLEW HIS TRUMPET, AND I SAW A STAR THAT HAD FALLEN 
FROM HEAVEN, TO THE EARTH (Rev 12:7) AND THE KEY OF THE PIT of THE 

ABYSS WAS GIVEN HIM.........and OUT OF THE SMOKE LOCUSTS CAME 
FORTH........THEY HAVE OVER THEM, A KING, THE ANGEL OF THE ABYSS, 

IN HEBREW HIS NAME IS ABADDON, but IN GREEK, HE HAS the NAME 
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APOL'LYON" ! Rev 9:1-11 "AND I SAW AN ANGEL COMING DOWN OUT OF 
HEAVEN, WITH the KEY of THE ABYSS and A GREAT CHAIN IN HIS HAND  

and HE SEIZED THE DRAGON, (THE FALLEN ANGEL)  THE ORGINAL 
SERPENT, WHO IS THE DEVIL  and SATAN and BOUND HIM FOR A 

THOUSAND YEARS"! Rev 20:1-3 (VICTORY OF JESUS the CHRIST, OVER 
THE DRAGON ). Rev 20:1-3 Refer to # 60 for MORE INSIGHTTT  

  

WHEN^ * THE "WHEN", THAT YOU NEED TO 
"WORRY ABOUT" !  "WORLD WAR" 
(ARMAGEDDON & THE SECOND COMING OF 
JESUS THE CHRIST). "HE WHO DISOWNS ME 
BEFORE MEN, I SHALL 
DISOWN BEFORE MY 
FATHER ......"! (NO SMALL 
MATTER) 2Thess 1:6-9 ^^^ 
"ONE WILL DIE, ONE WILL 

LIVE"! Luke 17:26-37 1Thess5:2 Rev 16:15 REFER TO # 60 #60 
for MORE INSIGHGT // world war a war in which the major 
nations of the world are involved / WORLD WAR* * THE 
WORST THE WORLD WILL EVER SEE IS @ 
ARMAGEDDON! (HARM--AGE--DONE). Rev 11:18 19:11-21 
Malachi 4;1-4 Daniel 2;44 Isa 61:1-11 65:17-25 Rev 21:2-4 23-25^^^^ 
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

BROAD * * "AND SPACIOUS IS THE WAY (ROAD) LEADING T O 
DESTRUCTION, AND MANY ARE UPON IT! Mat 7:13 NOTE THE NUMBER 13 

in the SCRIPTURE REFERENCE! Rev 11:8^^^ 

Las Vegas, Nevada, the international pedophile capitol of the world. We were told that 
this is the place where people such as Britain's Prince Charles came to spend time with 
young boys. http://educate-yourself.org/mc/markphillipstruestory12jul00.shtml /// 
https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/254605851356389  

  

NOT 
Kabbalah - 
QLIPPOTH 

-  
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Kabbalah = 58 - *HAD IT * THE "IT" MEANS "INDEPENDENT THINKING" APART 
from The WILL & PURPOSES of The CREATOR! KNUIT is the SAME THING! 

"KNU, INDEPENDENT THINKING"! (KNEW, INDEPENDENT THINKING)! KEEP 
SERVING The STAR & SNAKE & YOU WILL have ACHIEVED a  DIFFERENT 
"HAD IT" & "KNU IT" at HARMAGEDON ! (HARM - AGE - DONE)! *TOTAL * 
ABASED* *GUESS WHO are & WILL BE! Aleph first letter of the Hebrew alphabet - 

the breath. ALEPH* *SPELLED OUT IN FULL HEBREW IT EQUALS # 111. 
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

RUSSIA = 63 - *ABOVE * "TEN 10" ! "TEN 10" ! "TEN 10" ! SYMBOL FOR YAHWEH - 
FATHER - MOTHER ALMIGHTY CREATO GOD! TEN* #10 SYMBOL FOR YAHWEH GOD THE 

"TEN". THE ONE is PHALLIC for HIS "MASCULINE ASPECT" and The "O" is FEMINE for HIS 
"FEMALE" ASPECT! OUR CREATOR is BOTH MALE & FEMALE! (FATHER-MOTHER )! 

YAHWEH! http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

PUTIN = 104 - *YAHWEH IS GOD *NOW 
THAT Is " A BIG TEN FOUR 10 4"! @ 
ARMAGEDDON *WHEN IT MANIFESTS IT 
WILL BE "A TEN FOUR"! #104 CONVICT^ * 
"WILL YOU BE -- CONVICTED or SAVED @ 
ARMAGEDDON & THE SECOND COMING of 
JESUS the CHRIST"! ??????? NOTE THIS 
SCRIPTURE: " BUT AS FOR the COWARDS and 
THOSE WITHOUT FAITH and THOSE WHO are 
DISGUSTING IN THEIR FILTH and MURDERS 
and 
FORNICAT
ORS (DO 

AS THOU WILT) and THOSE PRACTICING SPIRITISM and 
IDOLATERS and ALLL THE LIARS, THEIR PORTION WILL 
BE IN the LAKE that BURNS WITH FIRE and SULPHUR. THIS 
MEANS the SECOND DEATH"! Rev 21:8 1Cor 6:9,10 Rev 
22:14,15 Mat 25:34-41 "BE LEFT" # 114 Refer also to # 60 for 
"AWAKENING"WONDERFUL* *PARADISE EARTH: 
LOVE>JOY>PEACE>HAPPINESS>NO SICKNESS>NO 
DEATH>NO WAR>NO MURDER>NO THIEVES>NO 
LIARS>NO HOMOSEXUALS (Rom 1:25, 1Cor 
6:9)>ABUNDANT 
FOOD>CLOTHING>SHELTER>HEALTH>WEALTH>VIT
ALITY>YOUTH>BEAUTY>EXCITEMENT>UNLIMITED LEARNING & 
KNOWLEDGE>TRAVEL>PERFECTION>ETERNAL LIFE>>>>>>>>>>G ODS PROMISES 
NEVER FAIL >>!!! http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

UKRAINE = 101 - *AWAKENING 101 *"ONE ON ONE"! (THE MYSTICAL CROW "ON", 
YOU" ) REFER TO #60 #60 #60 #60 for TRUE AWAKENING! "DEATH IS THE ENEMY"! *HELMET 
* "ACCEPT THE HELMET of SALVATION, and THE SWORD of THE SPIRIT, THAT IS GODS 
WORD"! Eph 6:17 *WHAT A WAY --- TO GO *"AWAKENING"! #60 "AWAKENING"! #60 
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq  
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FRIAday 11 22 2013 -ROCKY HORROR MYSTERY 
SCHOOL = SOUL SUCKERS - TREE of ALEISTER 
CROWLEY  QLIPPOTH DEATH CHAOS BLACK 
MAJICK soulsuckerschool - 
http://7thfire.biz/soulsuckerschool.htm 

  

GUDNI GUDNASON - looks like SATAN KUMRA - 
ANTICHRIST AGENDA- NESARA.  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/186204812/Gudni-Gudnason-Looks-
Like-Satan-Kumra-Antichrist-Agenda-Nesara 

FALSE TEMPLARS- VERICHIP AGENDA  - TEMPLAR TRU  
- http://66.49.206.24/templartru.htm 

FRAUDS, LIARS, VAMPIRES, and 
DRACO REPTOIDS- DNA DEACTIVATION, SOUL 
SCALPING  and NEW WORLD ORDER  under the UFO 
NEPHILIM CANNIBALS  of MIDDLE EARTH - 
SHAMBALLA . These shit bags have no power, their NWO 
RAPE and RAPTURE PARTY OVERDUE - LONG AGO . Why 
don't you all DROP DEAD already? - 
http://www.mmscanadianhq.com/ 

http://meditationvisualizations.com/the-awakened-collective/sanat-kumaras-cosmic-
bureaucracy/ 

 
 

   

PETRUS ROMANUS - HILTON PETER MIJOVICK  - told me it was a FRAUD. 
ALL DEMONIC QLIPPOTH TREEE CHAOS QUEERS.  

 Exposing666 -  

http://7thfire.biz/11212013.htm 

  AVALON  is NOT BABALON - GRASSROOTS REVIVAL - TORONTO 
STREET NEWS NOVEMBER 2013 - http://7thfire.biz/lunatunasoon.htm 
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TSNEWS vol 15 GRASSROOTS Nov 2013 -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20tsnews/TSNEWS%20%20vol%201

5%20GRASSROOTS%20Nov%202013/ 

TORONTO STREETNEWS -

 http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20tsnews
/ 

 Dana Horochowski - News November 2013 

   

 

11 20 2013 WHITE 
SUPREMIST NAZI 
NIBIRU NORDIC MOON 
MARS GENOCIDE - UFO 
FAKE ALIEN 
AGENDAhttp://7thfire.biz/s

atanjahbulonbaal.htm 

FALSE PROPHETS - MURDERERS- NWO ASSHOLE SATANISTS 

- MARK ANTHONY STANDLEY  and his CUMTOWN WHORES of 
BABALON http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/ 

MARK ANTHONY's WHORE Ashley Compton - 401 Kunts Ashley 
Cumtown Brandy Black Widow Judy Jasper Compton Judy Cum Town 
666 http://7thfire.biz/09072013.htm 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=618577287 /// https://www.faceboo
k.com/ashley.compton.35 //// https://www.facebook.com/brandy.compton.9 

KKK - KLU KLUX KLAN - 
SOUTHERN USA - 

ASHKENAZI FAKE JEWS- 
BLACK MAJICIANS for 

NIMROD BAAL- BABALON  
 

MARdi 09 03 2013 - MARs- 
GOD of WAR- PROJECT- TAKE 
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the CHILDREN AWAY before these WHORES EAT THEM for DINNER 
JUDY CUMTOWN - AS FOR -- ALL THE LIARS * (THE CHRONIC 

DECEPTIVE... BURN ASSHOLES - another SUCCUBUS BLACK WIDOW 
WHORE of 

BABALON https://www.facebook.com/brandy.compton.9?fref=pb&hc_locatio
n=friends_tab 

my STALKERS need to be brought to JUSTICE Judy Jasper Compton became 
friends with Mark Anthony. October 4, 2011 = Mark Anthony -

https://www.facebook.com/judy.compton.58/friends 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/165114518/401-Kunts-Ashley-Cumtown-Brandy-Black-Widow-Judy-Jasper-
Compton-Judy-Cum-Town-666 

- https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=618577287 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=527187924025619&set=a.140080269403055.36244.10000203
2494501&type=1&theater 

 

Dana Horochowski - FORD or FREEDOM 555 

 
 

QUEER QUEEN JAMES and ST GERMain 

   

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO Death Hotels, Black 
Eyed Kids (Audio) - GALACTIC 
FEDERATION of LIGHT  - people taken to a planet and 
starved to death and tortured... have 
to eat human flesh to survive. 
YESHUA wants the disobedient to 
wake up from their 
slumber. ALIENS  are not 
your BROTHERShttp://electsister777.wo
rdpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-

ufo-death-hotels-black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION 
URaMERICa.pdf 
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LINK to NATO VIDEO cause NATO COUNTRIES are telling  me there is 
no SOUND on theirs 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRATES/October%202013/ 

Exposing666 - False Flag AMON RA MEDIA 

  
 

MARdi 11 19 2013 - http://7thfire.biz/11192013.htm 

MOONday 11 18 2013 - AVALON  is NOT BABALON  - LUMINARIES -
 WHITE MOON LITE  not BLINDED by the DARK SIDE of the 
SUN lunatunasoon 

http://7thfire.biz/11182013.htm 

 
 

SUNday - 11 17 2013 - DIVINE JUSTICE for 
JUSTICE FIRST  - I WANT my STALKERS brought 
to JUSTICE- who is STALKING WHO -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/11172013.htm 

stalkersstalkher - http://7thfire.biz/stalkersstalkher.htm 

I feel sorry for those VICTIMS who 
cannot speak as LOUD as I can... LET US DESTROY 
this SHIT HOUSE ALREADY  

DROP DEAD SATAN- MARK ANTHONY 
STANDLEY  - BACCUS - APOLLYON 666 -
 http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony
/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTNNR3TVS
sA 

 
MOONday 04 08 2013 = 4/8/6 = 18 = 9 EDEN 
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EARTH ( ascending) vs 666 THULE DESCENDING in to the 3d ABYSS. 
tinytoolfool - http://7thfire.biz/tinytoolfool.htm 

Black Iron Kisses https://www.facebook.com/BIPPEE13 /// Abdul Alhazred  -
 https://www.facebook.com/YidhraDreamWitch 

From: ORUNMILA ORUNMILA <metatron256@gmail.com> To: Jr. Genius 
<jrgenius@yahoo.com> Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2012 
10:29:52 PM Subject: Re: Contact me 

There is reason to believe that it has been left somewhere in 
the state of Michigan. Perhaps the only weapon against what is 
coming our way very soon. Using NAEQ gematria the name 
"Dana"=22= ARK=X. Please keep this communication secret. 
The only advantage that Mr. Prescott has on you a type of 
education that is transmitted by certain mystery schools. Much of what is out 
there in the public eye is either b/s or heavily tainted. Key word "misdirection". 
[Reference:http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq ] 

  

Here is a read that is worth your 
trouble: http://classes.dma.ucla.edu/Winter09/9-1/_pdf/3-
fuller_operating-manual.pdf 

FYI "I-75" and 84 degrees west is significant to Freemasons. 
84 because it is the gematria value of the word Enoch in it's 
original semetic spelling. Curious that these mystery cults 
always discuss the concept of 
Following the White Rabbit and 
that the Upper Peninsula is 

shaped as a Rabbit. More over "Acts 2:33 Exalted 
to the right hand of God" The Lower Peninsula. 
Also note that the biggest Freemasonic temple is in 
Detroit Michigan. There must be a reason for 
this.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ER9g_L9E
QR 

Just an observation Rev. Dr. Ronnie Robinson (Frater A.'.Th.'. Priesthood of 
Asherah S.'.E.'.C.'.) 
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I am going with out you... and you go to 
JAIL as a result (2) - Me- I guess you 
LIED  
To cagmenezes@hotmail.com, 
hiltonmijovick@gmail.com, HIlton 
Mijovick and 1 More... 
Today at 8:05 AM -I guess you LIED 

VOICE MAIL - JUDGMENT DAY - sending 
to RCMP hiltonmijovickcherylmenezes -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/hiltonmijovickcherylmenezes.wav 

 
http://66.49.206.24/5dterra/ /// http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTOR
Y%20CRAMNOTES/ 

Exposing666 - PETRUS ROMANUS - HILTON PETER MIJOVICK  

  

SATURNday - 11 16 2013 = 11 / 16 /6 = 15 or 6 - 
http://7thfire.biz/11162013.htm  

AVALON  is NOT BABALON  - I AM a LUNA= 
ILLUNANATED - LUMINARIES - WHITE MOON LITE  not 
BLINDED by the DARK SIDE of the SUN 
http://7thfire.biz/vampbbqusuryfree.htm  

555 MENSTRAL CYCLE- BLOOD - LIFE  vs 666 VAMPIRES- 
drink from the TREE of DEATH  

- it is a MAIDEN MOTHER CRONE  thing... ( CRONE- 
SATURN- mamma - DAATH  gate to EDEN is guarded by the 
DARK  forces- QLIPPOTH)  

THANKSGIVING even... GIVE BABALON DOUBLE  - you 
can't get to EVE until you PASS LILITH - why would I want 

more MOSQUITOES in my 
backyard??? 

 
Woman In RED Illuminati Symbolism (WHITE  

vs BLACK NOBILITY  ) - 2 TREES - RED 
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ROOT - ascending UP 9 or DESCENDING DOWN 6 - 2 BABALONS 
http://www.hollywoodinsiders.net/articles/whore_babylon.html  

NORTH is SEALED - 8thfire is Sault of MARIE CENTRAL   

7thfire YORK REGION CANADA  ( new JERUSALEM- 
with KALI MAA  and JEWpeter on CLEAN UP  duty ) 

RED ELK said destruction on a SATURDAY - rituals for 
GOTHAN  and BATMAN  with OBAMA  on the TV  yesterday 

means that NIBIRU reptilian deception is near - PETRO 
train crashes in POLAND  
and car smashes in British 
Columbia.... FORD holding 

his seat so he can SACRIFICE TORONTO to 
MOLOCH.  American Express symbolism in NEW 

YORK  on FRIA- DAY 

Magnitude 5.2 mb - Depth 15 km - UTC Time 11:51:35 
November 16th, 2013 UTC -Location British Columbia, 

Canada, Eastern Alaska To Vancouver Island 
http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ 

YOU LET THOSE CHILDREN BE SACRIFICED ! YOU WOULDNT HELP THEM 
LIVE - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A40WKHiLsX8&list=PLEtO2deFGUYGzY9Xg1uASaBuaqLxTVyXQ 

LILITH ( HELL + PINDAR) vs EVE (EDEN + ADAM) by Dan a Horochowski  

    

 
 
http://7thfire.biz/11152013.htm  

MY HERO - http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/italy/10441960/Pope-Francis-
corrupt-should-be-tied-to-a-rock-and-thrown-into-the-sea.html 

- CHURCH = UNIVERSAL FAMILY under FATHER/ MOTHER GOD, not 
SATAN/ LUCIFER . GOOD RIDDANCE - all your efforts were in VAIN and 
PATHETIC really.  

LET the daughters of EVE GO USURY FREE already 
http://7thfire.biz/vampbbqusuryfree.htm  
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HARPER killed Tori Stafford for a TORI NATION - EXOPOLITICS - UFOS - ALIEN 
AGENDA - FALSE ISRAEL vs REAL MAN - TRUE 
MANNA - AMERICA is going free in SERENITY 555 
very soon after BABALON FALLS - YIPPEE vs 
EXOPOLITICS - UFOS - ALIEN AGENDA - FALSE 
ISRAEL = 
EPHRAIM PINEAL 
GLAND, Trinity 
Marie Marion is 
DISNEYs BLACK 

MOON WHOREs of BABALON // // ROB FORD has 
to be RAPTURED on a BENNY HINN UFO ASAP to 
PLANET SEX for a PINEAL VERICHIP 
IMPLANT 

BLACK SUN NAZI files - http://serenitystreetnews.com/blackbuffalos/CROWLEY/ 

SUCCUBUS + INCUBUS ALERT- QLIPPOTH -NIGHT  MARE  - Trinity 
MARION - triple nightmare- succubus - Nico Raskolnikov - 
https://www.facebook.com/starlettavartist // https://www.facebook.com/trinityovbabalon 
''' Nico Raskolnikov -(Stephen Peter Wills) is this your BOY TOY 
https://www.facebook.com/stephen.p.wills.5 ??? Laura Magdalene Eisenhower I did 
make the mistake of slamming her in an email message. Now I don't let her get to me as 
much. I was a bit of a pressure cooker when I did that, but not the best move. 
https://www.facebook.com/laura.magdaleneeisenhower /// 
https://www.facebook.com/robert.bisno.3/ /// http://www.scribd.com/doc/184011973/TRINITY-
MARION-SMELLY-WHORE-BABALON //// http://www.scribd.com/doc/184580446/SUCCUBUS-
INCUBUS-ALERT-QLIPPOTH-NIGHT-MAREs //// http://www.scribd.com/doc/184590334/Nico-
Raskolnikov-QLIPPOTH-WHORE?post_id=100004775444173_235799599922553#_=_ ////  

 
Trinity Ov Babalon, Robert Bisno , Andrew Ryan, Nico 
Raskolnikov, Trinity Marion, Trinity Marie Marion, Laura 
Magdalene Eisenhower, Disney, Chiara, Murderer, baby killer, 
Black widow, Illuminati, SHERRY SHRINER, TSARION, 
WHORE list  , METATRON256, Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness Stone, 
Rosmarinus Stehlik, Sherry Shriner, Frater Dominus Liminis, Tahuti 
Lodge, Boris Gonzalez - Diane Buchberger, Wade Booth, Rodion 
Romanovich Raskolnikov, John Santelle, Bill 
Ottman, Svarog Zauberer, Rhian Savage, Brent 
Alan Adam Landgrave, Mykal Aleph Mercurius, 

Seth Annunaki, ShihmShohn Serpent, Jean Manley, Isa Lam'DeFond 
Ramdani, Rodion Romanovich Raskolnikov, Shane Eldridge, Soror 
Mistra, Merlyn The-Wizard, Aditya Khanna, Jason Malin, Sia 
Abderezai, CzaRina LaGuardia, Tori Stafford, Tory Nation, Stephen 
Harper, Bilderberg, Satanist, 666, Laura Magdalene Eisenhower, , Ivana Dirlic Sindija, K 
J Scoops, Duke Mehal Rockefeller, Karie Rothschild, Stanley North, Siies Matsiies 
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DrAndrew Howard Branfman, Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness Stone, LIZARD 666, New 
South Wales, Australia, HUMAN, 555, TIME BANKS. EDEN, 8thfire.biz, jrgenius.ca, 
http://7thfire.biz/, Join us in a New Paradigm of Universal Oneness, Serenity and 
Prosperity for All, We are a Network of People with Integrity and OPEN hearts, READY 
to create a BETTER WORLD for seven generations to come, Rainbow Angels, Children 
of the Feather,  

   

http://www.scribd.com/doc/184011973/TRINITY-MARION-SMELLY-WHORE-
BABALON  

 

FRIAday 11 15 2013- LET the daughters of EVE GO USURY FREE already  

  

"The Church is the people of 
God, pastors and people put 
together. The church is the 
totality of God's people." 
http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

A Celebration of the 9th Annual 
UsuryFree Week: http://usuryfree.blogspot.ca/2013/10/a-
celebration-of-9th-annual-usuryfree.html 

THEY WILL BEND !!!!! http://kinakwii.org 

  

I am still in EDEN... so HELL  is going to HAPPEN around the 8thfire area.. not here.. 
so behave (BEE HIVE)  yourselves you CITY FOLK !!! 

http://www.the8thfire.com/ 

http://cyberclass.net/  

 

Jrgenius.Com Project from Jrgenius International Schools 
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TRINITY MARION - SMELLY WHORE of BABALON  - 
http://7thfire.biz/giveherdouble.htm 

EISENHOORS- BLACK MOON QLIPPOTH 
WHORE  - I was right... all in bed together - WHO 
ELSE got SOULed out by the DEVIL ??? 

GOD HELP US... get me the RAID - you shit 
bags have really aged on the QLIPPOTH  

http://www.thirdphaseofmoon.net/august-17th-2013-thirdphaseofmoon-interviews-ufo-
celebs-at-contact-in-the-desert/ 

  

SUCCUBUS + INCUBUS ALERT- QLIPPOTH -NIGHT  
MARE  - Trinity MARION - triple nightmare- succubus  

- Nico Raskolnikov - 
https://www.facebook.com/starlettavar
tist // 
https://www.facebook.com/trinityovba
balon 

Laura Magdalene Eisenhower I did make the mistake of 
slamming her in an email message. Now I don't let her get to me 
as much. I was a bit of a pressure cooker when I did that, butnot 

the best move. https://www.facebook.com/laura.magdaleneeisenhower 

Nico Raskolnikov- Get my fucking boyfriend off your whore list. And my sister! You 
mess with Trinity or Rodion again and I will take legal action 
Danusia Horochowska - GO LICK TRINITY's SMELLY CLIT you SHIT 
https://www.facebook.com/danusia.horocho
wska 
Nico Raskolnikov - ummm no...you go fuck 
your venis penis bitch 

Danusia Horochowska - YOU DIE SOON 
Nico Raskolnikov - Oh yea? Your threatening my life? We 
will what the fbi has to say about that. Trinity is my fucking 
sister you disgusting whore 
Danusia Horochowska - YOU STARTED IT... I AM 

finishing you all OFF. BYE BYE HOLLYWOOD WHORES 
Nico Raskolnikov - I didn't start shit with. You did the minute you 
mentioned my family's name *you 
https://www.facebook.com/starlettavartist 
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Danusia Horochowska - Nico Raskolnikov -(Stephen Peter Wills) is this your BOY 
TOY https://www.facebook.com/stephen.p.wills.5 ??? 
https://www.facebook.com/starlettavartist 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=171388536392100&set=a.107253039472317.1073741827.100
005628638267&type=1&theater 

 
Robert Bisno -If you want to attack someone attack me. Im 
the one who actually is summoning malefic beings. None of 
the others. Only me.Yepp. Here i am You wanted babylon? 

Meet 004. Thank you for the free publicity- Youre only 
helping me by doing that 

https://www.facebook.com/robert.bisno.3/about 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/184580446/SUCCUBUS-
INCUBUS-ALERT-QLIPPOTH-NIGHT-MAREs //// 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/184011973/TRINITY-MARION-
SMELLY-WHORE-BABALON  

//// http://www.scribd.com/doc/184590334/Nico-Raskolnikov-
QLIPPOTH-
WHORE?post_id=100004775444173_235799599922553#_=_ 
/// BLACK SUN NAZI files --- 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/blackbuffalos/CROWLEY/  

  

SATAN SYSTEM 666 

 

Only The Good Die Young - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJBoHa3GArA&list=RDNJBoHa3GArA\ 

The Return of The Divine Feminine - Truth Revealed 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSPJcDZbLgY&list=PLZl1xK7kwArEAPZK92G6REnz5oHQ8zf9E&i
ndex=1  

Dana Horochowski - 8thfire biz GO BOTTOMS UP NOW Sault Ste Marie -  

 

Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  
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FRIAday 11 15 2013 - FRY THEM UP  
at our VAMPIRE BBQ  on the HILL- 
HEAVEN NORTH of HWY 7 - 
vampbbqusuryfree - 
http://7thfire.biz/vampbbqusuryfree.htm 

SERENITY TRAINS  are ready to roll 
from TORONTO... FEMA for the 
MAYOR  and his BOYS.  

CITIES  are CORPORATIONS and so 
are SCHOOLS. We don't need the LIZARD QUEEN  to print out PAY CHEQUES.  
 
MAYOR MARE - INCUBUS - NIGHT  MARE  - Trinity MARION - triple nightmare- 
succubus - Nico Raskolnikov - https://www.facebook.com/starlettavartist  

EPHRAIM - MARA - female horse -  

CHURCH = UNIVERSAL FAMILY under FATHER/ 
MOTHER GOD , not SATAN/ LUCIFER. GOOD 
RIDDANCE - all your efforts were in VAIN and PATHETIC  
really. 

Cocaine use. Suspected prostitutes. Racist and crude sexual 
remarks. Newly released police documents reveal more 
allegations about mayor Rob Ford's erratic behaviour. Here are 
11 shocking allegations from police interviews, none of which have been proven. 
http://cbc.sh/0iYQp1F 

 
STOP THE STONING! 
https://secure.avaaz.org/en/petition/STOP_THE_STONING/?fbss 

Why this is important - July 11, 2013, a Pakastani woman was stoned 
to death because she had a cell phone. This is just one in a line of 
regular stonings extending back through history. Stoning is a barbaric 
practice, illegal in most countries 
but practiced in many, it targets 
women primarily as a way to 

control other women through fear. We have got to 
stop this. Money talks when reason fails! 

Tribe of Ephraim  has been counted as one of the 
Ten Lost Tribes of Israel.- Ezekiel 37:16-19 as 
prophesying that one day Ephraim (the Lost Tribes) 
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and Judah (the Jewish People) will be made one people again. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tribe_of_Ephraim 

RITUAL SACRIFICE - WARSAW , Poland (AP) — A gas pipeline exploded in a 
village in Poland on Thursday, setting fire to homes, killing three people and injuring at 
least 13, police said. http://www.mail.com/int/business/economy/2458712-3-killed-gas-
pipeline-blast-poland.html#.1612-stage-set1-4 

  

Exposing666 - Galactic Federation Of Light Evil Nordic Agenda 

  

 

THORSd
ay 11 14 
2013 
SERENI
TY 

TRAINS  are OURS with COOP points 
into INDIAN LAND - but we have to 
TANK the BANK  first http://7thfire.biz/zeusbullion.htm 

OUR PLAN  http://serenitystreetnews.com/ - Made in cANADa! http://cyberclass.net/  

Gospels Of Peace http://www.essene.com/GospelOfPeace/ 

versus  

TRINITY MARION, SMELLY, WHORE, 
BABALON - their DEPOPULATION HUMAN 

MEAT LOCKER PLAN  http://zetatalk.com/  

NASA, NIBIRU, BANKS & THE 
GOVERNMENT, DE POPULATION - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtNdpT-tsMM 

doc /// PDF - 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/TRINITY MARION, SMELLY, WHORE, BABALON.pdf //// 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/TRINITY MARION, SMELL Y, WHORE, BABALON.doc  

ENTER thru the NARROW GATE 555 uramerica.biz by Dana Horochowski 
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MERCREDI 11 13 2013 - 
TRINITY MARION - SMELLY 
WHORE of BABALON  - 
http://7thfire.biz/giveherdouble.htm 

What's where of BABALON 
about,,,? Is it something evil sign,,,? 
WALLSTREET and their UFO 
rapture is about to BURN with 

ISON - https://www.facebook.com/trinity1ness 

JEWS - JESUIT EUROPEAN WARLOCKS - they needed more meat and slaves for 
the UFO ships, but that is just a MESS - right now....all these NAZI BLACK SUN 
LOSERs in EUROPE, CALIFORNIA , PHOENIX and HOLLYWOOD -  the 
FREEMASON PEDOPHILE BABY KILLERS  -think they are GODS 

- Trinity is the WHORE -ILLUMINATI QUEEN  of the enslaved MALE DRONES ... 
she doesn't like me messing with her NWO plans. I enjoy it... more fun than spamming. 
murdering WHORE of BABALON BURNS. I have more respect for TREEE than you... 
if there is any measure of INTEGRITY for BABY KILLERS 
I don't like SATANISTS ... I AM manifesting my OWN REALITY ... you know... DO 
AS THOU WILT is the WHOLE of the LAW. If no one is listening... then don't mind me 
while I expose it for my own THERAPY then. ( dana) 
https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/251684638315177 //// Trinity Ov Babalon 
https://www.facebook.com/trinity.marion.1/friends - ALL STALKED me at ONE POINT- off with 

your LYING HEADS 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/(1) Trinity Ov 
Babalon.pdf //  

YES- it IS TRUE - the LION  will lay 
down with the LAMB soon- 
Sangrailian knew this in 2009, when I 
told her who the players on my team 
were. She will be killed and so will 
PINDAR . She said so herself.  

The NWO ARMAGEDDON  of the 
666 QUEEN JAMES 

PERVERSIONS - will not succeed 
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums 

- the MEEK inherit the EARTH  - but there will be GREAT CALAMITY  first 
http://youtu.be/k6nXeL7Axhg 
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Grey Aliens and the Harvesting of Souls : Aliens & UFOs - Jesus, who represented an 
uncorrupted genetic line, warned his disciples about the threat posed by these alien 

interlopers, while Hitler, a pure product of this alien intelligence, waged genocide in an 
attempt to rid Earth of all those untouched by this genetic tampering. Greys exist wholly 

in the material world, so if we follow the spiritual laws of reincarnation and karma, 
aiming for enlightenment and rising above the material--a state the Greys are unable to 
reach--we can free ourselves from their grasp http://www.disclose.tv/forum/grey-aliens-

and-the-harvesting-of-souls-t51956.html 

 

 

MARdi - 11 12 2013 False ISRAEL = BLAME CHARLEMAGNE for the MESS, not 
YESHUA -  

- MARDUK  - AMON 
RA created religion to 

CONTROL US... 
reengineered us... GREYS 

keep the GAME 
GOING ... PARADISE is 

the WAY  of the 
ESSENES, CATHARS. 
PEOPLE of the WAY - 
ADAM and EVE are the 

PARENTS of 
HUMANITY  -not JESUS 

and MARY 
MAGDALENE  in a 

UFO. 

 
PETRUS ROMANUS - Joseph of Arimathea - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQaeRHQ7Y4c 

 
The Jesuit Oath Debunked - http://www.victorclaveau.com/htm_html/Anti-

Catholicism/jesuit_oath_debunked.htm 

Catholic or Universal Church throughout the earth; and that by virtue of the keys of 
binding and loosing, given to his Holiness by my Savior, Jesus Christ, he hath power to 
depose heretical kings, princes, states, commonwealths and governments, all being 
illegal without his sacred confirmation and that they may safely be destroyed. I do 

now renounce and disown any allegiance as due to any heretical king, prince or state 
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named Protestants or Liberals, or obedience to any of the laws, magistrates or 
officers. http://www.reformation.org/oath.html 

 

MEDIEVAL FISHER KINGS AVALON QUEENS  

https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.251724484977859.10000420
9281255&type=3 

The Marriage of Adam and Eve 
http://firstlegend.info/themarriageofadamandeve.html 

EVE is the MOTHER of HUMANS . ADAM  is the 
FATHER of HUMANS - KEEP it SIMPLE - back to the 

GARDEN of LIFE. We are all GODS CHILDREN,  and the 
LAND  was stolen from them by the CROWN- the 

ILLEGAL BANKSTERS  in LONDON, NEW YORK and 
ROME  

  

TREEE IN CONTACT WITH THE DRAGON 
ILLUMINATI MEMBERS OV BOHEMIAN GROVE - 
HER JESUS is the resurrected SLAIN OSIRIS  - 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdywVpflh40 

FALLEN ANGELS- NEPHILIM Abdul Alhazred (Melek 
Taus)- Shameful to even have MEN called fathers like this 
shit around- I need more BOUNTY HUNTERS it seems. 

Who needs a JOB?? Save the BEARS- HUNT 
VAMPIRES. We will have to TAKE the CHILDREN 

AWAY... need a serious EXORCISM indeed...too much 
sex up the ass. BAD for the BABIES indeed 

https://www.facebook.com/METATRON256?fref=ts 

http://www.avaaz.org/es/petition/Que_el_Congreso_Paraguayo_expropie_las_tierra
s_que_le_pertenecen_a_los_indigenas_Sawhoyamaxa/?ckEbegb 

 

MOON DAY 11 11 2013 - 
11/11/6 -  

GIVE BABALON 
DOUBLE- 
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REMEMBRANCE DAY ... ROB FORD has left the BUILDING. .. see you at the 
healing hangouts 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vX_iHFe5o7M /// 
https://www.facebook.com/trinity1ness 

POPE FRANCIS and PETRUS ROMANUS are going to have an ODIN WILD 
HUNT INDEED- AMEN RA  to you too... BYE BYE SHIT BAGS  

- JEWpeter is going to CUT off your HEADs... he is RETROGRADE NOW  

ENTER thru the NARROW GATE  - CANAD ian 
STYLE  cause BABALON , medUSA, NESARA, 
EISENHOOR, EXOPOLITICS  and the NWO 
BANK sters BLACK HOLE HORNY HAGS  want 
your SOUL - http://7thfire.biz/soulsuckerwood.htm 

EVIL MOTHER FUCKER s - DROP DEAD you 
DEVIL- BABY KILLERS  - I hate you all - WHORE 
entered our CHURCH... you shall DIE by the sword 
PUTIN will clean it up with JEWpeter and KALI 
MAA ... not your SHIT FAKES in medUSA... you are 
just dirty little SUCCUBUS parasites. 

THEY ALL KNOW - CROWLEY SATANISTS  
have no 

POWER in their PENIS VENUS NWO 
DEATH AGENDA. .. THULE 
MURDERING FOOLS . NEVER SEEN an 
UGLIER CREW of INSECTILIANS . YOU 
ARE ALL AMON RA LYING FUCKING 

SNAKES. DIE 
already. 

I like PUTIN more  than I like SATAN . I like RUSSIA 
more than BABALON . YOU PIGS are BROKE... PAY 
DAY is DAWNING for YOU THULE FOOLS.  

Trinity ov BABYLON- your WHORE is a BABY 
KILLER - align with the MURDERERS... you shall be 
BROUGHT TOGETHER for judgement. .. RUSSIA and 

CHINA  need their PIECE of the APPLE PIE -you can 
have HARPER and FORD... but you will NEVER HAVE 
CANADA.  

KISS your LIVES GOODBYE you IDIOTS   
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HILTON MIJOVICKs LAST WORDS - the CATHOLIC CHURCH will be 
victorious... the church is the UNIVERSAL FAMILY under FATHER/ MOTHER 
GOD 

... not SATAN/ LUCIFER ... GOOD RIDDANCE - all your efforts were in VAIN and 
PATHETIC really.  
http://serenitystreetnews.com/shivagermainliars.htm /// I can't wait for my PARTY  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bY4rW3Jz-9g /// 
http://7thfire.biz/hiltonhorusmoloch.htm 
 

Trinity Ov Babalon 
https://www.facebook.com/trinity.mari
on.1/friends - ALL STALKED me at 
ONE POINT- off with your LYING 
HEADS http://serenitystreetnews.com/(1) 
Trinity Ov Babalon.pdf 

even SHERRY SHRINER and 
TSARION are on this WHORE list  and on this email list too 

https://www.facebook.com/sherry.shriner /// https://www.facebook.com/michael.tsarion.3 
/// https://www.facebook.com/METATRON256 // https://www.facebook.com/wes.penre 
/// Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness Stone - 
https://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslyness.gozaimasustone /// Rosmarinus Stehlik 
https://www.facebook.com/rosmarinus.stehlik /// Sherry Shriner - 
https://www.facebook.com/sherry.shriner /// Frater Dominus Liminis -
https://www.facebook.com/frater.dominusliminis /// Tahuti Lodge - 
https://www.facebook.com/tahutilodge /// Boris Gonzalez - 
https://www.facebook.com/boris.f.gonzalez1 /// Diane Buchberger - 
https://www.facebook.com/dbuchberger1 /// Wade Booth - 
https://www.facebook.com/d.wade.booth /// John Santelle - 
https://www.facebook.com/john.santelle //// Bill Ottman - 
https://www.facebook.com/billottman /// Svarog Zauberer - 
https://www.facebook.com/svarog.zauberer /// - 
https://www.facebook.com/svarog.zauberer /// Rhian Savage - 
https://www.facebook.com/rhiansavage /// Brent Alan Adam 
Landgrave - 
https://www.facebook.com/brent.landgrave /// Mykal 

Aleph Mercurius - 
https://www.facebook.co
m/AlephMemShin /// 
Seth Annunaki - 
https://www.facebook.com/A
nnunakiEntertainment /// 
ShihmShohn Serpent - 
https://www.facebook.com/shihmshohn.serpent /// Jean Manley - 
https://www.facebook.com/jean.gruetzner.5 /// Isa 
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Lam'DeFond Ramdani - https://www.facebook.com/lamithra /// Rodion Romanovich 
Raskolnikov- https://www.facebook.com/daniel.j.whitfield.5 /// Shane Eldridge - 
https://www.facebook.com/shane.eldridge.56 / ///Soror Mistra - 
https://www.facebook.com/sorormistra777 - Merlyn The-Wizard - 
https://www.facebook.com/merlyn.thewizard /// Aditya Khanna - 
https://www.facebook.com/salvationfreek ///  
Jason Malin - https://www.facebook.com/Tornshadow /// Sia Abderezai -- 
https://www.facebook.com/siaabd /// CzaRina LaGuardia 
https://www.facebook.com/MatthewMartinGarcia /// 
https://www.facebook.com/mystryano/ /// https://www.facebook.com/daniel.j.whitfield.5 
Rodion Romanovich Raskolnikov ///  

  

QUEER QUEEN JAMES and ST GERMain 

 
URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO Death 

Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) - 
GALACTIC FEDERATION of 

LIGHT  - people taken to a planet and 
starved to death and tortured... have to 
eat human flesh to survive. YESHUA 
wants the disobedient to wake up from 
their slumber. ALIENS  are not your 

BROTHERS 
http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/u
rgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-death-hotels-black-eyed-

kids-audio/ 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION URaMERICa.pdf 

LINK to NATO VIDEO cause NATO COUNTRIES are telling  me there is no 
SOUND on theirs  

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/October%202013/ 

 

Exposing666 - False Flag AMON RA MEDIA 

 

Exposing666 - PETRUS ROMANUS - HILTON PETER MIJOVICK  
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Dana Horochowski - FORD or FREEDOM 555 

   
 

SUNday 11 10 2013 = 11 /1/6 = 9 - THERE is A REAL ATTEMPT by the ALIENS 
to get you to FORGET about GOD. THINK with your HEART and ACTIVATE 

your SOL. These MIND CONTROLLers are here to CONFUSE 
YOU. -  

VERY RITUALISTIC NUMBERS  today 

EMERALD EMISSARY is a SHILL for the NWO  
http://www.youtube.com/user/EmeraldGateMinistry/discussion 

BLOCKED my COMMENT and NOW 
UNBLOCKED IT AGAIN- 
INTERESTING- 
HILTON Peter MIJOVICK is a 
SHAOLIN MASTER- JEWpeter ST 
GERMAIN  

= HE is GOING TO KICK YOUR 
ASS right to the USURY FREE TIME 
BANK  

$$$ EVERY THING is FUNDED by 
the NWO BANKSTERS who RULE 

you NOW. THEY DO 
NOT WANT you to THINK FREELY and LOVE with ALL your  
HEART... so LOVE ONE ANOTHER and TANK the BANK alre ady 
$$$ 

BASED on the VIDEO LESSON he POSTED. I was going to analyse - 
The Cross (666) The Mark of Cain but I don't need to - EMERALD EMISSARY is a 
NWO LIAR- I AM EXPOSING your LYING ASS  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_nhXyI6V3o&list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtbH3--
XPpbR21qv__FlsYr8&index= 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=216747275163338&set=a.216460558525343
&type=3&theater 

RITUAL SACRIFICE - remnant church of PHILADELPHIA  - set apart from the 
APOSTATE church. VATICAN HAaRP JEWs - JESUIT EUROPEAN 
WARLOCKS -  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZhmMgB4FqQ&feature=youtu.be 
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Marduk Armageddon 3d vs 5d Athena 
Aquarian Age 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkWdb
6rMLWs 

The Gnostic Truth5 months ago- Who can 
doubt this is an evil world seeing what was 
done to that child? Throughout the ages of 
the earth this mistreatment of others 
though abuses upon their bodies and minds 
is the norm, not the exception. It will 
continue to get worse, until finally only 
madmen talk about the world "getting 

better". This world is a cancer, along with the rest of this universe, upon the face of 
creation. It will be transmuted, all its structures destroyed, along with all its archons. Who 
would want it? 

HAIYAN = 58  *HAD IT * THE "IT" MEANS 
"INDEPENDENT THINKING" APART from The 
WILL & PURPOSES of The CREATOR! (KNEW, 
INDEPENDENT THINKING)! KEEP SERVING The 
STAR & SNAKE & YOU WILL have ACHIEVED a 
DIFFERENT "HAD IT" & "KNU IT" at 
HARMAGEDON! (HARM - AGE - DONE)! 
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?syste
m=naeq 

 

DANA ELIZABETH CHRISTINE HOROCHOWSKI = 391  - 13 - has the 
COVENANT COMMUNITIES  in the LAST DAYS... the rest are SERVICE to SELF. 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20H
OROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ 
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*THE MOMENT of TRUTH for - THE WORLD *JESUS IS COMING IN A FLAMING FIRE!!!!!!!!!! 
*THE SWORD of ZION ---- TRUTH > PIERCING * " GLORY HALLELUJAH ( PRAISE YAHWEH) 

HIS TRUTH GOES MARCHING ON  > A GRAVE 
CONCERN for - THE CRITICAL MASS  *Rev 20:5-
8 ABACK ALL GARGOYLE MONSTERS OF RA 
HOOR KHUIT * BEWARE ARMAGEDDON - THE 
CROW OF - THE CROW *WARNS ! "CORVUS 
COR ONE" (THE CROW OF Sacred MannA 
Ministeries, "WHITE BRILLIANCE"! CAST YOUR 
BURDENS UPON THE - CHRIST *I AM THE WAY 
& THE TRUTH & THE LIFE ............. John 14:6 
CHOOSE THE DOVE - NOT THE SERPENT * 

COME INTO OUR -- PASSIONATE PEACE * COME TO US - BEFORE - IT 
IS TOO LATE *THAT INCLUDES YOU - ROBIN! COWARDS WILL NOT -- INHERIT THE 
KINGDOM  ********* Rev 20:8 FREE SPEACH - REMEMBER ROBIN *STOP PREVENTING 
ENTRIES BY Sacred MannA Ministeries! How remarkable these entries are ! INVOCKING THE 
WHITE BRILLIANCE * "THE REAL INVOCKING"! JESUS IS 
COMING IN A FLAMING FIRE"! GET PREPARED! 2Thess 1 :6-9 Rev 11:18 
19:11-21 Daniel 2:44 "THY KINGDOM COME"! Matt 5:5 Isa 61:1-11 65:17- 
25, 2:1-4 JESUS IS COMING - IN A FLAMING FIRE *BEWARE! AT 
HARMAGEDON (ARMAGEDDON)! Rev 11:18 19:11-21, Daniel 2;44. Matt 
24:14, 2thess 1;6-9. Master Manipulater of the Naeq wake up , or be trapped 
by the numbers MY BIG MOUTH - FLAMETH - LIKE - A GIANT * ITS A 
CASE OF : "THE GIANT AND THE WORMS"! (GRAVEWORMS THAT 
IS)! Satan trapped Manna Ministries wake up! Suddenly the destroyer is coming 
! THE - SANGAREAL - TRUTH - FLOWS IN MY VEINS * REFER TO 
DEFINITION "SANGREEA"! the factor infinite and unknown ! THE FORCE 
is WITH - THE RIGHTEOUS ****** THE FOUNDATION --GODS KINGDOM ON EARTH * "A NEW 
BEGINNING" on SOLID GROUND! Mat 6:9,10 Daniel 2:36-45 Isa 2:1-4 35:1-10 61:1-11 65:17-27 Rev 
21:3-27 ^^^^ BE THERE! Mat 5;5 PsaLM 37:9,10 Refer to #60 for MORE INSIGHTTT THE 
FOUNTAIN -- THAT NEVER -- RUNS DRY  * THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT - THE EARTH * 
MATT 5:5. Psalm 36:9-11 THE NUMEROLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE * of #391 is: THIS IS WHERE - 
THE NIGHTMARE - ENDS *FOR SOME! THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST!!! WE ARE 
LISTENING FOR - YOUR PRAYERS * WHEN THE LIGHT IS GONE -- COME TO ME *ITS 
VERY DARK WHERE YOU ARE! YAHWEH CAN BRING YOU BACK FROM - THE DEAD 
*HE IS ALLLLLLL POWERFULLLLLLL  

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDE
O/ebooks/  

 

POWERLESS VAMPIRES AMONG US- CERN SOUL 
SCALPED- you VAMPIRES  will have NO WHERE to 
HIDE.. .once AMERICA  kicks out your 
aMMON RA LILITH MOLOCH MAGGOTS 
https://www.facebook.com/delyth.pryce1  

Celtica71 <celtica71@aol.com> - Nov 4 (4 days 
ago) - to jrgenius 

Dana, this is a simple and polite warning to 
remove any data of me from your web sites and FB pages including 
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pictures. I have not given permission. I also really do not think you want to go upsetting 
me or even attracting my attention let alone energy. I don't think you are going to like it. 
So am being polite and kind and giving you warning to retreat. Always a choice, make 
sure you choose wisely. I always follow 
through and have back up. So stop playing 
your silly dragon and demon games. As they 
saying goes, nothing to see here,move 
along...... 
IF you don't you are allowing me my energy 
to interact with yours. You sure you REALLY 
want that? Think long and hard then think 
again. Don't think you can mess around with 
me. I will not bother with words or even a 
public slanging match. Silent but d=&"!y as the saying goes. Have a wonderful day, take 
care. Del ;) x  

https://www.facebook.com/delyth.pryce1  

 

  

 

 

Thorsday 11 07 2013 -TELL ASHTAR CUMMand  to take his SHIT HYBRIDS  and 
go SUCK SOMEWHERE in the MILKY WAY ... far far AWAY  from HUMANITY 

ashtarasshead - 
http://7thfire.biz/ashtarasshead.htm 

FORD or FREEDOM 555 - BLACK MAIL  
- who has the NEW ROB FORD VIDEO - 
WOW. - http://youtu.be/cymCWUkQD14  

CONFESS and we will help HEAL  you 
ALL  -

https://www.facebook.com/rob.ford.1420354?fref=ts 

JEWS are USING YOU for NIBIRU  - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/DO%20NOT%20let%20them%20USE%20YOU.pdf 

BUSTED WHO OWNS http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/- this is SHERRY SHRINER 
as well - ANDROMEDAN COUNCIL https://www.facebook.com/scrollkeeper /// 
https://www.facebook.com/sherry.shriner?fref=ts 
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YALDABAOTH- PINDAR the 
DRAGON LORD - is your JESUS - 
the REPTILIAN LEVIATHAN you 

SHIT BAG SELL OUT BLACK 
WITCHES!!!!  

The Watcher Files: UFOs, Aliens, 
Reptilians, Secret Government Black 

Projects - Sherry Shriner http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/ /// THE 
ANDROMEDAN'S (INSECTILIANS) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFBThFqgiuI 

/// God's e-book, Sherry Shriner's Web Site and Talk Radio - 
http://www.godsebook.org/shriner.html /// Sherry Shriner is the Alien on the internet, 

beware her orgone attracts aliens. http://amightywind.com/whatsnew/sherryshriner.html 
/// Exposing Alien [Hybrid Fallen Angel] Sherry Shriner for what she really 

is.http://amightywind.com/whatsnew/lesbianshriner.html ///  
Orgone Blasters Chemtrails Aliens ELF Fight Back By Sherry Shriner 

http://www.orgoneblasters.com/ 

Carol Harrison - NIBIRU: ISON: MASSIVE ALIEN CITIES ...''INCREDIBLE 
IMAGES'' http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8ce8h3OQ_c!!! 
https://www.facebook.com/harrisonlcarol?fref=ts  
 
Agape Amor - NIBIRU is now ISON??? It 
was only identified in 2012. 
KAVASSILAS was bringing in NIBIRU 
since 2003 - 2 SUNS - so what is up 
now??? I am staying on EARTH and if I 
see a GREY...I am going to make it into 

POLISH SAUSAGE. NIBIRU is JEW ish - JESUIT EUROPEAN 
WARLOCKS ... if they are pushing it...I am opposing it 
////  
FAKE TRUTH MOVEMENT EXPOSED, NESARA, EISENHOWER, 
EXOPOLITICS, 666, HORUS, LUCIFER  - http://www.scribd.com/doc/165211152/FAKE-
TRUTH-MOVEMENT-EXPOSED-NESARA-EISENHOWER-EXOPOLITICS-666-HORUS-LUCIFER  

America's New Social Classes 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gd6TLTYW50Q  

GAIA = 36 * SYMBOLICAL for "DICKHEAD" ! 
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq  

Ashtar Command - ?Why? 
https://www.facebook.com/acommand 
 
Agape Amor - because you RAPE US 
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ALREADY in MILABS  you SECRET SERVICE INSECTILIAN  

  

Exposing666 - False Flag AMON RA MEDIA 

MERCREDI 11 06 2013 - 14 = 5 -ENTER thru the NARROW GATE  -
 CANADian STYLE  cause BABALON ,medUSA, NESARA, EISENHOOR, 

EXOPOLITICS  and the NWO BANK sters BLACK 
HOLE HORNY HAGS want your SOUL soulsuckerwood -

 http://7thfire.biz/soulsuckerwood.htm 

AMERICA  is going free 
in SERENITY 555 very soon 
after BABALON FALLS - 

YIPPEEhttp://cyberclass.net/cyberclassclassymen.htm 

  

EXOPOLITICS - UFOS - ALIEN AGENDA -  
FALSE ISRAEL  = EPHRAIM is the UNICORN, 
BABALON, AMERICA, ISRAEL- FIELD of 
DREAMS - corn - WHEAT - CHILDREN of the 
CORN - MALACHI  
42 min tribe of DAN - NORTH POLE  ( sealed ) - DC 
ELECTRIC ARC - Washington DC- their OWN 

KINGS are bringing the FIRE against their own kingdom. They are DOING it 
to hijack the WORLD .  
Controlled dimension, conditioned landscape for their GAME PLAN . 

GODs plan is already enveloping THEIR PLAN. You will all be brought to a 
righteous judgement. 44% remnant that is here ( left here) ( 
ROYAL CHILDREN) - PHARAOH RA- 9 11 terrorist attacks, media false 
truthers. MIND CONTROLLERS  are preparing you for this destruction 

REAL MAN - TRUE 
MANNA  50 min http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6KvXN
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ghVHI8 ///// http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rj-Yon9DFLw 

ISON - 3 weeks to SHOW TIME - 5MIN News Nov 5, 2013: Ground Shaking, 
ISON Obs, Atomic Changes -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QK0Q89zHOa4 
777aej SHILL - http://www.youtube.com/user/777aej?feature=watch - Part 1 - Michael 
Casts Satan out of Obama - she is DECEIVING us 
HERE http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfhTmmjCmUk 
HARPER killed Tori Stafford for a TORI NATION  - Woodstock Age of 
Aquarius ritual - Media reporting on Tori 
Stafford http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koZyukAX39Y&list=PLGlfoA9v-

xOaZaRuYVfLDaG_x4boCKj5f&index=2 // Tori Stafford, Tory Nation, Stephen 
Harper, Bilderberg, Satanist, 
666 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtJgV6SVi8Y&feature=share&list=PLGlfoA9v-
xOaZaRuYVfLDaG_x4boCKj5f 

SACRED MANNA MAN 7thfire.biz  

  
 

"The Church is the people of God, pastors and people put together. The 
church is the totality of God's 
people."http://7thfire.biz/tmaincybertime.htm 

A Celebration of the 9th Annual UsuryFree 
Week: http://usuryfree.blogspot.ca/2013/10/a-
celebration-of-9th-annual-usuryfree.html 

THEY WILL BEND !!!!! http://kinakwii.org 

  

WHO ELSE  got SOULed out by the DEVIL ??? 
I am still in EDEN... so HELL  is going 

to HAPPEN around the 8thfire area.. not here.. so 
behave (BEE HIVE)  yourselves you CITY FOLK !!! 

http://www.the8thfire.com/ 

http://cyberclass.net/  
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http://www.scribd.com/doc/179249573/2-TREES-2-BABALONS-2-ROADS-THINK-with-your-

HEART // 

/ 2 TREES - 2 BABALONS - 2 ROADS - THINK with your HEART  -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/2 TREES - 2 BABALONS - 2 ROADS 
CHOOSE WISELY - THINK with your HEART.pdf 

 

  

NEW PARADIGM TIME SUNSHINE  = 
Jrgenius interNATIONal 

sCOOLs -
 http://7thfire.biz/newparadimeti

mesunshine.htm 

CHOICE  = UPSTREAM or DOWNSTREAM  

Made in cANADa! = CHILDREN of the SOLUNA LITE 69 -
 newparadimetime - http://8thfire.biz/newparadimetime.htm 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs
%20JESUITS/ 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=684721228223584&set=a.493630203999355.118937.2611300
10582710&type=1&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153252994630556&set 
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8thfire biz GO BOTTOMS UP NOW Sault Ste Marie 

  

INDEPENDENT EDUCATION = - COMMUNITY 
CURRENCY TIME 
BANKs and homescools fit nicely 
with STARVING STUDENTS // 

Algoma University + Sault College + Nordik Institute . 
BARTER TRADE 
COOP CENTRAL http://www.nordikinstitute.com/ // http://www.saultcollege.ca/ / http://www.algo
mau.ca/ 

Jrgenius.Com Project from Jrgenius International Schools 
   

 

MOONday 11 04 
2013- ROB 
FORD has to 
be RAPTURED on 
a BENNY HINN 

UFO ASAP to PLANET SEX for 
a PINEAL VERICHIP 
IMPLANT  pinealplanet -
 http://7thfire.biz/pinealplanet.htm 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford is scandal-
plagued- police revelations about an alleged 
crack-smoking 
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video. http://cbc.sh/0WiZg0M 

  

JUST IN TRUE DOE 
555 - a REAL 

GENTLE MAN- 
FIRST LOOK: new ad 
from Justin Trudeau 
coming to a TV near 

you 

http://www.liberal.ca/real-
priorities/?utm_source=liberal&utm_medium=share_fb&utm_campaign=tvadn
ov13 

  

SOLOMON  infected many SEX SLAVES with his LIONSNAKE 
SPERM https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.249400415210266.1073741851.1
00004209281255&type=3 

 
 

GAG -Vrilology-  QUESTIONS & ANSWERS- Orden, Noel Perdurabo 666, 
Prophet of The Lovely Star, Michael noel Prescott, Noel Perdurabo, the third 

prophet, Horus, The Crowned and conquering child, 
the double wanded one, son of the 
prophet, The Vision and the voice, 
Aleister crowley, vril energy, Vril 
society, http://thule-
society.org/Vril.html 

According to Apollodorus, it was 
Prometheus who created mankind, not Cronus nor Zeus. According to one 
myth, Prometheus would make each man and woman from clay and displayed 
what he had made to Zeus. One beautiful youth that Prometheus had created, he 
wanted to hide, because he knew of Zeus' fondness for 
boy.http://www.timelessmyths.com/classical/creation.html#Ages 
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POWERLESS VAMPIRES AMONG US- CERN SOUL SCALPED- 
you VAMPIRES  will have NO WHERE to HIDE.. .once AMERICA  kicks 
out your aMMON RA LILITH MOLOCH 
MAGGOTShttps://www.facebook.com/delyth.pryce1 

DEMONIC POSSESSION - an individual is 
attacked by a spirit evil, a demon or even 
Satan himself. These entities are introduced 
into the body of the victim and begin to 
control the body with great violence, leaving 
the person unconscious, causing tremendous 
damage and even causing the death of the individual, but not before causing 
deep shrines, among other 
things. https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/1015347961069055
6 

WE MUST clean up the REST of 
the LILITH LEVAN MOLOCH  mess -
 Apostasy in the church and false doctrines 
of men 
- if the PINEAL GLAND  is the EYE of 
GOD then, the DEMIURGE  who 
controls TIME / matter is messing 
with YOUR MIND , TheSOL - SOLAR 
PLEXUS is where the POWER of AGAPE 
LOVE resides.  

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/po
sts/10153479610690556 

Dana Horochowski - 
ITS that OBSESSION with the PINEAL 
GLAND  that has everyone POSSESSED by 
whatever they allow in - to CONtrol 
it. MILABS  are fromGREYS and 
the MILITARY- not SATAN, but... still 
serve SATAN. I admire your passion for Christ _ 
Sherry Peddle. VERICHIPS, CELL 
PHONES were not in theGARDEN of 
EDEN, nor were the BILDERBERGS . Hallucinations, spasms, self-mutilation 
and even speech disorders are pure evidence that something in the brain is 
malfunctioning, not in the soul or spirit. 
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Sherry Peddle - demons, unclean spirits move through a persons nervous 
system, controlling the brain ...the human soul..it is like a bottle that holds 

spirits ...to be cleansed of all demonic spirits..we must 
give the bottle we are to Jesus..to spend time in 
fasting and prayer, crying out to God to remove all 
dead things from within us so His Spirit can fully take 
control of the vessels we are... King James 
Version (KJV)- 33 And they said unto 
him, Why do the disciples of John fast 
often, and make prayers, and likewise the 
disciples of the Pharisees; but thine eat 
and drink?. Some demons can only be removed 

through prayer and fasting..thats why, we are called to fast and pray if we are 
followers of Jesus...that way, its His Spirit working through us, not demonic 
spirits that come from Satan.). 17 Then Jesus answered and 
said, O faithless and perverse generation, how long shall I 
be with you? how long shall I suffer you? bring him hither 
to me 

Dana Horochowski - but the APOSTATE 
CHURCHES are full of possessed PEOPLE now- 
aka TORONTO BLESSING, I tried all that ..yet the 
MATRIX controls you with other attacks. My girlfriend who goes 
to AIRPORT CHRISTIAN  is always raped and surgically messed with at 
night. This started when she went to the church. 

Look at the MUSIC  they have coming 
out http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-6d_uaqvAU 

- I go to a tiny PURE HEALING CHURCH , when I am in 
TORONTO http://iamspirit.org/ 

- ZOMBIES thru the JESUS of 
the QUEEN LIZARD  is a false 
JESUS- FALSE ISRAEL- it is 
the DEMIURGE = PINDAR  - 
that is why KING JAMES  has so 
much AMON RA  stuff in it- 
Egyptian mixed in - cause they 
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are FREEMASONS and follow LUCIFER not GOD . Trinity Marie Marion 
is DISNEYs BLACK MOON WHORE of BABALON  so examine her 
CUMpany of DAJJAL 
carefully.https://www.facebook.com/trinity.marion.1 /// https://www.facebook.com/DigitalArtistMN // h
ttps://www.facebook.com/daniel.cook.7982780 //https://www.facebook.com/stephen.p.wills.5 // https://ww
w.facebook.com/seth.russell.54 /// https://www.facebook.com/Lightbringer66 ///https://www.facebook.com
/COSMICKRIST 

Trinity Marie Marion is DISNEYs BLACK MOON WHORE of  
BABALON  - you should be PLAYING with your 3 CHILDREN TRINITY 
MARIE MARION... not stalking me... WHAT KIND of an ISIS are you 
ANYWAY? A DISNEY BLACK MOON ISIS WHORE who is about  to 
BURN in the STREETS!!?? 

your WIFE // ONE of them- has graced me with a NOTE- Mark 
Anthony... 

- 12:04pm - Laura Magdalene 
Eisenhower - evil, nasty, bitch, murderer 
of light workers, you will pay for all the 
filth and lies you spread - everyone 
knows you do nothing but harm, smear, 
project and lie. You are a disgrace and 
you will get what you deserve. i have never come this 
close to hating anyone!!!! get a fucking life lady!!!!!!! 

mark anthony 666? really??? you look so fucking stupid!!!!!!!!!!! threatening 
me?????? you don't know me - akashic records do, god does, Gaia does, you 
BITCH!!!!!!!!! https://www.facebook.com/lmeisenhower 

  

 

  

DEVILS  like those who CLAIM to be my 
FRIENDS https://www.facebook.com/tiaan.boshoff 
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FREE MASONS SATANISTS AMON RA 

  

 

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO 
Death Hotels, Black Eyed Kids 
(Audio) - GALACTIC 
FEDERATION of LIGHT  - people 
taken to a planet and starved to 
death and tortured... have to eat 
human flesh to survive. YESHUA 
wants the disobedient to wake up 
from their slumber. ALIENS  are not 

your BROTHERShttp://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-death-
hotels-black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION URaMERICa.pdf 

LINK to NATO VIDEO cause NATO COUNTRIES are telling  me there is 
no SOUND on theirs 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/October%202013/ 

 
Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  
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SUNday 11 03 2013 SEXY SMART HOME 
GROWN CANADIAN HERBY FRENCH KISS 
in SERENITY 555 

frenchkissfree555 -
 http://7thfire.biz/frenchkissfree555.htm 

HARPER is FEARFUL  of JUSTIN TRUDEAUs 
PASSION for CANADA and HE SHOULD BE. 

GOOD FRUIT TREE- a FINE RED WINE 
INDEED - PASS me a PUFF JUST IN TRUE 

DOE !!  

TOO BAD  for AMON RA - MAMMON 
MAGGOT MONARCHY - LILITH 
LEVAN  and the SATURNIAN LYING LION 
LORD  of the DING  a LINGShttp://7thfire.biz/7thfire03232012.htm 

TAKE them ALL to SHINAR  - the MOON - MAR s cause we are going to 
FRY them UP at our BBQ very soon. - POW WOW 

WOW https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/10153473239715556?
notif_t=share_wall_create 

ISON - ELECTRA STAR - Yeshua, Immanuel. The Persian's believed in the 
Zoroaster and many of their priests were called Magicians, also known as 

Magai. Daniel places himself during this time period and to identify himself as 
a teacher of Judaism Prophecies. Notice that these Magi were the only ones 

looking for the Electra star at this time. They are also from the 
East. http://annointedwithoil.blogspot.ca/2012/01/pyramids-of-gizas-code.html 
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ILLUMINAZI 911  - study how HITLER started WW2- and get out of 
OTTAWA now. 

 

SATURNday 11 02 2013 - I want to see the LIZARD QUEEN  go to 
the GUILLOTINES  for 
KILLING DIANA, 
DODI  and their unborn 
baby 

Grey Aliens and the 
Harvesting of Souls : Aliens & UFOs - Jesus, who represented 

an uncorrupted genetic line, warned his disciples about the threat posed by 
these alien interlopers, while Hitler, a pure product of this alien intelligence, 

waged genocide in an attempt to rid Earth of all those untouched by this 
genetic tampering. Greys exist wholly in the material world, so if we follow 

the spiritual laws of reincarnation and karma, aiming 
for enlightenmentand rising above the material--a state the Greys are unable 

to reach--we can free ourselves from their 
grasp http://www.disclose.tv/forum/grey-aliens-and-the-harvesting-of-souls-

t51956.html 
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LILITH ( HELL + PINDAR) vs EVE (EDEN + ADAM) by Dan a 

Horochowski 

    

 

  

ENTER thru the NARROW GATE 555 uramerica.biz by Dana 
Horochowski 

 

http://7thfire.biz/10312013.htm 

10312013 - 1/4/6 - 11 - HAPPY 
HALLOWEEN- TRICKED by NIMROD, 
BAAL, SATAN CLAUS, FATHER TIME, 
BLACK SUN, CRONUS TRIPLE 
CROSSED COCKUS 
CREEPS??? nimrodbaal -
 http://7thfire.biz/nimrodbaal.htm 

- If you are OUT of YOUR MIND. .. YOU cannot be MIND 
CONTROLLED - ..you WHORES- it is USA and BRITAIN-  not 
the CATHOLIC CHURCH.  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbAlK45raAs 

  

 

KISS your LIVES GOODBYE you IDIOTS  -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/KISS your LIVES GOODBYE you IDIOTS Mark Anthony Standley 
APOLLYON BEAST 666.doc 
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Mark Anthony Standley Apollyon 
Beast 666 -
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/17949436
8/Mark-Anthony-Standley-Apollyon-
Beast-666 

Trinity Marie Marion, WHORE of 
BABYLON, ILLUMINATI, 
HATHOR, DISNEY, 

HITLER http://www.scribd.com/doc/180073180/WHORE-ILLUMINATI-HATHOR-Trinity-Marie-
Marion 
BABY KILLER - TRINITY MARIE MARION- killed her 3 children for 7 
million dollars and to be the HATHOR WHORE of BABYLON- TAKE 
YOUR WHORE OF BABYLON and BE GONE to ORION you 
NIMROD https://www.facebook.com/trinity.marion.1 

EASY CLEAN UP tonight... I am not going to be 
merciful to MURDERING MAGGOTS who kill 
innocent children. Your TIME is UP you TRIPLE 
CROSSERS - you are such a VILE UGLY MAN 
Mark Anthony- Mark Anthony Standley Apollyon 
Beast 666 -
http://www.scribd.com/doc/179494368/Mark-
Anthony-Standley-Apollyon-Beast-666 

http://johnthewitness.wordpress.com/2012/12/03/counterfeit-antichrist-prince-
william-cloned-from-the-shroud-of-turin/ 

Spiritual Revelation: Part I - Fiery Judgment of God -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqMUWIj_u4E&feature=share 

LOST SHEEP FLEET 7thfire.biz  
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  rion' s is characterized by tempest, unpredictability, numerous disturbances, 
wind, rain (turbulent stormy weather)  -Nimrod, the great hunter aka Orion, who 
was in opposition to God was bound to the sky for rebellion against Jehovah (Jewish 
tradition). Nimrod is signifies rebellion, a tyrant who is against the Lord. He 
is depicted in the Tanakh as 
a man of power in the earth, 
and a mighty hunter. Extra-

biblical traditions 
associating him with 

the Tower of Babel led 
to his reputation as a king 

who was rebellious 
against God. Orion is a 

Greek name and in the 
ancient Greek myths is 

known as the Giant, the 
hunter (aka Nephilim, 

Fallen angel, of the 
enemy) = Orion is 

symbolic of the fool, the 
fools, the unrepentant, 
rebellious, disobedient 
sinners who reject God and do not fear Him. This spiritual winter  shall be a 

time of the Lord's judgment and wrath against the fools, the false - the 
condemned. 

http://johnthewitness.wordpress.com/2012/12/03/counterfeit-antichrist-prince-
william-cloned-from-the-shroud-of-turin/ 

Spiritual Revelation: Part I - Fiery Judgment of God -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqMUWIj_u4E&feature=share 

 
 

MARdi 10 29 2013-TANK  the SATANIC 
BANK  already ... 
these ASSHOLES are SOULLESS BLOOD 
SUCKERSrashieldovshit -
 http://7thfire.biz/rashieldovshit.htm 

FUCKING LOSER - You like to meet Lord Satan 
the jealous impersonating monkey God ..... here 
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you go like I suspected it in the first 
place! https://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslyness.gozaimasustone 
Quote: In his arrogance, Yaldabaoth boasted to the other archons that: "I am 
God and there is no other God beside 
me!"http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showpost.php?p=10
60345203&postcount=801 

Gozaimasu HisRoyalslyness Stone LIZARD 666 - New 
South Wales, Australia - your money is USELESS like 
you - Stanley North - Brother // Karie Rothschild - 

Sister //Eliahi Priest - Brother // Duke Mehal 
Rockefeller - Brother // Siies Matsiies - Daughter 
// DrAndrew Howard Branfman  - Cousin // Work 
and Education - Biwako Kisen - Musical Director · 
In 2004 -UFOTEACHER.COM - Southern Cross 
University BA Contemporary Music · Lismore, New 
South Wales 
 

https://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslyness.gozaimasustone/about 

Ivana Dirlic Sindija -
 NAZI SKANK 
WHORE  in CROATIA  htt
ps://www.facebook.com/iva
na.dirlicsindija 

  

Mark Anthony 
Standley APOLLYON BEAST 666 -http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/ 

• Mark Anthony Standley - 69 Hillview Court, Astley Bridge, Bolton 
UK - -
 https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=6185772
87 

KISS your LIVES GOODBYE you 
IDIOTS  

 
OUTSPOKEN STONED MONK  is a SHILL  for the NWO - he blocked 
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me... BOO HOO for 
you http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Jj397EYl_Y&list=PLKMRZ_RVqZtasb92H3vXG5f4kbQ0hxxo

D&index=1 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153441796635556.537275555&type=3 

 

 
KJ Scoops -the GIG is UP - SOUL SCALPED - - what 

a WHORE  https://www.facebook.com/kristajane?fref=ts 
 
Conversation started 
August 9 - 8/9, 3:40pm -
 KJ Scoops - Hello Dana, 
Nice to meet you. Weve 
never spoke before but I 
have followed your 

youtube videos in the past and find your info 
quite informative. I saw your post you put up 
today that has the blog with the info on Laura 
Eisenhower and as I was scrolling down I noticed an older entry on a woman 
that was plotting to kill you i think is what I read. But then I saw a list of people 
this person is friends with. One of the people mentioned was a Stanley North. 

That is why im writing to you. Is this the same Stanley 
North from Melbourne, Austrailia? I ask because if so he 
had been talking to me for the past 6-7 months or so 
slowly getting to know me etc. and making strange offers 
and attempting to fill my head 
with all kinds of nonsence that I 
found later to be bogus. I also 
heard he was tagged by an entity 
that is highly dangerous. To 
make a long story short I not too 

long ago stopped talking to him and forbid him from 
making any contact with me by his strange offer 
means. He basically went from being nice to being 
slightly pushy and invasive. Your blog is the very first 
time Ive seen his name pop up in another place and also in a negative light. My 
instincts are to stay far away from this man but I wanted to send a note to see if 
this is the same man I am thinking of. I enjoy your work and know you ahve 
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been around for a while now, much appreciated. Enjoy your weekend - KJ 
Sccops (Krista) 

8/9, 5:19pm - Dana Horochowski - Stanley North is related to Steve 
Rockefeller Rothchild. Montauk Boy. KRISTA- probably wants to use you as a 
feminine CHRIST they did a lot of damage to Sherry Sandor Kelly 
8/9, 5:22pm - KJ Scoops - wow. see he never mentioned anything like that. he 
tried to make me believe i was the reincarnation of some interesting people. I 
was later informed it was bullshit. obv none of it resinated with me and none of 

it i could confirm with my higher self. he offered me high 
protection and all this garbage. Thanks for your insite. it 
just confirms I was right to stop talking to him. 
8/9, 5:24pm - Dana Horochowski - same woman... 
Sherry Sandor Kelly was used to try and get her pregnant 
to give birth to a HYBRID. Unix Linux was 
theSEDUCER https://www.facebook.com/alicia.ibanezfra
nco?fref=ts  

Stanley North has SOLOMONs key apparently - wanted to give it to Sherry. 
Sherry is EOS aka Raphael - Watch out for Wade Booth 
toohttps://www.facebook.com/1unix?fref=ts NSA asshole 
I hope they get FLOODED SOON and all DROWN.  
8/9, 5:28pm - KJ Scoops - wow thanks so much. He kept offering me 
protection, cyborg protection and 
claimed he has connections to high 
ranked masons etc. the only catch is I 
had to agree to it. and that alone struck 
me as odd so my instincts said not to 
agree because thats what the bad guys 
want, u to agree and it struck me as the 
leeway he needed. If i didnt agree he 
couldnt do it. so I said no and he then got 
angry and said he was sending them 
anyhow so I forbid him to do such. he 
since has subsuded since I am connected to many people who actually want to 
protect me and i guess he was told to leave me alone. but your info solidifies 
that I did the right thing. things got so confusing for me but I stuck to my guns. 
August 10 - 8/10, 2:52pm = Dana Horochowski - STEVE 
ROCKEFELLER https://www.facebook.com/hisroyalslyness.gozaimasustone?f
ref=ts - he tried to seduce me last fall to get me to work with them. They own 
most of the worlds WEALTH...and he is kissing my ASS? why -
 http://8thfire.biz/ - I hold the 2nd WAMPUM row. FEMALE and I know these 
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ASSHOLES are USELESS EATERS. WOMEN and CHILDREN first. We will 
tank the BANK by NUMBERS. We are the MEEK... 98 % , so with 1000 pts 
for all to start....we can IGNORE them and they can EAT THEIR MAMMON. 
PROPHESY- they will be throwing their money in the STREETS...cause it will 
be WORTHLESS 
count on it...I AM PISSED as HELL. 69 69 69 is FAIR.... watch the LAWS fall 
and the MARRIAGES all dissolve. We are going free in SERENITY 555 and 
no man will ever CONtroll the WOMB again....sister  
8/10, 3:11pm - Dana Horochowski - 5- Prophecy of the 8th Fire JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs- http://8thfire.biz/8thfirescool.htm 
 
8/10, 4:27pm - KJ Scoops - Omg I had no idea goz was this person. Someone 
close to me just said the other day that a feeling came to them that there's 
someone posing as my friend that is playing both sides. And it wasn't stanley he 
said it was someone else possibly from austrailia 
as well. this is all starting to peice together for 
me now slowly. I was not expecting to see a link 
of someone I thought was not with them all. I 
know his name is stephen but that's it. Stanley 
would say that goz is like his brother and if Idont 
believe him Ishould ask goz that's what he goes 
by. Stanley said a lot of things and it included 
goz or stephen was my husband in atlantis etc. Et 
c. I've since met someone who assured me that's 
all a lie and stanley is controled by a red dragon 

entity or something like that. Wow. I always felt you 
were badass thanks for enlightening me with this. I'm 
not meant to be stuck involved with them. They've been 
trying to get me to go to austrailia for awhile. Well 
stanley really. Offers of going via vortex. Having place 
to stay etc. He wanted me to cut all my hair off and 
color it to resemble athena which is an object of his 
obsession. Trying to coerce my bf to agree to 

protection. My bf is not someone to mess with and he knows that. So he can't 
get far with him. He has since layed off talking to me but last week he did 
again. The more I learn the more I see what's happening. Thanks dana I really 
appreciate this. 

 
SATANIC ESOTERIC NEPHILIM AGENDA 
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MOONday 10 28 2013 -17 = 8 (INFINITY WHITE MOON LUNA) - 2 TREES - 2 
BABALONS - 2 ROADS - ONE LITE / ONE DARK - CHOOSE WISELY 
- THINK  with your HEART covenantcoop555 -http://7thfire.biz/covenantcoop555.htm 

ALL LYING EXOPOLITICIANS lead to 
a VERICHIPPING ANDROMEDAN 
INSECTILIAN LILITH BLACK 
WITCH  who can't wait 
to RAPE your BABIES... all MEDIA 
WHORES are accountable. I am done with 
your DANGEROUS 
BULLSHIT ...TAKE  your LIZARD QUEEN 
PUPPET RAPING PEDOPHILE KEVIN 
ANNETT  with you all a well... 

the INDIANS  want toSCALP HIM TOO .. GOOD RIDDANCE -
 http://www.genuinewitty.com/kevin-annett/ 

Kevin Annett - The Vatican, Pedophilia & The Royals on Shattering The 
Matrix 
Radio http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
AI_7sssPKE0 

8 INFINITY WHITE MOON LUNA  -
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/179264744/8-
INFINITY-WHITE-MOON-LUNA  
 
BAD LIZARD BREATH INDEED - 
Bizarre clip from a recent Alfred Webre video on Youtube. The clip seems 
to show Alfred shape-shifting mid way through an interview with Ole 
Dammegard. http://theviralpost.com/shape-shifting-reptillian-caught-on-
video/ 

The Story of a Psychopath, Fake Mass Graves, and 
a Native 
Uprising… http://www.genuinewitty.com/2012/04/10/2
060/ /// http://www.genuinewitty.com/2012/07/09/kevin
-annett-jason-bowmans-phantom-court-case-a-no-show-
today/ /// http://www.genuinewitty.com/2013/03/18/kevi
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n-annett-gets-his-official-ugly-stick-feat-rainbow-warrior-speak-rcmp-the-
antichrist/ 

ILLUMINAZI 911  - study how HITLER started WW2- and get out of 
OTTAWA now. 

  
 

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO 
Death Hotels, Black Eyed Kids 
(Audio) - GALACTIC 
FEDERATION of LIGHT  - people 
taken to a planet and starved to 
death and tortured... have to eat 
human flesh to survive. YESHUA 
wants the disobedient to wake up 
from their slumber. ALIENS  are not 
your BROTHERShttp://electsister777.wor

dpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-death-hotels-black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION URaMERICa.pdf 

LINK to NATO VIDEO cause NATO COUNTRIES are telling  me there is 
no SOUND on theirs 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/October%202013/ 

 
Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  

 
 

SATURNday 10 26 2013 - 1/8/6 =15 - 6 -HARPER is in 
a HURRY  to CLEAN  up SENATE - due to MASS 

GENOCIDE  and ALIEN INVASION 
PLANS from theBILDERBERG 
TRIANGLE CUM MISSION 666 - 
underground base - middle earth 
SHAMBALLA - HELL - MILITARY 
INSECT ALIENS FEMA CANNIBALS 
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will try and CHIP you ... get off the 
COAST http://7thfire.biz/harperhaarp.htm 

WATCH- they COVER UP the EARTHQUAKES  -FRACKING 
HAaRPER - Look at HAARP ... we are about to lose the FEDERAL 
RESERVEhttp://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ /// http://earthquake.usgs.gov/ /// http:
//earthquaketrack.com/recent /// http://earthquake-
report.com/2013/10/24/earthquakes-in-the-world-on-october-25-2013-m4-5-or-
more/ /// http://quakes.globalincidentmap.com/ /// 

Magnitude 7.3 mwp -Depth 10 km - 
UTC Time 17:10:16 October 25th, 
2013 UTC - Location Off East Coast 
Of Honshu, Japan, Japan - Kuriles - 
Kamchatka 

Magnitude 5.1 mb Depth 15 km UTC 
Time 18:00:51 October 25th, 2013 
UTC Location North Pacific Ocean, 
Pacific Basin 

Magnitude 3.1 ml - Depth 6 km - 
UTC Time 11:29:18 October 25th, 2013 UTC -Location Southern Nevada, 
California - Nevada Region 

Magnitude 4.6 mb - Depth 15 km UTC Time 03:27:12 October 25th, 2013 
UTC - Location North Pacific 
Ocean, Pacific Basin 

Magnitude 4.5 mb - Depth 15 km - 
UTC Time 03:36:26 October 25th, 
2013 UTC - Location North 
Pacific Ocean, Pacific Basin 

Magnitude 6.4 mwb - Depth 1 km 
- UTC Time 17:54:56 October 
19th, 2013 UTC - Location Gulf 
Of California, Baja California And 
Gulf Of California 

Earthquake, Magnitude 7.3 - OFF EAST COAST OF HONSHU, JAPAN - 
2013 http://rt.com/news/japan-earthquake-tsunami-honshu-
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748/ ///http://www.emsc-
csem.org/Earthquake/earthquake.php?id=340852/// http://www.breakingnews.c
om/item/ahZzfmJyZWFraW5nbmV3cy13d3ctaHJkcg0LEgRTZWVkGNvjnRs
M/2013/10/25/magnitude-73-earthquake-reported-off-the-coast-of 

 

RITUAL MURDER - LOOK at the NUMBERS/ 
TIME  and the NAMES -
 http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/10/25/children-
injured-after-school-bus-and-truck-collide-near-
calgary/ 
CROSSFIELD, Alta. — Emergency officials say 
one child is in critical condition following a collision 
between a one-tonne work truck and a school bus 
north of Calgary. 

America's Missing - 2300 / day PEOPLE in USA-ReportedMissing ? -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwZ4pPzlrZ0 /// Harvesting 
ADRENOCHROME? http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrenochrome 

FRANCISCO hit ( POPE RITUAL) - 3MIN News Ocotber 25, 2013: X 
Class Solar 
Flare http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t
mCE1Vj_FMk 

Monarchy Disguised as 
Democracy http://youtu.be/WsnsD0B_Dd
g 

Fukushima is Here - San Francisco Human 
Mural http://youtu.be/sBqdutmVqBo 

THE LIGHT BEHIND MASONRY " 
AND THE OCCUL T - A Inside Look At 

"America's Secret Religion Freemasonry" By Bill 
Schnoebelenhttp://youtu.be/TpwsCdoHJfI ;. 
http://www.withoneaccord.org/ 
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ALIENS to the RESCUE to MEAT LOCKERs on MARS- BEWAR E of 
the ET PARASITES! 

CANNIBALS on UFOS - STAY AWAY from THEM  -
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/165211152/FAKE-TRUTH-MOVEMENT-EXPOSED-NESARA-
EISENHOWER-EXOPOLITICS-666-HORUS-LUCIFER 

FREE MASONS SATANISTS AMON RA 

  

FRIAday 10 25 2013 - 1/7/6 - 14 = 5 LEBRETON IS A LIZARD  like 
our LONDON LICE LOCUST LUSTY DRACO BLOOD 
DRINKERS lebretonlizard -- http://7thfire.biz/lebretonlizard.htm 

 
MASONS are MURDERING  your BABIES on MAMMO
N MAGGOT MEDIA 666 - -
 http://7thfire.biz/maggotm
ason666.htm 

LIZARD PUKE 
NAZIS on the THRONE. IMPOSTERS- 
FREE MASON FLOORING and AMON 
RA dog GODS for PINDAR the DRAGON 
LORD  -
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/06/04/quee
n-elizabeth-ii-celebrates-60th-coronation-
anniversary-at-westminster-abbey-with-entire-
royal-family/ 

   

Marjory LeBreton = 
213 http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.ph

p?system=naeq 

 
*PAGANS - A CORPSE OF - DOOM *"SELF 
DECEPTION"  // *THE EYE - OF FAITH * "I 
AM THE WAY & THE TRUTH & THE LIFE, 

NO ONE COMES TO THE FATHER 
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"EXCEPT THROUGH ME "! GOT THAT THELEMA ."EXCEPTH 
THROUGH JESUS THE CHRIST"! YOUR EFFORTS ARE FUTILE!  

WAKE UP! WAKE UP! WAKE UP!! "LET THE GOOD ONES BE 
PURGED BY THE PROPHET"! REFER TO # 444 # 323 #333 #446 #776 #826 #716 #1181 
#1776 #1076 #666 #769 for INSIGHT /// ARE YOU -- HEARING ME * I'M NOT THE MYSTI CAL 

CROW - WHITE BRILLIANCE, THE PROPHET/THE EMPRESS fo r NOTHING ! /// BLACK 

SABBATH -- TUESDAY TUESDAY= 93, -- BEWARE! // BOTTOMLESS PIT* 
*DESTINY OF ALL PAGANS /// 
DARK NIGHT OF THE SOUL* 

//// EVER INCREASING * // EVERYWHERE - 
YOU GO * /// GAIN PROPER FEAR * // GET 

OFF THE POT * // I KNOW -- THE -- SECRET * 
/// IT IS -- ALL ABOUT -- ALICE "ALICE' = 64 

SEALED HEIR! // JUSTICE & PEACE *SHALL 
SOOOOOOOOON REIGN ON THE EARTH! 
Daniel 2:44 Rev 11:18, 19:11-21 1Cor 15:24-
28** /// MYSTICAL NUMBER* *YES VERY 

MISTICAL from a CERTAIN STARTING POINT! 

/ "! THE "ELECT BRIDE OF 
CHRIST"! (144,000 in NUMBER), 

THAT RULE WITH HIM FROM HEAVEN AFTER PROVING 
FAITHFUL TO "THE DEATH"! NO THELEMA, THAT IS "NOT 

YOU"! YOU HAVE BEEN 
FOOOOOLED! SATAN IS LEADING 

YOU TO TRUE 
"EXTERMINATION"! DEATH IS 

"THE ENEMY"! DEATH WILL BE 
"BROUGHT TO NOTHING", BY 

THE KING OF KINGS & LORD OF 
LORDS, JESUS THE CHRIST, OF 

YAHWEH, ALMIGHTY GOD! 1Cor 
1:24 Rev 19:11-15 Rom 5:12 Heb 2;9 

1Cor 15:21,26,53,55 Isa 25:8 Rev 21:3,4 20:14 Daniel2:44 Isa 35:1-10 61:1-
11 65 :17-25 Mat 5;5 Psalm 37:9,10 "THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT THE 

EARTH"!  Rev 7:13-17 John 10:16-18 (THE GREAT MULTITUDE WHO 
INHERIT PARADISE EARTH ). WAKE UP THELEMA BEFORE IT IS TOOOOOOOO 
LATE! // THE SHIELD OF FAITH * // This is NO MISTAKE *THE SHIELD OF "FAITH"! Gal 3;11 

1Tim 6:12 ROM 10:9 

WALLIN was back- stabbed by the BLACK 
MASON WITCHES of LIZARD 

LONDON  much like I was -
http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%2
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0CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ 

- LILITH LIZARDS  can go F*CK THEMSELVES . HUMANITY  will 
be FREE in SERENITY 555 

.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFBThFqgiuI&feature=share&list=PLAEW
XcfwOPWW5XqwrF5Q2Cb-EsoDlvdXc 

Wallin calls audit process 'fundamentally flawed and 
unfair' http://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/wallin-calls-audit-process-
fundamentally-flawed-and-unfair-
1.1407119#ixzz2igELqYFd //http://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/ndp-wants-feds-
to-confirm-all-senators-are-qualified-to-serve-
1.1414224 /// http://globalnews.ca/news/819069/lunch-with-conservative-
senator-marjory-lebreton-mike-duffy-and-other-
tragedies/ ///http://o.canada.com/news/national/senators-poring-over-audit-of-
pamela-wallins-expenses/ /// 

  

Marjory LeBreton is 
HIDING a DARK 
SECRET- SHE'S a 
BLACK 
WITCH http://www.can
ada.com/Senate+have+v
oice+cabinet+first+time

+decades/8662654/story.html /// Pamela Wallin 
says personal vendettas behind move to 
suspend her from Senate (with 
video)http://www.canada.com/Pamela+Wallin+says+personal+vendettas+behin
d+move+suspend+from+Senate+with+video/9071913/story.html ///  
 
Conservatives slam Trudeau over marijuana 
legalization stance, saying drugs have 'harmful 
effect'http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/07/26/con
servatives-slam-trudeau-over-marijuana-
legalization-stance-saying-drugs-have-harmful-
effect/ 

Peter MacKay calls for end to confrontations after 
Molotov cocktails, torched police cars at N.B. 
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protest http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/10/18/shale-gas-protest-that-turned-
violent-in-new-brunswick-spurs-sympathy-protests-across-country/ 

The expenses scandal has mushroomed into a broader issue of whether 
several Conservative senators — Mike Duffy, Pamela Wallin and Dennis 
Patterson, all appointed by Harper — are entitled to sit in the Senate at 
all. http://cybersmokeblog.blogspot.ca/2013_02_01_archive.html /// http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/
2013/03/01/senate_committee_waiting_for_legal_opinion_on_senator_mike_duffys_residency.html /// 

John Baird on Sunday, September 22, 2013 after their 
meeting to discuss Canada-India bilateral relations. 
Canada's gun lobby wants Baird to reject a UN arms 
treaty.http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/10/02/un-arms-trade-treaty-
could-bring-back-long-gun-registry-canadian-gun-lobby-warns/ 

http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/03/01/senate-agrees-to-new-housing-
expense-rules-after-mike-duffys-p-e-i-home-scandal/ /// 

The prime minister’s then chief of staff Nigel Wright wrote a $90,000 
personal cheque so Senator Mike Duffy could repay housing expenses he 
falsely claimed. http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/05/23/conservative-senate-leader-calls-for-greater-
transparency-in-order-to-regain-the-publics-trust/ 

  

??? - who is this PLAY BUNNY  for 
the BILDERBERG FREE MASONS??? CANDICE 
BERGEN Acted as Manitoba Campaign Manager for 
Stephen Harper’s Conservative leadership bid;-
http://www.ottawacitizen.com/news/Canada+cabinet+sh
uffled/8660886/story.html /// Other Tories suggest 

Harper will try to counter the impression of a government stagnating in the 
polls, losing its energy and ideas in the wake of a series of difficult trade 
negotiations, stalled energy pipeline proposals and the Senate expense scandal. 
That last affair has so far cost Harper his chief of staff, an RCMP investigation 
and threatens to erode core elements of the government’s “transparency, 
accountability and ethics” 
brand.http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2013/07/09/harper_cabinet_shuffle
_more_women_younger_faces_are_likely.html 

 Liberal Senate leader James Cowan, wants an audit of the PMO. Tory senators 
lead by Marjory LeBreton, right, dislike the 
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idea.http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/06/07/senators-agree-auditor-general-
should-examine-expenses-but-tories-
say-pmo-investigation-a-political-
stunt/ // 

Women, 
especially in 
Canada, are 
more ignorant 
of politics and 
current affairs 
than men, says 

UK...http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/07/02/women-especially-in-canada-are-more-ignorant-of-

politics-and-current-affairs-than-men-says-uk-research/ /// BILDERBERG BAG HEAD -
 http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/10/24/sen-marjory-lebreton-ready-to-take-
on-duffy-wallin-
allegations/ ///http://cybersmokeblog.blogspot.ca/2013_02_01_archive.html /// 
http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2007/10/16/39elected39_senator_sworn_i
n.html ///  
http://www.cbc.ca/thecurrent/episode/2013/10/24/senator-marjory-lebreton-
defends-her-role-in-the-senate-spending-
scandal/ /// http://drdawgsblawg.ca/2013/05/liberal-elites-and-their-media-
lickspittles.shtml /// http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2013/06/18/tories_ca
ncel_motivational_speakers_slated_for_senate.html // // 

 
Thursday, July 4, 2013 - Leader of the 
Government in the Senate, Marjory 
LeBreton announced her resignation from the 
post, while Conservative MP Diane Ablonczy, 
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, said she will 
not run for re-
election. I intend to 
step up my efforts 

in support of meaningful Senate reform and 
also actively back the new strengthened rules 
we introduced regarding Senate expenses,” she 
said. 
At 73-years-old, LeBreton is two years away 
from the mandatory retirement age. Prime Minister Harper issued a statement 
of his own Thursday, thanking LeBreton for her years of service. // "From our 
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first day in office through to today, Senator LeBreton has contributed her wise 
counsel, exceptional work ethic, and unrivalled institutional knowledge, and in 
so doing has made a tremendous contribution to our Government,” Harper said 
in the statement. Read more: http://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/high-profile-tory-
resignations-signal-large-cabinet-shuffle-on-horizon-
1.1353106#ixzz2ig042Wkk 

 FAKE TRUTH MOVEMENT EXPOSED  

   
 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/ALL%20VIDEOS
%20Illuminatreee%20LILITH%20sangrailian/ 

SATANISTs will be CHIPPED- by the TAX 
COLLECTORS- the 
CHILDREN of GOD  

Essene Gospels Of 
Peace http://www.essene.com/

GospelOfPeace/ 

RENDER unto CAESAR - 
what is CAESARS- right in the FOREHEAD. 

MASONS 
PROMOTE  the VERICHIP by RAPING and EATING  your CHILDREN.  

VERICHIP 666  is for the ANTICHRIST JESUIT FREEMASON 
SATANIC 

ASSHOLEShttp://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHO
WSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ 

  

INCUBUS SUCCUBUS GENOCIDE ALERT 
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OUR ENLIGHTENMENT will SURPASS the MATERIAL CARNAL 
REALMS and FREE us in SERENITY 555 jesusvshitler -
 http://7thfire.biz/jesusvshitler.htm 

DEEP UNDERGROUND MILITARY BASES IN AMERICA - All soldiers 
working in these bases are microchipped and under total Psychotronic Mind 
Control.Of the missing "Milk Carton People" that the FBI used to post on milk 
cartons, some were taken to these underground bases for genetic 
experimentation, microchipping, psychotronic mind control and cybernetic 
implantations for future use as brainwashed soldiers of the NWO. Every year in 
America hundreds of thousands of people go missing. The creation of a total 
Global Fascist Police State by the Illuminati will happen if we do not all wake 
up and see what is happening. http://nstarzone.com/CODERED.html 

  

Grey Aliens and the Harvesting of Souls : Aliens & UFOs - Jesus, who 
represented an uncorrupted genetic line, warned his disciples about the threat 
posed by these alien interlopers, while Hitler, a pure product of this alien 

intelligence, waged genocide in an attempt to rid 
Earth of all those untouched by this genetic 
tampering. Greys exist 
wholly in the material world , 
so if we follow the spiritual 
laws of reincarnation and 
karma, aiming 
for enlightenment and rising 
above the material--a state the Greys are unable to 

reach--we can free ourselves from their 
grasp http://www.disclose.tv/forum/grey-aliens-and-the-harvesting-of-souls-
t51956.html 
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THORsday 10 24 2013 - WRONG- APOLLO  is the GOLDEN SUN god 
and MARDUK  is the BLACK NAZI SUN . 
Marduk isREPTILIAN . APOLLO is 
OLYMPIAN. TIAMAT - EDEN was destroyed 
due to MARDUK , not APOLLO-  
 
ILLUMINATI  - 
worship RED 
DRAGONs, 
VENOMOUS SNAKEs, 
HERMAPHRODITIC 
GOATs, 
WEREWOLVES  and 
the RAPING 
HEAVENLY BULLs  

not the SUN of GOD 

 
ATONists - BLACK SUN - ILLUMINATI  - BLACK MAJICK  -
 NEPHILIM - GEN 6.6 - FALSE RELIGION- IGIGI  

 
2 BABALONS- 2 EARTH MATRIXes -
 ELECTRONIC MATRIX EARTH  

( QLIPPOTH-  TREE of DEATH 

666 ) vs NATURAL EARTH 
MATRIX  -( QABBALLAH  -
TREE of LIFE  999) 
2 CREATION stories -FERTILE  GOLDEN SUN 

WHEEL  vs NAZI BLACK SUN  -BENT UPSIDE 
DOWN CROSS- PEACE SIGN ( PRISON EARTH) 

PERVERSIONS of aMON RA- ( LEVAN ) = RA 
legions ( Marduk Ra ( LEVAN ( amon ra / werewolf - SIRIUS) / Ishtar Isis 

( LILITH/ snake - ORION ) ) are REPTILIAN  
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vs APOLLO (sun god - FREE ENERGY) - HEAVENLY EARTH  -
 TIAMAT was ORIGINAL EARTH (OLYMPIAN ) - ANGELIC 

HUMANS  

UNMASKING AN EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
PRESENCE (FULL DOCUMENTARY 2013) -
 PAUL HELLIER and SHIRLEY 
MACLAINE ?? I would AVOID these 
SATANISTS = GREYS EAT US - that is 
the SECRET -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILLHMzDe
Ipk 

INTERESTING -
 MICHAEL  the ARCHANGEL  is 

an ASHTAR COMMAND BI BAAL NIMROD CREATION  too.... I prefer 
the SUN GOD to a UFO 
JESUS from SHAMBALLA ... thank you 
very much ( ANGELS are suppose 
to BOW DOWN to HUMAN s) -Apollo 
SUN GOD versus Michael the Arcangel: 
~The Prelude to an 
Apocalypse. http://witnesswatch.wordpres
s.com/apollo-abyssangel-versus-michael-
the-arcangel-the-prelude-to-an-apocalypse-
a-fait-
accompli/ // http://www.crestinortodox.ro/biserica-lume/templul-amon-ra-
karnak-67556.html 
Conspiracy Documentary 2013 [Full length] About Illuminati, Apocalypse and 
WWIII https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fk9Pzl_nTPk 

(WRONG DISINFO here -MYSTERY BABYLON Documentary - (what 
they do not want you to know) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWkQy7w15QU ) 

  

APOLLO SUN and DIANA MOON  of ORIGINAL EDEN  - OLYMPIA-  
TIAMAT  

The Sun King - Louis XIV chose the sun as his 
emblem. The sun was associated with Apollo, 
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god of peace and arts, and was also the heavenly body which gave life to all 
things, regulating everything as it rose http://www.louis-
xiv.de/index.php?id=39 
- King Arthur,  Orpheus, Attis, Ullyses, Adonis, 
Narcissus, Hyperion, Perseus, Achilles and Paris, 
Ullysses, Adonis, the Collossus of Rhodes and 
it’s derivative Statue of Liberty 
(initials SOL means Sun), Buddha, Nemo, Oz, 
and even Peter Pan (meaning the pope of bread)! 
These Apollo-allegories extend into every form 
of our contemporary multimedia entertainments; 
television, video, cartoons, movies, music, 
etcetera-etcetera; where certain characters are symbolic of his future role. 

Artemis ( moon) is the Greek virgin goddess of the hunt, the Moon, chastity, 
animals - “ If we destroy heroes who do us a great favor, then we are no better 
than the Titans. If this is Olympian justice, I will have none of it. ” Artemis to 
the other Olympians, in The Titan's Curse, She and her twin brother 
Apollo are known as the "Twin Archers." Artemis' handmaidens are known as 
the Hunters of Artemis, a group of young women that have turned their back 
from the company of men and have pledged themselves to the goddess. Her 
Roman counterpart is Diana. http://camphalfblood.wikia.com/wiki/Artemis 

bernini apollo greek god daphne 
goddess http://onlyhdwallpapers.com/space/bernini-apollo-greek-god-daphne-
goddess-desktop-hd-wallpaper-360887/ /// Dionisus and Apollo = Illustration 
of Antique godshttp://www.123rf.com/photo_10487135_antique-gods-
dionisus-and-apollo-in-classical-
style.html /// http://kimgraaemunch.wordpress.com/tag/snake/ //// Apollo 
Belvedere, the anatomy of a 
godhttp://www.mlahanas.de/Greeks/Arts/ApolloBel.htm /// Lucas Cranach the 
Elder: Apollo and 
Diana http://www.artrenewal.org/pages/artwork.php?artworkid=23200&size=l
arge // / 

GOLDEN SUN = APOLLO ( GOOD SUN) -
 https://www.google.ca/search?q=apollo&source=lnms&tbm=isch&
sa=X&ei=c-1nUo-
HOempyAGp84DQBw&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=6
67 
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BLACK SUN BAD NEWS - The Cult of Amon 
Ra http://cultofamonra.wordpress.com/tag/amon-ra/ // 
AMON RA  is a RAM ( ARIES) not a LION ( 
LEO)  - The ancient Egyptian god of creativity and 
fertility, astronomically related to the constellation of 
Aries:http://www.darkemporium.com/gothic_store/A
mon-
Ra.html#aP656 /// http://www.winehouse.com.au/cate
gories.asp?cID=1489&c=24554 ///  
 
BLACK SUN  - : Brotherhood of the SNAKE - The 
ancient alchemy symbol of gold. Worshipped in many 

cultures, specifically Egypt where Amon-Ra was personified by the evening 
sun setting at the end of the creative process. Alchemists understood the 
process of creation, and utilized the symbol of the 
sun to focus on creating desired effects in their 
practice – both physically and philosophically. 
HATHOR  is a COW GODDESS - Templo de 
Hathor en Deir el Medina , Luxor : Sala derecha 
dedicada a Amon Ra Osiris 
.http://flickriver.com/photos/soloegipto/51537945
10/ /// /// FATHER  of the GODS?? 
the NEPHILIM- animal hybrid humans -
 GENETIC MANIPULATIONS - not human -
 SPIRITS of 
the GOETIA  http://www.tanogabo.it/mitologia/e
gizia/amon-ra_padre_dei.htm 
TREE of DEATH - -Amon-Min, Amon-Kamutef: -Assimilations with other 
Gods- -Zeus-Ammon (Amon): -Worship-
http://beforeitsnews.com/spirit/2012/10/g-o-d-z-mirroring-da-vinci-code-
matrix-amon-ra-matrix-god-of-pan-2446364.html /// Alchemy Symbol 
Meaning in Tattoos http://tattoosymbolism.blogspot.ca/2012/03/alchemy-
symbol-meaning-in-tattoos.html 
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Amon-Ra - http://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amon-
Ra /// G.O.D.Z. Mirroring - Da 
Vinci Code - Matrix Amon 
ra - Matrix God of 
Panhttp://www.reflectionmaat.
blogspot.com/ Opposites, yin 
yang, black and white  
MATERIAL GOD  - The eye 
of Horus is represented as a figure with six parts, 

corresponding to the six senses - touch, taste, hearing, thought, sight and smell. 
Opposites, yin yang, black and white, Bottom Up .. So 
heaven so earth . 
. http://www.winehouse.com.au/categories.asp?cID=1489&c
=24554 ///  
BLACK SUN - NAZI - NEPHILIM - ENEMY HYBRIDS 
( sirius orion ) - AMON RA -
 https://www.google.ca/search?q=amon+ra&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&e
i=U-
1nUsCPM8jgyQGqq4DgCg&sqi=2&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=
667 

 

 

Mercredi 10 23 2013= 1/5/6= 12 = 3 = UNholy TRINITY - TEA 
PARTY  has a RED DRAGON on the CREST ... 
another FRAUD hewillnotbemocked -
 http://7thfire.biz/hewillnotbemocked.htm 

GET your COCKUS out of our 
CUNTree!!!  

Tea Party Movement of Canada- DOUBLE CROSSED / 
FLIP the PYRAMID  

- He will not be mocked. He will not be mocked,” she yelled as U.S. Capitol 
Police took her away after she was forcibly removed from the chamber by 
staffers. “The greatest deception here is, this is not one nation under God. 
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It never was,” she continued. “The Constitution would not have been 
written by Freemasons. 
They go against God.” 
Then as she was reportedly 
ushered into an elevator, 
she said: “You cannot 
serve two masters. Praise 
be to God! Lord Jesus 
Christ reigns forever.” 

-
 http://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=kjpO9htZwMI // http
s://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbi
d=10150638669286069&set=gm.10150540423362452&type=1&theater ///  
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10151753448466069&set=p.10151753448466069&type=1&th
eater 

JESUIT OATH - military for the BLESSED MOTHER ...they will clean it up 
- The Ring of Power - The Empire [11 
29]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjpO9htZwMI 

 
I see HARPER here back stabbing all the good 
PEOPLE of GOD in his cabinet 
too. HITLER  won't last much longer 
in CANADA ... and with that... we unite under 
GOD from TORONTO ... READY to PARTY ... 

unless we get earthquaked... and 
then HEAVEN is NORTH of HWY 7. .. like 
I planned. VICTORIA SQUARE, 
MARKHAM ONTARIO  
- we are LUKE WARM 
CHRISTIANS  around here... waiting for 
a FIRE to ignite our HEARTS  

CATHOLIC BISHOPS URGE POPE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE 
RIGHTS OF CATHOLICS TO HAVE A VOICE IN THE DECISION  
MAKING OF THEIR CHURCH  
Bishops Robinson, Morris and Power recently joined with 100 church 
organisations backed by over four million Catholics around the world calling 
onPope Francis to give priests, religious, and laity a major role in church 
decision making in matters such as dealing with sexual abuse, on the eve of 
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his meeting with an eight member council of cardinals to discuss church 
governance. Representatives of reform groups throughout the world submitted 
a letter tracing the current crisis in the church, including sex abuse and fiscal 
corruption in the Vatican and outlining the destructive effects of 
clericalism and an all-male celibate governing body on the church has been 
submitted to Pope Francis and the eight Cardinals, including Cardinal Pell, that 
are meeting in Rome now.The three bishops are lending their support to this 
movement. Other supporters include Catholics for Renewal in Australia, US 
based groups: Call to Action, Voice of the Faithful, American Catholic 
Council, and the We Are Church movement worldwide. The latter has a 
membership of several million Catholics in nearly 50 countries.Pope Francis 
has inaugurated some reforms at the Vatican. He has criticised clericalism, 
saying that the episcopate is a ministry of service and not one of domination. 
He has also insisted that newlyappointed bishops be “close to the people, 
fathers and brothers and …not have the psychology of 'Princes.’” And in 
his recent interview that received worldwide circulation, he said, 

"The Church is the people of God, pastors and people put together. The 
church is the totality of God's 

people." 

But the Pope has yet to specify to 
what extent the laity will be 
included in sharing church 
authority.The letter, respectful 
and supportive of the direction 
Pope Francis appears to be 
moving, states that full 
participation of all baptised 

Catholics in the church’s decision making it fundamental to church reform and 
is firmly based on the Gospel, tradition, and the vision of 
the Second Vatican Council. The letter also calls for open 
dialogue among its members and urges Pope Francis to 
reinstate theologians who have been censored in previous 
pontificates and to cease its “unjust and unwarranted” 
investigation of the Leadership Conference of Women 
Religious. “Our fondest hope is that Pope Francis will 
accept a delegation of our leaders at the Vatican,” said 
Bishop Morris, on behalf of Bishops Robinson and 
Power. “He has been reaching out to atheists, gays and 
others. He wants dialogue. We want that 
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too.”https://www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska/posts/228386860663827
?notif_t=wall 

 

the CATHOLIC CHURCH  will shift 
to the POWER of the PEOPLE under 

GOD not FREEMASONS-
 REVIVAL  is coming.. the GOAT  and 
the BULL of TORONTO  have no gold 

BULLION ... they lost investments of good people too... so 
they OWE TIME and they will WORK  it off.. and fix 
the KARMIC mess THEY created. 

aMON RA  is getting CHIPPED (HILTON told me in 2007 that the TRUE 
CHURCH will be restored- CATHOLIC means UNIVERSAL ... all 
encompassing ) -Danusia Horochowska - http://66.49.206.24/5dterra/ 

- if they don't... we don't need them anyway... the CHURCH is suppose to 
be united under GOD / GODDESS / CHILDREN of LITE not LILITH / 
LEVAN / MOLOCH -  

 

MARDI 10 22 2013 - 1/4/6= 11 -HONOURING  the REAL HEROes on 
the BATTLEFIELD  of SPIRITUAL WARFARE  alienshit -
 http://7thfire.biz/alienshit.htm 

SUNday 10 20 2013 - 9 - AMON 
RA god is a LIZARD - 
MAMMON  - SIN card - 666 - 
all roads lead 
to ROME  or GIZA - 

Stenographer dragged 
screaming from the House floor 
for rant said the 'Holy Spirit' 

made her do it- The official chamber transcriber, identified 
by U.S. media as Dianne Reidy, climbed the House of Representatives dais 
and began shouting as lawmakers and staffers watched in shock during the 
crucial night-time vote to end the government shutdown and raise the debt 
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ceiling. He will not be mocked. He will not be mocked,” she yelled as U.S. 
Capitol Police took her away after she was forcibly removed from the chamber 
by staffers. “The greatest deception here is, this is not one nation under 
God. It never was,” she continued. “The Constitution would not have been 
written by Freemasons. They go against God.” Then as she was reportedly 
ushered into an elevator, she said: “You cannot serve two masters. Praise be 
to God! Lord Jesus Christ reigns forever.” Of the 39 men who signed the 
U.S. Constitution, 13 are believed to have been Freemasons, members of a 
fraternal organization that dates back to medieval 
times. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2464079/House-stenographer-starts-yelling-God-right-
debt-ceiling-crisis-averted.html#ixzz2iJmkFwNf // http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2013/10/17/house-
stenographer-explains-her-outburst-holy-spirit-prepared-me-to-deliver-a-message/ -
// http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/10/17/why-house-stenographer-dianne-reidy-snapped.html 

WILD WORDS 6 :10 min -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7v1y_k_MGjU&feature=share 

 

BLACK MOONday 10 21 2013- Trinity Marion -WHORE of 
BABYLON  murdered her 3 children for a place in 
HELL blackmoonmason -http://7thfire.biz/blackmoonmason.htm 

-
 https://www.facebook.com/trinity.marion.1 
/// https://www.facebook.com/global.paradig

m.shift 

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=697461436949563&id=
261130010582710 

  

 

The Antichrist Dajjal Will Be The Chief Demon Hybri d PT 1 -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9i_Cxq2z5qk 

THE ANTI CHRIST A REPTILIAN PT 1  
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SATURNday 10 19 2013 - = 1 1 9 /6 = 17 = 8 -
 BIG BROTHER WATCHERS 

NEPHILIM GEN 6.6 - BIG 
SISTER is WATCHING 

YOU NOW. heraheruwatchesu -
http://7thfire.biz/heraheruwatchesu.htm 

WHAT HAPPENED  to OUR 
HUMAN RACE? - ALIEN INVASION  from SIRIUS- 

ORION - MOLOCH + LILITH + LEVAN keep us in HELL  

- the ALIENS are the PROBLEM  - NOT the SOLUTION . Tribe of 
BENJAMIN  mated with SIRIUS fallen NEPHILIM and look at the mess we 

have now. 

Andromedans are INSECTILIANS - YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU 
ARE SLEEPING WITH .. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFBThFqgiuI 

DARK ENERGY COMING - ( SHIELD YOURSELF in a WHITE LITE 
BUBBLE of PROTECTION )  MERCURY RETROGRADE, A LUNAR 

ECLIPSE, & THE FULL MOON 
/// http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGNRvf92b-

Y ///// http://serenitystreetnews.com/blackbuffalos/CROWLEY/ 

ALIEN INSECT LIZARD ARMY 666  

 

 
 

FRIAday 10 18 2013 - 1/9/6 = 16 = 7 SUN - 

BAN all LIZARD LICKING LONDON 
LACKIES  and GO 2 ROW WAMPUM WAY 2 
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DAY  2rowwampumnow - http://7thfire.biz/2rowwampumnow.htm 

 
Elsipogtog: The Realities of Abuse - Posted by Lesley Belleau on Oct 18, 

2013 in Opinion 

Lesley Belleau is an Anishnaabekwe writer from the Ojibwe nation of 
Ketegaunseebee Garden River First Nation, located outside of Bawating/Sault 
Ste. Marie, Ontario.http://dividednomore.ca/2013/10/18/elsipogtog-the-
realities-of-abuse/ 

-It is not surprising to Indigenous Nations that the RCMP invaded the site of a 
peaceful protest, using snipers, rubber bullets, 
threat tactics amongst 
women and children and elders and warriors.It is 
not surprising that the mass media is painting our 
peaceful defense of Mother Earth as rebellion or 
radicalism. It is not even surprising that so many 
people do not know what is happening outside of 
the social network circuits. 

Abuse is the best word to describe colonial Canada. Abuse is the only word 
that might be recognized by people. 

- so many North Americans who have no idea what 
has been happening in Canada for the last 7 

centuries or so. 

This is what has been occurring for centuries in 
Canada. This is the top layer in which most 

Canadians stand on. Who has worked to uncover the 
history of what has happened in Canada? Who has 

worked and studied and accepted what has happened 
in colonial Canada? I know many people who know 

what has happened, but are at work trying to juggle worlds, trying to make 
peace between worlds, but this is not what we need. We need a memory of our 
ancestors who have understood our roles and windings to this soil who knows 
more than we do. I know many non-Indigenous friends who have no idea of 
this history of pure and complete abuse. I know also that I have friends who 

question this, believing the media and their interpretation of 
Native Resistance as an act, rather than a display of 

continuum and protection. That is alright, as long as I speak 
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my truth as I know it inside of my lived experience, and my knowledge and 
recognition that we are in an ongoing cycle of every sort of recognizable abuse, 
and that the abuser will never stop. The abuser wants our silence, and when 
they do not get our complete silence, than they believe that they must scare us 

into silence through what we saw yesterday in Elispogtog in scare tactics, 
terrorism, and threats of deadly violence. Our silence is their power. 

When we are silent and not standing up for our own, we are allies to colonial 
violence. 

It brings me to the fact that many of our own Anishinaabe and Indigenous 
people are feeding the violence, are handing the bread to the 
Windigo that wants our spirits. The very thing that encourages our 
distractions, wants us to feed on anything else than the goal of sustaining our 

continuance. Our abuser makes us want their 
goals, distracts us toward false ideologies and 
thoughts, makes us pressured to gamble our 
first rights in the face of capitalism and 
selfishness. Abuse makes us aware of what 
others are thinking, makes us care what the 
world thinks of us. Our abuser makes us forget 
our own goals in the long and sinuous stretch 

of their own. Our abuser takes our identity and entwines it slowly against its 
own, long and endlessly; so slowly and purposefully, that the succumbing is so 
gradual that we do not know that it is happening.   

In the case of Elsipogtog, abuse was manifested in 
a volatile and immediate way. The minute that the UN 
Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous 
people was done his observation,Canada stepped in 
to show their power against the peaceful 
protests and rightful protection of the ahki.  
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  -Power was displayed abusively and aggressively, 
attacking children, elders, women and warriors. They 
sent men with guns to try to aggressively dissuade and 
to dismantle Indigenous voices, providing the promise 
of no media and no UN involvement. It became a free-

for-all, a space to attempt to scare with snipers and false bullets the lives and 
intent and protectivity of Indigenous people. They believed that we may not 
have been resilient enough to withstand pressure. This expresses the lack of 
knowledge that they have toward our Nations in a general sense. They have no 
understanding that we are intricately 
woven together and have a memory within 
us of opposition. They do not recognize our 
position of peace. They do not understand 
it. They do not understand the mentality of 
continual abuse and how the victim of such 
abuse, has the ability to withstand the most 
dire of circumstances and still survive. 

Elispogtog. RCPM and Colonial Brutality will not stop us. Abuse is driven 
by the weak. Alive and screaming centuries later. We no longer shake when 
you confront us. We are here, remembering and 
enduring. Solidarity . Indigenous Nationhood, 
memory, and resilience. Our lands, our bodies, our ancient 
reaching. No matter which territory we stand on, the abuse is 
the same, and we recognize this. We are there with you. Our 
resistance is built on the pillars of violence, but we remain 
peaceful with the warriors on our skin, their songs as thick as the water that 
birthed us. Our names and songs are the future. Abusers don’t understand the 
way we rise after they left us for dead. That fear when we keep standing, that 
rising. Elispogtog. The cedar is bending and covering the nations, and 
the abuser’s hands are not as strong as 
memory. http://dividednomore.ca/2013/10/18/elsipogtog-the-realities-of-
abuse/ 

Miigwetch.- Follow Lesley on Twitter: @LesleyBelleau 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101534045166
55556.1073741838.537275555&type=3&uploaded=9 

// http://o.canada.com/news/first-nations-march-in-solidarity-with-elsipogtog-
shale-gas-protesters/ /// http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/rcmp-
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move-in-on-first-nation-protesting-shale-gas-
development/article14904344/ ///http://www.elsipogtog.com/ /// http://aptn.ca/p
ages/news/2013/10/17/elsipogtog-solidarity-is-spreading-across-canada/ //// 

RCMP LIZARD LONDON RACKET  

 

 

BIG BROTHER WATCHERS NEPHILIM GEN 6.6 -
 BIG SISTER is WATCHING 
YOU NOW. heraheruwatchesu -

 http://7thfire.biz/heraheruwatchesu.htm 

WHAT HAPPENED  to OUR HUMAN 
RACE? INVASION  from SIRIUS ORION - LILITH- LEVAN keep us in 

HELL  

ISLAMIC MAN ?? - JIMALE arrested for uttering 
threats and planting a SUSPICIOUS PACKAGE at 

parliament yesterday... BULLSHIT !!!  
RACIAL PROFILING.. . look at the TIME of 

announcements on BLACK MAJICK MEDIA ( 
announced at 1:11 pm on 10 17 
2013 - 15 = 6) ... (BERLIN likes 

my website) 

Andromedans are 
INSECTILIANS  - YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT 

YOU ARE SLEEPING 
WITH ..https://www.facebook.com/wytche.danni 

THE ANDROMEDAN'S (INSECTILIANS)  -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFBThFqgiuI 

SUCCUBUS VAMPIRES - they shape shift. - it is SOUL SUCKING 
PROSTITUTION http://sevensistersinn.org/halloween-seven-sisters-inn-ocala-florida 
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SYMBOLS PROVE INVISIBLE FRATERNITY OF FREEMASONRY I S 

SATANIC!  

 

 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153400738460556.1073741836.5372755

55&type=3 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153398794335556.1073741835.5372755
55&type=3 

FAKE TRUTH and MAKE MAMMON MOVEMENT  

   

 

THORsday 10 17 2013 -SYMBOLS PROVE INVISIBLE FRATERNITY 
OF FREEMASONRY IS SATANIC! oneeyeguy -
 http://7thfire.biz/oneeyeguy.htm 

FAKE TRUTH MOVEMENT EXPOSED  
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MASONS are MURDERING  your BAB
IES on MAMMON MAGGOT MEDIA 
666 - -
 http://7thfire.biz/maggotmason666.htm 

All seeing eye Symbols 
Reptilians http://www.whale.to/b/eye_s.h

tml 
"In the Kingdom of the Blind, the ONE EYED shall be King" - [Eye of Horus 
Satanic/Lucifer symbol for the ever watching, all seeing Reptilians. Done with 
and without hand, see All seeing eye (people), just with hand: Eye (all seeing & 
hand. Subconsciously this would act like any Big Brother symbol (Subliminal 
Influencing). We have all had many previous lives where these sort of symbols 
were in use overtly, along with the fact we all know Big Brother exists 
subconsciously (Revelation of the Method), so you can imagine the 
effects.)https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101533
98794335556.1073741835.537275555&type=3 /// 

  

 

  

"TWO ORGANIZATIONS, ONE VISIBLE, THE OTHER INVISIBL E".  

SECRET MASONRY WHICH IS NOT KNOWN 
TO, AND AIMS WHICH ARE NOT EVEN SO 
MUCH AS 
SUSPECTED 
BY, THESE 
GENTILE 
CATTLE, 
ATTRACTED 

BY US INTO THE SHOW ARMY OF 
MASONIC LODGES IN ORDER TO 
THROW DUST IN THE EYES OF THEIR FELLOWS." [Protocol #11 - The 
Totalitarian State, Paragraph 7; Emphasis was in the original] 
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- THIS is the heart and soul of the Invisible, Inner Fraternity. The absolute 
darkest part of this heart is Phallicism, worshipping the erect Male Sex 
Organ. The obelisk is the major symbol for this worship, which is why you see 
obelisks everywhere associated with Freemasonry! It is time to stop being 
deceived, don't you think?! Serpent Worship takes us directly into Hell 
itself, for Satan stands directly behind this form of worship.Your precious 
eternal soul is at stake here; you are participating in the most evil, deceptive 
organization in the world. Your very participation in the Visible 
Fraternity  gives all demons the legal right to afflict you, to cause you great 
distress and grief, even though you are totally ignorant of the Inner 
Fraternity.  

- Freemasonry utilizes many of the identical symbols as does hardcore 
Satanism. The chances of these many common symbols being used 

accidentally is so high as to be impossible. Too many times, Masons and 
Christians get into an endless exchange of emails trying to convince each other 

that they are right: "I have never seen anything like that is my Lodge"! We 
Christians realize that the reason these Masons have never seen anything like 

what we are divulging is that the Masonic Fraternity consists of two 
organizations, on Visible and one Invisible. We have written an extensive 

article on this subject,http://cuttingedge.org/free19.htm 

 

 VELON VAMPIRE VATICAN  

 

 

Dana Horochowski -QUEEN of HEARTS 
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MERcredi - 10 16 2013 - HOW STUPID  - a SUSPICIOUS 
PACKAGE at PARLIAMENT HILL  arrives at the same time as 

the THRONE SPEECH.. HAaRPER HITLER  strikes 
again hitlerharperww2 -http://7thfire.biz/hitlerharperww2.htm 

Dana Horochowski - I have this VIDEO MEMORIZED and so does STEVIE 
HARPER http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIDWPiG3eMw&list=PLZl1xK7kwArHOeJK8WgacN5
dKYmsDx0c_&index=1 

ILLUMINAZI 911  - study how HITLER started WW2- and get out of 
OTTAWA now. 

   
 

 

MARDi 10 15 2013 = 13 -

 MASONS are MURDERING  your BABIES on MA
MMON MAGGOT MEDIA 666  maggotmason666 -
http://7thfire.biz/maggotmason666.htm 

SATANISTs will be 
CHIPPED- by the TAX 

COLLECTORS- the 
CHILDREN of GOD  

Essene Gospels Of 
Peace http://www.essene.com/GospelOfPeace/ 

RENDER unto CAESAR - what is CAESARS- right 
in the FOREHEAD. 

MASONS 
PROMOTE  the VERICHIP by RAPING and EATING  your CHILDREN.  

VERICHIP 666  is for the ANTICHRIST JESUIT FREEMASON 
SATANIC 

ASSHOLES http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHO
WSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ 

Satanism is way beyond the scope of a lot 
of peoples thinking range when it comes to 
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the Royals and Politicians, are both heavily into devil worship and child 
sacrifice. Devil worship is of course synonymous with the higher echelons of 
freemasonry. Notably, the sacrifice of the first born child is common 
practice in 
Satanism. http://h0rusfalke.wordpress.com/2013/05/01/padokriminalitat-
madeline-mccann-und-48-fragen/ //http://www.nitetislodge.com/masonich-i-
p/ /// http://www.masonichip.ca/newsDetails.php?MasoniCh.I.P.-Ontario-
Recognized-by-the-National-Center-for-Missing-and-
Exploited-Children-11 

  

alexandria egypt coptic-
https://www.google.ca/search?q=alexandria+egypt+coptic&source=lnms
&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=oc5cUuj8DuPo2AXwmYHYBw&ved=0CAcQ_A
UoAQ&biw=1366&bih=624 

Freemasonry Satanism-
 https://www.google.ca/search?q=freemasonry+satanism&source=lnms&t
bm=isch&sa=X&ei=FsBcUqvBA-

mx2AWn5YGoCg&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=667 //https://www.google.ca/#q=fr
eemasonry+satanism 

MADELEINE MCCANN MYSTERY  

https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.24140093601
0214.1073741846.100004209281255&type=3 

http://mara-
gamiel.blogspot.ca/search/label/Madeleine%20McCan
n // http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=18
5306.0 // http://www.news.com.au/world/paedophile-

raymond-hewlett-in-deathbed-madeleine-mccann-
confession/story-e6frfkyi-1225913107702#ixzz0yK7IjDdN 

THOUSANDS OF ENGLISH KIDS DISAPPEAR EACH YEAR 
WITHOUT LEAVING A TRACE AND NO ONE SEEM TO BOTHER 
OR CARE ABOUT THEM  - Madeleine is not in Morocco….Why should she 
be here? British and Spanish detectives are wasting their time looking for here 
here in Morocco.They should 
focus their attention on Satanists 
who sacrifice blonde kids in their 
satanic rituals …..Haven’t they 
known that Jehovah Witnesses 
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were holding a meeting in Portugal where Madeleine was kidnapped? what 
makes this little innocent girl special?(her 
eye,maybe)http://crazymoor.wordpress.com/2007/11/25/could-this-be-
madeleine-in-morocco/ 
 

Madeleine McCann = 
218 http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq *TO 

THOSE ON HIS - LEFT * "THE GOATS"! (THE SHEEP ARE ON HIS 
RIGHT). "BE ON YOUR WAY FROM ME, YOU WHO HAVE BEEN 
CURSED INTO THE EVERLASTING FIRE (OF DESTRUCTION) 

PREPARED for THE DEVIL and HIS ANGELS"! (THIS MEANS THE 
SECOND DEATH). Mat 25:31-46 Rev 21:8 1Cor 6:9,10 "BETTER GET ON HIS RIGHT"! 

(AWAKEN, Refer to # 60 #60) // *ULTIMATE TRUTH * 
YAHWEH is GOD of GODS and LORD of 

LORDS! Deut 10:17 Mark 12:29 Rev 1:8 4:8 Psalm 84 :11 91:1-
16 (IHVH ALHIM #769) 1Cor 15:20-28^^^^^ // 419 - FOUR 

NINETEEN SACRED NUMBERS! // ALICE HAS - THE VORPAL 
SWORD "ALICE" = 64 - SEALED HEIR! // AWAKENING THE 

MIND* *Sacred MannA Ministeries IS! // BEYOND AZURE 

LIDDED THE MIND OF CHRIST! /// DECLARED 
RIGHTEOUS *HOPE YOU WILL BE! WE 

WILL ALL STAND 
BEFORE THE 

"JUDGEMENT SEAT" OF THE CHRIST!  John 

5:29 2Cor 5:10 Luke 8:17 Matt 10:26 Rev 20:11,12 /// FOOLS 
DONT - SURRENDER *THE LIVING CAN 

DIE>>>>>>>>>ARMAGEDDON! // GET - SET 
FREE - NOW *SEEK YAHWEH 9 FATHER-
MOTHER0 ALMIGHTY CREATOR GOD & 

HIS CHRIST! PSALM 91:1-16 JOHN 17:3,4 14:6 3:16**** /// 

GET RIGHT - GET GOD *SEEK "THE WAY" #72 and GAIN 
ETERNAL LIFE ON PARADISE EARTH! Matt 5:5 Psalm 37:9,10. Isa 25:8 Rev 

21:3,4 DANIEL 2:44 // I HAVE SUMMONED - YOU *To TEACH YOU in 
"THE WAY " (#72) YOU OUGHT TO GO. Psalm 91:1-16 // INVISIBLE POWER* * 

// LONGING FOR PARADISE *ULTIMATE TRUTH! // NOT A TWIS T 
OF FATE * // SIX SIX SIX - MARK OF *"THE BEAST "! WHAT IS IT????? 

REFER TO # 283 for THE ANSWER! // TAKE YOUR FINAL - STAND * /// THE 
MASTERED - ONE * THE MYSTI CAL CROW - WHITE 

BRILLIANCE, CORVUS COR ONE 111,  CARRI ON! REFER TO # 111 for 

INSIGHTTTT // THINK THIS IS - BOGUS *DOUBT NOT! // ULTIMATE 
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TRUTH* *PARADISE, GODS KINGDOM ! Daniel 2:44. rev 21:3,4 Psalm 37:9-11. 
Matt 5:5 Rev 11:15 1Cor 15:20-28. 

STEW WEBB may have poisoned TED GUNDERSON - Ted L Gunderson 
Ex FBI Whistleblower 

Poisoned? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fu77VlA41Sk 

"Satanism and The CIA", Ted Gunderson shows the link between satanic 
ritual abuse, drug trafficking and the international trafficking in children by the 
CIA. Ted Gunderson is former head of the FBI, Los Angeles, California. Also 

his assistant Linda Weegan shares her own 
personal experience with satanism. Every year the 
world leaders around the world meet up in 
southern California, and have luciferian rituals at 
"Bohemian Grove" dressed up in 
robes. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qG7i6seX-
7Y&feature=share 

Occult Roots of the Jehovah's Witnesses - Be Wise 
As Serpents (free online .PDF book), by political 
prisoner and Christian, Fritz 
Springmeier. http://www.jesus-is-
savior.com/False%20Religions/Illuminati/be_wise

_as_serpents.pdf // http://www.jesus-is-

savior.com/False%20Religions/Jehovah%20Witnesses/jw.htm // 

Occult Theocrasy by Edith Starr 
Miller. http://www.jesus-is-
savior.com/False%20Religions/Illuminati/occult-theocracy.pdf 

The Watchtower and the Masons by political 
prisoner and Christian, Fritz 
Springmeier. http://www.jesus-is-
savior.com/False%20Religions/Illuminati/watchtower-masons.pdf 

Freemasonry – Mankind’s Death 
Wish http://www.jesus-is-
savior.com/False%20Religions/Freemasonry/freemason-death.htm 

Mormonism EXPOSED! http://www.jesus-is-
savior.com/False%20Religions/Mormons/mormon.htm 
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Secret Societies and Satanic Movements -"Jesus answered him, I spake 
openly to the world; I ever taught in the synagogue, and in the temple, whither 
the Jews always resort; and in secret have I said nothing." -John 
18:20 http://www.jesus-is-
savior.com/False%20Religions/Freemasonry/secret_societies_and_satanism.htm 

SATAN SYSTEM 666 

  

 

EGYPT - GIZA are for NEPHILIM  - DELUSIONAL ISHTAR 
ISIS snake LILITH TREE , 

not HUMAN  - NEW AGE BABALON 
WHOREDOM -  cannibalistic - cold 

blooded 

FREEMASONRY is RELIGION 
aMON RA 666 

https://www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska/media
_set?set=a.226173707551809.1073741825.1000047754

44173&type=1 

"Freemasonry is not a religion -- it is 
religion." http://www.heinola.org/~patato/wes-
11a.html 

Jehovah's Witnesses EXPOSED! The Jehovah 
Witnesses are a Satanic organization, based upon 
the occult of Freemasonry. Charles Taze Russell 
was a 33rd Degree Freemason; as was Joseph 
Smith, founder of the Mormon 
cult http://www.jesus-is-
savior.com/False%20Religions/Jehovah%20Witne

sses/jw.htm 

-False Religions-"For false Christs and false 
prophets shall rise, and shall shew signs and 
wonders, to seduce, if it were possible, even the 
elect." —Mark 13:22 
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Religion is the WORST thing that has ever happened to this world; 
Countless Billions of souls have been doomed to Hellfire by false religion. 
Learn what the Bible has to say on the matter. I expose many false religions... 
not to be unkind... but because the truth has been hidden from the world's 
masses. Just remember, religion didn't die on the cross for you—Jesus Christ 
did!  
The founders of both "faiths," the Mormons and Jehovah's witnesses, were of 
the Illuminati bloodline . Charles Taze Russell, who founded 
the Watchtower Society(Jehovah Witnesses), was of the Illuminati Russell 
bloodline, which also founded the infamous Skull and Bones Society at Yale 
University. Charles Taze Russell was a Satanist, a pedophile according to 
his wife, and a friend of the Rothschilds. Indeed it was theRothschilds who 
funded the Jehovah's Witness operation into being, along with 
other Illuminati bankers , through 
"contributions" by organizations like 
the Rothschild-controlled B'nai 
B'rith. This was proved in a court of law 
in 1922. One of the key people involved in 
this was Frank Goldman who later 
became President of B'nai B'rith . Why 
would an organization set up (in theory) to 
help Jewish people and promote the Jewish 
faith, be funding into existence the 
Jehovah's Witnesses??? I think the name 
Rothschild answers the question. Russell 
was also a high degree 
Freemason and Knights Templar. He 
promoted Zionism, another Rothschild 
creation (see Hitler was a Rothschild), on behalf of his friends and 
backers. http://www.jesus-is-
savior.com/False%20Religions/false_religions.htm 

THE JEHOVAH'S WITNESS A DAUGHTER OF THE CATHOLIC 
CHURCH - This Satanic society used Catholic Church Sources in order to 
produce its New World Translation. Westcott and Hort were two Satanists, 
founders of the Hermes Club and members of famedRussian witch Madam 
Blavatsky's Theosophy cult. “To regain her corner on the market, Rome 
created an elite paramilitary Gestapo unit that would make Himmler’s SS 
appear like a Sunday school….sparking what historians call, the counter-
Reformation. The infamous Society of Jesus was founded byIgnatius De 
Loyola in 1534, more commonly known as the Jesuits….”They are the most 
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militant arm  of papal power to this day. Their goals were to reclaim those 
that had left Catholicism and to attack the reliability of the Textus Receptus. 
They would use ANY METHOD to regain control including confiscation, 
treachery, torture and assassination. Jesuits will stop at nothing to bring 
the whole world under subjection to the 
Vatican. The Jesuits ploy was to entice 
Protestants back to Rome. They knew 
they could not bring anyone back into the 
bondage of Catholicism as long as true 
believers clung to the pure text. So 
the Jesuits plotted to replace our 
Bible with pro-Catholic readings of 
Jerome’s Vulgate. This would cause the 
Protestant scholars to believe our text was unreliable, unreadable and not 
scholarly. Once programmed, the scholars would attack the pure text, all the 
while, believing they were doing God’s service." "The original writings of the 
Christian Greek Scriptures, commonly called the New Testament, were 
inspired. No translation of these Sacred writings into another language, is 
inspired...https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/241449786005329 

 
Among satanists and witches, the double 
triangle, the Seal of Solomon, also called 
the hexagram, is of great interest. This seal, 
known as the Magen David of the Jews, is 
actually composed of two triangles, 
superimposed on each other. One triangle 
pointed upward represents the flesh or 
material matter and the male generative 
act; the other, pointed downward, signifies 

female sexuality and the spiritual plane. 

The Star of David and the Beast's Number, 666 - The supremely evil nature 
of the double triangle, the hexagram, Solomon's Seal, the Magen David (Shield 

of David), is proven by the fact that the symbol 
contains the hidden number 666, the number of 
the beast (Revelation 13). Notice that there are six 
triangles incorporated on the outside of the 
hexagram; that it has six out points, and that six 
lines are used in constructing the symbol's two 
triangles. Thus, 6-6-6.. Also, the symbol 
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incorporates six triangles of three sides each. Six times three equals eighteen (6 
X 3 = 18 and 6 + 6 + 6 = 18). 

 - this symbol was never used by King David of Israel and so the name Star 
of David is a misnomer. The symbol was chosen in 1947 for the flag of the 
fledgling nation of Israelat the insistence of the Rothschilds. Its usage stems 
from the medieval period when corrupt rabbis into cabalistic magic began 
to use the six-pointed star in their 
rituals.http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/soci
opolitica/codex_magica/codex_magica18.htm 

https://twitter.com/MasoniChIP // (English) 
Hidden Camera Masonic Ritual Satan Worship 
Exposed- illuminati masonic lodge in Turkey, 
satan worship exposed by hidden camera 100 
%.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbRmRk
ZxYk0 / PEACE SIGNhttp://mysteryoftheiniquity.com/2011/06/04/peace-
sign/ // .Satanic NWO http://trevoc.webs.com/satanicnwo.htm // Exposing the 
New World Order Important Note: Freemasons also show themselves through 
Red tie or Blue tie - Secret Signs of 
freemasonryhttp://metaexistence.org/exposedmasons.htm /// // The MOST 
popular definition of Freemasonry states that it is 'a unique system of morality, 
veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbols'. Court Unmasks Secularism as 
State http://www.henrymakow.com/secular_dictatorship.html /// Freemasonry 
Worship of Serpent - Importance of Serpent in Freemasonry -
 http://onetruecatholicfaith.com / Wake Up America: Illuminati / Freemason / 
Satanic Symbolism 
Index http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/symbolism_index.htm
 / 

RITUAL RETARDS STRIKE AGAIN   
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His full name is Supriem David 
Rockefeller, a 34 year old man who 
says he is Marduk 
Ra and Lucifer redeemed, the Messiah 
the world has been waiting for and the 
Bible has been telling us about. Is this is 
the man secret societies have been 
waiting for and prepared for since 
ancient times? He says he is the one 

who rebelled against God, The Universal Father, and caused the Wars in 
Heaven. He is the one whocreated ‘sin’ and is the reason the world is in the 
shape it’s in. According to himself, after thousands of years in exile, he has 
now returned in the body of Supriem Rockefeller, but has redeemed himself. 

Instead of bringing the world to its knees and fulfill the 
End Time Prophecies, he has decided to save the 
world  he once had the purpose to destroy. Upon all this, 
he is also the Jewish Messiah. When he visits Israel, he is 
treated like a God... http://www.bbsradio.com/cgi-
bin/webbbs/webbbs_config.pl?md=read;id=5917 

http://spiritself.net/pdf/SupriemRockefellerMessiahOrAnti
ChristByWesPenre.pdf 

RED ICE is a FREEMASON not a FREEMAN Supriem David 
Rockefeller http://supriemrockefeller
.wordpress.com/category/15-updates/ 

ROCKEFELLER SHIT - RA legions 
of MAMMON AMEN RA - a 
SERPENT EYES - SHIT BAG 
ALERT http://www.heinola.org/~pat
ato/wes-11a.html 

Tonya Kane - MOTHER of VAMPIRE - BAD SEED HOLLYWOOD -
 https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums 
Chapter XI on The Myth Around Supriem David Rockefeller (E-Book by Wes 
Penre) http://supriemrockefeller.wordpress.com/category/11-chapter-xi/ 

LONDON LIES, WASHINGTON WARS, ROMA's BLOOD SACRIFICES 
and ZIONs NEW WORLD ORDERhttp://7thfire.biz/05072012.htm  
Supriem David Rockefeller Marduk-Ra "The Anti-christ" Supriem Rockefeller 
Says He is Lucifer & the Jewish 
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Messiah.http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message795368/pg10 
 
Supriem Rockefeller Messiah Or 
Antichrist? http://www.nairaland.com/30764
6/supriem-rockefeller-messiah-antichrist 
Is Supriem David Rockefeller the Anti-
christ? http://projectavalon.net/forum/showt
hread.php?t=17092 

  

Dana Horochowski -QUEEN of HEARTS 

 

OUR ENLIGHTENMENT will SURPASS the MATERIAL CARNAL 
REALMS and FREE us in SERENITY 555 jesusvshitler -
 http://7thfire.biz/jesusvshitler.htm 

DEEP UNDERGROUND MILITARY BASES IN AMERICA - All soldiers 
working in these bases are microchipped and under total Psychotronic Mind 
Control.Of the missing "Milk Carton People" that the FBI used to post on milk 
cartons, some were taken to these underground bases for genetic 
experimentation, microchipping, psychotronic mind control and cybernetic 
implantations for future use as brainwashed soldiers of the NWO. Every year in 
America hundreds of thousands of people go missing. The creation of a total 
Global Fascist Police State by the Illuminati will happen if we do not all wake 
up and see what is happening. http://nstarzone.com/CODERED.html 

  

Grey Aliens and the Harvesting of Souls : Aliens & 
UFOs - Jesus, who represented an uncorrupted 
genetic line, warned his disciples about the threat 
posed by these alien interlopers, while Hitler, a pure 

product of this alien 
intelligence, waged 
genocide in an attempt to rid Earth of all those 
untouched by this genetic tampering. Greys exist 
wholly in the material world , so if we follow the 
spiritual laws of reincarnation and karma, aiming 
for enlightenment and rising above the material--a 
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state the Greys are unable to reach--we can free ourselves from their 
grasp http://www.disclose.tv/forum/grey-aliens-and-the-harvesting-of-souls-
t51956.html 

  

FAKE TRUTH and MAKE MAMMON MOVEMENT  

 

SUNday 10 13 2013 - EXOPOLITICS NESARA DRACO 
REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTERs - HORUS HORROR 
DOWN UNDER and the GOVENMENTal FAKE 
MAGDALENE MAMMON 
MAGGOTS  dracogreyblackgoo -
 http://7thfire.biz/dracogreyblackgoo.ht
m 

LOSE the FUNNY MONEY ... they 
have been trying to LAND and fake INVADE  since 9-11 

2001- NESARA - is CLINTONs CLITORAL 
CREATION  

CROWLEY SATANISTS  - GREYS- all NEW AGE 
DEMONS- INSECTILIANS - LOUD MOUTH 

IDIOTS  on SCAMALOT   
 

DO as THOU WILT  is the WHOLE of their SATANIC LAW  

REPTILIANS / GREYS  are HUMAN HARVESTERS ..allow them to KEEP 
EATING US!? CHANGE our DNA? LOVE your MURDERERS?  

NO NO NO - this is WAR between GOOD vs EVIL 

EISENHOOR is NESARA - CANNIBALS - UFO GREYS = FEDERAL 
RESERVE to the RESCUE =  

BEAST BRIBE 666 = VERICHIP - SOUL SCALPING  

NESARA & THE DESTRUCTION OF THE 
CHILDREN OF LIGHT  -

 http://www.wanttoknow.info/nesara 
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NESARA and 2012 - TIME IS UP.... 12 21 2012... F*CK OFF ALREADY - 
NOTE the BACK SPLASH 

666$$$ http://www.2012.com.au/NESARA31.html 

http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/nesara/ /// http://nesara.insights2.org/ /// http://nesara.org/main/in
dex.htm // http://www.galacticfriends.com/updates/nesara-

canada.html // http://galacticroundtable.net/untitled-17/ /// http://goldenageofgaia.com/2011/10/nesara-the-
perfect-answer-waiting-for-the-right-question/nesara-

7/ /// http://www.garuda.co/nesara/ /// http://members.iimetro.com.au/~hubbca/nesara.htm ///http://www.im
db.com/title/tt0435773/ /// http://www.omegansareliars.com/nesara-

gunpoint.htm /// http://2012thebigpicture.wordpress.com/tag/nesara/ /// http://www.angelfire.com/space2/li
ght11/fc/nesara1.html ///http://joy2theworld2012.wordpress.com/nesara/ /// http://conspiracies.skepticproje
ct.com/articles/nesara/ /// http://www.wanttoknow.info/nesara /// http://gal
acticroundtable.net/messages/ ///http://nesara.insights2.org/ETs.html ///htt
p://www.2012.com.au/NESARA31.html /// http://www.nesarasucks.com/ 
/// http://www.luisprada.com/protected/what_is_abundanthope.htm // http
s://www.google.ca/search?q=nesara&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei
=Ao1ZUsbYELOqyQGpv4CQAg&ved=0CAcQ_AUoATgU&biw=1366

&bih=624&dpr=1 

EISENHOOR is not MARY 
MAGDALENE ... she is 
a LYING SUCCUBUS 

TRAITOR  to HUMANITY .... 
NAZI BLACK SUN 

SHAPESHIFTER for KROL
L  the TALL GREY  

http://exopolitics.org/pope-resignation-fatima-secret-destruction-of-catholic-
church-prophesied/ 

- KERRY CASSIDY PROJECT CAMALOT  ( SCAMALOT HOLLY WHORE 

WOOD ) = SOULESS LIAR - they have 
done NOTHING  but DELAY  and LIE  

- all about the QLIPPOTH  - tree of DEATH  - SHAMBALLA = MIDDLE 
EARTH HELL  

- no CREATOR ... 
no HUMILITY just BLACK 

MAJICK  with 
the GOETIA  and no need 

to REPENT and CHANGE ...j
ust open your 3rd EYE and let 
them SOUL SCALP YOU all 
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CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS involves CHANGE of HEART, 
REPENTENCE and SACRIFICE  to create a better WORLD.  

The ROLE MODELS  are not coming from HOLLYWOOD SOUL 
SCALPED MAMMON WHORES , nor from GREECE - the LAND of 

NERO-PEACE SIGN = UPSIDE DOWN CROSS  

  

  

 
QUOTING  Carol Harrisonn - Thank You!!! I AM IN EVER LOVING 

GRATITUDE!!!! https://www.facebook.com/groups/UFOConnection.Paranormal/433527693418261
/?notif_t=group_activity 

- I have connections with et I am spirit lead MULTI UNIVERSAL BEING 
THANK YOU I LOVE AND SUPPORT THIS 

GROUP!!! https://www.facebook.com/harrisonlcarol 
QUOTING  - Dana Horochowski - EXOPOLITICS 
NESARA DRACO REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTERs- 

HORUS HORROR DOWN UNDER and the 
GOVENMENTal FAKE MAGDALENE 

MAMMONMAGGOTS -
 http://7thfire.biz/dracogreyblackgoo.htm - YOU are 

ACCOUNTABLE then https://www.facebook.com/dana.
horochowski 

THE ALIEN ECONOMIC BLUEPRINT  - he is connected to 
the ANDROMEDANS  now... INSECTILIANS ... he was ABDUCTED  -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGHM99U16Yw&feature=share 

13signsastrology - IN THIS EPISODE RA TALKS ABOUT A NEW CURRENCY THAT WAS 
CREATED BY ET INTELLIGENCE. ALSO, HE SHARES INFORMATION ON THE END OF A ET 
GROUP CALLED THE ANAKITE GENE AND ECONOMY. CHECK OUR UNIQUE MONEY RITUALS 
BY 

VISITING http://www.13signsastrology.com/rituals ///http:
//www.youtube.com/user/13signsastrology?feature=wat
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ch /// http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGHM99U16Yw&feature=share 

NESARA is the BEAST BRIBE. YESHUA is the NARROW ROAD - Why 
isn't LOVE a CURRENCY ? EVERYBODY has access to it. It can't be 
stolen, destroyed or hoarded. EVERYBODY NEEDS IT. It can be given 
FREELY without FEAR of incurring a DEBT. It brings EVERYBODY 
HAPPINESS. It doesn't need to be kept in a vault to be secure. It is in HIGH 
DEMAND CONSTANTLY. It is universal in it's acceptance. LOVE HOLDS 
IT'S VALUE NO MATTER THE CIRCUMSTANCES. Could it be that it's 
time to rethink about the value and idea of MONEY? (CJONESVIDBIZ) 

I opened my third eye and I regret it, page 
2 http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread679265/pg2 /// 

The Dangers of Third Eye Meditations (Trance) 

  
 

IDLE NO MORE  - NARROW ROAD- RED ROAD RITE ROAD  - it 
takes CHANGE from within.. . not from 
a UFO funded 
by NASA http://the8thfire.org/8thfire/ 

AWAKEN the BEAR -

 NOT  the ALIENS, SEX SNAKEs, 
BLACK WIDOW SPIDERs, 

PARASITIC GREYs, WEREWOLVEs, 
VAMPIREs and LIZARD 

LONDON RED DRAGONs 

NESARA BEASTS are all MIDDLE 
EARTH SCUM, who control our ELECTRICAL GRID ... they PLAN to 
PLAY  PROJECT BLUE BEAM  in your SKIES and TAKE you 
as MEAT http://serenitystreetnews.com/Warning.pdf 

The time for hibernation is over My Beloved. The Bear will awaken again 
with you, and with it the Medicine of Our People. They will come from all 
parts of the Medicine Wheel, seeking what has been kept from them. We have 
sung the Ancient Songs in the Dream Time calling out to their Souls, and they 
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will hear them and awaken, answering the calling of their hearts, and they will 
remember who they really are." - M. 
Bernardhttp://www.the8thfire.com/ 

The Seven Tablets of the History of 
Creation. - The creation legends of the 
Babylonians tell the story of Tiamat's 
being wed to Apsu (seems to mean “far 
waters”) and giving birth to the original 
deities. However, these children were loud 
and annoying which bothered Tiamat 
greatly. Apsu, her husband, tried to 
convince her to kill them with his help to create the heavens and earth. She 
didn't agree to do that until Apsu's death. The younger deities learned of their 
parents plan, and a great battle ensued. Apsu was murdered by his son, Ea, but 
he couldn't defeat Tiamat. So he got help from his son Marduk who battled 
Tiamat. In the battle, Tiamat opened her mouth to swallow him as he 
approached her but he threw a storm into her mouth. Marduk then killed her by 
shooting an arrow into her belly. Marduk then cut up Tiamat's body into pieces 
to create the heavens and earth. Marduk then became the “King of the Gods” in 
Babylonian legends. For the Babylonian sailors, the seas divided the sky and 
the earth at the horizon. Splitting the primordial sea to create the heavens and 
the earth makes sense. For the creative power of Tiamat, use Amazonite 
symbolizes new beginnings bringing you the power to find new paths in your 
life. (Tiamat helps in mental and physical 
difficulties). http://www.crystalvaults.com/pages/goddess_tiamat.php 

FAKE TRUTH MOVEMENT EXPOSED    

 

SATURNday 10 12 2013 = 10 - ATEN ATON ASHTAR CUMmand = 
SATAN and the MAMMON MAGGOT 
HOLLYWOOD WHORE INDUSTRY 
BURNSvampbbq1010 - http://7thfire.biz/vampbbq1010.htm 

RAPTURE with BENNY HINN? BAD IDEA  

FREEMASONRY  
= SNAKES 
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DRAGONS LIZARDS  and GREYS http://worldtruth.tv/mystery-babylon-
exposed-2/ 

 VELON VAMPIRE  PROGRAMMING  -
 HOLLYWOOD  is DAMNED . TOO far down the QLIPPOTH . -
 http://7thfire.biz/viruscyrus.htm 

MILEY VIRUS  for OBAMA nation 666 

UNREPENTANT WHORES-
 TRANSHUMANISM  - ZOMBIE HOLOCAUST  

The Road to Armageddon: A 
Spiritual Documentary 
examines the universal 

concept of the Apocalypse on 
an intensely personal and 

spiritual level, not as the end 
of the world but as the end of you: your body, your 

mind and, if you're not careful, your soul. 
The film puts the viewer on the front lines of 

the eternal battle between good and evil, combining 
academic interviews with firsthand accounts of divine 

revelation to bring fresh urgency to the teachings of the 
world's major religions. 

Buddhist, Jew, Muslim, Hindi or Christian , the message is the same: spread 
love, reject hate, walk in the light, avoid the dark, listen to the angels, 

ignore the demons. The simplest choices you'll ever make lead to the hardest 
path you'll ever walk... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTq0xjJaWkw 

 
 

https://www.google.ca/search?q=Miley+Cyrus+10+05+2013&tbm=isch&source=lnms&sa=X&ei=O5VRU
rXRD4iDqQGXkYCIAQ&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1366&bih=667&dpr=1 
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https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.238676526282655.1073741845.100004209281

255 /// https://www.google.ca/#q=transhumanism 

FAKE TRUTH and MAKE MAMMON MOVEMENT  

  

 

10 10 2013 - 8 INFINITY- DUMP the FUNNY 
MONEY  and BE the CURRENCY of the PLANet. lizardlickers -

 http://7thfire.biz/lizardli
ckers.htm 

IF  you FUND these CR
IMINALS  - then 

you LOSE your SOUL 
 

- Dr. Janet Yellen will 
be the first female 

Chairman 
(Chairwoman?) of 

the United States Federal Reserve, and will 
instantly become one of the most powerful 
people in the world, and arguably the most 

powerful woman in world 
history. ?? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r4q90E52pkw&feature=share 

-You must understand that America has been taken over by a Super Jew 
Klan Race and this telepathic, mind controlling evil race controls 
everything__even your future. And, as they systematically exterminate and 
kick out human Gentiles from the work force and replace them with "worker 
bees" guess what__thehomeless and poor population 
skyrockets until the FEMA camps are used to 
exterminate 
them. http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/nationnow/2011/09/record-462-

million-americans-in-poverty-census-bureau-
says.html 

- these BANKSTER DEVILS  are 
still PULLING  the STRINGS. 
Nothing can be done without the 
coming 
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of ISON. http://www.truthcontrol.com/pictures/illuminati-structure-hierarchy 
-4MIN News October 9, 2013: ISON, Solar Pole Flip, Sun Explosions STILL 
GOING 
ON http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsWsAM3A7MU&feature=share 

FEMA - "THERE WILL BE AN ATTACK ON 
USA" http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sTA42sc3W8 

 
FEMA or FREEDOM 

  
 

MARDUK RA  is not GOD... he is the SON of LUCIFER .. a REPTILIAN 
DOG and his CONSORT is LILITH ( ASHTAR 
COMMAND)  

( we are in SHEOL) HELL - DON'T BE FOOLED  by 
the CARNIVOROUS WOLVES ( 
SIRIUS) and VENOMOUS SNAKES ( 
ORION)http://conspiracionesilluminatis.blogspot.ca/201
0/01/los-anunakisnibiru-y-sumerios.html 

NO NO NO WAY in HELL!  - Theophilos 
Christophorou & Helen Demetriou Official 

Representatives of Marduk and Inanna on 
Earth  ???? http://www.anunnakicouncil.com/ 

BULL SHIT  - MARDUK  is a DRAGON and ISHTAR ISIS is LILITH not 
INANNA. ESOPHORIA is a LIAR LIAR LIAR for CROWLEY  -
 http://www.anunnakicouncil.com/the-path-of-the-dragon-1146/ 
https://www.facebook.com/Esophoria.org 
 
- 3 min - I have issues with her REPTILIAN MARDUK SLAYING 
TIA MAAT  ( EDEN of the FAIRIES) which was the HOME WATER 
PLANET  of 

the OLYMPIANS. http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_emb
edded&v=7yxoad6N1_8 

GAIA is 
TIAMAT  and URANUS was her 
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TWIN.  This was MURDER  and PATRIARCHY  not a GODLY FEAT at 
all // http://esophoria.org/the-answer-of-the-anunnaki/ 

Lillith, Ninlil, the wife of the Sumerian uppergod Enlil , the god of the ghosts, 
the god of animal soul; Satan. http://matter-of-spirit.com/LILLITH.htm 

In Talmudic lore, as also in the cabala ("The Zohar"), 
most demons are mortal, but Lillith  and two other 
notorious female spirits of evil (Naamah and Agrat bat 
Mahlat ) will "continue to exist and plague man until the 
Messianic day, when God will finally extirpate 
uncleanness and evil from the face of the earth." 
Zoharhttps://www.facebook.com/speak.sod?fref=ts // https://www.faceboo
k.com/pages/Naamah-Genesis/142173412480428?rf=645925198766023 

Lilith  - The Edenic sent to scout on earth a team of terra formation commanded 
by Yahweh. He had as assistant Lilith , the sister of the boss (the celestial 
emperor himself) http://earthistheaim.wordpress.com/ 

  

By what vile scandal are we fed a non-stop diet 
with male gods? Allah, Elijah, Yahweh, God, 
Mohammed, Zeus, Adonai, Moses, Jesus, 
Buddha, Shiva, Brahma, the hell of a gender 
parity. The jackpot goes to the Christian Trinity 
simply homoparental.http://eden-

saga.com/en/initiation-great-goddess-isis-gaia-mother-earth-dana-
viviane-old-age-full-of-grace.html 

  

To the Sumerians lilitu were female demons who caused dysfunctions in 
sexuality and pregnancy. Their male equivalent were called lilu. The lilu and 
lilitu were faceless succubi who could prey on men in their dreams and 
render them helpless to their sexual advances. This caste of demons were 
known to the Hebrews as lilum, considered as an enemy of newborn infants and 
believed to perpetuate madness and despair, especially regarding unhappy 
wives and barren marriages. Lilith ruled as queen in Zmargad and Sheba and 
was the demoness who killed the sons of Iyov 
(Job). http://bahumuth.chaosnet.org/apocrypha7.html 
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These are a few of the names which have been 
associated with the Goddess - Artemis, Annis, 
Anwyn, Brigid, Bridgid, Brigit, Briggett, 
Bride, Bridley, Bronwyn, Branwen, 
Cerridwen, Ceridwen, Ceres, Dana, Danu, 
Daphne, Diane, Dion, Iona, Ione, Isis, Kerry, 
Kerrie, Leto, Maerie, May, Mai, May, Mary, 
Marion, Miriam, Melusine, Nana, Nona, 
Pana and Panu. 

Dana, Danu: The major 
Irish Mother Goddess, who gave her name to the Tuatha 
De Danann ('Peoples of the Goddess Dana'), the last but 
one occupiers of Ireland in the mytholigical cycle. 
http://www.2000ad.org/oscar/goddess.htm 
 

Gilgamesh Kills the Snake and Cuts Down the Tree of 
Knowledge http://bahumuth.chaosnet.org/apocrypha7.html 

"Behold the earth, which is in darkness and gloom! I will change the sister into 
a moon, and her brother into a sun. Diana was the first created before all 
creation; in her were all things; out of herself, the first darkness, she divided 
herself; into darkness and light she was divided. Lucifer, her 
brother and son, herself and her other half, was the light. In Jewish 
religion there is only one God and He is Male. There is indeed a goddess 
named Anu in Celtic mythology whose name however can only be reminiscent 
to Anu the Fathergod. Diana, Danu, (sometimes explained 
as De-Anu, belonging to Anu, the Spirit, the bringer of 
Light.) whom she then would have belonged to. But his 
spouse was called Antu; wife of An. Anu was also married 
to Ki, the Earth. Anu and Ki were born as twins of Nammu 
the goddess of the Primordial sea, but it does not sound as 
if these were the names from which the name Danu was 
derived. Even the name Tiamat (Tehom) is unconvincing. It 
is more likely that Danu is a misinterpretation of dAnu, 
which is the Sumerian way of writing down the name of 
Anu, the fathergod. The Sumerian word for 'god' is dingir, 
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Akkadian ilu. The sign to represent this, is the same as AN heaven, or spirit, 
and also used as a determinative (classifier) attached to the name of the deity to 
indicate his/her divine nature. In transcription the sign is represented with a d 
from dingir in superscript. It is not pronounced however. Enlil's name was 
written as dEnlil, Anu's name was written as dAnu, and Ea's name as dEa. (Dea 
in Latin means goddess.) Misinterpreting dAnu as Danu or Diana, the 
goddess and personifying her with Nammu the mother goddess of the 
Sumerians, as well as with Ki; Mother Earth, they would have come to the 
idea that Lucifer, the light bringer was her brother as well as her son. Due to 
yet another misinterpretation, namely that Lucifer was an other name for Satan, 
who was kicked out of Paradise for his pride, they identified Satan with Anu 
and that is where it really started to blur. http://matter-of-

spirit.com/LILLITH.htm 

Revelation 5:5 states: “See, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, He 
has triumphed!” // John 1:29 states: “Behold, the Lamb of 
God, who takes away the sin of the world!” 

Greek Gaia listed as Tiamat the original Dragon continuing down to the 
Irish Tuatha De Danann. http://www.adamabsinthe.com/witches-mark.html 

TUATHA DE DANANN  - The Sumerian mythology concept of Tiamat is 
similar to the phrase The Deeps in Genesis 1. The title "The mother of life" was 
later given to the Akkadian Goddess Kubau, and hence to Hurrian Hepa, 
emerging as Hebrew Eve (Heva) and Phygian Kubala (Cybele). In Norse 
mythology the earth is personified as Jörð, Hlöðyn, and Fjörgyn and Fjörgynn. 
The Irish Celts worshipped Danu, whilst the 

Welsh Celts worshipped Dôn. Hints of 
their names occur throughout Europe, such as 
the Don river, the Danube River, the Dnestr 
and Dnepr, suggest that they stemmed from an 

ancient Proto-Indo-European 

goddess.http://celticmythmoon.com/deities.html#Tuatha 
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Lug the Tuatha is called Son of the Sun. Apollo the Greek bears the same 
title - in fact, he has so much in common with Lug that many mythologists 
equate them - although they belong to two separate traditions, Lug and Apollo 
seem to be only one. http://eden-saga.com/en/sol-invictus-enlightenment-
thunder-intiwatana-apollo-tuatha-lug.html 

  

- the Elves, called Tuatha De Danaan, are the giants who once ruled over 
Ireland. Half historical and half legendary, the Tuatha erected the large stones. 
They had genius' power, gods' wisdom and giants' strength, these worthy 
descendants of the Elohim, ie gods. They represent our divine sonship; on the 
other hand, no one can say wether they belong to another species than 
ours. http://eden-saga.com/en/celtic-mythology-ulster-giants-megalithic-great-
goddess-sidh-tuatha-de-danaan.html 

- another snake -DNA or comet. He is in us like DNA, and he is 
also in the sky like a comet, but he is neither one nor the other. 
He has a close relationship with enlightenment, so much that he 
is the cause, or the event. In the sky, is the quicksilver serpent of 
lightning the cause of the manifestation of the storm? The serpent 
of the sky is pure energy.Millions of awake people, women, children, men, 
cats, dogs, horses, rabbits, swallows. Their crowd is the new prophet. United on 
Earth, they are the leaven that raises the dough. When the global snake will 
spread in the biosphere, it will be the end of the circular time. The real 
beginning. http://eden-saga.com/en/sumer-hebraic-mythologies-reptilians-gods-isis-tiamata-jesus-
parks-annuna-nag-hammadi-the-serpen.html 

VELON VAMPIRE VATICAN  

  NEW PARADIGM TIME SUNSHINE  = Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs - http://7thfire.biz/newparadimetimesunshine.htm 

CHOICE  = UPSTREAM or DOWNSTREAM  

Made in cANADa! = CHILDREN of the SOLUNA LITE 69 -
 newparadimetime - http://8thfire.biz/newparadimetime.htm 
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555 WIN OLYMPIA ESTHER BUNNY SOLUNA 69  - yeshuareturns -
 http://7thfire.biz/yeshuareturns.htm 

DNA ( LUNA)  holds the LITE  of 
the SOuL . 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2383501696486
24&set=a.238326326317675.1073741843.10000420928125

5 

ISON - ELECTRON (-) charged- will 
divide the WHEAT  from the TARES. 
The GRID SYSTEM ( electricity ) will be 
repelled by ISON and so will negative 

entities. 

The POSITIVE WHEAT FLEET  will RISE 
UP to WIN the DAY STAR 555 - HOLY 
WOOD here we CUM 69 - HUMAN 
SEED http://jrgenius.ca/ 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-
INTERnationAL-
Schools/261130010582710?fref=ts# 

  

 

  

DUMP the STOCKs - this 
house of TOILET PAPER  can't 

even ACT// CRIMINAL 
CRUSTY CREEPS running 

scared 
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NEW PLANet EARTH sCOOL -medUSA government BANKRUPT -. Military 
Paycheques will be delayed. MEDICARE 
CONTINUES ( VERICHIP )... FEDERAL COURTS open 10 business 
days/mth / /NASA 97% layed off// FOREIGN 

ARMY  already on USA soil 
// STAY HOME  and HOME 
sCOOL your KIDS  

  

- NEW PARADIGM TIME 144, 000 -
 http://8thfire.biz/newparadimetime.htm 

  

BOUNTY HUNTERS WANTED  http://cyberclass.net/estherbunny.htm 

PUSSY BUNNY BEAR 2013 

   

 

SUNday 10 06 2013 - 13 - 4 - OUR ENLIGHTENMENT will SURPASS the 
MATERIAL CARNAL REALMS and FREE us in SERENITY 
555 jesusvshitler - http://7thfire.biz/jesusvshitler.htm 

DEEP UNDERGROUND MILITARY BASES IN AMERICA - All soldiers 
working in these bases are microchipped and under total Psychotronic Mind 
Control.Of the missing "Milk Carton People" that the FBI used to post on milk 

cartons, some were taken to these underground 
bases for genetic experimentation, microchipping, 
psychotronic mind control and cybernetic 
implantations for future use as brainwashed 
soldiers of the NWO. Every year in America 
hundreds of thousands of people go missing. The 
creation of a total Global Fascist Police State by the 
Illuminati will happen if we do not all wake up and 

see what is 
happening. http://nstarzone.com/CODERED.html 
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Grey Aliens and the Harvesting of Souls : Aliens & UFOs - Jesus, who 
represented an uncorrupted genetic line, warned his disciples about the threat 
posed by these alien interlopers, while Hitler, a pure product of this alien 
intelligence, waged genocide in an attempt to rid Earth of all those 
untouched by this genetic tampering. Greys exist wholly in the material 
world , so if we follow the spiritual laws of reincarnation and karma, aiming 
for enlightenment and rising above the material--a state the Greys are unable 
to reach--we can free ourselves from their 
grasphttp://www.disclose.tv/forum/grey-aliens-and-the-harvesting-of-souls-
t51956.html 

  

6 - THE REAL 666 is COMING to CLEAN up  the E-CON-O-MEE -
 ISON - CREATORs SUN - isoneyesun - http://7thfire.biz/isoneyesun.htm 

  

- From the time Comet ISON first becomes visible to the naked eye it traverses 
the constellations of Leo, then in November it makes its way into Virgo and 
into Libra then Scorpius in December. Late December it moves into Serpens, 
then Hercules and finally Draco before it is no longer visible with an unaided 
eye. Putting this together in terms of how the Hebrew Massorah depicts these 
aspects of the constellations, it reads like a book. - The seed of the woman, 
the Lion of the Tribe of Judah who shall punish the enemy, will redeem His 
atoning work through conflict with the enemy who assaults mans heel. His 
mightiness will reign victorious as He bruises His heel casting down the 
dragon and trodding him under His foot and then rededicating the temple 
of God. 

- The Zohar elaborates on the connection 
between heavenly phenomena and the 
arrival of the messianic era: 

Then the 7th window will open in the entire 
world , and its star is Kochav Yaakov, and 
this is the one about which Bilaam said “a 
star shoots forth from Yaakov,” and this star 
will be luminous for 40 days and 40 
nights. When Melech Hamoshiach will be 
revealed, and all the people’s of the 
world  will be gathered to him, then the 
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verse will be fulfilled which states [Yeshaya 11:10]: “the root of Yishai, which 
stands as a banner for peoples, to him shall the nations inquire, and his peace 
shall be [with] honor.” – Zohar Terumah 172b 

  

 Dana Horochowski -QUEEN of HEARTS 

   

666 vs 555 

 
 

10 03 2013 BERIN SZOKA - EYE WITNESS to the SHOOTING of 
MIRIAM CAREy at the HeART scummycuntree -
http://7thfire.biz/scummycuntree.htm 

 
LIARs LIARS LIARS all SCUM BAG LIZARDs in the 
WHITE WHORE HOUSE  

MIRIAM CAREY  34yrs with a 1 yr old child // STAMFORD 
CONNECTICUT // LICENSED HYGIENIST- a bit of a NUTTY 
OAK  //UNARMED WOMAN SHOT  to DEATH  at the HeART 
BUILDING with a BABY in the CAR // 

ACTORS - 2 witnesses 
MOTHER and CHILD ( 
MARY and CHILD 
theme) 

Female driver in black 
Lexus tries to ram White 
House, police chase her 
towards Capitol 
buildingwhere shots were 
fired- more BULLshit 
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here http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/world/shots-fired-in-us-capitol-
locked-down/story-fni0xs61-1226732647925 

-
https://www.google.ca/search?q=black+lexus+white+house&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=YBdOUu
GNG4T1qwHKpYCABA&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1241&
bih=567&dpr=1 

JOKE ( 
FAKE) https://www.facebook.com/miriam.care
y.stamford 

RITUAL RETARDS STRIKE AGAIN  

   

 

NEW PLANet EARTH sCOOL -medUSA government BANKRUPT -. Military 
Paycheques will be delayed. MEDICARE 
CONTINUES ( VERICHIP )... FEDERAL COURTS open 10 business 
days/mth / /NASA 97% layed off// FOREIGN ARMY  already on USA soil 
// STAY HOME  and HOME sCOOL your KIDS  

- NEW PARADIGM TIME 144, 000 -
 http://8thfire.biz/newparadimetime.htm 

LINK to NATO VIDEO cause NATO COUNTRIES are telling  me there is 
no SOUND on 

theirs http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/October%202013/ 

 
Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  

  
 

Bible Prophecy Hidden in Russian Olympic 
Logos http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY5yZoAKTOw 

PLAYLIST LINK  thirdeaglebooks - to all 
uploads http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY5yZoAKTOw&feature=c4-

overview&list=UUau23h1uU0VjL7uGR3We2Dg 
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aej 777 Alert - Blood Red Moon on TAX DAY! EXCELLENT 
PROPHECY PLAYLIST  -

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVdyIWYo7F4&feature=c4-
overview&list=UUVg8_jb4TJjtzxFyNYTCHDA 

  

 

MERCREDI 10 02 2013- 9 - WHICH WITCH  is a GOOD 
WITCH  and WHICH WITCH  is a BAD WITCH ? whichwoolwitch -
 http://7thfire.biz/whichwoolwitch.htm 

CHRIST  was not religious... they made him into a BIG BUSINESS 

SIRIUSLY ! Religions are for the ORION SNAKE QUEENS and CANIS 
KINGS  of LILITH/ LEVAN/ MOLOCH.  

  

 

  

NO PUSSY POWER at all= no AURA 
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SIRIUS ORION FLYING BAT SHIT CRAZY IGIGI 
WEREWOLVES  from the DARK SIDE  of PENIS 

VENUS 

.. all RABID DOG STAR SUCCUBUS SLUT 
STUFF from the CANIS ISIS 

KINGDOM  of VAMPIRES- BLACK 
SUNS and MOONs. 

Ravenous WOLVES stay 
OUTSIDE EDEN - BYE BYE 

SUCCUBI -BAD WITCH 
BLACK SUN OBSIDIAN LIGHT  

- GREYS / IGIGI are not from VENUS....they are 
from ORION  - OSIRIS- ORION/ / ISIS - SIRIUS / 

and egyption HORUS 

COWBOYS- FLYING BUFFALOS  - SIRIUSLY- 
DOG STARS are RABID CARNIVORES  with BLACK NAZI 

SUNS and BLACK DEATH MOONS. ..theySUCK SOUL LITE . 

666 

FOR EXAMPLE - how to detect a BLACK WITCH- BLACK MAJICK - 
SIRIUSLY !!!! BATSHIT BLACK SUCCUBUS SUN  and MOON  

 

1. the JOKER is a THULE FOOL  Abdul Alhazred Studied at Miskatonic 
University https://www.facebook.com/METATRON256 

Abdul Alhazred- This of course will met with appropriate response.? 
Abdul Alhazred- regarding my wife and child..I ate them....and they 

were.delicious. 
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666 

2. AIRWOLF6 - Donna Morgan  - FLYING BAT SHIT RABID BLOOD 
SUCKING WEREWOLF - https://www.facebook.com/Airwolf6 

this WITCH  may SHAPE SHIFT but she has no POWER in her ROTTING 
BLACK FLOWER  

 

Donna Morgan - Dana you posted a link in one of my groups 
that was removed for no per approval of link 
post. Pleases read you pinned post guidelines 
before posting any more links. 

Dana Horochowski -- got something 
to HIDE?  

Donna Morgan - No I don't but you have 
violated the review policies of my groups and under the church of the COPF, 
and do not be testy with me ever or you will be riding out of many pagan 
communities, so you either come straightforward with me or deal with the 
consequences. Airwolf 

Dana Horochowski - PISS off SKANK  

VELON VAMPIRE VATICAN  

  
 

MARdi 10 01 2013= 8 - BENJAMIN BANGED SIRIUS FALLEN 
NEPHILIM -  - ABOMINATION and DESOLATION - BABYLON is 
RUNNING in his PANTS queergospel -http://7thfire.biz/queergospel.htm 

OH medUSA... you are in SERIOUS APOSTASY... FALSE PRIDE - 
LILITH DIES and so DO YOU 
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BE CAREFUL of GREENSAGE44 -Gospel of Ron - I don't trust him-
 WOMAN HATER (You have been blocked from posting comments on this 

channel. ) http://www.youtube.com/user/Greensage44/ 

GOSPEL of RON is now saying that he is the 
MANCHILD and that JUPITER and CHRONOS are our 
GODS. He thinks ALL WOMEN are of LILITH ... even 
though he LIES NAKED with JEFFERY- he says he is 
not beguiled by women... so that makes him HOLY... 
HA HA HA HA. TOTALLY APOSTATE - FALLEN 
ANGEL- thinks that MEN only create and women carry 
the LITE.. SAYS WOMEN are responsible for abortions, 
not men. Says that VENUS is LILITH... not true... NOT 

in 5d. In 3d--- we are FRAGMENTED- evil twins etc ( 12 strands down to 2 
strands of DNA) 
There is NOTHING HOLY in NEW MEXICO ... I don't care if you speak 
softly and you garden... MR RON MANCHILD whatever... I see a FALSE 
CHRIST  for every FLAVOUR  down there... WITHOUT REPENTANCE or a 
CHANGE of HEART. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Np1YlSqrzPg 

He BLOCKED me when I posted this video to 
his discussion page - TRIBE of 
BENJAMIN  mated 
with EXTRATERRESTRIALS from 
SIRIUS - anABOMINATION. .. you get what 
you PREY for.. 
ASSHOLES http://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=H9h2eNHB4vY 

The Turtledove and the Witnesses - 777aej is a THREAT to Ron 
Haskell http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdPVetcr0-
Q /// http://www.youtube.com/user/777aej?feature=watch 

Dana Horochowski -QUEEN of HEARTS 

  
 

MOONday 09 30 2013 = 9 DIVINE  - 333 TRINITY  - the OLDEN GODS 
RETURN to JUDGE the NATIONS - ORDER OUT of CHAOS 

69 or 666 divine69 - http://7thfire.biz/divine69.htm 
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THE MEEK  INHERIT  the EARTH -
 JUDGEMENT  for the TARES- THULE 
THELEMA CROWLEY CREEPS  will go 
to HELL  

The text says: "then began man 
to call upon the name of the 
LORD." Properly translated it 
would say: "then man 
blasphemed the name of 
ADONAI (LORD ). First comes 

the name, men use it in respect, then the evil and wicked 
begin to blaspheme against it. This is parallel to the name Jesus. First comes 
the name and men use it with respect, then came the blasphemers against the 
name which we have had ever since. http://www.jesus-messiah.com/studies/yahweh-full-
copy.html 

-The Taoist Trinity Trident of Neptune Poseidon and the all seeing eye 
of Shiva Horus Thor the Destroyer within the Illuminati Moon Maze of 
Zeus Yahweh Allah Sin Odin Brahma Jupiter, son of El Saturn Satan 
Chronos the Devil. 

  

Yahwist have been blaspheming the name of Jesus now 
since around 1567 with the guess name "Iahve, 
Jahve", http://www.sacred-texts.com/grim/bcm/index.htm 

For acceptance of his new invention and to support his new 
guess name, he went to the Samaritians (enemies of God 
and Israel) and borrowed IABE from their Bible. This he 
converted to YABE and finally converting the B to a V he 
arrived at YAVE, adding the H, since this letter is silent he fabricated YAHVE. 
He felt secure Yah was correct since this appeared in Psalms 68:4 as Iah. He 
was unaware that Iah was a pregnant pagan Egyptian falsehood replacing the 
original Ieh (Yeh or Jeh) as first given by Moses and incorporated in the new 
name he gave to Oshea. It was after the death of Genebrardus that other 
Yahwist dropped the letter V and a double U (UU) or as now a W was added 
forming YAHWEH. This hybrid rival name was proposed as the name of God, 
claiming that Iehovah or Jehovah as found in the Masoretic text was false. 
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YHWH - Tetragramaton, Adonai, Jehovah used in 
Witchcraft http://crossbearer-brian.tripod.com/id28.htm // http://www.sacred-
texts.com/grim/bcm/index.htm // http://www.sacred-texts.com/grim/bcm/index.htm 

The Pagan Origins of the Christian Trinity -- 
"Originally, these four consonants [in YHWH ] 
represented the four members of the Heavenly 
Family: Y represented El the Father; H was Asherah 
the Mother ; W corresponded to He the Son; and H was 
the Daughter Anath. In accordance with the royal 
traditions of the time and region, God's mysterious 
bride, the Matronit , was also reckoned to be 
his sister. In the Jewish cult of the Cabbala God's 

dual male-female image was perpetuated. Meanwhile other sects perceived 
the Shekinah or Matronit  as the female presence of God on Earth. The 
divine marital chamber was the sanctuary of the 
Jerusalem Temple, but from the moment the Temple 
was destroyed, the Matronit was destined to roam 
the Earth while the male aspect of Jehovah was left 
to rule the heavens alone." - Laurence Gardner, 
Bloodline of the Holy Grail, p. 18 
 
While Harwood is an atheist and his goal is to destroy 
both the God of the Old Testament and Jesus of the 
new, he neverthelless offers some shocking information on the name Yahweh 
that is sure to shake the Yahwist sacred name movement to its foundation. They 
must prove him wrong in the borrowing of the name Yahuwah and addding the 
masculine "weh" and making it Yahweh. Scholars have their work cut out for 
them now. The little guys who are not scholars will not by mere words of 
denial cause this expose of Yahweh as the name of a false god to go 
away. http://www.jesus-messiah.com/studies/yahweh-full-copy.html 

Noah had to put up with this prior to the flood. What is being said here is 
that men from that time, or the time of Enos, began to profane the name of 
God. Moses called God "Lord" (Adonai) here and the word rightly should be 
"Lord" and not as some backward 
interpolate, YHVH and then Yahweh. 
There can be absolutely no sacred name 
used prior to Exodus 3:14-15 other than 
those names revealed. Those revealed prior 
to this time were the names "God" 
(Elohim) and "Elshaddai" (God 
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Almighty) . Any place the title "Lord" appears prior to Exodus 3:14-15 is either 
an interpolation or it must have the meaning of Adonai(Strongs #136, 113). In 
each case of Abraham using the title "Lord" as in Genesis 22:14, the word 
was not a substitue of the tetragrammaton to then be translated Jehovah 
or Yahweh. Abraham had to say "Adonai jireh" (Lord I see, NOT Jehovah will 
provide). This is in harmony with the fact that until Moses received the sacred 
name "Ehyeh" at the burning bush, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob knew the Deity 
only as Elohim-God, Elohim-God-Almighty-Elshaddai, and Adonai 

(LORD). One fact remaining: the 
word"Adonai" was not a name it was 
a title therefore God could say to Moses 
that he was known to Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob, by the name of Elshaddai, 
and by his name "Ehyeh or Ehjeh (the y 
has a J sound here)" he was not made 
known to them (Exodus 
6:3) http://www.jesus-
messiah.com/studies/yahweh-full-
copy.html 

  

Value entered: 666 *THY LIGHT -- IS IN ME & ITS WHITE 
FLAME -- IS A SWORD -- TO PUSH -- THY ORDER // CURRENT 
-- SIX NINETY SIX -- NUMERIC TOTAL ---- TWENTY ONE * 
"CURRENT -- SIX NINETY SIX, REBIRTH OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS"! THE NUMERIC TOTAL of # 21 HAS TO DO 
WITH, "THE VAV"! Refer to # 21 "VAV" # 144 "VAV IS 
THE STAR"! # 236 "TZADDI IS NOT THE STAR" # 696 "THE OLD 
WAYS HAVE DIED............."#212 #215 #332 #427 #117# 630 # 725 
#1057 and # 693 "WE ALL HAVE TO START 
SOMEWHERE.............."! for INSIGHTTTT "AWAKEN"! Refer to # 

60 60 // GET YOUR FACTS - ALL LINED UP - IN 
A ROW - LISTEN TO - THE MYSTI CAL 
CROW * WITHOUT "PROPER AUTHORITY, 

THERE IS "NO TRUE DIRECTION"! THE CREATOR IS THE 
"PROPER AUTHORITY BECAUSE HE IS "THE CREATOR"! 
OMNIPOTENT! OMNISCIENT! ETERNAL! IT DOESN'T GET ANY  
BETTER THAN THAT! ( IHVH ALHIM) #666  

HE WILL -- BRING TO NOTHING -- ALL GOVERNMENT -- AL L 
AUTHORITY and - ALL POWER * 1COR 15:24 
1COR 15:24 1COR 15:24 1COR 15:24 1COR 15:24  
HE WILL BRING to NOTHING - ALL 
GOVERNMENT - ALL AUTHORITY and - ALL 
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POWER *THE REAL 666! THE REAL 666! THE REAL 666!  1Cor 15:20-28. 
KING of KINGS & LORD of LORDS! Rev 19:16! // OF COURSE CHRISTIANS CAN'T LIVE 
WITHOUT AN AUTHORITY FIGURE BECAUSE THEY'RE TOO SCARED TO MAKE THIER OWN 

DECISIONS. AFRAID OF RESPONSIBILITY, AVOID IT BY HAVING A SCAPEGOAT!!! // I 
FLAP -- MY WINGS - IN THE FACE OF -- THELEMIC LAW - - AND 
PECK -- IT OUT  > > * "HE WILL BRING TO NOTHING, ALL GOVERNMENT, ALL 
AUTHORITY and POWER", INCLUDING ALL FALSE RELIGION! // ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE 
SIX SEVEN EIGHT NINE TEN - HAD * #666 AS IN , " HAD IT  '. IF YOU RECIEVE THE "MARK 

OF THE BEAST - 666" YOU WILL HAVE  "HAD IT', @ ARMAGEDDON! Rev 
13:11-18 14:9-12 19:11-21 WHAT IS THE MARK????? REFER TO # 283 #321 & # 356 YE 
SHALL KNOW - IF THE TEACHING OF - THE MYSTI CAL CROW - COMES FROM GOD 
*  #666 THE "POSITIVE ASPECT" ! http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

666 vs 555 

    
http://7thfire.biz/09312013.htm 

 

SUNday 09 29 2013 - 9/11 /6 = 17 
= 8 = DIVINE  JUDGEMENT TIME  13 13 
13 divinetime999 -
 http://7thfire.biz/divinetime999.htm 

LILITH doesn't go to 
the WILDERNESS. SHE 

GOES to PLANET SEX with VENUS PENIS and 
the VAGINA s -http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Na4l7QWeeU 

WHO's UP for a CARNAL RIDE  on 
an ASStar CUMmand 

exopoliTIC  UFO with LILITH/ LEVAN/ MOLOCH?? - BUZZ off already - 
PARASITES  

I NEED  GOOD LITE WHITE  NITE BANISHING  MAGIC 
NOW http://www.scribd.com/doc/165211152/Problem-Reaction-Soulution-Uramerica 

this is the 3rd time they DELETED this VIDEO  off 
my website http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkBUapKIP74&feature=youtu.be  

Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  
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SATURNday -09 28 2013- VENUS PENIS and the VATICAN bi BULL ion-
 hollywoodhooringufos -
 http://7thfire.biz/hollywoodhooringufos.
htm 

  

- SYRIAN CRISIS EXPOSES 
ISRAELI LOBBY , AMERICAN 
FREE PRESS, ISSUE 39 
"Although Syria's weapons of mass 
destruction...in this instance, chemical 

weapons...are now the focus of global media attention, what is largely 
suppressed in the mainstream media is the 'BACK STORY'  as to WHY 
SYRIA EVEN HAS CHEMICAL WEAPONS IN THE FIRST PLACE . 
On April 17, 2003 veteran Washington Post correspondent Walter Pincus, who 
happens to be Jewish, acknowledged in a story relating to angry claims 
by George W. Bush' administration...relating to Syria's alleged 'weapons of 
mass destruction'...thatSYRIA HAD BUILT ITS ARSENAL AS AN 
'EQUALIZER'  AND THAT 'ISRAEL' ARMS SPURRED (SYRIA') 
FEARS. 
...Nonetheless, many people are still concerned that an angry israeli leader, 
Benjamin Netanyahu, may engage in some covert measure such as a 'false 
flag' terrorist attack on America...to be blamed on Syria orIran  or groups 
friendly to Syria and Iran. ..designed to redirect American public opinion. 
The bottom line is that recent events have brought into widespread 
attention the fact that the JEWISH LOBBY IN AMERICA  stands 
in opposition to the vast majority of the American people, who are saying, 
'No more U.S. intervention in the Middle East.' And many are beginning to 
see that those interventions have, IN 
FACT, BEEN ON BEHALF OF 
ISRAEL....NOT AMERICA."  

https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_s
et?set=a.236043233212651.1073741842.10000420

9281255&type=1 

http://www.cp24.com/harper-netanyahu-meet-in-
new-york-to-discuss-iran-
1.975839 /// http://lubavitch.com/gallery/2034903/I
sraeli-Prime-Minister-Benjamin-Netanyahu-and-
Canadian-Prime-Minister-Stephen-Harper-met-
Chabad-representatives-Rabbi-Chaim-and-wife-
Bassy-Mendelsohn.html /// http://ledaro.blogspot.ca/2012/03/benjamin-netanyahu-visiting-
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canada.html // http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2011/05/30/israel-1967-borders-harper-
netanyahu_n_868697.html // http://www.ipolitics.ca/2012/03/02/harper-stops-short-of-endorsing-pre-
emptive-strikes-on-iran-netanyahu-israel-mike-
balnchfield/ /// http://www.parl.gc.ca/iia/Default.aspx?DCId=6&DTId=14&P=events_summary_2012_03_
02_israel&Language=E /// http://www.sunnewsnetwork.ca/sunnews/world/archives/2012/09/20120928-
101705.html /// http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/mike-fegelman/netanyahu-canada_b_1884406.html 

EAGLE AGE 2013 

   

FRIAday 09 27 2013 = 996= 

24 = 6 BIG DAY for 
RITUAL MURDERS for 
the GODS of CHAOS-
 ritualbloodymary -
 http://7thfire.biz/ritualblood
ymary.htm 

FRIAday 09 27 2013 = 996= 24 = 6 

PUPPETs for the BILDERBERG NWO BEAST BRIBE 666. - THE 
VERICHIP  is for YOU - INCUBUS WHORES = those who 
STEAL  andMURDER  for the LIZARD in LONDON  

http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/harper-japanese-pm-shinzo-abe-talk-energy-
before-un-events-1.1866321 

 

THORSday 09 26 2013- FALSE MESSIAH NAZI BLACK SUN 
UFO CRAP = DISNEY HITLER 
HOLLYWOOD  hollywoodhooringufos -
 http://7thfire.biz/hollywoodhooringufos.h
tm 

LILITH's 
CONSORT Is PINDAR  the DRAGON 

LORD- PINDAR  is TUBAL CAIN  

- ILLUMINATREEE  is the MOTHER of 
VAMPIRES  in LOST VEGAS and TRINITY MARIE MARION  is 
in PHOENIX ARIZONA - 
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- ( MOLOCH/ SATURN) DEMIURGE ( 
DRAKEN)  created LILITH  

. They are deleting all SANGRAILIAN videos 
now off POOTUBE -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/ALL%

20VIDEOS%20Illuminatreee%20LILITH%
20sangrailian/ 

LILITH has her OWN VERSION of 
LUCIFER - this one is a MALE deity -
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=171265046264302&set=vb.100001424227
951&type=3&theater 

RAINMAN is ZEUS - VATICAN VENUS PENIS- BLOODY PAPAL 
BULL  VEINS - BULL dog of 
the BIBAAL https://www.google.ca/#q=bull+ZEUS+god 

- FRANCIS BACON- ST GERMAIN put the SHAKESPEARIAN 
CODES into the QUEEN JAMES 666 BIBAAL (By BULL)  

- ZEUS is the HEAVENLY RAPING BULL who SEDUCED EUROPA 
(hilwolf)  

- SHERRY SHRINER reads CODES of jeZEUS on her RACIST NAZI 
SHOWS - SANANDA is SATAN -
http://blogtalk.vo.llnwd.net/o23/show/5/318/show_5318401.mp3 

  

ZEUS AIN'T  no HOLY SPERM RAINMAN SAINT - he 
is a GERM = A Total Economic Crash- 
Incoming Planet Rahab, also known as 
Planet X or Planet Nibiru causing 
destruction and devastation in the west. - - 
The arrival and appearance of sAint 

Germain http://www.pinoyexchange.com/forums/showthread.php?t=196859&fb_action_ids=10153328
638420556 
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SHERRY SHRINER reads the CODES of ZEUS - PEDOPHILE 
PARASITE- who wrote SHAKESPEARE in 
tightshttp://www.omegansareliars.com/ 

IHS = LILITH/ ZEUS/ MOLOCH  - GREYS ( GREEKS) and their RA 
LEGIONS  -http://www.zetatalk.com/myths/m00.htm 

JEHOVAH = is a PEDOPHILE  - look at the APOSTATE CHURCH  today 
= ZEUS is a PEDOPHILE and a PERVERT 

https://www.google.ca/#q=BIBLE+CODES+FRANCIS+BACON /// https://w
ww.google.ca/#q=BIBLE+CODES+st+germain //http://galacticconnection.com
/messages-from-aliens-in-the-king-
james-version-bible-code/ /// 
BLACK 
MAJICK http://www.ascendedmast
eranswers.com/.../334-the-bible-
codes /// 

13 13 13 2013 medUSA and 
Company 

 

 

- da13thSUN ( RA SET) - BULL SHIT MOORS 
are GODS- they SEDUCED the WORLD into an 
ENLIGHTENMENT LIE.  

( LYING SERPENT EYES) 

BLACK SUN 13 13 13 - A Sirius/Semetic 
KaMaaT Moor  is a SIRIUSly SEX CRAZED 
RAPING 

SNAKEhttp://www.youtube.com/user/da13thsun/videos 

- ANNUNAKI FALLEN BEAST- the BULL  is 
the MOOR - BUSTED 
ASSHOLE http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Tpm09q35iV4 
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Tonya Kane = 110 *VISIONARY * " BLACK MAGIK"!!! "BLACK 
MAGIK" http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

-WACKO  like RADICAL MUSLIMS, RADICAL CHRISTIANS, 
RADICAL NEW AGERS = LILITH rules the PRINTING PRESSES with 
the LIZARD QUEEN in LONDON  

Moor El Lynch The Spell over the 
Bull  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tpm09q35iV4 

da13thSUN ( RA SET) BULL SHIT MOORS are RAPING NEPHILIM  

   

 

The Sins of Our Fathers -
 http://www.betemunah.org/fathers.html 

- SOLOMON was BORN of BATHSHEBA 
(APHRODITE?) with DAVID ( playing GOD at 

that point in HIStory) - 

Did King David lust, sexually, after Bathsheba? 
No! King David did NOT lust after Bathsheba. He 
had entirely conquered that evil inclination. The 
story makes it sound like Bathsheba was taking a 
bath on her roof without any covering. Nothing 
could be further from the truth. Bathsheba was 

coming out from the mikveh, the ritual baptism that women must immerse in, 
every month. As she exited the mikveh house, her exalted spiritual state 
attracted King David. He prophetically saw that he was to father Solomon with 
this women. That is why he took her.?????????? 

- ZetaTalk: King David http://www.zetatalk.com/myths/m57.htm 
Note: written on Jul 15, 1997 Like many humans who bore genes originating 
from the giant hominoids from the 12th Planet, King David was greatly 
admired for his strength and courage. That he took on one of these giants in the 
historic David and Goliath battle is not surprising, as he had a personal hatred 
of their domination, learned at his mother’s knee. Female slaves, who were 
held in bondage to act as more than cooks and maids, became pregnant on 
occasion by the brutish and fiercely strong soldiers working in service to the 
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mining outposts the12th Planet rulers routinely put into place during every 
periodic passage of the 12th Planet through the Solar System. Chosen for 
theirunhesitating brutality  in the line of duty, these soldiers were used to keep 
the human slaves that worked the mines 
in line, and seldom displayed any 
tenderness, not even to their lovers. 

Most often, a female slave that had 
been impregnated would die in 
childbirth , unable to deliver an 
oversized infant, taking her infant with 
her. On rare occasions half-breeds 
survived, often without their mothers 
who bled to death or were torn beyond 
repair. David’s mother, like he, bore genes from a half-breed, and thus had 
the hips to bear the product of rape and live. Beyond the great strength and 
unflinching courage which are traits of the giant hominoids from the 12th 
Planet, they have a singleness of purpose when aroused into anger. Thus he 
became a leader of the downtrodden, and was held in great esteem, this 
reverence expressed in devotion to his symbol, the Star of David. His lineage, 
the House of David, was noted primarily for its courageous leadership, not 
surprising when one considers the ancestry. 

 

BABEL = LANGUAGES - the MESSIAH is born among 
these ROYAL LINES however- THERE is SUCH a 

DISINFO CAMPAIGN GOING  ON- they are HIDING 
TRUTH  

SOLOMON's first wife was (VASHTI ) LILITH ( 
SNAKE LINE BLACK GODDESS ) 

- then he married the EASTER BUNNY- ESTHER ( simple jewish virgin) 

SOLOMON JESUS is the SON of 
DAVID  and his WIFE was 

ESTHER ( MARY 
MAGDALENE)  

( ISHTAR ISIS- is ARROGANT 
VASHTI) -
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 SANGRAILIAN  continues her REVENGE up to this day...killing EVEs 
CHILDREN)  

  

SOLOMON - SUN MOON - ADAM EVE  - CREATION  not KILLING 
and WAR 

 

  

What happens at the end of the Story? She dies! There is no doubt the bible 
is deceptive and almost two-radically in your face demonic! Yet it is a playbill 
none-the-less of the makings of their own "be-lied" beliefs to which they are 

equally chained by. http://youtu.be/JehTaSPU924 

Kingdom of Solomon - SUN MOON 

   

 

HaShem = 60 http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq ( 
SOUNDS like a SNEEZE) 

CHAINS* * FALSE BELIEFS KEEP YOU IN BONDAGE . BECOME SET 
FREE! SEEK YOUR ALMIGHTY CREATOR, YAHWEH, FATHER-
MOTHER, GOD & HIS CHRIST! Psalm 91:1-16 1Tim 2:5 1Cor 1L24 John 
17:3,4 14:6 "I AM THE WAY & THE TRUTH& THE LIFE, NO ONE 
COMES TO THE FATHER, EXCEPT THROUGH ME"! (John 14:6) THIS 
MEANS THAT YOU CANNOT WORK THE "TREE OF LIFE", and GET 
THERE! YOU HAVE BEEN FOOOOOOLED! 
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- Poor Danae. No one has yet explained to her 
that she's going to be locked up and sexually 
molested by the king. Damn those Greeks and all 
their molestation. They have a serious 
problem. http://silent-
lorelei.livejournal.
com/273272.html 

The Legend of the 
One-eyed Dragon 
-
 http://storytelling

pris.blogspot.ca/2009/08/once-upon-time-in-
village-of.html //http://www.dana-
mad.ru/gal/display.php?img=1519 // 

- Zeus raped the goddess Europa by posing as a bull. (Were the gods madder 
than Royal Families? Is this 
progress?http://www.fmschmitt.com/pictures/london/albert-memorial.htm 

Somewhere, a Divine White Bull Is Preparing to Rape the UEFA Cup - The 
Run of 
Playhttp://www.runofplay.com/2008/09/26/somewhere-a-
divine-white-bull-is-preparing-to-rape-the-uefa-cup/ 

The myth of 
Europe http://www.europahotel.gr/index.php/the-myth-
of-europe 

- will POPE FRANCIS be MARTYRED in COMES 
jeZEUS- ST GERMAIN - HILTON PETER MIJOVICK 
- SIMON MAGUS - PETRUS ROMANUS?? (Invasion 

By China And Russia In Gangnam Style) 

- HILTON  had NO PLANs on including the MEEK in his 
NWO ILLUMINATI MYSTERY SCHOOLS  either... they 
all SUCK off eachother 

... they will consume eachother in the end... I think 
the EARTH is going to shake all this SHIT off 
SOON...SOME just have fallen TOO FAR 
DOWN theQLIPPOTH  
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- we unite as ONE FAMILY  after the MATRIX web that CON-TROLLS  us 
all... is destroyed... 

LILITH is not VENUS - LILITH  is a CREATION out of the CHAOS 
GOD - YALDABAOTH  - TALKING HEADS - where 
are the GOOD FRUIT TREES?? 

The Birth of Venus -
 http://www.redicecreations.com/specialreports/2005/10
oct/venusmyth.html 

WEB - ELECTRICITY NET- is their TRAP ..they 
keep us in LOCKDOWN...= PETROLEUM= 

CARBON 6 dead men too 

UPDATE PLUTO DIRECT SEPTEMBER 19 
2013 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtwIEeCaf-k 

Gospel of Ron 

  
 

MERCREDI -09 25 2013- 9/7/6 - 22 - 4 - U MANIFEST  what U DESIRE for 
your NEW KINGDOM  on EARTH  as it is in HEAVEN  - 7heavenwaits -
 http://7thfire.biz/7heavenwaits.htm 

  

We have the BLACK NOBILITY BEGGING  for 
MERCY. They are LUCIFERIANS however. They are 
trying to stage the NWO UFO stuff to bring in 
their GOD and PENIS PROJECT, backed 
by ANNUNAKI FOOLS GOLD. I was asked to 
implement JrGenius-INTERnationAL-Schools in 2007 with them 
and then HILTON MIJOVICK pulled me out of it. 

HILTON  told me it was a SCAM and that we were 
going to put in SERENITY GLOBAL  with his 
connectionshttp://7thfire.biz/cherylmenezes.htm // . 
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April 2008- CHERYL MENEZES  thru me in JAIL on false charges when I 
threatened to SUE HER FOR 
SLAVERY ... old family battles 
coming up I 
GUESS http://66.49.206.24/5dterra/
 // HILTON is BLIND NOW... and 
CHERYL is up to something... but 
they don't tell me anything.. I just 
know that she has to FUND our 
EARTH PARTY  or go to jail for 
causing so much NEEDLESS 
DISRUPTION inPEOPLES 
LIVES . CHERYL MENEZES has 
the HOTs for my PAKISTANi 
LAWYER too.. so there are 
only BONUSES for her if sheHOSTS the EARTH PARTY 

- WE PLANNED this in 2007 as I ignored the BLACK NOBILITY's 
offer to BUY my sCOOL and have me on their team. BLACK 

NOBILITY - took a lot of money from poor people for a LIE . They 
almost stole $800, 000 of Kinakwii Nation: Sovereign, Indigenous, 

Aboriginal Confederacy funds for the NWO banks ... but we pulled out 
in time. - http://kinakwii.org 

-  

 

 
BLACK NOBILITY wanted to travel via DEBIT 

CARDS, while everyone else was chipped or 
entrapped. They wanted me to be GLOBAL 

AMBASSADOR for the ORPHANS and reteach the 
prostitutes and orphans... but for what USE? 

their PERVERSIONS? They wanted to station me 
inNICARAGUA. .. so I wouldn't cause trouble for 
them... cause they said CANADA would not be 

SAFE WELL.. I said... in that case... I AM STAYING in CANADA  to make 
sure it is SAFE.. and here I still SPAM and BITCH 

daisy daily. 
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NICARAGUA  - LOOK at the FLAG and the EARTH QUAKES there 
currently- these VAMPIRES  are CULLING the HERD  for their own 
purposes...http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicaragua 

http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ 

  

 
SANANDA is 
SATAN http://blogtalk.vo.llnwd.net/o23
/show/5/318/show_5318401.mp3 /// 
WHO IS THIS NOW -
 https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?
id=100006805892306 

this TERRY STEWARD is PLAYING GOD  in 
CALIFORNIA - this is the FALSE BLACK MESSIAH NAZI SUN UFO 
CRAP in HOLLYWOOD.  

VENUS PENIS ANNUNAKI FALLEN ANGEL NEPHILIM 666 
PROJECT RAPE and ENSLAVE to PLANET 
SEX https://www.facebook.com/terry.steward.790// https://www.facebook.com/BIPPEE
13 /// https://www.facebook.com/METATRON256?fref=ts 

  

Cosmic War - HUMANITY vs NEPHILIM BAD LILITH SEED  

 
 

Join us in a New 
Paradigm of 

Universal Oneness, 
Serenity and 

Prosperity for All. We 
are a Network of 

People with Integrity 
and OPEN hearts, READY to create a BETTER 
WORLD for seven generations to come. Rainbow Angels / Children of the 

Feather - 
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ONE BIG JOB - http://serenitystreetnews.com/onebigjob.htm 
Help Us Create a New Ending! - . http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm 

UK LAWFUL BANK  and VIRTUAL SCOOL  - gives you 50 £ to 
start http://www.lawfulbank.com/ 

  
 

From: Barbara Ephgrave <bmephgrave@hotmail.co.uk> / To: 
"jrgenius@yahoo.com" <jrgenius@yahoo.com> // Sent: Wednesday, 

September 25, 2013 5:38:48 AM 
Subject: Thank you for the information 

You certainly have some information network at your 
disposal Dana Jill in Australia also has one they are very 
concerned about the situation in America, an American who 
used to write to me told me that he was now so poor he was 
going to have to live in his car or he would not be able to 
feed himself. 

The British Royal family  certainly seem to be very unpopular throughout 
the world I never gave them a second thought until one of their number began 
writing to me about her royal relatives she was making excuses for them "they 
are uneducated they know nothing about the natural sciences the Queen has 
been seriously misguided about this genocide agenda" 
They have though funded the research that has brought into 
being micro organisms that could wipe out humanity 
this was the concern of Garth Nicolson the microbiologist 
who willingly became involved in this case of my 
husbands. It appears that the case has the backing of the 
European royals who feel the British royals, are, not to 

mince words, as thick as two short 
planks. 

 
It is this number thing of theirs that is the key to beating 
them I felt this right from the start I picked up the pattern 
initially from the murders at Dunblane then they became 
involved in our lives on the anniversary of this awful event 
with their 1.30.13.03.01 
chaos,death, ruination the number 13 to them means this 

but none the less they went ahead with the war in Iraq  seems the CIA caught 
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Blair  and several of his ministers downloading paedophilic pornography from 
the web and they used the information to blackmail him into waging the 
illegal war costing billions of pounds of tax payers money and the loss of over 
100,000 mostly innocent lives and in the process stirring up collasal hatred in 

its wake. Cameronsdate of birth is 9th of 
October 1966 = 9/10/1966 or 9/11/666 yet 
again the numbers what they fail to 
appreciate is that lots of people were born on 
this date and some of them may even have 
had some brains. 
Well Dana not long to wait until the end of 
the month and we will see what the police 
intend to do about the death of my husband 

thanks to you and your pals they can no longer just sweep it under the carpet. 

 
Take care 
Barbara https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/101533245307805
56?comment_id=470958648 

  

 

The Crystal Lotus, 829 Norwest Rd, Kingston, 
ON K7P 2N3, Canada http://thecrystallotus.com/ 

The first step is to understand how we manifested 
the things that result in our present situation. Life 
just don’t happen by itself! But, it seems to do so. 
Let me tell you an example: 

When I first started to learn with crystals and doing crystal 
healing I didn’t completely understand how this worked, but as I deepened my 
inner exploration using crystals to help facilitate my awareness and connecting 
the dots, I finally got it! It had to do with how I felt and what I did with those 

feelings.To clarify: My feelings about whatever happened to 
me, created what came into my life after that. For those of 
you that are skeptic here. Let me explain this further. What I 
had realized was the law of attraction, but at that time I 
didn’t know yet how to apply it. And that is the crux!  
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To create your own reality – change how you feel about yourself and your life! 
And to help you on your way to do this I have created a 3 part video training 
series, which explores what it is that you must have to get what you want. Get it 
here without obligation, and at no cost to you. http://crystallotustraining.com/ 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152169915395556&set=a.10152169913145556.916034.537
275555&type=1&theater 

EAGLE AGE 2013 http://serenitystreetnews.com/06152013.htm 

  

 

  

EAGLE AGE 2013 by Dana Horochowski - SEPTember - 7thhouse- the TIME 
is NOW 

 

BLACK NOBILITY MILLIONAIRES CLUB - 
planned SOVEREIGN CITY STATES  under 1000 
pts of light in 2007. CHICAGO - I was there with 
Tommy Usury Free. They tried to BUY my sCOOL 
for 28 million. I say WE GO INDIAN  instead 
and CHIP  the BLACK NOBILITY with their 

own 666 MACHINE MIND -
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=397049435555&set=a.10152169913145556.916034.5372755
55&type=3&theater 
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1000 points= 100 hrs=100 shares Community Currency Compatible 
Websites / ORGONE MASTERS / OLEE H2O / TEMPLAR TRU / 8thfire prophecy /EDEN 
project / Bizwhizzes / PhiloSophia / DaisyDairy / DaisyDishes / DasiyDelivery / DaisyDoggies / FreeFreeE
nergy / GardenGurus / HolyHealthy / Moontime / 
OrganicOriginals / PoopPartners / Science 
Seekers / SerenityGlobal / SurvivalSeekers // WampumWorld 
/ TorontoStreetNews // 

  

5 d SHIFT 2013 

  
 

SOPHIA 9 ( 1st EVE) - 11 ( TWIN TOWERS ) APOLLO  / DiANA  (divine 
twins) 

 

  

 

MOONday 09 23 2013 - 9/5/6 = 9-11 = 12 = 3 - TRINITY 
TWIST - ST 

PAUL  is APOLLYON666 and P
ETER is SIMON MAGUS  ( 
Petrus Romanus) - PETER 

PAUL and MARY  -
 peterpaulmary - http://7thfire.biz/peterpaulmary.htm 
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A Most Important Free Speech Trial - Warman vs Fournier et al -
 http://usuryfree.blogspot.ca/2013/09/a-most-important-free-speech-trail.html 

Canadian Human Rights Commission EXPOSED! Exposing the Misnamed 
“Human Rights” Commissions in Canada. They are the single largest threat to 
freedom of speech in Canada. The Ottawa Citizen has called them a “Kangaroo 
Court” and “Star Chamber”. It’s time to abolish both the Canadian “Human 
Rights” Commission and the Canadian “Human Rights” 
Tribunal http://canadianhumanrightscommission.blogspot.ca/2009/10/24th-annual-george-orwell-free-
speech.html 

Mark and Connie are 
APPEALING!! http://www.freedominion.com.pa/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=115388 

- Message of support for David Icke who is testifying at a conservative 
website defamanation trial - http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?63461-Message-
of-support-for-David-Icke-who-is-testifying-at-a-conservative-website-defamanation-trial 

- The trial continues during the week of 
September 23rd - 27th. The two big days 
will likely be Tuesday and Wednesday, 
September 24th and 25th. The jury will 
likely start to deliberate on Thursday, 
September 26th. It is very important 
that we-the-people make an effort to be 

there in the courtroom to watch what is happening. If you 
live within driving distance of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada and you can commit 
some time to be present please make the effort to be there. Every seat filled 
makes a big difference. Court starts at 10:00 AM and the lunch break is usually 
one hour and court usually finishes around 4:00 PM. 

Please share this information with family, friends, neighbours, working 
colleagues - anyone and everyone - we must take action NOW to preserve 

"freedom of speech" here in Canada at this critical time - otherwise 
ourselves, our children and grandchildren will become victims of self-

appointed censors like Richard Warman. 

Dana Horochowski I'LL BE SPAMMING 
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False Prophet, False Pope, Simon Magus 
(Acts 8), Peter the Roman, 

PT.3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7N-
0KW4DMg 

FRANCIS BACON - BIBLE CODES - 
ONE EYED SON of SATURN 

FATHER of FREE MASONRY - JEWpeter - 
JESUITS- jeZEUS 

Simon referred to himself as Zeus . http://taylormarshall.com/2012/11/simon-
magus-vs-simon-peter-in-rome.html 

- 1 Thessalonians 5:3 "Whenever it is they are saying 'Peace and 
Security' then sudden destruction is to be instantly upon them just 
like pangs of distress upon a pregnant woman, and they will by no 

means escape. " These governments have no idea? that they are 
puppets fulfilling bible prophecy which is all heading in one 

direction towards 'the great tribulation 

 
 

ZEUS ST GERMAIN FRANCIS BACON JEWpeter PETRUS ROMANUS 

  Yehshua ha'Mashiach vs 'Paul'Saul - A list of contradictory statements -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zAvpdHEggg&list=PLSlGuWiwznDvRufmE2g96ZE7hJe-17-

yJ&index=7 

Gospel of Ron- Paul, the "unclean Spirit" called Apollyon 
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http://7thfire.biz/09212013.htm - 

09 19 2013- 25 = 7 SUN -PROBLEM 
REACTION SOLUTION  - PLANES 
TRAINS AUTOMOBILES, STAGES 
EXPLODING, CITIES FLOODING, 
FARMERS MARKETS  set on FIRE. .. 
just like WW2 NAZI TACTICS - BURN 
down PARLIAMENT  next and you 

have HITLER/ HAaRPER  reincarnated all over again. QUIT with the 
GENOCIDES... you BILDERBERG NWO 
BASTARDS! harperhellhereagain -
 http://7thfire.biz/harperhellhereagain.htm 

- MERCREDI - 09 18 2013 - 9/9/6 = 24 = 6-
 Six dead, dozens injured after Via 
Rail train, Ottawa bus collide- 
LOOK at all theDIFFERENT 
NUMBERS- HEXING CANADA - MERCURY - HERMES- MONEY  

  

- BLACK MAJICK RITUAL  - 33 injured - 6 dead look at the map, 
names, TIMES ... HARPER is expressing 
his CONdolences 
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( KING DAVID/ VIRGO VIRGIN SACRIFICE THEME  )- 
Bus driver Dave Woodard had clean record before fatal 
crash. Celebrated wife's birthday the day before deadly bus-
train crash  
Six people are confirmed dead following a horrific early-morning 
crash between a Via Rail train and a double-decker city bus in 

Ottawa’s west end. ( SET). The bus driver 
and four  passengers died on site and one more 
person died in hospital, city officials said at a 
news conference later on Wednesday.The 
accident took place at about 8:50 a.m., during 
morning rush hour, 
near Woodroffe Ave. 
and Fallowfield Rd. The front of end 
of the bus was severely damaged and 

the train derailed following the collision. Emergency responders arrived on the 
scene shortly after the accident and 31 people were taken to hospital for 
treatment, with 11 in critical condition, according to city officials. Three others 
left the scene with minor injuries and took themselves to area hospitals. 
BRAKE FAILURE... I DON"T THINK SO - the bus “didn’t appear to 
slow down” and slammed into the train. 

http://www.ottawacitizen.com/news/story.html?id=8928159 // http://www.vanc
ouversun.com/story.html?id=8927299 /// http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/bus-driver-
dave-woodard-had-clean-record-before-fatal-crash-1.1859555 

 

BILDERBERG TRIANGLE CUM 
MISSIONary POSITION  does not play FAIR ... 
but HUMANITY  will win... GET OFF YOUR 
KNEES - PEOPLE 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DA
NA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ 

Problem-Reaction-Soulution-Uramerica-
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/165211152/Problem-Reaction-Soulution-
Uramerica 
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FRIAday 09 20 2013 = 17 = 8 MOON- FREE US from HOLLYWOOD SOUL 
SUCKERS, COBRAS, LILITH, BLACK 

HOLES and NESARABILDERBERG BLACK SUN 
BEASTS dragonsnakeoil = http://7thfire.biz/dragonsnake
oil.htm 

DECEPTION - DANGER DANGER DANGER-
 HOLLYWOOD AREA 51  canniBAAL s for NESARA 

BEAST BRIBE 666 LEVAN/ LILITH BLACK 
BLOOD MOON rising 

SLOW DOWN my COMPUTER... all you want... I have all the TIME in 
ETERNITY to KICK YOUR ASS... and I WILL 

- GALACTIC FEDERATION of STUPID 
TRIANGLES , BLACK HOLES , LEVAN/ 
LILITH LIZARD LICKERS ... 

we are in HELL... GREYS EAT HUMANS  

BLOOD MOON = LILITH/ LEVAN/ 
MOLOCH =  PLANET SEX -- FALSE 

MESSIAH - Y2K BULLSHIT. .. 

TIMES UP - 13 13 13 = JUDGEMENT 
DAY DOUCHE BAGS 
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- COBRA (SNAKE) and LADY DRAGON  ( ASTEROTH ) are DIJJAL= 

NEPHILIM  not GODS. - the VERY THING I AM 

EXPOSING and DESTROYING 

BILL CLINTON - NESARA 
GOVERNMENT NWO SCAM from GREYS 

/ HYBRID HORNY HEAVENLY BLACK 
BOX BEASTS 

YESHUA is NOT CUMMING to SAVE the 
ECONo MEE...you SEX CRAVED 

SUCCUBUS SLIME BAALS 

we are still LOCKED in the MATRIX. STAY OFF the 
ELECTRONics 

SHOOT IT DOWN-  Ashtar Command is a section of 
Galactic Confederation which primary function is to liberate 
planet Earth from the grip of the dark forces. Ashtar is a 
being of Light and does not belong to the fictitious negative 
Bafath group, as some people claim. Saint Germain is a 
being of Light also. So are Koot Hoomi and other ascended 
masters. They have evolved beyond duality and emanate love 
that is beyond judgement. Unfortunately that can not be said for many people 
who claim to be their disciples. Ashtar has a twin soul named Astara. She is the 
one that brought Goddess mysteries to planet Earth and was known as Astarte, 
Ashteroth, Ashera, Ast (Isis), Aphrodite and Venus. She is also a being of 
Light. The Cabal tried to erase and distort her teachings but the Goddess will be 
victorious.SHOOT IT DOWN-
 http://www.ladydragon.com/news202/03101201.html 

 

MERCREDI - 09 18 2013 - 9/9/6 = 24 = 6 - THE REAL 666 is COMING to CLEAN 
up the E-CON-O-MEE - ISON - CREATORs SUN - isoneyesun -

http://7thfire.biz/isoneyesun.htm 

 - From the time Comet ISON first becomes visible to 
the naked eye it traverses the constellations of Leo, 
then in November it makes its way into Virgo and into 
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Libra then Scorpius in December. Late December it moves into Serpens, then 
Hercules and finally Draco before it is no longer visible with an unaided eye. 
Putting this together in terms of how the Hebrew Massorah depicts these 
aspects of the constellations, it reads like a book. - Theseed of the woman, 
the Lion of the Tribe of Judah who shall punish the enemy, will redeem His 
atoning work through conflict with the enemywho assaults mans heel. His 
mightiness will reign victorious as He bruises His heel casting down the 
dragon and trodding him under His foot and then rededicating the temple 
of God. 

- The Zohar elaborates on the connection between heavenly phenomena and 
the arrival of the messianic era: 

Then the 7th window will open in the entire 
world , and its star is Kochav Yaakov, and this 
is the one about which Bilaam said “a star 
shoots forth from Yaakov,” and this star will 
be luminous for 40 days and 40 
nights. When Melech Hamoshiach will be 
revealed, and all the people’s of the 
world  will be gathered to him, then the verse 
will be fulfilled which states [Yeshaya 11:10]: 
“the root of Yishai, which stands as a banner 
for peoples, to him shall the nations inquire, 
and his peace shall be [with] honor.” – 
Zohar Terumah 172b 

- Another passage from the Zohar describes a 
blazing star from the East: 
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After forty days, when the pillar rises from earth to heaven in the eyes of the 
whole world and the Messiah has appeared, A STAR WILL RISE UP ON 
THE EAST, BLAZING IN ALL COLORS, AND SEVEN OTHER ST ARS 
WILL SURROUND THAT STAR . And they will wage war on it from all 
sides, three times a day for seventy days, and all the people in the world will 

see. And that star will make war 
with them with torches of 
blazing fire, sparkling in every 
direction, and it will strike them 
until it swallows them every 
single night. And at daytime, it 
lets them out again. They will 
make the war before the whole 
world repeatedly for seventy 
days. After seventy days, that 
star will be hidden and 
the Messiah will be hidden for 

twelve months, the pillar of fire will return as before, the Messiah will be 
hidden in it, and that pillar will not be seen. After twelve 
months, the Messiah will be raised inside that pillar 
into the firmament, where he will receive strength and 
the crown of kingship. And when he descends to the 
earth, that pillar of fire will be seen again as before, in 
theeyes of the whole world. Afterwards, the Messiah 
will appear and many nations will gather unto 
him, and he will make wars throughout the world. At 
that time, the Creator will awaken all the peoples of the 
world with His might, the Messiah King will be known 
throughout the world, and all the kings in the world 
will awaken and unite to wage war against him. 

We watch the heavens with anticipation of the message ISON carries for our 
sun, our planet and our solar system. ISON’s mysterious origins, trajectory 
through the zodiac, and potential window of luminosity on earth, which since 
ancient times has been the inspiration board for prophets and poets aching for 
redemption.http://kabbalastrology.wordpress.com/2013/08/12/comet-ison-
perihilion-on-chanukah-5774/ 

- Chanukah (ISON perihilion) , and the 8th day of Chanukah known as Zot 
Chanukah, when all windows display a full candleabra of 8 candles (under a 
comet), the light is so strong that all iniquities are in any case transmuted 
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to merits and all judgments are nullified, all decrees sweetened, all is 
drenched in essence and begins anew. What the tzadikim [righteous] can not 
reach on Nielah of Yom Kippur, a regular person can reach on the 8th day 
of Chanukah 

- And so … the 3.5 days between Yom Kippur (2000) and 
Sukkot (redemption), which were supposed to take only 3.5 years, have 
stretched now to 12.5/13, because the longer the delay, the sweeter the 
judgment….although the delay is SURELY 
OVER! !! http://kabbalastrology.wordpress.com/2013/08/21/the-cosmic-clock-
part-3-the-twentieth-century-and-beyond/ 

ISON, Nibiru, Wormwood, Planet X, 2 Suns 

   

:666 - *THY LIGHT -- IS IN 
ME & ITS WHITE FLAME -- 
IS A SWORD -- TO PUSH -- 
THY ORDER  -- SIX NINETY SIX, 
REBIRTH OF CONSCIOUSNESS"! THE 
NUMERIC TOTAL of # 21 HAS TO DO 

WITH, "THE VAV"! Refer to # 21 "VAV" 
# 144 "VAV IS THE STAR "! # 
236 "TZADDI IS NOT THE 

STAR" # 696 "THE OLD WAYS 
HAVE DIED. ............"#212 #215 #332 

#427 #117# 630 # 725 #1057 and # 693 
"WE ALL HAVE TO START 
SOMEWHERE.............."! for 

INSIGHTTTT "AWAKEN"! Refer to # 60 60 // 

GET YOUR FACTS - ALL LINED UP - IN A ROW - LISTEN T O - THE 
MYSTI CAL CROW * WITHOUT "PROPER AUTHORITY, THERE I S 
"NO TRUE DIRECTION"! THE CREATOR IS THE "PROPER 
AUTHORITY BECAUSE HE IS "THE CREATOR"! OMNIPOTENT! 
OMNISCIENT! ETERNAL! IT DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER THAN  
THAT! ( IHVH ALHIM) #666 - * 1COR 15:24 *THE REAL 666!  . KING of KINGS & 
LORD of LORDS!  Rev 19:16! // OF COURSE CHRISTIANS CAN'T LIVE 
WITHOUT AN AUTHORITY FIGURE BECAUSE THEY'RE TOO 
SCARED TO MAKE THIER OWN DECISIONS. AFRAID OF 
RESPONSIBILITY, AVOID IT BY HAVING A SCAPEGOAT!!! / / I 
FLAP -- MY WINGS - IN THE FACE OF -- THELEMIC LAW - - AND 
PECK -- IT OUT > > * "HE WILL BRING TO NOTHING, ALL  
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GOVERNMENT, ALL 
AUTHORITY and POWER", 
INCLUDING ALL FALSE 
RELIGION! // ONE TWO THREE FOUR 
FIVE SIX SEVEN EIGHT NINE TEN - HAD * 

#666 AS IN , " HAD IT '. IF YOU 
RECIEVE THE "MARK OF THE 
BEAST - 666" YOU WILL HAVE 
"HAD IT',  @ ARMAGEDDON! Rev 13:11-
18 14:9-12 19:11-21 WHAT IS THE MARK????? 
REFER TO # 283 #321 & # 356 for INSIGHTTT 

// YE SHALL KNOW - IF THE TEACHING OF - THE MYSTI CAL 
CROW - COMES FROM GOD * #666 THE "POSITIVE 
ASPECT"! http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

HEALTH OFFICIALS: NEW SARS LIKE RESPIRATORY 
CORONAVIRUS "THREAT TO ENTIRE WORLD"  (MAY 30, 
2013)http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGMnmYp_kbw 

1000 points= 100 hrs=100 shares Community Currency Compatible 
Websites / ORGONE MASTERS / OLEE H2O / TEMPLAR TRU / 8thfire prophecy / EDEN project 

King of Kings Lord of Lords  

   

 

 

MARdi 09 17 2013 - BYE BYE 
WHORING HEAVENLY 
BODIES of BLACK BUG EYED BAT 
SHIT CRAZY DEMON AURA 
ASTRAL 

ASSHOLES byebyeblackbug -
 http://7thfire.biz/byebyeblackbug.htm 

The Velon ET Threat to Humanity - AN ALIEN RACE called the Velon 
(Anunnaki) have designs on our planet, and are using the Illuminati, the Ruling 
Elite and the Masonic Order to further their agenda—
according to author and healer, Chris Thomas. In the 
interview below Chris details the true Human Plan, 
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Humanity’s vital role in t he universe, and its involvement with many other ET 
groups over the years. He then outlines what he refers to as The Project for 
Human Extinction, detailing how the Rothschild elite and Illuminati were taken 
over by a small number of Anunnaki and ‘Hathor’ Velon ETs about 300 years 
ago. http://www.exohuman.com/wordpress/2011/07/the-velon-et-threat-to-
humanity/ /// http://www.thespiritguides.co.uk/ChrisThomas/ChrisThomasProgressReport2012.pdf 

VELON VAMPIRE VATICAN  

 

MOONday 09 16 2013 - 9/7/6 = 22 = 4 - DiANA  rides 
the WHITE MOON CHARIOT dianadnainanna -
http://7thfire.biz/dianadnainanna.htm 

- get the HELL  off her RIDE  - BLACK MOON 
GENOCIDE rs for LILITH/LEVAN/MOLOCH  

LION ( SUN GOD) UTU ( ADAM)  + LAMB  ( 

MOON GODDESS) INANNA  ( EVE) 

SUN ( UTU) was FIRST - the ALPHA 
MALE  is UTU the SUN GOD ( ADAM 

KADMON)  

BROTHER SUN / SISTER MOON ... 
same as OLYMPIAN BROTHER 

APOLLO/ DIANA - ISON = ISIS ( 
MOON GODDESS) + ON ( SUN 

GOD) 
no SIN 
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- but Marduk RA ( aMON RA- MAMMON ) created 
the NEPHILIM  and the GREYS uphold his RE 
LEGIONS  
the FISH god is ENKI BAAL  - Marduk is CAIN  - 
MARS - WAR-
 MARDUK  http://drakenberg.weebly.com/anunnaki.html 

ENKI  manipulated and 
created HUMAN s, MARDUK  reorganized us EVEN 
WORSE... 

GREYS created the RA LEGIONS  of MAMMON  after MARDUK  went 
to MARS 

ENKI  is BAAL  the FISH GOD... 
the BLACK SUN  - LUCIFER  from 
the PLEIADES  

 
IHS is VATICAN  BLACK SUN 
WARSHIP .... MARDUK/ 
LILITH changed the HIEROGLYPHS  and 
the CAVE PAINTINGS  

- GREYS continue with RA LEGIONS  and keep up in the MATRIX - 4  d 
astral web of REINCARNATION  
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- - MOON ( SIN) MARS ( MARDUK) - SOLIDS ( 
DARK) - MATTER ARCHONS  

LILITHs SALT LAKE CITY UFO 
INVASION  with PINDAR the DRAGON 
LORD  with HORUS down UNDER-
 DRACOVASSILAS- FACE on MARS 
- BRIAN GO LIGHTLY MARSHALL as 
Yahweh HOLLYWOOD KUNTuckEE FRIED 
CHICKEN JESUS 

 
RED EYES - DEMONS - LIAR - JEWEL DEL 
CORE for the NWO - Pleiadian's are Reptilian- 

children of LUCIFER - BAAL  -ENKI  

PLEIADES - PLACE of BAAL  - MARDUK  - 
is TUBAAL CAIN - BLACK 

MAJICK  with LILITH ( REPTILIANS)  

BASIC SHIT - BLACK SUN - ASHTAR 
COMMAND - CANNIBAALs  

HUMANS  have been BEGUILED  by the SERPENT 
LILITH- thru RITUAL WARship- BLOOD 

SACRIFICE - RAPE/ FEAR  

  

- NERO is a ZERO and GRECO ROMA 
WARships the DEMIURGE, DRACOVASSILAS and CONSTANTIN E 

the CHRISTIAN KILLER! Jewel Del Core - ALL 
SEEING EYE of HORUS? SUN of SATAN? BLACK 
DAWN, BLACK MAJICK . BACK of the LINE 
COWARDS...the CHILDREN are in CHARGE 
NOW. Project Clean up YOUR MESS is 
BORN http://7thfire.biz/nerozero.htm  

- Mayan priests were also sacrificing humans for their 
gods and took the blood and organs into the underground chambers of the 
pyramids (again pyramids!). From there, the reptilians took them and ate 
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them. They taught us to sacrifice animals and eat them, just like they 
sacrifice and eat US. 

The Mayas also tell the story of their gods.- One of them was Kukulkan, a 
reptilian wearing a feathers suit who was also depicted as a human. He 
originated near thePleiades as well. 
The interesting thing is that he ate humans. The Mayan 
priests were also sacrificing humans for their 
gods and took the blood and organs into the 
underground chambers of the pyramids (again 
pyramids!). From there, the reptilians took them and 
ate them. They taught us to sacrifice animals and eat 

them, just like they sacrifice and eat US. We are 
both their slaves and their food. It might sound odd if 
you hear it for the first time, but I dare you to go 
deeper into our TRUE history (not the fake one 
taught in schools). 
The modern science proved that humans are NOT 
natural meat eaters. The evidences are many: from our 

teeth, tongue, digestive system, gastric acid and intestines. Humans are the only 
species who eats for pleasure, instead of need. The faeces resulted from the 
rotted meet stay in our intestines 7 times longer than in those of a meat eater by 
nature.http://humansarefree.com/2010/12/anunnaki-chronology-of-events-
part.html 

(Just as the Anunnakis gave 
the leadership to the humans 
with serpent DNA, the "dragon 
gods" from ASIA gave the 
power to their direct human 
descendants. We accept 
the royal families without 
question as our leaders because 
they descend from the reptilian 
extraterrestrials. In their 
opinion, they have the right to 

lead us because they have pure reptilian DNA. The 
Reptilians never left Earth. They live in huge 
underground cities, ruling us from the shadows. 
Our human leaders know of their existence and always follow their lead. As 
you will see, at one point they gave full control of the human hybrids over 
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the rest of us, while they moved away from the public 
sight).http://humansarefree.com/2010/12/anunnaki-chronology-of-events-
part.html 

Marduk depicted in his human form with a reptilian being next to him; or 
part of him. Also, in the left side of the picture, a snake 
seems to crawl up his sleeve and emerge at the back of his 
head. This way, his had seems to 
have two opposite faces: one 
human/ one reptilian. In the 
Sumerian culture many gods 

were depicted as having multiple faces, clear sign of 
"shapeshifting" even though the accepted variant is 
different. Please remember that no civilization had 
the right to depict the reptilians in their reptilian 
form).http://humansarefree.com/2010/12/anunnaki-
chronology-of-events-part.html 

 
SINNNITREEE sinnn 
treee https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101892026534938
.2427.100001424227951&type=3 

EARTHMOTHER2B TREEE-TONYA 
KANE https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101855173205

290.2411.100001424227951&type=3 

  

ILLUMINATREEE Taken at LAS VEGAS NEVADA - TREEEMIRROR 
SOUL 
STOREY https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101852383205569.2410.1000014
24227951&type=3 

WATCH NOW "IN A NUTSHELL " if this doesn't scare you into reality, I 
don't know what will !!! - WOW.... 13 min SEE the ZOMBIE FREAKS from 
MIDDLE EARTH AREA 51 
HOLLYWOOD http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc 

Terra Papers 1 pt 4 - Ra, ISIS/ISHTAR, EA, ENLIL, SHETI LIZARDS, 
PHAROAHS, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQhEB9qDQy0 
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Terra Papers 1 Canadastreetnews.com- Pt 1 November 11, 

2009 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQ0SjiBQeE0 

Holy Grail, EA/ENKI WAMPUM Solutions Canadastreetnews.com- 
November 04, 2009 Pt 3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fR-qZkPI2uo 

  

 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_63.htm 

Dana Horochowski - Terra Papers OUR HISTORY - HIStory - IHS 

   

 

http://7thfire.biz/09152013.htm 

SUNday 09 15 2013 - ELECTRO - MAGNETISM = ZERO POINT -
 HOLY UNION 69 = ISON - ridding us of the PARASITES- 

the DESTROYer of LIES  isoneyesunmyson -
http://7thfire.biz/isoneyesunmyson.htm 

- KUNDALINI CARNIVORES- 
RAPING  people out of their beds at 
night unwillingly... spying on us... 

against our will... ASHTAR 
COMMAND is not the VIRGIN 
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MARY ... in a UFO... SHOOT it DOWN 
SOUL SUCKERS and RAPISTS... not human... GREYS EAT US 

 
- GREENSAGE44 said LILITH DIES 11 15 2013- we lose our SERPENT 

TAIL  and become WHOLE AGAIN ... CRYSTED... 

CRYSTAL .. not stuck in CARBON 6 6 6 

FOSSILS- dead mans BONES - the SPIRIT  of 
the NEPHILIM and GOETIA= I EYE SUN= CREATORs SUN - GODs 

SUN 

Electric Comet ISON - CREATOR 
MOTHER/FATHER  -

SION = ISON = ISIS + ON ( SUN) not ZION  ( BLACK 
SUN) 

CANADA will remain HUMAN - we 
are SOLIDarily UNIFIED 

ALREADY ... BURKA s, TURBINS, SARIs and ALL  

 
-PLEIADIANS  can do US a FAVOUR  and REMOVE 

all GOVERNMENTS, RA LEGIONS  from 
the POWER of the BANKERS for BAAL and LILITH  
--- they have no PLACE ENSLAVING HUMANITY ... 

this CURSE needs to be removed.... what R YOU 
WAITING FOR ? 

Give everyone 1000 pts on a MEDICINE WHEEL  and lets 
start CLEANING  up this mess...too much delay... 

ACTION ACTION ACTION is AGAPE LOVE ... BEEKEEPERS 
daugher is the WHITE BUFFALO  crowing in the 8thfire - 

Heart of the GRANDMOTHER TURTLE ...so QUIT with your 
DECEPTIONS 
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c2012 s1 = 18 *CALL * " LISTEN TO THE MYSTICAL CAW (CALL) of 
THE WHITE CROW,  DRAWING YOU TO THE KINGDOM of 
GOD and EVERLASTING LIFE,  ONPARADISE EARTH "! Refer to # 60 
for INSIGHTTT // *F# * A MOST IMPORTANT NOTE! RELATES TO 
"THE EMPRESS and THE 14th PATH"! "THE CAW OF THE MYSTI CAL 
CROW - F SHARP"! #353 Refer 
also to #232 and # 782 for 
INSIGHTTT // (HOW ABOUT 
UNUSUAL< AS IN THE 
MYSTI CAL WHITE CROW). 
// F#^ * MOST 
>SIGNIFICANTLY, THIS 
TONE IS SAID TO : CAUSE A 
RESONANCE IN YOUR 
PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL 
and MENTAL VEHICLES, 
WHICH CAN ENERGIZE VITALIZE  and HARMONIZE the 
PHYSICAL/ETHERIC and MENTAL BODIES. PROVIDING THAT YOU 
LISTEN, to THE POINT THAT ASSIMILATION. (LET THE GOOD ONES 
BE PURGED by THE F SHARP MESSAGES of THE MYSTI CAL 
WHITE CROW/ THE PROPHET/THE EMPRESS ). John 17:3,4 Eph 1:17. 
// GO* *FORWARD! // HAAR * MEANING: GREY, COLD, WET, SEA 
FOG on THE EAST COAST of ENGLAND or SCOTLAND // WALLOW * 
#1 TO ROLL ABOUT! (AS IN: A PIG IN THE MIRE) #2 TO INDULGE 
ONESEL IMMODERATELY! #3 TO BECOME 
or REMAIN HELPLESS! "NEVER MAY THAT 
HAPPEN"! SEEK YAHWEH, ALMIGHTY 
(FATHER-MOTHER) CREATOR,  GOD 
and HIS CHRIST! Psalm 91:1-16 :I AM THE 
WAY and THE TRUTH and THE LIFE, NO 
ONE COMES TO THE FATHER ---- EXCEPT 
THROUGH ME "! John 14:6 3:16 17:3,4 1Tim 
2:5 

   

Daisy Herby CULT of SATURN - all RELIGIONS  
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BLACK NOBILITY MILLIONAIRES CLUB - planned SOVEREIGN 
CITY STATES  under 1000 pts of light in 2007.CHICAGO - I was there with 
Tommy Usury Free. They tried to BUY my sCOOL for 28 million. I say WE 
GO INDIAN instead and CHIP  the BLACK NOBILITY  with their own 666 

MACHINE MIND -
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=397049435555&set=a.10152169913145556.916034.5372755

55&type=3&theater 

  

  
 

CANNIBALS on UFOS - STAY 
AWAY from THEM  

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO Death 
Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) -

 GALACTIC 
FEDERATION of 
LIGHT  - people 

taken to a planet and 
starved to death and tortured ... have to eat human 

flesh to survive. YESHUA wants 
the disobedientto wake up from their slumber 

ALIENS  are not your BROTHERS 

The Lord says we SHOULD NEVER WANT TO BE A PART OF IT. 
NEVER. The Lord is telling me PANCAKE: DO NOT GO FOR A RIDE. So, 
apparently they are going to be offering free rides to people. But apparently, 
it’s a trap. The Lord says THEY WILL KILL YOU. IT’S A DEMONIC 

INVASION. ANYONE WHO GOES WITH 
THEM WILL BE 
IN THE HANDS 

OF THE ENEMY.  
Ok, the Lord gave 

me a word. He said: 
THE CIGAR. I 

believe this has to 
do with the cigar 

shaped UFOs that some people have captured photos of. I’m going to wait on 
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the Lord, YHVH Yeshua, and see where He leads me with this word. The Lord 
gave me the word DISH NETWORK. The Lord gave me this word twice: GOD 
IS TELLING ME. GOD IS TELLING ME. This has to do with RULERS and 
PRINCIPALITIES.  The Lord gave me the word INPUT, so the cigar shaped 

UFO must be some sort of “intellihub. 

The Lord is calling the Black Eyed 
Children  situation: A STATE OF 
EMERGENCY- And the understanding that 
He has given me is that they will be visiting 
Christians too, some Christians will 
encounter them. 
The Lord is saying that we are NOT to let 
them in our homes, we are not to let them 

anywhere near us. We are to command and 
demand that they leave. They are the Walking 
Dead. 
The Lord gave me the word, DIPLOMATIC DAY 
TRIP. ALL THE DEAD.  IT’S THE SUBLTE 
THINGS. THE WIFE, SHE’S SICK . NOBODYS 
HOME. OUT OF THE FLESH,  GET MOVING! 
THEIR TEACHINGS! SHE’S A LITTLE FAT 
DOG; SHE’S HUNGRY. IT GOES ON THE 
OTHER SIDE  – THE DARK SIDE OF THE 
MOON : HEADQUARTERS. 

-I also understood that these “animals” which are symbolic of the filthy, 
demonic, evil fallen angels, aka alien brotherhood, when they arrive here, 
when they fall to earth (as Scripture states, Rev 12:9) they are doing to want 
special protection. They are going to ask for a Code of Ethics, and this is 
connected to the situation with the Vatican and theCatholic Church wanting 
to welcome the alien brotherhood. What they are going to do is say that they 
are providing sanctuary for these beings, these fallen angels, and the Lord told 
me they are going to use “every trick in The Book .” That is reference to our 
Bible, to Scripture. In the dream, I was shown somebody bending down to pet 
one of these so-called animals. And the animal looked so sweet and cute, it 

had big loveable eyes. But the Lord is showing me is 
that they are going to play on people’s sympathies, they 
are going to appear as sweet as pie, some of them. I 
didn’t see the others looking that way, but I know some of 
them do appear sweet, and the person got very close. To me 
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this symbolizes “The Face” like the face of a business is the receptionist. 
So they are going to put out the friendly ones, and play on people’s 
sympathies, requesting sanctuary from the Catholic Church. 
The Lord wants us to speak boldly, the way Yeshua did when He walked the 
earth. He said: BE SAFE AND SET A FIRE. 

Vision: Explosion in Space, the Second 
Heaven http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ap7u5iA0ExA
&feature=youtu.be // Fallen Angels in 
Revelation:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsDKMoPb
DhU 
 
Vision: Watchman, what of the 
night? http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXKEFGUR3co
&feature=youtu.be // 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/URGENT- Bed of Thorns, 
UFO Death Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) - electsister777 (2).mp3 

http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-
death-hotels-black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

 
 

FRIAday 09 13 2013 -19 = 10 ATEN ATON NATO BLACK SUN = FREE us from 
medUSAs OBAMA nation VAMPIRE WHORES  and MURDERING 
MONSTERS cutmedusahead -http://7thfire.biz/cutmedusahead.htm 

RUSSIA - is restored back to the HOLY MOTHER - FATIMA 
PROPHECY? - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19A44e25Qms 

How 7 popes failed to consecrate Russia to the Immaculate Heart of 
Mary! ! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXj-atEETUY 

Russia to FATIMAs Immaculate Heart 
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FRIAday 09 13 2013 -19 = 10 ATEN ATON NATO BLACK 
SUN = 

FREE us from 
medUSAs OBAMA nation VAMPIRE 
WHORES and MURDERING 
MONSTERS cutmedusahead -
 http://7thfire.biz/cutmedusahead.htm 

RUSSIA - is restored back to the HOLY 
MOTHER - FATIMA PROPHECY ? -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19A44e25Qms 

How 7 popes failed to consecrate Russia to the 
Immaculate Heart of 

Mary! ! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXj-
atEETUY 

Russia to FATIMAs Immaculate Heart 

Why is the Obama administration so 
determined to have the U.S. military help al-

Qaeda win the civil war in Syria? 

Why are we being told that the U.S. has "no 
choice" but to help rabid jihadist terrorists that 
are slaughtering entire Christian 
villages, brutally raping Christian women and joyfully beheading Christian 
prisoners? If you are a Christian, you should not want anything to do with 
thesegenocidal lunatics. Jabhat al-Nusra is a radical Sunni terror organization 
affiliated with al-Qaeda that is leading the fight against the Assad regime. If 
they win, life will be absolute hell for the approximately two million 
Christians in Syria and other religious minorities. According to Wikipedia, 
Jabhat al-Nusra intends "to create a Pan-Islamic state under sharia law and 
aims to reinstate the Islamic Caliphate." As you will see below, many members 
of the U.S. military understand this, and they absolutely do not want to fight 
on the side of al-Qaeda 

Sometimes these psychotic Syrian rebels actually round up Christian 
women and children and gun them down. The 
following is from a report about what the rebels did 
to the Christian village of al-Duvair when they 
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took control... Images obtained exclusively by Infowars show the aftermath of 
an alleged massacre of a Christian village in Syria during which men, 
women and children were slaughtered and churchesdesecrated by Obama-
backed FSA rebels. The village of al-Duvair in Syria’s Western province of 
Homs, show ruined homes, ransackedchurches as well as the burned remains 
of what looks like an infant. According to the Assyrian International News 
Agency (AINA) on May 29, “The armed rebels affiliated to the Free Syrian 
Army (FSA) raided the Christian-populated al-Duvair village in Reef (outskirts 
of) Homs near the border with 
Lebanon….and massacred all its civilian 
residents, including women and 
children.” 

But sometimes women are not killed by the 
rebels. If they are young and lovely, they 
are often systematically raped. What 
happened to one15-year-old Christian 
girl from Qusair named Mariam is a total 
abomination... The commander of the battalion "Jabhat al-Nusra" in Qusair 
took Mariam, married and raped her. Then he repudiated her. The next day 
the young woman was forced to marry another Islamic militant . He 
also raped her and then repudiated her. The same trend was repeated for 15 
days, and Mariam was raped by 15 different men. This psychologically 
destabilized her and made her insane. Mariam, became mentally unstable 
and was eventually killed. This is who Obama wants to help? 

  

We are going to shed American blood to help those monsters take over 
Syria? Are we insane? http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/the-u-s-military-does-not-
want-to-fight-for-al-qaeda-christian-killers-in-syria 

SOL SCALPED pt 2 LOCUST BLACK WIDOW VAMPIRES-
 https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101522934618
80556.932862.537275555&type=3 
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SATAN MAGUS aka SIMON MAGUS uramerica.biz 

  
 

THORSday 09 12 2013 = 9/3/6 = 18 = 9 = WHITE vs BLACK  = BLACK 
MAJICK= LILITH /LEVAN  - SIN 
BAALs  illuminatreedies - http://7thfire.biz/illuminatreedies.htm 

- ISON= SUN of 
the CREATOR  is coming 
to PARTY  with 
the WHITE  MOON  MAM
MA - LOVE JOY , P2 
ENKI  and ISON now in 
the SKY= HIPPIE 

HAPPY AGE  of AQUARIUS  (BLUE 
MOON )http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLMmsaO9bcM 

 Lilith was the Serpent who beguiled Eve! Lilith is the Devil herself! 

  

- For the Devil beguiled Eve and was struck to slither on the belly consuming 
the dust of mankind. Yet it is Lilith who consumes 
Children  and it is by Owl worshippersand Feminist 

who kill children  and venerate the 
Mother! Murderers from 
within , the Serpent beguiles 
the Woman again and again 
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and the men are defiled by Women! The Elect are Virgins!  I am not talking 
sexually! 1956 through 1972 Virgo was in the house of Pluto, the ruling house 
of Scorpio coupled with Mars. I was born under the Virgin! The Elect are not 
defiled by women, by the Serpent! Amen! Good is bad and bad is good! 
Polarity shift and the Female deity will fail forever! GoodbyeCatholicism! 
Goodbye Kundalini!  Goodbye to all of the vanity of such 
Serpents who defile women by virtue and defile men by any means! One 
day man will only be able to walk in the light of the Moon because they will 
be unable to walk in the Light of the Son! The moon cycles 28 days with Lilith 
and all women! Her brood of demons are the Igigi of old 
and they reside in the Moon! Demons are 
aliens and they are the children of the most vile 
creations we have ever encountered yet Christianity 
does not know her, and the abortionists 
reside. Thou Liliths , male Lili and 
female Lilith , Hag and Ghool -to support identification 
of a woman with wings and bird-feet in the as related to 
Lilith http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lilith // http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPMUHbcFB
1Q 

https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101907763200031.2434.100001424227951&ty

pe=3 // https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101859986538142.2414.10000142422
7951&type=3 

 
 

  

MERCREDI 09 11 2013 WE need to SEPARATE... VAMPIRES EAT 
HUMANS  - not good for the GENEs of 
ISIS POOL http://7thfire.biz/lizardbyheads.htm 

- why do you CARE if  I GO GARDENING  and avoid 
your ASHTAR COMMAND UFO s? 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/GOVERNMENT is in CAHOOTS with the GREYS and 
the REPTILIANS and they will be DESTROYED by ISON the SON of the CREATOR.pdf 

you should make the PLAYING FIELD a little more USURY FREE= 
FAIRER TRADE  mr BILDERBERG ...and unlock my COMPUTER so I can 
SPAM already 
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...your POOP in ROMA is FIRED ... YESHUA is 
COMING OM OM OM  so you better run 
to NIBIRU  already= PLANET SEX ... leave 
the VIRGINS on EArth .. with 
theFAIRIES  and ELVES 

LILITH  and PINDAR  need to 
be DEACTIVATED  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPMUHbcFB1Q 

 

irthday September 10, 1969 ; Gender Female ; Interested In Men ; Religious 
Views HELLS ANGELS & SANG ARIAN 

Political Views ILLUMINATI  

 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/ // https://www.facebook.c

om/tonya.kane.18/media_set?set=a.101892026534938.2427.100001424227951&type=3 

Johann Adam Weishaupt - https://www.facebook.com/zbigniew.brzezinski.50  
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=636651733034771&set=a.1555731

27809303.27286.100000698501669&type=1&theater 

 Trans-Human Counterfeit: Free Your Mind  

  

SANGRAILIAN's BIRTHDAY  09 10 
2013 https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums 

I see your RED EYES GLOWING  in 3d MATRIX  slave reality. 

I am packed and ready to go HUNTING for GREYS  and other GENETIC 
FREAKS of unNATURE  
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Semjase Pleiadian Plejaren posted to Dana Horochowski - Way are you 
teaching people lay's & disinformation telling them that the Annunaki Race 
Anu, Enlil, Enki, are Saurians & Raptors & Reptilians & Dracos & Dragons 
that they are not. They are truly Human of the Homo thino type like you and 
me Humans nothing more than that 
okay. https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10153264688235556 

you are in BED with 
BILDERBERGS - Johann 
Adam Weishaupt -
 https://www.facebook.com/zbigniew.brzez
inski.50?fref=t 

- Ramtha - this AIN'T HUMAN 
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=faoHcnpNspM 

 
VAMPIRES  = my CATS' EYES GLOW LASER 
WHITE  LITE not RED. TWO  different SEEDLINES 

 
VAMPIRES are not of my 
INTEREST .. SCAMALOT  and HOLLYWOOD  are SOUL SUCKERS... it 
is not URANUSs FAULT. .. IT IS THE FAULT OF TUBAL 
CAIN  AND LILITH  
- SHETU LIZARDS ... the FREEMASONS - THOSE THAT 
SERVE PINDAR THE DRAGON 
LORD  https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums 

 
- YOU IGNORE me for 5 years and now you POST on MY WALL... TIME is 
SHORT INDEED for your UFO NESARA 666 BEAST AGENDA. I AM 
SICK of this shit,... send the LIZARD to BRUISE MY 
HEEL already... I got him by the 7 HEADs. 
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Semjase Pleiadian Plejaren - YOU ARE NOT the VIRGIN MARY EITHER 
- you are in CAHOOTS with EXOPOLITICS  

 
-SHAPE SHIFTING 
CARTOONs https://www.facebook.com/semjase.plejaren.3/med
ia_set?set=a.1385461365008379.1073741831.100006335857907
&type=3 
 
HOLLYWOOD AREA 51 HYBRIDS fucking with DNA - - 
this SCREETCH OWL  is not the VIRGIN MARY  

 
JZ KNIGHT - SHAPE SHIFTER - RED EYED 
DEMON https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.224462467704061.1073741838.1
00004209281255&type=3 

 
GOVERNMENT s are in CAHOOTS with the GREYS and 
the REPTILIANS and they will be DESTROYED.... by ISON the SON of 
the CREATOR-  
I can't WAIT - ANNUNAKI are not HUMAN... the DNA of the FAE was 
given to HUMAN s ( HUMAN s have the HOLY SPIRIT  within them.... 
thanks to ENKI ) 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1381515618736287&set=a.1381515438736305.1073741829.1

00006335857907  

-INANNA  is 
the REBORN EVE after 
the SATURNIANS BLEW 
up our HOME PLAN et - 
TIAMAAT  
I don't like SITCHIN 
either... probably running 
around in another genetic 

space suit like the rest of you SOULLESS 
DRONES 
- I love pissing off the SHAPESHIFTERS... it brings out their TRUE 
NATURE .. they don't have ONE 
- are you going to DESTROY Sault Ste Marie now that I pissed you off? 
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Christed Crystal Children jrgenius INTERnationAL sCOOLs 

 

8thfire biz GO BOTTOMS UP NOW Sault Ste Marie 

MARdi 09 10 2013 = 9/1/6 = 16 = 7 = 7 up or 7 down -town TIFF TORONTO  is full 
of REPTILIAN SHAPESHIFTER s- vampireatire2013 -

 http://7thfire.biz/vampireatire2013.htm 

I am worried about Toronto... no 
government and lots 
of VAMPIRES  currently 
walking the 
streets http://www.thestar.com
/entertainment/tiff.html 

Israel the one behind the war 
in Syria: -Mark 

Glenn https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gxt8part8l4 

OBAMA HAS SIGN 666 MARK OF THE BEAST "NEW WORLD 
ORDER "- The sins of Babylon will be laid open. The fearful results 

of enforcing the observances of the church by civil authority , the inroads of 
Spiritualism, the stealthy but rapid progress of the papal power,—ALL will be 

UNMASKED …. {The Great Controversy, page 
606,607} https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWGTQWvp1KA 

  

 
SONS of SETH - REPTILIAN - LILITHs- 

HELLS ANGELS -
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2QQMGSSD4w 

  

Political Leaders, Bankers and Government-
 Reptilians to be the force behind our current 
world government and the main control over 
our Earth  for thousands of years. The royal 

family in England is believed to be heavily Reptilian and of this order. The 
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same cas n be said about political leaders in the United States such as George 
W. Bush and Dick Cheney 

The Reptilian(also called Reptoids) are a species that 
has evolved on earth parallel with human beings. They get 

the name Reptilian from their physical characteristics in 
which they resemble that of a reptile mixed with a human. 

Reptilians are extremely technologically advanced and 
viewed as an evil or negative race of beings as they view 

humans as an inferior race, similar to that ofsheep or cattle. 
They are said to have originally inhabited our Earth 

roughly 800,000 years ago from their star system known 
as Draco. They lived on our Earth for thousands of years but were eventually 

met by the human race of beings from the star 
system Lyra . Reptilians have always clashed with the 

human species as they have different views of God and 
order.  

It is believed that Reptilians currently live in Inner 
Earth  and have been there for quite some time to keep a 

low profile. http://www.mmo-
champion.com/threads/925523-Do-you-believe-that-the-
Reptilian-Shapeshifters-NWO-Illuminati-rule-the-world 

  

DOWN WITH THE BRITISH REPTILIAN ROYAL FAMILY WHO 
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR SOME OF THE MOST GROTESQUE 

ATROCITIES COMMITTED IN 20TH AND 21ST CENTURY.  

 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/ALL%20VIDEOS%20Illuminatreee%20LILITH%20
sangrailian/hells%20angels%20treee%20%20%20did%20not%20post%20to%20freedomroad888/ 

Reptilian British Royal Family - MAGAZINE "HOLA" - Part - 1 The dark 
side of British royalty, the wedding of the hell shapeshifters creatures 
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everywhere. https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lRefd1eoZ2Q // Reptilian Shapeshifters 
- Prince 
William/Katehttps://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=5i_kmcWV49E // Reptilian 
Shapeshifters Hillary Clinton & 
Ukraine President Viktor 
Yushchenko http://www.whale.to/c/reptilian8.

html // Angelina Jolie REPTILIAN 
ANOMALIES!!! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80o
YMLdzWBA // Reptilians are not 
Aliens https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mc_Atxtrklk  //  
http://www.mmo-champion.com/threads/925523-Do-you-believe-that-the-
Reptilian-Shapeshifters-NWO-Illuminati-rule-the-world // Are Jennifer Lopez, 
Nick Carter, & Angelina Jolie Reptilian 
Shapeshifters?http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=rQmamCx-

9M4 /// Reptilians EXPLAIN Themselves! UFO 
Alien Shapeshifters Come 
Clean! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSB1n8wvoVY /// http:
//ketsaysso.blogspot.ca/2011/04/reptilians-

bull.html /// Newswoman Dress Hiked Up & Black 
Object Between 
Legs http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWWW0PqkSHU 
Proof Of Droid-Like Reporters/Public 
Figures/Entertainers? A Device Between A 
Reporters' Legs...http://yoy50.wordpress.com/2013/03/21/proof-of-droid-like-reporterspublic-

figuresentertainers-a-device-between-a-reporters-legs/ // Body morphing (Glitch in the 
Matrix) http://www.whale.to/b/shapeshifting_i.html // https://www.facebook.co
m/dana.horochowski/posts/10153263772125556 /// ps://www.facebook.com/da
na.horochowski/posts/10153263790140556 

Satanism In The Music Industry: Lucifer Shows up at Super Bowl 47-
 Beyonce 

EXPOSED http://www.whale.to/c/satanism666.html // http://youtu.be/tdmGcAKeAvo 

  
 

- not convinced yet? just take a closer look at nick nolte and gary busey. who 
needs the hairclub for men if you can reappear as a younger version of yourself 

and continue playing the same roles for another twenty years? fat paychecks 
aside, who could resist the ability to continue bedding eighteen-year-old blond 

girls well into your nineties? as long as nolte can shape shift into a younger 
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version of himself he can avoid a mid (or late) life crises by staying forever 
young and 

beautiful. http://www.envasion.net/2001/shapesh
ift.html // http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/sold.h

tm 

- ancient myth of the Great Burner, who 
represents the peak of the sunspot cycle that 

occurs every ~2000 years. Anti-thetical  to this 
is the concept of the "second coming" 

advocated by radical conspirators within 
the psychic Order of Death who want to bring about an Apocalypse followed 
by a global dictator ala the Protocols. These "neo-Sethians," when they shape 

shift (as a result of molecular jet-lag from time-travel) usually appear 
reptilian,  but appear more insectile the older they age. This lecture briefly 

encompasses the full scope and goal of the "neo-Sethian" 
conspiracy.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2QQMGSSD4w 

 TIFF REPTILIANs TORONTO 09 2013  

 
 

MOONday 09 09 2013 - 9/9/6 = 24 = 6- I / EYE MADE MY SHIFT DID YOU 
MAKE YOURS ??? readyallready - http://7thfire.biz/readyallready.htm 

SONS of GOD ... OH LORD http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCTgrn9HThw 

POOP RESIGNS 7thfire.biz 

   

 

FREE me in SERENITY 555-
 JRGENIUS.CA- USURY FREE 
GLOBAL  COOPERATIVE  U 
NITED  FISHER KINGDOMS 7th8t
hfireSOLUNA69 -

 http://7thfire.biz/7th8thfireSOLUNA69.htm 
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idlenomore http://7thfire.biz/idlenomore.htm  

USURY FREE MEE TOMMY USURY FREE in SERENITY 
555 idlenomoremarch2013 - http://7thfire.biz/idlenomoremarch2013.htm 

cyberclass.net idlenomore http://cyberclass.net/idlenomore.htm /// http://cyberclass.net/idlenomor
emarch2013.htm 

The UsuryFree Resolution - Time Will Usher In A New Age Of UsuryFree 
Living  // Presentation at the 3rd Annual World Conference on Riba / / 

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=RIFCON+channel /// http://usu
ryfree.blogspot.ca/2012/11/the-3rd-annual-world-conference-on-riba.html 

Tommy Usuryfree Kennedy and John KING of the PAUPERS TURMEL  

   

09 07 2013 - http://7thfire.biz/09072013.htm 

 NEW PARADIGM TIME SUNSHINE  = Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs - http://7thfire.biz/newparadimetimesunshine.htm 

Made in cANADa! = CHILDREN of the SOLUNA LITE 69 -
 newparadimetime - http://8thfire.biz/newparadimetime.htm 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=684721228223584&set=a.493630203999355.118937.2611300
10582710&type=1&theater 

 

  

8thfire biz GO BOTTOMS UP NOW Sault Ste Marie 
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CANNIBALS on UFOS - STAY AWAY from THEM  

URGENT: Bed of Thorns, UFO Death Hotels, Black Eyed Kids (Audio) 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/URGENT- Bed of Thorns, UFO Death Hotels, 
Black Eyed Kids (Audio) - electsister777 (2).mp3 

http://electsister777.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/urgent-bed-of-thorns-ufo-
death-hotels-black-eyed-kids-audio/ 

 

Word from the LORD: Profound Revelations...  

 

Toronto Street News, community currency jrgenius.ca  

OTTAWA T PARTY KANATA REPUBLIC 7thfire.biz  

 

FRIAday 08 06 
2013 BUTCHER  the BUTCHERs 
and BURN the BURNERs - I AM 
FREE in SERENITY 555 ... BYE BYE 
LOSERS freemefromarchons -
 http://7thfire.biz/freemefrom
archons.htm 

VATICAN 
WARSHIPs CRONUS and JEWpeter-

 GET LOST ALREADY  

BELIAL  = BEAST 666 - Mark Anthony 
Zeus! Yeah, I am Zeus, Thor, JE666, Nimrod, baal, 

Christ, Solomon, and gods only begotten sOn, all 
lovingly woven and poetically rolled into one giant 

paradoxox. 

http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/HOW do you LOVE me now... HAHAHA - FUCK OFF and DIE.pdf  
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http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/ 

https://www.google.ca/search?q=belial&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=XHAnUsmQH8qF2Q
X-4YDoDA&sqi=2&ved=0CDkQsAQ&biw=1366&bih=600 

Zeus is the voodoo counterpart to Blondye. Bondye is 
the head of the voodoo 
pantheon. http://www.reformation.org/voodoo-and-the-vatican.html 

The Holy Sabbath is actually the worship of the 
planet Saturn. If you "keep the Sabbath," then you are 

carrying on the ancient worship of this pagan god. That is 
why he is worshipped on Saturn's Day -- which today we 

call 
"Saturday."http://www.jordanmaxwell.com/articles/religion/religion10.ht

ml 

Reference: The Sabbath Planet - Molech was the Canaanite version of the 
Egyptian god Set. The god Set was a homosexual god of evil. He was 

worshipped during ceremonies that involved human 
sacrifice, cannibalismand homosexual orgies. As the god of destruction, he 

became the god of the Egyptian military . In ancient Rome, he was worshipped 
as the god Saturn by the Roman military (often with baptism by blood). Thus 
we see that Satan (Set, Saturn, Molech etc.) was 

worshipped by Solomon and his wives as he grew 
old and senile. This involved heterosexual sex 

orgies (Ashteroth), homosexual sex orgies (Baal, 
Set, Satan, Molech), human sacrifice (Molech) 

and even cannibalism (Set, Molech). Our modern 
high-level military leadership appears to have the 
same values as the ancients. Our Military Ruling 

Classes: Part 1 

The Jesuit Black Sun is loaded with Symbolism from the 
masculine saturnic energy with the straight rays. To the feminine 
luciferic energy with the spiral rays. To the H in the IHS being 
Saturn symbolism. The Jesuits are the Saturnalian 

Brotherhood http://www.whale.to/c/saturn.html 

Found frequently as a personal name in the Vulgate and various English 
translations of the Bible, is commonly used as a synonym of Satan, or the 
personification of evil. 
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This sense is derived from 2 Corinthians 6:15, where Belial (or Beliar) as 
prince of darkness is contrasted with 
Christ, the light. It is clear in the 
Vulgate and Douay translations of 1 
Kings 21:10 and 13, where the same 
Hebrew is rendered once as Belial 
and twice as "the devil". 

In the other 
instances, too, the 
translators 
understood it as a name for the prince of evil, and so it has 
passed into English. Milton, however, distinguishes Belial 
from Satan, regarding him as the demon of impurity. In the 
Hebrew Bible, nevertheless, the word is not a proper name, 
but a common noun usually signifying "wickedness" or 
"extreme wickedness". Thus, Moore renders "sons of 
Belial" as "vile scoundrels" (Judges 19:22); most prefer 
"worthless fellows". 

In some cases belial seems to mean "destruction", "ruin"; 
thus in Psalm 12:9, the word is parallel to the thought of utter destruction and 
seems to mean the same. In Psalm 18:5, it is parallel to "death" and "Sheol"; 
some understand it as "destruction", Cheyne as "the abyss". 

The etymology of the word is doubtful; it is usually taken to be a compound 
meaning "worthlessness." Cheyne suggest an alternate that means "that from 
which no one comes up", namely the abyss, Sheol. St. Jerome's etymology 
"without yoke", which he has even inserted as a gloss in the text of Judges 
19:22, is contrary to Hebrew philology. 

Belial, from meaning wickedness or Sheol, could develop into a 
name for the prince of evil or of darkness; and as such was widely 
used at the beginning of our era. Under the 
names Beliar, Berial, he plays a very important 
rôle in apocryphal literature, in the "Ascension of 

Isaias", the "Sibylline Oracles", and the "Testament of the 
Twelve Patriarchs". He is the prince of this world and will 
come as Antichrist; his name is sometimes given also to 
Nero, returning as Antichrist.http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/02408a.htm 
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Alannah Myles - Bad 4 You 1997 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCvoscW-
pOA&list=PLZl1xK7kwArHSShMNapzdkZ2c4ItS4EjV#t=32 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=216655355151439&set=p.216655355151439&type=1&theater 

How the Vatican created 
Islam http://www.redicecreations.com/specialreports/2006/04apr/catholicislam.
html 
Jupiter - Astrodienst http://www.astro.com/mtp/mtp41_e.htm 
 
Zeus - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeus 
jeZEUS 

Cronus - Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cronus 

- JAY WEIDNER  does not like SITCHIN - TIAMAT was 
a PLANet and a war occured between SATURN and the 
ARCHONS and TIAMAT . 

TIAMAT  is the ASTEROID 
BELT . TIAMAT  races thru the SOLAR 
SYSTEM wrecking HAVOC  53 
min http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPr25wZWPSQ 

PENTAGON = 9-11 - if you want to trap a SPIRIT or an ENTITY , you have 
to trap it . The NAZI s were looking for the ARCHONS, ARCHONs were 
buried in the SOUTH of FRANCE. ASMODEUS- Rennes-le-Chateau - this 
place is TERRIBLE 9-11 = GOAL  was to release the ARCHONS 

ST GERMAIN is the ANTICHRIST- 
PETRUS ROMANUS - HILTON PETER 
MIJOVICK 

http://insights2.org/nesara/2007.html 

SARGON- ARCHONS are running 
the BANKS- FATHER TIME... SATURN  37 

min - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPr25wZWPSQ 

- http://7thfire.biz/cherylmenezes.htm 
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Lady In Red -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vt2YIpZWBqA /// https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts

/10153242084230556 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs
%20JESUITS/ 

JESUitS BLACK POPE by Sault StreetNews 

   

 

THORSday 09 05 2013 = 9/5/6 = 9-
11 IRATE PI- RATE - HIS WOMAN 
-- CALLED - THE SCARLET 
WOMAN * "ALL POWER IS 
GIVEN. THEY 
SHALL GATHER MY 
CHILDREN INTO THEIR 

FOLD: THEY SHALL BRING THE GLORY of the 
STARS INTO THE HEARTS of MEN" iratepirateblindgod -
 http://7thfire.biz/iratepirateblindgod.htm 

iratepirate  -- http://7thfire.biz/iratepirate.htm 

True Christianity was practiced by Adam, Noah, Enoch and Melchizedek. 
// The Babylonian mystery religions are a cheap Satanic counterfeit of True 

Christianity  // Heavenly Isis + Osiris= Sophia+ Christos vs Earthly 
Abomination Isis + Osiris ( Samael + Lilith) // http://66.49.206.24/moontime.htm 

  
 

MERCREDI MERCURY HERMES 09 04 2013 - 9/4/6 = 19 = 10pts = 1 horus - I AGAPE 
AMOR YOU ...DANU oxox x 144, 000 -

 myheartisuyouyew -
http://8thfire.biz/myheartisuyouyew.htm 

Kinakwii Nation: Sovereign, 
Indigenous, Aboriginal Confederacy 

http://kinakwii.org/ /// http://kinakwii.org/kinakwii.pdf /// 
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General info about Canada - Kinakwii.com http://kinakwii.com/ 

Kinakwii is a modern Sovereign, Indigenous, Aboriginal Nation patterned 
on the heritage, roots, values and beliefs of the Indigenous Aboriginal 
peoples of Turtle Island (North America) as they existedprior to the 1500s. 
It's a Nation that will become a confederacy of Nations. 

In our heritage, the land and family life  is important. For 1000's of 
years before the arrival of 
the British  and Europeans the 
Indigenous Aboriginal people of Turtle 
Island lived in relative harmony with 
the land and with each other. They viewed 
finding their relationship with the Great 
Spirit as their life's mission. They viewed 
themselves as part of Mother Earth , not 
as Her owners. They viewed themselves as 

responsible to learn from their ancestors, and to preserve the sanctity of 
Mother Earth for seven generations of their children. 

The Kinakwii people are spiritual and practical. They believe they 
are people of light who can have, if they choose, a direct relationship with 
the Great Spirit andSpirit of Mother Earth and Water. Kinakwii people 
believe they have a calling to lead the way in healing 
several hundred years of 
cruelty, pollution  and violence by humans against 
Mother Earth  and also in healing relationships 

among humans. Kinakwii people 
also believe their national life must 
be underpinned by its own 
economic development, its 
own monetary system, its own 
employment base and it must 
be enriched by indigenous, aboriginal cultural 
development. The Kinakwii people believe that a new 
relationship between Sovereign Indigenous Aboriginal 
People and the people of Canada, Sovereign Nation to 

Sovereign Nation, is the only way to give substance to the Canadian Prime 
Minister's historic apology to Indigenous Aboriginal people. 
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8thfire Long Standing Prophecy: Idle No More 

  
 

MARdi 09 03 2013 - MARs- GOD of WAR- PROJECT- TAKE the 
CHILDREN AWAY before these WHORES EAT THEM for DINN ER 

  

401 Kunts Ashley Cumtown Brandy Black Widow Judy Jasper Compton Judy 
Cum Town 666 

JUDYCUMTOWN - http://7thfire.biz/JUDYCUMTOWN.htm 

https://www.facebook.com/judy.compton.58?fref=ts 

AS FOR -- ALL THE LIARS * (THE 
CHRONIC DECEPTIVE 

MANIPULATORS)  "........but as for 
the COWARDS and THOSE 

WITHOUT FAITH and THOSE, 
WHO ARE DISGUSTING IN THEIR 

FILTH, and MURDERS ( sacrifice 
cattle. little and big, after a child. Liber 

Al Vel Legis 3:12) and FORNICATORS (DO AS THOU WILT, UNDER 
THE STARS) and THOSE PRACTICING SPIRITISM and IDOLA TERS 
( YAHWEH IS GOD of GODS & LORD of 

LORDS Deut 10:17) and 

"ALL THE LIARS", THEIR PORTION 
WILL BE IN THE LAKE THAT BURNS 

WITH FIRE and SULPHUR. THIS MEANS 
THE SECOND DEATH"! (CUT OFF, 

ANNIHILATED, COMPLETELY 
DESTROYED) Psalm 37:9-11, 18-20, 34, 38. "THE HELLFIRE 

DOCTRINE, THAT TEACHES ONE IS AWARE and IN A FIRERY  
PLACE OF TORMENT ---Is A LIE"!  

http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/ 
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=493629930666049&set=a.438521376176905.109434.2611300
10582710&type=1&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=228660100617631&set=a.128004354016540.27907.10000420
9281255&type=1&theater&notif_t=like 

I HATE SLUTS  like you - GO FUCK YOUR 
SATAN= AMERICA SHALL FALL - IN 
THE DARK *ARMAGEDDON! JUST 

AHEAD! GET PREPARED NOW! Matt 24th 
CHAPTER! Rev 11:18, 19:11-21 DANIEL 2:44 

Rev 11:15** 1Cor 15_20-28* 
... CLEANING up the TARES = FOCUSED INTENT = I want thi s SHIT 

off the PLANet - no more SUCCUBUS INCUBUS PARASITES = GET off 
your GODDAM LAZY ARROGANT ASSES... 

USELESS EATERS = BABYLON WHORES for 
NIMROD... ARROGANT VAIN HEARTLESS - 

VAMPIRES = BAD CHICKEN- Kentucky 
FRIED  

Dana Horochowski- SHE SHALL - BEND UPON 
THEM *Voice of "WHITE BRILLIANCE-THE 

CROW" of Sacred MannA Ministeries! (CORVUS COR ONE 111) 
STILL WATERS - RUN DEEP 

*THEY SURROUND YOU ! 

Judy Jasper Compton = 
251 *WITNESS THE - WITNESS* *YOU 
HAVE ENTERED THE "MYSTICAL NET" 
WHERE THE FAITHFUL and TRUE 
WITNESS BECOMES REAL! THE EYE OF 
AWAKENING!!!!! MAY YOUR INNERMOST 
VISION INCREASE TO "FULL 
ENLIGHTENMENT" TO THE GLORY OF 
YAHWEH GOF THE FATHER-MOTHER, & 

HIS CHRIST! Eph 1;17**  
A MINER FOR - A HEART OF GOLD * // A WITNESS -I N NUMBERS *THE NAEQ! Read A 
WITNESS -I N NUMBERS *THE NAEQ! Read "THE CHRYSANTHEMUM" #414  
ACCEPT - JESUS CHRIST *THE FAITHFUL & TRUE WITNESS OF 

YAHWEH GOD! REV 1:5 // AMERICA SHALL FALL - IN 
THE DARK *ARMAGEDDON! JUST AHEAD! 
GET PREPARED NOW! Matt 24th CHAPTER! Rev 11:18, 
19:11-21 DANIEL 2:44 Rev 11:15** 1Cor 15_20-28* // And this is the 
wrath of God Liber Cheth // ARMAGEDDON IS - GROUND ZERO *Rev 
11:18 19:11-21 Luke 17:20-28 DANIEL 2:44 // AS A - GOLDEN DAWN - 

HE DID APPEAR * /// BEHOLD - I COME - 
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QUICKLY  *1Thess 5:2, Rev 16:15 Luke 17:26-37 /// BENDING UPON THEM* *A 
AM & "HE SHALL", ARMAGEDDON! // BEWARE -- THE QYL - - HAS 
COME  * Refer to THE WORK: "LIBER PENNAE ULTIM-ATUM" and #165 for INSIGHTTT // 
CHADPEACEUNITYLOVE THAT TRADITIONAL AND SPONTANEOUS MANTRA THAT BRINGS 
STABILITY AND STRENGTH TO ALL WHO SPEAK IT ^ 118 UNCHAINED IN THIS TIME AND 
FOREVER MORE // CHADWINSSTATETITLES SO IT IS WRITTEN SO SHALL IT BE 

MANIFESTED IN 2008 AND BEYOND ^ SUNWISE UPRIGHT CONQUERS ALL 
HE SEES WITH FOCUS AND DETERMINATION ^ GOLD FOR 118  
// EMBODIMENT + MAGIK * "ITS HERE"! Refer to "MAGIK # 65 for INSIGHTTT // FEAR 
NOT THAT - I AM NEAR * // HOPE FOR THE HOPELESS * I  LAY 
DOWN MY LIFE FOR - YOU // I LAY DOWN MY LIFE - FOR 
YOU *John 3:16 /// IT ALL -- COMES BACK -- TO FOUR * "AS IN THE TETRAGRAMMATON, 
IHVH - YHWH - YHVH, WHAT GOES AROUND - O - COMES AROUND - O "! Refer to "IHVH 
ALHIM" # 769 for INSIGHTTTT Rev 11:15 1Cor 15:20-28^^^^ Deut 10:17 Psalm 91:1-16 Mat 10:9,10 
Isa 2:1-4 /// MANY SHALL BE - LIFTED UP * H A L L E L U J A H !!!!!!!!!!! PRAISE YAHWEH, 
(FATHER-MOTHER, ALMIGHTY CREATOR, GOD)! // OUR TRUTH SURROUNDS ----- YOU * // 
PEACEUNITYLOVECHAD SO IT IS WRITTEN SO SHALL IT BE MADE MANIFEST IN 2008 AND 

BEYOND ^ 118 CLEAR AND FREE /// POTENT nad POWERFUL**** * / / SHE SHALL - 
BEND UPON THEM *Voice of "WHITE BRILLIANCE-THE CROW " of 
Sacred MannA Ministeries! (CORVUS COR ONE 111) // STILL 
WATERS - RUN DEEP *THEY SURROUND YOU! // THE BROTHE RS 

OF - LIGHT * THE WHITE BROTHERHOOD! // 
THE FIRE*********>>>>>>>> OF HIS ANGER *  /.// 

THE TARGET OF - HIS WRATH *PAGANISM & ALL 
FALSE RELIGION! JOHN 4:24 JOHN 4:24 JOHN 4:24 JOHN 4:24 
// THE TOWER -- OF THE FLOCK *THE WATCHTOWER! // THEY 
SHALL FALL - BEFORE YOU * Malach 4:1-4 // WATCH THIS - 

COPPERHEADS *BEHOLD! BEHOLD! I COME QUICKLY 
AND YOU'LL BE THERE TO SEE IT! // WITNESS THE 

WITNESS *THE CHRYSANTHEMUM GEMATRIA FLOWER DEVELOPING IN THE NAEQ, HAS 
BECOME A "WITNESS" TO YAHWEH-JEHOVAH GOD 
& HIS INEFFABLE DIVINE TRUTH! THE "ANTHEMUM" 
#180 (COINED BY Sacred MannA Ministeries) IS REAL and 
DEFINES PROFOUND DIVINE TRUTH! // YES -- THE 
TIME CAME * THATS WHY YOU ARE ---- HERE! 
NOW --- AWAKEN!  Refer to #60 #60 // YOU ALSO - 
MUST BELIEVE * // YOU MUST AVOID - GRAMARYE* 

*THE BOOK OF SORCERY! SATANS 
POWER WILL FALL UPON YOUR 
OWN HEAD! THE DECEIVER! THE 
TRICKSTER! //  
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MOONday 09 02 2013 = 9/2/6 = 11-6 = 8 MOON MAMMA 
MOOS To Bel i Eve SOLUNA 69 
7thfire.biz http://7thfire.biz/believe.htm 

 
KINAKWII NATION = 144, 000  

 
MOON LOONIE inSANE aCORNIE SONG - LUNA TUNA 4 YEW U  

YOU 

lunatuna - http://7thfire.biz/lunatuna.htm /// http://7thfire.biz/12312012.htm 

Tori Stafford, Tory Nation,  Stephen Harper, Bilderberg, Satanist, 666 -
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtJgV6SVi8Y 

 CHOOSE 555 AGAPE AMOR NOW 

 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7bT54t5JVUA&list=PLZl1xK7kwArH8czqWx9zYbYPlQK7d1lqg 

To Bel i Eve SOLUNA 69 7thfire.biz 

 

http://7thfire.biz/08312013.htm 

Word from the LORD: Profound Revelations... 
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FRIAday 08 30 2013 = 8/3/6 = 17 = 8 infinity - OPERATION 
EISENHOOR - AGENDA 21 counterstrike 1 day 
AWAY -  eisenhoor -http://7thfire.biz/eisenhoor.htm 

UNIVERSAL LIARS LIZARDS LUSTY 
LEVIATHAN LILITH ASHTAR COMMAND 

CREEPS 

Exopolitics - VAMPIRE GATE to MIDDLE 
EARTH  = GO the OTHER WAY // PROBLEM is HERE... NESARA - 
ARCHONS - BLOOD SUCKERS for the 

GREYS 

http://exopolitics.org/ // https://www.facebook.com
/DrMichaelSalla / 

DECEPTION PROJECT  Part 3 One World Religion New Age Deception & 
The Ashtar Command 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6vS0PvcqBE&list=PL11D3000867FCF8DA&index=3 

  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/163647162/Eisenhoor-is-Not-Mary-Magdalene-She-is-a-Lying-Succubus-
Traitor-to-Humanity-Nazi-Black-Sun-Shapeshifter-for-Kroll-the-Tall-Grey-Stupid-Lying-Slut 

KINAKWII NATION  about to 
be BORN http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ 

Magnitude 5.1 mb Depth 15 km UTC Time 
12:33:08 August 30th, 2013 UTC Location 
Manitoba, Canada, Eastern North America 

Magnitude 5.2 mb Depth 15 km UTC Time 
12:33:00 August 30th, 2013 UTC Location 

Saskatchewan, Canada, Eastern North America 
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Magnitude 5.1 mb Depth 15 km UTC Time 15:06:37 August 30th, 2013 UTC 
Location Washington, Eastern Alaska To Vancouver Island 

Magnitude 5.5 mb Depth 15 km UTC Time 12:31:53 August 30th, 2013 UTC 
Location Nw Territories - Nunavut, Canada, Northeastern Asia, Northern 

Alaska To Greenland 

Magnitude 7.0 mw Depth 34 km UTC 
Time 16:25:03 August 30th, 2013 UTC 
Location Andreanof Islands, Aleutian 

Is., Alaska - Aleutian Arc 
Magnitude 4.9 mb Depth 15 km UTC 

Time 13:58:20 August 30th, 2013 UTC 
Location North Pacific Ocean, Pacific 

Basin 
Magnitude 5.4 mb Depth 200 km UTC 
Time 10:53:49 August 30th, 2013 UTC Location Venezuela, Caribbean Loop 
Magnitude 4.9 mb Depth 15 km UTC Time 13:58:20 August 30th, 2013 UTC 

Location North Pacific Ocean, Pacific Basin 
Magnitude 3.2 ml Depth 18 km UTC Time 10:38:16 August 30th, 2013 UTC 

Location Near Coast Of Northern Calif., California - Nevada Region 

 

 

  

Word from the LORD: Profound Revelations... 

  

How Do you Do? My Job! Your job, Jobs & Job part 
1 - What's in a name ? Everything. Let us make a 
name for ourselves. A name is who and what you are, it 
is representative of where you are as well. Job titles / 
occupations, the name of cities and rivers and countries 
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are all names for people as well as telling you what they are. God gives you a 
name as well (white stone of innocence), but you only achieve it through faith 
and walking in truth and 

love. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r52s3Nz7ziU 

God planted trees in the garden and a mighty river 
sprang forth. It divided into 4 paths in life. 
The land of the circle, the land of the mighty, and the 
land of the humble. All three of these lands have 
shadows and cliffs, but there is also a path of light 
through each as well. So don't get lost in the land of 
NOD, follow the Euphrates (glory path) to 

the promised land. Once there we must till the soil of 
our minds (fast) to prepare the way for further growth 
and adventure. Make a name = hebrew#8034 Shem 
= glory fame, reputation, memorial, MARK from 
the root H7760 Suwm = we are the sum total of 

everything we experience. 
It is the MARK we make or 
put on ourselves, to be 
established, mark for a 
sign. From the beginning 
men have had a choice. To either toil in the soil 
(sweat / carnal mind and eye), or to feed the flock 
(live off the land / spiritual). Whats your job ? 
Who's your boss or master.Have you lost focus on 
the heavenly treasures, or are you too busy with 

your life establishing your name, leaving your mark to worry about where 
you are with God ? When we stray from the path it is because of pride, 
ego, and vanity and making a name for ourselves a legacy. That is what 
the people of the city of Babelwere thinking when they dedicated themselves 
towards building a tower that would reach the 
heavens. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXKFsCpQX40 

WOW -
 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ashtar+command+deception&oq=ashtar+command+dece
ption&gs_l=youtube.3..33i21.74497.76144.0.76514.9.8.0.1.1.0.133.390.1j3.4.0...0.0...1ac.1.11.youtube.uO
4Xd1Li8w4 

DECEPTION PROJECT Disclosure Project & Hidden Secrets Bohemian 
Grove Owl of the 
Ancients https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70exkQNCRwI&list=PL11D300086FCF8DA 
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TERRA PAPERS 1 - ASHTAR COMMAND is BAD NEWS 

 

08 29 2013 - AGENDA 21 COUNTERSTRIKE is READY What is Agenda 21 
Counterstrike? 

LAURA BRADSHAW MAHON 
EISENHOWER  is not MARY MAGDALENE  ..you 
stupid LIARS  for AREA 51 KROLL CREEPs 

AGENDA 21 counterstrike 2 days - you will be 
BLAMED for a CLIMATE CATASTROPHE that 

is not your fault... 

3MIN News August 29, 2013: Blood Ice, Titan Gravity, 
Spaceweather http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1-

vV2FoeBE // http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQTh9wfFwG4 

 

OBAMAs SOLUTION is 666 - so CHIP the 
LIZARDS instead 
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MARdi 08 27 2013 -8/9/6 = 23 = 5-
 EISENHOOR has to GO= 

WEBRE EXOPOLITICS  in bed 
with NASA NSA USA RUSSIA 

GERMANY HARPER OBAMA 
SARGON ARCHONS NAZI 
NEPHILIM MEDIA  medUSA 

CIA FBI alCIA da VATICAN BANK sters LIZARD QUEEN BLACK SUN 
ATON SATAN LILITH LEVAN  tellievision -http://7thfire.biz/tellievision.htm 

Is the chemical attack fake- they own the TELL LIE VISION s, they want to 
start WW 3, so I think they don't mind KILLING 90% of the POPULATION  

DAMAScus too ... attack on the GODDESS - Fake Massacre by Syrian 
Army Using Chemical 
weapons https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZaZQ06229g 

 

- NASA CIA NAZI VATICAN NWO PUPPET LIAR QUEER JOHN 
KERRY  is PULLING  the same SHIT  as USUAL... change the SCHEME 
THEME LOSERS ,,, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-23844643 

SAME STORY LINE  with the IRAQ INVASION  etc... HAaRPER wants 
a NWO REGIME CHANGE = same EXCUSE when 
they invaded IRAQ in 2003 (ask JEAN 
CHRETIEN yourself) 

$$$ these CHEMICAL WEAPONS have 
your FEDERAL RESERVE PEDOPHILE 

HANDS all over them $$$ 

66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666
66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666

66666 
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EISENHOOR is not MARY MAGDALENE ... she is a LYING SUCCUBUS 
TRAITOR  to HUMANITY. ... NAZI BLACK SUN 

SHAPESHIFTER for KROLL  the TALL 
GREY. STUPID LYING SLUT .  

YOU are ABOUT to be DEACTIVATED .... I 
AM tired of your SHIT.... ZOMBIE BLACK 

ROSE TITTED VATICAN VAMPIRE 
VRILL.  

EISENHOOR....PACK your BAGS you 
MURDERING MAGGOT MOTHER OF 

MISERY - INSULT  to WOMEN. ... 
you LYING LIZARD.  

 
STOLEN IDENTITY ... get your FOREHEAD READY  for 

your VERICHIP ... NASA NECROMANCY ORGY MAGGOT MAD 
MOTHER  of FLEAS andSCAMALOT 

HOLLYWOOD HARLOTS  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=101532135
20430556&set=a.145299870555.234240.537275555 

http://exopolitics.org/pope-resignation-
fatima-secret-destruction-of-catholic-

church-prophesied/ 

666666666666666666666666666666666
666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 

WHERE are the HEROeS? DAMN IT... OFF YOUR ASSES already! I AM 
PISSSED at your GENOCIDE GAMES  
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STAY away from the TELL LIE VISION .... your SOURCE of MIND 
CONTROL Mind Control via TV and Hollywood - IMPORTA NT 

INFORMATION!!!  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6fkV87Frzk&list=PLZl1xK7kwArE9dXp
4Qcp1F4vw6pZhZm7O&index=3 

Did you know that Television was created on purpose as a 
weapon against humanity? It is a weapon and a tool for 

mass hypnosis and sedation. Learn how hypnotic 
mnemonics and Sigil Magic is used to insert instructions 
and demonic entities into the psyche via the TV and other 
Media. Discover how Illuminati families indoctrinate their 

children and what is being done to your children and 
grandchildren while 

you think they're being 
entertained by cartoons and Disney movies. 
Learn about Sigils and how these are used 

by Satanic magicians to qualify symbols and 
letters that are then used in the mnemonics 
on television screens. Learn how to protect 
yourself and your family! Join our website 
for more Shattering The Matrix information at: http://2012Emergence.com/ /// 

Listen to archived shows at: http://blogtalkradio/shatteringthematrix 
: http://Facebook.com/ShatteringTheMatrix 

  

YOU FRAUDS - UR FINISHED- BURN BITCH - SUCCUBUS WHORE 
EISEN HOOR for KROLL -  

http://exopolitics.org/Exo-Comment-
96.htm /// http://www.examiner.com/article/ed-komarek-on-his-new-book-

ufos-exopolitics-and-the-new-world-disorder /// 

I'LL BE SPAMMING - http://7thfire.biz/tellievision. htm - 

 
 
MAJOR SCANDAL :: Larry Summers and the Secret "End-Game" 
Memo http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Summers  

 
From: Greg Palast 
<PalastReport@gmail.com> Thursday, 
22 August 2013 When a little birdie 
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dropped the End Game memo through my window, its content was so 
explosive, so sick and plain evil, I just couldn't believe it. The Memo 
confirmed every conspiracy freak’s fantasy: that in the late 1990s, the top US 
Treasury officials secretly conspiredwith a small cabal of banker big-shots to 
rip apart financial regulation across the planet. When you 
see 26.3% unemployment in Spain, desperation and hunger in Greece, riots in 
Indonesia and Detroit in bankruptcy, go back to this End Game memo, the 
genesis of the blood and tears. 

The Treasury official playing the bankers’ secret 
End Game was Larry Summers. Today, 
Summers is Barack Obama’s leading choice for 
Chairman of the US Federal Reserve, the 
world’s central bank. If the confidential memo is 
authentic, then Summers shouldn’t be serving on 
the Fed, he should be serving hard time in some 
dungeon reserved for the criminally insane of the 
finance world. 

The memo is authentic. To get that confirmation, I would have to fly to Geneva 
and wangle a meeting with the Secretary 
General of the World Trade Organization, 
Pascal Lamy. I did. Lamy, the Generalissimo of 
Globalization, told me, “The WTO was not 
created as some dark cabal of multinationals 
secretly cooking plots against the people…. We 
don’t have cigar-smoking, rich, crazy bankers 
negotiating.”  
Then I showed him the memo. It begins with 
Summers’ flunky, Timothy Geithner, 

reminding his boss to call the then most powerful CEOs on the planet and get 
them to order their lobbyist armies to march: 
“As we enter the end-game of the WTO financial services negotiations, I 
believe it would be a good idea for you to touch base with the CEOs….” To 
avoid Summers having to call his office to get the phone numbers (which, 
under US law, would have to appear on public logs), Geithner listed their 
private lines. And here they are: Goldman Sachs: 
John Corzine (212)902-8281, Merrill Lynch: David 
Kamanski (212)449-6868 , Bank of America, 
David Coulter (415)622-2255, Citibank: John Reed 
(212)559-2732, Chase Manhattan: Walter Shipley 
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(212)270-1380 - Lamy was right: They don’t smoke cigars. Go ahead and dial 
them. I did, and sure enough, got a cheery personal hello from Reed–cheery 
until I revealed I wasn't Larry Summers. (Note: The other numbers were swiftly 
disconnected. And Corzine can’t be reached while he faces criminal charges.) 

It's not the little cabal of confabs held by Summers and the banksters that’s so 
troubling. The horror is in the purpose of the "end game” itself. 

Let me explain: The year was 1997. US Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin was 
pushing hard to de-regulate banks. That required, first, repeal of the Glass-
Steagall Act to dismantle the barrier between commercial banks and investment 
banks. It was like replacing bank vaults with roulette wheels. 

Second, the banks wanted the right to play a new high-risk game: “derivatives 
trading.” JP Morgan alone would soon carry $88 trillion of these pseudo-

securities on its books as “assets.” 
Deputy Treasury Secretary Summers (soon to replace 
Rubin as Secretary) body-blocked any attempt to control 
derivatives. But what was the use of turning US banks 
into derivatives casinos if money would flee to nations 
with safer banking laws? The answer conceived by the 
Big Bank Five: eliminate controls on banks in every 
nation on the planet – in one single move. It was as 
brilliant as it was insanely dangerous. 

How could they pull off this mad caper? The bankers' and 
Summers' game was to use the Financial Services 

Agreement, an abstruse and benign addendum to the international trade 
agreements policed by the World Trade Organization. Until the bankers began 
their play, the WTO agreements dealt simply with trade in goods–that is, my 
cars for your bananas. The new rules ginned-up by Summers and the banks 
would force all nations to accept trade in "bads" – toxic assets like financial 
derivatives. Until the bankers’ re-draft of the FSA, each nation controlled and 

chartered the banks within their own borders. 
The new rules of the game would force every 
nation to open their markets to Citibank, JP 
Morgan and their derivatives “products.” And 
all 156 nations in the WTO would have to 
smash down their own Glass-Steagall divisions 
between commercial savings banks and the 
investment banks that gamble with derivatives. 
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The job of turning the FSA into the bankers’ battering ram was given to 
Geithner, who was named Ambassador to the World Trade Organization. 

Bankers Go Bananas - Why in the world 
would any nation agree to let its banking 
system be boarded and seized by financial 
pirates like JP Morgan? 

The answer, in the case of Ecuador, was 
bananas. Ecuador was truly a banana 
republic. The yellow fruit was that 
nation’s life-and-death source of hard 
currency. If it refused to sign the new 
FSA, Ecuador could feed its bananas to 
the monkeys and go back into bankruptcy. Ecuador signed. And so on–with 

every single nation bullied into signing. Every nation but 
one, I should say. Brazil’s new President, Inacio Lula da 
Silva, refused. In retaliation, Brazil was threatened with a 
virtual embargo of its products by the European Union's 
Trade Commissioner, one Peter Mandelson, according to 
another confidential memo I got my hands on. But Lula’s 
refusenik stance paid off for Brazil which, alone among 
Western nations, survived and thrived during the 2007-9 
bank crisis. China signed–but got its pound of flesh in 

return. It opened its banking sector a crack in return for access and control of 
the US auto parts and other markets. (Swiftly, two million US jobs shifted to 
China.) 

The new FSA pulled the lid off the Pandora’s box of worldwide derivatives 
trade. Among the notorious transactions legalized: Goldman Sachs (where 
Treasury Secretary Rubin had been Co-Chairman) worked a secret euro-
derivatives swap with Greece which, ultimately, destroyed that nation. 
Ecuador, its own banking sector de-regulated and demolished, exploded into 
riots. Argentina had to sell off its oil companies (to the Spanish) and water 

systems (to Enron) while its teachers hunted for 
food in garbage cans. Then, Bankers Gone Wild 
in the Eurozone dove head-first into derivatives 
pools without knowing how to swim–and the 
continent is now being sold off in tiny, cheap 
pieces to Germany. Of course, it was not just 
threats that sold the FSA, but temptation as 
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well. After all, every evil starts with one bite of an apple offered by a snake. 
The apple: The gleaming piles of lucre hidden in the FSA for local elites. The 
snake was named Larry. Does all this evil and pain flow from a single memo? 
Of course not: the evil was The Game itself, as played by the banker clique. 
The memo only revealed their game-plan for checkmate. And the memo reveals 
a lot about Summers and Obama. While billions of sorry souls are still hurting 
from worldwide banker-made disaster, Rubin and Summers didn’t do too 
badly. Rubin’s deregulation of banks had permitted the creation of a financial 
monstrosity called “Citigroup.” Within weeks of leaving office, Rubin was 
named director, then Chairman of Citigroup—which went bankrupt while 
managing to pay Rubin a total of $126 million. 

Then Rubin took on another post: as key campaign 
benefactor to a young State Senator, Barack Obama. 
Only days after his election as President, Obama, at 
Rubin’s insistence, gave Summers the odd post of US 
“Economics Tsar” and made Geithner his Tsarina (that 
is, Secretary of Treasury). In 2010, Summers gave up his 
royalist robes to return to “consulting” for Citibank and 
other creatures of bank deregulation whose payments 
have raised Summers’ net worth by $31 million since the “end-game” 
memo.That Obama would, at Robert Rubin’s demand, now choose Summers to 
run the Federal Reserve Board means that, unfortunately, we are far from the 
end of the game. Special thanks to expert Mary Bottari of Bankster USA 
BanksterUSA.org without whom our investigation could not have begun. 
The film of my meeting with WTO chief Lamy was originally created for Ring 
of Fire, hosted by Mike Papantonio and Robert F. Kennedy Jr. 

http://www.businessinsider.com/larry-summers-vc-andreessen-horowitz-2011-

6 //// http://leveragestock.com/how-larry-summers-created-a-vicious-crime-cycle-that-has-the-world-
economy-stuck/ .///http://www.veteransnewsnow.com/2013/08/12/larry-summers-wall-streets-
man/ //// http://mockpaperscissors.com/category/mock/page/3/ /// http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-
08-22/summers-as-obama-voice-of-authority-rides-car-rescue-in-fed-
race.html /// http://stopmebeforeivoteagain.org/2009/04/flux_you_larry.html //// 

 

MOONday 08 26 2013 - 8/8/6= 22= 4 Victory of the Light! 
Prepare For Change liteworkplay  -
 http://7thfire.biz/liteworkplay.htm 

Beautiful and holistic changes are 
occurring everywhere on Earth! 
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All Light Workers  are invited to Participate as a New Society is being born 
into the Light of Truth . A massive surge of positive feelings is powering a 
deep shift worldwide. Optimism and joy are creating peace in everyone as they 
are filled with an instinctive knowing of truth and humanity's incredible 
potential for loving change. 

The unfolding of love and truth  has been written about and spoken of by 
the great prophets, sages and mystics of all cultures for thousands of years, it 
is the Event when humanity is lifted above the darkness and fear that has so 
engulfed us since the fall. Now is the time prophesied, the Victory of the 
Light! Prepare For Change is here to connect all people, particularly light 
workers, together in loving, peaceful support of a prosperous New Society. 
Please join us! Come together and form an Event Support Group to assist 
positive change in your area. Visit http://prepareforchange.net 

5 d SHIFT Summer 2013 

 

SATURNday 08 24 2013 - ENLIL is SHIVA/ KALI MAA 
( not much into burning flesh) but BOSSY as 
HELL cherylmenezes - http://7thfire.biz/cherylmenezes.htm 

NEED an EARTH PARTY BAND 
via SHIVA the DESTROYER aka 
ENLIL = JEWpeter MIJOVICK is 
going DOWN in a VAMPIRE BBQ 

pdf // doc 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION 

URaMERICa.pdf // http://serenitystreetnews.com/PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION 
URaMERICa.doc 

ST GERMAIN is the ANTICHRIST- PETRUS ROMANUS - HILT ON 
PETER MIJOVICK http://insights2.org/nesara/2007.html 

SARGON- ARCHONS are running the BANKS- FATHER TIME ... 
SATURN 37 min - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPr25wZWPSQ 
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KNOW them = FORKED TONGUE ROTTING FRUIT  -
 http://7thfire.biz/hiltonhorusmoloch.htm 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/shivagermainliars.htm 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152182948475556&set=
a.10152182884545556.917895.537275555&type=3&theater 

JAY WEIDNER  does not like SITCHIN -
 TIAMAT  was a PLANet and a war occured 
between SATURN and the ARCHONS and 

TIAMAT. TIAMAT is the ASTEROID BELT. 
TIAMAT races thru the SOLAR SYSTEM wrecking 

HAVOC 53 
min http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPr25wZWPSQ 

PENTAGON = 9-11 - if you want to trap a SPIRIT or an ENTITY, you have to 
trap it. The NAZIs were looking for the ARCHONS, ARCHONs wereburied in 
the SOUTH of FRANCE. ASMODEUS- Rennes-le-Chateau - this place is 
TERRIBLE 9-11 = GOAL was to release the ARCHONS 

9 -11 MOTHER ( SOPHIA / EVE) + DIVINE TWINS - TWIN TOWERS -
 CLEOPATRA SELENE  + JESUS 

CAESARIAN  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjp
O9htZwMI 

Ancient Technology (Part 1) christ leo 
virgo = Leo the Lion at 10,500 BC. 
Cumming in the Clouds! Returning in 
glory around 
2013!http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2m
He211mLV0 

 
Kingdom of Solomon - SUN MOON - 

SOLUNA 69 
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FRIAday 08 23 2013 - 8/5/6/- 19 = 10 (ATON- BLACK SUN ) - CHERYL ANN 
MENEZES- aka KALI MAA. LAST CALL... jewPETER is a W OMAN 
HATER kalimaamadness -http://7thfire.biz/kalimaamadness.htm 

http://66.49.206.24/5dterra/ 

Patriarchy vs The Divine Feminine 7thfire.biz 

 

 Reptilians are The Pleiadians: 
100% - "reptilian 2013" 

"pleiadian 2013"  "Reptilian 
Conspiracy 2013" "Reptilian 
Conspiracy" "Shapeshifting 
Reptilian" "Reptilians 2013" 

"reptilian agenda" "reptilian 2013" "pleiadian 2013" 
"Conspiracy Theory with Jesse Ventura" "Reptilian Conspiracy 2013" 

"Reptilian Conspiracy" "Jesse Ventura Attacks David Icke" "David Icke set up 
and accused" "Shapeshifting Reptilian" "Jesse Ventura Exposes David Icke" 
"Q&A: On Pleiadians" "Alex Jones 2013" "DAVID ICKE - Total Financial 

COLLAPSE" "David Icke 2013" "New Powerful David Icke Interview" "2013 
Jesse Ventura" "2013 Jesse Ventura" "reptilians 2013" "The Reptilian 

Manipulation of Humanity" "2013 Jesse Ventura Conspiracy Theory" "Reptile 
Woman - UFO Reptilian" "Lost Tapes- Reptilian" "Ancient history of 

Reptilians" "HUMAN REPTILIAN" "REPTILIAN HYBRID" "Reptilian 
shapeshifter" "Michelle Obama's Eye Hologram" 

 

Word from the LORD: Profound Revelations... 

  
 

MOONday 08 19 2013 - WE ALL  can be CHRISTED  -
 RAISE our VIBRATION  and shift to 5d. The POWER is WITHIN US  to 
access NOW readyalready - http://7thfire.biz/readyalready.htm 

- TORONTO  is the TURNING POINT for this 
whole PARADIGM  SHIFT . Hopefully we 

can SHIFT before HAaRPER and the BILDERBERG s 
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destroy the WHOLE CITY  with a fracking EARTHQUAKE . We have seen 
all the LIES from the MEDIA ... we MUST CREATE ANOTHER 

REALITY ... ready ready ready... WHEN YOU ARE >>>> http://jrgenius.ca 
NEW PLANet EARTH sCOOL  http://8thfire.biz/newparadimetime.htm 

 
AQUARIANS  will not BOW DOWN  to a KING ... GROUP WORK - 

INDIVIDUALITY  is the KEY STONE 
FOUNDATION  http://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=aon3ePcSet8 

 
JRGENIUS.BIZ- USURY FREE 
GLOBAL COOPERATIVE U 
NITED FISHER KINGDOMS  

- 12 21 2013 - 7thfire 
celebration is set... 
although.. FIRST 

NATIONS  hasn't given me the details, my intuition tells me, we are uniting 
the 6 NATION CAN federacy.... I don't like CONs.... bad luck. 

2 row wampum is our way OM OM OM  http://cyberclass.net 
Cyberclass.net Global Network 

 
ONE BIG SMOKING JOINT BANK 

ACCOUNT for 
the CHILDREN  of 

the LITE .... ALL THINGS 
COMMON. NO 
MAMMON  in 

my sCOOL I will use the POT to make theKETTLE 
GREEN again...http://onebigjob.com/ 

We need to use the ETHIOPIAN  CALENDAR- 13 
months. COPTIC  calandar. SCIENCE and SPIRITUALITY  will merge in 

the AGE of AQUARIUS. 

https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.224416977708610.1073741837.100004209281
255 
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  Hold your governMENTALS  ACCOUNTABLE  for their CRIMES  already! 

-WAR TAX es are for SINgod WARshippers.. I say TANK the 
BANK  and FLIP the PYRAMID ... if 

our unelected LEADERS are NOT wanting a 
better world, then let them be VERICHIPPED ... 
after all ..that is what they want for us. RENDER 
unto CAESAR, WHAT is CAESARS... a BIG 

666 CHIP in the FOREHEAD  for 
the LIZARDS  and COMPANY. They 

CREATED this unREALITY MATRIX, 
let themCLEAN IT UP!  

GET RID of this SHIT already... not worth the MAMMON  

Index of /HERSTORY CRAMNOTES/5dterra  NOTES AUDIO 
VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks 

Make Me Proud of You Shawn Atleo. Be the Chief That 
Leads Canada. We Need a Real Man to Take Charge 

http://www.serenit
ystreetnews.com/v
ideos/ 

http://www.scribd.com/d
oc/74920821/Make-Me-

Proud-of-You-Shawn-Atleo-Be-the-Chief-That-
Leads-Canada-We-Need-a-Real-Man-to-Take-

Charge ///http://www.liberalliar.ca/ // http://serenit
ystreetnews.com/NESARADECEPTION.htm / http
://serenitystreetnews.com/fullmoon7sunscorpio.ht
m ///http://66.49.206.24/canadastreetnews.com/IG
GY-
TicsQUEERCULTURE.htm /// http://serenitystreet
news.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra
%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/eboo
ks/ ////http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20
VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/4audioprophecy.pdf ///http://serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOT
ES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/3audioprophecy.pdf ///http://serenitystreetn
ews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/5dterra%20NOTES%20AUDIO%20VIDEO/ebooks/ebooks/2au
dioprophecy.pdf /// 

Christed Crystal Children jrgenius INTERnationAL sC OOLs 
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SUNday 08 18 2013- 8/9/6= 23 = 5- 555 COMING SOON  because HOAX = PROOF 
BABY,,,,THEY ARE ALL 
LIARS .... http://7thfire.biz/liarloserbyebye.htm 

.send your sons and daughters to DIE FOR 
MONEY !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,,,,, its says "CHUMP 

ON YOUR PATRIOTIC 
FOREHEADS!!!!!!!!! 

KNOW them = FORKED TONGUE 
ROTTING FRUIT  -

 http://7thfire.biz/hiltonhorusmoloch.htm 

APOLLYON 666  - http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/ 

 
HILTON PETER MIJOVICK & CHERYL ANN MENEZES- 
( where is my NEW PARADIGM? STILL WAITING since 
2007) http://serenitystreetnews.com/shivagermainliars.htm 

GREEN KLEEN GODDESS 5d 
EDEN STYLE  - 

HOME  is where the HEART IS. 
GOOD FRUIT TREE  can cure 
many ailments, neutralize mind 

control and KEEP you from worrying 
about the ILLUMINATI - GIVE 

NESARA and 
theGOVERNMENTALS the BOOT and the VERICHIP INSTEAD  

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153178497695556.1073741832.5372755

55&type=3 /// https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/media_set?set=a.224416977708610.1073741837
.100004209281255&type=3 

HOLY FREAKIN SHIT EGYPT RIOTs IS FAKE PAID ACTORS I Ts 
ALL A LIE YOUR ALL FOOLS  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPMau3F11VU 
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http://7thfire.biz/08152013.htm 

MERcredi 08 14 2013 - 8/5/6 = 19 = 10 - ATON -
 SHERRY SHRINER and BENNY 
HINN WARSHIP 
LILITH  andPINDAR the 
DEMIURGE - YES YES YES they 
do....YES YES YES...it is 

TRUE shrinerdashriner -http://7thfire.biz/shrinerdashriner.htm 

The End of Reptilian Overlordship Part 1 - James Bartley WOW WOW 
WOW  

 
BLACK SUN NAZI  - DISNEY FREE MASON -
 SHETU - GREYS- VAMPIRES-VATICAN  -

 MONOTHEISM 10 10 10 - 

FALSE ONE- ATEN ATON 10 / FOUR WINDS10 
NESARA ALL ARCHONS...so DROP DEAD 

ALREADY 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

ATON ALLAH YALDABAOTH MARDUK NIMROD MYSTERY 
BABYLON -Name' of a Yahuwa Eloheem 

1. Yahweh, El Torah (Old Testament) // 2. Thehos, El Injiyl (New Testament) 
/// 3. Allah  El's Qur'an (Last Testament) 
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-Where a deity inscribed scriptures on tablets with his personal finger. The 
Laws and Commandments, are all 
borrowed from Egyptian (Kemet) 
Mystery as Tehuti. 

// https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1015
3159318700556&set=a.145299870555.234240.537
275555 

Exposing Sherry Shriner, Serpent, 
Alien, Fallen Angel, Freemason, 
Shriner, Neo-Nazi, 
satanist.http://amightywind.com/whatsnew/lesb
ianshriner.html 

 
BECAUSE those who have ears to HEAR....will hear...the others are not 
the 15% that are in COVENANT COMMUNITIES ... they will follow after 

the BEAST with SELF SERVING 
SATISFACTION.  

TARES are HAZARDOUS to SOULs of 
LITE .... 

CANADA does not want your TRASH....GET 
LOST medUSA 

The Arch Demons, their Overlords and Demonic 
Hierarchies. First Established Through the Linage 

of Kain who's Descendants were and are STILL 
the Seed line of the Bic-Phalas Fallen 
Lords, impregnating the Women of Kains 
Tribe , who then Gave Birth to the NEPHILIM . 
Through, By Them and Ruling over Mankind in 
the Shadowshttp://7thfire.biz/obamabeast666.htm 

They 
have Ruled 
out of the 
Empires of Atlantis, Sumeria, Egypt, 
Babylon, The Olmec, Mongolia, 
Greece-Macedonia, Rome and still 
today after 2000 years which 
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was RE:Named THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH via The VATICAN-
VATICAN CITY who work in Correspondence with The City of London via-
 The German-British Rothschilds and the Royal Bloodlines of Europe and 
ALL BLACK LODGE. "On the first face is engraved...a pentagram or a 
star with five points. On the other side is engraved a bull's head enclosed 
in a SIX-POINTED STAR , and surrounded by letters composing the name 
REMPHA, THE PLANETARY GENIUS OF SATURN, according to the 
alphabet of the Magi." (Christian, p. 304-5) http://mysterybabylon-
watch.blogspot.ca/2011/07/who-is-allah.html 

 True Christianity  was practiced 
by Adam, Noah, 
Enoch and Melchizedek. 
The Babylonian mystery religions are 
a cheap Satanic counterfeit of True 
Christianity  

Heavenly Isis + Osiris= Sophia+ 
Christos ( TREEE OF LIFE ) vs 
Earthly Abomination Isis + 
Osiris ( Samael + Lilith) aka Nimrod 
+ Semiramis ( Reptilian Alien 

Invasion- 
Orion) http://serenitystreetnews.com/MOONtimeLILITHorLUNA.
htm 

/// http://ksuweb.kennesaw.edu/~shagin/310osiris.pdf 

It also have been stated that the Twelve Disciples 
were taken from The Egyptian Concept of the 
Zodiac Constellation. The path of the 
Sun passing through the Twelve Zodial 
Constellations. HAR' In Arabic 
Hebrew means... 'Above' or 
Mountain. He is 
alsoNeteru known to posess the 
lamp on the mountain, in the 
circle with his students taught by 

Moses, to be the burning bush. (EL' Torah chapter 3) It was then picked up by 
the Greeks, and he became Hermes. And by the Hebrews as a Israelites and 
Jews as Mosheh (Moses). Which means 'Hidden Secret'.  
Which then becomes Tehuti + Mus, Which is 'THOTH-MOSE ' 
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OR THOTHMOSE. The word MUS or MOSE simply means 'CHILD', and 
TEHUTI means "MASTER OF DIVINE WORDS" and "SACRED 
WRITINGS". So Mosheh in Hebrew, 'Moseus' in Greek, Muwsa in 
Arabic. Strangely enough it becomes a TRIAD. 

Moses is not even proven to have existed. However, they tell you that his 
name means ... drawn out of the water. But this incident did not take place,, 

until he was weaned from his mother at 
age two. According to Hebraic 
Teachings... (Genesis 17:11-12). If his 
name meant 'one who is drawn from the 
waters.. Then what was his name at birth? 
Jews have a naming celebration at age 8 
days, (Luke 2:21). His Hebrew name was 
to be Tobe Adonijah(Exodus 2:2). The 
name Moses is abstracted from Ramses II, 
The Egyptian Name. His name Ra=Solar 
Deity and Meses-Child, meant a Child of 
Ra. It's plain to see, that in all The 
MYSTERY Schools and Sacred 
Societies and Religions of the planet , 
they find their ROOTS in EGYPT 
(KMT). The "GOOSE" or SWAN 

Figurines in all 'Cosmologies' and World Religions; It was also selected 
by christian crusaders as the vehicle of the Holy Ghost by the leader of the 
army on it's way to Palestine, to recover the Tomb of the Savior from the so-
called infidels. Again there is a Swan of Jupiter in Greece, and of Brahma in 
India, because the root of 'All Manifestation' is the 'Cosmic Egg'. We have 
referred to the Dual Element of AIR, WATER, PHYSICAL Aspects of Shu and 
Tefnut. Their corespondence in 
Man being the Mental activities 
which we term the Perceptive and 
Receptive minds. The results of 
Perceptive and Receptive Mind 
activity as stated are Conclusions 
or Concepts, leaving no room for 
faith or belief. So they are 
symbolized by The Goose or 
Swan, a Bird of Two Elements, 
Air and Water, two Realities. In 
chapter 104 of the Egyptian Book of The Dead' Geb the Neter of Time and of 
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Earth , Is said to have laid the Golden Egg , or Universe ; And NU Says...." I 
watch and guard that Mighty thing which have come into being and which 
the NETER GEB has opened the Earth". The EGG is the Universal Symbol. 
It represents the Origins of Being. The Progressive Development Of 
The Germinal life within the 
shell. http://kemetichistoryofafrikabluelotus.blogspot.ca/2010/03/kmt-declaration-of-independence-
10.html 

Hopi HAPPY HOLYHEALTHY Life Path 8thfire.biz  // 

   

 

MOONday 08 12 2013 - 8/3/6=17 = 8 MOON MAMMA - IDLE NO 
MORE= WAMPUM 555- first nations/ english / french/ fair trading POSTs-
 ALL things COMMON http://7thfire.biz/555alltrade.htm 

UR Anus ANU - CROWN KETHER _ URANUS - TREEE of LIFE  - 
QABBALAH  

Planetary Spheres and direct interfacing with the spirits and intelligences of 
those particular Planetary Spheres 

 

vs 

TREE of DEATH - QLIPPOTH - ROTHCHILD/ ROCKEFELLER  
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JRGENIUS.BIZ- USURY FREE GLOBAL COOPERATIVE U NITED  
FISHER KINGDOMS-  Cyberclass.net Global Network http://cyberclass.net 

OneBigJob.com | Welcome to David & Peggy's Reclamation 
Project http://onebigjob.com/ 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10153152155840556.1073741831.5372755
55 

 

LIZARD MAFIA and PEDO POOPS DRUG and HUMAN TRAFFIC for 
MAMMON MAGGOTS in MIDDLE EARTH  

The History of the Illegitimate British Monarchy - The Hallett Report No. 
3 - Lord 

Chancellor... http://www.theworldoftruth.net/
HallettReport/No3.html#.UgeiRzBBnLq 

Queen Victoria's and Prince Consort 
Albert 's 9 children were all 

illegitimate, because Queen Victoria 
had never divorced her first husband.. 

King George V was Danish and 
Russian and not English. - So we’ve 

got illegitimate monarchs, and we've got fraudulent monarchs and we've got 
them accepting that they are a fraud and running with it. 
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http://www.theworldoftruth.net/HallettReport/No3.html#.UgeiRzBBnLq 

  

 

  

RED ROAD WRONG 
ROAD- Donald 

Marshall CLONE 
VAMPIRE  VRILL 
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DRACO REPTILIAN INC 

http://7thfire.biz/lizardclone.htm 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/Warning.pdf 

Occupy the Astral!!! 

  

 

THE LACK OR IGNORANCE OF THE MESSIANIC 
KABBALAH  WISDOM BREEDS 
BASELESS HATRED! 

Baseless Hatred is the root-cause of all the 
violence, heinous crimes, wars, massacres, even 
religious persecutions, and the many other 
conflicts in this world. Those who truly know 
GOD the FATHER and CHRIST are 
misunderstood and persecuted by those 
religions and Churches that don't really know 

God the Father and Jesus Christ! Those 
who study and knew God's Messianic 
Kabbalah lived a life and religious practices 
very different from those who don't really 
know GOD the FATHER and CHRIST! 
They will ban you from the synagogues. In 
fact, a time is coming when anyone who 
kills you will think he is offering service to 
God. They will do these things because 
they haven't known the Father or Me. (John 

16:2-3) http://messianic-kabbalah.blogspot.ca/2012/12/baseless-hatred-12-
power-of-messianic.html 
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Index of /TSNEWS all -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all
/ 
Oneism - Cosmic Tree of Life - by 
Wayne Herschel who deciphered 
the lost symbol in the 
Solomon... http://www.oneism.org/ 

Tree of 
Life http://altreligion.about.com/od/symbols/ig/Occu
lt-Symbols/Tree-of-Life.htm 
How does God interact with the 
world? http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Articles/k
abbalah/Sefirot/sefirot.html 
The Tree of Life as Nurturing Mother | Heavenly 
Ascents http://www.heavenlyascents.com/2009/07/12/the-tree-of-
life-as-nurturing-mother/ 

Revelation chapter 4 - 'The Throne in 
Heaven' http://www.davidmiles.net/HTML/image_tree.html 
Posts about Cube of Space on 
janeadamsart http://janeadamsart.wordpress.com/tag/cube-of-space/ 
 

Sacred Geometry Pendants: Pendant 
Store http://sacred-geometry-
pendants.blogspot.ca/p/pendant-store.html 
Michele Williams 
Esoterics http://www.michelewilliamsesoterics.co.z
a/activations.html 
Buddha and Jesus: Should Christians do Yoga? : 
Christian 
Overcomers http://christianovercomers.com/blog/2012/02/08/bud
dha-and-jesus-2/ 
Buddha and Queen 

Maya http://dhushara.com/book/budd/bud.htm 
The Sphinx Sphere Alchemical Moe-Joe Cell by Moshe 
Daniel http://www.david-house-productions.com/House-
of-David/alternative_energy/sphinx_sphere.html 

Essene Tree of Life http://www.raw-
wisdom.com/essenetreeoflife 
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Answering Questions, Rant, Books, Plans, and whatever the fuck else. 
EDITED UNCLE 
BEARHEART https://www.youtube.com/user/thehouseofmars /// http://www.blogger.com/profile
/18100582304476960931 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALL Hermetic Magicians are Ritual or Ceremonial Magicians; 
however,NOT ALL Ritual or Ceremonial Magicians  are Hermetic 
Magicians. The “transplutonian” intelligences which are insane and by virtue 
of their own alien nature hostile towards human life and extremely 
aggravated by the light of our sun. Much of what is written that are 
called “larvae”  probably stemmed from transplutonian interactions. 
longstanding plan to declare our sun an enemy and have it destroyed or 
blocked out. This way they can then physically inhabit what would be cold and 
dying and aid in further genetically dehumanizing the human being into 
a weak mulling mutant with no understanding of self and very easily turned 
are meat puppet to serve as a vessel for the energetic projections of a being's 
will (possession) and or serve as unquestioning slaves. 

I DO NOT  use nor advocate the use of Hebrew God Names as I firmly 
believe that Yahweh/Jehovah andALL the angels are simply achons. By 
virtue of this I believe and have had demonstrated that Lucifer or the 
Christain Devil/Satan, whatever spiritual being who has donned that mantle 
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is ALSO an archon. It matters NOT if this being rebelled against the archon 
Yahweh for this being only rebelled so that it may stand as the head of its own 
archonic super order. This means they both FUCKING SUCK and need to be 
exorcised off and away from this planet. 
 
I am also HIGHLY suspicious of Arch Angels also. Angels ARE NOT your 
friends. They are the COPS (Pigs) thugs that enforce the Yahweh order. You 

think cops are your friend?? In America we 
have a 2nd, 4th and 5th amendments for a 
reason and As Above So Below defend and 
maintain those rights with both Cops and 
Angels... best if you avoid both all togther. 
 
Because I AM NOT a Hermetic Magician I 
am also NOT and thankful NEVER have been 
worried about or suffered the total delusion that 
there are “demons”. This trash is proof that 
many so-called psuedo-occultists are still 
chained by the tenets of the Christain 

Church and thereby still living under its standard and as such still abiding by 
its laws and without question still allowing this pedophilic monster to leech 
off their energy which then allows its growth to continue its imprisonment of 
their spirits  and control of their afterlife.  
 
 
DEMONS ARE NOT ALIENS ... FUCK!!!! 
Demon comes from DAEMON 
which ONLY MEANS “powerful spirit'!!  
 
SATURN IS NOT 
SATAN!!! FUCK!!!!! Saturn does control 
time, space and demanding 
you ACTUALLY work and train and toil 
for mastery of something so trust me when I say I can understand why a 
bunch ofsoft pasty diaper rash pussies would think he is 
Satan because physical engagement means getting off line and putting into 
practice all their so-called studies... that would be the death of them for 

sure.  
 
I promise you that the African traditions will 
start to become VERY popular with 
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Europeans here VERY soon. WHY? Because the European magic systems 
have been FUCKED and picked over by moneyfeasting whores of 
Mammon and rendered near unusable by a curious blend of purposeful 
misinformation and useful idiots with the grand power of “cut and paste” 
on the internet. 
 
Many of these pure HUCKSTERS are now jumping ship and claiming 
(LYING)  initiations into the greatly misunderstood and mysterious African 
magical systems in hopes to be there, willing and ready to sell the truly seeking 
and disenfranchised their CRAP and pieced together patch work ofabsolute 
deceit and hogwash.  
 
I PROMISE YOU that 99% of anyone claiming initiation into Hatian 
Voudu is a liar and if they had not been to Haiti to be initiated into Haitin 
Voudu they are 100% lying about their initiations or where suckered by a 
huckster from Haiti and taken for A LOT of money and are victims themselves. 
This means they are not authorized to teach you anything 
about the Loa or their mysteries. 

I am however a FULLY initiated Ritual Magician in a 
magical tradition of MARSARIAN SPIRITUAL 
WARFARE  in a house where possession does happen, 
where physical magic, blood magic, sexual magic, 
necromancy, medium ship, channeling, astral mysteries 
and all levels of planetary magic take place on a daily 
basis. I directly interface with these intelligences and 
patrons or matrons in a must, daily self exorcisms, 
banishings and training is a must. And yes... I specialize in 
eliminating reptilian entities because they have the 
strongest and longest stake against this planet and its inhabitants. It is a rough 
and raw house but all those of ferocious, courageous and righteous hearts are 
called and welcomed to walk this path.  
- I promise you you will see European magic in a strong and pure form with 
all the horns, hooves, bones and wild free sexually charged and frenzied 
Gods and Goddess of unabashed freedom, liberty and love of nature and 
family  that you have dreamed might exist.... it does!  
 
This is a magic that is your birth right  and magic that has been kept from you 
because magic is the true secret weapon of the elite. Magic is how they have 
summoned and conjured much of the inter dimensional and hyper 
dimensional intelligences that now visit this planet physically and direct 
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our world leaders. THEY DO NOT HAVE YOUR BEST INTEREST AT 
HEART . It is here in the astral world where we have the best chance to 
summon allies and direct the visitation of beings who could help us and glean 
their technology to combat what is being implemented against us. 
 
Do you know who many children and even adults go missing every year 
without a trace??? The work of a few dedicated kidnappers or serial killers??? 
Do the math! Something is horribly wrong!!! Drones now fly in our skies. Our 

money is monopoly money, they are building 
TVs that watch you, your cell phones record 
EVERY SINGLE CONVESATION YOU 
HAVE and the data bases they have keep then on 
file and they mean to keep and study your words, 
intellectual mannerisms and emotional responses 
FOREVER. They mean to study you, how to 

scientifically enslave your physical body and brain. They mean to keep your 
mind and entrap your spirit.  
 
You NEED to begin seeing those missing children as YOUR children, those 
missing adults as your brother, your sister, your father and or your father, 
husband or wife! This scientific dictatorship means to make you a pseudo-
eltistest where you believe you have the possibility to join the upper ranks 
and for your own survival help eliminate and enslave the “chattle” or 
goyims.  
 
YOU DON'T!!! Its a nasty club and they prefer to keep their membership 
very very select and small. They are not taking 
applications.  
 
THIS IS A WAR !!! I plan  on helping to win. I 
am not a guru, I am not a professional magician. If 
we don't hold the line here, if we don't occupy the 
astral world no money I make means anything. The 
car a drive, the house I own, the family and loved 
ones I have... its all for not if we don't win. = 
whole G.O.O.D.S order. The magical practices, the 
invocations, evocations, guardians, exercises, 
spiritual warfare, 
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To create your communities to organize to 
network. Magic has brought me the chance to realize the 
divinity inside myself. It has helped me life live harder, 
faster, more raw and wild. I love with a full heart, when I cry 
I cry out of pain so deep it feels like my guts are being 
clawed out of me, when I hate its like a white hot wire goes 
through my brain, when I explore and have adventures its 
like I am discovering new expanses of the universe. I have 

been able to live out every fantasy I have ever had. Seen things that most can't 
even imagine about and heard the voices of beings that have seen the passage 
of time from the beginning to when their whispers made contact with my ears. I 
am fucking crazy, but I am free and I would rather die then not be anything but. 
A spark to ignite a 1000000000000000000000000000000 mega ton powder 
keg of divinity that lays dusty and near forgotten deep inside you. 

Grand Order of Draco Slayers- A martial magickal order dedicated to the 
eradication of the Reptilian & Illuminati threat-
http://grandorderofdracoslayers.blogspot.ca/2013/03/answering-questions-rant-
books-plans.html /// https://www.facebook.com/notes/agape-amor/answering-questions-rant-books-
plans-and-whatever-the-fuck-else/221726531310988?notif_t=note_tag 

 
Planetary High Magic Lesson  

 

SUNday 08 11 2013 =16 = 7 SUN ATON 
BLACK SUN NAZI DEATH  

SANTOS- SAALM- SATAN - 
NWO - NESARA - VATICAN - 
VAMPIRES - THULE FOOL - 

BLACK NAZI SUN - 666  santossaalm -
http://7thfire.biz/santosaalm.htm 

  

JAPAN on my website tonite... GUDNI GUDNASON?? LIAR 
SNAKE. (I KNOW your EVIL QLIPPOTH QUACKERY from RMMS SHEOL 
2007 - dana) http://modernmysteryschool.com/ 
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ROCKEFELLER ROTHCHILD VATICAN BLACK POPE BLACK SUN 
666 

DONALD WADE BOOTH PLAYING ELIJAH on the WEST 
COAST of USA- NSA - NSA BEWARE- 3 BLACK SWANS is a 

DANGEROUS MAN 

IDIOT BENJAMIN 
BULLFORD 
FOURWINDS10 Post
s about Benjamin 
Fulford on Confessions 

of a Former White Hat 
Operativehttp://formerwhitehat.wordpress.c
om/category/benjamin-
fulford/page/2/ // http://www.reversespeech.com/fulfo
rd.htm - 

https://www.google.ca/search?q=benjamin+fulford&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=KEYGUpW3AY
HkyAGy-IHYDw&sqi=2&ved=0CAcQ_AUoAQ&biw=1241&bih=606 

 INVASION  of BRITISH COLUMBIA  from CHINA/ JAPAN - 
DRACO = NESARA SUCKS 
SATANS BAALS 
 

NESARA 666, VERICHIP, LAURA 
EISENHOWER, ANDRE 
WEBRE and MAMMON 
QLIPPOTH 
QUEERS nesarastillsucks -
 http://7thfire.biz/nesarastillsucks.htm 

MICHELLE SANTOS in TROMS NORWAY  also watching my 
website DRACO THETA SOUL SCALPERS  for the NWO 

The Santos Republic SATANS REPUBLIC IAM causing all KINDs of 
PROBLEMS for NESARA http://thesantosrepublic.com/ 

MICHELLE SANTOS - VAMPIRES, Pendragon, Stonehenge, blue dragon 
egg connection. https://www.facebook.com/notes/agape-amor/michelle-santos-
vampires-pendragon-stonehenge-blue-dragon-egg-
connection/221819467968361 
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- lots of THULE FOOLS  on my facebugger page, 
cause I friended you ALL  when I 
EXPOSED TRINITY MARIE 
MARION - DISNEY INC - so you 
are ALL ACCOUNTABLE  -
 TURN this ARK  around and 
go 69 https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor
.35 

YOU DEVILS  are DONE....prepare 
for ARMAGEDDON ....you PEDOPHILE BABY EATING BASTARDS  

http://serenitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/ALL%20VIDEOS%20Illuminatreee%20LILITH%20
sangrailian/ 

Answering Questions, Rant, Books, Plans, and whatever the fuck 
else.https://www.facebook.com/notes/agape-amor/answering-questions-rant-books-plans-and-whatever-
the-fuck-else/221726531310988?notif_t=note_tag 

Grand Order of Draco Slayers- A martial 
magickal order dedicated to the eradication of the 
Reptilian & Illuminati threat-
http://grandorderofdracoslayers.blogspot.ca/2013/03/answering-
questions-rant-books-plans.html 

Daath (Heb.) Knowledge; 
“the conjunction of Chokmah and Binah, Wisdom
 and Understanding”: sometimes, in error, called a 
Sephira. http://www.phx-ult-

lodge.org/DEFGHIJK.htm 

http://turtlegang.org/history/metaphysical/The_Secret_Doctrine_Vol_2.pdf 

G.O.O.D.S 

   
 

08 09 2013 - 8/9/6 = 23 

= 5 FRIAday- FREE 
US from NESARA 666, 
VERICHIP, LAURA 
EISENHOWER, 
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ANDRE WEBRE  and MAMMON QLIPPOTH QUEERS nesarastillsucks -
 http://7thfire.biz/nesarastillsucks.htm 

 ATON ATEN BLACK SUN -NAZI TREE of DEATH - QLIPPOTH  

 NESARA STILL SUCKS  and is STILL  the BEAST BRIBE NWO 
VERICHIP MARK  of the BEAST 666 

AGENDA http://insights2.org/nesara/2007.html 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.101524582665
30556.952455.537275555&type=3 

 
CHOOSE AGAPE LOVE not NESARA WASHINGTON NAZI 

VATICAN  BLACK 
POPE FAKE 

RAPTURE 777sealstrump
etsvials -

http://7thfire.biz/777sealstr
umpetsvials.htm 

SEXY MAGICIAN  for 
the GOOD 
TREEE oxoxoxoxoxoxox  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s
WJCmwvqp44&list=PL8frwRrCZAr
O4aQiO6upP0JgSCVY4hh5n&index
=2 

Answering Questions, 
Rant, Books, Plans, and 
whatever the fuck else. 
http://grandorderofdracosla
yers.blogspot.ca/2013/03/an
swering-questions-rant-books-plans.html 

ALLAH DAY satanistzion http://serenitystreetnews.com/satanistzion.htm 

- This is no surprise as NATO  is quite possibly connected to the cult of 
Aten/Aton as NATO  is as anagram for Aton. Further the cult venerates the 
sun, planets and stars because of their connection to light and the 
heavens. Venus in particular which is also Lucifer  (or the morning star) is 
well connected to their divinity the sun as it heralds the sunrise every 
morning. 
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- Atom was 
the Demiurge or Interme
diate God in creation. He 
was also Sun God or Fire 
God. . http://www.sacred-
texts.com/afr/stle/stle12.htm 

-
Mountains and volcanoe
s are symbols strongly connected to the cult of Aten. They are veiled 
references to Pyramids with their flat tops being the missing capstone. They 
are also the origin of the volcano god Yahweh that the cult has hidden their 
real god Aten (the light or sun) under. The symbol for Islam is a symbol with 
significance to the secret societies going back before Islam even existed. This 
is aAstro-Theological symbol of the heavens! The Crescent is probably not 
the moon but the ring of Saturn (El) and the star is either Venus, Sirius or 
the sunitself depending on who you talk to. http://trickytimetimes.blogspot.ca/ 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/media_set?set=a.10150610983220556.681762.537275555&t
ype=3 

NESARA: 2013 Sequence of Events -
 http://serenitystreetnews.com/NESARA_ 2013 Sequence of Events.pdf 
 
NESARA: 2013 Sequence of Events - perhaps the most historic year of all 
time - 
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EMERGENCY 
PREPAREDNESS For those 
who consider their location to 
be SAFE, it would be wise to 
think back to the 'Emergency 
Preparedness' seminars of the 
'80s and '90s and stock up on 

adequate supplies of food and water as 
transportation will become more and more fraught 
with danger and therefore unreliable as seismic events increase. Look for local 
sources - or create your own. 
MONTHLY COMPENSATION  Compensation for banking and tax fraud, 
paid to all citizens and permanent residents, a sum reportedly to be about 
$75,000 monthly over a ten year period, was originally stated to start about one 
year after the announcement. This is when true abundance begins for all. 
RE-PRICING OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES Reduced to 1/10th of their 

current value. Initially planned for 30 days after the 
announcement, then about 90 days after, but as this will 
entail equivalent action in other major countries throughout 
the world, the actual timing is still 
somewhat up in the air. In due course 
the use of money will be 
discontinued. 

How Did God Get Started? » Arion | Boston University -
 http://www.bu.edu/arion/archive/volume-
18/colin_wells_how_did_god_get-started/ 

The Brave New World Order: New Venus crop circle highlights 
NATO http://thebravenewworldorder.blogspot.ca/2006/08/new-venus-crop-circle-highlights-nato.html 
A - B - C - D - Waldorf Watch https://sites.google.com/site/waldorfwatch/dica-d 

Stolen Legacy Index http://www.sacred-
texts.com/afr/stle/ ///http://www.jpanafrican.com/ebooks/eBook%20Stolen%20Legacy.pdf 

https://www.google.ca/search?q=666&psj=1&bav=on.2,or.r_cp.r_qf.&bvm=bv.50500085,d.aWc,pv.xjs.s.e
n_US.ciY8R2R6XC8.O&biw=1241&bih=584&um=1&ie=UTF-
8&hl=en&tbm=isch&source=og&sa=N&tab=wi&ei=gooFUoSWJen82gWT5oDgBg 

http://thebravenewworldorder.blogspot.ca/2006/08/new-venus-crop-circle-highlights-
nato.html /// http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=178790 ///http://trickytimetimes.blogspot.
ca/ /// http://www.aton432hz.info/ATON-Ka-
stel.html // http://hatonnspeaksthetruth.wordpress.com/category/i-am-god-aton/ /// 
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 HAaRPER NWO NAZI GENOCIDE  

  
 

08 08 2013 - 8/8/6 = 22 = 4 = HAaRPER FRACKS FLOODS FKS FAE 4 NWO 
LIZARD qUEEN PEDO POOP pedopoopvambbq ---

 http://8thfire.biz/pedopoopvambbq.htm 

PO LICE  poly TICS and 
GOVERN- MENTAL s 

of MAMMON  are 
to BLAME  for TORI 

STAFFORD'S MURDER. 

RCMP are not in service 
to CANADIAN s either. SIN number belongs 

to ROME . RETIRING with a 666 VERICHIP. ENJOY!  

COLLECTIVE EVOLUTION to EDEN. PRAY it 
FORWARD ! http://7thfire.biz/edenalive.htm // http://medievalimago.org/ 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153135718465556&set=a.145299870555.234240.53727555
5&type /// https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=128262953990680&set=a.128251397325169.27997

.100004209281255&type 

TORI STAFFord murdered for NWO VERCHIP TORI 
NATION  under HAaRPER 

-INDIGO children for MOLOCH  sacrifice - WOODSTOCK . ( age of 
AQUARIUS).. murdered on the TALMUD  full moon Apr 8 2009 - 4 /8/11 

- 8 MOON child- CARTELS blew up a home later in 
woodstock and killed 7 other SUNS 
too https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bXCTmqYG40&list=PLFEFE
A602E9F2EC16 

Victoria Stafford (known as Tori to her family & 
friends) was abducted following school back in April 

2009. For weeks & months we searched for any sign of the little girl until on 
May 20 two suspects were arrested & charged in Tori's abduction & murder. 
Her remains were latter found in a rural area about 2 hours from her Woodstock 
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home on July 2009. I feel her around me all the 
time. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQwvDHrA9gc&list=PLFEFEA602E9F2EC16 

  

I AM DONE  with ALL your DEVIL 
DEEDS..you LOSERS for 
the ABYSS... I hope you get it up the 
ASS for 1000 years... meegwetch... 
DANA 

http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/03/07/tori-
stafford-investigators-cataloged-1100-pieces-of-evidence-4500-photographs-court-

hears/ /// http://mockforums.net/thread-7530-page-
9.html /// http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2012/03/01/tori-stafford-trial-
jury_n_1313274.html ///http://tarotcanada.org/ToriStaffordTribute.html /// 

HAaRPER FRACKS FLOODS FKS FAE 4 NWO LIZARD qUEEN 
PEDO POOP 

    

 

http://7thfire.biz/08072013.htm 

08 07 2013 ABBADON 
APOLLYON 
BEWARE  abbadon666 http:
//serenitystreetnews.com/abbado
n666.htm 

APOLLYON 
666 http://jrgenius

.ca/markanthony/ 

UPDATES FROM END TIMES  HEADQUARTERS -
 http://catastrophemap.org/catastrophe-map-news.html 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski /// https://www.facebook.com/us
uryfreenetwork /// https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35 
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TSNEWS all/2013 grassroots 
tsnews/June2013 http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20ts

news/June2013/ 

  

Word from the LORD: Profound Revelations... 

  

 

SUNday 08 04 

2013 CHRISTOS and SOPHIA are AEONS not
 ARCHONS - stay away from WRITTEN 

BOOKS funded by the NWO - GO for 
the GOOD FRUIT - OLYMPIAN HEART  of 

the REAL JESUS and MARY, not 
HOLLYWOODs version  aeonvsarchon -

 http://7thfire.biz/aeonvsarchon.htm 

 
see you in EDEN if you 
are READY  http://jrgenius.ca/ 

 
Join us in a New Paradigm of Universal Oneness, Serenity and Prosperity for 
All. We are a Network of People with Integrity and OPEN hearts, READY to 
create a BETTER WORLD for seven generations to come. Rainbow Angels / 

Children of the Feather 

 
Help Us Create a New Ending! - Hi 
there from Peggy & David! We’re a 
couple of Americans who went on a 
very, veryextensive fact finding 
mission to figure out why the world 
is so screwed up and to see if there 
was something we could do to 
change 
things.http://onebigjob.com/obj/intro
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duction.htm 

ONE BIG JOB -Help Us Create a New Ending!... The Everything Pages 
[index] New World Order, satanism http://www.theeverythingpages.org/ 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/theurantiabook/ 

How to Use Non-Identification with Form to Dissolve the Ego Self - Eckhart 
Tolle - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mvsfn8LL92Q 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=220047968145511&set=a.104739059676403.12385.10000420
9281255&type=1&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153124570420556&set=a.10151725999295556.854359.537
275555&type=1&theater 

Dana Horochowski Solar Healing 2013 

 

for CANADAs & EArth's MARTYRED BABES  = I LOVE YOU and I 
will ALWAYS  fight for your SERENITY555 mybabes -
 http://7thfire.biz/mybabes.htm 

SERENITY GLOBAL EARTH PARTY 7thfire.biz  

   
 

we NEED some TESTOSTERONE around HERE ALREADY ... these 
FREEMASONS are VIAGRA VAMPIRES on COCAINE and COGNA C 

http://7thfire.biz/cokeheadcockus.htm 

PROJECT CLEAN UP YOUR 
MESS is NEEDED in the NEW 
AGE CAPITAL of the WORLD 
hiltonhorusmoloch - 
http://7thfire.biz/hiltonhorusmoloch.htm 

- I got some TARES in my SACRED GARDEN 

  

 VIENNA BILLY JOEL  
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Slow down, you crazy child. You're so ambitious for a juvenile. But then if you're so 
smart, tell me why are you still so afraid? 
Where's the fire? What's the hurry about? You better cool it off 
before you burn it out. You got so much to do and only so many 
hours in a day. Don't you know that when the truth is told That you 
can get what you want or you can just get old? You're gonna kick off 
before you even get halfway through. When will 
you realize Vienna waits for you? 

Slow down, you're doing fine. You can't be everything you wanna be 
before your time, Although it's so romantic on the borderline tonight, 
tonight. Too bad, but it's the life you lead. You're so ahead of 
yourself that you forgot what you need. Though you can see when 
you're wrong, You know, you can't always see when you're right, 
you're right. You've got your passion. You've got your pride, But don't you know that 
only fools are satisfied? Dream on, but don't imagine they'll all come true. When will you 
realize Vienna waits for you? 

Slow down, you crazy child. Take the phone 
off the hook and disappear for a while. It's all 
right you can afford to lose a day or two. When 
will you realize Vienna waits for you? Don't 
you know that when the truth is told That you 
can get what you want or you can just get old? 
You're gonna kick off before you even get 
halfway through. Why don't you realize Vienna 
waits for you?When will you realize Vienna 
waits for you? 

   

Daisy Herby - Holy Spirit HOLYHEALTHY MANNA  
 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/07312013.htm  

MARdi 07 30 2013 - POLICE  (PIGS) 
MURDERED  SAMMY YATIM - BRA 
BURNING TIME .....I WANNA GO HOME! ! 
sammyyatim- 
http:/serenitystreetnews.com/sammyyatim.htm 
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INNOCENT 18 yr old boy RITUALLY MURDERED in TORONTO by 
FREEMASON SOUL SCALPED LILITH LIZARD LICKER POLICE.  BLAIR 

witch BABBLES on about the RITUAL  

MURDER MURDER MURDER  - you deserve a CHIP you 
FUCKING PIGS  

I WILL STOP SWEARING when this SHIT COMES to an 
END finally!  

I'll bet this CHILD of LITE  hated the COPS and wanted them 
EXPOSED...dig deeper 

SUNday BLACK SUN ritual = SATURN to BLACK SABBATH -  Yatim was gunned 
down on a stopped 505 streetcar on Dundas Street near Grace Street just after midnight 
on Saturday. Witnesses say they saw the teen holding a knife. By the time police arrived 
on scene, the streetcar had emptied. Eyewitness accounts and video captured at the scene 
indicate police told Yatim to drop his weapon. At least nine shots were fired. Yatim was 

taken to St. Michael's Hospital where he succumbed to his injuries 
Read more: http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/hundreds-march-to-protest-deadly-toronto-police-shooting-

officer-suspended-

1.1388173#ixzz2aXUBRFjNSammy Yatim 
= 147 *RISE UP & AWAKE * LET 
THE GOOD ONES BE PURGED 
BY THE PROPHET"  ! Liber Al Vel 
Legis 2;5 Refer to # 444 # 323 #466 #776 #826 

#716 #1776 #1076 for INSIGHTTT  
A PURE HEART  MATT. 5:8 *******>>THE 
POINT<<******* *GLOBAL VICTORY! THE 
SWORD**********>>>>>> OF ZION! "THY 
KINGDOM COME"! Mat 6:9,10 Daniel 2:44 Isa 

65:17-25 Rev 21:23-27  
*RISE UP & AWAKE * LET THE GOOD ONES BE PURGED BY THE PROPHET"! Liber Al Vel Legis 

2;5 Refer to # 444 # 323 #466 #776 #826 #716 #1776 #1076 for INSIGHTTT  
A PURE HEART MATT. 5:8 // DECEMBER* * IMMACULATE CONCEPTION of THE CHRIST in 

THE WOMB of MOTHER MARY ON "THE EIGHTH"! 12/08 JESUS WAS NOT BORN ON 
"DECEMBER 25th"! - FALSEHOOD IS - FOUL *THE SICKNESS OF EARTH ! /// - 
BETROTHED PROMISED IN MARRIAGE!  BEWARE the Z * "Z representing THE 

QABBALISTIC LIGHTENING STRIKE"! REFER TO # 
101 "Z TIME" # 176 "Z TIME for Z WORLD" # 677 "Z 

REPRESENTS THE QABBALISTIC......."! for 
INSIGHTTTT /// - PINECONE *PINE THE 

EVERGREEN, SYMBOL FOR ETERNAL LIFE! #88 
POWER PUNCH *ARMAGEDDON! Rev 11:81. 19:11-21 

Daniel 2:44 Rev 11:15** 1Cor 15:20-27 //- 
UNDENIABLE*^*^ * YOU CANT F O O L --- US 

*NOTHING IS HIDDEN FROM OUR 
SIGHT !!!!!!!! 2Cor 5:10 Luke 8:17 Matt 10:26 Rev 
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20:11,12 // - THE ARYAN RACE THE SHINING ONES  ^ THE PURE OF INTENT AND 
HEART ^ IRON WILL ^ THE GOLDEN NATION ^ 118 ^ WHOLESOME AND HOLY ^ EVER ERECT 

AND FIRM ^ ALLWAYS TRUE TO SELF ^ FOREVER PROTECTED ^ TRUE GOLD // the juggler 
another name for the Magus // - THE PENNY SYMBOLICAL // - THE POINT* *WITHIN A 

CIRCLE SYMBOLIZES OUR CREATOR , YAHWEH! THE POINT^ * AS IN "ALPA & 
OMEGA ", REFERING TO YAHWEH, CREATOR GOD and HIS WILL! "AS ABOVE SO BELOW, 

THY KINGDOM COME! Mat 6:9,10 // ONE ELEVEN* * "COLUMN BOUND", 111 "A VISIONARY", 
as in (CORVUS COR ONE 111- THE CROW, "WHITE BRILLIANCE of Sacred MannA Ministeries // 

Mysticalnet Web Gematria Server 
http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

Sammy Yatim’s family suffering through 'anger, pain, sorrow' after teen killed by in 
Toronto police - http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/07/29/sammy-yatims-family-suffering-through-

anger-pain-sorrow-after-teen-killed-by-in-toronto-police/ 

Family in shock after police shooting on Toronto streetcar - Kitchener-Waterloo - 
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/kitchener-
waterloo/story/2013/07/28/toronto-ttc-streetcar-fatal-police-
shooting-siu.html 
Sammy Yatim, shot by police, was trying to get life back on track 
| Toronto Star - 
http://www.thestar.com/news/crime/2013/07/30/sammy_yatim_shot_by_police
_was_trying_to_get_life_back_on_track.html 
Hundreds protest police violence for streetcar shooting victim, 
Sammy Yatim - http://globalnews.ca/news/748701/protest-
planned-for-streetcar-shooting-victim-sammy-yatim/ 
Christie Blatchford: Sammy Yatim's streetcar shooting death 
reopens old wounds in Toronto - 

http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2013/07/29/sammy-yatims-streetcar-shooting-death-reopens-old-
wounds-in-toronto/ 

Sammy Yatim, 18, was shot dead while on a TTC 
streetcar by Toronto Police early Saturday, July 
27, 2013. Sammy Yatim’s uncle was still reeling 
from his nephew’s recent death on Monday but he 
called on Torontonians to not seek revenge. 
Shooting of Sammy Yatim by Toronto Police - 
http://youtu.be/lG6OTyjzAgg -  

 Shooting of Sammy Yatim by Toronto Police   

 

newdimetime http://7thfire.biz/newdimetime.htm  

PUSSIES for ADOPTION  
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http://saultstemarie.kijiji.ca/c-pets-cats-kittens-for-sale-BELLA-BLONDE-WHITE-CUTIE-KITTIES-
W0QQAdIdZ507228907  

SIOUX OTTAWA KANATA KINAKWII -   

https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/photos_albums 

http://7thfire.biz/COMMUNITY-CURRENCY-WAMPUM-REAL-PENNIES-and-OLD-MONEY-
ACCEPTED.pdf 

danahorochowski - http://en.gravatar.com/danahorochowski 

IDLENOMORE uraMERIca United ONE HEART = FREE me in SERENITY 555- 
JRGENIUS.CA- USURY FREE GLOBAL COOPERATIVE U NITED FISHER 

KINGDOMS  

 

07 26 2013  

TSNEWS all/2013 grassroots tsnews/June2013 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/TSNEWS%20all/2013%20grassroots%20tsnews/June2013/ 

APOLLYON 666  http://jrgenius.ca/markanthony/  

Word from the LORD: Profound Revelations... 

 

ON WITH the NEW PARADIGM 

CENTRAL OFFICE on HUMAN TIME BANKS. EDEN AWAITS  -jrgenius.ca 
SOOSIOUXSWEETEDEN 
http://7thfire.biz/SOOSIOUXSWEETEDEN.htm  

Join us in a New Paradigm of Universal 
Oneness, Serenity and Prosperity for 
All . We are a Network of People with 
Integrity and OPEN hearts, READY to 
create a BETTER WORLD for seven 
generations to come. Rainbow Angels / 

Children of the Feather 
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/223074 // 
http://www.indiegogo.com/jrgenius?a=1188736 - http://www.7thfire.biz/  
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http://serenitystreetnews.com/07212013.htm 

  
I don't like the WAY ZEUS has been treating 
the WOMEN ... we will print our own FUNNY 
MONEY from NOW ON ....meegwetch 

FREE us from PATRIARCHY, 
PEDOPHILES, GENESIS 6.6 GIANTS, 

ROMA, VAMPIRES  of CONsciousness - 
http://7thfire.biz/friafreeamia.htm 

QLIPPOTH The Babylonian Q-ABBALAH PT1 // PT 2 /// Who Are The Beings From 
Hell(Qliphoth) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9JhfFgbaYo 

July 2013 

   

HERSTORY /// 2013 doc. /// 2013 pdf.///July 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 // JUNO 7 /// 15 // 21 // 30 ///// May 7 // 21 // 
31 // April 2013 // TORONTO STREETNEWS/ /// usuryfreenetwork //// dana.horochowski // JrGenius-
INTERnationAL-Schools/ / //  

http://serenitystreetnews.com/ - Made in cANADa! http://cyberclass.net/ 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/07212013.htm 

MARdi - 07 16 2013 = . PROJECT CLEAN 
UP YOUR MESS is NEEDED in the 
NEW AGE CAPITAL of the WORLD 
hiltonhorusmoloch - 

http://7thfire.biz/hiltonhorusmoloch.htm 

- I got some TARES in my SACRED GARDEN 

 

  

HILTON PETER MIJOVICK- I am RESPONDING to your VOIC EMAIL today  - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/HILTONMIJOVICK07142013.wav 
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LITEworkers BEWARE ... HILTON MIJOVICK  founded the ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
MYSTERY SHEOL = unHOLEy  foundation is ROCKY like HELLs BELLS . 

- total QLIPPOTH- ( Reverse tree- DEATH).. 
DNA DEactivation! INVOKES the GOETIA  

http://66.49.206.24/5dterra/ 
- PATCH EYES is ST GERMain... DRACO - 

inventor of the QUEEN JAMES 
PERVERSION...( Francis Bacon) he said so 

HIMSELF 

- CHERYL MENEZES- JUDAS GOAT of MENDEZ  ...so you have a few moments to 
rethink your beLIE fs before you fall for the NWO DECEPTION  

- JEWpeter is in a PANIC on ST GEORGES AVE in TORONTO...cause I won't call 
him back... I am waiting for a few years.... JUST LIKE YOU  (416 944 9100) 

 
BACK of the DOLLAR BILL ... all seeing EYE of HORUS...( SUN/SON of MOLECH 

aka SATURN) is JEWpeter aka ZEUS 

WRONG SUN.....SORRY... not the right HORUS - HILTON PETER MIJOVICK ... 
HATES the RAYS of our SUN... COFFINs are a VAMPIRES BEST FRIEND.  

the MAN that NEVER DIES .... the COUNT 
of ST GERMaine... pretty BASIC SHIT  

 
I don't like the WAY ZEUS has been treating 

the WOMEN ... we will print our own FUNNY 
MONEY from NOW ON ....meegwetch 

FREE us from PATRIARCHY, 
PEDOPHILES, GENESIS 6.6 GIANTS, ROMA, VAMPIRES of 

CONsciousness - http://7thfire.biz/friafreeamia.htm 

QLIPPOTH The Babylonian Q-ABBALAH PT1 // PT 2 /// Who Are The Beings From 
Hell(Qliphoth) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9JhfFgbaYo 

 July 2013 

    
 

SERENITY GLOBAL EARTH PARTY 7thfire.biz  
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MOONday 07 15 2013 - ONE BIG JOB onebigjob - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/onebigjob.htm 

Help Us Create a New Ending! - Hi there from 
Peggy & David! We’re a couple of Americans who 
went on a very, veryextensive fact finding mission 
to figure out why the world is so screwed up and to 
see if there was something we could do to change 
things. http://onebigjob.com/obj/introduction.htm 

- PT 1/3; “The Abduction of Liberty”,  an open 
investigation into the most heinous crime ever committed. You now have before you the verbatim 
manuscript of a hand written note found by a Dreg Hunter on 3.31.13 near Lake Chelan, WA. 6 
fingerprints were lifted but don’t match any on file, citizens are asked to help determine where and who 
these victims are. What are believed to be the most important clues are bolded. 

START; Whoever finds this please, please help us! 

The man in our house is trying to kill us. My name is 
Liberty Kennedy, I have 4 brothers, 5 sisters and 11 nieces and 
nephews along with 3 children of my own here. We’re from New 
York but were taken to live in the big white house with the wrought 
iron fence and long driveway here, wherever this is. Here’s what 
happened; About 10o years ago my mom & dad invited a 
British jew named Mayer Rothschild to our home. They 
nicknamed him Sam, called him a brother and he says he’s our Uncle 
but he’s neither. This man is a vile, horrible, hateful and evil 
thing that we have no ties to whatsoever. Shortly after he 
arrived we found the house in shambles, my parents 
lain dead, both their necks slit while hanging upside 
down and bled over a pentagram. He gloated about 

killing them with his friends and threatens the 
same for us if we don’t obey them. He never lets us 
leave or see anyone except his pedophilic pals who 
are all top politicians, attorneys, judges, priests, 
bankers, media execs and a few business people. They 
only visit on certain dates which are always marked on a pagan 
calendar and dreaded with anticipation by all of us. We’re under 
heavy surveillance 24/7 and they’re getting ready 
to implant RFIDs in us. Even the most subtle resistance is 
met with extreme punishment and outright torture, 
even death. The situation gets worse every year with more 
losses of freedoms. We have internet but it’s censored like in 
China, except for my oldest brother and sister Peggy & David 
who have special privileges to help Sam take care of his banking 
business. They’ve done tons of research on Sam and his ilk and 
are going to put up a website when the time is right. Other than 
them, the last one who exposed our captors was our 
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beloved brother John who they mercilessly shot in the head in front of all of us. (It 
was filmed and is shown often) This next part is my worst nightmare which I live out in every waking hour. 
This isn’t easy. . . Sam and his friends brutally rape all of us as children . They’ve killed 2 of 
my sisters and untold 1,000s of others in secret dungeons with alters to “sacrifice” them to satan while 
making other kids watch as part of something called MK Ultra . They say their churches, “the 
Synagogue of satan” and “Temple of Set” are legal corporations in nearly every country on 

earth which are overcoming all other religions. Our belief in God and/or goodness is the only 
reason any of us are still alive. But things are getting very, very dark now. 
http://www.theeverythingpages.org/libertyfiles.pdf 

  

NO Race War,HAARP an Snuffing for profit,Holy angel movement - Jul 14, 2013 
Things have changed an HAARP coming down an snuffing for profit being exposed.Race 

Wars plans wide open an seen not happening.Capture of war criminals for high war 
crimes.Those involve with the exposing of these high crimes of porn, sex trafficking, 

abductions,murder of children, high tech hacking into HAARP systems allow the Holy 
Thrones to use you in a mighty way they in the air.So that justice flows like a river 

http://youtu.be/HZjT9t7TyYo 

  

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10153049212455556?comment_id=45019634&offset=
0&total_comments=10&notif_t=share_comment 

LILITH ( HELL + PINDAR) vs EVE (EDEN + ADAM)  - YOU HAVE to 
GET PAST LILITH to get to EDEN ...HAHAHA. I WONDER if 

SANGRAILIAN is ready to WORK WITH ME to help find these KIDS? SHE 
KNOWS MOST of the BADDIES https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums 

  
 

CALGARY FRACKING FLOODS on the way again  M4.9 - 136km SSW of Wrigley, 
Canada Time 2013-07-12 12:59:48 UTC-07:00 Location 62.075°N 124.230°W 3.6km 
Location Nw Territories - Nunavut, Canada, Northeastern Asia, Northern Alaska To 
Greenland http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ /// 

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/ 

 

THORsday 07 11 2013 - COMMUNITY 
COOP TIME  - 2 ROW WAMPUM  - 
ADAM + EVE = 
ELECTRO MAGNETISM FREE 
ENERGY TIME  harperhaarpnwo - 
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http://serenitystreetnews.com/harperhaarpnwo.htm 

- if you are a CONservative NAZI NWO BILDERBERG WHORE - you are guilty of 
mass GENOCIDE and HIGH TREASON.  By your OWN LIZARD LAWS - you shall 
FALL !  

Bryan Hayes, MP for SAULT STE MARIE?  WHO DO YOU 
SERVE? http://bryanhayes.ca/ . CTV, CBC, Indian Friendship 
Centre have been contacted with respect to the current TERRORIST 
ATTACKS in CANADA .  

( SAULT STE MARIE  bridge, ESSAR, PRAXAIR, SOO LOCKS are 
NWO TORI TERRORIST  TARGETS. BLAME HARPER and his 
SATANISTS) ( you have been warned, STOP IGNORING ME) 

QUEBEC TRAIN WRECK  was a HARPER - LIZARDO  PREYer CUM TRU,  in an 
attempt to DESTROY your HOLY GRAIL BLOODLINE PASSION SERENITY 
TRAIN . ( numerology 5, 4, 13, 10) 

LIZARD PUKE of the WEEK  - 
Queen's message following the 
train crash in Quebec, 9 July 2013 
http://www.royal.gov.uk/LatestNe
wsandDiary/Speechesandarticles/2
013/TheQueensmessagefollowingt
hetraincrashinQuebec9Jul.aspx 

http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/news/regions/americas/canada/130710/quebec-train-crash-company-
president-blames-employee /// http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/07/10/fears-grow-of-increased-lac-

megantic-death-toll-as-police-now-say-60-people-are-missing/ // http://www.click2houston.com/news/13-
dead-37-missing-after-train-crashes/-/1735978/20872530/-/1vca7gz/-/index.html //  

  

YOU have FAILED . BYE BYE 
BASTARD SUCCUBUS 

INCUBUS WHORES for the 
LEVAN- LILITH- MOLOCH 
MIDDLE EARTH MAMMON 
MONSTERS- High Priests of 

Globalisation - http://bilderberg.org/ 

- HAARPer WEATHER 
WEAPONS hit TORONTO at 5 

pm EASTern star TIME on Moonday 07 08 2013. WEST END left to DIE in 
DISEASE and DEBRIS of the FREEMASON NWO GENOCIDE AGENDA- 
Between 5 p.m. and 10 p.m., the rainfall total of 126 mm at Pearson Airport was more 
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than the all-time record for Toronto. 
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/story/2013/07/09/toronto-rain-flooding-power-ttc.html // 
http://toronto.ctvnews.ca/toronto-battered-by-storm-flooding-thousands-stranded-1.1358719 /// 
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/07/09/streets-just-couldnt-dispel-the-water-huge-storm-more-than-
tripled-downtown-torontos-rainfall-record/ // http://blogs.windsorstar.com/2013/07/08/flooding-causes-
havoc-in-toronto-with-video-and-gallery // // http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/thousands-still-without-power-
as-toronto-recovers-from-storm-1.1359223 /// 
http://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2013/07/10/toronto_flooding_did_rain_bring_out_the_best_in_toronto.ht
ml 

http://www.cidpusa.org/haarp.htm /// 
http://haarp.net/ /// 
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/haar
p/esp_haarp_17.htm /// 
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.co
m/hardtruth/haarp_index.htm /// 
http://www.bariumblues.com/haarp1.ht
m /// 
http://www.fromthewilderness.com/fre
e/pandora/haarp.html 

  

SAN FRANCISCO FEMA PLANE CRASH RITUAL HOAX all abou t destroying 
the NEW PARADIGM- trail of bullshit from the CRIMIN AL NAZI NETWORK 
(CNN) . Its a numbers game. PLACE YOUR BLOOD BETS for the BOHO BOYS 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/07/us/san-francisco-plane-crash.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 /// 
http://hollywoodlife.com/2013/07/06/san-francisco-plane-crash-boeing-777-airport-landing/ ///  

 

MORE FRACKING FLOODS in CALGARY ALBERTA. HAaRPER NW O 
FUNDED. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/big-thunderstorm-creates-deja-vu-for-
calgary-floods-roads-and-neighbourhoods/article13049799/ 

SHAW CABLE ( located in CALGARY ALBERTA) has been blocking my INTERNET 
ACCESS. MY FREE SPEECH. BYE BYE COWboy.....( dana) 

 HAaRPER NWO NAZI GENOCIDE  

   

FRIAday 07 05 2013 - 7/5/6 - 18 = 9 - POLICE 
for polyTICS. MOVIE STARS for 
SURVIVOR - PROJECT CLEAN UP YOUR 
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MESS ! freemeserenity13 http://serenitystreetnews.com/freemeserenity13.htm 

UPDATES FROM END TIMES HEADQUARTERS - 
http://catastrophemap.org/catastrophe-map-news.html 

( 3- 11)- JOKE of the WEEK - RCMP PLANT 13 13 BOSTON BOMBER 
BULLSHIT on NAZI MEDIA and BLAME it on LITTLE BROTH ER/SISTER - 
Alleged Canada Day bomb plot targeted B.C. legislature 'We will not let suspicion 
darken our hearts,' says B.C. Premier Christy Clark  ( fired)  

!!!! HAHAHAHAHA  why don't you find another 
REOCCURING THEME SCHEME 
STUPID!!!!  

BC RCMP ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER WAYNE 
RIDEOUT  (RIGHT) FALSELY  ACCUSING 
TWO  INDIVIDUALS FRAMED FOR 
TERRORISM -RELATED CHARGES AT A PRESS 
CONFERENCE AT RCMP-E-DIVISION IN SURREY , 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, TUESDAY JULY 2, 2013  

- INNOCENT  - After a five-month investigation, the RCMP arrested them both on July 

1- A man and a woman have been charged in an alleged al-Qaeda-(alCIAda) 
inspired plot to place pressure cooker bombs at the provincial legislature in Victoria  
during crowded Canada Day celebrations, a scheme that B.C.  

( 3- 11) - Amanda Marie 
Korody, believed to be about 30, 
and John Stewart Nuttall , 38, 
both of Surrey, B.C., have each 
been charged with conspiracy to 
commit an indictable offence, 
knowingly facilitating a terrorist 
activity and possession of an 
explosive substance. 

YESTERDAYs NUT is 2 DAZE 
MY TEA OAK  

LIZARD QUEENs COPS = RCMP said the contents of the improvised explosive 
devices included nuts, bolts, nails, washers and other materials intended to kill or 
maim people. http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/story/2013/07/02/bc-rcmp-
terrorism.html?cmp=rss /// http://m.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/rcmp-to-
announce-bc-terrorism-charges/article12917205/?service=mobile // Duo arrested for BC 
terror plot on Canada Day  
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Updated 11:39 am, July 3rd, 2013 // 12:11 pm, July 2nd, 2013 - 
http://www.sunnewsnetwork.ca/archives/sunnews/canada/2013/07/20130702-121142.html 

  

RCMP Assistant Commissioner James Malizia said investigators 
began monitoring Nuttall and Korody in February based on 
information provided by the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service. They are both Canadian citizens who did not have contact 
with international terrorists, and no evidence the pressure-cooker 
explosives were linked to the Boston Marathon attack (FAKE), 
despite similar appearances. However, A terrorism expert said it's 
likely the duo were converts to radical Islam and coached in the 

alleged plot. Mounties said the suspects trained themselves how to build weapons and 
had considered numerous methods and targets. 

  

  

SOCK PUPPPET HYBRID CLONEs??? Christy Clark  ( BC Premier) ; ( Alison 
Redford -Calgary Premier ( HARPER - LIZARDO OIL INDUSTRY W HORES) ; ( 
Julia Gillard  ( Australia)  
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Premier Christy Clark  calls "profoundly shocking." 
Terror plot: Christy Clark  urges people to be vigilant, but 
not to change 
http://www.vancouversun.com/news/metro/Terror+plot+Christy+Clark
+urges+people+vigilant+change/8606955/story.html 

Calgary Mayor Naheed Nenshi with Alberta Premier 
Alison Redford http://www.calgarysun.com/2013/05/18/alberta-
premier-alison-redford-says-she-wants-provincial-tax-break-given-
back-to-calgary-taxpayers 

SYDNEY: Australia's former leader Kevin Rudd ousted Prime Minister Julia Gillard 
as Labor chief in a dramatic internal ballot Wednesday, deposing the country's first 
female premier as the party fights desperately to head off defeat in September elections. 
http://www.thenews.com.pk/article-106876-Former-leader-Rudd-ousts-Australias-first-female-PM 

  

RCMP POLICE CORRUPTION AND BRUTALITY by BCPink Wabb it  

  

 

KHAZAR/EDOMITES 
HAVE WIPED OUT A 
WHOLE GENERATION OF 
THE DANITES WITH 
FORCED STERILIZATION 
A lesson shared with Hebrews 
around the world concerning our 

Brothers and Sisters of the Tribe of Dan and the 144,000. With all your getting, get ye 
understand ye Children Of Israel. 

YOU have the blood of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and it is time to proclaim this 
FACT to the world. 

Shocking Decline in Ethiopian Israeli Birthrate - 
http://blackagendareport.com/content/shocking-decline-ethiopian-israeli-birthrate 

http://www.endmoderndayslavery.ca/2010/09/13/canada%E2%80%99s-human-trafficking-
%E2%80%9Chero%E2%80%9D-supports-rcmp-call-for-strategy-to-combat-human-trafficking/ 

TRIBE OF DAN AND THE 144,000 
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MAMMA MOOS of SERENITY 
BARTER TRADE COOP  ALL THINGS 
COMMON  barterbaby555 - 
http://7thfire.biz/barterbaby555.htm 

BLAME Harper -CALGARY FLOODS 
are due to FRACKING 

EARTHQUAKES . http://7thfire.biz/  
 

Depth 15 km 
UTC Time 08:54:48 June 27th, 2013 UTC 
Location Alberta, Canada, Eastern Alaska To Vancouver Island 

this EARTHQUAKE is now REMOVED  from map 
Magnitude 5.0 mb 
http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ 

Magnitude 4.8 mb Depth 15 km UTC Time 05:56:45 June 22nd, 2013 UTC Location 
Alberta, Canada, Eastern Alaska To Vancouver Island 
 

- Magnitude 5.0 mb Depth 
15 km UTC Time 10:08:56 
June 24th, 2013 UTC 
Location Washington, 
Eastern Alaska To 
Vancouver Island 
http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteq
s/ /// 
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/ 

New Earthquake Swarms In 
Arkansas | “Powerball Kind 
of Odds” 

http://catastrophemap.org/wordpress/?p=1940 /// 
http://thewatchers.adorraeli.com/2012/04/18/uk-will-allow-shale-gas-fracking-despite-
earthquake-connections /// 
http://www.wnd.com/2012/01/earthquakes-rattling-
energy-industry-plans/ //// 
http://www.marctomarket.com/2013/01/great-
graphic-fracking-explained.html /// 
http://www.acus.org/new_atlanticist/shale-
revolution-shakes-world /// 
http://www.dangersoffracking.com/ 
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https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski 

     
 

SERENITY GLOBAL EARTH PARTY 7thfire.biz  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

6 11 -but WHO 's counting?? -Although 
65,000 Calgarians were allowed to return to 
their homes Sunday afternoon, as many as 
24,000 still had no 
electricity.http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/n
ational/calgary-continues-slow-
recovery/article12769469/ 

CALGARY FLOODS  are due to 
EARTHQUAKES .-FRACKING - I want to 
BLAME Harper  for this one too... like Elliott 
Lake mall collapses etc,,, fires in factories, plane 
crashes, tori stafford murders...all MEDIA 
PSYOPS and ENGINEERED TERROR .. Lets 
blame it on the OIL INDUSTRY ... they should 
have used TESLA LONG AGO  

  

METHANE + Fracking = man made earthquakes- .... why isn't it on the scrNEWS.  
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EARTHQUAKE caused the FLOODING -
moving all that water from the permafrost up 
north.... I detect a NEW ORLEANS FEMA 
NWO set up CANAD IAN style... CONpliments 
of the LIZARD QUEEN s 
fracking HAaRPer Weapons 
and SOUL SCALPED sock 
puppets in OTTAWA.   

movie stars on CBC...to the 
rescue... 911 911 911 

  

  

- get your FEMA CHIP  you poor soul... you lost 

your home to a natural disaster...NOT... 
- If the government cared...they wouldn't have 
NSA CIA NASA and all the other BLACK 
OPerators on the CRACK COCAINE HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING PAY roll 

- so your all FIRED? FRIED ? same thing- maybe your children will bring you some 
bannock in GUANTANAMO when they visit you for EASTER... the day we celebrate 
our new EGGOnomy 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152971704120556?notif_t=like 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/story/2013/06/21/f-calgary-flood-reactions.html // 
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/06/22/water-slowly-receding-from-calgary-flood-threat-moving-toward-
medicine-hat-region/ // http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/story/2013/06/21/calgary-flood-closures-
list.html?cmp=rss /// http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/06/23/calgary-set-to-become-case-study-for-
experts-as-floods-force-officials-to-miss-disaster-preparedness-conference/ ///  

 
 

JULY 1 2013- 07 01 2013 - 7/1/6= 14 = 5 
HAPPY CANADA DAY - tribe of DANaan! 
HEAVEN is NORTH  of HWY 7  2esdra7 - 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/2esdra7.htm 

WE MUST PUT ON THE WHOLE 
ARMOR OF GOD DAILY . SATAN IS 

SENDING HIS FULL ARMY TO ATTACK THE BRIDE  & WATCHMEN 
THROUGH DREAMS & THROUGH PEOPLE http://youtu.be/w0C6Wiegp5w 
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KING 
JAMES 

PERVERSI
ON hates the 
MOTHER 

GODDESS..
the 

CREATRIX
- he 

MURDERS HER  

Christina Lachance- was it WORTH IT? you SUCCUBUS WHORE? /// LAURA 
EISENHOWER WHORE FRAUD demon list removed from scribd.com 

BEWARE-the JEZEBEL SPIRIT is RIDING!  - - EISENHOWER HIDING HER 
SHIT GROUP so I have reposted again  

http://serenitystreetnews.com/June 2013/149512604-Christina-Lachance-was-it-
WORTH-IT-you-SUCCUBUS-WHORE.pdf //// http://serenitystreetnews.com/June 

2013/Laura Magdalene Eisenhowerilk.pdf 
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RITUAL MURDER = Tuatha de DANA- AN  - 13th tribe is 
TRIBE of DANU - AN  ( BEL  i EVE) - CELTIC CROSS - 

TUATHA de DANA-AN 

They are still ritually killing on TEE 
VEE...IT MUST STOP- OJIBWAY  sacred circle also 

same cross...BOOK of DANiel????? Calling The Lord and Lady 
Magical Circle School's Yule Ritual. 

50 feet, 31 years ( 13) , SA RA, French, Mother, Acrobat, artist Cirque du Soleil . am 
I suppose to ignore this ? -these DEVILS don't quit - AN EXPERIENCED acrobat and 
mum-of-two plunged 50 feet to her death during a performance of the world-famous 
Cirque du Soleil show in Las Vegas. French perfomer Sarah Guyard-Guillot, 31, 

plummeted into an open pit at the side of the stage after appearing to slip free of her 
safety wire. Read more: http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/4991717/cirque-

du-soleil-acrobat-falls-to-her-death-after-act-goes-wrong.html#ixzz2XpVwHdpr 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZpdG2d3FFQ /// 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dbHCdIq6iM 

  

Sault StreetNews - prophecy end times 7thfire.biz ///// 
http://realmofvenus.renaissanceitaly.net/wardrobe/artgallery2.htm  

  

Apocrypha Books GNTA2 Esdras2 Esdras 7  
2 Esdras 7 (Good News Translation w/ 
Apocrypha)View In My Bible 
http://www.biblestudytools.com/gnta/2-
esdras/7.html 
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1 When I had finished speaking, the same angel that had been sent to me on the earlier 
nights appeared again. 2 He said, "Stand up, Ezra, and listen to what I have come to tell 
you." 3 "Go ahead, sir," I said. He continued, "Picture in your mind a broad, immense sea 

spreading over a vast area, 4 but with an 
entrance no wider than a river. 5 No one 
who wishes to enter that sea, whether to 
visit it or control it, can reach its broad 
expanse of water without passing through 
the narrow entrance. 6 Or take another 
example: Picture a city built on a plain. The 
city is full of all kinds of good things, 7 but 
the entrance to it is narrow and steep, with 
fire on one side and deep water on the other. 
8 The one path between the fire and the 
water is so narrow that only one person at a 

time may walk on it. 9 If anyone inherits this city, he cannot take possession of his 
inheritance without passing through this dangerous entrance." 10 "That is right, sir," I 
said. "That is how it is with the people of Israel," he 
added. 11 "I made this world for their sake, but when 
Adam broke my commands, the world came under my 
judgment. 12 Then the entrances into this world were 
made narrow and difficult to travel. They were rough, 
dangerous, and few in number. 13 But the entrances to the 
great world to come are wide and safe and lead to 
immortality . 14 Everyone who lives must walk the 
narrow and meaningless ways of this world in order to 
receive the blessings stored up in the world to come.  

15 So, Ezra, why are you upset and disturbed by the thought that you are mortal and must 
die? 16 Why don't you think about the age to come, rather than the present age?" 17 I 
answered, "Lord and master, in your Law you said that the righteous would receive all 
these blessings, but that the wicked would perish. 18 The righteous then can endure all 
the difficulties of this narrow way because they look forward to the broad and open life of 

the future, but the wicked must pass through the narrow way without 
any hope of seeing the broad open life." 19 The angel replied, "Do you 
think you are a better judge than God? Do you think you are wiser than 
God Most High? 20 It is better to let many people of the present age 
perish than to allow them to neglect the Law that God has given 
them. 21 God has given clear commandments to everyone coming 
into this world, telling them what they should do to obtain life and to 
avoid punishment. 22 But the wicked would not listen and refused to 
obey him. In their foolishness 23 they have made their own wicked 
and deceitful plans. They denied the existence of God Most High 

and refused to follow his ways. 24 They have rejected his Law, refused to accept his 
promises, disobeyed his decrees, and failed to do what he commanded. 25 That's the 
reason, Ezra, that there is emptiness for the empty and fullness for the full. 26 "The 
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time is coming when these signs will take place. The invisible city will appear, and the 
land that is now hidden will be seen. 27 Everyone who survives the calamities I have 
predicted will also see the wonderful things I will do. 28 My son the Messiah will be 
revealed, together with those who come with him. He will bring four hundred years of 
happiness to all these survivors. 29 At the end of that time, my son the Messiah and 
all human beings will die. 30 Then the world will return to its original silence, and for 
seven days it will be like it was at the beginning. No one will be left alive. 31 After 
seven days this corrupt age will pass out of existence and a new age will be 
awakened. 32 The ground will give up the dead who sleep there in silence, and the 
souls of the dead will be released from the places where they 
have been kept.  

33 God Most High will appear on his judgment seat. Mercy 
and patience will vanish completely 34 and be replaced by 
judgment. Truth and faithfulness will once again stand firm. 
35 The good and bad that people have done will be fully 
revealed, and reward and punishment will follow immediately. 

36 The pit of torment, the fires of hell, will appear, and 
opposite them the Paradise of joy and rest. 37 "Then God Most 
High will say to the nations that have been raised from the dead, 
"Look! I am the one whom you have denied and refused to 
serve; it is my commands that you have rejected. 38 Look 
around you; there is joy and peace in one direction, fire and 
torment in the other.' That's what he will say to them on 
Judgment Day.  

39 "On Judgment Day there will be no sun, moon, or stars; 40 
no cloud, thunder, or lightning; no wind, water, or air; no 
darkness, evening, or morning; 41 no summer, spring, or winter; 

no heat, frost, or cold; no hail, rain, or dew; 42 no noon, night, or dawn; no daylight, 
brightness, or light. The only light will be the dazzling brightness of God Most High, 
making it possible for everyone to see. 43 The judgment will last seven years. 44 That's 
the arrangement I have made for Judgment Day, but I have revealed these things only to 
you." 45 Then I said, "Lord, I repeat what I said earlier:  

How fortunate are the people who can live now and obey your commands! 46 But 
what about those for whom I have been praying? There is no one in the present 
generation who has not sinned, no one who has not broken your covenant. 47 Now I 
understand that the world to come will bring joy to only a few, but torment to many. 
48 The evil impulse within us has grown and it has led us away from God's ways, 
brought us to ruin, put us on the way to death and destruction, and taken us far from 
life. It has destroyed not only a few, but almost everyone who was ever created." 49 
"Listen to me," the angel said, "and I will teach you further and correct your thinking. 50 
Because only a few will be saved, God created two worlds, instead of only one.  
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51 As you say, only a few people are righteous, 
but there are large numbers of wicked people. But 
listen: 52 If you had only a few precious stones, 
would you add lumps of lead and clay to them in 
order to have more?" 53 "Surely no one would do 
that, sir," I answered. 54 "Take another illustration," 
he continued. "The earth itself will give you an 
answer if you humbly ask it 55 whether it produces 
more gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, or clay. 56 
There is more silver than gold, more copper than silver, more iron than copper, more lead 
than iron, and more clay than lead. 57 So judge for yourself which are more desirable and 
valuable, common things or rare things." 58 I answered, "Lord and master, the common 
things are cheap; it is the rare things that are valuable." 59 "All right," he replied, "so 
draw the logical conclusion: the person who has what is scarce has more reason to be 
pleased than the person who has what is plentiful. 60 It's the same with the judgment that 
I have promised: I will be pleased with the few who will be saved, because they are 

the ones who now praise and honor me and make my name 
known. 61 I will not be sad about the large number of 
people who will be lost, because even now they last no longer 
than a vapor; they disappear like fire and smoke; they catch 
fire, blaze up, and quickly go out." 62 Then I said to the earth, 
"Look at what you have done! When you gave birth to the rest 
of creation you gave birth to reason. 63 It would have been 
better if you had never been created. Then we humans 
would never have had the power of reasoning! 64 But as it is 
now, our reason grows up with us and then torments us, 
because we realize that we are going to die!  

65 Compared to us who must bear this sorrow, the dumb 
animals must be happy. 66 They are much better off than we 

are. They do not have to look forward to the judgment; they are not aware of any 
torment or salvation that is promised to them after death. 67 What good is it to us 
that we are going to be given life in the future if it is to be a life of terrible torment? 68 
Everyone who is born is caught in the web of sin, is full of wickedness and burdened 
with guilt. 69 I think it would be better if after death we did not have to face judgment." 
70 The angel replied, "When God Most High was creating the world, as well as Adam 
and his descendants, the first thing he did was to get everything ready for the judgment. 
71 So you ought to learn from your own words. You said that 
your reason grows up with you,  

72 and that's the point. The people of this world used 
their reason and sinned; they received God's commands but 
did not keep them; they accepted the Law and then 
disobeyed it. And that's why they will suffer torment. 73 
What excuse can they offer at the judgment? How can 
they answer at the last day? 74 God Most High has been 
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very patient with the people of this world for a long time, but it has not been for 
their sake. He has done it for the sake of the age to come." 75 Then I said, "Sir, may I 
ask you, please, to explain to me what happens when we die, when each of us must give 
back our soul? Will we be kept at rest until the time when you begin to make your new 
creation, or will our torment begin immediately?" 76 "I will answer that question also," 
he replied, "but do not include yourself among those who will be tormented because they 
have no use for religion. 77 After all, you have a treasure of good works stored up 
with God Most High, which will not be shown to you until the last days.  

78 But to answer your question about death: When God Most High has pronounced the 
final decree that a person shall die, the soul leaves the body to return to the one who gave 
it. Immediately it praises the glory of God Most High. 79 Let me explain first about 
people who had no use for the ways of God Most High and hated those who 
worshiped him. 80 There is no place where their souls can go for rest; they must 
wander around forever in torment, grief, and sorrow. Their torment will progress in 
seven stages. 81 First , they ignore the Law of God Most High. 82 Second, they can 
no longer make a sincere repentance and obtain life. 83 Third , they see the reward 
stored up for those who put their faith in the 
covenants of God Most High. 84 Fourth, they 
think about the torment that has been stored up 
for them in the last days. 85 Fifth,  they see angels 
guarding the homes of other souls in complete 
silence. 86 Sixth, they recognize that they must 
soon be tormented. 87 Seventh, and worst of all, 
when they see the glory of God Most High, they 
are sick with remorse and shame. They cringe in 
fear, because while they were living they sinned 
against him. And now they are about to come before him to be judged on the last 
day.  

88 "Now let me explain about those who followed the ways of God Most High and 
what will happen when the time comes for them to leave their mortal bodies. 89 
While they lived on earth, through constant difficulty and danger, they served God 

Most High and carefully kept the Law given by the 
Lawgiver. 90 This is what they will receive: 91 They will 
rejoice when they see the great glory of God. He will 
receive them, and they will enter their rest in seven stages 
of joy.  

92 The first joy  is to have struggled hard and won the 
victory over the evil impulse which was formed in them, 
but which did not succeed in leading them from life into 
death. 93 The second is to see the endless wandering of 
the souls of the wicked and the punishment that is 
waiting for them. 94 The third  is to know what a good 
report their Maker has given about them, that during 
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their lifetime they kept the Law that was entrusted to them. 95 The fourth  is to 
appreciate the rest that they are to enjoy in the places where they have been brought 
together, guarded by angels, in complete silence, and with the glory that is waiting for 
them at the last day. 96 The fifth  is to rejoice that they have now escaped the corrupt 
world  and that they will receive the future life as their possession. They can see both the 
narrow, troubled world from which they have been freed and the spacious world they 
will receive and enjoy forever. 97 The sixth is to be shown how their faces will shine 
like the sun and how they are to be like the light of the stars that never die. 98 The 
seventh joy, and best of all, is when they rush to meet God face-to-face, with perfect 
trust and happiness, without any fear or shame. They served him during their lifetime 
and now they will receive from him their reward in glory. 99 These rewards that I have 
been telling you about are those that have been prepared for the souls of the righteous. 

I described to you earlier the torment that 
the rebellious will suffer." 100 Then I 
asked, "When the souls of the righteous 
are separated from their bodies, will they 
be given time to see what you have told 
me about?" 101 "They will be free for 
seven days," he answered, "and during that 
time they will be able to see the things I 
have told you about. After that they will be 
brought together with the other souls in 
their homes." 102 Then I said, "Sir, please 
tell me whether the righteous will be able to 
ask God Most High to show mercy on the unrighteous on Judgment Day. 103 Will fathers 
be able to pray for their children, children for parents, brothers for brothers, relatives for 
those near to them, and friends for those dear to them?" 104 "I will be happy to tell you," 
he replied.  

"Judgment Day is final and sets the final seal on truth for all to see. You know that in 
this age a father cannot send his son to be sick for him or sleep or eat or be healed for 
him. An owner cannot send his slave to do these things for him, nor can a person send his 
best friend. 105 In the same way, on that day, no one will be able to pray for another 
person. Each person will receive the punishment or reward for his own sinfulness or 
righteousness." 106 "If that is so," I answered, "how can we explain what we find in the 
Scriptures? Abraham prayed for the people of Sodom, and Moses for our ancestors who 
sinned in the desert. 107 Later, Joshua prayed for the people of Israel in the time of 
Achan, 108 and Samuel prayed for them in the days of Saul. David prayed at the time of 
the epidemic, and Solomon prayed for those who were going to worship in the Temple. 
109 Elijah prayed that the people might have rain and for a dead person to come back to 
life. 110 Hezekiah prayed for the people during the time of Sennacherib. And there are 
many other examples.  
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111 If righteous 
people prayed for 
the unrighteous 
during such times 
when corruption 
increased and 
injustice multiplied, 
why won't the same 
thing happen at the 
Judgment Day?" 

112 "The present age is not the end of everything," the angel 
answered. "Even in this age, the glorious presence of God is not 
always seen. That is why the strong have prayed for the weak during this age. 113 But the 
Judgment Day will be the end of the present age and the beginning of the future age. 
Then all corruption will end ,  

114 self-indulgence and disloyalty will be eliminated. Righteousness and truth will 
reach their full maturity. 115 So on Judgment Day, no one will be able to have mercy 
on those who have been condemned, and no one will be able to harm those who have 
been acquitted." 116 I answered, "I made this point before, and I will make it again. It 
would have been better if the earth had never produced Adam, or when it had done so, if 
it had made him so that he could not sin. 117 What good is it for 
any of us to have life in the present age, when it is full of misery 
and when all we can look forward to after death is punishment?  

118 O Adam, what have you done? Your sin was not only your 
own downfall; it was also the downfall of all of us who are your 
descendants. 119 What good is it to us that we have the promise 
of immortal life, when we have committed sins that condemn us to 
death? 120 What good is the hope of eternity, when we find 
ourselves in such a completely hopeless situation? 121 What good 
is it that safe and secure homes have been prepared for us in the 
future world, when we have lived such wicked lives? 122 What good is the promise 
that the glorious presence of God Most High will protect those who have lived pure 
lives, when our own lives have been so full of sin?123 What good is it that Paradise is 
shown to us, that its imperishable fruit can heal us and provide all we need? We can 
never go there 124 because we have lived unacceptable lives. 125 What good is it that 
the faces of those who practice self-control will shine more brightly than the stars, 

when our own faces will be blacker than the night?  

126 Never in our whole lives, when we sinned, did we think 
about what we would have to suffer after death." 127 The angel 
replied, "Here is the meaning of the conflict that every person on 
earth must endure: 128 If he is defeated, he must suffer the 
things you have just told me about, but if he is victorious, he 
will receive the rewards that I have just mentioned. 129 That is 
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why Moses long ago urged the people to choose life so that they might live. 130 But they 
did not believe him or the prophets who came after him, and they did not believe me 
when I spoke to them. 131 So the sadness over their destruction is nothing compared 
to the great joy over the salvation of those who believe." 132 I answered, "Sir, I know 
that God Most High is spoken of as merciful because he shows mercy to those who have 
not yet entered this world. 133 He is called compassionate because he shows compassion 
to those who repent and obey his Law. 134 He is thought of as patient because he is 
patient with his own creatures who have sinned. 135 He is known as generous because he 
prefers to give rather than to demand. 136 And he is known as very forgiving because 
he continues to forgive sinners of the past, present, and future. 137 If he did not 
continue to forgive, there would be no life for this world or the people in it. 138 He is 
spoken of as pardoning because, if it were not for his goodness in pardoning sinners, 
not one person in ten thousand would gain life. 139 He is called judge because he 
pardons and blots out the many sins of those who were created by his word. 140 If 
he did not, only a handful of the whole human race would be left." 

   

ON WITH the NEW PARADIGM  

09 10 2012 CENTRAL OFFICE on HUMAN TIME BANKS. EDEN AWAITS  -
jrgenius.ca SOOSIOUXSWEETEDEN http://7thfire.biz/SOOSIOUXSWEETEDEN.htm  

Join us in a New Paradigm of Universal Oneness, Serenity and 
Prosperity for All . We are a Network of People with Integrity and 
OPEN hearts, READY to create a BETTER WORLD for seven 
generations to come. Rainbow Angels / Children of the Feather 
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/223074 // 
http://www.indiegogo.com/jrgenius?a=1188736 - http://www.7thfire.biz/  

   

SOLUNA SONGS of AGAPE AMOR http://7thfire.biz  

  http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/  
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http://serenitystreetnews.com/06312013.htm 

SUNday 06 30 2013 - 6/3/6 - 15 = 6 GONE 
FISHING for VAMPIRES, 
EXOPOLITICIANS  and FRACKING 
HAARPER EARTHQUAKE IDIOT s 
http://8thfire.biz/sonmoon78.htm 

I think CANADA DAY  is going to have some 
drama... so be ready to PARTY later in NEW 

YORK REGION OTTAWA KANATA 
KINAKWII.  http://7thfire.biz/ 

SerenityStreetNews Global Network ( 07/01/2013= 7/1/6= 14 = 5) 
7thfire.biz JRGENIUS.BIZ- USURY FREE GLOBAL COOPERA TIVE U NITED 

FISHER KINGDOMS  

5d EDEN... nothing has changed... RITE on TIME vs 3d ARMAGEDDON... BYE BYE 
... microchipped dijjal  
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FAIRIES  and MERMAIDs  are OLYMPIANs  - MEROVINGIAN ( maternal/ 

mitochondria) from WATER PLANET= TIAMAT  
( Earth) TERRA is not our home...we are refugees 

 
5 d LUCIFERA LUNA DIANA ATHENA ARTEMIS MOON = LUMIN ARIES - 

BRINGERS of the DAWN 
not 3 d ILLUMINATI - male succubus 
/incubus fallen middle earth SHETU 

LIZARDS for LILITH/ LEVAN / 
MOLOCH  

 
7 SUN ( brother) 8 MOON ( sister)- 2 row 
wampum leadership coming- 144, 000 = 12 tribes of IS RA 

EL  from the tribe of DAN - caNADa 
13th tribe.... tuatha de DANAan = 13 13 13 AGAPE LOVE - BARTER TRADE 

COOP 
 

FAIRIES ( PAATAL) gave HUman's the gift of the FEATHER . Andromedan races 
are from the STARS = FAE- SPIRIT- HOLY SPIRIT - Sophia - EVE 
connection to the STARS - IS RA EL ( central sun/ milky way/ stars) 

EDEN = ADAM + EVE  - purity... nothing wrong with being naked 
- no OLD LAW COVENANT  needed in EDEN. - heaven is NORTH of HWY 7 . 

Ontario must be renamed OTTAWA ( traders)  - no more OTTAWA CITY - no more 
KANATA city 

 
NOW- NEW YORK 

YORK REGION 
OTTAWA KANATA 

KINAKWII  - 
KINAKWII  - nation for 
the children of the LITE  

= inDIANa 

Justin Trudeau - JUST in 
TRU DOE - QUEBEC 

has been cleaned up - now lets CLEAN up the 
REST of the CUNTree !!! 

HEMP  and TESLA style - SerenityStreetNews Global Network ready to roll the 
WAMPUM http://7thfire.biz/  

 
AVALON QUEENS  and FISHER KINGS  are not VAMPIRES, they are DIVINEly 

HUMAN  and BEAUTIFUL  in the SUN - naturally  
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152986600910556&set=a.10151725999295556.854359.537
275555&type=1&theater&notif_t=like 

Makalesi links these all together - "Eden the Journey Back Home"Makalesi talks about 
the concept of the garden of Eden from an alchemist point of view. the story of Eden has 
many related concepts which has been told through many cultures and religions. In Indian 
cultures there is the concept of utilizing shiva and shakti energy to reach enlightment. 
In Kement/Egypt we have the story of set and asaru/osiris which describes our fallen 
state similar to the Cain and Able story. The tree of life of the Kabbalah system is a 
map of a journey back to returning to the divine. While, Sophia of Gnosticism is 
associated with wisdom because if you control this snake energy in you, which you 
will need to be able to unlock your inner genius. Damballa of the vodun tradition was 
the king of serpents symbolic of the importance of controlling this primordial energy. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PycPWICZsio 
 
The TRUE form of Lucifer - The Fallen Angel 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gxQTls-djks 

WE ARE COMING  for the 
CROOKS, PEDOPHILES and 
RAPISTS- BOUNTY HUNTERS 
WANTED- - 100 shares - 1000 pts = 
1 horus - 10 pts 
http://cyberclass.net/ 

We will shine a light so far up their ass their eyes will glow! The National Non Profit 
Party, The political party for people who hate politicians The nation is in your hands. 

Thank you Lyn Davignon http://nationalnonprofitparty.ca/  

555 destroys 666 7thfire.biz 

 
 

EAGLE AGE 2013 

  
 

SUNday 06 23 2013 = 6/5/6 = 17 = 8 INFINITY - MEEK inherit the EARTH 144, 000 oxox 
meeknotweak - http://7thfire.biz/meeknotweak.htm 

-if a man cannot respect a woman, then he does not 
respect creation.... there is a real plague here on our 
world ... it needs a good cleanse... these TARES are haters 
of EARTH and the mother goddess, It is not about 
submission... rather...listening to our cries... we are 
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crying and the chests keep pounding for MAN to be listened to... to be loved 

BUT WOMAN cannot hear MAN ... because we are WAILING  and we cannot trust 
that which has raped and abused us for so long 

SO give it all to the CREATOR in AGAPE LOVE and CHANGE your WAYS.... 
TODAY  

I pray you'll be our eyes / And watch us where we 
go / And help us to be wise / In times when we don't 
know / Let this be our prayer / When we lose our 
way / Lead us to a place / Guide us with your grace 
/ To a place where we'll be safe /  

I pray we'll find your light / And holds it in our 
hearts / When stars go out each night / Remind us 
where you are / Let this be our prayer / When 
shadows fill our day / Lead us to a place / Guide us 
with your grace / Give us faith so we'll be safe / A 
world where pain and sorrow will be ended / And 
every heart that's broken will be mended / And we'll 
remember we are all gods children / Reaching out to 
touch you / Reaching to the stars 

We ask that life be Kind / And watch us from above / We hope each soul will find / 
Another soul to love / Let this be your prayer / Just like every child / Needs to find a 
place / Guide us with your grace / Give us faith so we'll be safe / Needs to find a place / 
Guide us with your grace / Give us faith so we'll be safe 

 

  

 Twin Flame Union 7thfire.biz // Jackie Evancho & Susan Boyle : A Mother's Prayer 
(tele duet 2011)  
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06 21 2013 - FREEaDAY FRIDAY VENUSday 
LOVE DOVE DAY GODDESS HELP US rid 

ourselves of these PARASITES in EXOpoliTIC s  

fuckoffalready - http://7thfire.biz/fuckoffalready.htm 

TWIN FLAME UNION - 7 SUN ( SIN- POLISH) 
SON (male 6 ) + 8 MOON ( female 9 ) + CHILD (69)  

= 

EDEN = HUMANITY = DIVINE FAMILY = 
TREE of LIFE  = CREATION = SEX  

555 AGAPE AMOR SERENITY GLOBAL  
not 666 MICROCHIP NWO WAR  

earthpartynow - http://7thfire.biz/earthpartynow.ht m  

  

69696969696969 

  

( NOT - 666 VAMPIRE TRINITY = BLOOD SACRIFICE - MOL OCH + LEVAN ( 
moon) and LILITH ISHTAR ISIS (dark star) ) - reversed / INVERTED  in RAlegions 

for the QUILOPTH  

*************** 

WARNING 
WARNING  
WARNING  

http://serenitystreetnews.com/Wa
rning.pdf 

- Laura Mahon 
Bradshaw Eisenhower is LEADING  the HUMAN  

aSTRAY with her black rose boob and DR DREAM DRACO CREAM  

-give it up SUCCUBUS WHORE... you lost before you even got off in the 
UNDERGROUND BASE on the CHILDREN 

SOUL SCALPERS for MAMMON http://www.healthyfamilynow.com/  
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http://hosted-p0.vresp.com/189893/15fa2db689/ARCHIVE . // http://www.drdream.com/ ///  

 

ENTANGLEd BiBAAL 7thfire.biz  

 

DEMONS DIJJAL DEVILS _ BURNING TIME- 
FUCK OFF ALREADY with your NESARA 
SOUL SCALPING CANNIBALISM! RUN RUN 
RUN before we VAMPIRE BBQ you at our 
OTTAWA T PARty. 
http://exopolitics.blogs.com/exopolitics/2012/01/the-obamamars-
connection-with-andrew-d-basiago-alfred-lambremont-webre.html 

BAD BREATH BAD SEED INDEED http://exopolitics.blogs.com/  

Laura Eisenhower Mahon: "I am fairly certain Ike was aware of aliens visiting 
Earth"http://www.phantomsandmonsters.com/2011/01/laura-eisenhower-mahon-i-am-
fairly.html 

TURDs of a TETHER .... flock 
together... LAST CALL... 
ABANDON SHIP  
http://thehundredthmonkeyradio.com/l
aura-magdalene-eisenhower.html  

- related to this MAMMON 
VAMPIRE WHORE  - Laura Bush 
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to appear with Turtle Creek Chorale http://www.dallasvoice.com/laura-bush-thursday-turtle-creek-
chorale-10115341.html 

- the WAR  is to PROTECT HUMANITY  from INVASION  of the EXOPOLITICS 
LIZARDS  and other PARASITES. 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152961109445556?notif_t=like 

BYE BYE ALIENS  - Alfred Lambremont Webre LYING NESARA NAZI - a 
LAWYER and POLITICIAN -  wake the FUCK UP... this is the HAaRPER NESARA 
OBAMINATION - https://www.facebook.com/groups/alfred.lambremont.webre/ ///// 

Becky Mustoe 
https://www.facebook.com/rebecca.mustoe ///  

 
ZetaTalk http://www.zetatalk.com/ - they are going to be 

raptured  along with BENNY HINN  and 
SHERRY SHRINER to MEAT LOCKERS  on 
MARS. ALIEN SHRINER FREEMASON WHORE  

- https://www.facebook.com/sherry.shriner?fref=ts  

- these guys are MIDDLE EARTH HYBRID SNAKES ... no 
SUNshine in HELL ... they need your BLOOD  and ENERGY 
https://www.facebook.com/alfredlambremont.webreiii 

- that is why they BLOCK  me from 

POSTING in their GROUP... 2 
roads... NARROW  and WIDE ... you 
choose. - as the SUN gets HOTTER.. . 
these guys are going to FRY. 

It's a CHOICE ...and I AM HUMAN  and 
staying that way. Chicken SHITS need not APPLY. .. you are 

more of a PROBLEM then a SOULution... you are already DEAD 

********** 

- too many CHICKEN SHITS in these groups that don't say anything... they can 
ZOMBIE on UP to the TALL GREYS  and get their SOUL SCALPED ALREADY ... I 

am tired of BITCHING  and WAITING .  

- PROBLEM SHILLS all over MIND CONTROL CIA NAZI FACEBOOK ... GO 
FISHING  instead  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/487056594643751/ 
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- Human Extraterrestrial Collective that includes many different types of human or 
humanoid extraterrestrial beings, and this other type of collective I 

call the Gray Extraterrestrial 
Collective, which seem to be a product of 
artificial evolution.  Earth seems to be 
like a small country surrounded by 
superpowers messing in its affairs, but 
where no one superpower gets the upper 
hand, because of actions by other 
superpowers. Some types of Greys seem 

to think of us as property, as their cattle, to do with as 
they wish, and I believe are responsible for human 
abductions and genetic experimentation on earth 
humans. They seem to be covertly trying to assimilate 
mankind into their sophisticated Orwellian autocratic 
collective by infiltrating and manipulating the global elite. 
They are using technology transfers as bait making the 
wealthy even wealthier, while at the same time threating 
the elite into buying into their predatory agenda.  

The alien invasion is coming from within, not without, as portrayed in science fiction 
movies and stories. 'UFOs Exopolitics and the New World Disorder' - 
http://www.examiner.com/article/ed-komarek-on-his-new-book-ufos-exopolitics-and-the-new-world-
disorder - 

  

SATAN NESARA CHEMTRAIL PENUS PROJECT FREEMAN not  

 
 

  

Mercredi 06 19 2013- 7 SUN 8 MOON SOLUNA 69 sacrifice of our 
7thfire 8thfire EARTH PARTY   

serenity555 - http://7thfire.biz/serenity555.htm  

EVANGELICAL  sour grapes CHRISTIANS  counted for much of Stephen 
Harper’s TORI NATION  vote. He is a NAZI 
BILDERBERG SATANIST  who ritually sacrificed 
TORI STAFFORD  for a TORI NATION  and to HEX  

our WOODSTOCK AGE OF 
AQUARIUS EARTH PARTY .... but 
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not for long... VICTORIA SQUARE MARKHAM ONTARIO ... be there.. PARTY  
TIME .... INDIAN STYLE...  all things common http://7thfire.biz/ 

- after that point, TORI's DADDY  went on a VERICHIP your  KID CAMPAIGN to 
666 SOUL SCALP our children 
BOB RAE is resigning from poliTICS today... going to MINE the 
MINDs of the INDIAN S he says... R U taking your 
ILLEGITIMATE SON  with you? (Paul Bernardo)... you better 
RUN for the underground bases, that you so PROUDLY can afford. 
BYE BYE ...take Harper, Rob Ford and Fantino with you! 

MURDERING SCUM BAGS  

 

  

SHAW CABLE attacking my internet again today... CAN we PUT these ASSHOLES in 
HELL already.. I AM TIRED of this SHIT!  

We will shine a light so far up their ass their eyes will glow! The National Non Profit 
Party, The political party for people who hate politicians The nation is in your hands. 

Thank you Lyn Davignon http://nationalnonprofitparty.ca/  

  

Holy Ghost people belong to Jesus Christ, bible worshipers 
belong to the devil, do not become entangled with them because 
they will take you to hell. THE BIBLE IS THE MARK OF THE 
BEAST, Constantine (1st) beast compiled 50 bibles, legalized 
Christianity and set up the false prophet (pope). King James 

(2nd) beast, born 
6/1566, 6th of Scotland, 
authorized a bible in 
1611 that now has 66 
books to control people 

with, an image of 
God's word they 
make to speak 
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(the bible says). By having faith in this idol, they break the new covenant of having faith 
in the Living Christ through the Holy Spirit, who is the word of God. The bible is only 
history and has no authority. In the New Covenant we are to be led by the Holy Spirit and 
not the bible. Mathew, Mark, Luke and John were under the Old Testament, a testament 
is of force after men are dead. It has no strength at all while the testator lives. For where a 
testament is there must also of necessity be the death of the testator. So Mathew, Mark, 
Luke and John are under the Old Testament because Jesus had not yet shed His Blood. 
Ask Jesus for the Holy Spirit. WHEN DID THE NEW TESTAMENT/COVENANT 
BEGIN? THE BIBLE IS THE MARK OF THE BEAST! Link to web-site: http://the-
bible-is-the-mark-of-the-beast.com // 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbnhUSwGZxk&feature=share 

 

    

ENTANGLEd BiBAAL 7thfire.biz  

  

 

MARdi 06 18 2013 Men are from MARS ( WAR) and WOMEN from VENUS ( 
LOVE)  - marvenuswarlove - http://8thfire.biz/marvenuswarlove.htm 

 
YESTERDAYs NUT is 2 
DAZE MY TEA OAK.... 

8thfire.biz  
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http://8thfire.biz/YESTERDAYs NUT is 2 DAZE MY TEA OAK.pdf 

“Asherah “– Tree Goddess of Hebrew and Arab culture. “AISH” = FIRE, (hebrew). 
“Aishah” = Woman, (hebrew.) Fire woman of the ‘Burning Bush’”, the Tree of Life . 
“URA” – the inner ‘Awakened fire serpent’. Trees pulse in rhythm with the Stars, as 
has been recorded / Of the biological communications of wild growing trees in. Their 
pulsing entrainment with the stars in the constellation. ‘Ursa Major ’; which is called 

“ASH” in Hebrew. This tree Goddess bestows “ASHERAH” – ‘Blessedness 
,Happiness, and Fortune’. The women went to ‘Sacred groves’ where they worshipped 
The “Asherah”, ‘Tree Mothers’.Every woman had her own tree that she sat under. The 

powerful coursing of life-force ascending within The tree was embraced as she leaned her 
back against The Sacred tree (mother). “Ashah” means ‘to heal, to cure’. “ASH-

SHIRA”  was for the ancient (and modern) Arab culture The Star of SIRIUS. Here is the 
Tree of Life of the ancients, In bio-communication with the Stars. http://goddess-

seat.pagesperso-orange.fr 

  
 
Mari of Magdala  - Ancient Queen;Great Mother of the line of Magdalene 
Priestesses- A secret line of female teachings. Teachings about the Cosmic laws of 
Life , As learned and understood through love, and death; Profound lessons that Mari’s 

initiate-King  had to pass through, Before he could rise 
from the ashes of the sacred colombarium; From where the 
Spirit-dove guided his ascension Into the world of Light 
http://goddess-seat.pagesperso-orange.fr/ 

888- *WE ARE LOOKING - FOR THE SOULS --  
WHO DESIRE - TRUTH - JUSTICE - HONESTY -  
LOVE - HARMONY and BALANCE * "LET THE 
GOOD ONES BE PURGED BY THE PROPHET"! "WE 
CAME TO TAKE OUR PEOPLE BACK"// ALL THE 
PRESUMPTUOUS ONES - AND ALL THOSE DOING 
WICKEDNESS____ MUST BECOME AS STUBBLE * 
TAKE NOTE #888 #888 #888 #888 #888 Malachi 4:1-4 // 

HE WAS TO DIE - A SHAMEFUL DEATH - WITHOUT NAME or MATERIAL 
WEALTH - TO LEAVE AS POSTERITY * "AND HE DID! "WHEN JESUS WAS 
STRIPPED FOR EXECUTION, THE GUARDS EVEN CAST LOTS ON HIS OUTER 
GARMENTS. AL THAT REMAINED LEFT TO HIM"! 
MAT 27:35 // // IF THERE IS ANYTHING GOOD 
THAT HAPPENS IN THESE LAST DAYS - ITS FROM 
JESUS CHRIST! TRIPLE EIGHTS!!!!!// ONLY - A - 
FOOL ----WILL CONTINUE TO BELIEVE - A LIE - 
WHEN THE TRUTH - HAS BEEN - PRESENTED * 
WHAT ARE YOU???????? DEATH IS THE ENEMY, 
NOT THE GOAL, NOR THE REWARD! Refer to #60 
DEEP INSIGHTTT // WE ARE LOOKING -- FOR THE 
SOULS -- WHO DESIRE -- TRUTH - JUSTICE - 
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HONESTY - LOVE - HARMONY and BALANCE * THOSE WHO BELONG TO THE 
# 8 as in # 888. "IS THIS --- YOU"???????? 

 
Soluna Tuna TRADEaPOST 8thfire.biz - Dana Horochowski  

 

 -LIBERTY = ATHENA= INANNA = OWL = MAYA = SOPHIA 
= BAPHOMET = HET HERU = CAT GODDESS= TIAMAT= 
MOTHER / URANUS= FATHER of BLACK RACE SIRIAN dog 
star, EArth is HOME to TERRANs which are BLACK 4.5 mill yrs 
ago. // Andromedans came 3.5 mill to share cool tools and they were 
white. // Athena ( or Sophia) or EVE or Brigit ( depending on What 
point in time she is coming to try and kick the ASS off LEVAN) // 
CELTIC MYTHOLOGY is CORRECT and then 
changed by MARDUK RA and ISHTAR ISIS ( 
fake) who wanted to rule the world. THEY 

BLEW up TIAMAT. CRONUS ( SATURN) sides with LEVAN and 
LILITH moon // BAPHOMET is SOPHIA. CRONUS is an 
ASSHOLE // all jesuit books published with $$$ 666 have been 
SCREWED UP including ROCKY MOUNTAIN MYSTERY 
SCHOOL where I attended. //They worship a PHALLIC WOMAN 
HATING DEMIURGE. You can tell by the books. THEY KILLED 
the TEMPLARS and STOLE all the MAGIC of the GODDESS and 
HIGH PRIESTESS traditions // RA legions. RAmen CHURCH pedophile woman hating 
scum sucking assholes who have the poker chips for the world economy, thru MASS 
MURDER // WE NEED OUR OWN POKER CHIPS and KANATA is READY....DONE 
////////////////DANA http://7thfire.biz/SOOSIOUXSWEETEDEN.htm 

  

Goddess Moontime PLAYist for MARtians and VENUSians jrgenius.ca 

 

SUNday 06 16 2013 - 6/7/6 - 19 = 10= ATEN ATON ATOM = ADAM + EVE  are the 
HOLYHEALTHY FAMILY TREE  in SERENITY 555. blessthismess - 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/blessthismess
.htm 

EDEN has no PRINTING PRESS, 
therefore no BLACK SPELLS  or 
LYING sWORDs.  

LOVE is the LANGUAGE  of the 
MEEK  who INHERIT  the 
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EARTH.  BYE BYE MAMMON BARCODED SOUL SUCKERS! 

  

ZIONISM  and the JESUIT BLOOD OATH  are our tickets 
HOME to FREEDOM . That is WHY 

EXOPOLITICS  are such LIARS ... DEVILS  for 
the NWO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjpO9htZwMI&noredirect=1 /// 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLZl1xK7kwArGSPd9OalRp9LxReBZb0-

8w&DF4DUw&feature=player_v=xIPBoembedded  

 

Noel Perdurabo - 666 - BEAST is DOWN 
http://thule-society.org/666.html /// TRINITY 
MARION MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT 
TIFFANY HONHOLT 666  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fopxF9Nf4GA /// 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/247195258912/10151667609368913/?notif_t=group_comment_reply 

BYE BYE SATANISTS 

 
 

FRIAday 06 14 2013 - WHORE CHURCHES = SOUR GRAPES - SOUL SCALPED 
APES = TORONTO BLESSING = MAMMON 666 BEAST APOSTATE 

CHURCHES 7thfirenownotnwo - 
http://7thfire.biz/7thfirenownotnwo.htm  

APOSTASY DEMONIC 
STAY AWAY  from this 
CULT  

http://iaminternational.org/our-story/ 
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DO NOT CATCH  this HELL FIRE  = it is in TORONTO to LEAD the SHEEP 
astray. TORONTO  is a LONELY TOWN  http://www.catchthefire.com/ . - John Arnott of 
the Toronto Vineyard sought Benny Hinn, Rodney Howard-Browne, and Claudio 
Freidzon. - http://www.discerningtheworld.com/2011/09/12/deon-hockey-bringing-the-toronto-blessing-

fire-serpent-to-a-church-near-you/#sthash.RJ9mdHwT.dpuf 

Who Is Mystery Babylon The Great - Mother Of Harlots 
- http://www.mystery-babylon.net/ // The Influence of 
Demons upon the Apostate Church The… | 
UncleanSpirits 
http://uncleanspirits.xanga.com/677449539/item/ /// 
"The Final Great Awakening - An Endtime Revival".: 
WARNING! THE APOSTATE CHURCH IS HERE 
http://greatawakening.blogspot.ca/2011/06/end-times-
apostate-church.html /// Ephesians 5:11 Blog: The 
“Controlled” Apostasy In The Apostate Church 

http://ephesians511blog.blogspot.ca/2011/12/controlled-apostasy-in-apostate-church.html 

Thomas Mulcair ( NDP) is a lawyer and Justin Trudeau (Liberal) a TEACHER .... 
surely we can HOLD them accountable to a SOULuTION. .. I think they may be 
CATHOLIC s too 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152933811950556?notif_t=wall  

Martin Zender - The World's Most Outspoken Bible Scholar- I am a spiritual seeker, 
just like you. I have sampled the religious institutions of humans and found them unable 
to contain the greatness of God. All my life, I have had deep questions about God and my 
relationship to Him: Why am I here? Why is there so much evil in the world? Is the 
universe coming to an end? What will happen to my unbelieving loved ones after they 
die? How important is it to attend a church? I didn’t find answers in church. In fact, most 
of the churches I attended or visited didn't even want to hear the 
questions. - http://martinzender.com/ 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnBxUJe_dgk /// 

http://www.youtube.com/user/christnotxianity 

- Toronto Blessing is that its adherents put 
emphasis on a ‘blessing’ which manifested 
in Toronto in 1994, whose hallmarks are 
these: 1) falling to the ground; 2) shaking 
and trembling, twitching and convulsive 
bodily movements; 3) uncontrollable laughter (also called ‘holy 
laughter’); 4) apparent drunkenness; 5) animal sounds. All these 
physical characteristics are regarded as signs of the spiritual 
renewal or revival which God has sent in these last times. 

The origins of the Toronto Blessing - At the root of the Toronto 
Blessing with its peculiar manifestations there are two men.- 

former is a South African Pentecostal evangelist called Rodney Howard-Browne, who 
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was an associate pastor of Rhema church in Johannesburg, before moving to the United 
States in 1987. Among other things, he preaches the prosperity message, that is, that 
message which substantially affirms that poverty is a curse and Christians must be rich 
materially for this is the will of God (this message is preached also by Kenneth Hagin, 
Kenneth Copeland and his wife, and many others). Rodney calls himself the ‘Holy Spirit 
bartender’, for he claims to be the vessel chosen by God to serve ‘the new wine’ (that is, 
the Blessing) to the saints and to invite 
them to drink! 

- August 1993. ‘anointing’ under 
Rodney Howard-Browne, were now 
transmitted to Randy Clark. Having 
received the blessing himself, Randy 
Clark then passed it on to the Toronto 
Airport Vineyard, at the invitation of its 
pastor John Arnott, in January 1994. The 
meetings that Clark held in Toronto 
lasted 90 days, and were so powerful 
that the movement took off within the 
Vineyard network of churches, and 
acquired the nickname ‘the Toronto 
Blessing.’ The Toronto Blessing was 
given huge publicity, and Pentecostals from all over the world began flocking to Toronto 
to see what God was doing, to catch the blessing and take it back to their own churches. 
The Toronto Blessing swiftly became a global phenomenon, striking roots in Britain, 
Europe, the Middle East, Africa, India, everywhere. 

http://hewhohasearslethimhear.wordpress.com/2010/08/05/the-
toronto-blessing-refuted/ 

- Apostate MAMMON Freemason FALSE Churches 
HELPED PUT STEPHEN NAZI HARPER  into 
POWER. HOLD this FALSE CHURCH into 
ACCOUNT , EXPOSE it before it destroys 
TORONTO and the rest of mere CHRISTIANITY . 
................. (I was staying with a lady at 
the time of HARPERS false elections, and 
she belonged to the AIRPORT 
CHRISTIAN CHURCH. I was there to 
help her get cleansed, organized. She was 
getting raped and invaded at night by 

ENTITIES. I didn't see anything when she called me to her room 
(Angelika Kellar - was campaigning for HARPER in Richmond Hill ( May 2011)) 
http://8thfire.biz/ 

Dana ( p.s. I AM going to KICK your DEVIL POSSESSED ASSES) 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152933811950556?notif_t=wall  
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The emergent church leadership is riddled with liberalism, secularism, feminism, anti-
literalism and eastern contemplative practices. They deny a literal historic creation by 
God and promote evolutionary theories and tendencies. They deny the reality of a literal 
and eternal Hell. They make light of the Flood as an act of God’s judgement upon sinners 
and they also reject the truth of a coming day of judgement. As a result some promote 
homosexual relationships (as long of course as the individuals concerned do not have 
intercourse!). They also promote the goodness and acceptability of other pagan religions. 
Worst of all they mock and reject the doctrine of atonement and propitiation, the precious 
teaching that Christ had to suffer and be judged in our place for our sins. Amongst them 
there is such an utter absence of 
mention or emphasis on the Blood of 
Jesus which is the only means of peace 
with God. 
Much of the Emergent movement is 
just a repackaged liberalism. It is not at 
all new in its theology. Their whole 
theology undermines the authority, 
inspiration and reliability of the written 
Scripture yet they can talk of knowing 
Christ or being a seeker after Him. 
While all those who profess to belong 
to this movement may not believe all 
or even any of these points the fact is that the key leaders, authors and voices amongst 
them most certainly do. http://www.paganchristianity.infinology.net/frankviola.html  

TORONTO bLESSING = DEMONIC POSSESSION 

   

 

MERCREDI 06 12 2013 = 6/3/6= 15 = 6 = 666 MICROCHIP for the PARASITES vs 555 
EARTH PARTY for HUMANITY 144, 000 oxox  8thfirenow - 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/8thfiren
ow.htm 

Shamanism Training in 
Spiritual Healing & Energy 

Medicine - 
http://the8thfire.com/ 

Why Does Creator Let Bad 
Things Happen To Good 
People? If there is a Creator, 

why is the world the way it is? http://us4.campaign-
archive1.com/?u=e9ff2056a1ed2dfa0f1821d93&id=2f6e632461&e=a73fcb6b03 
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The Prophecy of the 8th Fire - They will come to a fork in the road. One road will 
lead to Materialism and Destruction.....for almost all living creatures....The other 
road will lead to a Spiritual Way  upon which the Native People will be standing...This 
path will lead to the lighting of the 8th fire, a period of eternal peace, harmony and a 
"New Earth"  where the destruction of the past will be healed Anishnabe prophecy 
http://the8thfire.org/8thfire/ 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-8th-Fire/123743124307069 

  

 

MARdi 06 11 2013 = 6/ 2/6 = 14 = 5 = 555 AGAPE AMOR SERENITY 
GLOBAL  not 666 MICROCHIP NWO WAR  earthpartynow - 
http://7thfire.biz/earthpartynow.htm   

We will shine a light so far up their ass their eyes will glow! The 
National Non Profit Party , The political party for people who hate politicians The 
nation is in your hands. Thank you Lyn Davignon http://nationalnonprofitparty.ca/  

Bob Marley exposing the Illuminati TORONTO EARTH PARTY  // The Beautiful 
Truth 

  

 

  

SERENITY GLOBAL EARTH PARTY 7thfire.biz  
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EAGLE AGE 2013 

   
 

MOONday 06 10 2013 = 6/1/6/= 13 = 4 the MOON  MAMMA knows the WAY  of 
the WHEAT , AVALON KWEENS  and FISHer KINGS earthpartynow -

 http://7thfire.biz/earthpartynow.htm 

FREE me in SERENITY 555-
 JRGENIUS.CA- USURY FREE 
GLOBAL  COOPERATIVE  U 
NITED  FISHERKINGDOMS  

idlenomore http://7thfire.biz/idlenomore.htm  

We will shine a light so far up their ass their eyes will glow! The National 
Non Profit Party , The political party for people who hate politicians The 
nation is in your hands. Thank you Lyn 

Davignon http://nationalnonprofitparty.ca/ 

USURY FREE MEE TOMMY USURY FREE in 
SERENITY 555 idlenomoremarch2013 -
 http://7thfire.biz/idlenomoremarch2013.htm 

The UsuryFree Resolution - Time Will Usher In A New 
Age Of UsuryFree Living // Presentation at the 3rd 
Annual World Conference on Riba / / 

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=RIFCON+channel /// http://usu
ryfree.blogspot.ca/2012/11/the-3rd-annual-world-conference-on-riba.html 

Tommy Usuryfree Kennedy and John KING of the PAUPERS TURMEL  

   

 

SUNday 06 09 2013 = 6/9/6 = 21 = 

3 STEP SOULuTION = U + 
ME + WE = 555 SERENITY 
GLOBAL COOP  
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SERENITY GLOBAL EARTH PARTY 7thfire.biz  

    

BYE BYE CROOKS & PEDOPHILES 7thfire.biz 

  
 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/06072013.htm 

FRIA day 06 07 2013= 6/7/6 =19 = 10 = ATEN ATON ATOM ADAM - FIRE 
KEEPERS daughter is WHITE  not BROWN. OJIBWE 
CROSS is CELTIC .. IDLE no MORE  went from supporting 
the MOTHER  to a UNITED NATIONS 666 BEAST BRIBE. 

beekeeperwitegal - http://serenitystreetnews.com/beekeeperwitegal.htm 

 
 

MERcredi 12 12 2012 - HERMES HELP  USURY FREE SERENITY 
COOP BARTER and TRADE  - http://7thfire.biz/12122012.htm 

I GUESS YEW DIDn't HEAR WHAT I SAID? PT 
2 http://7thfire.biz/iguessudidnthearwhatisaidpt2.htm 

http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/12/10/dangerous-dana-jrgenius-ca-7thfire-biz-
8thfire-biz-serenitystreetnews-com/ 

8 infinity USURY FREE SERENITY COOP 
BARTER and TRADE usuryfreeusall // bybuygoof http://7thfire.
biz/bybuygoof.htm ///http://7thfire.biz/usuryfreeusall.htm // 

NOW! no more WAITING // 97% Owned - 
Positive Money Cut 

   SET UP YOUR UNILETS TIMEBANK ACCOUNT PAGE  // UNILETS 
ONLINE Thousands of LETS timetrading systems in 62 nations // Ithaca 
HOURs 
Online //http://www.turmelpress.com/ /// http://johnturmel.com/uniset.htm // http://johntu
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rmel.com/urlsnat.htm // http://www.lightlink.com/hours/ithacahours/ /// http://www.un.org/millennium/decl
aration.htm // 

John Turmel brought both his sign and his poetry with him on Saturday to the Occupy Toronto 

encampment in St. James Park. Turmel has a history of attending 
protests and gatherings across the world, campaigning for 

an abolition of interest rates and the establishment of 
what he calls a “time-based social currency.” 

 

Using verse, Turmel emphatically describes banks’ 
possession of money-printing plates as the “greatest scam in 
history.” By owning the plates, banks are able to collectenormous 
amounts of interest for relatively little cost. This in turn, says 

Turmel, drives the common people who take loans out with 
these banks deeper into poverty as they compete with one another to pay 
back the interest. 

 

Turmel’s solution is a blend of capitalism and communism, called the LETS (Local 
Exchange Trading System). The free market still exists, but instead of paying with 

bills, one pays with hours. ‘Sellers’ can still set competitive rates, but rather than using currency, 

which is generated by banks, ‘buyers’ use labour-hours, which they 
create themselves by working in their community. 

Turmel possesses a Bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from Carlton University 
in Ottawa. He has run for office on numerous occasions, and holds the Guinness 

World Record for the most elections contested with 75. 

  

Turmel: Pauper Party Occupy Toronto on Usury-Free Day at Conspiracy 
Culture Nov 13 

   

 usury free living playlist // Tommy Usury 
Free http://usuryfreeliving.net/ // King of the PAUPERS John Turmel 

Annual Usury Free Week November 13 to 19th COMING 
SOON // 'Usuryfree' Living & Related Issues // 

June 22, 2005  Print Your Own Money By Jennifer Aitkens  
The article also available in PDF format 
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April 4/03 UsuryFree, time-based currency, Best Yet!   

Aug. 26/02: ABC Report on the Bartering System in Ithaca, N. Y.  
July 06/02: Profile of "Usury-Free" Community Currencies (Ottaw a 
Citizen, p. E7) 
  

 The Cyberclass 'Re-Education' Network 
 1. Ongoing Learning Workshops & Seminars 

 2. The Third Market Is Emerging ... 
 3. Money Video ... 

 4. Turmel Documentary ... 
 5. Tamworth Hours ... 

6. Holy Healthy - Critical Information & Resources 

  

 
A Unique Tool For Sharing Your SDI Opportunity  

Are You A Keen SDI (Self Directed Income) Entrepreneur? 
Big Booster 7 Million 

The UsuryFree Time Currency Cyberclassroom 

Tom-J. 'Usury-Free' Kennedy Interviews - Parts 1 & 2 

 Cyberclass Postings For 2002-2003 

Take Thirteen 

John C. "The Engineer" Turmel  

The UsuryFree Resolution 
The 'Standardistos' 

The Rodney King Saga in Brockville, Ontario, Canada, 

Amazon Deforestation ? 

Who is Dave Lindsay? 

The Alex Jones' Videos 

From A Trucker To His Peers 

  

The "Intensive Hog Factory Farm" Controversy in the 
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Village of Erinsville in the Township of Stone Mills in 
Eastern Ontario 

 
The SDI (Self Directed Income) Industry Coming of Age 

Four Fast-Growing Merging Markets - Take Action NOW 

 
WTC Bombing & Collapse -  

Who Benefits &What's Next on the NWO Agenda? 

FTAA  

Tax Exempt Status Cards 

 
The True Story of the Stolen Child of the Duke and 

Duchess of Windsor 

 

Contact the Cyberclass Network via snail mail: 

P.O. Box 9333, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1G 3V1 

 

The National Savings Club 
 

"The biggest mistake in life is to disregard new ideas before 
truly investigating the information first." Unknown Author 

  

  

 

 

144, 000 - AS FOR -- ALL THE LIARS * (THE CHRONIC D ECEPTIVE 
MANIPULATORS) "........but as for the COWARDS and 
THOSE WITHOUT FAITH and THOSE, WHO ARE 
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DISGUSTING IN THEIR FILTH, and MURDERS ( sacrifice cattle. little 
and big, after a child. Liber Al Vel Legis 3:12) and FORNICATORS (DO 
AS THOU WILT, UNDER THE STARS) and THOSE PRACTICING  
SPIRITISM and IDOLATERS ( YAHWEH IS GOD of GODS & L ORD of 
LORDS Deut 10:17) and "ALL THR LIARS", THEIR PORTIO N WILL 
BE IN THE LAKE THAT BURNS WITH FIRE and SULPHUR. TH IS 
MEANS THE SECOND DEATH"! (CUT OFF, ANNIHILATED, 
COMPLETELY DESTROYED) Psalm 37:9-11, 18-20, 34, 38. "THE 
HELLFIRE DOCTRINE, THAT TEACHES ONE IS AWARE and IN  A 
FIRERY PLACE OF TORMENT ---Is A LIE"!  

BROOD of VIPERS http://7thfire.biz  

   

POLESHIFT 2012 7thfire.biz 

  
 

 

MOONday 11 26 2012 INDIGO CRYSTAL RAINBOW ANGELS 
UNITE to AGAPE AMOR IGNITE  indigoignite - http://7thfire.biz/indigoignite.htm 
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A message from the Sounds of Silence -
 Translated by Michael F. O’Keeffe 
 
Traditional Christian doctrine 
teaches that Jesus was God 
Himself, incarnate (as a man). During these times 

of Reveal-ations, The Aquarian Gospel reveals 
that Jesus was simply a very extraordinary 
man – so dedicated to love, kindness, personal 
responsibility and humility  that his soul 
merged with the Divine. His mind and his 
will  became fullysynchronized with God’s 

mind and will : he became virtually indistinguishable from God, This is soul-
maturity,  and this isChrist . And Christ is given all the powers of God. 
 
All human beings are capable of this. Furthermore, Jesus taught 

that each and every human being (every child of God), after 
experiencing many, many incarnations, is destined 

to learn and grow, and eventually achieve soul-
maturity , and become a Christ . As God’s own 
Children,what else could be our destiny? One can 
achieve soul-maturity by following the path Jesus 

walked, and if 
you comprehend this, you 

may be ready to walk the Return 
Path to Eden http://home.netcom.com/~mokeeffe/ 

  

Psychic Abuse is: 
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Judging yourself or another. 
Resenting yourself or another. 
Holding love back for any reason from yourself or another. 
Wishing harm on yourself or another. 
Being Jealous of yourself or another. 
Gossip, Guilt Trips, Threats, Seduction, Mocking and Manipulation also 
come 
Under the Psychic Abuse Flag! 
These actions do great harm to ourselves, each 
other and the Universe. 

What Is Psychic Abuse -
 http://angelwing309.tripod.com/believing/ /// LoveCry's 
Healing Site http://members.tripod.com/angel_love9-

ivil/  // They Don't Really Care About 
Us http://lovecry-

2008.tripod.com/theydontreallycareaboutus/ // Child Abuse 
Information http://angelwing309.tripod.com/angelsheal/ /// htt

p://majic-angel.tripod.com/lovecry/ /// LoveCry 
Newshttp://members.tripod.com/angel_love9-ivil/majicislove/index.html 

INDIGO inDIANa http://jrgenius.ca /// HEALING and SHEILDING 
7thfire.biz  playlist // Community by Ascension Pioneers (Polona) Playlist 

   

 

 

MARdi 11 20 2012 DEDICATED to all the 
RAINBOW WARRIORS.  

All the CHILDREN of the LITE of AGAPE 
AMOR.  

Be BLESSED. BE BLISS my BEAUTIES. victoriavictory --
 http://7thfire.biz/victoriavictory.htm 

VICTORIA VICTORY KANATA 
REPUPLIC  http://7thfire.biz 
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REVISING due to VATICAN MONARCHY MAMMON TECHNICAL 
DIFFICULTIES... PLEASE REVIEW and ACT on your WORD... in the 

MEAN TIME. 

DANA jrgenius@yahoo.com 

 

HERSTORY / pdf // doc // October 7 // 15 // 21 // 31 // SEPTEMBER 7 / 15 / 21 // 30 // WAMPUM, 
REAL PENNIES ACCEPTED. / COOP TRADE BARTER /// usuryfreeusall // / 2012 MANUAL / pt 
2 / CONTACT DANA // 416 419 9023 // HUMAN HELP // TorontoStreetNews // SERENITY-GLOBAL-
Barter-Trade-COOP- 

  

http://7thfire.biz/10312012.htm 

10 26 2012 - FRIAday- HILTON PETER MIJOVICK & CHERYL ANN 
MENEZES- ( where is my NEW PARADIGM? STILL WAITING since 
2007) 

shivagermainliars - http://serenitystreetnews.com/shivagermainliars.htm 

HAVE YOU BEEN LYING TO ME ALL THIS TIME?  

voicemail - Hilton Mijovick - http://serenitystreetnews.com/hiltonmijovickmay162012.wav // 

Hilton Peter Mijovick = 308 // Cheryl Ann Menezes = 223 

 

  

EAGLE AGE 2013 
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OTTAWA T PARTY VAMPIRE BBQ http://7thfire.biz  

 
 

10 24 2012 ABBA FATHER- you are the POTTER, We are the CLAY, the 
WORK of YOUR HANDs . 

abbafather http://www.7thfire.biz/abbafather.htm 

  

UR aMERIca GENIUS 7thfire.biz 

 

ABBADDON, but IN GREEK, HE HAS the 
NAME APOL'LYON" ! 

Rev 9:1-11 "AND I SAW AN ANGEL COMING 
DOWN OUT OF HEAVEN, WITH the KEY of 
THE ABYSS and A GREAT CHAIN IN HIS 
HAND  and HE SEIZED THE DRAGON, (THE 
FALLEN ANGEL) THE ORGINAL SERPENT, 
WHO IS 
THE DEVIL  and SATAN and BOUND HIM FOR 
A THOUSAND YEARS"! 

Rev 20:1-3 VICTORY OF CHRIST, OVER THE 
DRAGON . 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/ABBA FATHER- you are the POTTER, We are the CLAY, the 
WORK of YOUR HANDs.pdf 

http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/ABBA FATHER- you are the POTTER, We are the CLAY, the 
WORK of YOUR HANDs..doc 

http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

Proof' Jesus was married found on ancient 
papyrus that mentions how son of God spoke of 
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his wife and Mary Magdalene - Christian Messiah was not celibate. 

The centre of the fragment contains the bombshell phrase where Jesus, speaking to his disciples, says 'my 
wife', which researchers believe refers to Magdalene. Jesus was married to Mary 
Magdalene. In the text, Jesus appears to be defending her against some criticism, saying 'she will 
be my disciple'. Two lines later he then tells the disciples: 'I dwell with her .' If genuine, 
the document casts doubt on a centuries old official representation of 
Magdalene as a repentant whore and overturns the Christian ideal of 
sexual abstinence. It elaborates an ancient and persistent undercurrent in 
Christian thought that Jesus and Magdalene were in fact a couple, as picked up 
by Dan Brown in the plot of his best-selling thriller The Da Vinci Code. 

It was only with the establishment of Christianity as the state religion of the 
Roman Empire that the Emperor Constantine summoned 300 bishops to 
issue a definitive statement of Christian doctrine. This so-called Nicene creed - named 
for Nicaea, the town where they met - affirmed a model of Christian belief that is to this day taken 

as orthodoxy. 

Those who disagreed with 
the official line as 
established by the Council 
of Nicaea were in time 
branded by the Roman 
Church as 

heretics and their teachings suppressed. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2205235/Jesus-married-
Proof-God-spoke-wife-Mary-Magdalene-ancient-
papyrus.html#ixzz2A33wjmTM 

http://www.odsparish.org/uploads/3/2/3/0/3230274/2011.1127.we_are_the_clay.pdf // http://reluctant-
messenger.com/essene/index.html //http://bible.cc/isaiah/64-8.htm // 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_and_Omega // http://www.hymnlyrics.org/newlyrics_a/abba_o_abba_f
ather.php 

  

SOLUNA SONGS of AGAPE AMOR http://7thfire.biz  
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http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/ 

 

http://7thfire.biz/10212012.htm 

10 18 2012 I GUESS you DIDN'T HEAR WHAT I 
SAID. wakeuptimesup 

http://www.7thfire.biz/wakeuptimesup.htm 

SOLUNA 69 = twin flame reunion, Serenity 
Global 555 

solunasong http://8thfire.biz/solunasong.htm 

NEW PARADIGM 5 D AWAITS http://8thfire.biz  

http://www.myspace.com/holyhealthy/photos/72322924#%7B%22ImageI
d%22%3A72322924%7D 

http://www.myspace.com/holyhealthy/photos/72322713#%7B%22ImageI
d%22%3A72322713%7D 

http://www.thebookofaquarius.com/ // http://www.essenes.org/ // http://www.es
senespirit.com/ 

HUMAN HELP // JrGenius-INTERnationAL-Schools // facebook.com/dana.horochowski 

NEWSFLASH: Gates do not attack, they defend! http://weareisrael.org/last-days-
sequence/8-in-the-wilderness/ 

Now Israel, scattered all over the world, will go on the offensive to reclaim 
all the kingdoms of the earth for YHVH, as He and His men go to war! 

A day of darkness and gloominess, a day of clouds and thick darkness, like 
the morning clouds spread over the mountains. A people come, great and 
strong, the like of whom has never been; nor will there ever be any such 
after them, even for many successive generations. A fire devours before 
them, and behind them a flame burns; the land is like the Garden of Eden 
before them, and behind them a desolate wilderness; surely nothing shall 
escape them. (Joe 2:2-3) 
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Their appearance is like the appearance of horses; and like swift steeds, so 
they run. With a noise like chariots over mountaintops they leap, like the noise 
of a flaming fire that devours the stubble, like a strong people set in battle 
array. Before them the people writhe in pain; all faces are drained of color. (Joe 
2:4-6) 

They run like mighty men, they climb the wall like men of war; every one 
marches in formation, and they do not break ranks. They do not push one 
another; every one marches in his own column. Though they lunge between the 
weapons, they are not cut down. They run to and fro in the city, they run on 
the wall; they climb into the houses, they enter at the windows like a thief. 
The earth quakes before them, 
the heavens tremble; the sun 

and moon grow 
dark, and the 
stars diminish 
their brightness. 
YHVH gives 
voice before His 
army, for His 
camp is very 

great; for strong is the one who 
executes His word. For the day of 
YHVH is great and veryterrible; who can endure it? (Joe 2:7-11) 

So who can be saved in these last days? The answer has never changed. It is 
those who will humble themselves, turn to all of the Creator’s ways and 
call on His name, Yahovah. Just like it says at the end of this wonderful 
second chapter of Joel. 

And it shall come to pass that whoever calls on the name of YHVH shall be 
saved. For in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there shall be deliverance, as 
YHVH has said, among the remnant whom YHVH calls. (Joe 2:32) 

  

I GUESS you DIDN'T HEAR WHAT I SAID. SOLUNA 69 = tw in flame 
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10 17 2012 dijjaldigital http://7thfire.biz/dijjaldigital.htm 

Alert ~Mega States Will Participate In FEMA Earthquake Drill On Oct. 
18 // Lilith the Dark Goddess part 3 Astrology Series part VI / 

  

10 16 2012 ANTICHRIST ALERT - ONE EYED DIJJAL HORUS 
CUNNING HIS WAY  into 666ities and other BEAST BRIBED TERROR-
TORI es? dijjaldigital http://serenitystreetnews.com/dijjaldigital.htm 

STAY off  the DIJJAL ( DIGITAL) TV  or be a 3d ZOMBIE ! 

Island of Dajjal discovered Alhamdulilah! 

This is the island marking the location of the Dajjal's (Antichrist's)  home. I 

wrote an essay which is at my website on Signs of the End Times. I 
maintained that the Giza Plateau site plan was a map of 
Orion for a reason. I maintained that the Osiris-Isis-Horus myth was 
an End Times prophecy. I maintained that it pointed to Orion who is 
Horus. 

Horus, the Egyptian son god's incarnation on Earth is 
the Antichrist . All Egyptian pharaohs are considered 
incarnations of Horus.Thus the ultimate incarnation will be the One-eyed One like 
Horus. When the Orion-Horus star Betelgeuse goes supernova that will be the sign 

as I maintained in my essay "Signs of the End Times". Now there is more evidence that I am 

right. This Dajjal's island home is in the sea off ofAbu Dabhi. It is an island 

called Alhamdulila.  The Prophet said, "This is Medina; the Dajjal is in the 
east." This island is due east of Medina. The island has a figure carved in the 
middle of it visible from an aerial view. It is a depiction of Orion-
Horus. Horus is the One-eyed Egyptian god. As above so below. He will 
incarnate and the Betelgeuse supernova event will coincide with him taking 
his throne. - The Spearman http://shakesaspear.com/signsoftheendtimes.html 

Who is the evil Dajjal (the "anti-
Christ") ? by Mohammed Ali Ibn Zubair Ali 
Note: Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) has exhorted the 
regular recital of Suratul Kahf which will most certainly save one 
from the Evils of Dajjal. Hadhrat Imraan bin Husain (R.A.) 
relates that, "I heard Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) 

saying: "Since the birth of Adam (A.S.) till the 
advent of Qiyamah there is no fitnah (evil, 
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test) much greater that of Dajjal." Hadhrat Huzaifah (R.A.) says, Dajjal will be blind 
in his left eye. He will have very thick hair on his body and he will also 
have his own type of Jannat (Heaven) and Jahannam (Hell) with him : 
Although his Jannat will appear as Jannat, in reality it will be Jahannam and likewise though his Jahannam 
will appear to be Jahannam, in reality it will be Jannat. (Hadith: Muslim)  
Imraan bin Husain (R.A.) says Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) said: "Those who hear 

about Dajjal should stay far from him. By Allah! A person will approach him 
thinking him to be a Believer, but on seeing his amazing feats he will 
become his follower." Ubadah bin Saamit (R.A.) once said, "I have explained Dajjal to you but I 

fear that you might not have understood. Maseeh Dajjal will be short, and his legs will 
be crooked. The hair on his head will be extremely twisted. He will have one eye (with which he can 
see, and this is the protruding eye about which other ahadeeth inform us) while his other eye will be totally 
flat. It will neither be deep (in its socket) nor protruding. 
If you still have any doubt regarding him then remember that your Sustainer (Rabb) is not one-eyed. 

(Because Dajjal will eventually claim to be Allah). In a lengthy Hadith narrated by Abu 
Saeed (R.A.), Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) is reported to have said: "Dajjal will come but it will 
be prohibited and impossible for him to enter Madina. He will set up camp in a barren land outside Madina. 
One person who will be the best of persons will confront him by saying: "I bear witness that you are the 

very Dajjal about whom Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi Wasallam) has informed us." Dajjal will say 
to his followers, "If I kill this person and then revive him, you people will 

still doubt me?"  
They will reply, "No." He will then kill this person, 

(according to another narration he will split this 
person in two) and thereafter revive him. 
This person will say, "I am totally convinced more than 
ever before that you definitely are Dajjal." Dajjal will 
attempt to kill this person again but his efforts will now 
be in vain. (According to a hadith, after this incident, 
Dajjal will not be able to harm anyone.) 
Hadhrat Anas (R.A.) says that Rasulullah (Salallahu Alayhi 
Wasallam) said: "Dajjal will come and finally reach the 

outskirts of Madina. There will be three tremors. At 
that time, all the disbelievers and hypocrites will flee (from 
Madina). In this way Madina Munawwarah will be 

purified of all the evil hypocrites. Hadhrat Asma bint Yazeed (R.A.) narrates that Rasulullah (Salallahu 
Alayhi Wasallam) once came to my house and there he spoke about Dajjal. He said that before the 
emergence of Dajjal there will be three spells of drought. In one year the skies will withold one third of its 
rains, causing the earth to withold one third of its produce. In the second year the skies will withold two 
thirds of its rains, causing the earth to withold two thirds of its produce. In the third year, the skies will 
withold all its water and there will be no crops that year. All animals, be they hooved or toothed, will die as 
a result. The greatest evil of Dajjall will be to approach anyone and ask him: "If I bring your camel 
back to life, will you then believe that I am your Rabb?" This person will reply, "Most certainly." 
Thereafter Shaytaan (from the many Shayateen who will always accompany Dajjal) will appear 
before this person in the form of his camel with a fat hump and fully laden udders. 
Likewise Dajjal will appear before another person whose father and brother have long passed away and ask 
him, "If I bring your father and brother back to life will you believe that I am your Rabb?" This person will 
reply, "Why not?" Shaytaan will once again take on the appearance of his brother and father... (Ahmad) 
Hadhrat Mughira ibn Shu'ba (R.A.) says that, "No one asked Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) 
about Dajjal as much as myself. Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) said to me, "How can he 
possibly harm you?" I said: "People are saying that he will have with him a mountain of bread (provisions) 
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and a river of water." 

Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) said: "In the sight of Allah he is much more 
disgraced than that. (i.e. Allah knows full well that in reality Dajjal has 
nothing with him, and all that which appears to be with him is but 
deception). (Bukhari and Muslim). Other Ahadeeth regarding Dajjal inform us that: He will 
emerge between Shaam and Iraq, and his 
emergence will become known when he is in Isfahaan at a 
place called Yahudea.  
The Yahudis (Jews) of Isfahaan will be his main 
followers. Apart from having mainly Yahudi 

followers, he will have a great number of 
women followers as 
well.He will have with him 
fire and water, but in reality 
the fire will be cold 
water while that what 
appears to be cold water will 
in reality be a blazing fire. 
Those who obey him will 
enter "his Jannat" while those 
who disobey him will enter 

"his Jahannam." There will be a thick fingernail-like object in his 
left eye. The letters "Kaa" "Faa" "Raa" will appear on his forehead  and will be deciphered by all 

Mu'mineen regardless of them being literate or not. He will have a wheatish complexion. He will 

travel at great speeds and his means of conveyance will be a gigantic mule. It is said that he will play 
beautiful music which will attract the music lovers. Dajjal will lay claim to 
prophethood. He will then lay claim to Divinity . He will perform unusual feats. He will 
travel the entire world. He will send down rains upon those who believe in him, which in turn will cause 

good crops to grow, trees to bear fruit and cattle to grow fat. He will cause drought to those 
who disbelieve in him, resulting in starvation and hardship for them. During 
those trying times the Mu'mineen will satiate their hunger through the recitation of Subhanallah and 
La'ilaha Ilallahu. The hidden treasures will spill forth at his command. He will stay on this Earth for a 
period of forty days; the length of the first day will be one year, the second day will be equal to one month, 
the third day will be equal to a week and the remaining days will be normal. He will be unable to enter 
Makkah because the Malaikah will be guarding the Holy City and nor will he be able to enter Madina 
because there will be Malaikah guarding each of the seven entrances to Madina; 

From Madina he will proceed towards Shaam where Imaam Mahdi will be 
stationed. Finally Isa (A.S.) will descend from the heavens and pursue him 
and eventually kill him at present day Lydda (Baad Lud). from: "Signs of Qiyamah" 

Dajjal - The Dark Messiah http://www.inter-islam.org/faith/dajjal.htm // http://muslim-
academy.com/dajjal-an-evil-soul-coming-on-
earth/ // http://zosotruthtalk.wordpress.com/2010/09/11/the-dajjal-
antichrist/ // http://www.missionislam.com/nwo/index.htm // http://z8.invisionfr
ee.com/forumz1835/index.php?showtopic=3842 // http://the-final-
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trial.blogspot.ca/2011/10/truth-coming-of-antichrist-ad-
dajjal.html // http://dajjalantichrist.blogspot.ca/2012/09/maseeh-dajjal-anti-
christ.html // http://www.islaam.net/main/display_article_printview.php?id=13
94 // 

LIZARD QUEEN, Lilith, Levan Pindar the Dragon Lord Playlist 

 

http://7thfire.biz/10152012.htm 

  

http://7thfire.biz/10072012.htm 

10 07 2012 AMBER ALERT for 3D 
Terra. amberalert3d http://7thfire.biz/amberalert3d.ht
m 

Shit's about to hit the fan. Probably October 
or November. STAY in a state of GRACE if you are 

going to get THRU this MESS. 

PROBLEM  http://serenitystreetnews.com/shit to hit fan oct 

2012.pdf /// SOLUTION  http://8thfire.biz/HUman%20Support%20services.PCB.
pdf 

 

  

10 02 2012 UNITE the RAINBOW ANGELS  and START 
HOMESCHOOLING the PLAN et. COMMUNITY TIME 
BANKS. MOVE IT!  

1000 pts 
100% PURRfect shareglobalcoop. http://8thfir
e.biz/shareglobalcoop.htm 

PATRIOT-ALERT-SYSTEM  these guys are too interlinked 
with the money media masters. It is a fear sheeple monitor I 

suspect.http://www.watchmenofamerica.com/PATRIOT-ALERT-

SYSTEM.html , http://serenitystreetnews.com/watchman.txt 
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- SAULT LOCKS , ESSAR, PRAXAIR, USA CANADA Bridge 
are TERROR TARGETS  for FED ROMA VAMPIRE VATICAN.  
NWO PLAN 666- to tank the bank and blame the MUSLIMS. 

Meanwhile it is ROMA NAZI 666 DRACO INC  in cahoots with CHINA888 
as USUAL. FOLLOW the STINKY OIL 
TRAIL. hellenandchaos.blogspot.ca //http://conspiracyclothes.com/nowher
etorun/ 

30 SEPT: USA/ISREAL FALSE FLAG WARNING :GLOBAL BANK S & 
U.S. Infrastructure // ATON DARK SUN NESARA SATAN 
KUMARA Playlist 

  

 

http://7thfire.biz/09302012.htm 

09 28 2012 FRIA day - FREE us 
FROM  the "ME ME ME not 
WE" MONEY MORTGAGE 
MONSTER $$$meemeeorweewee -
 http://7thfire.biz/meemeeorweewee.htm 

update from 5d- PROPERTY 
VALUES will maintain their value in 
the GTA  area. The rest of Canada, property will be worthless. That 
means Kanata Republic in the 7thfire, and Restoration of Jurisdiction in the 
rest of Canada.Can't buy the land, water and sky, and you CAN'T EAT 

MONEY . Canada will be relatively safe in the shift, 
unless you are anunconverted POLITICIAN  or 
a greedy ROMAN Civil 
Servant. $$$ http://www.thenazareneway.com/index_essene_gospels_
of_peace.htm 

- 555 5 d is the MAYA  cloud walk. OJIBWE. no FIAT jurisdictions  in first 
nations....just AGAPE AMOR  with all spirit 
beings. https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-INTERnationAL-Schools/261130010582710?ref=hl 

-GEN 6.6 invasion of the NEPHILIM . 666 in 3 d is gonna be like walking 
thru a mountain. ( nesara microchip 666) 
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09272012 5dterra-onto /Tori -onto / TORONTO / 7thfire / 
KANATA / Waldorf the PLANet NOW!  

RAINBOW WARRIOR 
CENTRAL operation5dterronto http://www.7thfire.biz/operation5dt

erronto.htm 

ATTENTION- JUSTIN TRUDEAU = 201 - WE are READY to ROLL the 
WAMPUM , ARE YOU? FIX what your DAD messed up! http://justin.ca/ 

  

2012-09s-18 (SK) - Franco DeNicola- What's REALLY  going on with the world 
these days? Hugh Reilly and Sandra Kyrzakos speak with unified soul and 
fully  enlightened ascended master Franco DeNicola, who gets 
info directly from source and who can see multiple timelines 
beyond 2012 and through 2017. Change is coming, 
andeveryone can make the shift to 5th dimension, but not 
everyone will choose to do so. Get ready, Dec.21 is 
coming! http://collectiveevolution.com/ //http://www.francodeni
cola.com/ /// http://masterpiecelife.com/ 

Liquid Lunch 2012-09s-18 (SK) - Franco DeNicola // Conspiracy Cafe with 
George Freund "The Road to Armageddon" 2012-09s-25 

   

 

888USURYFREEWEEK http://7thfire.biz/888usuryfreeweek.htm 

CYBERCLASS.NET // usuryfree.blogspot.ca // UsuryF
ree Radio // Email Tom Kennedy 1-888-no-usury //1-888-668-7879 
// facebook.com/tommy.usuryfreekennedy 

Eighth Annual UsuryFree Week - Please forward details of 
any planned events for this by sending an email to: tom@cyberclass.net with “Eighth Annual UsuryFree 
Week” in the Subject line. 
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TorontoStreetNews // https://www.f
acebook.com/victor.fletcher.94 // inf
o@torontostreetnews.net // http://lov
ecry.org/ //https://www.facebook.co
m/angelslovecry // 

johnturmel.com // facebook.com/john.turmel // interestf
reemoney.org // theeconomiccollapseblog.com // www.freeamerican.com 

  

   

 

CONTACT DANA // 416 419 9023 
/ https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGeni
us-INTERnationAL-
Schools /jrgenius@yahoo.com /Tweets 

by @holyhealthy ,  

HUMAN HELP // facebook.com/dana.horochowski // danahorochowski     

// jrgenius channel  // holyhealthy69 channel /   canadastreetnews channel   / 
  SaultStreetNews channel  / OttawaStreetNews channel  /  Exposing 666 
channel // 8thfire.biz  /  HOME / PRIVATE TUTORING /  GRADE GROWERS /  HOMES 
COOL /  in sCOOL /  TEACHER SUPPORT /  interNATIONal sCOOLs /  FREEE 
LESSONS  / NEWSLETTER  /  HERSTORY  / NESARA DECEPTION  / WANTED 
 BOUNTY HUNTERS  /  eCONoMEEs   // haarpharperhitlernwo   /  WARNING  //  Ottawa T 
Party 2012   cards    

  

 

Bob Marley exposing the Illuminati TORONTO EARTH PARTY  // The 
Beautiful Truth 

  

 

ON WITH the NEW PARADIGM  
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09 10 2012 CENTRAL OFFICE on HUMAN TIME BANKS. EDEN 
AWAITS  -
jrgenius.caSOOSIOUXSWEE
TEDENhttp://7thfire.biz/SOOSIOU

XSWEETEDE
N.htm 

Join us in 
a New 
Paradigm 
of 

Universal 
Oneness, Serenity and 
Prosperity for All . We are 
a Network of People with 
Integrity and OPEN 
hearts, READY to create a BETTER WORLD for seven generations to 
come. Rainbow Angels / Children of the 
Feather http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/223074 //http://www.indiegogo.com/jrgenius?a=1188736 -
 http://www.7thfire.biz/ 

   

SEARCHMONT ONTARIO PROJECT EDEN = OJIBWE WAY  HERE in 

the 8thfire http://8thfire.biz/ 

Looking at our first coop in 
Northern Ontario to produce 
movies, homescool, sovereignty 
on TIME BANKS . First Green 
Home DOME SEARCHMONT 
ONTARIO I PREDICT . 
On rail  and great 
skiiing, water and isolated but 

close to the city. CLEAN UP the 
TARES with a bank 
collapse. TRADE HOMES  in 
the CITIES  to INDIANS  and go 

live on their land for a while. MY PLAN IN ACTION ... NOW. 
http://www.searchmont.com/ 

. Lots of old crabby people can get their unemployed kids out of town, 
working on these in empty towns. BUY UP the small towns before the NAZI 's 
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do. BLOCK the HIGHWAYS . BACK  to COMMON 
LAW. BURN  the NAZI QUEEN FUNNY MONEY UGLY DEBT 
NOTES and MARITIME LAW BOOKS  http://geodesicgreenhouse.org/the-eden-project-
worlds-largest-geodesic-greenhouse // http://66.49.206.24/edenproject.htm /// http://www.geodesic-
greenhouse-kits.com/Sitemap.html // 

- unlock the RRSPs before they are worthless. Got less then a month before 
the BANKS TANK  

- trade in// is a better idea...this cash crap has to go. Eliminate the top and middle 

banksters/ money changers with no paper trail. 

   

INDEPENDENT EDUCATION = - 
COMMUNITY CURRENCY TIME 
BANKs and homescools fit nicely 
with STARVING STUDENTS // 

Algoma University + Sault College + Nordik Institute. BARTER TRADE 
COOP CENTRAL http://www.nordikinstitute.com/ // http://www.saultcollege.ca/ /http://www.algo
mau.ca/ 

http://uramerica.biz/06072013.htm 

FRIA day 06 07 2013= 6/7/6 =19 = 10 = ATEN ATON ATOM ADAM - FIRE KEEPERS 
daughter is WHITE  not BROWN. OJIBWE CROSS is CELTIC .. IDLE no MORE  
went from supporting the MOTHER  to a UNITED NATIONS 666 BEAST BRIBE.  

beekeeperwitegal - http://uramerica.biz/beekeeperwitegal.htm 

I AM  disappointed. The RED man has become a WHITE  man. 
BEE a MANLY P HALL  man...if you want to 

be a WHITE MAN.  

-TREE of LIFE is not the BENT PEACE 
SIGN or BENT CROSS...UPSIDE DOWN... 

BLASPHEMY!  

WHITE GODDESS ... OLYMPIAN... FAIRIES ... TIAMAT .. . 
GAIA ... TUATHA de DANAAN   
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= Each woman four aspects possesses. Through each does she pass, as her life does go 
on. A Goddess over each does preside; her aspect frozen in time. With the moon as 
guide, guardian and symbol of her power. The Aspects of Man: Three aspects does man 
possess. If he is brave and wise, he might pass through all three as his life moves 
forward. A God over each one presides. Wise and powerful, each in his own right, with 
the Sun at his command and as his symbol of truest 

power.http://z11.invisionfree.com/myt
hmagic/index.php?showtopic=80 

Celtic Gods: List of Celtic Gods and 
Goddesses : 
http://getasword.com/blog/391-celtic-
gods-list-of-celtic-gods-and-
goddesses/ 
Scathach Celtic Goddess History - 
http://www.sodahead.com/living/scathach-
celtic-goddess-history/question-1808179/ 
Spring Goddesses - 
http://www.listal.com/list/spring-goddesses 

Original Man's Responsibilities - When the Earth was young, it is said that the Earth 
was female, therefore it has been passed down through our cultural 
teachings that woman proceeded man on Earth. She is called 
Mother Earth because all things are born from her , the rivers and 
oceans are her blood system and water flows through her 
nourishing her. When the Earth was young she was filled with the 
beauty of the four sacred directions (which hold both physical and 
spiritual powers) and all life on Earth. 

When the first man meets his future wife who is Firekeeper’s 
Daughter he experiences feelings he has never felt before. He never forgets her and 
when he meets her later they become married in a sacred ceremony. The love and 
respect flows between them equally. First man remembers when he first met 
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Firekeeper’s Daughter and how beautiful she was in the light of the setting sun. He 
decides he wants to help preserve her beauty by taking on certain responsibilities 
that will make her life easier. In this way, first man took on the duties of a more 
strenuous nature that were necessary for survival as well as protecting his family, 
community and all life . http://www.iamakindman.ca/IAKM/YouthSite/original-mans-
responsibilities.html /// http://icelandpenny.wordpress.com/tag/first-nations-art/ ///  

  

- There is nothing such as 
Eternal condemnation, but the 
eventual liberation of Spirit in 
it's human form. The purpose of 
making people feel guilty into 
believing they will go to hell if 
they do not do as the good book 
says is to control and take 
advantage of the them. 

Christianity had the belief of reincarnation removed from 
it, but in the East we believe in reincarnation as the 
journey of the spirit to experience various states of 
existence. This is moving through the mineral to the plant to 
the animal kingdom, then finally to becoming human. The human state being the one 
which facilitates the process of Spirit realising itself. A human body, because of its 
psycho-phsiological aspects needed to achieve, Samadhi or God Union. I find the state 
practices Eternal Condemnation as they are giving people life long criminal records. 
They are treating people as they will never change. Marpa, being a Great Buddhist 
Teacher, gave Milarepa a chance to become a Great Spiritual Being, even though he 
murdered someone. Ram gave Ravana a chance and allowed him to go to Heaven, when 
he slayed him, knowing that he had learnt his lesson at death and had carried out a lot of 

good deeds during his lifetime. An individual should expect as much 
forgiveness as they give.  

I see many people calling themselves, Christians, Sikhs, Hindus and 
so forth, but not many practising being merciful. I find most of us 
in this world being errs will need forgiveness at some point in our 
lives. As far as justice is concerned, those who have hurt and angered 
me in this life I demand no revenge in future incarnations. How can 
one be satisfied when you cannot experience the downfall of your ill-
treaters.  

Anyway I believe that Bad things happened to Good people, because they did the 
same bad thing to someone else and as the process of learning they must suffer in the 
noble state of mind of the person they wronged. This happened to the Great Hari Singh 
who eventually suffered 7.5 years under the co-ordination of Shani Deva or Saturn, but 
then had his life restored by Shani Deva. He was a Great Generous person, but in the past 
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life he was a horrible miser who went by the name Mandu who tortured people and 
robbed them of their rights. I understand that it is this ignorance of Spirit or Maya also 
known as Cosmic illusion, which causes us to err, locking us into many birth and 
death cycles to sustain popular human existance.  

One has to go through the monotonous and worldly phases 
of births before they can have the right to liberation or 
Moksha. I can understand this as it will be a liberated ones 
duty in the future to guide others they need to have gone 
through the human ways of erring. You eventually get tired 
and indifferent of human existence, that is when you want to 
find out why you are here, which means knowing who you are. Being Truth, 
Existence and Bliss, you, through meditational practices realise that you are a capsule 
of Eternal Joy and complete in yourself, so you become free from lesser forms of 
pleasures, achieving liberation. (Gurmeet Singh posted to Danusia Horochowska) 
https://www.facebook.com/danusia.horochowska/posts/176386622530518?notif_t=wall 

  

MANLY P HALL MAN = GREAT WHITE BROTHERHOOD  

  

 

06 06 06 = IDLE NO MORE is NO 
MORE ... NARROW ROAD .... FEW will 
find it ... BEE safe EVERYONE. We will 
unite as ONE after the SHIFT . I AM DONE  
.... idlenomorenomore - 
http://uramerica.biz/idlenomorenomore.htm 

aMERI ca will be TORN APART.... no ONE 
is UNITED .... therefore it SHALL  be 

DIVIDED !  

13th STEP is SERENITY  = 4 - we need SERENITY 555 - the whole thing is 
TWISTED and BENT like the CROSS and the PEACE SIGN... NEG + POS 

numbers... fractions.. whole numbers... best to keep AGAPE LOVE in your heart to 
cover all the CORNERS.  

-MIRROR MAJICK ... all was copied and rewritten  
(spells) to MESS with your MIND ... the SHETU ( greys) 
erased your memory and gave you FALSE RA legions and 
suck LOOSH from you for the VAMPIRES of LILITH 
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LEVAN (SIN) and MOLOCH ...  

- BENT CROSSES and PEACE SIGNS are for LILITH -  Satanists are "inverted", and 
not necessarily from a sexual orientation point of view. They say Our Father 
backwards, they use, in their ceremonies, inverted Orthodox Mass, based on secret 
rituals , crimes and perversions. And you know what satanists like the most? To pervert 
the sign of the cross. Bent, turned upside down and even the peace sign: It is an 
inverted cross with its arms broken, in a witchcraft typical circle . Blasphemy 
http://www.ellefagan.com/wordsite/irishandothercelt.html /// 
http://www.orthodoxchristianity.net/forum/index.php?topic=28387.0 // http://www.revleft.com/vb/christ-

egypt-horus-t126936/index.html?s=50e2f791b7c8bee079a1a939a9dc3175&amp; 

http://manataka.org/  

- The Lady of the Rainbow, referred to as Ix Chel by the Maya, 
was said to have presided over the peace in the 
valley. Dressed in all white buckskin and holding 
one eagle feather in each hand, she stood on the 
mountain overseeing the peace. When quarrels did 
arise, a vision of the Rainbow Woman could be 
seen at twilight rising in the vapors of the highest 
pool as a warning to the offending person. If the guilty one did not 

listen to this warning, the Lady of the Rainbow came to him and dropped one feather at 
his feet, which meant it would be wiser to fly away than to disturb the peace again. If this 
warning was not heeded, she dropped the second feather as a sign to his family and others 
to remove the offender from the valley by whatever means necessary. 
http://manataka.org/page2.html /// http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/09523a.htm /// 
http://queenmaryofmagala.com/ 

  

 
- ENGLISH  = full of SPELLS ... SHUT 

UP and SHOW LOVE  for ONE 
ANOTHER  ALREADY. PEACE sign 

for the QUILLOPTH.  

We are the beast. 666 is our number.- 
The peace sign we use is upside down. 
The origional was supposed to resemble a 

tree.-666 CARBON based ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS - 6 6 6. There are MANY meanings. Only when this religious 
institution was created did it get labeled as a "evil" number.  6 6 6 Can be found at the 
very base of human existence. Our physical bodies are made up of 6 electrons 6 protons 
and 6 neutrons. Without those 6 of each, our physical bodies would not EXIST . It is also 
in a perfect triangle. 3 60 angles make up a perfect triangle. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon /// http://www.toolong.com/pages/zeus.htm  
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152909759865556&set=a.145299870555.234240.53727555
5&type=1&theater&notif_t=photo_comment 

-666 (NEG) is for DISNEY NAZI NASA NWO = MICHAEL NOEL PRESCOTT  
and inc = the VERICHIP  for the CON artists 

 

 

 

Listen UP! 

   

  
 

MERCREDi 06 05 2013 = 6/5/6= 17= 8 MOON infinity = 
HERMES HOOCH= WHOLLY SPIRIT  
TIME SHARES TRADE = U don't OWN 
MOTHER EARTH  or FATHER SKY  ...bye 
bye shakesatanmagus - 
http://uramerica.biz/shakesatanmagus.htm 

Philadelphia building collapses - ( media 
ritual attack on the CHURCH of PHILADELPHIA) ( true church in 

the last days)- building in PHILADELPHIA collapses on a SALVATION ARMY 
STORE killing 2 and injuring 13 at 10:45 am http://www.cnn.com/2013/06/05/us/pennsylvania-
philadelphia-building-collapse/index.html /// http://www.foxnews.com/us/2013/06/05/rescues-under-way-
after-building-collapse-in-north-philadelphia/ 

SATAN BONEHEAD  BONACCI = SIMON MAGUS of our time = 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYKbtkug8qU // /// 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUDWhXuFo2Y&list=PL45DF889AD1F9EE1F&index=2&feature=pl

pp_video /// https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxVP2w86h5A //  

SATAN BONACCI promotes ISLAM  and NESARA = his 
VENUS is LILITH ( succubus vampire)... that is WHY the 
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VATICAN has its DICK in SYRIA and TURKEY  right now... 
http://deathraywish.wordpress.com/category/world-collateral-accounts/ 
http://missiongalacticfreedom.wordpress.com/2013/05/05/page/2/  

  

HOLY SPIRIT  is the MOTHER GODDESS not LAURA BRADSHAW 

MAHON EISENHOWER underground base WASHINGTON DC NESARA  
EXOPOLITICS SCAMALOT OBAMAnation. 
http://youtu.be/7g72gQtjbiU /// 

U R FINISHED EXOPOLITICS hahaha  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW5tbeviYrI&feature=youtu.
be ///  

FUCK NESARA... I HAVE a CHIP for YOU .... long OVERDUE 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNAQ-wgvqOA 

  

STINKY SHOES need a good toss.... run NAKED and FREEE in SERENITY 555 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152903817540556?comment_id=43946839&notif_t
=like 

- Storm Chasers 
star Tim 
Samaras (55 
years old ) and 
his 24-year-old 
son, Paul 
Samaras were 
among nine people killed in the storms 

that struck Oklahoma on Friday, May 31, CNN reports 
http://uramerica.biz/stormshit666.htm /// story of Simon, the magician from Samaria, found 
in Acts 8, refutes the false teaching of easy believism. This is basicaly any teaching that 
supports the idea that the only thing a person must do to recieve eternal salvation is 
confess Jesus as their lord and savior. It also refutes the false belief that eternal salvation 
begins either when you confess Christ as your lord or when you become water 
baptised.http://youtu.be/2Tz4dfvvPoA 

  

 
Simon Magus - The First Pope (666 Antichrist) Paulos Apollonius The Beast - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJ_jxhDzR58 
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- It depends on what 
you call gnostic. Many 
Christians claim 
anything that is not 
included in the bible is 
automatically gnostic. 
and that simply is not 

the case. I've read many books that were said to be gnostic. 
But most are not gnostic in nature, but rather support scripture in every way. I've been 
told, for example, that both the Gospel according to Thomas and the Gospel of James 
are gnostic writings. But there's nothing gnostic about them. So you have to be a bit 
more specific. https://www.youtube.com/user/TrustinJC/ // http://heedtheword.net/whatdoyousee.htm 

 

 

  

- SYRIA  seems to have the SECRETS = Originally printed in 
1885, the ten-volume set, Ante-Nicene Fathers, brings together 
the work of early Christian thinkers. In particular, it brings 
together the writings of the early 
Church fathers prior to the fourth 
century Nicene Creed. These volumes 
are noteworthy for their inclusion of 
entire texts, and not simply 
fragments or excerpts from these 

great writings. The translations are fairly literal, providing both 
readers and scholars with a good approximation of the 
originals. These writings were heavily influential on the early 
Church, and for good reason, as they are inspirational and encouraging. These volumes 
also come with many useful notes, providing the reader with new levels of understanding. 
Overall, Ante-Nicene Fathers, or any part of it, is a welcome addition to one's reading 
list. http://www.ccel.org/ccel/schaff/anf08.html /// http://www.ccel.org/ccel/schaff/anf08.pdf 

 

Wednesday =Angel of Love =Superior Feeling= Emotions, Cosmic Ocean of Love 
http://www.essene.com/GospelOfPeace/ 
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Mercury  was the messenger-god of Jupiter, and was the god of 
games, of business, and of story telling. 

“Hermes (Greek), in Greek mythology, is the 
Olympian god of boundaries and of the travelers 
who cross them, of shepherds and cowherds, of 
thieves and road travelers, of orators and wit, of 
literature and poets, of athletics, of weights and 
measures, of invention, of general commerce, 
and of the cunning of thieves and liars. His 

symbols include the tortoise, the rooster, the winged sandals, and the 
caduceus. The analogous Roman deity is Mercury. 
http://benhasten.tumblr.com/post/54428716/hermes-painted-by-
antonio-da-correggio-detail /// 
http://www.windows2universe.org/mythology/planets/Mercury/mercury.html /// 
http://www.arthistoryarchive.com/arthistory/greekroman/images/AntonioCorreggio-Mercury-with-
Venus-and-Cupid-The-School-of-Love-1525.jpg ////  

http://www.forbes.com/2002/02/08/0208flint.html ///  

- Mercury  = our transformation from the human to the divine, ushering us all 
eventually to membership in the Kingdom of Souls. - 
http://malvinartley.com/articles_west11.htm 

 SATAN MAGUS aka SIMON MAGUS uramerica.biz by Daisy Herby 

 

MAR di 06 04 2013 - 6/4/6= 16 = 7 SUN of mAN = MARS -god of WAR  may want to 
CLEAN  up the PLANet alrEAdy. 

washnroll666 - 
http://uramerica.biz/washnroll666.htm 

Tuesday =Angel of Power = 
Stars, Superior Acts = Nervous 
System, Cosmic Ocean of Life 
= 
http://www.essene.com/Gospel
OfPeace/ 

06 06 06 = NWO intends to use this date to bring in the THULE FOOL NAZI BLACK 
SUN BEAST.... lets EXPOSE it... deACTIVATE it ..  

MOTHER EA rth = BIRTHING a NEW EArth... washing and burning off the 
PARASITES...  
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SOULution = make sure your HEART  is OPEN = COMMUNITY COOP  CAN-
NECTION EGGOMONY FREEdom MOVEMENT  ... 5d terra EDEN BOUND. 

- all kinds of computer issues today... BEST get OUTSIDE and CATCH some 
GOLDEN SUN and BLACK SOIL. As  long as ROB FORD, HARPER and the 
LIZARD QUEEN are in OFFICE, there is nothing else to do but WAIT  for the 
CLEANSE ... see you all LATER...BEE SAFE and stay in AGAPE LOVE.. . that is the 
ONLY TRUTH  you need... know your community and 
know your enemy... 

BE WISE... like an OWL , peaceful as a DOVE and 
COURAGEOUS like an EAGLE  and FEARLESS like a 
LION  ... we are the CHILDREN of the LITE .... time to 
UNITE  http://www.jrgenius.ca/ 

LETS ROLL the 2 ROW WAMPUM WHITE PINE 
PEACE PIPE already ... 

LIZARDO  is afraid of the band QUEEN and this song... 
I am having so much trouble adding it to my playlist 
today... but here we go... 5d SERENITY.... 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLQDaFoYVi8 

Those who worship Mars believe in War, Rebirth , and 
Empire. He is also the God of Spring, Earth and 

Protector of Cattle. 
http://www.helloquizzy.com/quizzy/results?quizzyid=18137183028991102089&resultid=788872665 

Americans are from Mars (the God of War), while Europeans are from Venus (the 
Goddess of Love). http://www.presseurop.eu/en/content/article/1783481-mars-and-venus-10-years /// 
http://hoocher.com/Peter_Paul_Rubens/Peter_Paul_Rubens.htm 

Prophecy Update Juno, 2013 by Daisy Herby 

] 

 

 

06 03 2013 STORM CHASING vs 
SHIT CHASING stormshit666 - 
http://uramerica.biz/stormshit666.htm 

Monday =Angel of Peace =Crescent 
Moon=Peace Within = 
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http://www.essene.com/GospelOfPeace/  

China poultry plant fire  kills at least 119 - RITUAL SACRIFICE  to the MOON 
GOD SIN ( allah)... 119 people BURNED = LOCKED inside = BASTARDS = 
CARTELS are KILLING  the SLAVES of SIN again 
http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/story/2013/06/03/china-fire-poultry-farm-deaths.html 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152900375355556?comment_id=43899270&offset=
0&total_comments=4&ref=notif&notif_t=feed_comment 

- something fishy about this STORM CHASING ritual death video.. the names are 
very CELTIC GRAIL sounding ... Storm Chasers star Tim Samaras was among nine 
people killed in the storms that struck Oklahoma on Friday, May 31, CNN reports, citing 
relatives. He was 55 years old. The Discovery Channel personality and his 24-year-old 
son, Paul Samaras, died while chasing a tornado in El Reno, family members told the 
news organization. They were accompanied by fellow storm chaser Carl Young, 45, who 
also passed away. 

- then they LINK to all the STARS that were RITUALLY SACRIFICED in 2012- 
LOAD of SHIT CHASERS. PHOTOS: Stars we've 

lost....http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/pictures/stars-weve-lost-in-2012-
2012145/22443 Read more: http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/storm-chasers-tim-

samaras-dead-discovery-channel-star-dies-in-oklahoma-tornado-201326#ixzz2V5DuRnFG 

What do you think? Reptilians in Disclosure Project: The twlight of the gods = 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pngmAhyKwM&feature=player_emb
edded  

DRACO NASA UFO UNDERGROUND BASE SHETU 
LIZARD funded NWO MEAT LOCKERS  for MARS and 
MAMMON MIDDLE EARTH MOTHMEN/ UGLY 
SCUM SUCKING BOTTOM FEEDING PEDOPHILES in 
EXOPOLITICS  http://exopolitics.org/ /// KEEP an EYE on the 
VATICAN .... better yet... GIVE it a GOOD GAIA FATIMA 
SHAKE   in the LAKE of FIRE  http://exopolitics.org/pope-francis-
to-announce-extraterrestrial-savior-according-to-new-book/ /// 

TARES in the VATICAN SCAMALOT  and all levels of MAMMON 
MANIFESTATIONS // SAME SHIT different arm of the BL ACK WIDOW 

SPIDER.  

Sherry Shriner believes in LILITH and says there is no EVE 
.... SHILL SHILL SHILL for the underground middle e arth 
DEMONS https://www.facebook.com/sherry.shriner?fref=ts 
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BYE BYE LOSER... you have LOTS to HIDE // when they RISE it will be to their 
DEMISE  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-cvSwT0Hek ///  

Exposing Sherry Shriner, Serpent, Alien, Fallen Angel, 
Freemason, Shriner, Neo-Nazi, satanist. 
http://amightywind.com/whatsnew/lesbianshriner.html 

BLACK EARTH PRODUCTIONS  - As a Man or 
Woman thinks so they will be.., The aspect of war on 
consciousness we all face within ourselves and around 
us is real. This is about SOUL. In this we must exercise 
our authority in knowing who through the grinding 
contrast of attaining and being the Higher Self, 
breaking through the illusion of duality and the 

black magick hex of 
the qlippoth. Rise!!  

All is within you .., that Inner Strength, Beauty and 
Wisdom and Life . Reflection unto Manifestation. It is 
that seed of the kingdom of heaven within you. The 
Tree of Life.., https://www.youtube.com/user/BEZCORE  

the ritual sacrifice of the STORM CHASER Carl Young, 45 have anything to do with 
KILLING our TRANSITION ? 

Transitions pt1 // Transitions pt2 // Transitions pt3 /// Transitions pt4  

 STORM CHASING vs SHIT CHASING 7thfire.biz by Dana Horochowski  

  
 

06 02 2013 SUNday 6/2/6 = 14 = 5 = ALL 
CORRUPT CIVIL SERVANTS, 
SATANISTs, SCUM SUCKING 
BOTTOM FEEDERS ..... YOU ARE 
FIRED . HAVE a NICE DAY  ! urfired 
- http://uramerica.biz/urfired.htm 

Sunday =Angel of Creative Work= 
Bees = Creative Work of Man = 

http://www.essene.com/GospelOfPeace/  

- Hundreds of protestors rallied outside Toronto’s city hall  on Saturday, shouting 
chants and holding placards calling on Mayor Rob Ford to step down in light of drug 

allegations swirling around him. The event, called “Stand Up For Toronto – Let’s 
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Demand Rob Ford’s Resignation,” started 
just before noon at Nathan Phillips Square in 
downtown Toronto. “He’s a man who appears 
willing to say anything – except the truth – to 

stay in office,” Hedger told The Canadian 
Press. “He’s not been good economically or 

culturally for this town.” 
http://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/hundreds-rally-at-

toronto-city-hall-for-rob-ford-s-resignation-
1.1306449#ixzz2V1Gw1zYv 

 
Stand Up for Toronto 7thfire.biz by Dana Horochowski 

  
 

SATURNday JUNO 01 2013 - http://uramerica.biz/06012013.htm 

Saturday =Angel of Eternal Life = Superior Planets= Overcoming 
Gravity http://www.essene.com/GospelOfPeace/ 

Matthew 25:31-46 The Sheep and the Goats goattares666 - 
http://uramerica.biz/goattares666.htm 

31 “When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and 
all the angels with him, he will sit on his 
glorious throne. 32 All the nations will be 

gathered before him, and he will separate the people one from another 
as a shepherd separates the sheep from the goats. 33 He will put the 
sheep on his right  and the goats on his left. 

34 “Then the King will say to those on his right , ‘Come, you who are 
blessed by my Father; take your inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the 
creation of the world. 35 For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was 
thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, 36 I 
needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was in prison 
and you came to visit me.’ 37 “Then the 
righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when 
did we see you hungry and feed you, or 
thirsty and give you something to drink? 
38 When did we see you a stranger and 
invite you in, or needing clothes and 
clothe you? 39 When did we see you sick 
or in prison and go to visit you?’ 40 “The 
King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, 
whatever you did for one of the least of 
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these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.’ 41 “Then he will say to those on 
his left, ‘Depart from me, you who are cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the 
devil and his angels. 42 For I was hungry and you gave me nothing to eat, I was 
thirsty and you gave me nothing to drink, 43 I was a stranger and you did not invite me 
in, I needed clothes and you did not clothe me, I was sick and in prison and you did not 
look after me.’ 44 “They also will answer, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry or thirsty 
or a stranger or needing clothes or sick or in prison, and did not help you?’45 “He will 
reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did not do for one of the least of these, you did 
not do for me.’ 46 “Then they will go away to eternal punishment, but the righteous to 
eternal life.” 

http://endtimesrevelations.wordpress.com/the-holy-angels/ 

IMPORTANT  "DECLARATION NWO Ain't Happening  They Caught since 2001 - 
Rev 19vs20".Judgement Time! Explaining Rev 19vs19-21an they been caught seen 2001 
they initiated it in 1996 at Rev 16 vs14- 16 an These beast are due to be judged. 
Reference Rev ch.13 ties in with Daniel ch 7 an 
ch.11.All is needed is 1 person to declare the 
Scripture with insight an discernment an that 
was done.The Mystery of GOD is fulfilled at 
Rev 10:7. Peace be unto the Holy Saints of the 
Most HIGH! Babylon The Great= False 
Religions been fell Spiritually Rev 18vs1-5. 
Can't let yall slide no more with dis-info. I know 
what's done an what time it is! Trials by fire 
purification an testimonies An Sealing up of 
Righteousness. So If you are dead in Christ 
you are alive with GOD as a new creation putting on immortality.Becoming 
incorruptible .(1 Thes 4:16 1 Cor 15:51-54). http://youtu.be/uojXpIsbTfk 

 
As it was in the days of Noah by Dana Horochowski 

 

http://7thfire.biz/05312013.htm  

 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/140546839/Mayday-Emails-2013-Accountable-List  

http://www.scribd.com/doc/144545999/Media-Mammon-Monarchy-and-Pedophile-Patriarchy-Pay-
Terrorists-to-Terrorize-Wage-Slaves-Into-Accepting-Armageddon-and-the-Mark-of-the-Beast-666  
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FRIAday 05 31 2013 - 5/4/6 = 15 = 6 FREE us from 
LYING POLITICIANS, 
DRONES, CLONES, 
NEPHILIM, MAMMON 
MANIACs  and MOTHER 
EARTH MURDERERs 
usuckgetchipped - 
http://uramerica.biz/usuckgetchipped.
htm 

ASTEROID on its WAY = PROJECT CLEAN UP this 
MESS! GOOD RIDDANCE  to the eCONoMEE MEE 

MEE for the GREEDY!  

FIRST NATIONS HELICOPTER SHOT DOWN and MEDIA MENTIONED- how 
OCCULTIC! ORNGE helicopter crash kills four  in northern Ontario -The two pilots 
and two paramedics on the Sikorsky S76 helicopter were killed. No patients were on 
board, ORNGE said. 
http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2013/05/31/ornge_helicopter_crashes_in_northern_ontario.html 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152890550415556?comment_id=43818803&notif_t
=like 

JAMZEN... your VIDEO  just came true #CODEBREAKER -  S 76 = 13 = 4 
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS that was an attack on our EGGOnomy. No mention of WHO 

they RITUALLY KILLED.... but there are 4 and the plane is POLISH  sounding ... 
aPOLLO ish sounding. The attack in not on CUBA this time... they are attacking FIRST 

NATIONS freedom- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ucSiGHOdPY  

   
 

THORSday 05 30 2013 5/3/6 = 14 = 5 vs 666 UN NATO ROMA ISRAEL VATICAN 
BILDERBERG FREEMASON LEVAN LILITH LYING MACHINE  at it AGAIN. 

666sucksrobots -- 
http://uramerica.biz/666sucksrobots.htm 

Geneva:UN Human Rights.Org today will 
meet to discuss DRONES & KILLER 
ROBOTS, which are in many cases one 
and the same. UN Call4Ban 'Cloned 
Drone Killer Robots' - 
#CODEBREAKER 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ucSiGHOdPY  
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Ezekiel 8 - Ezekiel 8 (King James Version) 8 And it came to pass in the sixth year, in 
the sixth month, in the fifth day of the month, as I sat in mine house, and the elders of 
Judah sat before me, that the hand of the Lord God fell there upon me. 

2 Then I beheld, and lo a likeness as the appearance of fire: from the appearance of his 
loins even downward, fire; and from his loins even upward, as the appearance of 
brightness, as the colour of amber. 

3 And he put forth the form of an hand, and took me by a lock of mine head; and the 
spirit lifted me up between the earth and the heaven, and brought me in the visions of 
God to Jerusalem, to the door of the inner 
gate that looketh toward the north; where 
was the seat of the image of jealousy, 
which provoketh to jealousy.  

4 And, behold, the glory of the God of 
Israel was there, according to the vision 
that I saw in the plain. 

5 Then said he unto me, Son of man, lift 
up thine eyes now the way toward the north. So I lifted up mine eyes the way toward the 
north, and behold northward at the gate of the altar this image of jealousy in the entry. 

6 He said furthermore unto me, Son of man, seest thou what they do? even the great 
abominations that the house of Israel 
committeth here, that I should go far 
off from my sanctuary? but turn thee 
yet again, and thou shalt see greater 
abominations. 

7 And he brought me to the door of 
the court; and when I looked, behold 
a hole in the wall. 

8 Then said he unto me, Son of man, 
dig now in the wall: and when I had 
digged in the wall, behold a door. 

9 And he said unto me, Go in, and 
behold the wicked abominations that 
they do here. 

10 So I went in and saw; and behold 
every form of creeping things, and 
abominable beasts, and all the idols 
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of the house of Israel, pourtrayed upon the wall round about. 

11 And there stood before them seventy men of the ancients of the house of Israel, and in 
the midst of them stood Jaazaniah the son of Shaphan, with every man his censer in his 
hand; and a thick cloud of incense went up. 

12 Then said he unto me, Son of man, hast thou seen what the ancients of the house of 
Israel do in the dark, every man in the chambers of his imagery? for they say, the 

Lord seeth us not; the Lord hath forsaken the 
earth. 

13 He said also unto me, Turn thee yet again, and 
thou shalt see greater abominations that they do. 

14 Then he brought me to the door of the gate of the 
Lord's house which was toward the north; and, 
behold, there sat women weeping for Tammuz. 

15 Then said he unto me, Hast thou seen this, O son 
of man? turn thee yet again, and thou shalt see greater abominations than these. 

16 And he brought me into the inner court 
of the Lord's house, and, behold, at the 
door of the temple of the Lord, between 
the porch and the altar, were about five 
and twenty men, with their backs toward 
the temple of the Lord, and their faces 
toward the east; and they worshipped the 
sun toward the east. 

17 Then he said unto me, Hast thou seen 
this, O son of man? Is it a light thing to the house of Judah that they commit the 
abominations which they commit here? for they have filled the land with violence, 
and have returned to provoke me to anger: and, lo, they put the branch to their nose. 

18 Therefore will I also deal in fury: 
mine eye shall not spare, neither will I 
have pity: and though they cry in mine 
ears with a loud voice, yet will I not 
hear them. 
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Ezekiel
+8&version=KJV 

-DISNEY HITLER NAZI RAPISTS  still JOCK 
itching to APPEAR as VENUS n PISCES. FAT 
CHANCE PINDAR /LILITH /MOLOCH 
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VAMPIRE INC. 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152886630080556?comment_id=43791688&offset=
0&total_comments=24&notif_t=feed_comment_reply 

   

WAR ON MORON 666 by Dana Horochowski 

 
 

05 29 2013 MEDIA MAMMON MONARCHY and PEDOPHILE 
PATRIARCHY  pay TERRORISTS to TERRORIZE WAGE 
SLAVES intoACCEPTING ARMAGEDDON and the MARK  of 
the BEAST 666. 

mammonmonarchbigdaddyroma -
 http://uramerica.biz/mammonmonarchbigdaddyroma.htm 
Bizarre conspiracy theories which claim the 
horrifying Woolwich machete attack was a 
hoax have began to circulate. The soldier killed in the 
attack has been named as Lee Rigby of 2nd Battalion, 
Royal Regiment of Fusiliers. In what is certainly a 
doctored version of a now widely circulated ITV video 
showing one of the bloodied suspects addressing a 
camera, the man now appears with "clean" 
hands. The clip, posted to YouTube by user 
Antislaveboy, has been spliced with the original 
footage and suggests news outlets added the blood 

later. It also asks why there is no visible blood around the body of the man 
(since named as Drummer Lee Rigsby). Accompanying further footage of a 
police officer ushering crowds away, it adds: "Yes listen to the masonic 
copper, move back before you film anything incriminating against their 
charade." The vast majority of comments left beneath the video agree the 
footage has clearly been altered, 
with Kyle McIIwraith adding: 
"Just look at the traffic lines 
behind him, they change as 
well... somebody needs better 
video editing skills." Truth 
Frequency Radio links to the same 
video and pitches in with the 
following: "The world is all a 
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stage. . Call me jaded, cynical, skeptical or even out right crazy but this 
event has all of the same earmarks as the Sandy Hook, the Boston 
Marathon bombings and so many recent events. 

The stage is a some-what well organized area, actors seem to be placed in 
strategic areas waiting for their cue and once again we see the 
remarkable absence of blood. The story is also full of anti-Islamic 
propaganda even going so far as to claim the "perpetrator" yelled "Allahu 
Ahkbar" just before beheading the man." A further site 
namedBeforeitsnews.com asks why there was "no blood surrounding the 
man despite reports that the two men 'hacked away at him like a piece of 

meat'?" It also speculates as to 
why no one asked for help at the 
nearby military barracks . 
Conspiracy theories in the aftermath 
of tragedies are becoming ever more 
common as fringe groups pick apart 
police video and media reports, 
often causing pain and suffering 
to genuine victims they accuse of 
being "actors".  

SEE ALSO: Woman Pictured 'Praying For & Comforting' Dying Woolwich 
Attack Victim The original footage obtained by ITV news shows one of the 
suspects carrying knives, speaking into a camera. It shows a man, wearing a 
dark jacket, jeans and a beanie hat, calmly walking towards the camera with 
what appears to be two large knives clasped by the handles in his bloodied 
left hand. Gesticulating with both hands - while gripping the weapons - he 
points to his own face as he says: "We must fight them as they fight us. An 
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth." http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/05/23/woolwich-
attack-bizarre-conspiracy-theories-claim-incident-hoax-
video_n_3324962.html?utm_hp_ref=mostpopular /// http://truthfrequencyradio.com/exclusive-london-
beheading-hoax-
confirmed///// http://beforeitsnews.com/war-
on-terror/2013/05/uk-soldier-beheaded-
outside-army-barracks-in-woolwich-london-
video-nwo-terrorist-propaganda-
2443892.html /////http://www.huffingtonpost.c
o.uk/2013/05/23/woolwich-attack-bizarre-
conspiracy-theories-claim-incident-hoax-
video_n_3324962.html?utm_hp_ref=mostpop
ular /// http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2013/
05/23/woolwich-attack-woman-pictured-
praying-comforting-dying-
victim_n_3324591.html /// http://northerntruth
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seeker.blogspot.ca/2013/05/great-article-by-john-friend-london.html 

  

 

  

FREEDOM 555 vs ARMAGEDDON 666 by Dana Horochowski 

   

 

MARdi 05 28 2013 -
 DEPROGRAM 
TIME = COVENANT 
COMMUNITIES  ( AL
L THINGS 
COMMON ) vs NWO 

PATRIARCHAL ARMAGEDDON ( 
VERICHIP 3d 666) 

uchewsfool -- http://uramerica.biz/uchewsfool.htm 
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- SWEARING  without ANGER/ FEAR= is a good healthy way to PURGE 
the INSANITY of thePLANet. POWERFUL FORCE DIRECTED at 
the RITE TARGET  is magical 
.... after the WAR ... we can go back to being LADIES  and GENTLEMEN ... 
right now.... we must DESTROY this LEVIATHAN  

- CBC and CTV stumbling on their sWORDs 2day... DID you SEE my 
PAGE !? I have been spamming you FOOLS since JANUS 2003. times 
up... SHIFT or BE 
CHIPPED! http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/ 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152881734830556?comment_id=43738601&offset=
0&total_comments=3&notif_t=share_comment 

Deek Jackson Conspiracy Clown PLAYlist 

 
 

MOONday 05 27 2013 SAFE ZONES ?? from the ZETA SITE ... UFO NASA 
INVASION from MIDDLE 
EARTH  is NEAR middleearthhell -
 http://uramerica.biz/middleearthhell.htm 

http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfo242.htm this the from 
the ZETA  site, 

SAULT STE MARIE  the 8thfire is BARTER TRADE CENTRAL  ... no 
transhumanism .. that stuff is for HOLLYWOOD  

Published on May 26, 2013 Children of the Most High God, - My Beloveds, I 
assure you that your long wait shall soon be over. For you have come to the end 
of the way set out for you. Troublesome it has been, troublesome it shall 
continue to be but you shall have My peace, My comfort, My everlasting light 

to see you through. My beloveds, I 
shall see you through all your 
seemingly difficult circumstances. I 
have provided a way, it is set. Follow 
Me My loves. Fear not. Never let go. 
I will never leave you nor forsake you 
but hold you up and lead you with My 
righteous right hand. You My little 
ones have nothing to fear, No one to 
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be afraid of. Walk and live by faith. Not by sight but through the power of God, 
the holy righteousness that is I. I AM faithful and My steadfast love for you 
endures forever. I love each and everyone of you. You have been ordained to 
do great things, to be used in the mightiest ways. Take heed, know that I AM 
doing a work in each of you for I shall complete the work I began. Be watchful 
now for great changes and growth. Be patient and always ready. Ready to be 
used. Ready to be transformed and sanctified. This is the final struggle. Press 
onward. Persevere children. I AM your strength, your courage, your anchor 
through it all. Children events shall quicken onward. Time shall move more 
quickly than before. At a warp speed you shall witness end time calamities. 
Evil and devastation prophesied yet unseen until now. Children, I have told you 
these things before that you may stay awake, waiting for your bridegroom. 
Prepared, in My will. Children forget not My Promises unto you. Leave your 
burdens at My feet. Call upon the Holy Spirit when you are distressed, let not 
dismay overtake you but the glory of God. Children I AM for you. You are the 
apple of My eye. I have called you and Chosen you to bear much fruit and to be 
made full. Children yield now. I AM pruning you to yield more. My light 
shines upon you. My grace abounds. Children, you are on your way home. Be 
near, walk in love. Abide in My truth. Hold 
fast to what you know is true. Forsake all 
that is not. Draw close, be not far form Me 
children. I love you. You shall be with Me 
in the air in no time.LORD 
YESHUAhttp://www.youtube.com/user/SaraTraore?feat
ure=watch 

 
Great Tribulation vs COVENANT COMMUNITIES 7thfire.b iz by Sault 

StreetNews 

  
 

 

SUNday 05 26 2013 5/8/6 = 19 = 10 = ATON 

= NATO = NESARA and SATAN 
still SUCK 
BLOOD666nesarabribeufo -
 http://uramerica.biz/666nesarabribeufo.htm 

 
ALIEN NEPHILIM 
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DECEPTION = BLACK SUN  = BEAST BRIBE 
666http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/nesara/ 

OBAMAnation  ISLAM NWO NESARA 

GENOCIDE  http://www.galacticfederationoflight.info/white-house-petition-nesara.html 

 
UFOs from MIDDLE EARTH MEAT LOCKERS  - STAY AWAY  from 
the WIDE ROAD 666 http://www.ascensionearth2012.org/2013/05/disclosure-announcements-
nesara-big.html 
 

 
GET IT  !!!!!!????? now go INDIAN .... IDLE no 
MORE .... 

inDIANA the MOON GODDESS - Red Elk talks 
about war coming to america with no one to come to 

its aid. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aXM7gscC9Y&l
ist=PLEA085168619F75B3&index=1 

KNIGHTS of the ROUND 
EGGONOMY TABLE  / READY 
already... since 2007 at least !!! MOVE 
IT WAKE UP  http://uramerica.biz/ 
/// http://cyberclass.net/ 

LIARS  http://removingtheshackles.blogspot.ca/20
13/05/update-may-7th-rv-and-nesara-

and.html /// LIARS  http://goldenageofgaia
.com/2011/10/nesara-the-perfect-answer-waiting-for-the-right-question/nesara-
7 /// LIARS http://nesara.org/main/index.htm /// LIARS-
http://nesaranews.blogspot.ca/ 
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3d Marduk Ra ARMAGEDDON vs 5d Athena LIBERTY  by Sault 
StreetNews 

 
 

 

FRIA day 05 24 2013 = 5/6/6 = 17 = 8 FREE US 
from RACISTs, TERRORISTs, 
JESUITs, COMMUNISTs, RAPISTs, 
ISLAMISTs, ALLAH 
MOONDOGGIEists and MAMMON 
MUSHROOM HEAD PATRIARCHists 
- pissoffallahandboys666 -
http://uramerica.biz/pissoffallahandboys666.htm 

RED ALERT RED 
ALERT  http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ 

DIVINE FEMININE TIME .... MAYA TIME... EGGONOMY....  
CHANGING of the GUARD.... time for BALANCE and 

BLISS notBEHEADINGs and BOMBs ! 

"The Sagittarius Lunar Eclipse on May 24- 25 is one of the most 
powerful Full Moons of 2013...This eclipse also involves a SuperMoon,when 
the Moon is as close as it ever gets to the Earth...“…Everything will be 
amplified during this eclipse period, so let’s consciously put forth 
our thoughts, prayers, intentions, and visualizations to activate the highest 
good for all and the best possible future.” Attitude is everything. The more 
willing you are to do inner work and take full responsibility  for 
your choices and behavior, the more you can turn obstacles into stepping-
stones.” 

- The Cosmic Mother Nurses her children back to full health and vitality . 
“The Phoenix rises from the ashes of the past. You, too, can recreate 
yourself and make a fresh start. 

http://www.angeltouchcyprus.com/ /// http://www.mysticmamma.com/tag/full-moon-may-25th-
2013/ /// http://www.mysticmamma.com/lunar-eclipse-supermoon-in-sagittarius-may-24th-25th-2013/ 
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-da13th SUN RA SET ( anubis) says he 
is ANNUNAKI. These bastards are 
the GEN 6.6 RAPISTS ( 8 min and 24 min 
(Don't let the ORDER of these JESUITS deceived 
you http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfwsc0_ynh

M ) FUCK  your CRUSADE.... 
TERRORIST!!! AMERICA is FREE in SERENITY 
555. http://youtube.com/user/da13thsun/ 

-da13thSUN ( BLACK SUN) SATAN threatens DANA HOROCHOWSKI -
 https://www.youtube.com/user/jrgenius/feed?filter=1 //https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts
/10152864837585556?notif_t=like 

Anunnaki, Watchers, Serpentine Beings & The Netherworld in Ancient 
Texts - From the Ancient of Days UFOs and Abduction Conference, filmed in 

Roswell, New Mexico. http://www.AncientofDays.net with Dr. Michael S. 
Heiser, http://michaelsheiser.com/ /// http://sitchiniswrong.com/ ///https://www.yo

utube.com/watch?v=WlGIDF48tmQ 

 DNA Activation & Channeling 
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MARdi 05 21 2013 5/3/6 
= 14 = 5 = 555 

CHANGING of the 
GUARD = GLOBAL 

SERENITY = RETURN
 of the MASTERS of 

WISDOM . RED ROAD 
RITE 

ROAD.redriteroad700 -
 http://uramerica.biz/redriteroad70

0.htm 

-BEYOND 2012 -There are are two cycles. One is a cosmic cycle of 300 
million years. This is the reign of one spiritual king 300 million years. Then 

there is a human cycle of 5000 years. When we 
(Masters) went to Mexico, to the mayans, the aztecs, 
and taught them astronomy and astrology, we taught 
then these world cycles. What the Mayans are 
talking about are the human cycles which Sri 
Yukteswar detailed in his book "The Holy Science". 
"You are not this house of flesh and bone...", "He 
about whom we know nothing","Make Me Thy 
Truth, Make Me Thy Love, Eternal Lord of 
Ligh t"http://www.scribd.com/doc/53379165/Sri-
Yukteswar-The-Holy-Science-1894 

  

- KARMA  and JRGENIUS interNATIONal sCOOLs  2013 = York Catholic 
District School Board High School Teacher · 1989 to 2003 

YORK CATHOLIC DICKstrict SHEOL BORED  (She'ol , 
translated as "grave", "pit", or "abode of the dead", is the Old 
Testament/Hebrew Bible's underworld, a place of darkness to 
which all the dead go, both the righteous and the unrighteous, 
regardless of the moral choices made in life, a place of stillness 
and darkness cut off from God.[1])  

March 2003 -after the onset of the INVASION of IRAQ. I retired from 
fulltime LYING to my STUDENTS for printed SATANIC DEBT NOTES 
from theLIZARD QUEEN and DRACO POPE FRANCHISE. Dec 17 2003- 
the YORK CATHOLIC DICKstrict SHEOL BORED  disconnected me 
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from SUPPLY DISPATCH for discussing the PINEAL 
GLAND and CASHLESS SOCIETY 
666. . https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wc9N_g2NolA 

http://uramerica.biz/HERSTORY%20CRAMNOTES/DANA%20HOROCHOWSKI%20vs%20JESUITS/ 

  

  

HUman = GOD man uraMERIca.biz 

 
 

MOONday 05 20 2013 = 5/2/6 = 13 = 4 the MOON goddess 
(inDIAN a) will crush the HEAD  of the SERPENT moonlune555 -- 
http://uramerica.biz/moonlune555.htm 

-Born in Argentina, Pope Francis is 
the first Latin American to lead the 
Roman Catholic Church. He’s also 
the first Jesuit to hold the position. 
Nuns, priests and the general Catholic throng are happily 
exchanging greetings together about the papal news. It’s 
all ecclesiastical joy, huge hugs and big kisses. 
Nevertheless, an unaddressed and extremely sinister 

darkness lurks beneath the surface of this present Vatican delight. 
Many concerned parties are asking if the Pope will, do more to reveal the depth of 
depravity undertaken against innocent children by his clergy during cases of sex abuse. 
Will he in fact be sympathetic and pro-active towards the millions who have experienced 
vile abuse by his fellow clergymen? 
The Catholic Church has in the past gone to great lengths, under various leaders, to 
conceal the extent of its disgusting sex crimes against little children. 
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Moreover, the Jesuits are no strangers to indiscretion within their ranks. 
http://www.ufodigest.com/article/new-pope-sinister-darkness-resides-behind-celebrations 

- Sexual abuse scandal in the Society of Jesus - 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexual_abuse_scandal_in_the_Society_of_Jesus And… http://bishop-

accountability.org/priestdb/PriestDBbylastName-E.html 
 
Adult who are vulnerable have also fallen prey to 
pervert priests. Two mentally disabled men who live 
and work at a Jesuit retreat were sexually abused by 
members of the clergy for at least five years, according 
to court records and interviews. In a case that achieved 
no public attention, one of the clergymen, Brother 
Charles Leonard Connor, was convicted of committing 
a lewd act on one victim. He was at liberty after just six 
months of home detention. Another Jesuit, Father 

Edward Thomas Burke, admitted to his superior two years ago that he engaged in sexual 
wrongdoing with the other injured party. 

Cloak of Silence Covered Abuse at Jesuit Retreat- 
http://www.reformation.org/jesuit_retreat.html 
Now, after years of careful study, the way that I look at it is this. This bogus faith system 
is anti-sex in nature thus it creates serious sexual deviations in natural human behaviour. 
These sexual deviations are ‘not’ however restricted to the Catholic cult and run through 
all Christian denominations. This is a mega problem that will never go away, even though 
millions of trusting yet highly confused Christians sincerely wishes it would. 

The basic predicament is the blundering teachings of the Church itself. It 
runs totally ‘against’ human nature and bases all of its bizarre scriptural 
doctrine on ancient biblical lies and fraudulence 
concerning what one synthetic godman, i.e. 
Jesus Christ, was ‘supposed’ to have done or 

said. These nonsensical and principally discredited teachings, 
which unfortunately appeal to so many naïve types, are 
helping to screw up society 100% worse than it already 
is.Allegations of clergy abuse should ‘never’ have been left 
in the hands of biased religious leaders in the first place. 
Recent history clearly tells us that these chiefs are 
predisposed towards their own religious brotherhood. 
Provably, they would rather ‘move on’ an abusive colleague 
then rang the police and risk opening up a whole can of 
worms in their own diocese. Leading child charities, police, social workers etc have 
roundly aided and abetted the child sex abuse cover ups, either directly or indirectly, due 
to the corrupt and unimpressive way the Establishment deals with this odious dilemma. 
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The Black Museum Of Priestly Abuse - Moreover, the 
religiously indoctrinated thought process that declares we 
must ‘trust’ the word of a clergyman (e.g. God’s alleged 
representative) is a hard one to bypass for many folk who 
conform to typical, Church-oriented, credo. My own 
private life-long search for truth is one that I would 
sincerely urge others to undertake for themselves. The 
alternative is joining the obedient ‘Flock’ and blindly 
accepting what you are commanded to think, how you are 
told to behave and how you are expected to act. The yoke 
of unquestioning faith is indeed a heavy one, yet it can be 
broken with determination.  

Please surf this revealing SAFF link, which highlights clergy abuse cases that you were 
never meant to know about: In a nutshell; our children have never been safe, are not safe 
today and will ‘never’ be safe in the hands of the Church; thanks to the currently pathetic 
impetus of society and the stigma of religious doctrine. No matter ‘who’ runs the Church 
the situation will not change because the unyielding dogma at the heart of the problem 
will not change! A radical overall of all this dangerous ecclesiastically-inspired nonsense 
is well overdue. This languid society needs to urgently wake up to the dangers posed by 
such fundamentalism towards innocent children. http://www.saff.ukhq.co.uk/sickvics.htm 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152855460355556&set=a.145299870555.234240.53727555
5&type=1&theater&notif_t=photo_reply 

555 vs 666 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=01R2k4RJxhY 

Vatican Black POPE NWO JESUITS ROMA 666 BOYS CLUB 

  
 

SUNNY SUNday 05 19 2013 = TIME to TAKE DOWN 
the BEAST 666 thulefuckingfool - 
http://uramerica.biz/thulefuckingfool.htm 

CIA can CLEAN up this CRAP just by READING my 
FACEBOOK PAGE .... how EGGOnomical 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski 

The Thule Society and its mission Part 1 Michael Prescott and the Thule Society = 
TURD PROFIT  666 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jL5y_M7bUFc // 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/ /// 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tM14b7Tqrk /// http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDFEwIXlrss 
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 Nazi Cult:  The Vril Society = SAME SHIT  different 
ARM of the SPIDER Steering Committee | Bilderberg 
Meetings http://www.bilderbergmeetings.org/governance.html  
Thule Society | Official USA Web Site http://thule-
society.org/ 
 

BLACK SUN vs GOLDEN SUN 2 sides of the PLANet - The Black Sun... The source 
of Death. http://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLGlfoA9v-
xOYlW72AbKkNvabp1i4qtzDw&v=FnsnDAl7Rmw&feature=player_embedded 

 
 
BYE BYE BEASTY BOYS CLUB of ROMA 666 - http://thule-society.org/666.html  

BYE BYE PRETTY BOY - HARPERs BUM BOY RESIGNS from 
the LIZARD POST  
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/story/2013/05/19/pol-nigel-
wright-resigns.html 

• STAY LOW on the TOTEM POLE  - RED 
ROAD RITE ROAD , not WHITE ROAD  - EX JESUIT explains the vatican/ luciferian 
planned infiltration and takeover of america and the world...the rise of the anti 
christ....remember the ratline...after ww2 the vatican helped hide all the nazis...the nazis 
were the army of the vatican and jesuit order wich had taken over germany and led them 
to destruction while fullfilling bible prophecy...they have now taken america over and we 
are being led into ww3 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152852782690556?comment_id=43479512&notif_t
=like /// 
https://www.facebook.com/agape.amor.35/posts/10152851454570556?comment_id=43459007&offset=0&
total_comments=1&notif_t=share_comment // 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152853970700556?notif_t=like 
///  

-keep an EYE on the MOTHER of VAMPIRES  - 
LILITH  is LOST VEGAS 
https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos 

TRINITY DISNEY MARIE MARION  on PARADISE AVENUE, 
PHOENIX ARIZONA  https://plus.google.com/104002217901870833973/posts 

WHAT is the Grand Order Of Draco Slayers Part 2 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ye2d19skuU&list=PLGlfoA9v-xOYlW72AbKkNvabp1i4qtzDw 

Dragon Slayers http://uramerica.biz/ /// Draco slayers - Vampires Were-Wolves the 
who, what and why //// The Black Sun... The source of Death.flv - bloodyvampires - 
http://uramerica.biz/bloodyvampires.htm 
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STUPID SATANISTS and GREEDY 
WHISTLEBLOWERS CONSUME EACHOTHER in the 
END biteback http://7thfire.biz/biteback.htm  

DANGEROUS DEMONIC VAMPIRES! -YES- THE 
SATANIC THULE SOCIETY are 

taking down my truth videos now and all my youtube sites.  

END RESULT ACTION . TROY REGAS /hells angels on our 
team I hope. NO THULE  

http://www.youtube.com/user/trinityoneness777 BLACK ISIS 
RISING in PHOENIX ARIZONA   

THE PARTY is in TORONTO KANATA   

http://www.scribd.com/doc/99429404/666-VRIL-THULE-NAZI-
Armageddon-vs-555-Earth-Party-Wampum-World-555 /// 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/99430014/666-Armageddon-Thule-
FOOLS-vs-555-EDEN-WHEAT-WAMPUM-
WORLD 

BRING your SWORD, cause there are going to be DRONES, 
VRILL and CLONES infiltrating the PARTY  to try and STOP IT. 
D H http://7thfire.biz // http://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski 

Vril quotes By Douglas Henson in Donald Marshall-CloneCenter Victim 
http://serenitystreetnews.com/Vril quotes.doc 

( PROJECT SCAMALOT is desperately PUSHING STEW WEBB NOW. STEW 
WEBB, CHRISTIAN ??? WORKS FOR FBI and PRO AL GORE. 

ALL GREEDY SELF SERVING SCUMBAGS ) 

Stew Webb Exposed Dangerous COINTELPRO for the FBI & Patriot Movement 
Infiltrator by Pamela Schuffert  

Webb then justified this by trying to portray GUNDERSON as "the BAD guy" and Webb as "the GOOD 
guy" taking his files on behalf of the FBI ( or more realistically,for the 
CRIMINAL elements of the FBI who did not LIKE Gunderson's 
exposing of their corruption in his reports!) In fact, Webb bragged to me 
on the phone, even as he was stealing GUNDERSON'S BOXES OUT 
OF HIS HOME AND MOVING THEM TO WEBB'S VEHICLE, what 
a GREAT HAUL THIS WAS! 
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Unfortunately, I had been previously brainwashed by WEBB'S misinformation and misportrayal of 
GUNDERSON, and said nothing to GUNDERSON after the theft by WEBB. It was not until several years 
later that I became INFORMED and caught on to COINTELPRO and WEBB'S ROLE IN IT. THEN I 
contacted GUNDERSON and told him all about Stew Webb's infamous night of rampage and theft at his 
home in Law Vegas.  

The list of WEBB'S criminal activities continue. WEBB has falsely 
accused many others at the behest of the FBI, he has even solicited for 
the murder of innocent people. Strangely, after he stayed with my 
friends the BRUNNERS in the Denver area, JACK BRUNNER turned 
up dead under strange circumstances. His wife Cyndra remains 
traumatized. 

Many other writers have investigated and exposed WEBB, and there 
are several reports on the internet confirming my findings as well. I will continue to publish further 
findings regarding STEW WEBB and other COINTELPRO agents being paid to deceive the American 
public. The American people deserve to know the truth, and the innocent victims of corrupt COINTELPRO 
deserve to be fully vindicated. PAM S 

http://educate-yourself.org/ps/stewwebbexposed01jan09.shtml // Defending Ted Gunderson: 
Exposing Stew Webb http://educate-yourself.org/tg/webbvgunderson10sep03.shtml // 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherman_Skolnick // Barbara Hartwell Vs. CIA Defending 
Liberty & God-given Unalienable Individual Rights 
http://barbarahartwellvscia.blogspot.ca/2011/02/enough-already-tom-heneghan-and-stew.html 

LILITH SUCKS BLOOD urAMERICA.biz by Dana Horochowsk i 

 
 

 05 18 2013 - WWJD- WHAT WOULD JESUS DO? = is ALL U  need to be TRU 
BLU  for the NU U U U !!!! oxox x 144, 000 
wwjdbarterbaby - 
http://uramerica.biz/wwjdbarterbaby.htmA Girl's Message 
To All Christians  - iEmanuella's Channel: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/iEmanuella 
Hey there! I'm Emanuella. I'm a Christian. I have 
been a "good" Christian most of my life. It was my 
identity. I used to like to tell people how "good" I 
was, how I kept all the Commandments. I thought 
that was "Good"...... Then I realized something...I 

Failed!!! "Christian" was just a name I wore...kind of like a pretty coat over a dirty 
body...It didn't match my heart. Here's why: If you were an Atheist or Agnostic or 
anything else...And if you didn't agree with me...I would disdain you as a person. I 
feel like a hypocrite! I feel disgusting! And I can't take it anymore! I wasn't interested in 
being your "Friend". I just wanted to change you. I thought that was my job. 
Christianity is about being like "Christ". Jesus loved everyone, First. If they didn't 
accept what He said, He still loved them. Its not my job to 
change you, I can't. But its my job to love you. That I can. 
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So this is an appeal to my Christian Brothers and Sisters, not all but some... stop the 
Damnation. Stop the Judgement. Stop the Religism. Thats not our business. It 
doesn't matter how well you can preach...How many Bible Verses you've memorized or 
How many people "think" you are all that. If you don't have love, you're nothing. Love 
is not a chore. Its a revelation. The Christ you serve revealed it in its purest form. Gandhi 
said: "I like your Christ, but I do not like your Christi ans." Don't be one of "those". 
This is an invitation.... Start the LOVE...Join the movement... 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152850417370556?comment_id=43454821&offset=
0&total_comments=2 

Message To All Christians uraMERIca.biz 

  

 

  

05 17 2013 FRIAday - 
TIME to SERVE and 
PROTECT your 
COMMUNITY not the 
LIZARD QUEEN  
tomdanaomscool - 
http://uramerica.biz/tomdanao
mscool.htm 

Start OM sCOOLING USURY FREE . WHAT R U WAITING FOR?  100 shares = 
1000 pts to your community. SIGN EM ON. We HAVE our SOULuTION . it is UUU 
not the PEW PEW PEW https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-INTERnationAL-
Schools/261130010582710?ref=hl ( if you RELY on polyTICS then you will get EATEN by a PARASITE) 
http://uramerica.biz/opp.htm  

I spammed a good portion of the TO SERVE and PROTECT CIVIL SERVANT s 
yesterday... lets see if they are WORTH a WAMPUM  
http://www.scribd.com/doc/142000027/WARNING-HUMANS-Mayday-Emails-2013-Accountable-List 

3.6 MAG // 4.4 MAG - May 17th, 2013 UTC Southern Ontario, Canada, Eastern North 
America http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ 

  

 

05 16 2013 THORSday - BITE the BULLET - EAT your COWBOYS BULLSHIT .... I 
AM  an INDIAN . shitdownunder - http://uramerica.biz/shitdownunder.htm 
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GOLIGHTLY 
MARSHALL YAHWEH 
GOD DEMIURGE 
DEATH UFO 
SHAPESHIFTING 
SHROUD of TURD 
LIZARD QUEENs 
PAWN SHERRIE LEA 
LAIRDs INCUBUS BIG 
DADDY BAD SEED s CHANNEL 

http://www.youtube.com/user/TheMostRoyalManAlive 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/219570144747737/542252642479484/?comme
nt_id=542254935812588&notif_t=group_comment 

I DON'T WANT them to BOOT me for too much TRU BLU 
TRUTH here.... BYE BYE buggers for the LIZARD goD -  

Natalie KYLE- you need a VIBRATOR from 
DRACOVASSILAS DOWN UNDER  = Natalie Ofthefamily 
KyleDEMIURGEDUST 
http://uramerica.biz/Natalie Ofthefamily KyleDEMIUR GEDUST.doc /// 
http://uramerica.biz/Natalie Ofthefamily KyleDEMIUR GEDUST.pdf 

SHROUD of SHIT 

RED DRAGON VIDEOS featuring LILITH ( 
SANGRAILIAN aka TONYA KANE) 
http://www.serenitystreetnews.com/videos/evitapendragon/AL
L%20VIDEOS%20Illuminatreee%20LILITH%20sangrailian
/ 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/141904756/Natalie-Kyle-INTEGRITY-TAKE-a-UFO-
GOLIGHTLY-LAIRD-BULFORD-FULFORD-INFO-WARS-WHORE-EISENHOWER-NESARA-
ATON-SATAN-DRACO-HOLLYWOOD-666 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/32588899/Sherrie-Lea-Laird-LYING-Locust-Queen 

BOUNTY HUNTERS WANTED KANATA, 555, URaMERIca  

  
 

MERCREDI 05 15 2013 = 5/6/6 - 17 = 8 
infinity = 8thfire BAWATING BARTER 
barter8thfire -- 
http://uramerica.biz/barter8thfire.htm 
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8th Fire, Idle No More: Canada’s Indigenous Community Says “Enough is Enough”-
The Prophecy of the 8th Fire -There will come to a fork in the road. One road will lead 
to Materialism and Destruction.....for almost all living creatures....The other 
road will lead to a Spiritual Way upon which the Native People will be 
standing...This path will lead to the lighting of the 8th fire, a period of eternal peace, 
harmony and a "New Earth"  where the destruction of the past will be healed 
http://the8thfire.org/8thfire/ 

- Manuel Rozental, the elected member of the Directorate Democratic Pole politcal 
party in Colombia, is interviewed by Ish Theilheimer for Straight Goods News at the 
roundtable "What Role for Canada in the Americas?" hosted by the Canadian Council for 
International Cooperation (CCIC) - recorded in Gatineau, QC, on 25 March 2009 

- Does A New Supreme Court Ruling Put Idle No More Protesters At Peril? (feat. Ron 
Plain) http://www.genuinewitty.com/2013/05/15/does-a-new-supreme-court-ruling-put-idle-no-more-
protesters-in-peril-feat-ron-plain/#more-19320 

8thfire Long Standing Prophecy: Idle No More 

   

 

MOONday 05 13 2013 - MOON LUNA ARTEMIS ATHENA EVE 
EDEN TIAMAAT  vs SIN LEVAN MOONdoggie LILITH HELL 
EARTH lunaorlilith - http://uramerica.biz/lunalilith.htm 

what's your opinion about the ROYAL COAT of ARMS matching 
the description of the beast or the antichrist in the book of Revelations? You know 
about this, riight? http://www.cephasministry.com/wwindsor666.jpg 

- ROYAL BLOOD LINE was hijacked from the BLUE DRAGON TIAMAAT. .. and 
given to the RED DRAGON ( false 
vampire grail line ). DEMIURGE. 
PINDAR the DRAGON LORD 
RULES LIZARDO . Sangrailian ( 
tonya kane is Hitler's bloodline... 
VLAD DRAKUL . the 
BABYLONIANS KILLED  the 
TRUE GODDESS ) . See the logo for 
QUEEN... it was BLUE at first... and 
then when they got RICH and SOLD 
their souls, it became RED. BLOOD 
SACRIFICE to SAMAEL and LILITH 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_1IMZmJ
e-U&feature=share&list=PLGlfoA9v-
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xOYZRGpoHSoT6MU-aZAggQzb Queen - 'One Vision' 
- BLUE DRAGON ( SOPHIA/ TIAMAAT )  always 
births in GOOD TWINS ( tru blu) ( APOLLO + 
ARTEMIS ) to CONQUER the DEMIURGE  ( red 
dragon) ( LEVAN + LILITH )  
- confusing? Sophia is Tiamaat? and the Demiurge is 
Samael? I wonder why then Samael Aun Weor picked the 
name - WEOR is a LIAR, FICTION FUCKER like the 
rest of the NEW AGE IDIOTS for CROWLEY NWO 

- TIAMAAT  was the FAIRY PLANET... EDEN .... OLYMPIANS  - it was destroyed 
by the ANNUNAKI ... those who from HEAVEN to EARTH came and raped the 
WOMEN  and set up their PATRIARCHY  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgv9JAH7HWA 
YAHWEH DEMIURGE GNOSTIC BIBLE  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMaqGBip6mE Pan-Hellenism, Yahweh, Jesus Christ, Apollo 
and Athena, Draconian, KorAN, BiBAAL July 22, 2010 
OBVIOUSLY GEORGE DRACOVASSILAS  and Robert Morning SKY  are all of 
the SAME FICTION FACTION ...just trolling for different SHEEPLE 

- GO FISHING ... BACK to EVE ... EDEN... LADY LIBERTY - 
MARI.... urAMERIca TARA... BOOK of LOVE ... MARI SE A 
MERMAID  
- medUSA - LAS VEGAS HOLLYWOOD ... HITLER... 
MATERIAL WANTS ... CARNAL CRAVINGS. PHOENIX.. 
NEW YORK... BANKERS... FREEMASONS... 
PEDOPHILES.... MOLOCH .... all belong to the WHORE of 
BABYLON... LILITH . - NO FENCE SITTERS... you know the 
FRUIT .. look at the heart  

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152834336330556?comment_id=43226942&notif_t
=like 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152835156845556?comment_id=43230798&notif_t
=like 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152835517390556?comment_id=43238205&notif_t
=like 

- Ra, Egypt, Moses, Ascended Masters, Mystery Schools. Lucifer, Terra Papers 2 part 3 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqd_IgWZ-04 
Terra Papers 1 pt 4 - Ra, ISIS/ISHTAR, EA, ENLIL, SHETI LIZARDS, PHAROAHS 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQhEB9qDQy0 
Terra Papers and NESARA Canadastreetnews.com Pt 5 October 21, 2009 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_gU01mhjgc  
Yahweh, Dragon war ship, Camelot, Cronus, Marduk Ra, Jesus, Genesis, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yb284AguQs  
Marduk RA, NESARA, NIBIRU GALACTIC Idiots-ONE Very DISGUSTED 
CREATOR AHEAD http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyb6U-QCKo4 
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Satanism/ Pentecostalism/ New Age/ Tongues/ Demonic  

 
 

SUNday 0512 2013 - 5/3/6= 14 = 555 SUN vs 666 SINgod ( moon doggie) + LILITH 
WHORE = ISLAM and it SHOWS. PISS ON ALLAH ! 
pissonallah - http://uramerica.biz/pissonallah.htm 

Alla in Greek does not mean God so screw them ;) 
- im fucking pissed off at islam and the arab 

world  

The 
whining, 
sniveling, 
rioting, murdering, ignorant, 
ragheads have been getting apologies 

and genflucting from the west because they are "offended". As our English friend puts it 
so succinctly, enough! Get over it. you deserve nothing but some C4 up your collective 
asses. You will keep up your Mohammed shenanigans and a few Tomahawks will be 
coming your way so we can help you meet your virgins. If I were Emperor for a week I'd 
take care of business but the faggots that reside in Washington DC have no balls, 
backbone or love the AmeriKa, communists all. 
Vincent Bert 

 
https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152833659030556?comment_id=43219985&notif_t
=like  

Fuck Islam URamerica.biz 

   

 

05112013 SATURNday - BYE BUY BY ROMA666, ROCKEFELLER, 
ROTHCHILD, HOLLYWOOD, BANKSTERS, FUNNY MONEY, 

SLAVERY, PATRIARCHY, PEDOPHILES  buybyeidiot -
 http://7thfire.biz/buybyeidiot.htm 

HUSHA HUSHA THEY ALL FALL DOWN ... with 
the FEDERAL RESERVE  of ROMA 
666 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A92JjUx6VuQ 
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EGGONOMY for the HENS... ready to ROLL . 
The BOYS like the MICROCHIP, so give it to 
them. WE WANT GOOD 
MEN  to PROTECT our EGGS... theBOYS 
CLUB  is NOT WELCOME. ENJOY YOUR 
CHIP.... IDIOTS.  

IAM  tired of the TESTOSTERONE... GIVE  me 
a LOVER  already 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152830347930556&set=a.
145299870555.234240.537275555&type=1&theater&notif_t=like 

Sitchin SHITheads URamerica.biz  

 

 

05 10 2013 FRIA day -
 FREE us from NESARA 
BANKS - PAUL 
HELL YER - LAURA 
EISENHOWER - 
OBAMA- HARPER - - 

HAARP- ALIENS - NAZIs - HEXED  SINgoD of SATAN MAMMON 
MOTHMEN - PEDOPHILE DRACO GREYS  - VAMPIRES  - LIZARD 
QUEENand THULE THELEMA BILDERERG GERMan BANKsters of 
666 bankticsufos - http://uramerica.biz/bankticsufos.htm 

NWO = KING CITY CANADA CORPSE MAFIA ILLUMINATI 
BANKster CENTRAL  for BILDERERGS - "The High Priests of 
Globalisation" http://bilderberg.org/ 

http://www.activistpost.com/2013/05/if-cyprus-is-bellwether-then-canada-
is.html?m=1 

  

If Cyprus Is the Bellwether, then Canada Is the Red Flag 

"The Government proposes to implement a bail-in regime for 
systemically important banks. This regime will be designed to 
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ensure that, in the unlikely event that a systemically important bank depletes its 
capital, the bank can be recapitalized and returned to viability through the very 
rapid conversion of certain bank liabilities into regulatory capital." 

Customer deposits could certainly fall under the label of "certain bank 
liabilities," and converting them into "regulatory capital" 
without permission is just a gentle way of describing 
confiscation. Though Canadian officials have denied that 
the term "certain bank liabilities" includes customer 
deposits, we must note that the government in Cyprus also 
promised that customer deposits would not be touched, 
only to renege on that promise at the onset of the crisis. 
Remember lesson #1 of the Cyprus debacle: "Do Not Trust Politicians. " 

Canada has approved its bail-in on a national level just one week after a final 
decision was made in Cyprus. As we all know, the wheels of governments 
worldwide move slowly. The reader might ask himself whether he believes that 
the Canadian government has, in short order, approved its own bail-in, in 
reaction to the events in Cyprus. If this possibility is simply too far-fetched, he 
must accept that the plan for Cyprus has been known to the Canadian 
government for some time and that a similar bail-in for Canada has been in the 
works for a while. It was simply agreed that Cyprus would go first – to act as 
the litmus test.http://www.activistpost.com/2013/05/if-cyprus-is-bellwether-then-canada-is.html?m=1 

 
Did Tamworth Miss A Golden 
Opportunity ? YES YES 
YES !!!!! http://usuryfree.blogspot.ca/2012/06/did-
tamworth-miss-golden-opportunity.html 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152820614240637&set=a.553508063
6.5284.537845636&type=1&theater&notif_t=photo_reply 

555 USURY FREE NETWORK  + IDLE NO MORE + INDEPENDENT 
SOVEREIGN 
HUMANS humantimetru -
http://cyberclass.net/humantimetru.htm 

  

Solar eclipse of May 10, 2013 - Moon 
passes between Earth and the Sun, thereby 
totally or partially obscuring the image of 
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the Sun for a viewer on Earth http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse_of_May_10,_2013 

Tommy Usuryfree Kennedy and John KING of the PAUPERS TURMEL  

  

 

MARdi 05 07 2013 BUSTED = NESARA BEAST 
WEBSITE  Operation Omega 
Phoenix FOEnixbeast666 --
 http://uramerica.biz/FOEnixbeast666.htm 

-( NESARA BEAST BRIBE 
666 ) DANGER DANGER 
DANGER -
 http://portal2012.org/ 

Eastern Alliance and White Dragon Society are 
very active during this weekend, putting 
additional pressure to the system. This is all in 
preparation for the “financial Green Light” as Drake calls it. Many members of 
the Cabal are now seriously considering “silent surrender” when the Event 
happens. 

The Event is a worldwide operation. In USA it will happen through 
the Positive Military . In Canada and Australia it will be a combination of their 
own Positive Military and Interpol. In Europe, it will be carried out through the 
positive faction inside Interpol and NATO . In Asia, it will be a combination of 
Interpol andWhite Dragon Society. In Latin America it will happen through a 
certain positive group that has members throughout most of the South / Central 
America and whose name can not be disclosed. Situation in Africa is more 
complex and will receive special assistance. 

http://serenitystreetnews.com/DRACODECEPTION.
htm 

Nesara - National Economic Security and 
Reformation Act updated 6-23-2010 - The problem 
with Nesara and the promise of all these good things 
to come out of it is that it goes contrary to what the 
Bible says is going to happen in these end times. The 
Bible doesn't promise good times for all,but hard 
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times and the redemption of man.The other problem is that the cast of 
characters that flows along with Nesara are hybrid people(David Wilkoks),and 
other incarnate in flesh are fallen angels also there.Nesara is the agenda of the 
anti-christ!:The Pennsylvania site was an underground storage for important 
NESARA-related documents and was an exact targeted location. At the 
moment of what was called a plane crash, FEMA/FBI were already standing by 
in the nearby woods. They then rushed out to secure the area from other 
investigators. No plane crashed. Each tower was attacked by a specially-
prepared aircraft, modified by CIA to carry missiles and also special 
holographic projectors to project the illusion of the aircraft in the news releases. 
Project Blue Beam false rapture,including "UFO's and aliens" 
Disclousure Project good vs bad alien mind game deception Sananda,Immam 
Mahdi,Maitreya,and other false christs,Nesara(omegan whight knights-ie fallen 
angels),Mark of the beast,One world dictatorship(false peace-ww3),One world 
luciferian religion,and tons of other stuff 
as false signs and lying wonders foretold 
in the bible! 

 
False Christs: There Will Be False 
Christ's! - "For many will come in my 
name, claiming, I am the Christ, and will 
deceive many." —Matthew 24:5 "He 
replied: Watch out that you are not deceived. For many will come in my name, 

claiming, I am he, and, The time is near. Do not follow them." 
— Luke 21:8 

Mark 13:6; 21-22... Many will come in my name, claiming, 'I 
am he,' and will deceive many. At that time if anyone says to 
you, 'Look, here is the Christ!' or, 'Look, there he is!' do not 
believe it. For false Christs and false prophets will appear and 
perform signs and miracles to deceive the elect--if that were 
possible. So be on your guard; I have told you everything 
ahead of time. 

MAITREYA Antichrist will claim to be The "Savior" of the lesser known 
religions as well, SAYOSHANT To Zoroasterism, THE BEAST to The 
Satanists, MITHRA & HERMES to The Illuminati, The Great Lord to the 
Witches, The Return of QUEZECOATAL (Mayans) and The GREAT WHITE 
BROTHER of Hopi Indian Prophecy and the Egyptian god, OSIRUS, 
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resurrected from the dead. "AND THROUGH PEACE SHALL HE DESTROY 
MANY" (Dan:8:25) 

 
Galactic Federation of Satan NESARA 

 

SUNday 05 05 2013 = 5/5/6 = 16 = 7SUN8MOON sunmoon78 -
 http://uramerica.biz/sunmoon78.htm 

Revelation 12--the Woman and the Man-Child PLAYLIST 

 
 

MAYDAY 02 2013 - http://7thfire.biz/05022013.htm 

- WE are GOOD to GO - TORONTO the NEW 
AGE CAPITAL  of the WORLD .. .. there are 2 
factions ( NESARA ( LILITH/SATAN ) 
vs EDEN ( EVE/ADAM) ). this WEBSITE looks 
like NESARA http://portal2012.org/ ( NESARA 
BEAST BRIBE 666 ) nesaravseden -
 http://uramerica.biz/nesaravseden.htm 

NESARA - EVIL AGENDA 
666 with WASHINGTON  DC, DRACO UFOs, 
count of St Germaine, Lady Nada, Sananda, 
Maitreya, . blah blah blah .. 

-EXOPOLITICS  are the FAKES. IDENTITY is being 
concealed. COBRA (SNAKE) ... (BULFORD and 
EISENHOWER showing up further down in the EMAIL GRABBER) 

you will know it in your HEART.  WORSHIP NO ONE. 
no MICROCHIP .... never take a CHIP ... never lose 
your HUMANITY.  

- HAWAII is where RED ELK  said the FALSE 
ONE will arise, TIME to LOVE YOURSELF , 
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your COMMUNITY  and CREATION ... you need not worry about the rest. 

- ST GERMAIN  aka Joseph of Arimathea aka St Francis aka FRANCIS 
BACON aka JEWpeter ZEUS 
EAGLE http://twistedsportsinternational.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=121&
Itemid=190 

With Goddess and God Dance, meditations, breath, divine simbols, divine 
invocations, singing, creative expressions, with Goddess divine 
presence and our surrendering to her energies we will heal all aspects of 
our female and male energies in us, heal the inner child, bring balance 
between giving and receiving. Vortex of the island will help us bring eruption 
of fire for life in our lives for us to be aware of sacredness of our bodies, to 
activate our DNA and remember who we really are. With sacred ceremony we 
will awaken threefold Goddess and God and consecrate our sacred power 
amulets... 

You will experience more personal and deeper connection with the Goddess 
and God presence in your body and your life and ground your divine presence 
on our beautiful planet which is meant to be the Garden of Eden. Welcome to 
the dance with the Universe in the Garden of 
Eden https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152804834560556&set=a.145299870555.234240.53
7275555&type=1&theater&notif_t=like 

MAY2013 / Light Workers Demonic Deception of Luciferian New Age 
Movement - da13thsun... NO WAY in HELL .... you are my FATHER... 
serpent eyes ( don't ignore me)https://www.youtube.com/user/da13thsun 

 
 

http://uramerica.biz/04302013.htm 

hailqueen -
 http://uramerica.bi
z/hailqueen.htm 

We are ready to 
relocate. http://jrge
nius.ca/ . YORK 
REGION, 

CANADA funded by http://torontostreetnews.net/ . if you want to JOIN 
US email DANA jrgenius@yahoo.com 
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COLON CLEANSE LONG OVERDUE  - LIZARDO COLONIALism 
HISTORY http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/articles/upper-canada 

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152796828895556&set=a.145299870555.234240.53727555
5&type=1&theater&notif_t=photo_reply 

HAIL QUEEN of HEAVEN http://uramerica.biz/ by Dana Horochowski 

 

04272013 "LET THE GOOD ONES BE PURGED"  PRICE OF SIN - IS 
DEATH *CONQUER IT WITH THE CHRIST!christvssatan -

 http://uramerica.biz/christvssatan.htm 

EarthScope ANF Website :: Recent 
earthquakes -http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ 

MAYDAY 05 01 2013 = 6 6 = 12 = 3 
TRINITY Wednesday ( Mercury - 
MONEY)??? 

New Madrid Fault Quake Soon - VERY 
SOON BACK to the BASICS ...27 min 

  

NEW MADRID DRILL OIL SINK 
HOLES QUAKES  

   

 ALL IMPORTANT URGENT  - Bill 
Schnoebelen - Interview with an Ex-
Vampire 

 
 

04 25 2013 FULL MOON MANTRA - ANSWER is UUU, not the PEW 
PEW PEW http://uramerica.biz/ariesmoon.htm 
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http://uramerica.biz/04312013.htm 

ANSWER is UUU, not the PEW PEW PEW http://uramerica.biz/ 

04222013 bloodyvampires - http://uramerica.biz/bloodyvampires.htm 

Dragon Slayers http://uramerica.biz/ /// Draco slayers - Vampires Were-
Wolves the who, what and why //// The Black Sun... The source of Death.flv 

   

 

http://uramerica.biz/04212013.htm 

MOONday 04 21 2013 - 4/3/6 = 13= 13 
13 BOSTON BOMBER 1313bostonbomber --
http://uramerica.biz/1313bostonbomber.htm 

Boston Marathon Bombing, Alex Jones agent of the police state,- Alex 
Jones is nothing but a fat snake oil salesman, 
and a money hungry fraud! Anyone who 
calls him out for his bullshit on his channel 
is labeled either a sheep, coward, paid shill, 
troll, and then comes the token, go eat your 
GMO, drink your fluoride, and see you in 
FEMA camp. They will not debate you in 
civil fashion, just praise and worship their 
great cult leader. The Jonestards just don't 
get it. The man is a fear porn selling 
millionaire cause of his BS. He's a piece of 
SHIT FRAUD! 

-'Unlike Oklahoma City, the FBI cannot 
confiscate all of the surveillance, cell phone, and thousands of cameras that 
were at the finish line of Boston Marathon. 4Chan posted dozens of photos 
showing Navy Seal or Private Security personnel carrying the same black back 
packs which are the same style backpacks showed in FBI photos. It’s becoming 
crystal clear 
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-The picture of a man in a wheel chair that supposedly lost his legs in the 
Boston bombing, was in fact that of an army vet called Nick Vogt that lost his 
legs in Afghanistan. He is an actor in the event–a stooge. Another Government 
false flag op eh? Like Sandy Hook. The Media said the Moslems did it. 

Sure…and next we’ll have the tooth fairy 
posing topless for a Honda ad 

 
http://www.thestenchoftruth.com // The 
radio show airs live Fridays from 7 to 9 
PM Eastern time 
on:http://www.inceptionrdionetwork.com 
The Stench of Truth - Boston bombing and 
the fat head in Austin Texas. Background 
check bill in senate fails, proving gun 
control and evil government coming to get 
your guns is nonsense. http://www.tenebroust-
thestenchoftruth.blogspot.ca 

  

Boston Marathon Bombing, Alex Jones agent of the police state, background 
checks bill fails https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eACzQol0Rxw 

  
 

  

04 20 1023 LILITH THULE 
ALEISTER (BEAST) 
CROWLEY WIDE ROAD 
DAMNED  to HELL . LILITH  i
s the QUEEN of 
HELL  with SAMAEL lilithhell
sbells --
 http://uramerica.biz/lilithhells

bells.htm 

WHAT do BEES LIKE?  BEES r INSECTS too...da13thsun RA SETI is the 
SNAKE in the GARDEN HIMSELF. DO YOU SEE THOSE SERPENT 
EYES? PASS the SWORD... we have an ALIEN TRANSHUMAN RAPE 
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AGENDA  planned byEXOPOLITICS SCAMALOT INFOWARS THULE 
666 NWO NAZI MOON DOGGIE SIN LILITH PINDAR 
DRAKEN  inc. SATANISTS all the WAY .... they can KISS 
LILITH  and LEVAN in the ANUS as they ABYSS BOUND RED CARPET 
RIDE  into HELL  for a good 1000 
years. GOOD RIDDANCE  

TELL PINDAR  I SAID BYE 
BYE. THIS is NOT ETERNAL 
LIFE THULE 
FOOL... SUCCUBUS 
INCUBUS don't look sexy past 30 
years old.... EXOPOLITICS 
MOLOCH HOLLYWOOD 
NWO BABBLE  

  

CHRIST SAVES.... you don't 
need all the SPELLs and BLACK 
MAJICK  to be in the TRUE KINGDOM of HEAVEN . 

EITHER WAY.... SANGRAILIAN aka LILITH is going to FEED all you 
COLD BLOODED RAPING VAMPIRES to PINDAR the DRAGON LORD. 
YOU GET WHAT YOU HEXED FOR. KARMA coming BACK on YOU 
DEVILS. WHORES, PARASITES, SCUM of MIDDLE EARTH. 

http://www.thuban.spruz.com/forums/?page=post&id=AD20F64D-6984-4CB6-B23C-
9EACF4AACDF0&fid=C8003AFA-256F-490A-942F-15A004A56BC8 

http://www.thuban.spruz.com/ 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152768627380556?comment_id=42567000&offset=
0&total_comments=7&notif_t=share_comment 

  

LILITH ( HELL + PINDAR) vs EVE (EDEN + ADAM)  
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04192013 - FRIaDay - The Destroyer Is Coming-
 isonibiru -- http://uramerica.biz/isonibiru.htm 

Jeremiah 48:7-10- “For, because thou hast trusted in thy 
works and in thy treasures, thou also shalt be taken: and 
Chemosh shall go forth into captivity, his priests and his 
princes together. And the destroyer shall come upon 
every city, and no city shall escape; the valley also 
shall perish, and the plain shall be destroyed; as the Lord 
hath spoken. Give wings unto Moab, that she may fly 
and get her away: and her cities shall become a 

desolation, without any to dwell therein. Cursed be 
he that doeth the work of the Lord negligently; and 
cursed be he that keepeth back his sword from 
blood.” 

 
Isaiah 16:4-5 ”Let mine outcasts dwell with thee; 
as for Moab, be thou a covert to him from the face 
of the destroyer. For the extortioner is brought to 
nought, destruction ceaseth, the oppressors are 
consumed out of the land. And a throne shall be established in lovingkindness; 
and one shall sit thereon in truth, in the tent of David, judging, and seeking 
justice, and swift to do righteousness.” 

 
Jeremiah 4:1-10- “If thou wilt return, O Israel, saith the Lord, if thou wilt return 
unto me, and if thou wilt put away thine abominations out of my sight; then 

shalt thou not be removed; and thou shalt 
swear, As the Lord liveth, in truth, in justice, 
and in righteousness; and the nations shall 

bless themselves in him, and in him shall they 
glory. For thus saith the Lord to the men of 

Judah and to Jerusalem, Break up your fallow 
ground, and sow not among thorns. 

Circumcise yourselves to the Lord, and take 
away the foreskins of your heart, ye men of 

Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem; lest my wrath go forth like fire, and burn so 
that none can quench it, because of the evil of your doings. Declare ye in Judah, 
and publish in Jerusalem; and say, Blow ye the trumpet in the land: cry aloud 
and say, Assemble yourselves, and let us go into the fortified cities. Set up a 
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standard toward Zion: flee for safety, stay not; for I will bring evil from the 
north, and a great destruction. A lion is gone up from his thicket, and a 

destroyer of nations; he is on his way, he is gone forth from his place, to make 
thy land desolate, that thy cities be laid waste, without inhabitant. For this gird 

you with sackcloth, lament and wail; for the fierce anger of the Lord is not 
turned back from us. And it shall come to pass at that day, saith the Lord, that 
the heart of the king shall perish, and the heart of the princes; and the priests 
shall be astonished, and the prophets shall wonder. Then 

said I, Ah, Lord the Lord ! surely thou hast greatly 
deceived this people and Jerusalem, saying, Ye shall have 

peace; whereas the sword reacheth unto the 
life.” http://www.ubm1.org/?page=thedestroyer 

The Hermetic Way Tools for Knowledge & Awareness http://t-o-o-l-
s.net/ // http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/ // http://www.gnosis.org/sophia.tale.html 
/// 

Man-Child, Satan's Final Fall, and the Inbound Binary Star System 

  

 
 

04 17 2013 

James Corbett: When False Flags Don't Fly 

 
 

http://uramerica.biz/04152013.htm 

laura eisenhower, obama, susan eisenhower, andre webre, mars  

 

SUNday 04 14 2013 4/5/6 = 15= 5+5+5 vs 
6= DURGA DESTROYS da 
DEMIURGE  - THE 
END of PATRIARCHAL  HELL 
on EARTH - SO BE IT and SO 
IT IS.  durgavsdemiurge --
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http://uramerica.biz/durgavsdemiurge.htm 

The WOMAN cast DOWN the SERPENT....the GREAT DECEIVER , 
the RED DRAGON called the DEVIL  into the ABYSS... now he can be 
vampire BBQed at the OTTAWA T PARTY... KANATA KINAKWII 
NATION  for the CHILDREN of the LITE  ...RED ROAD RITE 
ROAD... OJIBWE WAY   
http://uramerica.biz/PROBLEM, REACTION, SOULuTION URaMERICa.pdf 

-the answer is a RAINBOW 144, 000 union of tribes ... cause the BLACK ROAD 
is just as DARK https://www.facebook.com/AnnunakiEntertainment 

STAY AWAY  from the RACIST REVOLUTIONISTS ... it doesn't mattter 
if UR BLACK or WHITE ... these ANNUNAKI  are going to STEAL a LOT 
of WOMEN and CHILDREN and MURDER a lot of innocent 
CHRISTIANS and WHITE MEN ALL for RA- SET ( 
anubis) http://www.scribd.com/doc/56137770/Dawn-of-RA-SETI //// http://uramerica.biz/(1) Seth 
Annunaki.pdf 

SO.... are PHIL VALENTINE, BOBBY HEMMITT, UNCLE PETE 
RA set, giving it to US for FREE and BLOOD RAW  unconditionally in 
apape AMOR .. or is the BLOOD for their goDs....earthly ISRAEL = fallen 
angels who destroyed EDEN /TIAMAAT , then invaded EARTH and set up 
their RAlegions long ago.? LYING CHICKEN SHIT  blocked his TWEETs 
too.... https://twitter.com/da13thsun so if he hasSOMETHING to HIDE ... it 
isn't pink roses for the MAY QUEEN  for sure. peterpoopeater -
 http://uramerica.biz/peterpoopeater.htm 

ANTICHRIST ALCIADA uncle PETEr the RAman aka 
SERPENT DEVIL EYES likes PHIL VALENTINE  and has 
disappeared since they crashed my servers ( 
destroyed CANACA.com in the process) after I posted his devil 
deeds http://www.youtube.com/user/da13thsun 

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=332578260198487&id=618577
287&comment_id=1596202&notif_t=comment_mention 

Rastafari Metaphysics: 6th & 7th Book of Moses, Blavatsky Occult Racism vs 
Massey's Afrocentrity- Rastafari metaman likes PHIL 
VALENTINO ....much like da13thSUNdoes? So who 
is PUSHING the BABAL BULL  in the END? PHIL is not 
about ONE LOVE. He doesn't like 
this LIGHTSKINNED  HUMAN being MUCH. DID 
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CHRIST TEACH  love the dark skinned only? Start a Race war? Rape all the 
European woman as they invade the globe? da13thsun brags about these 
CONquests. Not HOLYGRAIL  via RAIL 
4surehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMsD7K1-Btw 

 
2013 March Equinox - Real Ending of Precessional Cycle -
 DRACOVASSILAS  ( horus dumb under) has his OWN JOURNEY 
HOME  to PRISON PLANET for HUMANMEATLOCKERS  too soon... I 
say stay on (TERRA) MOTHER and wait for the EARTH  PARTY , I know 
who to AVOID .... and that is SCAMALOT , EXOPOLITICS, HORNY 

ANNUNAKI, JESUITS, DISNEY, MAMMON  gods 
and EISENHOWER OBAMA 
VATICAN INC. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9gq6A_RTQs 

Dawn Ra-Seti (I will note that SETI is the acronym for 
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence ) 6 hours until 
dawn when the twilight beams, universes collide in 

stardustand the 6 beacons beam. Mathematical computations align look to the 
sky for a sign written long ago on the mounds, listen for 
the final trumpet.  Rocks will move before the dust is 
settled prisoners will be released, men will turn to a 
new discovery encoded in Egypt's peace. The science 
of the Old Ones, the stargazers and the fawn read the 
science of the ages, captured in Earth spheres lawn. For 
the Golden Age is upon us and the cultures will 
collide, as once was set in Palestine, now will be One, 
divine. What is the path of the Stargazers, their mission 
and their key. Long ago they began a journey, a journey unto me, their science 
told of doom, their mystics from beyond. Yet a mathematical miscomputation 
they made, that set this path to blood, Now hear, if you learn nothing, but 
add the 5 and 6,the two make 11, and this is our gift,for the science of the 11, is 
the science of the 1, the number of the 9, is minus 2,minus 3, and plus 5, 
for every beast that boards the ship,will equal the Golden Gate,through the 
black cloud, into stardust, we wait,Ours will be a beacon, that lights men's 
souls,encoded in your DNA-long for it is old, Complete the temple, build it 
thrice made3, break down the old temple,that was 4 x 4 square.The New Age 
set upon youthrough brick, mortar, stoneThe New Age set upon you built 
through what was old. 
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The strong will surviveThe weak thrown into tidesdrifting to their deathsto 
see their father's EyesLook to the Eye of Ra, as a beacon to behold,for 

when this beacon comesit is time that you must go.We 
will take you,from your bed, in your houseto a New 
World you shallnot be as you areBut transformed 
through Our Machinery ,Your DNA rebuilt,in 
the blackness of Our Ship, the Law will be, "Do What 
you Wilt. " If you choose to spread the Law as the Old 
Prophets did they will curse you, kill you, send you to the 
mysts,But We say: Be Ye Silent.For all will soon be 
gone, humanity has made its choice, Death is coming on. 

Only our ACCESS-* will we save, special beings will contain DNA These we 
will take, upon our Golden Ark,to be rebuilt in a land of Dreams,in a 
Cluster far beyond.Our planet exists beyond your realm of 
time,4,600,757,238,901,356,812,645,332,485,691,82,36,51.Look but into these 
numbers, with your number key,For they will lead to the path 
of Light,to me, For I am Ra, and I have come before.I am Ka, 
and I have been before, To live fully, in these broken 
times relinquish the plague that is man,and search for 
the Divine.6 Your Mathematics cannot predict, Our story to 
unfold, for your science is of the mind, and the mind is a 
muscle worn thin, Ours is the Mind, in a sea of bodies, each one a Pyramid, 
and a O rests on top, When the vessel comes, you WILL board, for into Our 
Gate, Your body is ABSORBED. Do NOT be afraid, it is only NEW, 
relinquish all you are, and leave the rest to us. [Hieroglyphics] For in the 
end the strong shall unfold a New Law will come, built from Pillars Old. A 
New Hieroglyphic, made from Stars, a New Age of 
MANKIND  http://www.scribd.com/doc/56137770/Dawn-of-RA-

SETI ///// https://www.facebook.com/AnnunakiEntertainment /  
SATANS REPUBLIC  - http://thesantosrepublic.com/ 

Love is Unity and Unity is Love: more on the One In God mission and 
vision ///// RA SET DEVIL DEMIURGE  

  
 

04 12 2013 - 4/3/6 = 13 13 13 -
 KEEP an EYE on da13thSUN ...I got him 
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by his little TWEET er peterpoopeater -http://uramerica.biz/peterpoopeater.htm 

After all, the Bible did warn... Revelation 16:14 
"Therefore, it should not be surprising to learn that it will be those who had not 
a love of the truth who will be swept away in the great delusion that God is 
sending for the purpose of separating the tares from the wheat just prior to the 
great end-time harvest" 

http://www.youtube.com/user/da13thsun/videos // htt
ps://twitter.com/JrgeniusSchools 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/135035998/Seth-Annunaki-
Uncle-Pete-da13thsun-Marduk-Ra-Genocide-Rape-
PROBLEM-THULE-Fallen-Angels 

RAPES by the EXOPOLITIC 
DRACOVASSILASes and 
EISENHOWER WHORES  From Brad 
- To Dana Horochowski doc // pdf -
 http://uramerica.biz/RAPES by the EXOPOLITIC DRACOVASSILASes and 
EISENHOWER WHORES.pdf 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/584300158249905?comment_id=105261730&offset=0
&total_comments=3&notif_t=share_comment 

http://humanitywinsilluminatilose.com/ 

   

  

 da13th SUN BEAST DEMIURGE SATAN RA DEVIL 
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04 10 2013 = 
4/1/6 = 11 -
 TORONTOST
REETNEWS.ne
t TWIN 
TOWERS of 

TRUTH  = STREET NEWS + GRASS ROOTS REVIVAL - 
the MEEK  shall inherit the EArth . tsnewsspring2013 -
 http://uramerica.biz/tsnewsspring2013.htm 

grassroots streetnews 2012/Dec 2012 /// 2013 grassroots 
tsnews/Jan2013 /// 2013 grassroots tsnews/March2013 

 

 

  

You are my Hiding Place 

  
 

555 DURGA DESTORYS 666 DEVIL Uramerica.biz by Dana Horochowski 

 

04 09 2013 = 4/9/6 = 19= 10 pts = 1 horus = 555 USURY 
FREE NETWORK  + IDLE NO MORE + 
INDEPENDENT SOVEREIGN 
HUMANS humantimetru- http://cyberclass.net/humantimetru.htm 

- http://uramerica.biz/humantimetru.htm 
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jrgeniusinternational  = 307 - https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-INTERnationAL-
Schools/261130010582710?fref=ts 

555 USURY FREE NETWORK- Check out our site at OneBigJob.com and 
sign up 
at unidigi.com (Numbername: usuryfree or jrgeniusinternational  ) http://usur
yfree.blogspot.ca/2013/03/the-unidigi-network-with-its-own.html 

Complementary Currencies: A Beginner’s Guide 
[video] http://potentnews.com/2013/04/04/complementary-currencies-a-beginners-guide/ 

   

 

MOONday 04 08 2013 = 4/8/6 = 18 = 9 EDEN 
EARTH ( ascending) vs 666 THULE 
DESCENDING in to the 3d 
ABYSS. tinytoolfool  -
 http://7thfire.biz/tinytoolfool.htm 

Keep an EYE or TWO on the THULE SOCIETY . This is 
the DECEPTION  coming from GERMany.... http://thule-society.org/Video.html 

.THEY are GOING to PLAY out the BOOK of REVELATIONS.  UFO 
DECEPTION. HOLLYWOOD- SATANIC NWO  -
https://www.facebook.com/METATRON256 //  
SATANIC MARRIAGE  to Trinity Marie Marion ( DISNEY), Michael Noel 
Prescott THULE SOCIETY- https://www.facebook.com/COSMICKRIST - ?? 
google 
SANGRAILIANhttps://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums // htt
p://uramerica.biz/videos/evitapendragon/ 

 

TERRY STEWARD- 
PLAYING ENOCH in 
HOLLYWOOD  -
 https://www.facebook.com/terry.
steward.790ref?f=ts 

SORRY....I DON'T DANCE with the 
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DEVIL.. ..I THOUGHT I MADE that CLEAR....yet you STILL LIE and 
DECEIVE. I have NO MERCY  for theDAMNED!  YOU treat your WOMEN 
like WHORE s. YOU WARship yourselves as GODS and are about to TAKE 
BILLIONS of SOULS  intoARMAGEDDON.  

I am going to see how this whole thing plays out with da13thSUN cause I don't 
KNOW any of these people personally....but they are in my FACE . GET OFF 
the MEATS!!!!!!  

Major Event Warning April 2013 

 

 

SUNday 04 07 2013 = 4/7/6 = 17 = 8 INFINITE SOUL FOOD 
SOLuTIONS for the CHILD  of the SUN, MOON and STARS solmoon -
 http://uramerica.biz/solmoon.htm 

CREATION We Are One - Wake up sleepy heads. 
Look around you at what we have created to live in and 
you may discover something is very wrong in the world 
if you haven't done so already. We have been lied to 
our entire lives in every way shape and form 
imaginable. Time for change. Time for a new 
world. Which will you choose? Time to STOP 
believing the lies and wake up please. 

Videos include some hidden knowledge, Egypt, Love, Paranormal, Crop 
Circles, Scalar Waves, Torsion Waves, 
Philladelphia Experiment, Ether, Qi, 
Elements, Gravity, Dowsing, Ley Lines, 
Meridian Lines, Anti Gravity, Free 
Energy and Water, Earth Grid, 
Obelisks, Pyramids,Medicine Wheels, 
Stonehenge, Avebury, Life 
Science/Metaphysics, Esoteric, 
ENERGY IN MOTION i.e. STANDING 
WAVES, SOLITRONS AND TACHIONS. 8-) CHI, QI, PRANA AND LIFE 
FORCE ENERGY, hidden science, ufos, space craft, moon, saturn, studio 
dance music production & much more,thankyou and 
enjoy! http://www.youtube.com/user/GRIDKEEPER/videos?flow=grid&view=0&sort=da 
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https://soundcloud.com/gridkeeper // http://www.youtube.com/gridkeepermusic
 /// 

Egyptian Connections To Healing 

   

 

04 05 2013 = 4/5/6 = 15 = 555 FRIAday- 
FREE us from STUPIDITY, FALLEN 
ANGELS, SECRET SOCIETIES 
and RACIST ANCIENT 
ALIENS .crowleycreeps -
 http://uramerica.biz/crowleycreeps.htm 

- I see a 
CONTINUOUS 
CLASH between 

the OLYMPIANS  and 
the ANNUNAKI which both have roots 
in SIRIUSaccording to the TERRA 
PAPERS ( hopi origin). At this 
time...the ORION FACTION  and 
the SIRIUS FACTION  will unite 
the TRIBES. NO>>>> NOT NESARA. 
- ISHTAR ISIS is LILITH- SINs 
SISTER.... not INANNA.  Get 
your STORIES 
STRAIGHT ...you CROWLEY 
DEVILS! http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULC0Xm
Cl3IM 

Robert Morning Sky Nearly 4 Hours Full 
Seminar Terra Papers 
 

NESARA is DRACO= GREYS= GOVERNMENT - ROMA- VAMPIRES 
= VENUS PROJECT = VATICAN = 666 
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- BUT I don't trust any one from the MEDIA anymore. 
ALL have been soulscalped. George Kavassilas, 
Eisenhower, Christie Aphrodite, Robert Morning 
Sky......half truths....sorry I don't beLIE ve you 
anymore.... in your FACE LIARs for the NEW 
AGE... TRAITORS for MAMMON  
- the MEEK  will  INHERIT  the EARTH. ... not the fallen 
ANGELS. CHOOSE your SIDE....know your enemy.... 

WHEAT  cannot live among 
the TARES and prosper....GET BACK to 

NATURE ....or you will PERISH in the 
MATRIX with CAPRICORNand HIS WHORE  

HE WHO LIVES BY THE SWORD....WILL DIE BY THE SWORD.  

HAVE your HELL in the 3dHARPEROBAMAnation ... I AM 
transcending this DEMENTED DIMENSION to 5d EDEN. SPRING 
CLEANING TIME.  

WHO WILL SHINE. MAYA TIME ... BOYS gotta dance... lets see those 
feathers... shake that BOOTY.... HEAVEN on the HILL ... NEW YORK 
REGION OTTAWA KANATA KINAKWII. Take theFEDERAL 
RESERVE WORTHLESS FUNNY MONEY and CONVERT it to KITTY 
LITTER.  

BYE BYE 666... GOOD RIDDANCE. ROTTING FRUIT in DEAD  MANs 
BONES. BEASTS for the DEMIURGE...ABYSS BOUND BASTARDS! 

Terra Papers - Hidden History of Planet Earth -
 http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_63.htm 

- to me HEAVENLY IS RA EL  is not the same as the EARTH BOUND IS 
RA EL s.. CENTRAL SUN + MILKY WAY = SOL + LUNA  

True Christianity was practiced by Adam, Noah, Enoch and Melchizedek. 
The Babylonian mystery religions are a cheap Satanic counterfeit of True 
Christianity  http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/02/16/true-christianity-was-practiced-by-adam-noah-
enoch-and-melchizedek-the-babylonian-mystery-religions-are-a-cheap-satanic-counterfeit-of-true-

christianity/ 

da13thSUN is RA...LYING LION HEADED SNAKE- 
DEMIURGE . RACISTS, DEVILS for ALEISTER 
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CROWLEY . (I tweeted him and he blocked me...doesn't post my youtube 
comments).... ALCIADA... ABOUT to MURDER many innocent people. 

BLIND JUSTICE  looks at the HEART  not 
the SKIN . https://www.youtube.com/user/da13thsun 

sincerely DANA HOROCHOWSKI ( put this in your PIPE and SMOKE 
IT!) - http://en.gravatar.com/danahorochowski 

Terra Papers and NESARA Canadastreetnews.com Pt 5 October 21, 2009 
PLAYLIST  - 

  

 

04 03 2013= 4//3/6 = 13 = 4 = Liberty: Is Isis not Semiramis.- VATICAN 
PROPAGANDA = a BLOOD DRINKING FLESH EATING 

FREEMASON PEDOPHILE KHAZAR JESUIT 
PATRIARCHAL WOMAN HATING MESS. ... 
Keep these vampires AWAY from the INNOCENT 
ones isisnotlilith - http://7thfire.biz/isisnotlilith.htm 

PETER was a PEDOPHILE POPE who hated 
women .... JEWpeter is a VAMPIRE/ ST 
GERMAIN ( man that never dies)...enjoy your 
BEAST! . FREEMASONs / PEDOPRIESTS are 
all HELL BOUND  in 
a HAND  BASKET  of SHERRY 
SHRINER LILITH EGGS. KEEP IGNORING 
YOUR WHORE of 

BABYLON https://www.facebook.com/tonya.kane.18/photos_albums / 

http://destee.com/index.php?threads/statues-of-liberty-is-isis-not-semiramis.73072/ 

IZYDA (IZIS, ISET, ASET, AUSET)  - Egyptian goddess 
of magic, wisdom, rebirth, healing, power, love, marriage, 
motherhood, and the dead. Sister and wife of Osiris and 
mother of Horus. One of the most famous and most 
powerful goddesses, not only Egypt, but also the whole of 
the ancient Roman Empire ( because the Catholic and 
Orthodox worship Mary  is largely modeled on the cult of 
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Isis). Her name originally was, probably Aset and meant 'woman 
Throne'. Isis was portrayed as a devoted wife and mother, and when 
Christianity began to gain popularity, the cult of the feminine Christ was 
missing, which was a major drawback in a world where divinity was, and male 
and female faces. To complement this caring, sensitive element, Mary, 
mother of Jesus began to fit the characteristics of Isis, often literally in the 
paintings and sculptures: In the Hellenistic period, after the conquest of the 
East by Alexander the Great, began to associate it with other goddesses such 
asDemeter, Astarte or Aphrodite, then earned the titles that have been 
associated with them or the Queen of Heaven and Star of the Sea (Latin Stella 
Maris , Hellenic Pelagia - ' Marine 'guardian of sailors and 
merchants, disseminating its worship throughout the Mediterranean, and in 
this version, presented her with a sail). Her temples were so important in the 
contemporary world, places like Delos, Delphi, Eleusis and Athens, but also in 
Gaul (now France), Spain, Portugal, UK, Pannonia (areas of modern Austria, 
Hungary and the Balkans), Germany, Asia Minor, Arabia, and archaeologists 
have found traces showing that its followers were numerous in Pompeii and 
Herculaneum. Worship of the goddess stopped only after the official 
introduction of Christianity and persecution of the Gentiles. Of course, the 
'insiders' well aware of this case, but the average 
Christian would be much surprised to find that I really 
believe in the age-old Egyptian goddess in the guise of 
Mary.  

There are other, indirect but still symbolic of Isis ties with 
Christianity through the character of 
Magdalena, where Magdalene is called the shape Tyetu 
node or node Isis 

This goddess quite appropriately was called the Isis of Ten 
Thousand Names, here are some of them: Queen of 
Heaven, Star of the Sea, the Mother of the Gods, the Divine Mother, the Great 
Lady of Magic, That Which Is All, Mrs. West, Mrs. Pyramids, Mrs. Green 
Harvest, shining on Heaven, Lady House of Life, Lady of Truth (with Neftys), 
ideal Throne, The Who Knows How to make good use of the Heart of Heaven 
Giver of Light, Giver of Life, Ms Words of Power, Moon Shining Sea, The Who 
Seeking Justice for the Poor, The Which Seeking Refuge for the Weak, The Who 
Seeking Virtue in People, That Which raises the heavens and the earth, Ms. 
Tomb of Osiris, The Who Knows fatherless, The Black Widow Who knows 
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Isis plants are lotus, cedar, sycamore tree, roses , 
wreath of flowers were left in the tombs of the dead as 
a symbol of the goddess. 

Planet tied with Osiris and Isis is Sirius (the 
appearance of the star in July heralded flooding of the 
Nile, and thus fertile soil, abundant harvests and famine 
distance spectrum), both are by the s a me aspect of 
arriving and depletion associated from the moon and 
lunar cycle. Through identification with Aphrodite and 
Astarte in Roman times began to be attributed to the 
planet Venus. 

Isis is associated with the node called Tiet, Tyet or Tet (or just knot of Isis). 
Its name translates as wealth or life and as you can see it is a symbol 

associated with ANKH . This node is presented as 
an item of clothing of the gods, and probably wore 
it to the priestess of the goddess robes. Another 
name for it is the blood of Isis, in this case it is a 
funeral amulet made a red wood, glass or stone, 
and probably represents the magical menstrual 
blood from the womb of the Goddess, and thus 
the cycle of birth and rebirth  (mentioned in verse 
156 Book of the Dead:.Amulet of the Lord will 
protect against anyone who would dare to act 

against him ****) 

The Two Olive Trees - part 5 

http://krainablogini.wordpress.com/2012/05/13/izyda-izis-iset-aset-auset/ 

https://www.facebook.com/dana.horochowski/posts/10152714815950556?comment_id=42098910&offset=
0&total_comments=44&notif_t=feed_comment 

-The deities ("god" and "the gods") and Pharaoh are mentioned by name, but 
are not aimed at in the maxims, although the proper circulation 
of Maatdepends on them. But what can be done by someone with no divine 
soul ("Ba" ) ? How far does wisdom alone take such a person 
?http://www.maat.sofiatopia.org/ptahhotep.htm 

13 13 13 MOON + SUN + STARS = IS + RA + EL 
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04 01 2013 APRIL FOOLs - LOSE the MIND CONTROL and get back 
into NATURE. REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE!!! lilithbabble -
 http://7thfire.biz/lilithbabble.htm 

OCCUPY DEMONIC HOST SHERRY SANDOR KELLY  aka Alicia 
Ibanez Franco = SAME SHIT different 
day.. https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152718521100556&set=a.145299870555.234240.53
7275555&type=1&theater&notif_t=like 

Brother Phil Valentine // Dr. Rev Phil Valentine: The Throne of Rome 
(Classic) // The religious and worldly lies to Gods people. 

  

http://7thfire.biz/03312013.htm 

SUNday 03 31 2013 - 3/4/6= 13 = 4 = NWO 
VATICAN MEDIA FIRE 
RITUALS all using 
these NUMBERS/ SINbaals 
onESTHER (Moon) 
and SOLOMON ( Sun) 
HOLYdays! ( HAPPY EASTER/ 
ESTHER) soluna131313 --http://7thfire.biz/soluna131313.htm 

jrgeniusinternational  = 307 - https://www.facebook.com/pages/JrGenius-INTERnationAL-
Schools/261130010582710?fref=ts 

555 USURY FREE NETWORK- Check out our site at OneBigJob.com and 
sign up 
at unidigi.com (Numbername:jrgeniusinternational  ) http://usuryfree.blogspo
t.ca/2013/03/the-unidigi-network-with-its-own.html 

*ULTIMATE WORLD DOMINATION * " GODS KINGDOM ON 
EARTH "! (AS ABOVE, BELOW) / BABYLON THE GREAT - THELEMA * 
"ONE OF THE MAJOR FACTIONS"! Rev 17:1-18 / BE SEPARATED TO 
HIS - RIGHT *MATT 25:32 Luke 17:26-37 / BRINGING BACK JACOB TO 
HIM * ISA 49:1-5 / 
COME WITH ME -- FROM LEBANON * Eleven Hundred And Eleven 1111 / 
FEEL THE POWER OF - THE SWORD / FOOLS HAVE DEAF EARS & 
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BLIND EYES  *DONT BE ONE!! / GET THE - BIG PICTURE *SEEK 
DIVINE TRUTH & REALITY! Psalm 91:1-16 John 17:3,4 14:6 / I WILL 

DELIVER YOU - IN THAT DAY *Luke 17:26-
27 / LUMINOUS INTELLIGENCE * "WHITE 
BRILLIANCE", THE MYSTI CALCROW, 
CORVUS COR ONE 111, THE EMPRESS 
(PATH 14) THE PROPHET! Refer to #172 
"THE EMPRESS"! #364 #369 #462 #468 #449 
#541 #578 #590 #720 and # 72 "THE WAY"! 
ESPECIALLY # 497 "EAT CROW"! / MAKE 
THIS A STORY ABOUT - YOU & I * / NINE 

HUNDRED FOURTY FOUR* COUNT!~!! / SATAN IS UNCOILED - AT 
HARMAGEDON  *Rev 20:1-15 / TAKE YOUR ASS - OFF THE - 
HOTSEAT *TIMING IS EVERTHING! SEEK YAHWEH & HIS CHRIST! 
Psalm 91:1-16 John 17:3,4 1Tim 2:5 / THE BLENDING OF - YIN AND 
YANG * "FEEL THE POWER OF THE SWORD"! A HIGHER STATE OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS! / THE MYSTI CAL CROW - 
BARES IT ALL * "WEILDING THE PROPER 
NUMBERS AND LETTERS"! / THE MYSTI CAL 
CROW -- CAN FLY -- REAL LOW * "SWING 
HIGH, SWING LOW, SWEET CHARIOT, 
COMING FOR TO CARRY YOU HOME"! "LET 
THE GOOD ONES BE PURGED"! Refer to # 60 
#60 for INSIGHTTT / THE PRICE OF SIN - IS 
DEATH *CONQUER IT WITH THE CHRIST ! 
John 14:6 / THE SOUNDS OF YAHWEHS WAR - 
GROW LOUDER *ARMAGEDDON! / THE 
VORPAL SWORD - THE SWORD OF ZION REFER TO "VORPAL" = 58*, 
"VORPAL SWORD" = 91*, "THE VORPAL SWORD" = 144* & "ALICE" = 
64 , SEALED HEIR! / They shall rejoice, our chosen: AL II:19 / This must 
mean, OVER and OUT ! The WAR that is..... / TIMING -- IS EVERYTHING 
* / twenty first century Are current century / ULTIMATE WORLD 
DOMINATION* *GODS KINGDOM ON EARTH! WE ARE OPENING 
YOUR EYES * / Zero Equals Two Times Four 0=2x4. Our Chosen 
Ones. http://gematria.mysticalinternet.com/lookup.php?system=naeq 

  

The god Quetzalcoatl, is the Feathered 
Serpent or Precious Twin. He is the god 
of intelligence and self-reflection, a patron of 
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priests. 
Quetzalcoatl is a primordial god of creation, a giver of life. With 
his opposite Tezcatlipoca he created the world. Quetzalcoatl is also 
called White Tezcatlipoca, to contrast him to the black 
Tezcatlipoca.http://www.azteccalendar.com/god/Quetzalcoatl.html 
He was the God Quetzalcoatl in Mexico, Gucumatz in Quiché; and in Peru he 
was called Amaru. From the latter name comes our word America.Amaruca is, 
literally translated, ' I am of the Plumèd Serpent.' The priests of this God of 
Peace, from their chief centre in the Cordilleras, once ruled both Americas. 

All the Red men who have remained true to the ancient religion are still under 
their sway. One of their strong centres was in Guatemala, and of their Order 
was the author of the book called Popol Vuh. In the Quiché tongue Gucumatz 
is the exact equivalent of Quetzalcoatl in the Nahuatl language; quetzal, the 
bird of Paradise; coatl, serpent--'the Serpent veiled in plumes of the paradise-
bird'!"http://www.mixedmartialarts.com/mma.cfm?go=forum.posts&thread=2123231&forum=179&page

=1&pc=15 

Amaruca, the Land of the Great Plumed Serpent. - William Cooper, in this 
3 part segment of the Mystery Babylon Series, takes you on a 
journey back to the beginning of all that is, and brings you 
forward from that point to the present, so that, finally, you will 
have an understanding of America's Assignment with 
Destiny. The random versus conspiracy view of history. The 
history and legends of ancient America and how they influence 
present day America. The Aztecs, Quetzalcoatl, and the 
religion of the Plumed Serpent 

Listen 
here: http://remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/William%2 0Cooper/Mystery%20Babylon/audio/m
ystery%20babylon%2024.mp3 

King Of Kings and Lord of Lords  

 

 

03 29 2013 - 3/11/6 = 9/11 = 11 = 2 (twin 
towers= apollo/artemis) 

FREE us from PATRIARCHY, 
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PEDOPHILES, GENESIS 6.6 GIANTS, ROMA, VAMPIRES of 
CONsciousness friafreeammia - http://7thfire.biz/friafreeamia.htm  

RAIN MAN = God of THUNDER = ZEUS = ONE EYED jewPETER = St 
GERMAIN  = ILLUMINATI  = DRACO 
= VAMPIRES  of CONSCIOUSNESS. DOEs this SUM up to SOME 
kinda ROMA  CONspiracy of 
the PATRIARCHIAL  PEDOPHILES? https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fb

id=596457963698829&id=618577287&notif_t=mention 

- ALL SEEING EYE . SON of SAMael ( 
MOLOCH)  http://twistedsportsinternational.com/index.php?option=com_content
&view=article&id=121&Itemid=190 

- ZEUS feared that his CHILDREN would overthrow him ONE 
DAY. TWIN TOWERS ( 

Apollo/Artemis  11 + 9EVE/Sophia/MAGDA) cannot fall if they 
are UNITED  by SOULHOLYSPIRIT  // SOLUNA6969 
- HIL wolf jewPETER miJOVEick OWES me 
some father TIME ! TIME BANK s here we 
cum... 9-11 ascending UP to EDEN. ( Let my 
people GO!) 

HILTON PETER MIJOVICK & CHERYL 
ANN MENEZES ( mendes judas goat)- ( 
where is my NEW PARADIGM? STILL 
WAITING since 
2007)http://serenitystreetnews.com/shivagermainliars.htm /// 
http://5dterra.wordpress.com/2012/10/28/hilton-peter-mijovick-
cheryl-ann-menezes-where-is-my-new-paradigm-still-waiting-
since-2007-http7thfire-biz 

 
HOLLYWOOD = GIANTS of GEN 6.6 
7thfire.biz VAMPIRE BBQ 
 

 

03 28 2013 = HUman = GODman 

John Trudell "What It Means To Be A Human Being .. 
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03 27 2013 = 3/9/6 = 18 
= 9 ASCENDING UP to EDEN - 
FULL MOON it 
FORWARD fullmoonmanifest -
 http://7thfire.biz/fullmoonmanifest.htm 

AMOR  is TRU = that is ALL that 
MATTERS..the rest is HIStory (roma) 

- Tonight's Full Moon in Libra will synchronize with 
climaxes, resolutions, and confirmations within the realm of relationships that 
all work to establish peace, justice, equality, and solidarity. Some relationships 
will not survive because they are so grossly imbalanced and because their time 
has come to end. Many of us will receive confirmations about significant others 
in our dreams, God's way of reassuring us in His mysterious 
way. http://litcorner.net/component/content/article/30-occultism/15186-starseed-astrology-libra-full-

moon-march-27th-2013 ,http://www.keen.com/CommunityServer/UserBlogPosts/the_psychic_one/Full-
Moon-in-Libra-March-27--2013/564024.aspx 

AMOR AMOOR 7thfire.biz 
  

 

Made in cANADa! 

  BAWATING BARTER    http://7thfire.biz/bawatingbarter.htm 

SERENITY BARTER, TRADE, COOP - HOLYHEALTHY, TIME 
BANKS, COMMUNITY CURRENCY, UNBEATABLE RATES and 

RESULTS 

Tutoring, computers, handy men, gardeners, homecare, 
petcare, childcare, eldercare, cleaning, odd jobs, construction 

workers, cooks, delivery, etc.  

RED ROAD RITE ROAD = Spirituality  + Respect for 
EArth  = RITE Road of ONE MIND  or the Earth Cannot Survive. 
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STUDENT VOLUNTEERS  and SERVICE TO 
OTHERS people WELCOME. 

705-254-5823, 416-419-9023 

http://8thfire.biz/ , http://7thfire.biz/, 

 jrgenius@yahoo.com 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 

OLEE H20™© 
 ( Oxygen Living Essential Elements)  

 By Jrgenius.ca 

Colloidal Silver, Gold and Titanium Kills 

Bacteria, Viruses and Fungus 

We accept Barter and Trade locally.   

  

Colloidal  Solution $15 per 8 oz ( 10-20 ppm)  

Colloidal  Solution $30 per 24 oz ( 10-20 ppm) 

Colloidal Silver Homemade Generator Kit ( 27 V) $55 (includes 2-3 inch 0.9999 silver wire).  
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            HOW TO ASSEMBLE your own  generator 

 

1. Take 3 9v battery holders and solder them together in series ( + to –) to (+ to –) to 
(+ to -) 

2. Attach the red + end of battery holder to insulated wire (like phone cable) and to 
red (+) battery clip 

3. Attach the black ( - ) end of battery holder to insulated wire– end to black (-) 
battery clip.  

4. Solder all bare wire and cover with electrical tape.  Wrap all 3 battery holder  
clips together using electrical tape to prevent damage and short circuiting.  

5. Test with a voltmeter to see if 27V of DC current flows thru the generator after 
connecting 3 9v batteries.  
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( car batteries and booster cables can be substituted for the above.  Also pure silver, 
gold coins will work)  

Gold has a higher frequency then silver, while the frequency of titanium is higher 
than gold. Nothing on planet Earth in microbe form can survive the frequencies of 
colloidal titanium  and colloidal gold, while colloidal silver will destroy nearly all of 
them. 

 

6. Use 2 Pure silver wires for electrodes. Wrap pure gold and pure titanium  wire 
around the silver wire. Attach it  to the positive electrode.  

7. The 3 wired  Colloidal +  IONS will flow from the Positive electrode to the 
negative electrode. 

8. Clip on 3 9v batteries.  Test on voltmeter to see if it reads 27V.   
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9. Use reverse osmosis water (or distilled) if available.  CLEANEST water is KEY!  
Ideally, purchase an RO system that connects to your kitchen tap. ( Some systems 
have UV light)  

10. Put water in a large clear glass jar.  
11. Laser Light test the water.  If the laser shines  thru the water without  creating a 

streak,  then the water is PURE with no particulates.  

          Now you can make OLEE H20™© 

1. Attach the silver wires onto the neg and pos alligator clips. 
On the RED clip (+ positive), wrap the gold and titanium 
wire around the silver wire.  

2. Suspend the wires in the water ( glass jar), keeping  them 
apart with a clip or ruler ( at least one inch). DO not get the 

alligator clips wet. ONLY THE 
WIRES are in the water.  

3. Put the glass jar with the 
generator in a dark place.   

4. Check the colloidal 
concentration  with a laser light 
to see if you get a cloudy streak 
now. (check light beam density 
every hour).  

5. More ppm concentration in water, 
longer it takes. (about  l litre / 1 
hour is ideal).  

6. The ppm (parts per million) will increase to a point, 
where eventually you will get too much colloids and it 
will start to settle out as a precipitate.  

7. Your solution should still look clear, like pure water. 
The only difference is the cloudy beam of particulates 
by LASER light  testing.  

8.  Store in a dark place in a clear container.  (opaque/non-reactive).  A glass jar or a 
milk jug works fine if stored in a dark place. Brown glass bottles are most ideal. 

Ozonate water with UV light  or ozonator  to add more oxygen content.  

I make herbal teas with my OLEE H20™© and  drink it freely, about 3 glasses/day. 
NEVER worry about turning blue , like the medical cartel wants you to believe.  

I also sun tan without sunscreen.  The UV light heals your body and also produces vit D. 
I am NOT BLUE and drinking OLEE H20™© for years/daily.  

My cats prefer to drink OLEE H20™©  and have noticed more energy and weight 
normalcy in the older cat, after I put her on OLEE H20™©.  
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Candida is a fungus that is a culprit for bloating, fatigue and weight gain.  

Titanium and Gold fused quartz crystals in RO water can also help to stabilize and 
purify water.   

 

 OLEE H20 FREEE lessons   http://8thfire.biz/oleeh20scool.htm 

 jrgenius@yahoo.com for any questions or concerns.  

MUCH Health and Happiness to all of you, Dana Horochowski 

Vaccine Pandemic Genocide Videos and Solutions to the Genocide Playlist 

link 

Prevention and a healthy lifestyle with whole foods, clean water/air and 

exercise is Key.  

Oxygenation and positive frequency solutions like colloidal silver, Oxygenation 

of the Skin, by soaking in oxygen bleach or hydrogen peroxide (h2o2) in the 

nose and ears. 

Drinking water with 32% food grade h2o2 (32% h2o2 for sprouting seeds has been 
removed from many health stores to keep you toxic). 

UV light to ozone (O3) to h2o2 is how it is made in water. Aquarium Fish stores 

will have this light system to clean their tanks. Ozonators are at 

http://www.sotainstruments.com/.  

Make a zapper (+ DC current deactivates viruses and other negative microbes) or purchase one at 
http://www.orgonecrystals.com/, http://www.zapperlab.com/  

 
Home Made Colloidal Generator The red (+) connection to the silver is where 

the atoms are ripped off the silver and suspended as a positive charge +. The virus 

in the DNA is a negative charge (-). The Higher the VOLTAGE, the smaller the + ions, thus 

allowing for ready transmission to all cell organelles.  

The DNA is Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a nucleic acid that contains the genetic instructions used in the 

development and functioning of all known living organisms and some viruses.  
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Adding the ozone ( O3) with the (+) positive charged silver water colloid, places a (+) 

positive charge on the water and throughout the blood after you drink the colloidal silver 

ozone mix. The (+)ozone and (+)silver are combined to pass into the DNA via the RNA wall of the cell, 

killing the anaerobic virus in the DNA, thus restoring the DNA to normal and the cell recovers.  

This will kill the swine flu or bird flu virus. The UN or USA will soon spread the 

Spanish Flu, which is much worse and more deadly. It killed 55 million after WW1 when soldiers 
were vaccinated and took the virus in their blood back to their home nations then it broke out.  

The EVIL Vatican/British controlled governments and MEDIA WHORES are 

promoting the inoculation of the innocent masses with the live, deadly, triple viral, toxic, 

adjuvant laced vaccine, that carries a MICROCHIP which can demonically possess 

you ( www.sherryshriner.com)  

BUY PURE TITANIUM WIRE, since NO VIRUS Survives this frequency. It is also 

MUCH CHEAPER than gold wire. see http://www.alfa.com/. Reptilian Dracos cannot handle the 
frequency vibration of titanium also. Hopefully it will help take them DOWN! Alex Collier states that UV 

light will deactivate Microchips, but this CHIP (Mark of the BEAST) is different, says Shriner.  

 Colloidal Silver Gold Titanium Water OLEE H2O pt 1 // Jrgenius com OLEE 

H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2 

  ( Oxygen, Living Essential Elements Water) demonstration with Silver 

Pulsar first and showing survival components such as Oxygen Bleach,  

Gold plated or Titanium Plated quartz crystals which rebalance the water. Herbal 

teas, back to ways of Mother Earth, Survival with serenityglobal.com going local and 

global thru barter and trade.  http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/aquaaura.htm for gold quartz 

crystals, http://www.jimcolemancrystals.com/aurora/titanium.htm , colloidal wire global company see 

http://www.alfa.com/, http://www.sotainstruments.com/  

Jrgenius ca OLEE H2O Water and Dream Cream Pt 2 OLEE H2O Colloidal 
Silver Gold Titanium Water and Dream Creams Jrgenius.com, fun at home 

with cold pressed oil like extra virgin olive oil to make home creams. Beeswax and 

coconut oil to make chapsticks, aromatherapy and water ( Olee water) for your own 

perfumes. Need to redo video since cut off early.  

Dr. Johanna Budwig’s Healing Diet & Protocol- CANCER IS EASILY 
CURABLE, the treatment is dietary/lifestyle, the response is immediate; 

the cancer cell is weak and vulnerable; the precise biochemical breakdown point was identified by her in 1951 

http://www.healingcancernaturally.com/budwig_protocol.html 

Dr. William Koch - The Koch Treatment http://www.healthsalon.org/300/dr-
william-koch-the-koch-treatment/ Dr.Koch’s main research area seems to have been in the oxidization process 

of the body. He hypothezied that the poor oxidization in the body was the cause of illness. He developed a 

way to increase this process. 

And here we are today. A re discovery, in mind, of what he did. He was of course prosecuted heavily, by the 

Powers that Be, and his discovery was buried, just like many others that dared to introduce healing methods 

that could jeopardize the money greased wheels of BigPharma. 

**** 
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--  Edited from-The Bellringer Writings http://www.fourwinds10.com -- The Phoenix 
Journal/Contact Newspaper Archive site is at -- http://www.phoenixarchives.com/                             
(This publication is Luciferian, so be careful of RA and his LEGIONS/ Religion) 

Medical applications of Colloidal Silver  

Acne,Dandruff, Lyme Disease,Septic conditions (of eyes, ears, mouth & throat), AIDS, 
Dermatitis, Lymphagitis, Septicemia, Allergies, Diabetes, Malaria, Shingles, 
Appendicitis, Diphtheria, Meningitis, Skin cancer, Arthritis, Dysentery, Moles, Skin 
rashes, Athlete’s Foot, Ear infections, Neurasthenia, Sore Throat  

Bacteria, all forms, Ebola, Parasitic infections, Staph infections, Bladder infection, 
Eczema, Pavo virus,  

Stomach flu, Bleeding gums, Encephalitis, Plant viruses & fungi, Stomach ulcer, 
Blepharitis, Fibrositis, Pleurisy, Strep infection, Blood Parasites, Flu, Pneumonia (viral, 
fungal & bacterial), Syphilis, Blood poisoning, Furunculosis, Prostate, Thrush (yeast 
infection), Boils, Gastritis, Pruritis, Thyroid Bubonic Plague, Gingivitis, Psoriasis, 
Tonsillitis, Burns, Gonorrhea, Purulent Ophthalmia, Tooth decay (neutralize), Cancer, 
Halitosis, Pyorrhea, Toxemia, Candida, (yeast infection), Hay Fever, Quinsy, Trachoma, 
Canine parovirus, Hemorrhoids, Rheumatism, Trench foot, Canker Sore, Hepatitis, 
Rhinitis, Tuberculosis, Chilblains, Herpes, Ringworm, Ulcerated Stomach, (ulcers), 
Cholera, Impetigo, Rosacea, Venereal diseases, Chronic fatigue, Indigestion, SARS 
Virus, all forms, Colds, Keratitis, Scabies, Warts, Colitis, Leprosy, Scarlet Fever  

West Nile Virus, Conjunctivitis, Leukemia, Scarletina, Whooping Cough, Cystitis, 
Lupus, Seborrhea, Yeast infection.  

 

 
 Colloidal silver (CS)  is a natural antibiotic  which has  
been used throughout the world for centuries as a  
means to destroy microbes of all kinds and to correct 
many health problems . It was removed from public use in the United States in the 1920’s and 
1930’s by the  
medical profession in their move to purge natural health remedies from th e marketplace . As 
late as August, 1998 the FDA ordered all colloidal silver removed from all U.S. Health Stores, but 
due to public outcry, that order has been temporarily relaxed. Today, the use of colloidal silver is 
spreading rapidly throughout the medical community in the healing of burn victims. Medical 
doctors have never denied the merits of silver in the form of silver nitrate as a bactericide. Silver 
nitrate is routinely used in drops put into a baby’s eyes at birth to prevent blindness from venereal 
disease.  
 
 Silver acts as a second immune system  for humans  
by destroying bacterias  and viruses  of all kinds. It is  
toxic to bacteria, viruses, yeasts, fungi (molds),  
protozoa, and parasites in the egg stage.  Therefore,  
CS will destroy staph and strep bacteria which are so  
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common in today’s health problems. In the silver  
literature there are listings of over 650 diseases  and  
health problems that silver in colloidal form will effect in very positive ways. The frequency of 
silver  is higher than almost all of the known harmful crystal-headed viruses  such as that of 
AIDS, Ebola, West Nile, and SARS and thus will destroy them . Usually these  
viruses are no problem to a person with a strong  
immune system and good nutrition.  Those dying from  
these diseases today usually have neither of these.  
 
 A colloid is a substance of ultramicroscopic   
particles. Colloidal silver is nothing more than very tiny  
particles of pure silver suspended in distilled water   
through the process of electrolysis. The smaller  the  
particles in CS the better  the body can assimilate them.  
Colloidal silver is odorless, tasteless and has no known  
negative reaction to any medication, health problem,  
diet, or artificial alteration to the human body. It is  
considered, along with gold and titanium, to be Creator  
God’s natural antibiotic provided for the good health of  
the people of planet Earth. Gold has a higher   
frequency  then silver, while the frequency of titanium is higher than gold . Nothing on planet 
Earth in microbe  
form  can survive the frequencies of colloidal titanium  
and colloidal gold, while colloidal silver will destroy  
nearly all of them.  

*** 
 
 Dr. Hulda Clark has done extensive  
research and application in the field of holistic health.  
 “What Do We Know About Colloidal Silver?” Edited  
By: Christine Doyle  
From Dr. Clark Newsletter:  
http://www.silverpuppy.com/drclarknews.html   
 
A better strategy might be to abandon antibiotics altogether in favor of different kinds of  
drugs." Bacteria  have a tremendous ability to adapt to substances. They can and do mutate to 
overcome antibiotics . When the antibiotics destroy the bacteria which are susceptible to them, 
they can clear the way for resistant bacteria to move in uninhibited.  
 
Beneficial bacteria  and organisms play various important, natural functions  in the body.  
Antibiotics often play havoc with some of the friendly  
organisms, producing long lasting side effects that may  
be difficult to correct.  
 
Antibiotics  can be patented . Therefore, the pharmaceutical companies find it financially 
worthwhile to keep the doctors  
educated in their medicines, while other products go  
unnoticed. Silver , on the other hand, is not patentable   
and there are no huge profits in it, so it is not worth  
heavy promotion. The high-priced products run over the  
low cost products, simply because of profitability. All of this is happening at the same time that 
disease bacteria are developing immunity to antibiotics all over the world. The medical profession 
is alarmed.  
  
Silver is emerging as a wonder of modern medicine. An  
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antibiotic kills perhaps a half-dozen different dis ease organisms , but silver kills some 650 . 
Resistant strains fail to develop . Moreover, silver is  virtually non-toxic ."  
 
Silver  has been known to be a bactericide for at least  
1200 years . Even in ancient times, it was known to  
prevent disease, and it was said that disease could not  
be transmitted in drinking from a silver cup. Silver coins were commonly dropped into a jar to 
prevent the  
spoilage of milk and other drink, and silver containers  
were used to prolong the freshness of foods  in general.  
Wealthy people used to feed their babies with a silver  
spoon, which was considered to be a cause of strong  
healthy growth . After the development of the patented antibiotics, silver was forgotten in the 
United States and most other places, although the antibiotics  are only effective against bacteria , 
not viruses, yeast, or fungi . Now, with the greatly improved modern colloids, the tables are 
turning and silver may be the most effective treatment of all.  
 

How you can use Colloidal Silver  

 
Add CS to drinking water  when on holiday or camping.  
Sterilize anything  from tooth brushes to surgical instruments, spray on garbage to prevent decay 
odors, disinfect dish cloths, cutting boards; add when canning, preserving or bottling fruits and 
vegetables; spray in  
shoes and between toes to kill fungus; disinfect bath  
water, use as gargle, douche, colon irrigation, nasal  
spray; drop onto bandages and plasters to hasten  
healing time; soak dentures; spray refrigerator, freezer,  
food storage containers to stop mildew, mold, wood rot,  
fungi. Use to spray pet's bedding; use in cleaning and  
mopping solutions. Spray on the top of open jam jars  
and food lids before closing to prevent mold. Spray air  
ducts; use in the final washing machine rinse cycle, and  
dishwashers. Spray around plant roots to stop rot;  
spray foliage to remove aphids and mold; use inside  
gloves and under fingernails, rinse fruit and vegetables,  
use in shampoos and rinsing water; spray pets and use  
in pet drinking water; spray carpets, wipe telephone  
mouthpieces, headphones, hearing aids; spray  
mattresses and allow to dry to kill dust mites; clean  
combs and glasses. Apply to baby for diaper rash and  
spray inside of diapers. Clean bathrooms, kitchens,  
floors, underwear, pillowcases, etc., etc.  
 
Swishing the solution briefly under the tongue  before  
swallowing ensures faster absorption and destroys  
mouth bacteria. In several days  CS will have  
accumulated in the tissues sufficiently for benefits to  
begin . It is eliminated via the kidneys, lymph and bowel  
within three weeks.  
 
CS is painless on cuts and abrasions , in open wounds,  
in the nostrils for sinus stuffy nose and even in babies  
eyes, because unlike antiseptics it does not destroy  
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tissue cells. Inside the body silver forms no toxic  
features. It cannot react or interfere with any other  
medication being taken.  
 
What exactly is Colloidal Silver (CS)?  
 
Simply put, colloids are extremely minute silver   
particles suspended in water , with a positive electrical  
charge . The smaller the silver particles, the more  
effective CS has proven to be. The best Colloidal Silver  
is produced at the molecular level. A small DC current   
is passed through an electrolyte (distilled water)  with  
silver electrodes . Minute, molecular sized particles are  
drawn off the positive electrode, having a positive  
electrical charge. This electrical charge  is of primary  
importance to healing and antibacterial qualities . The charge slowly dissipates, especially 
when exposed to light , and therefore, the freshness of the colloid is  
important.  
 
In "Colloidal Silver", a booklet produced by the  
Association for Colloidal Research, it is reported that:  
 There has never been a reported reaction with Colloidal Silver to any prescription medication," 
and no known side effects  from oral or IV administration of properly manufactured Colloidal 
Silver in animal or human testing. 
 
The evidence appears to support the theory that  
Colloidal Silver is highly effective against all strains of pathogenic bacteria , while any one 
antibiotic is only effective against a few certain bacterial strains.  
Furthermore, antibiotics have never been effective  
against viruses, yeast or fungi . Yet, researchers are  
telling us that Colloidal Silver has produced  
phenomenal results in tissue healing and  
reconstruction , as well as reducing scar tissue  in clinical tests. Severe cuts and wounds have 
healed in much less time. Laboratory tests have shown CS to kill over 650 destructive 
bacteria, viruses and fungi within minutes of conta ct.  
 
 
Other voices:  
 
Dr. Hirschberg, John Hopkins: "...remarkable for their  
beneficial action in infective states". Dr. Henry Cooks: "I know of no microbe that is not killed 
in laboratory tests within six minutes ". Dr. Gary Smith: "When silver was present the cancer 
cell was de-differentiated and the body was restore d".  
 
Certain bacteria are essential to healthy body function.  
Several researchers claim Colloidal Silver only attacks  
the unfriendly pathogens and will not harm the friendly ones , but one must wonder how it can 
possibly  
differentiate. The explanation is that the friendly  
bacteria are aerobic , while unfriendly bacteria are  
anaerobic . Silver does not attack bacteria directly, but  
rather decomposes certain enzymes  the anaerobic  
bacteria, viruses, yeast, and molds require. The silver  
acts as a catalyst  and is not consumed in the process.  
It is probable that this indirect action is also the reason  
bacteria cannot develop a resistance  to silver, as they  
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do to antibiotics.  
 
Some researchers do tell us, however, that in  
prolonged, very heavy doses, some silver compounds  
will leave gray deposits in the heavier skin folds  such as the knuckles. This condition is 
known as "Argyria ". The only problem to these deposits is said to be the  
cosmetic appearance and the condition is said to be  
rare . Some experts say this condition has never  been  
known to occur from silver in the colloidal state . Other experts do, however, warn that this 
might be a problem with extremely high, prolonged dosages (such as drinking many quarts of CS 
per day over months of  
time). The very small particle size in the Colloidal Silver would seem to make this possibility 
remote. Argyria is correctable with laser treatment, like a tattoo. (It should be noted that there has 
been only one case of Argyria reported in the world in the last 100 years.)  
 

Medical Uses  

 
Infections in burns  often failed to respond to antibiotics . Most antiseptics actually destroy  
the delicate healing tissues in severe burns and were  
very painful. The greatest problem was the bacterium  
Pseudomonas acruginose, which is particularly  
infectious to burns and fails to respond to all common  
antibiotics.  
 
Silver as an antimicrobial agent. Silver nitrate , the  
same solution used in newborn babies' eyes at birth to  
prevent blindness from venereal disease worked!  
However, it disturbed the balance of body  
salts, stained everything it touched, and in high  
concentrations was corrosive and painful. All of these problems were solved by Colloidal Silver. 
With Colloidal Silver as the base, a salve has been extremely effective in treating the infections 
and healing in serious burns. Colloidal Silver is now routinely used for severe  
burn victims, resulting in a large reduction of scarring   
and a heavy reduction of deaths for extensive severe  
burns.   
 
Another line of research that has led to this change of  
thinking is described in the best seller: "The Body  
Electric", in which Robert Beck, leading research  
scientist in the field of bone regeneration, states: "The  
germ killing action of silver has been known for some  
time. The Soviets use silver ions to sterilize recycled  
water aboard their space stations. It kills even  
antibiotic-resistant strains, and also works on fungus  
infections." He goes on to say: "It stimulates bone- 
forming cells, cures the most common stubborn  
infections of all kinds of bacteria, and stimulates  healing in the skin and other soft 
tissues ."  
 
Dr. Beck concluded: "Cells exposed to positive silver ions profoundly stimulate healing in a way 
unlike any known natural process. Whatever its precise mode of action may be, the electrically 
generated silver ion can  
produce enough cells for blastomas; it has restored my  
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belief that full regeneration of limbs and other body  
parts can be accomplished in humans."  
 
The silver ion produces some cells with no differentiation. These cells can turn into any cell that is 
needed. Only these de-differentiated cells can be used to create the cells necessary to replace 
destroyed cells such as in a wound or rebuild missing tissue. It seems to be for this reasoning 
that Colloidal Silver heals injuries without scarring, or at last greatly reduces scarring, while 
greatly accelerating the reconstruction or general  
healing of wounds. Scar tissue develops when de- 
differentiated cells are in short supply. Therefore it  
would seem, from the evidence at hand, that CS could  
reduce or prevent internal scarring and promote internal  
healing after surgery.  
 
Other medical uses:  
Silver aids the developing fetus in growth, health, and eases the d elivery and recovery ."  
Hospitals routinely use it in new-born infants' eyes to  
prevent 'infection caused' blindness . Silver seems to be  
even more promising against AIDS , and there seems to  
be no doubt that silver supports the T-cells in their fight  
against foreign organisms in the blood. It virtually forms  
a second immune system, actually protecting and  
defending T-cells. Marvin Robey, has personally used a strong dose of Colloidal Silver (4 oz. of 
500 parts per million) for a 'cold' in its early stages. It provided relief in two hours and cured the 
cold completely in about 24 hours. Others say that it quickly cures their colds in more advanced 
stages…  
 

Physiological information about CS  

 
The body's ability to process the tiny atoms of Colloidal  
Silver makes silver build-up in the body impossible .  
 
CS is the only form of silver that can be used safely as  
a supplement. It is absorbed into the tissues at a slow  
enough rate that is not irritating to tissues, unlike silver  
nitrate which reacts violently with tissues because of its  
caustic action.  
 
The body has a vital need for silver to produce new  
healthy cells. Since our blood is also a colloid, the  
harmonious way the colloids enter the body may well  
make Colloidal Silver the safest medicine on earth . 
 
A deficiency of silver in the diet contributes to dis ease. In fact he found that those with low 
levels of silver in their body had frequent colds, flu, and sicknesses. He feels that a silver 
deficiency can be the cause of improper functioning of the immune system.  
 
"In the former Soviet Union, silver is used to sterilize recycled water aboard space shuttles. NASA 
has also selected a silver/water system for its space shuttle. Internationally, many airlines use 
silver water filters to guarantee passenger safety against water-borne diseases such as 
dysentery. The Swiss government has approved use of such silver water filters in homes and 
offices. In the U.S some city municipalities use silver in the treatment of sewage. Silver works so 
well in purifying water that it is sometimes used to purify swimming pool water. It does not sting 
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the eyes as chlorine does, and it does kill mosquito larva. An experiment conducted in Nebraska 
demonstrates its effectiveness. Fifty gallons of raw sewage were pumped into a pool without any 
disinfectant. A standard measure of contamination is the count of E. coli, a bacteria organism 
found in the intestinal tract. The count soared to 7000 E. coli cells per milliliter of water. When the 
water was exposed to silver electrodes, within three hours it was completely free of E. coli."  
You can make your own colloidal silver with a CS  
generator far more cheaply than purchasing the CS  
from a health store at $10 per ounce. CS generators  
for home use are made by various companies listed on  
the internet  
Use a larger glass container  such as a quart or two quart  jar to make larger amounts of 
colloidal silver. The solution reaches the ppm, usually in about one hour . One word of caution is 
that colloidal solutions using electrolysis must be made with only distilled water . Any other water 
contains minerals which will render the passing of an electric current through it ineffective for 
making a colloidal solution.  
 
 The human body utilizes colloidal silver at the rate  
of three to five ppm.  Higher concentrations of silver are not harmful in any way but they do not 
kill internal  
microbes more effectively. For a topical application  of  
CS a silver concentration of 60 ppm  or higher is  
needed. AT this level CS is effective as an after-shave,  
deodorant, mouth wash, for gargling and for burns,  
cuts, insect bites and other skin irritations.  
 
 On a side note the early pioneers of the U.S. “Old  
West” would put a silver dollar into a bucket of fresh  
milk and keep it from spoiling without refrigeration for  
two to three days. They also used true silverware and  
silver dishes which aided their health. Also, for many  
centuries the Royal Families of the world have been  
called “Blue Bloods ” because of the high silver content  
in their blood. They stored their food in silver dishes,  
ate from silver plates and cups, and used true  
silverware. They had no modern medicine and medical  
doctors but remained healthy. The “commoners” could  
not afford silver utensils and were usually sick.  
 
We recommend one-fourth to one-half cup of colloidal silver a da y as a maintenance 
program , if you are able to make your own CS. CS can be put into your drinking water and used 
throughout the day or taken at meal times to keep your body constantly  
supplied. Over time light will reduce the positive charge on the silver ion, causing it to precipitate 
from  
suspension. The silver will then adhere to the walls of  
the container and render it unusable. This problem is  
corrected by storing CS in amber colored glass bottles .  
This gives it an indefinite shelf life.  
 
 Colloidal gold (CG) is nearly unavailable in U.S.  
health stores today, as are CG generators on the  
internet. The price of gold makes buying CG very  
expensive. The U.S. Government has effectively  
prohibited the manufacturing of CG generators, but one  
source is found at http://www.biophysica.com. Colloidal titanium and colloidal titanium generators 
are nearly impossible to find in the marketplace.  
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The big lie is that all healing can only happen  
through the medicines, drugs, medical techniques and  
expertise of the medical community. Medical doctors  
are honored as the God’s of Healing and are paid  
accordingly. Behind the scenes the pharmaceutical  
companies control all . They fund the medical research  
grants at the universities to control the results, and they  
bribe the medical doctors to utilize their drugs and  
techniques by allowing the doctors to become  
stockholders in their pharmaceutical companies. This  
is all done at the expense of those who suffer from  
illness, and many, who are ill, have become so from the  
medications and techniques of the medical community.  
 
 Colloidal silver is kept secret by the pharmaceutic al  
industry for two very important reasons . The first  
reason, of course, is that the effectiveness and  
availability of CS would severely cut into the profits  the drug companies make today on all the 
various  
antibiotics, flue, and cold remedies. The second reason  
is that CS can not be patented . The Food and Drug  
Administration has classified CS as a pre 1938 drug,  
which makes it exempt from current patent laws. If a  
product cannot be patented and a monopoly held on it  
in the marketplace, it cannot demand a high price.  
Therefore, CS is worthless to the pharmaceutical  
profiteers. In fact they are fearful that colloidal silver  
may return to public use and have worked hard to keep  
it hidden.  
 
 Is it any wonder that colloidal silver which can stop  
viruses such as West Nile, AIDS, Ebola, Bubonic  
plague, and SARS , is kept hidden from public use?  
Something so inexpensive, so easy to make, and so  
accessible to the public as colloidal silver would cause  
so much good health as to wipe out whole sections o f  
the pharmaceuticals in thousands of hospitals and d rug stores.  Such is the trillion dollar 
drug lie.  
 
Can you imagine a world without harmful molds and bacterias? Can you imagine a world without 
the common cold, without AIDS, without the “flu”, without venereal disease, without SARS? That 
is the world of colloidal silver. 
 
 
 
Dr. Hulda Clark feels that sufficient CS is ingested from cleaning the teeth. Perhaps more is 
needed in certain conditions. Other doctors suggest one or two teaspoons daily. There is no limit 
for external use. In general, modern Colloidal Silver is of much better quality than it was in the 
1930's and 40's due to modern knowledge of  how to produce it. Still better news is that you can 
produce the Colloidal Silver of the finest quality yourself for pennies a bottle. This way, you know 
it is fresh and you have a better idea of the concentration and quality.  
 
When current is applied to silver in solution the particles that break off will always be the same 
size: 1.26 angstroms (.000126 microns). This is so small that its nearest rival is an atom. Very 
simple, inexpensive,  
easily used and maintainable equipment is now  
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available by several manufacturers to make your own  
Colloidal Silver of the finest quality, absolutely fresh.  
To purchase ready made CS is highly expensive. To  
make it for yourself via a little machine costs only cents.  
"The purity of the silver is an important issue. The  
manufacturer of the silver should divulge this. Use only  
99.99% pure silver. 
 
 

EDEN PROJECT FREEE lessons  http://8thfire.biz/edenproject2013.htm 

PARASITES like mosquitoes die in high frequencies. 

DEACTIVATE those 
VAMPIRES.  http://www.toolsforhealing.com/products/Zapp
er/Articles/Clark_frequencytable.pdf // http://www.island.net/~za
pper/ //http://www.parazapper.com/ // http://zap.intergate.ca/ // / 

SOULution= GEODESIC GREEN HOME 
DOMES. NOW NOW NOW. More triangles, the 
higher the Frequency. 

http://geodesicdomes.ca/ // http://www.cjfearnley.com/fuller-faq-
4.html // http://www.geodesic-greenhouse-kits.com/ // 

http://www.domes.ca/ // http://www.domehome.com/ // http://www.des
ertdomes.com/ // 

  

 
 

 
 

orgonemasters -- http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm 
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Orgone 

MASTER  

Qi Miracles 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Orgone Masters and DAISY DOWSERS 

  

 

 

  

 

Orgone and HolyHealthy Products here (available by gifting a donation 
only) Samples pictures only 
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 how to make Orgone Masters by Dana Horochowski directions. 

  

  

Orgone Masters Steps 

1. Spray molds with high vibration oil. 

2. Add neodyne magnet (or pure copper penny if no 
magnet), then copper/ aluminum shavings to 
bottom. North side down. This will allow a MAX 
DIPOLE. USE this magnet part to deactivate chip 
implants. ( + qi) 

3. Add crystal that is clockwise wound and pointed upward. 

(Tighter Winding= more squeezing = more piezoelectric effect. ) COIL 
EVERY quartz CRYSTAL  CLOCKWISE  ( RHR=right hand rule for flow 
of electrons (-) to the (+) N POLE Magnet that you add. If you have other 
crystal types, they can rest in a chamber of copper-coiled clockwise, winding 
upward like a staircase. ( eternal PIEZOELECTRIC SQUEEZING COMES 
FROM RESIN AFTER DRYING) 

  

4. Add grounding stones, shell, seeds to top and sides to cover the metals. 
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I add glass beads or various other crystals from necklaces for different colour 
and frequency emissions. ROYGBIVrainbow colors for Chakra balancing. If 
you are going to do that, then they have to also go on the magnet side. Lay 
down the coloured beads or crystals and the magnet N + down first, 
then coiled crystal, and shavings around it.Amethyst is great for psychic 
attack prevention. Amethyst can also be added and coiled like clear quartz. ( 

Purple is High Frequency vibration so it can activate dna to 
that level.) 

5. Add hardener to resin. Cover with resin ( outside). 
Pour, let sink in then add to top it off. Cover crystal so that 
it is not bare. 

6. MAGNETS attach to railings on highways, stair wells, electrical boxes, 
fences, some utility poles and death towers, etc. They attract negative energies 
into the orgonemaster and are processed out the tip into positive orgone. 

KEY- orgone is generated by a combo of inorganic metals and an organic 
matrix.  Glass beads are much like fibreglass resin. (your body is an organic 
matrix, so DAISY DOWSERSact like orgone generators on your body. The 
crystal is coiled in a clockwise motion in copper wire for +qi. Dowsers need to 
be cleansed in PURE incense smudge and charged in full 
sunlight and/or moonlight. (sweetgrass, cedar, white sage are my 
favourites http://sacredfeathertraders.com/) 

  

See Orgonecrystals.com ( MY 
FAVOURITE) http://66.49.206.24/orgonecrystals.com/catal
og/crystals/quartz_brazil.html 

or Jim Coleman crystals love them 
too http://66.49.206.24/jimcolemancrystals.com/quartzpoint
s/qtzptspound1.htm- buy Item # JP-L-BZ $8, or Item # JP-
MR $15 

Applied Magnets ( cylinder neodynium magnets. NORTH 
SIDE DOWN, attach to metal surface to prevent slipping and away from 
pointed tip of 
Quartz) http://66.49.206.24/magnet4less.com/index.php?cPath=1_11 
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Fibreglass Resin- auto parts-Bondo Fibreglass resin ~ $20 Canadian Tire/ 
Walmart $17 

Copper Wire - 18 gauge or 22, TimBr http://66.49.206.24/corfil.ca/ . Some 
people like to match the length of the wire with the same length of a chosen 

frequency like the Great Pyramid, but I AM not 
into calling in anything that is related to those 
pyramids. I prefer to magnify PRANA- 
LIGHT  and AGAPE AMOR , so I put my 
intent into the wire, regardless of how long it is. 
Measuring is too left brain for me. FEEL your 
HEALING.  

Copper scrubbies to cut up ( Dollarama). Aluminum shavings -call scrap 
metal dealers or metal fabrication companies in your area first. or buy shavings 
athttp://66.49.206.24/orgonecrystals.com/ 

Use good oil for molds ( extra virgin olive oil/rose oil/ 
almond oil), not cancer causing vegetable oil. Silicone molds 
are best ( Dollarama) or Value Village. 

Add a shell and/or non hybrid seed for life force energy. 
Shell has a fibonacci sequence that is found in all living 
things as they grow. ( Mean GOLDEN RATIO of 
PERFECT LIFE FORCE  and GROWTH . ) 

Add Grounding stones so you don't have to bury the orgone and the charges 
will keep clearing and reviving. Stones and shells 
are in Dollarama. Seeds can 
be bird/medicinal/spice. NO MONSANTO 
seeds- they have areverse spin that produces ( -) 
ORGONE or Qi. 

Use your intuition. ALWAYS wrap the quartz 
crystal from FLAT to TIP CLOCKWISE  (your 
hand is moving in a clockwise direction, so that it 
gives out + /NOT - orgone.) Binding the crystal in copper wirecontrols the 
hyperinfinity and POLARITY  in crystals, so they don't access all dimensions, 
including the lower/negative ones. 

Avoid phallus shapes. I DO NOT MAKE PYRAMIDS (ego,masculine, 
phallus/ fission/ explosive E). Just an ignorant flip of the magnet, crystal or coil 
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in the wrong direction and you can be bringing in a 
whole STARGATE  of unwanted visitors. They will increase the dipole in the 
orgone. Jehovah Witnesses and Rocky Mountain Mystery School have 
pyramids. Lucifer portal. ( - +)Ascended Masters in 4d drama...beware. 

I know pyramids can heal, but make them yourselves if you want HEALing,  

not lower ASTRAL Visitations. 

 

...Like Sherry Shriner's Orgone Blaster JEHOVAH DRAGON 
JERK and his GRAYS. 

ByBAAL  Belters are in for a real SHOW~! You 
wanted Yahweh...you are going to get him. Paid 
for $$$ by you$$. I told you so! 

Run Shriner Run...you will have angry 
customers, not to mention other entities 

blasting in your vicinities. 

Your god is a DRACONIAN. Heaven help your children! 

  

  

  

  

 

Orgone 

MASTER  

Qi Miracles 
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Dome energy is female energy/ WOMB/ FUSION 
/GROWTH / MATTER  from ENERGY/ mother/EARTH/ 
SPHERE/heart chakra. Flattopped orgone is FEMALE DOME 
ENERGY orgone because the energy radiates in all directions, 
far  and wide. LOVE/LIGHT/HEALING is shared equally. It is not a 
STARGATE. 

CLEANSE crystals in pure water ( rose oil/water has 
high vibration life force energy) or meditate with them 
in your bath, if you are healthyand clear of demonic 
attacks. Charge them in high sunlight 11 am to 1 pm and 
then full moon 11 pm to 1 am ( moon energy 
is feminine) 

  

Others have suggested 

Stuart Wilde suggests chamomile tea and lavender essential oil for the ghouls 
in your fractal reality 

The snakes feed on human emotional energy as well 
(fear, anger). They're soul eaters. Black tourmaline + 
mica works great against dark siders when used 
in orgonite. It grounds their negative energy and can 
also reflect it back on to them. I also use rose quartz. 

 

Crystals love to be squeezed, and not just in your hands. Most crystals were 
born deep underground under great heat and pressure. They feel at home 
in orgonite since the resin contracts when it cures, thereby permanently 
squeezing the crystals and creating apiezo electric effect. A great example of 
the piezo electric effect is earthquake lights. In other words the crystals ramp 
up, and theynever run out of power. A nice side effect is that the crystals 
continuously clear themselves under this effect at the same timeamplifying 
the metaphysical properties of the gemstones in the pendant. http://educate-

yourself.org/ 
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-piezoelectric effect was discovered in 1880 by the Jacques and Pierre Curie 
brothers. They found out that when a mechanical stresswas applied on 
crystals such as tourmaline, tourmaline, topaz, quartz, Rochelle salt and 
cane sugar, electrical charges appeared, and this voltage was proportional to 
the stress.Piezoelectric materials 

The piezoelectric effect occurs only in non conductive materials. Piezoelectric 
materials can be divided in 2 main groups: crystals andceramics. The most 
well-known piezoelectric material is quartz (SiO2). Quartz SiO2  
Introduction 

The trigonal crystallized silica of SiO2 is known as Quartz and is one of 
the most common crystals on earth's surface. It has anhexagonal structure 
made of , Quartz is a very pure crystal and contains only traces of other 
elements. Natural quartz contain: Al3+: 13 to 15,000 ppm, usually only 100 
ppm , Fe3+: Ti4+: P5+: H+: Li+: Na+: 9 to 1400 ppm K+: 3 to 300 ppm 
Density: 2.65 g/cm3 Mineral class: Oxides/hydroxides 

Piezoelectricity-Quartz shows a strong piezoelectric effect perpendicularly to 
the prism axis. Applying pressureon a quartz crystal generates an electrical 
polarization along the pressure 
direction. Alternatively, applying 
anelectrical tension leads to a mechanical 
deformation of the 
crystal. http://66.49.206.24/piezomaterials.
com/ 

-Although the magnitudes of piezoelectric 
voltages, movements, or forces are 
small, and often requireamplification  (a typical disc of 
piezoelectric ceramic will increase or decrease in thickness by only a small 
fraction of a millimetre, for example) piezoelectric materials have been adapted 
to an impressive range of applications. The piezoelectric effect is used 
in sensing applications, such as in force or displacement sensors. The 
inverse piezoelectric effect is used in actuation applications, such as 

in motors and devices that precisely control 
positioning, and in generating sonic and ultrasonic 
signals. 

What can piezoelectric ceramics do ? 
Mechanical compression or tension on a poled 
piezoelectric ceramic element changes the dipole 
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moment, creating a voltage. Compressionalong the direction of polarization, 
or tension perpendicular to the direction of 
polarization, generates voltage of the same polarity as 
the poling voltage. Tension along the direction of 
polarization, or compression perpendicular to the 
direction of polarization, generates a voltage 
with polarity opposite that of the poling voltage. 
These actions are generator actions -- the ceramic 

element converts the mechanical energy of compression or 
tension into electrical energy. This behaviour is used in fuel-igniting devices, 
solid state batteries, force-sensing devices, and other products. Values 
for compressive stress and the voltage (or field strength) generated by 
applying stress to a piezoelectric ceramic element are linearly proportional up 
to a material-specific stress. The same is true for applied voltage 
and generated strain. 
If a voltage of the same polarity as the poling voltage is applied to a ceramic 
element, in the direction of the poling voltage, the element will lengthenand its 
diameter will become smaller. If a voltage of polarity opposite that of the 
poling voltage is applied, the element will become shorter and broader. If 
an alternating voltage is applied, the element will lengthen and shorten 
cyclically, at the frequency of the applied voltage. This ismotor action -- 
electrical energy is converted into mechanical energy. The principle is adapted 
to piezoelectric motors, sound generating devices, and many other products. 

There are three common types of thermosetting resin to choose from: epoxy, 
vinyl ester and polyester. 

Fibreglass Resin ( BONDO)MOST COMMON  and has glass which 
is CRYSTALINE -To form fiberglass, thin strands of glass are separated into 
minute fibers. These fibers retain the properties of glass, but can be pliable and 
mixed with other products. Fiberglass can be combined with a wide range of 
materials, depending on the desired end product. When mixed with resin, 
fiberglass becomes very thick and is temporarily quite malleable. 

Moldmaking, molding and laminating operations can be performed with any 
system. Epoxy is the higher performance and higher priced system. It is used 
in weight critical, high strength, and dimensionally accurate 
applications. Vinyl Ester resin offers corrosion resistance, heat resistance and 
is blended for toughness. Polyester resins are less expensive, offer some 
corrosion resistance, and are more forgiving than epoxies. For this reason, they 
are the most widely used. 
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Epoxy vs Vinyl Resin-The number of links of epoxy molecules is to a kevlar 
fiber would be much harder to count than the number of links made 
by vinylester resin to a kevlar fiber. Epoxy ( yellow) resin has more bonds of 
elasticity, so it will PULL/PUSH more on the CRYSTAL . Vinylester 
resin is just easier to use at the factory level but nowhere near as strong as 
epoxy resin. The cross linking is just not there in vinylester resin and the 
kevlar fibers can pull out of the glue more easily when 
stressed.http://66.49.206.24/redrockstore.com/resin.
htm 

Quartz crystals have piezoelectric properties; they 
develop an electric potential upon the application of 
mechanical stress. 

Major varieties of quartz 

Chalcedony Cryptocrystalline quartz and moganite 
mixture. The term is generally only used for white 

or lightly colored material. 
Otherwise more specific names are used.  
Agate Multi-colored , banded chalcedony, semi-translucent to 
translucent  
Onyx Agate where the bands are straight, parallel and 
consistent in size.  
Jasper Opaque cryptocrystalline quartz, typically red to 
brown  
Aventurine Translucent chalcedony with small 

inclusions (usually mica) that shimmer.  
Tiger's Eye Fibrous gold to red-brown colored quartz, 
exhibiting chatoyancy.  
Rock crystal Clear, colorless  
Amethyst Purple, transparent  
Citrine  Yellow to reddish orange to brown, greenish yellow  
Prasiolite Mint green, transparent  
Rose quartz Pink, translucent, may display diasterism  
Rutilated quartz Contains acicular (needles) inclusions of rutile  
Milk  quartz White, translucent to opaque, may display diasterism  
Smoky quartz Brown to gray, opaque  
Carnelian Reddish orange chalcedony, translucent  
Dumortierite  quartz Contains large amounts of dumortierite crystals 
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Natural quartz crystals are almost always qi dipoles. When a crystal has one 
end smooth and pointed, and the other end rough, 
it is usually the smooth end which is positive, 
and the rough end which is negative. This 
situation, with one end rough and one smooth, is 
the most common 

two stone dipoles. If you touch the two positive 
ends together, or the two negative ends or poles 
together, then negative qi is generated. If you 
touch a negative pole to a positive pole, 
a positive qi charge is generated 

MAGNETS  and NORTH POLE positive qi is streaming out from the north 
pole of the magnet, and negative qi from the south pole.Neodymium 
magnets are part of the rare earth magnet family and are also called NdFeB 
magnets (NIB) because of their composition: Nd = Neodymium, Fe = Iron, and 
B = Boron.  

- use a magnet with the north and south poles 
marked (easiest method!); - use a compass and the needle 
that usually points to the northwill point to the south pole 
of the magnet. 

positive pole of a qi dipole is brought to the south pole of 
a magnet, or if the negative pole of a qi dipole is brought 
to the north pole of a magnet, positive qi is generated (at 

the point of contact). If a negative qi pole is brought to the south pole of a 
magnet, or a positive qi pole to the north pole of a magnet, then negative qi is 
generated. 

If a qi dipole is placed directly over a compass or bar magnet, aligned with the 
compass needle or bar such that the positive qi pole points north and 
the negative pole points south, positive qi is generated (in center of the stone 
or dipole): in the opposite case, when the positive pole points south and the 
negative pole points north, negative qi is generated. 

Now we curl the wire so that the two ends come together and it becomes a 
continuous circle. As soon as the ends touch, two currents of qi begin to flow 
through the wire.Positive qi flows from the positive crystal pole to the 
negative crystal pole, and negative qi flows from the negative crystal pole to 
the positive crystal pole 
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The end of the magnet which points north is called its 
north pole, and the end pointing to the south is called its 
south pole. Given any magnet, its north pole, by 
definition, is the end which will attract a compass's 
south pole, and repel a compass's north pole. Back 
about 1600 Gilbert discovered that whole earth is a 

magnet, and that one pole of the earth was far to the 
north and one pole far to the south. Since the north pole 
of a compass points to the northern pole of the earth, the 
northern pole of the earth is really a magnetic south pole 
(a historical paradox). 

magnetic lines of force. Each of these lines of magnetic 
force has a direction, and to see which way any given 
line tends at any given point, all one has to do is to place a compass at that 
point. The compass needle aligns itself with the magnetic line 

  

 

Orgone is the Universal Life force, the basic building block of 
all organic and inorganic matter on the material planet. Coined 
by Dr. Wilhelm Reich, Orgone has been called Chi, Prana or 
simply the Force 

 
Most of the ancient healing practices, shamanism, religious 
miracles, special power of priests and their spiritual work, 
areunthinkable without the use of orgone energy mp3 

-Cleans the air and helps you breathe better. Orgone can help those 
with asthma and those with breathing problems. 

-Eliminates toxins, poisons and radiation from the air 

-Defeats chemtrails and keeps your skies clear. 

-Promotes natural health, keeps you from catching every flu virus under the 
sun. Stops headaches and migraines, improves overall health. 
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-Knocks out bad thunderstorms before they get to 
your area, chills out tornados headed your way. Those 
areas gifted with Orgone suffered the least amount of 
damage from Hurricanes. 

-Nullifies the effects of the strong subliminal 
messaging NWO towers erected everywhere. 
Stops ELF (Electromagnetic Low Frequency) attacks 

-Helps you sleep better. Stops sleep abductions. 

-Repels anything evil and keeps it away from your yard, home and 
family!! Emits positive energy, evil can't stand being around 
it! 

What is Orgone? Read the article from the Idaho Observer 
at http://proliberty.com/observer/20030512.htm 

  

 ORGONE (LIFE FORCE) THEORY OF OPERATION  

Electricity, magnetism, gravitation, elf waves, cell phones, radioactivity, etc, 
are all invisible energies on the physical plane of existence. They all give off 
vibrations. Some of these man made vibrations are harmful to humans. 
Wilhelm Reich called them DOR (deadly orgone). The strength of these 
EMF forces diminishes with the square of the distance traveled. LIFE FORCE 

is also invisible. It is not man made and can even be 
directed mentally. The great shamans, medicine men 
and healers of all times used their minds to send LIFE 
FORCE. Many sensitive people can feel this force. 

Orgone Masters have Neodyne magnets that suck 
in the Dead Orgone Energy (DOR). The metal 
shavings in the resin collect the DOR. The copper 
coiled Quartz Crystal converts DOR to Positive 

Orgone Energy (POR)- LIF E FORCE ENERGY. 

NEGATIVE Energies are neutralized. Gives the area 
a protective AURIC FIELD . 

With FEAR, the auric field is greatly diminished, thus 
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leaving the individual open to NEGATIVE energy  attacks ordis-ease. 

CATS are the best reptilian detectors and reptilian busters known to 
mankind. They have been known to wake up female abductees moments 
before the onset of a reptilian abduction or rape. 

 
 

DEACTIVATE ARCHONS NOW!!! ( CLOCKWISE (+) ORGONE 
MASTERS) -SATAN SATURN 6 pointed stAR of DAVID HEXED 
HEXAGON, SOUL SUCKERS, DARK ENERGY, NEG ( -) , ELECTrons, 
ANTI CLOCKWISE, ARCHONS, DEMIURGE, Ialdabaoth 
 
 

 
1- NEW PARADIGM Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs newparadimetime - http://8thfire.biz/newparadimetime.htm 

2- OLEE H20 FREEE lessons HERE JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs oleeh20scool --
 http://8thfire.biz/oleeh20scool.htm 

3 - TEACHER SUPPORT JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs teachersupport - http://8thfire.biz/teachersupport.htm 

4 EDEN and Orgone Qi Masters by DANA Horochowski orgonemasters --
 http://7thfire.biz/orgonemasters.htm 

5- Prophecy of the 8th Fire JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs 8thfirescool --
 http://8thfire.biz/8thfirescool.htm 

6- Christ Consciousness = Amor not ROMA amorvsroma --
 http://8thfire.biz/amorvsroma.htm 

7-EDEN PROJECT FREEE lessons HERE JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs edenproject2013 --http://8thfire.biz/edenproject2013.htm 

8- relationships and eMOTIONs FREEE lessons HERE 
JRgenius interNATIONalsCOOLs relationemotion ---
http://8thfire.biz/relationemotion.htm 
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9 PHILO Sophia Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc philosophia --
 http://8thfire.biz/philosophia.htm  

10 Bizwhizzes Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc bizwhizzes -
 http://8thfire.biz/bizwhizzes.htm 

11 DaisyDairy Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc daisydairy --
 http://8thfire.biz/daisydairy.htm 

12 DAISYdishes Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc daisydishes -
-- http://8thfire.biz/daisydishes.htm 

13 Daisy Delivery Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc daisydelivery --
 http://8thfire.biz/daisydelivery.htm 

14 DAISY Doggies Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc daisydoggies --
 http://8thfire.biz/daisydoggies.htm 

15 FREE FREE ENERGY Jr. Genius Educational Services 
Inc freefreeenergy -- http://8thfire.biz/freefreeenergy.htm 

16 - GardenGurus Jr. Genius Educational Services 
Inc http://8thfire.biz/gardengurus.htm 

17 GardenGurus Jr. Genius Educational Services 
Inc gardenguru2 - http://8thfire.biz/gardenguru2.htm 

18 Survival Seekers jrgenius interNATIONal sCOOLs survivalseekers --
 http://8thfire.biz/survivalseekers.htm 

19 WAMPUMway Jr. Genius Educational Services Inc wampumway --
 http://8thfire.biz/wampumway.htm 

20 POOPpartners- Project CLEAN UP YOUR MESS -
 pooppartners -- http://8thfire.biz/pooppartners.htm 

21 private tutoring  JRgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs privatetutoring --- http://8thfire.biz/privatetutoring.htm 

22 insCOOL FREE LESSONS Jr. Genius Educational Services 
Inc insCOOL --- http://8thfire.biz/insCOOL.htm 
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23 HOMEsCOOL TORI NATION 555 CANservatives 
INTERnationAL SCHOOLS homescool --
 http://8thfire.biz/homescool.htm 

24 GRADEGROWERs Jrgenius interNATIONal 
sCOOLs gradegrowers -- http://8thfire.biz/gradegrowers.htm 

25 interNATIONal sCOOLs JRgenius 
interNATIONalsCOOLs internationalscools --
 http://8thfire.biz/internationalscools.htm 

26 CITYLAWCENTRE  vs BLACK MAGIC JUST US 
SYSTEM citylawcentre -- http://8thfire.biz/citylawcentre.htm 

27 LOVECRY - STREET KIDS CONNECT lovecry --
 http://8thfire.biz/lovecry.htm 

28 - ClaireVoyant Passionate about LOVE, FREEDOM, 
SERENITY and connecting the MIND BODY and 

SOUL clairevoyant ---http://8thfire.biz/clairvoyant.htm 

29 TorontoStreetNews GRASSROOTS 
REVIVAL  7thfire.biz  torontostreetnews - http://7thfire.biz/torontostreetnews.htm 

http://holyhealthy69.blogspot.ca/ // http://jrgenius.blogspot.ca/ //// http://5dterra.w
ordpress.com //// http://www.torontostreetnews.net/ /// http://lovecry.org/ ////http://
66.49.206.24/torontostreetnews.info/TSNEWS 
all/ //// http://en.gravatar.com/5dterra //// http://serenityglobal.blogspot.ca/ // 

 
 

 

 

 

 


